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Preface
Since the writing of the first edition of this book, usage of the Global Positioning
System (GPS) has become nearly ubiquitous. GPS provides the position, velocity,
and timing information that enables many applications we use in our daily lives.
GPS is in the midst of an evolutionary development that will provide increased accu-
racy and robustness for both civil and military users. The proliferation of augmenta-
tions and the development of other systems, including GALILEO, have also
significantly changed the landscape of satellite navigation. These significant events
have led to the writing of this second edition.

The objective of the second edition, as with the first edition, is to provide the
reader with a complete systems engineering treatment of GPS. The authors are a
multidisciplinary team of experts with practical experience in the areas that each
addressed within this text. They provide a thorough treatment of each topic. Our
intent in this new endeavor was to bring the first edition text up to date. This was
achieved through the modification of some of the existing material and through the
extensive addition of new material.

The new material includes satellite constellation design guidelines, descriptions
of the new satellites (Block IIR, Block IIR-M, Block IIF), a comprehensive treatment
of the control segment and planned upgrades, satellite signal modulation character-
istics, descriptions of the modernized GPS satellite signals (L2C, L5, and M code),
and advances in GPS receiver signal processing techniques. The treatment of inter-
ference effects on legacy GPS signals from the first edition is greatly expanded, and a
treatment of interference effects on the modernized signals is newly added. New
material is also included to provide in-depth discussions on multipath and iono-
spheric scintillation, along with the associated effects on the GPS signals.

GPS accuracy has improved significantly within the past decade. This text pres-
ents updated error budgets for both the GPS Precise Positioning and Standard Posi-
tioning Services. Also included are measured performance data, a discussion on
continuity of service, and updated treatments of availability and integrity.

The treatment of differential GPS from the first edition has been greatly
expanded. The variability of GPS errors with geographic location and over time is
thoroughly addressed. Also new to this edition are a discussion of attitude determi-
nation using carrier phase techniques, a detailed description of satellite-based aug-
mentation systems (e.g., WAAS, MSAS, and EGNOS), and descriptions of many
other operational or planned code- and carrier-based differential systems.

The incorporation of GPS into navigation systems that also rely on other sen-
sors continues to be a widespread practice. The material from the first edition on
integrating GPS with inertial and automotive sensors is significantly expanded.
New to the second edition is a thorough treatment on the embedding of GPS receiv-
ers within cellular handsets. This treatment includes an elaboration on network-
assistance methods.
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In addition to GPS, we now cover GALILEO with as much detail as possible at
this stage in this European program’s development. We also provide coverage of
GLONASS, BeiDou, and the Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System.

As in the first edition, the book is structured such that a reader with a general
science background can learn the basics of GPS and how it works within the first few
chapters, whereas the reader with a stronger engineering/scientific background will
be able to delve deeper and benefit from the more in-depth technical material. It is
this “ramp up” of mathematical/technical complexity, along with the treatment of
key topics, that enable this publication to serve as a student text as well as a refer-
ence source. More than 10,000 copies of the first edition have been sold throughout
the world. We hope that the second edition will build upon the success of the first,
and that this text will prove to be of value to the rapidly increasing number of engi-
neers and scientists that are working on applications involving GPS and other satel-
lite navigation systems.

While the book has generally been written for the engineering/scientific commu-
nity, one full chapter is devoted to Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) mar-
kets and applications. This is a change from the first edition, where we focused
solely on GPS markets and applications. The opinions presented here are those of
the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of The MITRE Corporation.
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C H A P T E R 1

Introduction
Elliott D. Kaplan
The MITRE Corporation

1.1 Introduction

Navigation is defined as the science of getting a craft or person from one place to
another. Each of us conducts some form of navigation in our daily lives. Driving to
work or walking to a store requires that we employ fundamental navigation skills.
For most of us, these skills require utilizing our eyes, common sense, and land-
marks. However, in some cases where a more accurate knowledge of our position,
intended course, or transit time to a desired destination is required, navigation aids
other than landmarks are used. These may be in the form of a simple clock to deter-
mine the velocity over a known distance or the odometer in our car to keep track of
the distance traveled. Some other navigation aids transmit electronic signals and
therefore are more complex. These are referred to as radionavigation aids.

Signals from one or more radionavigation aids enable a person (herein referred
to as the user) to compute their position. (Some radionavigation aids provide the
capability for velocity determination and time dissemination as well.) It is impor-
tant to note that it is the user’s radionavigation receiver that processes these signals
and computes the position fix. The receiver performs the necessary computations
(e.g., range, bearing, and estimated time of arrival) for the user to navigate to a
desired location. In some applications, the receiver may only partially process the
received signals, with the navigation computations performed at another location.

Various types of radionavigation aids exist, and for the purposes of this text
they are categorized as either ground-based or space-based. For the most part, the
accuracy of ground-based radionavigation aids is proportional to their operating
frequency. Highly accurate systems generally transmit at relatively short wave-
lengths, and the user must remain within line of sight (LOS), whereas systems
broadcasting at lower frequencies (longer wavelengths) are not limited to LOS but
are less accurate. Early spaced-based systems (namely, the U.S. Navy Navigation
Satellite System—referred to as Transit—and the Russian Tsikada system)1 pro-
vided a two-dimensional high-accuracy positioning service. However, the fre-
quency of obtaining a position fix is dependent on the user’s latitude. Theoretically,

1

1. Transit was decommissioned on December 31, 1996, by the U.S. government. At the time of this writing,
Tsikada was still operational.



a Transit user at the equator could obtain a position fix on the average of once every
110 minutes, whereas at 80° latitude the fix rate would improve to an average of
once every 30 minutes [1]. Limitations applicable to both systems are that each posi-
tion fix requires approximately 10 to 15 minutes of receiver processing and an esti-
mate of the user’s position. These attributes were suitable for shipboard navigation
because of the low velocities, but not for aircraft and high-dynamic users [2]. It was
these shortcomings that led to the development of the U.S. Global Positioning
System (GPS).

1.2 Condensed GPS Program History

In the early 1960s, several U.S. government organizations, including the Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), and the Department of Transportation (DOT), were interested in develop-
ing satellite systems for three-dimensional position determination. The optimum
system was viewed as having the following attributes: global coverage, continu-
ous/all weather operation, ability to serve high-dynamic platforms, and high accu-
racy. When Transit became operational in 1964, it was widely accepted for use on
low-dynamic platforms. However, due to its inherent limitations (cited in the pre-
ceding paragraphs), the Navy sought to enhance Transit or develop another satellite
navigation system with the desired capabilities mentioned earlier. Several variants of
the original Transit system were proposed by its developers at the Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory. Concurrently, the Naval Research Labora-
tory (NRL) was conducting experiments with highly stable space-based clocks to
achieve precise time transfer. This program was denoted as Timation. Modifications
were made to Timation satellites to provide a ranging capability for two-dimen-
sional position determination. Timation employed a sidetone modulation for
satellite-to-user ranging [3–5].

At the same time as the Transit enhancements were being considered and the
Timation efforts were underway, the Air Force conceptualized a satellite positioning
system denoted as System 621B. It was envisioned that System 621B satellites would
be in elliptical orbits at inclination angles of 0°, 30°, and 60°. Numerous variations
of the number of satellites (15–20) and their orbital configurations were examined.
The use of pseudorandom noise (PRN) modulation for ranging with digital signals
was proposed. System 621B was to provide three-dimensional coverage and contin-
uous worldwide service. The concept and operational techniques were verified at the
Yuma Proving Grounds using an inverted range in which pseudosatellites or
pseudolites (i.e., ground-based satellites) transmitted satellite signals for aircraft
positioning [3–6]. Furthermore, the Army at Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey, was inves-
tigating many candidate techniques, including ranging, angle determination, and the
use of Doppler measurements. From the results of the Army investigations, it was
recommended that ranging using PRN modulation be implemented [5].

In 1969, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) established the Defense
Navigation Satellite System (DNSS) program to consolidate the independent devel-
opment efforts of each military service to form a single joint-use system. The OSD
also established the Navigation Satellite Executive Steering Group, which was
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charged with determining the viability of the DNSS and planning its development.
From this effort, the system concept for NAVSTAR GPS was formed. The
NAVSTAR GPS program was developed by the GPS Joint Program Office (JPO) in
El Segundo, California [5]. At the time of this writing, the GPS JPO continued to
oversee the development and production of new satellites, ground control equip-
ment, and the majority of U.S. military user receivers. Also, the system is now most
commonly referred to as simply GPS.

1.3 GPS Overview

Presently, GPS is fully operational and meets the criteria established in the 1960s for
an optimum positioning system. The system provides accurate, continuous, world-
wide, three-dimensional position and velocity information to users with the appro-
priate receiving equipment. GPS also disseminates a form of Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC). The satellite constellation nominally consists of 24 satellites arranged
in 6 orbital planes with 4 satellites per plane. A worldwide ground control/monitor-
ing network monitors the health and status of the satellites. This network also
uploads navigation and other data to the satellites. GPS can provide service to an
unlimited number of users since the user receivers operate passively (i.e., receive
only). The system utilizes the concept of one-way time of arrival (TOA) ranging.
Satellite transmissions are referenced to highly accurate atomic frequency standards
onboard the satellites, which are in synchronism with a GPS time base. The satellites
broadcast ranging codes and navigation data on two frequencies using a technique
called code division multiple access (CDMA); that is, there are only two frequencies
in use by the system, called L1 (1,575.42 MHz) and L2 (1,227.6 MHz). Each satel-
lite transmits on these frequencies, but with different ranging codes than those
employed by other satellites. These codes were selected because they have low
cross-correlation properties with respect to one another. Each satellite generates a
short code referred to as the coarse/acquisition or C/A code and a long code denoted
as the precision or P(Y) code. (Additional signals are forthcoming. Satellite signal
characteristics are discussed in Chapter 4.) The navigation data provides the means
for the receiver to determine the location of the satellite at the time of signal trans-
mission, whereas the ranging code enables the user’s receiver to determine the tran-
sit (i.e., propagation) time of the signal and thereby determine the satellite-to-user
range. This technique requires that the user receiver also contain a clock. Utilizing
this technique to measure the receiver’s three-dimensional location requires that
TOA ranging measurements be made to four satellites. If the receiver clock were
synchronized with the satellite clocks, only three range measurements would be
required. However, a crystal clock is usually employed in navigation receivers to
minimize the cost, complexity, and size of the receiver. Thus, four measurements
are required to determine user latitude, longitude, height, and receiver clock offset
from internal system time. If either system time or height is accurately known, less
than four satellites are required. Chapter 2 provides elaboration on TOA ranging as
well as user position, velocity, and time (PVT) determination.

GPS is a dual-use system. That is, it provides separate services for civil and mili-
tary users. These are called the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) and the Precise

1.3 GPS Overview 3



Positioning Service (PPS). The SPS is designated for the civil community, whereas
the PPS is intended for U.S. authorized military and select government agency users.
Access to the GPS PPS is controlled through cryptography. Initial operating capabil-
ity (IOC) for GPS was attained in December 1993, when a combination of 24 proto-
type and production satellites was available and position determination/timing
services complied with the associated specified predictable accuracies. GPS reached
full operational capability (FOC) in early 1995, when the entire 24 production satel-
lite constellation was in place and extensive testing of the ground control segment
and its interactions with the constellation was completed. Descriptions of the SPS
and PPS services are presented in the following sections.

1.3.1 PPS

The PPS is specified to provide a predictable accuracy of at least 22m (2 drms, 95%)
in the horizontal plane and 27.7m (95%) in the vertical plane. The distance root
mean square (drms) is a common measure used in navigation. Twice the drms value,
or 2 drms, is the radius of a circle that contains at least 95% of all possible fixes that
can be obtained with a system (in this case, the PPS) at any one place. The PPS pro-
vides a UTC time transfer accuracy within 200 ns (95%) referenced to the time kept
at the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) and is denoted as UTC (USNO) [7, 8].
Velocity measurement accuracy is specified as 0.2 m/s (95%) [4]. PPS measured per-
formance is addressed in Section 7.7.

As stated earlier, the PPS is primarily intended for military and select govern-
ment agency users. Civilian use is permitted, but only with special U.S. DOD
approval. Access to the aforementioned PPS position accuracies is controlled
through two cryptographic features denoted as antispoofing (AS) and selective
availability (SA). AS is a mechanism intended to defeat deception jamming through
encryption of the military signals. Deception jamming is a technique in which an
adversary would replicate one or more of the satellite ranging codes, navigation data
signal(s), and carrier frequency Doppler effects with the intent of deceiving a victim
receiver. SA had intentionally degraded SPS user accuracy by dithering the satellite’s
clock, thereby corrupting TOA measurement accuracy. Furthermore, SA could have
introduced errors into the broadcast navigation data parameters [9]. SA was discon-
tinued on May 1, 2000, and per current U.S. government policy is to remain off.
When it was activated, PPS users removed SA effects through cryptography [4].

1.3.2 SPS

The SPS is available to all users worldwide free of direct charges. There are no
restrictions on SPS usage. This service is specified to provide accuracies of better
than 13m (95%) in the horizontal plane and 22m (95%) in the vertical plane (global
average; signal-in-space errors only). UTC (USNO) time dissemination accuracy is
specified to be better than 40 ns (95%) [10]. SPS measured performance is typically
much better than specification (see Section 7.7).

At the time of this writing, the SPS was the predominant satellite navigation ser-
vice in use by millions throughout the world.
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1.4 GPS Modernization Program

In January 1999, the U.S. government announced a new GPS modernization initia-
tive that called for the addition of two civil signals to be added to new GPS satellites
[11]. These signals are denoted as L2C and L5. The L2C signal will be available for
nonsafety of life applications at the L2 frequency; the L5 signal resides in an aero-
nautical radionavigation service (ARNS) band at 1,176.45 MHz. L5 is intended for
safety-of-life use applications. These additional signals will provide SPS users the
ability to correct for ionospheric delays by making dual frequency measurements,
thereby significantly increasing civil user accuracy. By using the carrier phase of all
three signals (L1 C/A, L2C, and L5) and differential processing techniques, very
high user accuracy (on the order of millimeters) can be rapidly obtained. (Iono-
spheric delay and associated compensation techniques are described in Chapter 7,
while differential processing is discussed in Chapter 8.) The additional signals also
increase the receiver’s robustness to interference. If one signal experiences high
interference, then the receiver can switch to another signal. It is the intent of the U.S.
government that these new signals will aid civil, commercial, and scientific users
worldwide. One example is that the combined use of L1 (which also resides in an
ARNS band) and L5 will greatly enhance civil aviation.

During the mid to late 1990s, a new military signal called M code was devel-
oped for the PPS. This signal will be transmitted on both L1 and L2 and is spectrally
separated from the GPS civil signals in those bands. The spectral separation permits
the use of noninterfering higher power M code modes that increase resistance to
interference. Furthermore, M code will provide robust acquisition, increased accu-
racy, and increased security over the legacy P(Y) code.

Chapter 4 contains descriptions of the legacy (C/A code and P(Y) code) and
modernized signals mentioned earlier.

At the time of this writing, it was anticipated that both M code and L2C will be
on orbit when the first Block IIR-M (“R” for replenishment, “M” for modernized)
satellite is scheduled to be launched. (The Block IIR-M will also broadcast all legacy
signals.) The Block IIF (“F” for follow on) satellite is scheduled for launch in 2007
and will generate all signals, including L5. Figure 1.1 provides an overview of GPS
signal evolution. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 depict the Block IIR-M and Block IIF satellites,
respectively.

At the time of this writing, the GPS III program was underway. This program was
conceived in 2000 to reassess the entire GPS architecture and determine the necessary
architecture to meet civil and military user needs through 2030. It is envisioned that
GPS III will provide submeter position accuracy, greater timing accuracy, a system
integrity solution, a high data capacity intersatellite crosslink capability, and higher
signal power to meet military antijam requirements. At the time of this writing, the
first GPS III satellite launch was planned for U.S. government fiscal year 2013.

1.5 GALILEO Satellite System

In 1998, the European Union (EU) decided to pursue a satellite navigation system
independent of GPS designed specifically for civilian use worldwide. When com-
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pleted, GALILEO will provide multiple levels of service to users throughout the
world. Five services are planned:

1. An open service that will be free of direct user charges;
2. A commercial service that will combine value-added data to a high-accuracy

positioning service;
3. Safety-of-life (SOL) service for safety critical users;
4. Public regulated service strictly for government-authorized users requiring a

higher level of protection (e.g., increased robustness against interference or
jamming);

5. Support for search and rescue.
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Figure 1.1 GPS signal evolution.

Figure 1.2 Block IIR-M satellite. (Courtesy of Lockheed Martin Corp. Reprinted with permission.)



It is anticipated that the SOL service will authenticate the received satellite sig-
nals to assure that they are truly broadcast by GALILEO. Furthermore, the SOL ser-
vice will include integrity monitoring and notification; that is, a timely warning will
be issued to the users when the safe use of the SOL signals cannot be guaranteed
according to specifications.

A 30-satellite constellation and full worldwide ground control segment is
planned. Figure 1.4 depicts a GALILEO satellite. One key goal is to be fully compat-
ible with the GPS system [12]. Measures are being taken to ensure interoperability
between the two systems. Primary interoperability factors being addressed are sig-
nal structure, geodetic coordinate reference frame, and time reference system.
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GALILEO is scheduled to be operational in 2008. Chapter 10 describes the
GALILEO system, including satellite signal characteristics.

1.6 Russian GLONASS System

The Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) is the Russian counterpart to
GPS. It consists of a constellation of satellites in medium Earth orbit (MEO), a
ground control segment, and user equipment, and it is described in detail in Section
11.1. At the time of this writing, GLONASS was being revamped and the system was
undergoing an extensive modernization effort. The constellation had decreased to 7
satellites in 1991 but is currently at 14 satellites. The GLONASS program goals are
to have 18 satellites in orbit in 2007 and 24 satellites in the 2010–2011 time frame.
A new civil signal has been on orbit since 2003. This signal has been broadcast from
two modernized satellites referred to as the GLONASS-M. These two satellites are
reported to be test flight satellites. There are plans to launch a total of 8
GLONASS-M satellites. The follow-on satellite to the GLONASS-M is the
GLONASS-K, which will broadcast all legacy signals plus a third civil frequency for
SOL applications. The GLONASS-K class is scheduled for launch in 2008 [13].

As part of the modernization program, satellite reliability is being increased in
both the GLONASS-M and GLONASS-K designs. Furthermore, the GLONASS-K is
being designed to broadcast integrity data and wide area differential corrections [13].
Figures 1.5 and 1.6 depict the GLONASS-M and GLONASS-K satellites, respectively.

The Russian government has stated that, like GPS, GLONASS is a dual-use sys-
tem and that there will be no direct user fees for civil users. The Russians are work-
ing with the EU and the United States to achieve compatibility between GLONASS
and GALILEO, and GLONASS and GPS, respectively [13]. As in the case with
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GPS/GALILEO interoperability, key elements to achieving interoperability are
compatible signal structure, geodetic coordinate reference frame, and time reference
system.

1.7 Chinese BeiDou System

The Chinese BeiDou system is a multistage satellite navigation program designed to
provide positioning, fleet-management, and precision-time dissemination to Chi-
nese military and civil users. Currently, BeiDou is in a semi-operational phase with
three satellites deployed in geostationary orbit over China. The official Chinese
press has designated the constellation as the BeiDou Navigation Test System
(BNTS). The BNTS provides a radio determination satellite service (RDSS). Unlike
GPS, GALILEO and GLONASS, which employ one-way TOA measurements, the
RDSS requires two-way range measurements. That is, a system operations center
sends out a polling signal through one of the BeiDou satellites to a subset of users.
These users respond to this signal by transmitting a signal through at least two of
the system’s three geostationary satellites. The travel time is measured as the naviga-
tion signals loop from operations center to the satellite, to the receiver on the user
platform, and back around. With this time-lapse information, the known locations
of the two satellites, and an estimate of the user altitude, the user’s location can be
determined by the operations center. Once calculated, the operations center trans-
mits the positioning information to the user. Since the operations center must calcu-
late the positions for all subscribers to the system, BeiDou can also be used for fleet
management and communications [14, 15].

Current plans call for the BNTS to also provide integrity and wide area differen-
tial corrections via a satellite-based augmentation system (SBAS) service. (SBAS is
described in detail in Chapter 8.) At present, the RDSS capability is operational, and
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SBAS is still under development. The BNTS provides limited coverage and only sup-
ports users in and around China. The BNTS should be operational through the end
of the decade. In the long term, the Chinese plan is to deploy a regional or worldwide
navigation constellation of 14–30 satellites under the BeiDou-2 program. The Chi-
nese did not plan to finalize the design for BeiDou-2 until sometime in 2005 [14, 15].
Section 11.2 provides further details about BeiDou.

1.8 Augmentations

Augmentations are available to enhance stand-alone GPS performance. These can
be space-based, such as a geostationary satellite overlay service that provides satel-
lite signals to enhance accuracy, availability, and integrity, or they can be ground-
based, as in a network that assists embedded GPS receivers in cellular telephones to
compute a rapid position fix. Other forms of augmentations make use of inertial
sensors for added robustness in the presence of interference. Inertial sensors are also
used in combination with wheel sensors and magnetic compass inputs to provide
vehicle navigation when the satellite signals are blocked in urban canyons (i.e., city
streets surrounded by tall buildings). GPS receiver and sensor measurements are
usually integrated by the use of a Kalman filter. (Chapter 9 provides in-depth treat-
ment of inertial sensor integration and assisted-GPS network methods.)

Some applications, such as precision farming, aircraft precision approach, and
harbor navigation, require far more accuracy than that provided by stand-alone GPS.
They may also require integrity warning notifications and other data. These applica-
tions utilize a technique that dramatically improves stand-alone system performance,
referred to as differential GPS (DGPS). DGPS is a method of improving the position-
ing or timing performance of GPS by using one or more reference stations at known
locations, each equipped with at least one GPS receiver to provide accuracy enhance-
ment, integrity, or other data to user receivers via a data link. There are several types
of DGPS techniques, and, depending on the application, the user can obtain accura-
cies ranging from meters to millimeters. Some DGPS systems provide service over a
local area (10–100 km) from a single reference station, while others service an entire
continent. The European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) and
U.S. Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) are examples of wide area DGPS ser-
vices. EGNOS coverage is shown in Figure 1.7. Chapter 8 describes the underlying
concepts of DGPS and details a number of operational and planned DGPS systems.

1.9 Markets and Applications

The first publication of this book referred to GPS as an enabling technology. It has
truly become that but it is also a ubiquitous technology. Technology trends in com-
ponent miniaturization and large-scale manufacturing have led to a proliferation of
low-cost GPS receiver components. GPS receivers are embedded in many of the
items we use in our daily lives. These items include cellular telephones, personal digi-
tal assistants (PDAs), and automobiles. Applications range from the provision of a
reference time source for synchronizing computer networks to guidance of robotic
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vehicles. Market forecasts estimate Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
2018 product sales and services to be $290 billion. (GNSS is defined as the world-
wide set of satellite navigation systems.) By 2020, the GNSS market is expected to
approach $310 billion with at least 3 billion chipsets in use [16, 17].

To illustrate the diverse use of satellite navigation technology, several examples
of applications are presented next. Further discussion on applications and market
projections is contained in Chapter 12.

1.9.1 Land

The majority of GNSS users are land-based. Applications range from leisure hiking
to fleet vehicle management. The decreasing price of GNSS receiver components,
coupled with the proliferation of telecommunications services, has led to the emer-
gence of a variety of location-based services (LBS). LBS enables the push and pull of
data from the user to a service provider. For example, a query can be made to find
restaurants or lodging in a particular area, such as with General Motors’ OnStar ser-
vice. This request is sent over a datalink, along with the user’s position, to the service
provider. The provider searches a database for the information relevant to the user’s
position and returns it via the datalink. Another example is the ability of the user to
request emergency assistance via forwarding his or her location to an emergency
response dispatcher. Within the United States, this service has been mandated by the
Federal Communications Commission and is called Emergency-911 (E-911). (Chap-
ter 9 contains in-depth technical information regarding automotive applications as
well as E-911 assisted GPS.)

An expanding worldwide market is the deployment of automatic vehicle loca-
tion systems (AVLS) for fleet and emergency vehicle management. Fleet operators
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gain significant advantage with integrated GPS, communications, moving maps,
and database technology for more efficient tracking and dispatch operations. One
concept employed is called geofencing, where a vehicle’s GPS is programmed with a
fixed geographical area and alerts the fleet operator whenever the vehicle violates
the prescribed “fence.”

Since the writing of the first edition of this book, recreational usage has
increased tremendously. A variety of low-cost GPS receivers are available from
many sporting goods stores or through various Internet sources. Some have a digi-
tal map database and make an excellent navigation tool; however, the prudent user
will still carry a traditional “paper” map and magnetic compass in the event of bat-
tery failure or receiver malfunction. Some recreational users participate in an
adventure game known as geocaching [18]. Individuals or organizations set up
caches throughout the world and post the cache locations on the Internet. Geocache
players then use their GPS receivers to find the locations of the caches. Upon finding
the cache, one usually signs the cache logbook indicating the date and time when
one found the cache. Also, one may leave an item in the cache and then take an item
in exchange.

Many of the world’s military ground forces are GPS-equipped. Depending on
the country and relationship to the United States, the receiver may be either SPS or
PPS. Numerous countries have signed memoranda of understanding with the U.S.
DOD and have access to the GPS military signals.

1.9.2 Aviation

The aviation community has propelled the use of GNSS and various augmentations
to provide guidance for the en route through precision approach phases of flight.
The continuous global coverage capability of GNSS permits aircraft to fly directly
from one location to another, provided factors such as obstacle clearance and
required procedures are adhered to. Incorporation of a data link with a GNSS
receiver enables the transmission of aircraft location to other aircraft and to air traf-
fic control (ATC). This function, called automatic dependent surveillance (ADS), is
in use in various classes of airspace. In oceanic airspace, ADS is implemented using a
point-to-point link from aircraft to oceanic ATC via satellite communications
(SATCOM) or high-frequency datalink. Key benefits are ATC monitoring for colli-
sion avoidance and optimized routing to reduce travel time and, consequently, fuel
consumption. ADS techniques are also being applied to airport surface surveillance
of both aircraft and ground support vehicles.

A variant of ADS is automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B). This
service employs a digital data link that broadcasts an aircraft’s position, airspeed,
heading, altitude and other information to multiple receivers on the ground as well
as to other aircraft. (The ADS-B datalink can be thought of as a point-to-many link.)
Thus, other aircraft equipped with ADS-B as well as ground controllers obtain a
“picture” of the area air traffic situation. At the time of this writing, the U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) had implemented ADS-B and related data link tech-
nologies in a collaborative government/industry program called Safe Flight 21. The
Safe Flight 21 initiative focuses on developing the required avionics, pilot proce-
dures, and a compatible ground-based ADS system for air traffic control facilities.
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Safe Flight 21 demonstration projects are in process in several areas within the
United States, including Alaska and the Ohio River Valley.

GPS without augmentation now provides commercial and general aviation
(GA) airborne systems with sufficient integrity to perform nonprecision approaches
(NPA). NPA is the most common type of instrument approach performed by GA
pilots. The FAA has instituted a program to develop NPA procedures using GPS.
This so-called overlay program allows the use of a specially certified GPS receiver in
place of a VHF omnidirectional range (VOR) or nondirectional beacon (NDB)
receiver to fly the conventional VOR or NDB approach. New NPA overlays that
define waypoints independent of ground-based facilities, and that simplify the pro-
cedures required for flight, are being put into service at the rate of about 500 to
1,000 approaches per year and are almost complete at the 5,000 public use airports
in the United States. Other countries are implementing such procedures, and there is
almost universal acceptance of some sort of GPS approach capability at most of the
world’s major airports.

In 2003, the FAA declared WAAS operational for instrument flight operations.
WAAS broadcasts on the GPS L1 frequency so that signals are accessible to GPS
receivers without the need for a dedicated DGPS corrections communications link.
The performance of this system is sufficient for NPA and new types of vertically
guided approaches that are only slightly less stringent than Category I precision
approach. Further information regarding WAAS is provided in Chapter 8. Other
SBASs [e.g., EGNOS, Multifunctional Transport Satelllite (MTSAT) Satellite Aug-
mentation System (MSAS), and GPS and GEO Augmented Navigation (GAGAN)]
are being fielded or considered to provide services equivalent to WAAS in other
regions of the world and are described in Chapter 8.

DGPS is necessary to provide the performance required for vertically guided
approaches. Traditional Category I, II, and III precision approaches involve guid-
ance to the runway threshold in all three dimensions. Local area differential correc-
tions, broadcast from an airport-deployed ground-based augmentation system
(GBAS) reference station (see Chapter 8), are anticipated to meet all requirements
for even the most demanding (Category III) approaches. Also, as GALILEO is
deployed, the use of GNSS by aviation for en-route, approach, and landing is
expected to become even more widespread.

1.9.3 Space Guidance

GPS enables various functions for spacecraft applications. These include attitude
determination (i.e., heading, pitch, and roll), time synchronization, orbit determina-
tion, and absolute and relative position determination [19]. The German Space
Agency (DARA) Challenging Microsatellite Payload (CHAMP) has been using GPS
for attitude determination and time synchronization since 2000. In low Earth orbit
(LEO), CHAMP also uses GPS measurements for atmospheric and ionospheric
research and applications in weather prediction and space weather monitoring [20].

Since 1992, the Joint CNES-NASA TOPEX/POSEIDON satellite has used GPS
in conjunction with ground processing for precise orbit determination with accura-
cies on the order of 3 cm [21] to conduct its mission of oceanographic research. The
International Space Station employs GPS to provide position, velocity, and attitude
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determination [22]. Furthermore, pictures from NASA’s LANDSAT of the Yucatan
peninsula, coupled with a GPS-equipped airborne survey enabled a National Geo-
graphic expedition to find ruins of several heretofore unknown Mayan cities.

1.9.4 Maritime

GNSS has been embraced by both the commercial and recreational maritime com-
munities. Navigation is enhanced on all bodies of waters, from oceanic travel to
riverways, especially in inclement weather. Large pleasure craft and commercial
ships may employ integrated navigation systems that include a digital compass,
depth sounder, radar, and GPS. The integrated navigation solution is presented on a
digital chart plotter as current ship position and intended route. For smaller vessels
such as kayaks and canoes, handheld, waterproof, floatable units are available from
paddle shops or the Internet. Maritime units can usually be augmented by WAAS,
EGNOS, or maritime DGPS (MDGPS). MDGPS is a coastal network designed to
broadcast DGPS corrections over coastal or waterway radiobeacons to suitably
equipped users. MDGPS networks are employed in many countries, including Rus-
sia. Russian beacons transmit both DGPS and differential GLONASS corrections.
The EGNOS Terrestrial Regional Augmentation Network (TRAN) is investigating
the use of ground-based communications systems to rebroadcast EGNOS data to
those maritime users with limited visibility to EGNOS geostationary satellites. Visi-
bility may be limited for several reasons, including the location of the user at a lati-
tude greater than that covered by the EGNOS satellites and the location of the user
in a fjord where the receiver does not have line of sight to the satellite due to obscur-
ing terrain [23]. Wide area differential GPS has been utilized by the offshore oil
exploration community for several years. Also, highly accurate DGPS techniques
are used in marine construction. Real-time kinematic (RTK) DGPS systems that pro-
duce centimeter-level accuracies for structure and vessel positioning are available.
Chapter 8 contains descriptions of WAAS, EGNOS, MDGPS, and RTK.

1.10 Organization of the Book

This book is structured to first familiarize the reader with the fundamentals of PVT
determination using GPS. Once this groundwork has been established, a description
of the GPS system architecture is presented. Next, the discussion focuses on satellite
signal characteristics and their generation. Received signal acquisition and tracking,
as well as range and velocity measurement processes, are then examined. Signal
acquisition and tracking is also analyzed in the presence of interference, multipath,
and ionospheric scintillation. GPS performance (accuracy, availability, integrity,
and continuity) is then assessed. A discussion of GPS differential techniques follows.
Sensor-aiding techniques, including Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) automotive
applications and network-assisted GPS, are presented. These topics are followed by
a comprehensive treatment of GALILEO. Details of GLONASS, BeiDou, and the
Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) are then provided. Finally, informa-
tion on GNSS applications and their corresponding market projections is presented.
Highlights of each chapter are summarized next.
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Chapter 2 provides the fundamentals of user PVT determination. Beginning
with the concept of TOA ranging, the chapter develops the principles for obtaining
three-dimensional user position and velocity as well as UTC (USNO) from GPS.
Included in this chapter are primers on GPS reference coordinate systems, Earth
models, satellite orbits, and constellation design.

In Chapter 3, the GPS system architecture is presented. This includes descrip-
tions of the space, control (i.e., worldwide ground control/monitoring network),
and user (equipment) segments. Particulars of the constellation are described. The
U.S. government nominal constellation is provided for those readers who need to
conduct analyses using a validated reference constellation. Satellite types and corre-
sponding attributes are provided, including the Block IIR, Block IIR-M, and Block
IIF. One will note the increase in the number of transmitted civil and military navi-
gation signals as the various satellite blocks progress. Of considerable interest are
interactions between the control segment (CS) and the satellites. This section pro-
vides a thorough understanding of the measurement processing and building of the
navigation data message. The navigation data message provides the user receiver
with satellite ephemerides, satellite clock corrections, and other information that
enable the receiver to compute PVT. An overview of user receiving equipment is
presented, as well as related selection criteria relevant to both civil and military
users.

Chapter 4 describes the GPS satellite signals and their generation. This chapter
examines the properties of the GPS satellite signals, including frequency assign-
ment, modulation format, navigation data, and the generation of PRN codes. This
discussion is accompanied by a description of received signal power levels, as well as
their associated autocorrelation characteristics. Cross-correlation characteristics
are also described. The chapter is organized as follows. First, background informa-
tion on modulations that are useful for satellite radionavigation, multiplexing tech-
niques, and general signal characteristics, including autocorrelation functions and
power spectra, is provided. Section 4.3 describes the legacy GPS signals, defined
here as those signals broadcast by the GPS satellites up through the Block IIR space
vehicles (SVs). Next, an overview of the GPS navigation data modulated upon the
legacy GPS signals is presented. The new civil and military signals that will be
broadcast by the Block IIR-M and later satellites are discussed in Section 4.5.
Finally, Section 4.6 summarizes the chapter.

Receiver signal acquisition and tracking techniques are presented in Chapter 5.
Extensive details of the numerous criteria that must be addressed when designing or
analyzing these processes are offered. Signal acquisition and tracking strategies for
various applications are examined, including those required for high-dynamic stress
and indoor environments. The processes of obtaining pseudorange, delta range, and
integrated Doppler measurements are described. These observables are used in the
formulation of the navigation solution.

Chapter 6 discusses the effects of various channel impairments on GPS perfor-
mance. The chapter begins with a discussion of intentional (i.e., jamming) and
nonintentional interference. Degradations to the various receiver functions are
quantified, and mitigation strategies are presented. A tutorial on link budget com-
putations, needed for interference analyses and useful for other GPS systems engi-
neering purposes, is included as an appendix to the chapter. Section 6.2 addresses
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multipath and shadowing. Multipath and shadowing can be significant and some-
times dominant contributors to PVT error. These sources of error, their effects, and
mitigation techniques are discussed. The chapter concludes with a discussion on ion-
ospheric scintillation. Irregularities in the ionospheric layer of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere can at times lead to rapid fading in received GPS signal power levels. This
phenomenon, referred to as ionospheric scintillation, can lead to a GPS receiver
being unable to track one or more visible satellites for short periods of time.

GPS performance in terms of accuracy, availability, integrity, and continuity is
examined in Chapter 7. It is shown how the computed user position error results
from range measurement errors and user/satellite relative geometry. The chapter
provides a detailed explanation of each measurement error source and its contribu-
tion to overall error budgets. Error budgets for both the PPS and SPS are developed
and presented.

Section 7.3 discusses a variety of important concepts regarding PVT estimation,
beginning with an expanded description of the role of geometry in GPS PVT accu-
racy determination and a number of accuracy metrics that are commonly used. This
section also describes a number of advanced PVT estimation techniques, including
the use of the weighted-least-squares (WLS) algorithm, the inclusion of additional
estimated parameters (beyond the user x, y, z position coordinates and clock offset),
and Kalman filtering.

Sections 7.4 through 7.6 discuss, respectively, the three other important perfor-
mance metrics of availability, integrity, and continuity. Detailed examination of
GPS availability is conducted using the nominal GPS constellation. This includes
assessing availability as a function of mask angle and number of failed satellites. In
addition to providing position, velocity, and timing information, GPS needs to pro-
vide timely warnings to users when the system should not be used. This capability is
known as integrity. Sources of integrity anomalies are presented, followed by a dis-
cussion of integrity enhancement techniques including receiver consistency checks,
such as receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) and fault detection and
exclusion (FDE), as well as SBAS and GBAS.

Section 7.7 discusses measured performance. The purpose of this section is to
discuss assessments of GPS accuracy, which include but are not limited to direct
measurements of PVT errors. This is a particularly complex topic due to the global
nature of GPS, the wide variety of receivers, and how they are employed, as well as
the complex environment in which the receivers must operate. The section con-
cludes with a description of the range of typical performance users can expect from a
cross-section of today’s receivers, given current GPS constellation performance.

DGPS is discussed in Chapter 8. This chapter describes the underlying concepts
of DGPS and details a number of operational and planned DGPS systems. A discus-
sion of the spatial and time correlation characteristics of GPS errors (i.e., how GPS
errors vary from location to location and how they change over time) is presented
first. These characteristics are extremely important to understanding DGPS, since
they directly influence the performance achievable from any type of DGPS system.
Next, the underlying algorithms and performance of code- and carrier-based DGPS
systems are described in detail. The Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Ser-
vices (RTCM) Study Committee 104’s message formats have been adopted through-
out the world as a standard for many maritime and commercial DGPS applications.
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A discussion of RTCM message formats for both code- and carrier-based
applications is presented.

Chapter 8 also contains an in depth treatment of SBAS. The discussion first
starts by reviewing the SBAS requirements as put forth by the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO). Next, SBAS architecture and functionality are
described. This is followed by descriptions of the SBAS signal structure and user
receiver algorithms. Present and proposed SBAS geostationary satellite locations
and coverage areas are covered.

GBAS, in particular, the U.S. FAA’s Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS),
requirements and system details are then presented. The chapter closes with treat-
ment and discussion of the data and products obtained from the U.S. National Geo-
detic Survey’s Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS) network and the
International GPS Service.

In some applications, GPS is not robust enough to provide continuous user
PVT. Receiver operation will most likely be degraded in an urban canyon where sat-
ellite signals are blocked by tall buildings or when intentional or nonintentional
interference is encountered. Hence, other sensors are required to augment the user’s
receiver. This subject area is discussed in Chapter 9. The integration of GPS and
inertial sensor technology is first treated. This is usually accomplished with a
Kalman filter. A description of Kalman filtering is presented, followed by various
descriptions of GPS/inertial navigation system (INS) integrated architectures includ-
ing ultratight (i.e., deep integration). An elementary example is provided to illus-
trate the processing of GPS and INS measurements in a tightly coupled
configuration. Inertial aiding of carrier and code tracking loops is then described in
detail. Integration of adaptive antennas is covered next. Nulling, beam steering, and
space-time adaptive processing (STAP) techniques are discussed.

Next, Section 9.2 covers ITS automotive applications. This section examines
integrated positioning systems found in vehicle systems, automotive electronics,
and mobile consumer electronics. Various integrated architectures for land vehicles
are presented. A detailed review of low-cost sensors and methods used to augment
GPS solutions are presented and example systems are discussed. Map matching is a
key component of a vehicle navigation system. A thorough explanation is given
regarding the confidence measures, including road shape correlation used in
map-matching techniques that aid in determining a vehicle’s true position. A thor-
ough treatment of sensor integration principles is provided. Tradeoffs between posi-
tion domain and measurement domain integration are addressed. The key aspects
of Kalman filter designs for three integrated systems—an INS with GPS, three gyros,
and two accelerometers; a system with GPS, a single gyro, and an odometer; and a
system with GPS and differential odometers using an antilock brake system
(ABS)—are detailed.

Chapter 9 concludes with an extensive elaboration of assisted-GPS network
assistance methods (i.e., enhancing GPS performance using cellular network assis-
tance). In applications in which the GPS receiver is part of an emergency response
system, waiting 30 seconds for data demodulation can seem like an eternity. As
such, methods to eliminate the need to demodulate the satellite navigation data mes-
sage directly and to decrease the acquisition time of the signals in weak signal envi-
ronments has been the basis for all assisted GPS work. The FCC requirements for
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E-911 are presented. Extensive treatment of network assistance techniques, perfor-
mance, and emerging standards is presented. This includes environment character-
ization in terms of median signal attenuation for rural, suburban, and urban areas.

Chapter 10 is dedicated to GALILEO. An overview of the system services is pre-
sented, followed by a detailed technical description of the transmitted satellite sig-
nals. Interoperability factors are considered next. The GALILEO system
architecture is put forth with discussions on constellation configuration, satellite
design, and launch vehicle description. Extensive treatment of the downlink satellite
signal structure, ground segment architecture, interfaces, and processing is pro-
vided. This processing discussion covers clock and ephemeris predictions as well as
integrity determination. The key design drivers for integrity determination and dis-
semination are highlighted. In addition to providing the navigation service,
GALILEO will also contribute to the international search and rescue (SAR) architec-
ture and its associated provided services. It is planned to provide a SAR payload on
each GALILEO satellite, which will be backward compatible with the present
COSPAS/SARSAT system. (The COSPAS/SARSAT system is the international
satellite system for search and rescue [24].)

Chapter 11 contains descriptions of the Russian GLONASS, Chinese BeiDou,
and Japanese QZSS satellite systems. An overview of the Russian GLONASS system
is first presented, accompanied with significant historical facts. The constellation
and associated orbital plane characteristics are then discussed. This is followed by a
description of the ground control/monitoring network and current and planned
spacecraft designs. The GLONASS coordinate system, Earth model, and time refer-
ence are also presented. GLONASS satellite signal characteristics are discussed. Sys-
tem performance in terms of accuracy and availability is covered. Elaboration is
provided on intended GLONASS developments that will improve all system
segments. Differential services are also presented.

The BeiDou program is discussed in Section 11.2. The history of the program is
briefly described. Constellation and orbit attributes are provided. These are fol-
lowed by spacecraft and RDSS service descriptions. User equipment classes and
types are put forth. These include general user terminals such as an emergency
reporting terminal that makes emergency reports to police and a general communi-
cations user terminal used for two-way text message correspondence. All classes of
user terminals provide a real-time RDSS navigation service. The system architecture
is described, followed by an overview of the five different types of BeiDou services.
System coverage is put forth next. Future developments including BeiDou SBAS and
BeiDou-2 are discussed.

At the time of this writing, the Japanese QZSS program was under development.
When completed, QZSS will provide GPS augmentation and mobile satellite com-
munications to Japan and its neighboring regions. The constellation, orbits, and sat-
ellite types have not been selected. The program goal is to address the shortfalls in
GPS visibility in urban canyons and mountainous terrain, which, the Japanese
assess, is a problem in 80% of the country. Concepts of spacecraft design and pro-
posed orbital plane design are described. This is followed by an overview of the
QZSS geodetic and time reference systems. Anticipated system coverage and
accuracy performance complete the chapter.
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Chapter 12 is dedicated to GNSS markets and applications. As mentioned ear-
lier, GPS has been widely accepted in all sectors of transportation, and it is expected
that GALILEO will be as well. While predicted values (euros/dollars) of the market
for GNSS products and services vary with the prognosticator, it is certain that this
market will be large. As other satellite systems come to fruition, this market will
surely grow. This chapter starts with reviews of numerous market projections and
continues with the process by which a company would target a specific market seg-
ment. Differences between the civil and military markets are discussed. It is of prime
importance to understand these differences when targeting a specific segment of the
military market. The influence of U.S. government and EU policy on the GNSS mar-
ket is examined. Civil, government, and military applications are presented. The
chapter closes with a discussion on financial projections for the GNSS industry.
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2.1 Concept of Ranging Using TOA Measurements

GPS utilizes the concept of TOA ranging to determine user position. This concept
entails measuring the time it takes for a signal transmitted by an emitter (e.g., fog-
horn, radiobeacon, or satellite) at a known location to reach a user receiver.

This time interval, referred to as the signal propagation time, is then multiplied
by the speed of the signal (e.g., speed of sound or speed of light) to obtain the emitter-
to-receiver distance. By measuring the propagation time of the signal broadcast from
multiple emitters (i.e., navigation aids) at known locations, the receiver can deter-
mine its position. An example of two-dimensional positioning is provided next.

2.1.1 Two-Dimensional Position Determination

Consider the case of a mariner at sea determining his or her vessel’s position from a
foghorn. (This introductory example was originally presented in [1] and is con-
tained herein because it provides an excellent overview of TOA position determina-
tion concepts.) Assume that the vessel is equipped with an accurate clock and the
mariner has an approximate knowledge of the vessel’s position. Also, assume that
the foghorn whistle is sounded precisely on the minute mark and that the vessel’s
clock is synchronized to the foghorn clock. The mariner notes the elapsed time from
the minute mark until the foghorn whistle is heard. The foghorn whistle propaga-
tion time is the time it took for the foghorn whistle to leave the foghorn and travel to
the mariner’s ear. This propagation time multiplied by the speed of sound (approxi-
mately 335 m/s) is the distance from the foghorn to the mariner. If the foghorn sig-
nal took 5 seconds to reach the mariner’s ear, then the distance to the foghorn is
1,675m. Let this distance be denoted as R1. Thus, with only one measurement, the
mariner knows that the vessel is somewhere on a circle with radius R1 centered
about the foghorn, which is denoted as Foghorn 1 in Figure 2.1.
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Hypothetically, if the mariner simultaneously measured the range from a second
foghorn in the same way, the vessel would be at range R1 from Foghorn 1 and range
R2 from Foghorn 2, as shown in Figure 2.2. It is assumed that the foghorn transmis-
sions are synchronized to a common time base and the mariner has knowledge of
both foghorn whistle transmission times. Therefore, the vessel relative to the fog-
horns is at one of the intersections of the range circles. Since it was assumed that the
mariner has approximate knowledge of the vessel’s position, the unlikely fix can be
discarded. Resolving the ambiguity can also be achieved by making a range mea-
surement to a third foghorn, as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2 Ambiguity resulting from measurements to two sources. (After: [1].)



2.1.1.1 Common Clock Offset and Compensation

This development assumed that the vessel’s clock was precisely synchronized with
the foghorn time base. However, this might not be the case. Let us presume that the
vessel’s clock is advanced with respect to the foghorn time base by 1 second. That is,
the vessel’s clock believes the minute mark is occurring 1 second earlier. The propa-
gation intervals measured by the mariner will be larger by 1 second due to the offset.
The timing offsets are the same for each measurement (i.e., the offsets are common)
because the same incorrect time base is being used for each measurement. The tim-
ing offset equates to a range error of 335m and is denoted as in Figure 2.4. The
separation of intersections C, D, and E from the true vessel position, A, is a function
of the vessel’s clock offset. If the offset could be removed or compensated for, the
range circles would then intersect at point A.

2.1.1.2 Effect of Independent Measurement Errors on Position Certainty

If this hypothetical scenario were realized, the TOA measurements would not be
perfect due to errors from atmospheric effects, foghorn clock offset from the fog-
horn time base, and interfering sounds. Unlike the vessel’s clock offset condition
cited earlier, these errors would be generally independent and not common to all
measurements. They would affect each measurement in a unique manner and result
in inaccurate distance computations. Figure 2.5 shows the effect of independent
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Figure 2.3 Position ambiguity removal by additional measurement. (After: [1].)



errors (i.e., 1, 2, and 3) on position determination assuming foghorn timebase/mar-
iner clock synchronization. Instead of the three range circles intersecting at a single
point, the vessel location is somewhere within the triangular error space.

2.1.2 Principle of Position Determination Via Satellite-Generated Ranging
Signals

GPS employs TOA ranging for user position determination. By making TOA mea-
surements to multiple satellites, three-dimensional positioning is achieved. We will
observe that this technique is analogous to the preceding foghorn example; how-
ever, satellite ranging signals travel at the speed of light, which is approximately 3 ×
108 m/s. It is assumed that the satellite ephemerides are accurate (i.e., the satellite
locations are precisely known).

2.1.2.1 Three-Dimensional Position Location Via Intersection of Multiple Spheres

Assume that there is a single satellite transmitting a ranging signal. A clock onboard
the satellite controls the timing of the ranging signal broadcast. This clock and others
onboard each of the satellites within the constellation are effectively synchronized to
an internal system time scale denoted as GPS system time (herein referred to as sys-
tem time). The user’s receiver also contains a clock that (for the moment) we assume
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to be synchronized to system time. Timing information is embedded within the satel-
lite ranging signal that enables the receiver to calculate when the signal left the satel-
lite based on the satellite clock time. This is discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.1.
By noting the time when the signal was received, the satellite-to-user propagation
time can be computed. The product of the satellite-to-user propagation time and the
speed of light yields the satellite-to-user range, R. As a result of this measurement
process, the user would be located somewhere on the surface of a sphere centered
about the satellite, as shown in Figure 2.6(a). If a measurement were simultaneously
made using the ranging signal of a second satellite, the user would also be located on
the surface of a second sphere that is concentric about the second satellite. Thus, the
user would then be somewhere on the surface of both spheres, which could be either
on the perimeter of the shaded circle in Figure 2.6(b) that denotes the plane of inter-
section of these spheres or at a single point tangent to both spheres (i.e., where the
spheres just touch). This latter case could only occur if the user were collinear with
the satellites, which is not the typical case. The plane of intersection is perpendicular
to a line connecting the satellites, as shown in Figure 2.6(c).

Repeating the measurement process using a third satellite, the user is at the
intersection of the perimeter of the circle and the surface of the third sphere. This
third sphere intersects the shaded circle perimeter at two points; however, only one
of the points is the correct user position, as shown in Figure 2.6(d). A view of the
intersection is shown in Figure 2.6(e). It can be observed that the candidate loca-
tions are mirror images of one another with respect to the plane of the satellites. For
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a user on the Earth’s surface, it is apparent that the lower point will be the true posi-
tion. However, users that are above the Earth’s surface may employ measurements
from satellites at negative elevation angles. This complicates the determination of an
unambiguous solution. Airborne/spaceborne receiver solutions may be above or
below the plane containing the satellites, and it may not be clear which point to
select unless the user has ancillary information.

2.2 Reference Coordinate Systems

To formulate the mathematics of the satellite navigation problem, it is necessary to
choose a reference coordinate system in which the states of both the satellite and the
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Figure 2.6 (a) User located on surface of sphere. (b) User located on perimeter of shaded circle.
(Source: [2]. Reprinted with permission.) (c) Plane of intersection. (d) User located at one of two
points on shaded circle. (Source: [2]. Reprinted with permission.) (e) User located at one of two
points on circle perimeter.



receiver can be represented. In this formulation, it is typical to describe satellite and
receiver states in terms of position and velocity vectors measured in a Cartesian
coordinate system. Two principal Cartesian coordinate systems are inertial and
rotating systems. In this section, an overview is provided of the coordinate systems
used for GPS.

2.2.1 Earth-Centered Inertial Coordinate System

For the purposes of measuring and determining the orbits of the GPS satellites, it is
convenient to use an Earth-centered inertial (ECI) coordinate system, in which the
origin is at the center of the mass of the Earth and whose axes are pointing in fixed
directions with respect to the stars. A GPS satellite obeys Newton’s laws of motion
and gravitation in an ECI coordinate system. In typical ECI coordinate systems, the
xy-plane is taken to coincide with the Earth’s equatorial plane, the +x-axis is per-
manently fixed in a particular direction relative to the celestial sphere, the +z-axis is
taken normal to the xy-plane in the direction of the north pole, and the +y-axis
is chosen so as to form a right-handed coordinate system. Determination and subse-
quent prediction of the GPS satellite orbits are carried out in an ECI coordinate
system.
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One subtlety in the definition of an ECI coordinate system arises due to irregu-
larities in the Earth’s motion. The Earth’s shape is oblate, and due largely to the
gravitational pull of the Sun and the Moon on the Earth’s equatorial bulge, the equa-
torial plane moves with respect to the celestial sphere. Because the x-axis is defined
relative to the celestial sphere and the z-axis is defined relative to the equatorial
plane, the irregularities in the Earth’s motion would cause the ECI frame as defined
earlier not to be truly inertial. The solution to this problem is to define the orienta-
tion of the axes at a particular instant in time, or epoch. The GPS ECI coordinate
system uses the orientation of the equatorial plane at 1200 hours UTC (USNO) on
January 1, 2000, denoted as the J2000 system. The +x-axis is taken to point from the
center of the mass of the Earth to the direction of vernal equinox, and the y- and
z-axes are defined as described previously, all at the aforementioned epoch. Since
the orientation of the axes remains fixed, the ECI coordinate system defined in this
way can be considered inertial for GPS purposes.

2.2.2 Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed Coordinate System

For the purpose of computing the position of a GPS receiver, it is more convenient to
use a coordinate system that rotates with the Earth, known as an Earth-centered
Earth-fixed (ECEF) system. In such a coordinate system, it is easier to compute the
latitude, longitude, and height parameters that the receiver displays. As with the ECI
coordinate system, the ECEF coordinate system used for GPS has its xy-plane coinci-
dent with the Earth’s equatorial plane. However, in the ECEF system, the +x-axis
points in the direction of 0° longitude, and the +y-axis points in the direction of 90°E
longitude. The x-, y-, and z-axes therefore rotate with the Earth and no longer
describe fixed directions in inertial space. In this ECEF system, the z-axis is chosen to
be normal to the equatorial plane in the direction of the geographical North Pole
(i.e., where the lines of longitude meet in the northern hemisphere), thereby complet-
ing the right-handed coordinate system.

GPS orbit computation software includes the transformations between the ECI
and the ECEF coordinate systems. Such transformations are accomplished by the
application of rotation matrices to the satellite position and velocity vectors in the
ECI coordinate system, as described, for example, in [3]. The broadcast orbit com-
putation procedure described in [4] and in Section 2.3 generates satellite position
and velocity in the ECEF frame. Precise orbits from numerous computation centers
also express GPS position and velocity in ECEF. Thus, with one exception, we may
proceed to formulate the GPS navigation problem in the ECEF system without dis-
cussing the details of the orbit determination or the transformation to the ECEF sys-
tem. This exception is consideration of the Sagnac effect on signal propagation in
the rotating (noninertial) ECEF frame. (Section 7.2.3 contains an explanation of the
Sagnac effect.)

As a result of the GPS navigation computation process, the Cartesian coordi-
nates (xu, yu, zu) of the user’s receiver are computed in the ECEF system, as described
in Section 2.4.2. It is typical to transform these Cartesian coordinates to latitude,
longitude, and height of the receiver. In order to carry out this transformation, it is
necessary to have a physical model describing the Earth.
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2.2.3 World Geodetic System

The standard physical model of the Earth used for GPS applications is the DOD’s
World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS 84) [5]. One part of WGS 84 is a detailed
model of the Earth’s gravitational irregularities. Such information is necessary to
derive accurate satellite ephemeris information; however, we are concerned here
with estimating the latitude, longitude, and height of a GPS receiver. For this pur-
pose, WGS 84 provides an ellipsoidal model of the Earth’s shape, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.7. In this model, cross-sections of the Earth parallel to the equatorial plane are
circular. The equatorial cross-section of the Earth has radius 6,378.137 km, which
is the mean equatorial radius of the Earth. In the WGS 84 Earth model, cross-sec-
tions of the Earth normal to the equatorial plane are ellipsoidal. In an ellipsoidal
cross-section containing the z-axis, the major axis coincides with the equatorial
diameter of the Earth. Therefore, the semimajor axis, a, has the same value as the
mean equatorial radius given previously. The minor axis of the ellipsoidal cross-sec-
tion shown in Figure 2.7 corresponds to the polar diameter of the Earth, and the
semiminor axis, b, in WGS 84 is taken to be 6,356.7523142 km. Thus, the eccen-
tricity of the Earth ellipsoid, e, can be determined by

e
b

a
= −1

2

2

WGS 84 takes e2 = 0.00669437999014. It should be noted that this figure is
extremely close, but not identical, to the Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS 80)
ellipsoid quantity of e2 = 0.00669438002290. These two ellipsoids differ only by
0.1 mm in the semiminor axis, b.

Another parameter sometimes used to characterize the reference ellipsoid is the
second eccentricity, ′e , which is defined as follows:

′ = − =e
a

b

a
b

e
2

2
1

WGS 84 takes ′e 2 = 0.00673949674228.
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2.2.3.1 Determination of User Geodetic Coordinates: Latitude, Longitude, and
Height

The ECEF coordinate system is affixed to the WGS 84 reference ellipsoid, as shown
in Figure 2.7, with the point O corresponding to the center of the Earth. We can now
define the parameters of latitude, longitude, and height with respect to the reference
ellipsoid. When defined in this manner, these parameters are called geodetic. Given
a user receiver’s position vector of u = (xu, yu, zu) in the ECEF system, we can com-
pute the geodetic longitude (λ) as the angle between the user and the x-axis, mea-
sured in the xy-plane
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(2.1)

In (2.1), negative angles correspond to degrees west longitude. The geodetic
parameters of latitude (ϕ) and height (h) are defined in terms of the ellipsoid normal
at the user’s receiver. The ellipsoid normal is depicted by the unit vector n in Figure
2.7. Notice that unless the user is on the poles or the equator, the ellipsoid normal
does not point exactly toward the center of the Earth. A GPS receiver computes
height relative to the WGS 84 ellipsoid. However, the height above sea level given on
a map can be quite different from GPS-derived height due to the difference, in some
places, between the WGS 84 ellipsoid and the geoid (local mean sea level). In the
horizontal plane, differences between the local datum, such as North American
Datum 1983 (NAD 83) and European Datum 1950 (ED 50), and WGS 84 can also
be significant.

Geodetic height is simply the minimum distance between the user (at the end-
point of the vector u) and the reference ellipsoid. Notice that the direction of mini-
mum distance from the user to the surface of the reference ellipsoid will be in the
direction of the vector n. Geodetic latitude, ϕ, is the angle between the ellipsoid nor-
mal vector n and the projection of n into the equatorial (xy) plane. Conventionally,
ϕ is taken to be positive if zu > 0 (i.e., if the user is in the northern hemisphere), and ϕ
is taken to be negative if zu < 0. With respect to Figure 2.7, geodetic latitude is the
angle NPA, where N is the closest point on the reference ellipsoid to the user, P is the
point where a line in the direction of n intersects the equatorial plane, and A is the
closest point on the equator to P. Numerous solutions, both closed-form and itera-
tive, have been devised for the computation of geodetic curvilinear coordinates (ϕ, λ,
h) from Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). A popular and highly convergent iterative
method by Bowring [6] is described in Table 2.1. For the computations shown in
Table 2.1, a, b, e2, and ′e 2 are the geodetic parameters described previously. Note
that the use of “N” in Table 2.1 follows Bowring [6] and does not refer to geoid
height described in Section 2.2.4.
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2.2.3.2 Conversion from Geodetic Coordinates to Cartesian Coordinates in
ECEF Frame

For completeness, equations for transforming from geodetic coordinates back to
Cartesian coordinates in the ECEF system are provided later. Given the geodetic
parameters λ, ϕ, and h, we can compute u = (xu, yu, zu) in closed form as follows:
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2.2.3.3 WGS 84 Reference Frame Relationships

There have been four realizations of WGS 84 as of this edition. The original WGS
84 was used for the broadcast GPS orbit beginning January 23, 1987. WGS 84
(G730), where the “G730” denotes GPS week, was used beginning on June 29,
1994. WGS 84 (G873) started on January 29, 1997 [5]. And, the current frame,
WGS 84 (G1150), was introduced on January 20, 2002. These reference frame real-
izations have brought the WGS 84 into extremely close coincidence with the Inter-
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Table 2.1 Determination of Geodetic Height
and Latitude in Terms of ECEF Parameters
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national Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF), administered by the International
Association of Geodesy. For example, the WGS 84 (G1150) matches the ITRF2000
frame to better than 1 cm, one sigma [7].

The fact that there have been four realizations of WGS 84 has led to some confu-
sion regarding the relationship between WGS 84 and other reference frames. In par-
ticular, care must be used when interpreting older references. For example, the
original WGS 84 and NAD 83 were made coincident [8], leading to an assertion that
WGS 84 and NAD 83 were identical. However, as stated above, WGS 84 (G1150) is
coincident with ITRF2000. It is known that NAD 83 is offset from ITRF2000 by
about 2.2m. Hence, the NAD 83 reference frame and the current realization of WGS
84 can no longer be considered identical.

2.2.4 Height Coordinates and the Geoid

The ellipsoid height, h, is the height of a point, P, above the surface of the ellipsoid,
E, as described in Section 2.2.3.1. This corresponds to the directed line segment EP
in Figure 2.8, where a positive sign denotes point P further from the center of the
Earth than point E. Note that P need not be on the surface of the Earth, but could be
above or below the Earth’s surface. As discussed in the previous sections, ellipsoid
height is easily computed from Cartesian ECEF coordinates.

Historically, heights have not been measured relative to the ellipsoid but,
instead, relative to a surface called the geoid. The geoid is that surface of constant
geopotential, W = W0, which corresponds to global mean sea level in a least squares
sense. Heights measured relative to the geoid are called orthometric heights, or, less
formally, heights above mean sea level. Orthometric heights are important, because
these are the type of height found on innumerable topographic maps and in paper
and digital data sets.

The geoid height, N, is the height of a point, G, above the ellipsoid, E. This cor-
responds to the directed line segment EG in Figure 2.8, where positive sign denotes
point G further from the center of the Earth than point E. And, the orthometric
height, H, is the height of a point P, above the geoid, G. Hence, we can immediately
write the equation
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h H N= + (2.2)

Note that Figure 2.8 is illustrative and that G and/or P may be below point E.
Similarly, any or all terms of (2.2) may be positive or negative. For example, in the
conterminous United States, the geoid height, N, is negative.

The geoid is a complex surface, with undulations that reflect topographic,
bathymetric (i.e., measurements derived from bodies of water), and geologic density
variations of the Earth. The magnitude of geoid height can be several tens of meters.
Geoid height ranges from a low of about −105m at the southern tip of India to a
high of about +85m at New Guinea. Thus, for many applications, the geoid is not a
negligible quantity, and one must avoid mistaking an orthometric height for an
ellipsoidal height.

In contrast to the ellipsoid, the geoid is a natural feature of the Earth. Like
topography, there is no simple equation to describe the spatial variation of geoid
height. Geoid height is modeled and tabulated by several geodetic agencies. Global
geoid height models are represented by sets of spherical harmonic coefficients and,
also, by regular grids of geoid height values. Regional geoid height models can span
large areas, such as the entire conterminous United States, and are invariably
expressed as regular grids. Recent global models typically contain harmonic coeffi-
cients complete to degree and order 360. As such, their resolution is 30 arc-minutes,
and their accuracy is limited by truncation error. Regional models, by contrast,
are computed to a much higher resolution. One arc-minute resolution is not
uncommon, and truncation error is seldom encountered.

The best-known global geoid model is the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency/National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NGA/NASA) WGS 84
EGM96 Geopotential Model [9], hereafter referred to as EGM96. This product is a
set of coefficients complete to degree and order 360, a companion set of correction
coefficients needed to compute geoid height over land, and a geoid height grid
posted at 15 arc-minute spacing. EGM96 replaces an earlier global model denoted
WGS 84 (180,180), which is complete only up to degree and order 180. Most of
that WGS 84 coefficient set was originally classified in 1985, and only coefficients
through degree and order 18 were released. Hence, the first public distributions of
WGS 84 geoid height only had a 10 arc-degree resolution and suffered many meters
of truncation error. Therefore, historical references to “WGS 84 geoid” values must
be used with caution.

Within the conterminous United States, the current high-resolution geoid height
grid is GEOID03, developed by the National Geodetic Survey, NOAA. This prod-
uct is a grid of geoid heights, at 1 arc-minute resolution, and has an accuracy of 1
cm, one sigma [10]. Development is underway on a future geoid model series that
will cover all U.S. states and territories.

When height accuracy requirements approach the meter level, then one must
also become aware of the datum differences between height coordinates. For exam-
ple, as discussed in Section 2.2.3.3, the origin of the NAD 83 reference frame is off-
set about 2.2m from the center of the Earth, causing about 0.5-m to 1.5-m
differences in ellipsoidal heights in the conterminous United States. Current esti-
mates place the origin of the U.S. orthometric height datum, NAVD 88, about 30
cm to 50 cm below the EGM96 reference geopotential surface. Because of these two
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datum offsets, GEOID03 was constructed to accommodate these origin differences
and directly convert between NAD 83 and NAVD 88, rather than express a region
of an idealized global geoid. In addition, offsets of 0.5m or more in national height
datums are common, as tabulated in [11]. For these reasons, (2.2) is valid as a con-
ceptual model but may be problematic in actual precision applications. Detailed
treatment of height systems is beyond the scope of this text. However, more
information may be found in [12, 13].

2.3 Fundamentals of Satellite Orbits

2.3.1 Orbital Mechanics

As described in Section 2.1, a GPS user needs accurate information about the posi-
tions of the GPS satellites in order to determine his or her position. Therefore, it is
important to understand how the GPS orbits are characterized. We begin by describ-
ing the forces acting on a satellite, the most significant of which is the Earth’s gravi-
tation. If the Earth were perfectly spherical and of uniform density, then the Earth’s
gravitation would behave as if the Earth were a point mass. Let an object of mass m
be located at position vector r in an ECI coordinate system. If G is the universal grav-
itational constant, M is the mass of the Earth, and the Earth’s gravitation acts as a
point mass, then, according to Newton’s laws, the force, F, acting on the object
would be given by

F a r= = −m G
mM

r 3
(2.3)

where a is the acceleration of the object, and r = |r|. The minus sign on the right-hand
side of (2.3) results from the fact that gravitational forces are always attractive.
Since acceleration is the second time derivative of position, (2.3) can be rewritten as
follows:

d

dt r

2

2 3

r
r= − µ

(2.4)

where µ is the product of the universal gravitation constant and the mass of the
Earth. In WGS 84, the original value of µ was 3986005 × 108 m3/s2. Subsequently,
the value of µ in WGS 84 was updated to 3986004.418 × 108 m3/s2, but to maintain
backward compatibility of the GPS navigation message, the original value of
3986005 × 108 m3/s2 is still used. Equation (2.4) is the expression of so-called
two-body or Keplerian satellite motion, in which the only force acting on the satel-
lite is the point-mass Earth. Because the Earth is not spherical and has an uneven dis-
tribution of mass, (2.4) does not model the true acceleration due to the Earth’s
gravitation. If the function V measures the true gravitational potential of the Earth
at an arbitrary point in space, then (2.4) may be rewritten as follows:

d

dt
V

2

2

r = ∇ (2.5)
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where ∇ is the gradient operator, defined as follows:
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Therefore, with V = µ/r, (2.5) is equivalent to (2.4) for two-body motion. In the
case of true satellite motion, the Earth’s gravitational potential is modeled by a
spherical harmonic series. In such a representation, the gravitational potential at a
point P is defined in terms of the point’s spherical coordinates (r, ′φ , ) as follows:
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02

sin cos sin








 (2.6)

where:

r = distance of P from the origin

′φ = geocentric latitude of P (i.e., angle between r and the xy-plane)

= right ascension of P

a = mean equatorial radius of the Earth (6,378.137 km in WGS 84)

Plm = associated Legendre function

Clm = spherical harmonic cosine coefficient of degree l and order m

Slm = spherical harmonic sine coefficient of degree l and order m

Notice that the first term of (2.6) is the two-body potential function. Also notice
that geocentric latitude in (2.6) is different from geodetic latitude defined in Section
2.2. WGS 84 not only defines a reference coordinate frame and ellipsoid, but it also
has a companion geopotential model called WGS 84 EGM96. This model provides
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the spherical harmonic coefficients Clm and Slm through 360th degree and order. For
GPS orbit computations, however, coefficients are used only through degree and
order 12.

Additional forces acting on satellites include the so-called third-body gravita-
tion from the Sun and Moon. Modeling third-body gravitation requires knowledge
of the solar and lunar positions in the ECI coordinate system as a function of time.
Polynomial functions of time are generally used to provide the orbital elements of
the Sun and Moon as functions of time. A number of alternative sources and formu-
lations exist for such polynomials with respect to various coordinate systems (for
example, see [14]). Another force acting on satellites is solar radiation pressure,
which results from momentum transfer from solar photons to a satellite. Solar radia-
tion pressure is a function of the Sun’s position, the projected area of the satellite in
the plane normal to the solar line of sight, and the mass and reflectivity of the satel-
lite. There are additional forces acting on a satellite, including outgassing (i.e., the
slow release of gases trapped in the structure of a satellite), the Earth’s tidal varia-
tions, and orbital maneuvers. To model a satellite’s orbit very accurately, all of these
perturbations to the Earth’s gravitational field must be modeled. For the purposes of
this text, we will collect all of these perturbing accelerations in a term ad, so that the
equations of motion can be written as

d

dt
V d

2

2

r
a= ∇ + (2.7)

There are various methods of representing the orbital parameters of a satellite.
One obvious representation is to define a satellite’s position vector, r0 = r(t0), and
velocity vector, v0 = v(t0), at some reference time, t0. Given these initial conditions,
we could solve the equations of motion (2.7) for the position vector r(t) and the
velocity vector v(t) at any other time t. Only the two-body equation of motion (2.4)
has an analytical solution, and even in that simplified case, the solution cannot be
accomplished entirely in closed form. The computation of orbital parameters from
the fully perturbed equations of motion (2.7) requires numerical integration.

Although many applications, including GPS, require the accuracy provided by
the fully perturbed equations of motion, orbital parameters are often defined in
terms of the solution to the two-body problem. It can be shown that there are six
constants of integration, or integrals, for the equation of two-body motion, (2.4).
Given six integrals of motion and an initial time, one can find the position and veloc-
ity vectors of a satellite on a two-body orbit at any point in time from the initial con-
ditions.

In the case of the fully perturbed equation of motion, (2.7), it is still possible to
characterize the orbit in terms of the six integrals of two-body motion, but those six
parameters will no longer be constant. A reference time is associated with two-body
orbital parameters used to characterize the orbit of a satellite moving under the
influence of perturbing forces. At the exact reference time, the reference orbital
parameters will describe the true position and velocity vectors of the satellite, but as
time progresses beyond (or before) the reference time, the true position and velocity
of the satellite will increasingly deviate from the position and velocity described by
the six two-body integrals or parameters. This is the approach taken in formulating
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the GPS ephemeris message, which includes not only six integrals of two-body
motion, but also the time of their applicability (reference time) and a characteriza-
tion of how those parameters change over time. With this information, a GPS
receiver can compute the “corrected” integrals of motion for a GPS satellite at the
time when it is solving the navigation problem. From the corrected integrals, the
position vector of the satellite can be computed, as we will show. First, we present
the definitions of the six integrals of two-body motion used in the GPS system.

There are many possible formulations of the solution to the two-body problem,
and GPS adopts the notation of the classical solution, which uses a particular set of
six integrals of motion known as the Keplerian orbital elements. These Keplerian
elements depend on the fact that for any initial conditions r0 and v0 at time t0, the
solution to (2.4) (i.e., the orbit), will be a planar conic section. The first three
Keplerian orbital elements, illustrated in Figure 2.9, define the shape of the orbit.
Figure 2.9 shows an elliptical orbit that has semimajor axis a and eccentricity e.
(Hyperbolic and parabolic trajectories are possible but not relevant for Earth-orbit-
ing satellites, such as in GPS.) In Figure 2.9, the elliptical orbit has a focus at point
F, which corresponds to the center of the mass of the Earth (and hence the origin
of an ECI or ECEF coordinate system). The time t0 at which the satellite is at some
reference point A in its orbit is known as the epoch. As part of the GPS ephemeris
message, where the epoch corresponds to the time at which the Keplerian ele-
ments define the actual location of the satellite, the epoch is called reference time of
ephemeris. The point, P, where the satellite is closest to the center of the Earth
is known as perigee, and the time at which the satellite passes perigee, , is another
Keplerian orbital parameter. In summary, the three Keplerian orbital elements
that define the shape of the elliptical orbit and time relative to perigee are as
follows:

a = semimajor axis of the ellipse

e = eccentricity of the ellipse

= time of perigee passage
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Although the Keplerian integrals of two-body motion use time of perigee pas-
sage as one of the constants of motion, an equivalent parameter used by the GPS sys-
tem is known as the mean anomaly at epoch. Mean anomaly is an angle that is
related to the true anomaly at epoch, which is illustrated in Figure 2.9 as the angle ν.
After defining true anomaly precisely, the transformation to mean anomaly and the
demonstration of equivalence to time of perigee passage will be shown.

True anomaly is the angle in the orbital plane measured counterclockwise from
the direction of perigee to the satellite. In Figure 2.9, the true anomaly at epoch is =
∠PFA. From Kepler’s laws of two-body motion, it is known that true anomaly does
not vary linearly in time for noncircular orbits. Because it is desirable to define a
parameter that does vary linearly in time, two definitions are made that transform
the true anomaly to the mean anomaly, which is linear in time. The first transforma-
tion produces the eccentric anomaly, which is illustrated in Figure 2.10 with the true
anomaly. Geometrically, the eccentric anomaly is constructed from the true anom-
aly first by circumscribing a circle around the elliptical orbit. Next, a perpendicular
is dropped from the point A on the orbit to the major axis of the orbit, and this per-
pendicular is extended upward until it intersects the circumscribed circle at point B.
The eccentric anomaly is the angle measured at the center of the circle, O, counter-
clockwise from the direction of perigee to the line segment OB. In other words, E =
∠POB. A useful analytical relationship between eccentric anomaly and true anom-
aly is as follows [14]:

E
e
e

= −
+















2

1
1

1
2

arctan tan ν (2.8)
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Once the eccentric anomaly has been computed, the mean anomaly is given by
Kepler’s equation

M E e E= − sin (2.9)

As stated previously, the importance of transforming from the true to the mean
anomaly is that time varies linearly with the mean anomaly. That linear relationship
is as follows:

( )M M
a

t t− = −0 3 0

µ
(2.10)

where M0 is the mean anomaly at epoch t0, and M is the mean anomaly at time t.
From Figures 2.9 and 2.10, and (2.8) and (2.9), it can be verified that M = E = = 0
at the time of perigee passage. Therefore, if we let t = , (2.10) provides a transfor-
mation between mean anomaly and time of perigee passage:

( )M
a

t0 3 0= − −µ
τ (2.11)

From (2.11), it is possible to characterize the two-body orbit in terms of the
mean anomaly, M0, at epoch t0, instead of the time of perigee passage τ. GPS makes
use of the mean anomaly at epoch in characterizing orbits.

GPS also makes use of a parameter known as mean motion, which is given the
symbol n and is defined to be the time derivative of the mean anomaly. Since the
mean anomaly was constructed to be linear in time for two-body orbits, mean
motion is a constant. From (2.10), we find the mean motion as follows:

n
dM
dt adef

= = µ
3

From this definition, (2.10) can be rewritten as M − M0 = n(t − t0).
Mean motion can also be used to express the orbital period P of a satellite in

two-body motion. Since mean motion is the (constant) rate of change of the mean
anomaly, the orbital period is the ratio of the angle subtended by the mean anomaly
over one orbital period to the mean motion. It can be verified that the mean anom-
aly passes through an angle of 2 radians during one orbit. Therefore, the orbital
period is calculated as follows:

P
n

a= =2
2

3π
π

µ
(2.12)

Figure 2.11 illustrates the three additional Keplerian orbital elements that
define the orientation of the orbit. The coordinates in Figure 2.11 could refer either
to an ECI or to an ECEF coordinate system. In the case of GPS, the Keplerian
parameters are defined in relation to the ECEF coordinate system described in Sec-
tion 2.2. In this case, the xy-plane is always the Earth’s equatorial plane. The fol-
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lowing three Keplerian orbital elements define the orientation of the orbit in the
ECEF coordinate system:

i = inclination of orbit

= longitude of the ascending node

= argument of perigee

Inclination is the dihedral angle between the Earth’s equatorial plane and the
satellite’s orbital plane. The other two Keplerian orbital elements in Figure 2.11 are
defined in relation to the ascending node, which is the point in the satellite’s orbit
where it crosses the equatorial plane with a +z component of velocity (i.e., going
from the southern to the northern hemisphere). The orbital element that defines the
angle between the +x-axis and the direction of the ascending node is called the right
ascension of the ascending node (RAAN). Because the +x-axis is fixed in the direc-
tion of the prime meridian (0° longitude) in the ECEF coordinate system, the right
ascension of the ascending node is actually the longitude of the ascending node, .
The final orbital element, known as the argument of perigee, , measures the angle
from the ascending node to the direction of perigee in the orbit. Notice that is
measured in the equatorial plane, whereas is measured in the orbital plane.

In the case of GPS satellites, the orbits are nearly (but not quite) circular, with
eccentricities of no larger than 0.02 and semimajor axes of approximately 26,560
km. From (2.12), we compute the orbital period to be approximately 43,080 sec-
onds or 11 hours, 58 minutes. The orbital inclinations are approximately 55° for the
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GPS constellation. The remaining orbital parameters vary between satellites, so that
the constellation provides coverage of the entire Earth.

As previously indicated, the actual motion of a satellite is described by (2.7)
rather than (2.4). However, the Keplerian orbital elements may be computed for a
satellite at a particular instant in time from its true position and velocity vectors. In
this case, the orbital elements are known as osculating; if all forces perturbing the
point-mass force of the Earth were to cease at the time of the osculating orbital ele-
ments, the satellite would follow the two-body orbit described by those osculating
elements. Because of the perturbing accelerations in (2.7), the osculating orbital ele-
ments of a satellite will change slowly over time. The osculating orbital elements do
not change quickly because the first term of the Earth’s gravitational harmonic
series, (2.6), is still the dominant element in the force field acting on a satellite.

GPS almanac data and ephemeris data transmitted by the satellites include the
osculating Keplerian orbital elements, with the exception that the time of perigee
passage is converted to mean anomaly at epoch by (2.11). In order to be useful, it is
necessary for the osculating elements to include the reference time, known as the
time of epoch or time of ephemeris, at which the orbital elements were valid. Only
at epoch are the orbital elements exactly as described by the osculating values; at all
later times, the true orbital elements deviate slightly from the osculating values.

Because it is necessary for the GPS ephemeris message to contain very accurate
information about the satellite’s position and velocity, it is insufficient to use only
the osculating Keplerian orbital elements for computing the position of a GPS satel-
lite, except very near the epoch of those elements. One solution to this problem
would be to update the GPS ephemeris messages very frequently. Another solution
would be for the GPS receiver to integrate the fully perturbed equation of motion,
(2.7), which would include a detailed force model, from epoch to the desired time.
Because both of these solutions are computationally intensive, they are impractical
for real-time operations. Therefore, the osculating Keplerian orbital elements in the
GPS ephemeris message are augmented by “correction” parameters that allow the
user to estimate the Keplerian elements fairly accurately during the periods of time
between updates of the satellite’s ephemeris message. (Particulars on ephemeris
message updating are provided in Section 3.3.1.4.) Any time after the epoch of a
particular ephemeris message, the GPS receiver uses the correction parameters to
estimate the true orbital elements at the desired time.

Table 2.2 summarizes the parameters contained in the GPS ephemeris message.
These parameters are found in IS-GPS-200 [4], which is the interface specification
between the GPS space segment and GPS user segment. As can be seen, the first
seven parameters of the GPS ephemeris message are time of epoch and, essentially,
the osculating Keplerian orbital elements at the time of epoch, with the exceptions
that the semimajor axis is reported as its square root and that mean anomaly is used
instead of time of perigee passage. The next nine parameters allow for corrections to
the Keplerian elements as functions of time after epoch.

Table 2.3 provides the algorithm by which a GPS receiver computes the position
vector of a satellite (xs, ys, zs) in the ECEF coordinate system from the orbital ele-
ments in Table 2.2. For computation (3) in Table 2.3, t represents the GPS system
time at which the GPS signal was transmitted. In the notation of Table 2.3, the sub-
script k appearing in computation (3) and below means that the subscripted vari-
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Table 2.2 GPS Ephemeris Data Definitions

t0e Reference time of ephemeris

a Square root of semimajor axis

e Eccentricity

i0 Inclination angle (at time t0e)

Ω0 Longitude of the ascending node (at weekly epoch)

ω Argument of perigee (at time t0e)

M0 Mean anomaly (at time t0e)

di/dt Rate of change of inclination angle
&Ω Rate of change of longitude of the ascending node

∆n Mean motion correction

Cuc Amplitude of cosine correction to argument of latitude

Cus Amplitude of sine correction to argument of latitude

Crc Amplitude of cosine correction to orbital radius

Crs Amplitude of sine correction to orbital radius

Cic Amplitude of cosine correction to inclination angle

Cis Amplitude of sine correction to inclination angle

Table 2.3 Computation of a Satellite’s ECEF Position Vector

(1) ( )a a=
2
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n= +µ
3

∆ Corrected mean motion, = 398,600.5 × 108 m3/s2
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Corrected longitude of node
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= cos In-plane x position
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able is measured at time tk, the time (in seconds) from epoch to the GPS system time
of signal transmission.

There are a few additional subtleties in the computations described in Table 2.3.
First, computation (5), which is Kepler’s equation, (2.9), is transcendental in the
desired parameter, Ek. Therefore, the solution must be carried out numerically. Kep-
ler’s equation is readily solved either by iteration or Newton’s method. A second
subtlety is that computation (6) must produce the true anomaly in the correct quad-
rant. Therefore, it is necessary either to use both the sine and the cosine or to use a
smart arcsine function. Also, to carry out computation (14), it is also necessary to
know the rotation rate of the Earth. According to IS-GPS-200, this rotation rate is
& .Ω ε = × −7 2921151467 10 5 rad/s, which is consistent with the WGS 84 value to be
used for navigation, though WGS 84 also provides a slightly different value in defin-
ing the ellipsoid. Finally, IS-GPS-200 defines the value of to be used by GPS user
equipment as exactly 3.1415926535898.

As can be seen from the computations in Table 2.3, the variations in time of the
orbital parameters are modeled differently for particular parameters. For example,
mean motion is given a constant correction in computation (2), which effectively
corrects the mean anomaly computed in (4). On the other hand, latitude, radius,
and inclination are corrected by truncated harmonic series in computations (8), (9),
and (10), respectively. Eccentricity is given no correction. Finally, longitude of the
node is corrected linearly in time in computation (14). It is a misnomer of GPS sys-
tem terminology, as in Table 2.2, that the longitude of the node, Ω0, is given “at
weekly epoch.” In reality, Ω0 is given at the reference time of ephemeris, t0e, the same
as the other GPS parameters. This can be verified by inspection of computation (14)
from Table 2.3. Reference [15] provides an excellent description of the tradeoffs
that resulted in the use of ephemeris message parameters and computations
described in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.

2.3.2 Constellation Design

A satellite “constellation” is characterized by the set of orbital parameters for the
individual satellites in that constellation. The design of a satellite constellation
entails the selection of those orbital parameters to optimize some objective function
of the constellation (typically to maximize some set of performance parameters at
minimum cost—i.e., with the fewest satellites). The design of satellite constellations
has been the subject of numerous studies and publications. Our purpose here is to
provide a general overview of satellite constellation design to summarize the salient
considerations in the design of constellations for satellite navigation, to provide
some perspective on the selection of the original 24-satellite GPS constellation, and
to set the ground work for discussions of future satellite navigation constellations
such as GALILEO.

2.3.2.1 Overview of Constellation Design

Given innumerable combinations of orbital parameters for each satellite in a con-
stellation, it is convenient to segregate orbits into categories. One categorization of
orbits is by eccentricity:
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• Circular orbits have zero (or nearly zero) eccentricity.
• Highly elliptical orbits (HEO) have large eccentricities (typically with e > 0.6).

Another categorization of orbits is by altitude:

• Geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) is an orbit with a period equal to the dura-
tion of the sidereal day—substituting P = 23 hours, 56 minutes, 4.1 seconds
into (2.12) yields a = 42,164.17 km as the orbital semimajor axis for GEO, or
an altitude of 35,786 km;

• LEO is a class of orbits with altitude typically less than 1,500 km;
• MEO is a class of orbits with altitudes below GEO and above LEO, with most

practical examples being in the range of roughly 10,000–25,000 km altitude;
• Supersynchronous orbits are those with altitude greater than GEO (greater

than 35,786 km).

Note that GEO defines an orbital altitude such that the period of the orbit
equals the period of rotation of the Earth in inertial space (the sidereal day). A geo-
stationary orbit is a GEO orbit with zero inclination and zero eccentricity. In this
special case, a satellite in geostationary orbit has no apparent motion to an observer
on Earth, because the relative position vector from the observer to the satellite (in
ECEF coordinates) remains fixed over time. In practice, due to orbital perturba-
tions, satellites never stay in exactly geostationary orbit; therefore, even so-called
geostationary satellites have some small residual motion relative to users on the
Earth.

Another categorization of orbits is by inclination:

• Equatorial orbits have zero inclination; hence, a satellite in equatorial orbit
travels in the Earth’s equatorial plane.

• Polar orbits have 90° inclination; hence, a satellite in polar orbit passes
through the Earth’s axis of rotation.

• Prograde orbits have nonzero inclination with a value less than 90° (and hence
have ground tracks that go in general from west to east).

• Retrograde orbits have nonzero inclination with a value greater than 90° and
less than 180° (and hence have ground tracks that go in general from east to
west).

• Collectively, prograde and retrograde orbits are known as inclined.

Theoretical studies of satellite constellations typically focus on some particular
subset of orbital categories. For example, Walker extensively studied inclined circu-
lar orbits [16], Rider further studied inclined circular orbits to include both global
and zonal coverage [17], and Adams and Rider studied circular polar orbits [18].
These studies all focus on determining the set of orbits in their categories that require
the fewest satellites to provide a particular level of coverage (i.e., the number of sat-
ellites in view from some region on Earth). The studies determine optimal orbital
inclinations for their category of orbits and then determine the configuration of sat-
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ellites in planes (i.e., for a given orbital altitude, how many satellites are required in
what set of orbital planes to provide a given level of coverage with the fewest satel-
lites). The level of coverage is usually characterized by the minimum number of sat-
ellites required to be visible in some region of the world above a minimum elevation
angle.

2.3.2.2 Inclined Circular Orbits

As an example of how to use one of these constellation design studies, consider
Rider’s work [17] on inclined circular orbits. Rider studied the class of orbits that
are circular and of equal altitude and inclination. This specific study further limited
its analysis to constellations of P orbital planes with S satellites per plane and equal
phasing between planes (i.e., satellite 1 in plane 1 passes through its ascending node
at the same time as satellite 1 in plane 2). Figure 2.12 illustrates equal versus
unequal phasing between planes in the case of two orbital planes with three equally
spaced satellites per plane (P = 2, S = 3). The orbital planes are equally spaced
around the equatorial plane so that the difference in right ascension of ascending
node between planes equals 360°/P, and satellites are equally spaced within each
orbital plane.

Rider [17] made the following definitions:

= elevation angle
Re = spherical radius of the Earth (these studies all assume a spherical Earth)
h orbital altitude of the constellation being studied

Then the Earth central angle, , as shown in Figure 2.13, is related to these
parameters as follows:

( )cos
cos

θ α
α+ =

+1 h
Re

(2.13)
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From (2.13), given an orbital altitude, h¸ and a minimum elevation angle, α, the
corresponding Earth central angle, , can be computed. Rider then defines a
so-called half street width parameter, c, which is related to the Earth central angle, ,
and the number of satellites per orbital plane, S, as follows:

( )cos cos cosθ
π= 





c
S

(2.14)

Finally, Rider’s analysis produces a number of tables that relate optimal combi-
nations of orbital inclination, i, half street width, c, and number of orbital planes, P,
for various desired Earth coverage areas (global versus mid-latitude versus equato-
rial versus polar) and various levels of coverage (minimum number of satellites in
view).

Practical applications of the theoretical work [16–18] have included the
IRIDIUM LEO mobile satellite communications constellation, which was originally
planned to be an Adams/Rider 77-satellite polar constellation and ended up as a
66-satellite polar constellation, the ICO MEO mobile satellite communications con-
stellation, which was originally planned to be a Rider 10-satellite inclined circular
constellation, and the Globalstar LEO mobile satellite communications constella-
tion, which was originally planned to be a Walker 48-satellite inclined circular
constellation of 8 planes.
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Selection of a class of orbits for a particular application is made based on the
requirements of that application. For example, in many high-bandwidth satellite
communications applications (e.g., direct broadcast video or high-rate data
trunking), it is desirable to have a nearly geostationary orbit to maintain a fixed line
of sight from the user to the satellite to avoid the need for the user to have an expen-
sive steerable antenna. On the other hand, for lower bandwidth mobile satellite ser-
vice applications, where lower data latency is desirable, it is preferable to use LEO
or MEO satellites to reduce range from the user to the satellite.

As a specific example of constellation design using this body of work ([16–18]),
consider the design of a constellation of MEO satellites providing worldwide con-
tinuous coverage above a minimum 10° elevation angle. The objective is to mini-
mize the number of satellites providing this level of coverage within the class of
Rider orbits. Specifically, consider the case with h = 10,385 km (corresponding to
an orbital period of 6 hours). With = 10°, the Earth central angle can be com-
puted from (2.13) to be 58.0°.

Rider’s results in Table 4 of [17] then show that with two orbital planes, the
optimal inclination is 45°, and c = 45°. We now have enough information to solve
(2.14) for S. This solution is S = 4.3, but since satellites come only in integer quanti-
ties, one must round up to 5 satellites per plane. Hence, Rider’s work indicates that
with 2 orbital planes, one must have 5 satellites per plane to produce continuous
worldwide coverage with a minimum of 1 satellite above a minimum 10° elevation
angle. With 3 orbital planes of the same altitude and with the same coverage
requirement, Rider’s work shows c = 35.26°, and S = 3.6, or 4 satellites per plane. In
this case, 12 total satellites would be required to provide the same level of coverage
if one were to use 3 planes. Clearly it is more cost effective (by 2 satellites) to use a 2
× 5 constellation (P = 2, S = 5) versus a 3 × 4 constellation (P = 3, S = 4). As it turns
out, this example yielded exactly the constellation design envisioned by Inmarsat in
its original concept for the ICO satellite communications system (a 2 × 5 constella-
tion of 6-hour orbits inclined 45°). The ICO system added a spare satellite in each
plane for robustness, but the baseline operational constellation was the 2 × 5 Rider
constellation discussed here.

2.3.2.3 Walker Constellations

It turns out that the more generalized Walker constellations [16] can produce a
given level of coverage with fewer satellites in general than the Rider constellations
[17]. Walker constellations use circular inclined orbits of equal altitude and inclina-
tion, where the orbital planes are equally spaced around the equatorial plane and
satellites are equally spaced within orbital planes, as with Rider constellations.
However, Walker constellations allow more general relationships between the
number of satellites per plane and the phasing between planes. To that end, Walker
introduced the notation T/P/F, where T is the total number of satellites in the con-
stellation, P is the number of orbital planes, and F is the phase offset factor that
determines the phasing between adjacent orbital planes (see Figure 2.12 for an illus-
tration of the concept of phasing between orbital planes). With the number of satel-
lites per plane, S, it is obvious that T = S × P. F is an integer such that 0 < F < P − 1,
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and the offset in mean anomaly between the first satellite in each adjacent orbital
plane is 360° × F / P. That is, when the first satellite in plane 2 is at its ascending
node, the first satellite in plane 1 will have covered an orbital distance of (360° ×
F/P)° within its orbital plane.

Typically with one satellite per plane, a value of F can be found such that a
Walker constellation can provide a given level of coverage with fewer satellites than
a Rider constellation. However, such Walker constellations with one satellite per
plane are less robust against failure than Rider constellations, because it is virtually
impossible to spare such a constellation. For example, with a spare orbital plane, it
would be required to reposition the satellite from the spare plane into the plane of a
failed satellite, but the cost in fuel is extremely prohibitive to execute such an orbital
maneuver. Realistically, satellites can be repositioned only within an orbital plane;
hence the greater application of Rider-type constellations versus the more
generalized Walker constellations.

Another significant issue in constellation design is the requirement to maintain
orbital parameters within a specified range. Such orbital maintenance is called
stationkeeping, and it is desirable to minimize the frequency and magnitude of
maneuvers required over the lifetime of a satellite. This is true in all applications
because of the life-limiting factor of available fuel on the satellite, and it is particu-
larly true for satellite navigation applications because satellites are not immediately
available to users after a stationkeeping maneuver while orbital and clock parame-
ters are stabilized and ephemeris messages are updated. Therefore, more frequent
stationkeeping maneuvers both reduce the useful lifetime of satellites in a constella-
tion and reduce the overall availability of the constellation to users. Some orbits
have a resonance effect, in which there is an increasing perturbation in a satellite’s
orbit due to the harmonic effects of (2.6). Such orbits are undesirable because they
require more stationkeeping maneuvers to maintain a nominal orbit.

2.3.2.4 Constellation Design Considerations for Satellite Navigation

Satellite navigation constellations have very different geometrical constraints from
satellite communications systems, the most obvious of which is the need for more
multiplicity of coverage (i.e., more required simultaneous satellites in view for the
navigation applications). As discussed in Section 2.4, the GPS navigation solution
requires a minimum of four satellites to be in view of a user to provide the minimum
of four measurements necessary for the user to determine three-dimensional posi-
tion and time. Therefore, a critical constraint on the GPS constellation is that it must
provide a minimum of fourfold coverage at all times. In order to ensure this level of
coverage robustly, the actual nominal GPS constellation was designed to provide
more than fourfold coverage so that the minimum of four satellites in view can be
maintained even with a satellite failure. Also, more than fourfold coverage is useful
for user equipment to be able to determine autonomously if a GPS satellite is experi-
encing a signal or timing anomaly (see Section 7.5.3.1). Therefore, the practical con-
straint for coverage of the GPS constellation is minimum sixfold coverage above 5°
minimum elevation angle.

The problem of constellation design for satellite navigation has the following
major constraints and considerations:
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1. Coverage needs to be global.
2. At least six satellites need to be in view of any user position at all times.
3. To provide the best navigation accuracy, the constellation needs to have

good geometric properties, which entails a dispersion of satellites in both
azimuth and elevation angle from a user (a discussion of the effects of
geometric properties on navigation accuracy is provided in Sections 7.1 and
7.3).

4. The constellation needs to be robust against single satellite failures.
5. The constellation must be maintainable given the increased frequency of

satellite failures with a large constellation. That is, it must be relatively
inexpensive to reposition satellites within the constellation.

6. Stationkeeping requirements need to be manageable. In other words, it is
preferable to minimize the frequency and magnitude of maneuvers required
to maintain the satellites within the required range of their orbital
parameters.

7. There are tradeoffs between the distance of the satellite from the Earth’s
surface versus payload weight, determined, in part, by the transmitter power
required to send a signal to Earth with minimum received power.

2.3.2.5 Selection of the GPS Constellation

The need for global coverage (1) and the need for good geometric diversity world-
wide (3) eliminate the use of geostationary satellites for navigation, though a con-
stellation of geosynchronous satellites with enough inclination could theoretically
be used to provide global coverage including the poles. Considerations weighing
against the use of an inclined GEO constellation to provide global coverage for nav-
igation include constraint (7) and the increased satellite power (and thus payload
weight) required from GEO to provide the necessary power flux density at the sur-
face of the Earth relative to satellites at lower altitudes and the regulatory coordina-
tion issues associated with GEO orbits. Thus, the constraint of global coverage (1)
plus practical considerations drive the satellite navigation constellation to inclined
LEO or MEO orbits.

Constraint (2) for minimum sixfold coverage, plus the need to minimize the size
of the constellation for cost reasons, drives the desired constellation to higher alti-
tude for satellite navigation. With satellites costing in the $20 million–$80 million
range, even for relatively small satellites such as GPS, the differences in constellation
size drive the desired altitude as high as possible. To first approximation, an order
of magnitude more satellites would be required to provide the necessary sixfold cov-
erage from LEO versus that with MEO. When launch costs are factored in, the over-
all cost differential between LEO and MEO is billions of dollars. Moreover,
constellations of LEO satellites tend to have worse geometric properties from a dilu-
tion of precision perspective than MEOs—consideration (3). With LEO and GEO
altitudes shown to be undesirable, MEO altitudes were determined to be preferable
for GPS.

Ultimately, inclined 12-hour orbits were selected for GPS as the best compro-
mise between coverage, dilution of precision characteristics, and cost. Some desir-
able characteristics of this orbital altitude include repeating ground tracks, a
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relatively high altitude (which in turn produces good dilution of precision proper-
ties), and a relatively low number of satellites required to provide the redundancy of
coverage required for navigation. It is true that stationkeeping is more frequent at
the GPS 12-hour orbital altitude than other potential altitudes in the 20,000- to
25,000-km range due to the resonance issue discussed is Section 2.3.2.3, and so
newer satellite navigation architectures, such as that for GALILEO, consider crite-
rion (6) and make slight modifications to the exact orbital altitude of the MEO
constellation. (GALILEO is discussed in Chapter 10.)

The robustness considerations of (4) and (5) drove the desire for multiple satel-
lites per orbital plane, versus a more generalized Walker-type constellation that
could provide the same level of coverage with fewer satellites but in separate orbital
planes (see the discussion at the end of Section 2.3.2.3). Ultimately, a 6-plane config-
uration was selected with four satellites per plane. The orbital planes are inclined by
55°, in accordance with Walker’s results, but due in part to early plans to use the
Space Shuttle as the primary launch vehicle. The planes are equally spaced by 60° in
right ascension of the ascending node around the equator. Satellites are not equally
spaced within the planes, and there are phase offsets between planes to achieve
improved geometric dilution of precision characteristics of the constellation. Hence,
the GPS constellation can be considered a tailored Walker constellation.

In reality, more than 24 satellites are operated on orbit today, in part to provide
greater accuracy and robustness of the constellation and, at the time of this writing,
in part because a relatively large number of Block IIR satellites exist in storage on the
ground, so “overpopulation” of the constellation has been possible.

2.4 Position Determination Using PRN Codes

GPS satellite transmissions utilize direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) modula-
tion. DSSS provides the structure for the transmission of ranging signals and essen-
tial navigation data, such as satellite ephemerides and satellite health. The ranging
signals are PRN codes that binary phase shift key (BPSK) modulate the satellite car-
rier frequencies. These codes look like and have spectral properties similar to ran-
dom binary sequences but are actually deterministic. A simple example of a short
PRN code sequence is shown in Figure 2.14. These codes have a predictable pattern,
which is periodic and can be replicated by a suitably equipped receiver. At the time
of this writing, each GPS satellite broadcasted two types of PRN ranging codes: a
“short” coarse/acquisition (C/A)-code and a “long” precision (P)-code. (Additional
signals are planned to be broadcast. They are described in Chapter 4.) The C/A code
has a 1-ms period and repeats constantly, whereas the P-code satellite transmission
is a 7-day sequence that repeats approximately every Saturday/Sunday midnight.
Presently, the P-code is encrypted. This encrypted code is denoted as the Y-code. The
Y-code is accessible only to PPS users through cryptography. Further details regard-
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ing PRN code properties, frequency generation, and associated modulation pro-
cesses are contained in Chapter 4.

2.4.1 Determining Satellite-to-User Range

Earlier, we examined the theoretical aspects of using satellite ranging signals
and multiple spheres to solve for user position in three dimensions. That example
was predicated on the assumption that the receiver clock was perfectly synchro-
nized to system time. In actuality, this is generally not the case. Prior to solving for
three-dimensional user position, we will examine the fundamental concepts involv-
ing satellite-to-user range determination with nonsynchronized clocks and PRN
codes. There are a number of error sources that affect range measurement accuracy
(e.g., measurement noise and propagation delays); however, these can generally
be considered negligible when compared to the errors experienced from
nonsynchronized clocks. Therefore, in our development of basic concepts, errors
other than clock offset are omitted. Extensive treatment of these error sources is
provided in Section 7.2.

In Figure 2.15, we wish to determine vector u, which represents a user receiver’s
position with respect to the ECEF coordinate system origin. The user’s position
coordinates xu, yu, zu are considered unknown. Vector r represents the vector offset
from the user to the satellite. The satellite is located at coordinates xs, ys, zswithin the
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ECEF Cartesian coordinate system. Vector s represents the position of the satellite
relative to the coordinate origin. Vector s is computed using ephemeris data broad-
cast by the satellite. The satellite-to-user vector r is

r s u= − (2.15)

The magnitude of vector r is

r s u= − (2.16)

Let r represent the magnitude of r

r = −s u (2.17)

The distance r is computed by measuring the propagation time required for a
satellite-generated ranging code to transit from the satellite to the user receiver
antenna. The propagation time measurement process is illustrated in Figure 2.16. As
an example, a specific code phase generated by the satellite at t1 arrives at the
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receiver at t2. The propagation time is represented by ∆t. Within the receiver, an
identical coded ranging signal is generated at t, with respect to the receiver clock.
This replica code is shifted in time until it achieves correlation with the received
satellite-generated ranging code. If the satellite clock and the receiver clock were
perfectly synchronized, the correlation process would yield the true propagation
time. By multiplying this propagation time, ∆t, by the speed of light, the true (i.e.,
geometric) satellite-to-user distance can be computed. We would then have the ideal
case described in Section 2.1.2.1. However, the satellite and receiver clocks are gen-
erally not synchronized.

The receiver clock will generally have a bias error from system time. Further, sat-
ellite frequency generation and timing is based on a highly accurate free running
cesium or rubidium atomic clock, which is typically offset from system time. Thus,
the range determined by the correlation process is denoted as the pseudorange . The
measurement is called pseudorange because it is the range determined by multiply-
ing the signal propagation velocity, c, by the time difference between two
nonsynchronized clocks (the satellite clock and the receiver clock). The measurement
contains (1) the geometric satellite-to-user range, (2) an offset attributed to the differ-
ence between system time and the user clock, and (3) an offset between system time
and the satellite clock. The timing relationships are shown in Figure 2.17, where:

Ts = System time at which the signal left the satellite

Tu = System time at which the signal reached the user receiver

t = Offset of the satellite clock from system time [advance is positive;
retardation (delay) is negative]

tu = Offset of the receiver clock from system time

Ts + t = Satellite clock reading at the time that the signal left the satellite

Tu + tu = User receiver clock reading at the time the signal reached the user
receiver

c = speed of light
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Geometric range, ( )r c T T c tu s= − = ∆

( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )

( )

Pseudorange c T t T t

c T T c t t

r c t t

u u S

u S u

u

, ρ δ

δ

δ

= + − +

= − + −

= + −

Therefore, (2.15) can be rewritten as:

( )ρ δ− − = −c t tu s u

where tu represents the advance of the receiver clock with respect to system time, δt
represents the advance of the satellite clock with respect to system time, and c is the
speed of light.

The satellite clock offset from system time, δt, is composed of bias and drift con-
tributions. The GPS ground-monitoring network determines corrections for these
offset contributions and transmits the corrections to the satellites for rebroadcast to
the users in the navigation message. These corrections are applied within the user
receiver to synchronize the transmission of each ranging signal to system time.
Therefore, we assume that this offset is compensated for and no longer consider δt
an unknown. (There is some residual offset, which is treated in Section 7.2.1, but in
the context of this discussion we assume that this is negligible.) Hence, the preceding
equation can be expressed as

ρ − = −ct u s u (2.18)

2.4.2 Calculation of User Position

In order to determine user position in three dimensions (xu, yu, zu) and the offset tu,
pseudorange measurements are made to four satellites resulting in the system of
equations

ρ j j uct= − +s u (2.19)

where j ranges from 1 to 4 and references the satellites. Equation (2.19) can be
expanded into the following set of equations in the unknowns xu, yu, zu, and tu:

( ) ( ) ( )ρ1 1

2

1

2

1

2= − + − + − +x x y y z z ctu u u u (2.20)

( ) ( ) ( )ρ2 2

2

2

2

2

2= − + − + − +x x y y z z ctu u u u (2.21)

( ) ( ) ( )ρ3 3

2

3

2

3

2= − + − + − +x x y y z z ctu u u u (2.22)

( ) ( ) ( )ρ4 4

2

4

2

4

2= − + − + − +x x y y z z ctu u u u (2.23)

where xj, yj, and zj denote the jth satellite’s position in three dimensions.
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These nonlinear equations can be solved for the unknowns by employing either
(1) closed-form solutions [19–22], (2) iterative techniques based on linearization, or
(3) Kalman filtering. (Kalman filtering provides a means for improving PVT esti-
mates based on optimal processing of time sequence measurements and is described
in Sections 7.3.5 and 9.1.3.) Linearization is illustrated in the following paragraphs.
(The following development regarding linearization is based on a similar develop-
ment in [23].) If we know approximately where the receiver is, then we can denote
the offset of the true position (xu, yu, zu) from the approximate position ( $ , $ , $ )x y zu u u

by a displacement (∆ ∆ ∆x y zu u u, , ). By expanding (2.20) to (2.23) in a Taylor series
about the approximate position, we can obtain the position offset (∆xu, ∆yu, ∆zu) as
linear functions of the known coordinates and pseudorange measurements. This
process is described next.

Let a single pseudorange be represented by

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

ρ j j u j u j u u

u u u u

x x y y z z ct

f x y z t

= − + − + − +

=

2 2 2

, , ,
(2.24)

Using the approximate position location ( $ , $ , $ )x y zu u u and time bias estimate $t u ,
an approximate pseudorange can be calculated:

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

$ $ $ $ $

$ , $ , $ , $

ρ j j u j u j u u

u u u u

x x y y z z ct

f x y z t

= − + − + − +

=

2 2 2

(2.25)

As stated earlier, the unknown user position and receiver clock offset is consid-
ered to consist of an approximate component and an incremental component:
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Therefore, we can write

( ) ( )f x y z t f x x y y z z t tu u u u u u u u u u u u, , , $ , $ , $ , $= + + + +∆ ∆ ∆ ∆

This latter function can be expanded about the approximate point and associ-
ated predicted receiver clock offset ( $ , $ , $ , $ )x y z tu u u u using a Taylor series:
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The expansion has been truncated after the first-order partial derivatives to
eliminate nonlinear terms. The partials derivatives evaluate as follows:
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where

( ) ( ) ( )$ $ $ $r x x y y z zj j u j u j u= − + − + −
2 2 2

Substituting (2.25) and (2.28) into (2.27) yields
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We have now completed the linearization of (2.24) with respect to the unknowns
∆xu, ∆yu, ∆zu, and ∆tu. (It is important to remember that we are neglecting secondary
error sources such as Earth rotation compensation, measurement noise, propagation
delays, and relativistic effects, which are treated in detail in Section 7.2.)

Rearranging this expression with the known quantities on the left and
unknowns on right yields
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For convenience, we will simplify the previous equation by introducing new
variables where
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The axj, ayj, and azj terms in (2.31) denote the direction cosines of the unit vector
pointing from the approximate user position to the jth satellite. For the jth satellite,
this unit vector is defined as

( )a j xj yj zja a a= , ,

Equation (2.30) can be rewritten more simply as

∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ρ j xj u yj u zj u ua x a y a z c t= + + −

We now have four unknowns: ∆xu, ∆yu, ∆zu, and ∆tu, which can be solved for by
making ranging measurements to four satellites. The unknown quantities can be
determined by solving the set of linear equations that follow:
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These equations can be put in matrix form by making the definitions
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One obtains, finally,

∆ ∆� = H x (2.33)

which has the solution

∆ ∆x H= −1 � (2.34)

Once the unknowns are computed, the user’s coordinates xu, yu, zu and the
receiver clock offset tu are then calculated using (2.26). This linearization scheme
will work well as long as the displacement (∆xu, ∆yu, ∆zu) is within close proximity of
the linearization point. The acceptable displacement is dictated by the user’s accu-
racy requirements. If the displacement does exceed the acceptable value, this pro-
cess is reiterated with $ρ being replaced by a new estimate of pseudorange based on
the calculated point coordinates xu, yu, and zu. In actuality, the true user-to-satellite
measurements are corrupted by uncommon (i.e., independent) errors, such as mea-
surement noise, deviation of the satellite path from the reported ephemeris, and
multipath. These errors translate to errors in the components of vector ∆x, as shown
here:

� �x measH= −1 (2.35)
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where �meas is the vector containing the pseudorange measurement errors and x is the
vector representing errors in the user position and receiver clock offset.

The error contribution �x can be minimized by making measurements to more
than four satellites, which will result in an overdetermined solution set of equations
similar to (2.33). Each of these redundant measurements will generally contain inde-
pendent error contributions. Redundant measurements can be processed by least
squares estimation techniques that obtain improved estimates of the unknowns.
Various versions of this technique exist and are usually employed in today’s receiv-
ers, which generally employ more than four user-to-satellite measurements to com-
pute user PVT. Appendix A provides an introduction to least squares techniques.

2.5 Obtaining User Velocity

GPS provides the capability for determining three-dimensional user velocity, which
is denoted &u. Several methods can be used to determine user velocity. In some receiv-
ers, velocity is estimated by forming an approximate derivative of the user position,
as shown here:

( ) ( )
&u

u u u
= =

−
−

d
dt

t t

t t
2 1

2 1

This approach can be satisfactory provided the user’s velocity is nearly constant
over the selected time interval (i.e., not subjected to acceleration or jerk) and that the
errors in the positions u(t2) and u(t1) are small relative to difference u(t2) − u(t1).

In many modern GPS receivers, velocity measurements are made by processing
carrier-phase measurements, which enable precise estimation of the Doppler fre-
quency of the received satellite signals. The Doppler shift is produced by the relative
motion of the satellite with respect to the user. The satellite velocity vector v is com-
puted using ephemeris information and an orbital model that resides within the
receiver. Figure 2.18 is a curve of received Doppler frequency as a function of time
measured by a user at rest on the surface of the Earth from a GPS satellite. The
received frequency increases as the satellite approaches the receiver and decreases as
it recedes from the user. The reversal in the curve represents the time when the
Doppler shift is zero and occurs when the satellite is at its closest position relative to
the user. At this point, the radial component of the velocity of the satellite relative to
the user is zero. As the satellite passes through this point, the sign of ∆f changes. At
the receiver antenna, the received frequency, fR, can be approximated by the classical
Doppler equation as follows:

( )
f f

cR T
r= −

⋅







1

v a
(2.36)

where fT is the transmitted satellite signal frequency, vr is the satellite-to-user relative
velocity vector, a is the unit vector pointing along the line of sight from the user to
the satellite, and c is the speed of propagation. The dot product vr · a represents the
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radial component of the relative velocity vector along the line of sight to the satel-
lite. Vector vr is given as the velocity difference

v v ur = − & (2.37)

where v is the velocity of the satellite, and &u is the velocity of the user, both refer-
enced to a common ECEF frame. The Doppler offset due to the relative motion is
obtained from these relations as

( )
∆f f f f

cR T T= − = −
− ⋅v u a&

At the GPS L1 frequency, the maximum Doppler frequency for a stationary user
on the Earth is approximately 4 kHz, corresponding to a maximum line-of-sight
velocity of approximately 800 m/s.

There are several approaches for obtaining user velocity from the received
Doppler frequency. One technique is described herein. This technique assumes that
the user position u has been determined and its displacement (∆xu, ∆yu, ∆zu) from the
linearization point is within the user’s requirements. In addition to computing the
three-dimensional user velocity & ( & , & , & )u = x y zu u u , this particular technique deter-
mines the receiver clock drift &t u .

For the jth satellite, substituting (2.37) into (2.36) yields

( )[ ]f f
cRj Tj j j= − − ⋅





1
1

v u a& (2.38)

The satellite transmitted frequency fTj is the actual transmitted satellite fre-
quency.

As stated in Section 2.4.1, satellite frequency generation and timing is based on
a highly accurate free running atomic standard, which is typically offset from sys-
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Figure 2.18 Received Doppler frequency by user at rest on Earth’s surface.



tem time. Corrections are generated by the ground-control/monitoring network
periodically to correct for this offset. These corrections are available in the naviga-
tion message and are applied within the receiver to obtain the actual satellite
transmitted frequency. Hence,

f f fTj TJ= +0 ∆ (2.39)

where f0 is the nominal transmitted satellite frequency (i.e., L1), and ∆fTj is the cor-
rection determined from the navigation message update.

The measured estimate of the received signal frequency is denoted fj for the sig-
nal from the jth satellite. These measured values are in error and differ from the fRj

values by a frequency bias offset. This offset can be related to the drift rate &t u of the
user clock relative to GPS system time. The value &t u has the units seconds/second and
essentially gives the rate at which the user’s clock is running fast or slow relative to
GPS system time. The clock drift error, fj, and fRj, are related by the formula

( )f f tRj j u= +1 & (2.40)

where &t u is considered positive if the user clock is running fast. Substitution of (2.40)
into (2.38), after algebraic manipulation, yields
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Expanding the dot products in terms of the vector components yields
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where vj = (vxj, vyj, vzj), aj = (axj, ayj, azj), and & ( & , & , & )u = x y zu u u . All of the variables on the

left side of (2.41) are either calculated or derived from measured values. The compo-
nents of aj are obtained during the solution for the user location (which is assumed to
precede the velocity computation). The components of vj are determined from the
ephemeris data and the satellite orbital model. The fTj can be estimated using (2.39)
and the frequency corrections derived from the navigation updates. (This correction,
however, is usually negligible, and fTj can normally be replaced by f0.) The fj can be
expressed in terms of receiver measurements of delta range (see Chapter 5 for a more
detailed description of receiver processing). To simplify (2.41), we introduce the
new variable dj, defined by

( )
d

c f f

f
v a v a v aj

j Tj

Tj
xj xj yj yj zj zj=

−
+ + + (2.42)

The term fj /fTj on the right side in (2.41) is numerically very close to 1, typically
within several parts per million. Little error results by setting this ratio to 1. With
these simplifications, (2.41) can be rewritten as
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d x a y a z a ctj u xj u yj u zj u= + + −& & & &

We now have four unknowns: & & , & , & , &u = x y z tu u u u which can be solved by using
measurements from four satellites. As before, we calculate the unknown quantities
by solving the set of linear equations using matrix algebra. The matrix/vector
scheme is
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Note that H is identical to the matrix used in Section 2.4.2 in the formulation
for the user position determination. In matrix notation,

d Hg=

and the solution for the velocity and time drift are obtained as

g H d= −1

The phase measurements that lead to the frequency estimates used in the veloc-
ity formulation are corrupted by errors such as measurement noise and multipath.
Furthermore, the computation of user velocity is dependent on user position accu-
racy and correct knowledge of satellite ephemeris and satellite velocity. The rela-
tionship between the errors contributed by these parameters in the computation of
user velocity is similar to (2.35). If measurements are made to more than four satel-
lites, least squares estimation techniques can be employed to obtain improved esti-
mates of the unknowns.

2.6 Time and GPS

GPS disseminates a realization of coordinated universal time (UTC) that provides
the capability for time synchronization of users worldwide. Applications range
from data time tagging to communications system packet switching synchroniza-
tion. Worldwide time dissemination is an especially useful feature in military fre-
quency hopping communications systems, where time synchronization permits all
users to change frequencies simultaneously.

2.6.1 UTC Generation

UTC is a composite time scale. That is, UTC is comprised of inputs from a time scale
derived from atomic clocks and information regarding the Earth’s rotation rate.
The time scale based on atomic standards is called International Atomic Time
(TAI). TAI is a uniform time scale based on the atomic second, which is defined as
the fundamental unit of time in the International System of Units. The atomic sec-
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ond is defined as “the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corre-
sponding to the transition between two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the
cesium 133 atom” [24]. The Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) is the
international body responsible for computing TAI. TAI is derived from an ensemble
of atomic standards located at more than 50 timing laboratories in various coun-
tries. The BIPM statistically processes these inputs to calculate definitive TAI [25].
TAI is referred to as a “paper” time scale since it is not kept by a physical clock.

The other time scale used to form UTC is called Universal Time 1 (UT1). UT1 is
a measure of the Earth’s rotation angle with respect to the Sun. It is one component
of the Earth orientation parameters that define the actual orientation of the ECEF
coordinate system with respect to space and celestial bodies and is treated as a time
scale in celestial navigation [24]. UT1 remains a nonuniform time scale due to varia-
tions in the Earth’s rotation. Also, UT1 drifts with respect to atomic time. This is on
the order of several milliseconds per day and can accumulate to 1 second in a 1-year
period. The International Earth Rotation and Reference System Service (IERS) is
responsible for definitively determining UT1. Civil and military timekeeping appli-
cations require knowledge of the Earth’s orientation as well as a uniform time scale.
UTC is a time scale with these characteristics. The IERS determines when to add or
subtract leap seconds to UTC such that the difference between UTC and UT1 does
not exceed 0.9 second. Thus, UTC is synchronized with solar time [25] at the level of
approximately 1 second. The USNO maintains an ensemble of approximately 50
cesium standards and forms its own version of UTC, denoted as UTC (USNO) that
is kept to within 50 ns of the international standard UTC, provided by the BIPM
approximately 1 month in arrears.

2.6.2 GPS System Time

GPS system time (previously referred to as system time) is referenced to UTC
(USNO).

GPS system time is also a paper time scale; it is based on statistically processed
readings from the atomic clocks in the satellites and at various ground control seg-
ment components. GPS system time is a continuous time scale that is not adjusted
for leap seconds. GPS system time and UTC (USNO) were coincident at 0h January
6, 1980. At the time of this writing, GPS system time led UTC (USNO) by 13 sec-
onds. The GPS control segment is required to steer GPS system time within 1 µs of
UTC (USNO) (modulo 1 second) [26], but the difference is typically within 50 ns
(modulo 1 second). An epoch in GPS system time is distinguished by the number of
seconds that have elapsed since Saturday/Sunday midnight and the GPS week num-
ber. GPS weeks are numbered sequentially and originate with week 0, which began
at 0h January 6, 1980 [25].

2.6.3 Receiver Computation of UTC (USNO)

2.6.3.1 Static Users

It can be observed from (2.20) that if the user’s position (xu, yu, zu) and satellite
ephemerides (x1, y1, z1) are known, a static receiver can solve for tu by making a single
pseudorange measurement, 1. Once tu is determined, it can be subtracted from the
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receiver clock time, trcv, to obtain GPS system time, tE. (Note that in the development
of the user position solution in Section 2.4.1, GPS system time was denoted as Tu,
which represented the instant in system time when the satellite signal reached the
user receiver. However, we need to represent GPS system time at any particular time
and will use the parameter tE to do so.)

Expressing receiver clock time at any particular time:

t t trcv E u= +

So that:

t t tE rcv u= −

From IS-GPS-200 [4], UTC (USNO), tUTC, is computed as follows:

t t tUTC E UTC= − ∆

where ∆tUTC represents the number of integer leap seconds ∆tLS and a fractional esti-
mate of the difference between GPS system time and UTC (USNO) modulo 1 second
denoted herein as δtA. [The control segment provides polynomial coefficients (A0,
A1, and A2) in the navigation data message that are used to compute the fractional
difference between GPS system time and UTC (USNO) [4].]

Therefore, UTC (USNO), tUTC, can be computed by the receiver as follows:

t t t

t t t

t t t t

UTC E UTC

rcv u UTC

rcv u LS A

= −
= − −
= − − −

∆
∆
∆ δ

2.6.3.2 Mobile Users

Mobile users compute UTC (USNO) using the exact methodology described earlier
except that they need to solve the system of (2.20)–(2.23) to determine the receiver
clock offset, tu.
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3.1 Overview of the GPS System

GPS is comprised of three segments: satellite constellation, ground-control/moni-
toring network, and user receiving equipment. Formal GPS JPO programmatic
terms for these components are space, control, and user equipment segments,
respectively. The satellite constellation is the set of satellites in orbit that provide the
ranging signals and data messages to the user equipment. The control segment (CS)
tracks and maintains the satellites in space. The CS monitors satellite health and sig-
nal integrity and maintains the orbital configuration of the satellites. Furthermore,
the CS updates the satellite clock corrections and ephemerides as well as numerous
other parameters essential to determining user PVT. Finally, the user receiver equip-
ment (i.e., user segment) performs the navigation, timing, or other related functions
(e.g., surveying). An overview of each system segment is provided next, followed by
further elaboration on each segment starting in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 Space Segment Overview

The space segment is the constellation of satellites from which users make ranging
measurements. The SVs (i.e., satellites) transmit a PRN-coded signal from which the
ranging measurements are made. This concept makes GPS a passive system for the
user with signals only being transmitted and the user passively receiving the signals.
Thus, an unlimited number of users can simultaneously use GPS. A satellite’s trans-
mitted ranging signal is modulated with data that includes information that defines
the position of the satellite. An SV includes payloads and vehicle control subsys-
tems. The primary payload is the navigation payload used to support the GPS PVT
mission; the secondary payload is the nuclear detonation (NUDET) detection sys-
tem, which supports detection and reporting of Earth-based radiation phenomena.
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The vehicle control subsystems perform such functions as maintaining the satellite
pointing to Earth and the solar panels pointing to the Sun.

3.1.2 Control Segment (CS) Overview

The CS is responsible for maintaining the satellites and their proper functioning.
This includes maintaining the satellites in their proper orbital positions (called
stationkeeping) and monitoring satellite subsystem health and status. The CS also
monitors the satellite solar arrays, battery power levels, and propellant levels used
for maneuvers. Furthermore, the CS activates spare satellites (if available) to main-
tain system availability. The CS updates each satellite’s clock, ephemeris, and alma-
nac and other indicators in the navigation message at least once per day. Updates are
more frequently scheduled when improved navigation accuracies are required. (Fre-
quent clock and ephemeris updates result in reducing the space and control contri-
butions to range measurement error. Further elaboration on the effects of frequent
clock and ephemeris updates is provided in Sections 3.3.1.4 and 7.2).

The ephemeris parameters are a precise fit to the GPS satellite orbits and are
valid only for a time interval of 4 hours with the once-per-day normal upload sched-
ule. Depending on the satellite block, the navigation message data can be stored for
a minimum of 14 days to a maximum of a 210-day duration in intervals of 4 hours
or 6 hours for uploads as infrequent as once per two weeks and intervals of greater
than 6 hours in the event that an upload cannot be provided for over 2 weeks. The
almanac is a reduced precision subset of the ephemeris parameters. The almanac
consists of 7 of the 15 ephemeris orbital parameters. Almanac data is used to predict
the approximate satellite position and aid in satellite signal acquisition. Further-
more, the CS resolves satellite anomalies, controls SA and AS (see Sections 1.3.1 and
7.2.1), and collects pseudorange and carrier phase measurements at the remote
monitor stations to determine satellite clock corrections, almanac, and ephemeris.
To accomplish these functions, the CS is comprised of three different physical com-
ponents: the master control station (MCS), monitor stations, and the ground
antennas, each of which is described in more detail in Section 3.3.

3.1.3 User Segment Overview

The user receiving equipment comprises the user segment. Each set of equipment is
typically referred to as a GPS receiver, which processes the L-band signals transmit-
ted from the satellites to determine user PVT. While PVT determination is the most
common use, receivers are designed for other applications, such as computing user
platform attitude (i.e., heading, pitch, and roll) or as a timing source. Section 3.4
provides further discussion on the user segment.

3.2 Space Segment Description

The space segment has two principal aspects: One aspect is the constellation of satel-
lites in terms of the orbits and positioning within the orbits. The other aspect is the
features of the satellites that occupy each orbital slot. Each aspect is described next.
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3.2.1 GPS Satellite Constellation Description

The U.S. government baseline configuration for the constellation consists of 24 sat-
ellites. Within this configuration, the satellites are positioned in six Earth-centered
orbital planes with four satellites in each plane. The nominal orbital period of a GPS
satellite is one-half of a sidereal day or 11 hours, 58 minutes [1]. The orbits are
nearly circular and equally spaced around the equator at a 60° separation with a
nominal inclination relative to the equatorial plane of 55°. Figure 3.1 depicts the
GPS constellation. The orbital radius (i.e., nominal distance from the center of mass
of the Earth to the satellite) is approximately 26,600 km. This satellite constellation
provides a 24-hour global user navigation and time determination capability. Fig-
ure 3.2 presents the satellite orbits in a planar projection referenced to the epoch
time of 0000h July 1, 1993 UTC (USNO). Thinking of an orbit as a ring, this figure
opens each orbit and lays it flat on a plane. Similarly, for the Earth’s equator, it is
like a ring that has been opened and laid on a flat surface. The slope of each orbit
represents its inclination with respect to the Earth’s equatorial plane, which is
nominally 55°.

The orbital plane locations with respect to the Earth are defined by the longi-
tude of the ascending node, while the location of the satellite within the orbital
plane is defined by the mean anomaly. The longitude of the ascending node is the
point of intersection of each orbital plane with the equatorial plane. The Greenwich
meridian is the reference point where the longitude of the ascending node has the
value of zero. Mean anomaly is the angular position of each satellite within the
orbit, with the Earth’s equator being the reference or point with a zero value of
mean anomaly. It can be observed that the relative phasing between most satellites
in adjoining orbits is approximately 40°. The Keplerian parameters for the 24-SV
constellation are defined in Section 2.3.1.

The orbital slot assignments of this baseline design are contained in [2] and are
provided in Table 3.1. (Note that RAAN is the Right Ascension of the Ascending
Node, as defined in Section 2.3.1.)

The remaining reference orbit values (with tolerances) are:
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Figure 3.1 GPS satellite constellation. (Source: Lockheed Martin Corp. Reprinted with permission.)



• Groundtrack equatorial crossing: ±2°;
• Eccentricity: 0.00–0.02;
• Inclination: 55° ± 3°;
• Semimajor axis: 26,559.7 km ± 50 km for Block IIR, ± 17 km for Block II/IIA;
• Longitude of the ascending node: ±2°;
• Argument of perigee: ±180°.

Several different notations are used to refer to the satellites in their orbits. One
nomenclature assigns a letter to each orbital plane (i.e., A, B, C, D, E, and F) with
each satellite within a plane assigned a number from 1 to 4. Thus, a satellite refer-
enced as B3 refers to satellite number 3 in orbital plane B. A second notation used is
a NAVSTAR satellite number assigned by the U.S. Air Force. This notation is in the
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Table 3.1 Reference Orbit Slot Assignments as of the Defined Epoch

Slot RAAN (°)
Argument of
Latitude (°) Slot RAAN (°)

Argument of
Latitude (°)

A1 272.847 268.126 D1 92.847 135.226

A2 272.847 161.786 D2 92.847 265.446

A3 272.847 11.676 D3 92.847 35.136

A4 272.847 41.806 D4 92.847 167.356

B1 332.847 80.956 E1 152.847 197.046

B2 332.847 173.336 E2 152.847 302.596

B3 332.847 309.976 E3 152.847 66.066

B4 332.847 204.376 E4 152.847 333.686

C1 32.847 111.876 F1 212.847 238.886

C2 32.847 11.796 F2 212.847 345.226

C3 32.847 339.666 F3 212.847 105.206

C4 32.847 241.556 F4 212.847 135.346

Defined epoch: 0000Z, July 1, 1993; Greenwich hour angle: 18 hours, 36 minutes, 14.4 seconds
referenced to FK5/J2000.00 coordinates.



form of space vehicle number (SVN); for example, 60 refers to NAVSTAR satellite
60. The third notation represents the configuration of the PRN code generators
onboard the satellite. These PRN code generators are configured uniquely on each
satellite, thereby producing unique versions of both C/A code and P(Y) code. Thus,
a satellite can be identified by the PRN codes that it generates. Occasionally, the
PRN assignment for a given SVN can change during the satellite’s mission duration.

3.2.2 Constellation Design Guidelines

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, several tradeoffs are involved in the design of the GPS
constellation. One primary concern is the geometric contribution to navigation
accuracy; in other words, is the satellite geometry sufficiently diverse to provide
good observability to users throughout the world. This geometry is measured by a
parameter called dilution of precision (DOP) and is described in more detail in Sec-
tion 7.3. Studies continue concerning tradeoffs on different possible satellite config-
urations. Some studies have investigated the use of 30 satellites in three orbital
planes as well as the utility of geostationary satellites. Most of this work is done
with a nominal constellation assuming all satellites are healthy and operational, but
a new dimension for study is introduced when satellite failures are considered. Sin-
gle or multiple satellite failures provide a new dimension around which to optimize
performance from a geometry consideration. Another design consideration is line-
of-sight observability of the satellites by the ground stations to maintain the
ephemeris of the satellites and the uploading of this data.

3.2.3 Space Segment Phased Development

The continuing development of the control and space segments has been phased in
over many years, starting in the mid-1970s. This development started with a con-
cept validation phase and has progressed to several production phases. The satel-
lites associated with each phase of development are called a block of satellites.
Characteristics of each phase and block are presented in the following sections.

3.2.3.1 Satellite Block Development

Five satellite blocks have been developed to date. The initial concept validation sat-
ellites were called Block I. The last remaining prototype Block I satellite was dis-
posed of in late 1995. Block II satellites are the initial production satellites, while
Block IIA refers to upgraded production satellites. All Block I, II, and IIA satellites
have been launched. Block IIR satellites, denoted as the replenishment satellites, are
being deployed. At the time of this writing, modified Block IIR versions denoted as
Block IIR-M were scheduled for launch in 2005. Block IIF satellites, referred to as
the follow-on or sustainment satellites, are being built. GPS III satellites are in the
planning stage for a post-2010 deployment. Since satellites are launched only as
replacements for a satellite failure, their scheduling is difficult to predict, especially
when most satellites have far outlived their design lifetime. At the time of this writ-
ing, the constellation consisted of 27 operational satellites. Table 3.2 describes the
configuration of the current satellite constellation. Thus, the current optimized con-
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stellation has up to seven orbital slots unevenly spaced around each plane, with
some satellites in relatively close proximity to provide redundant coverage for
near-term predicted failures. Since the state of the constellation varies, the Internet is
the best source for current status information. One such Web site is operated and
maintained by the U.S. Coast Guard Navigation Center [3].

3.2.3.2 Navigation Payload Overview

The navigation payload is responsible for the generation and transmission of rang-
ing codes and navigation data on the L1, L2, and (starting with Block IIF) L5 carrier
frequencies to the user segment. Control of the navigation payload is taken from
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Table 3.2 Satellite Constellation Configuration (as of January 29, 2005)

Block/Launch
Order

PRN
Number SVN Launch Date

Orbital
Slot

II-5 17 17 December 11, 1989 D6

II-9 15 15 October 1, 1990 D5

IIA-11 24 24 July 4, 1991 D1

IIA-12 25 25 February 23, 1992 A2

IIA-14 26 26 July 7, 1992 F2

IIA-15 27 27 September 9, 1992 A4

IIA-16 01 32 November 22, 1992 F6

IIA-17 29 29 December 18, 1992 F5

IIA-19 31 31 March 30, 1993 C5

IIA-20 07 37 May 13, 1993 C4

lIIA-21 09 39 June 26, 1993 A1

IIA-22 05 35 August 30, 1993 B4

IIA-23 04 34 October 26, 1993 D4

IIA-24 06 36 March 10, 1994 C1

IIA-25 03 33 March 28, 1996 C2

IIA-26 10 40 July 16, 1996 E3

IIA-27 30 30 September 12, 1996 B2

IIA-28 08 38 November 6, 1997 A3

IIR-2 13 43 July 23, 1997 F3

IIR-3 11 46 October 7, 1999 D2

IIR-4 20 51 May 11, 2000 E1

IIR-5 28 44 July 16, 2000 B3

IIR-6 14 41 November 10, 2000 F1

IIR-7 18 54 January 30, 2001 E4

IIR-8 16 56 January 29, 2003 B1

IIR-9 21 45 March 31, 2003 D3

IIR-10 22 47 December 21, 2003 E2

IIR-11 19 59 March 20, 2004 C3

IIR-12 23 60 June 23, 2004 F4

IIR-13 02 61 November 6, 2004 D7



reception of the predicted navigation data and other control data from the CS via
the tracking, telemetry, and control (TT&C) links. The navigation payload is only
one part of the spacecraft, with other systems being responsible for such functions
as attitude control and solar panel pointing. Figure 3.3 is a generic block diagram of
a navigation payload. Atomic frequency standards (AFSs) are used as the basis for
generating the extremely stable ranging codes and carrier frequencies transmitted
by the payload. Each satellite contains multiple AFSs to meet the mission reliability,
with only one operating at any time. Since the AFSs operate at their natural frequen-
cies, a frequency synthesizer, phase-locked to the AFS, generates the basic
10.23-MHz reference that serves as the timing reference within the payload for
ranging signal and transmit frequency generation. The navigation data unit (NDU),
known as the mission data unit in the Block IIR design, contains the ranging code
generators that generate the C/A code and P(Y) codes (plus new civil and military
signals in later payloads) for modulo-2 addition with the navigation message data.
The NDU also contains a processor that stores the uploads received from the CS
containing multiple days of navigation message data, and it assures that the current
issue of navigation message data is provided for this modulo-2 addition. The com-
bined baseband ranging signals are then sent to the L-band subsystem where they
are modulated onto the L-band carrier frequencies and amplified for transmission
to the user. (Chapter 4 describes the signal-generation process in detail.) The L-band
subsystem contains numerous components, including the L1 and L2 transmitters
and associated antenna. The NDU processor also interfaces to the crosslink
receiver/transmitter for intersatellite communication, as well as ranging, on Block
IIR and later versions. This crosslink receiver/transmitter uses a separate antenna
and feed system. (It should be noted that the intersatellite ranging is functional on
the Block IIR, Block IIR-M, and Block IIF space vehicles; however, the U.S. govern-
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ment has chosen so far not to add this capability to the CS.) As stated previously, the
primary and secondary SV payloads are navigation and NUDET, respectively.
Occasionally, the satellites carry additional payloads, such as laser reflectors for
satellite laser ranging (i.e., validation of predicted ephemeris), and free electron
measurement experiments.

3.2.3.3 Block I—Initial Concept Validation Satellites

Block I satellites were developmental prototypes to validate the initial GPS concept,
so only 11 satellites were built. The Block I satellites, built by Rockwell Interna-
tional, were launched between 1978 and 1985 from Vandenberg Air Force Base,
California. A picture of the Block I satellite is presented in Figure 3.4. The onboard
storage capability was for about 3.5 days of navigation messages. The navigation
message data was transmitted for a 1-hour period and was valid for an additional 3
hours. Since there was no onboard momentum dumping, frequent ground contact
was required for momentum management. Without momentum dumping, the satel-
lites would lose attitude control after a short time interval. Two cesium and two
rubidium AFSs were employed. These satellites were designed for a mean mission
duration (MMD) of 4.5 years, a design life of 5 years and inventory expendable
(e.g., fuel, battery life, and solar panel power capacity) of 7 years. Reliability
improvements were made to the atomic clocks on later satellites based on failure
analysis from earlier launches. Some Block I satellites operated for more than double
their design life.

3.2.3.4 Block II—Initial Production Satellites

On-orbit operation of the Block I satellites provided valuable experience that led to
several significant capability enhancements in subsystem design for the Block II
operational satellites. These improvements included radiation hardening to prevent
random memory upset from such events as cosmic rays to improve reliability and
survivability. Besides these enhancements, several other refinements were incorpo-
rated to support the fully operational GPS system requirements. Since the NDU pro-
cessor would not be programmable on-orbit, flexibility was designed into the flight
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Figure 3.4 Block I satellite.



software via changeable databases. Thus, no reprogramming has been required on
the Block II satellites since the first launch. While most of the changes affected only
the CS/space interface, some also affected the user signal interface. The significant
changes are identified as the following: To provide security, SA and AS capabilities
were added. (SA and AS are discussed in Sections 1.3.1 and 7.2.1.) System integrity
was improved by the addition of automatic error detection for certain error condi-
tions. After detection of these error conditions, there is a changeover to the trans-
mission of nonstandard PRN codes (NSCs) to prevent the usage of a corrupted
signal or data. Nine Block II satellites were built by Rockwell International, and the
first was launched in February 1989 from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in
Florida. The onboard navigation message storage capacity was expanded to allow
for a 14-day mission. Autonomous onboard momentum control was implemented
in the satellite within the attitude and velocity control system, thus eliminating the
need for ground contact to perform momentum dumping. Again, for reliability and
survivability, multiple rubidium and cesium AFSs were onboard. These satellites
were designed for a MMD of 6 years, a design life of 7.5 years, and inventory
expendables (e.g., fuel, battery life, and solar panel power capacity) of 10 years. At
the time of this writing, one Block II satellite remained in the constellation. The
Block II average life to date is 11.8 years, with SVN 15 having the greatest longevity
at nearly 15 years. Figure 3.5 depicts a Block II satellite.

3.2.3.5 Block IIA—Upgraded Production Satellites

The Block IIA satellites are very similar to the Block II satellites, but with a number
of system enhancements to allow an extended operation period of 180 days. Space-
craft autonomous momentum control was extended. The onboard navigation data
storage capability was tested to assure retention for the 180-day period. For
approximately the first day on-orbit, the navigation message data is broadcast for a
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2-hour period and is valid over a 4-hour interval. For the remainder of the first 14
days, the navigation message is broadcast for a 4-hour period with a validity period
of 6 hours (2 additional hours). Following this initial 14-day period, the navigation
message data broadcast periods gradually extend from 6 hours to 144 hours. With
this additional onboard storage retention capability, the satellites can function con-
tinuously for a period of 6 months without ground contact. However, the accuracy
of the CS ephemeris and clock predictions and thus the accuracy of the navigation
message data gracefully degrade over time such that the user range error (URE) will
be bounded by 10,000m after 180 days. (The URE is the contribution of the
pseudorange error from the CS and space segment.) Typically, the URE is 1.4m (1σ).
(Pseudorange errors are extensively discussed in Section 7.2.) With no general
onboard processing capability, no updates to stored reference ephemeris data are
possible. So, as a result, full system accuracy is only available when the CS is func-
tioning properly and navigation messages are uploaded on a daily basis. Block IIA
electronics are radiation-hardened. Nineteen Block IIA satellites were built by
Rockwell International, with the first launched in November 1990 from Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida and the last launched in November 1997.
The life expectancy of the Block IIA is the same as that of the Block II. At the time of
this writing, 16 Block IIA satellites remained in the constellation, with a projected
MMD of over 10.3 years. A Block IIA satellite is shown in Figure 3.6.

3.2.3.6 Block IIR—Replenishment Satellites

The GPS Block IIR (replenishment) satellites (Figure 3.7) represent an ever-growing
presence in the GPS constellation. Over half of the original 21 IIR SVs have been
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Figure 3.6 Block IIA satellite.



launched since 1997 (the first Block IIR satellite was lost in a launch accident early
that year). Lockheed Martin and its navigation payload subcontractor, ITT Aero-
space/Communications, are building these satellites.

The Block IIR began development following contract award in 1989 as a totally
compatible upgrade and replacement to the Block II and Block IIA SVs. All of the
basic GPS features are supported: C/A and P(Y) code on L1, P(Y) on L2, ultra-high
frequency (UHF) crosslink capability, attitude determination system to stabilize the
SV bus platform, reaction control system to maintain the on-orbit location in the
constellation, and sufficient power capacity for the life of the vehicle.

There are two versions of the Block IIR SV. The “classic” IIR and its AFSs,
autonomy, reprogrammability, and improved antenna panel will be described first.
The features of the “modernized” IIR will be covered later in this section.

Classic IIR
The baseline (nonmodernized) GPS Block IIR has now been dubbed the classic IIR.

The Block IIR satellites are designed for a MMD of 6 years, a design life of 7.5
years, and inventory expendables (e.g., fuel, battery life, and solar panel power
capacity) of 10 years. As of August 2005, there were 12 IIR SVs in the 30-SV con-
stellation. The oldest IIR SV (SVN 43) was over 8 years old at time of this writing,
exceeding the required 7.5-year design life.

Figure 3.8 shows some of the main components of the Block IIR SV. Several of
these will be highlighted in the remainder of this section.

Advanced Atomic Frequency Standards
All IIR SVs contain three next generation rubidium AFSs (RAFS). The IIR
design has a significantly enhanced physics package that improves stability and
reliability [4].
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Figure 3.7 Block IIR satellite. (Source: Lockheed Martin Corp. Reprinted with permission.)



The RAFS has a MMD of 7.5 years. It is coupled with a redundant voltage con-
trolled crystal oscillator (VCXO) and software functionality into what is called the
time keeping system (TKS). The TKS loop provides a timing tuning capability to sta-
bilize and control satellite clock performance.

IIR Accuracy
An accurate onboard AFS provides the key to good GPS PVT accuracy [5]. Figure
3.9 shows the 1-day Hadamard deviation for mid-2004. Hadamard deviation mea-
sures frequency stability—the lower the number, the more stable the AFS.
Hadamard deviation (as opposed to Allan deviation) currently provides the best
way to measure frequency stability in AFS with nonzero frequency drift. (Appendix
B provides descriptions of both the Hadamard and Allan deviations.)

The IIR specification requires that the total IIR URE (defined in Section 3.2.3.5)
value should be less than 2.2m when operating a RAFS. The URE performance for
GPS IIR has averaged approximately 0.8m or better for several years [6]. Thus, the
required specification is easily surpassed.

There is also a significantly improved solar pressure model (by an order of mag-
nitude compared to the II/IIA model) used in the MCS when computing the orbit of
the IIR [7, 8]. This increases the accuracy of the ephemeris modeling on the ground.

Enhanced Autonomy
The advanced capabilities of the Block IIR SV include a redundancy management
system called REDMAN, which monitors bus subcomponent functionality and pro-
vides for warning and component switching to maintain SV health.
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The Block IIR uses nickel hydrogen (NiH2) batteries, which require no recondi-
tioning and accompanying operator burden.

When in Earth eclipse, automatic pointing of the solar array panels is accom-
plished via an onboard orbit propagation algorithm to enable quiescent reacquisi-
tion of the Sun following eclipse exit. This provides a more stable and predictive SV
bus platform and orientation for the L-band signal.

Block IIR has an expanded NSC capability to protect the user from spurious sig-
nals. It is enabled automatically in response to the detection of the most harmful
on-orbit RAFS and VCXO discontinuities.

Block IIR has a capability to perform autonomous navigation via intersatellite
crosslink ranging. This function is called AutoNav. It provides 180-day independ-
ent navigation performance without ground contact. Although the CS currently
cannot support full AutoNav operation, portions of this capability are undergoing
on-orbit testing. There is potential for increased accuracy when using AutoNav.

In addition to intersatellite ranging, other communications with on-orbit SVs
consist of crosslink commanding and data transfer to other SVs in the constellation.
The Block IIR SVs were also designed to operate through laser and nuclear threats.

Reprogrammability
There are several reprogrammable computers on board: the redundant SV bus
spacecraft processor unit (SPU) and the redundant navigation system mission data
unit (MDU). Reprogrammability allows the CS to change the flight software in
on-orbit SVs. This feature has already been employed on-orbit in several instances.
The MDU was provided with diagnostic buffers to give detailed insight into the
behavior of the TKS. It was also given a jumpstart capability allowing current TKS
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parameters to be saved to a special area of memory and reused following the load of
a new program. This feature reduces, by about 4 hours, the time required to recover
from a new program load. The SPU was provided with new rolling buffers to save
high-speed telemetry data for SV functions even when not in contact with the CS.

Improved Antenna Panel
Lockheed Martin, under an internal research and development effort, developed
new L-band and UHF antenna element designs. The new L1 power received on the
ground will be at least –154.5 dBW (edge-of-Earth, as compared to the current typi-
cal IIR performance of –155.5 dBW) and the new L2 power received on the ground
will be –159.5 dBW (edge-of-Earth, as compared to the current typical IIR perfor-
mance of –161.5 dBW). This provides greater signal power to the user. The last 4 of
the 12 classic IIRs and all of the modernized IIRs have the improved antenna panel.

Block IIR-M—Modernized Replenishment Satellites
The modernized GPS IIR (IIR-M) (see Figure 3.10) will bring new services to mili-
tary and civilian users [9, 10]. The IIR-M is the result of an effort to bring modern-
ized functionality to IIR SVs that were built several years ago and placed into
storage until they were needed for launch. The Air Force contracted Lockheed Mar-
tin in 2000 to modernize several of the unlaunched IIR SVs. This modernization
program has been accomplished within existing solar array capability, available
on-board processor margins, and current vehicle structural capabilities.

As many as eight Block IIR SVs will be modernized. Maintaining constellation
health could interfere with this goal, but current predictions are optimistic as the
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Figure 3.10 Block IIR-M satellite. (Source: Lockheed Martin Corp. Reprinted with permission.)



older Block II/IIA SVs continue to surprise with their longevity. IIR-M brings the
new military and civilian services to users at least 3 years earlier than if modernized
capabilities were to wait for just Block IIF and Block III.

At the time of this writing, the IIR-M SVs were undergoing the design modifica-
tions and were available for launch in 2005. Early testing of L2C and M code (new
civil and military signals, respectively) will occur for some time following the first
IIR-M launch while more modernized SVs are added to the constellation.

Modernized Signals
New L-band signals and increased L-band power will significantly improve naviga-
tion performance for users worldwide. Three new signals will be provided: two new
military codes on L1 and on L2, and a new civilian code on L2. The new L2 civil sig-
nal denoted as L2C will be an improved signal sequence over L1 C/A, enabling ion-
ospheric error correction to be done by civilian users. It will be ground-selectable,
allowing selection of either L2 C/A or a proposed new L2C code or L2C off. The
new signal structure will be totally backward-compatible with existing L1 C/A and
P(Y), and L2 P(Y). (Refer to Section 4.5.1 for further details.)

The M code on L1 and L2 for the military user will also be ground-selectable
and will include a pseudo-M code to be used during testing activities. The new M
code will provide the authorized user with more signal security.

Modernized Hardware
The new navigation panel boxes consist of a redesigned L1 transmitter, a redesigned
L2 transmitter, and the new waveform generator/modulator/intermediate power
amplifier/converter (WGMIC) (Figure 3.11). The WGMIC is a new box developed
by ITT coupling the brand-new waveform generator with the functionality of the L1
signal modulator/intermediate power amplifier (IPA), the L2 signal modulator/IPA,
and the dc-to-dc converter. The waveform generator provides much of the new
modernized signal structure and controls the power settings on the new transmit-
ters. To manage the thermal environment of these higher-power boxes, heat pipes
were incorporated into the fabrication of the structural panel. Lockheed Martin has
used similar heat pipes on other satellites it has built.

The improved IIR antenna panel discussed earlier in this section will also be
installed on all IIR-M SVs. This will provide greater signal power to the user. The
antenna redesign effort was begun prior to the modernization decision but will sig-
nificantly enhance the new IIR-M features. L-band power will be increased on both
L1 and L2 frequencies. L1 will be increased by at least double the power, and L2
will be increased by at least quadruple power at low elevation angles.

The UHF performance has also been improved. This does not directly affect the
user, but it enhances intersatellite communication: data transfer, commanding, and
crosslink ranging.

Other total navigation payload (TNP) modifications include new MDU soft-
ware that is also useable in the classic IIR SVs. Table 3.3 highlights some of the
other SV modifications, including the new antenna array (which includes the
downlink signal L-band array), new power switching capability, as well as other
component and harness changes.
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3.2.3.7 Block IIF—Follow-On Sustainment Satellites

In 1995, the Air Force (GPS JPO) released a request for proposal (RFP) for a set of
satellites to sustain the GPS constellation, designated as Block II follow-on, or IIF.
The RFP also requested the provider to include the modifications to the GPS CS nec-
essary to operate the IIF SV. While necessary for service sustainment, the IIF SV pro-
curement afforded the Air Force the opportunity to start adding new signals and
additional flexibility to the system beyond the capabilities and improvements of the
IIR SV. A new military acquisition code on L2 was required, as well as an option for
a new civil L5 signal at a frequency within 102.3 MHz of the existing L2 frequency
of 1,227.6 MHz. The L5 frequency that was eventually settled upon was 1,176.45
MHz, placing it in a frequency band that is protected for ARNS. (The L5 signal is
described in Section 4.5.2.)

The RFP also allowed the provider to offer additional “best value” features
that could be considered during the proposal evaluation. Boeing (then Rockwell)
included several best value features in its proposal and was awarded the IIF contract
in April 1996. Several of these features were to improve service performance,
including a URE 3m or less in AutoNav mode, an age of data for the URE of less
than 3 hours using the UHF crosslink to update the navigation message, and design
goals for AFS Allan variance performance better than specification. (Appendix B
contains details on the Allan variance.) Other features supported the addition of
auxiliary payloads on the IIF SV and reduction of operational complexity for the
operators via greater use of the UHF crosslink communication system.

The original planned launch date for the first IIF SV was April 2001. However,
due to the longevity of the Block II and IIA SVs and projected service life of the IIR
SVs, the need date for a IIF launch was extended sufficiently to allow the Air Force
to direct modifications to the IIF SV that resulted in the present design. The first
modification was enabled when the Delta II launch vehicle (LV) was deselected for
IIF, leaving the larger evolved expendable launch vehicle (EELV) as the primary LV.
The larger fairing of the EELV enabled the “Big Bird” modification to the IIF SV,
which expanded the spacecraft volume, nadir surface area, power generation, and
thermal dissipation capability. Around the same time, extensive studies were per-
formed by the GPS Modernization Signal Development Team (GMSDT) to evaluate
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Table 3.3 IR-M Modification Summary

Component Magnitude of Change Description of Change

Antenna panel Moderate redesign Replace L-band elements with broadband
proprietary elements

L-band subsystem Technology upgrade Replace five separate components with three
multifunction assemblies (L1 and L2 high-
power amplifiers and a WGMIC)

L-band structural panel New design, similar to
those flown on
communication SVs

Higher-power dissipation requires integral
heat pipes in the panel honeycomb structure

Payload control
electronics

Minor modification Add power switching and fusing to
accommodate additional power

Power regulation unit Minor modification Spare pins connected to additional power
and return lines for higher power



new capabilities needed from GPS, primarily to add new military and civil ranging
signals. The GMSDT was formed as a government/Federally Funded Research and
Development Center (FFRDC)/industry team to evaluate the deficiencies of the
existing signal structure and recommend a new signal structure that would address
the key areas of modulation and signal acquisition, security, data message structure,
and system implementation. Today’s M code signal structure is the result of those
studies. (M code is discussed in Section 4.5.3.) The complete list of ranging signals
provided by the IIF SV is shown in Table 3.4. It should be noted that the new ranging
signals also carry improved versions of the clock and ephemeris data in their respec-
tive navigation messages. This eliminates some of the resolution limitations the orig-
inal navigation message had imposed as the URE has continued to improve.

The original flexibility and expandability features of the IIF SV in both the
spacecraft and navigation payload designs allowed the addition of these new signals
without major revisions to the IIF design. An exploded view of the Block IIF SV is
depicted in Figure 3.12. The figure shows all of the components of the spacecraft
subsystems. These include the attitude determination and control subsystem, which
keeps the antennas pointing at the Earth and the solar panels at the Sun; the electri-
cal power subsystem that generates, regulates, stores, and shunts the DC power for
the satellite; and the TT&C subsystem, which allows the MCS operators to commu-
nicate with and control the satellite on-orbit. To support the increase in DC power
requirements due to the increased transmit power, the solar arrays were switched
from silicon technology to higher efficiency triple-junction gallium arsenide. Addi-
tionally, the thermal design had to be revised to accommodate the additional trans-
mitter thermal loads. Other than some realignment to maintain weight and thermal
balance, no other modifications were required for the spacecraft.

The navigation payload on the Block IIF SV includes two RAFSs and one cesium
AFS per the contract requirement for dual technology. These AFSs provide the tight
frequency stability necessary to generate high-accuracy ranging signals. The NDU
generates all of the baseband forms of the ranging signals. The original NDU design
included a spare slot that allowed the addition of M code and the L5 signal within
the same envelope. The original NDU computer was designed with 300% expansion
memory margin and 300% computational reserve (throughput margin), so that
there was sufficient reserve to support the generation of the new navigation mes-
sages for M code and L5 plus other modernization requirements. The computer pro-
gram is reprogrammable on-orbit and is loaded from onboard electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) when power is applied, avoiding the
need for large blocks of contact time with the ground antennas. The L-band subsys-
tem generates about 350W of radio frequency (RF) power for transmitting the three
sets of signals in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4 Block IIF Ranging Signal Set

Link (Frequency) L1 (1,575.42 MHz) L2 (1,227.6 MHz) L5 (1,176.45 MHz)

Civil (open) signals C/A code L2C L5

Military (restricted)
signals

P(Y) code
M code

P(Y) code
M code

—
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The Block IIF SV is designed for a life of 12 years with a MMD of 9.9 years. It is
backward compatible with the Block IIR capabilities described in Section 3.2.3.6,
including the capability to operate in AutoNav mode. An on-orbit depiction of the
Block IIF SV is shown in Figure 3.13. The nadir-facing side contains a set of UHF
and L-band antennas and other components that are very reminiscent of all of the
previous GPS satellites.

The original IIF contract was for a basic buy of 6 SVs and two options of 15 and
12 SVs for a possible total of 33 SVs. At the time of this writing, GPS JPO projec-
tions indicated that 16 Block IIF SVs will be procured and launched to maintain
the constellation prior to the start of GPS III. The first Block IIF launch is scheduled
for 2007.

3.2.3.8 Block III—Next Generation Satellites

The GPS III program was conceived to reassess the entire GPS architecture as it has
evolved to its present state and determine the correct architecture to lead into the
future. The program has two main goals: reduce the government’s total ownership
costs and provide sufficient architectural flexibility to satisfy evolving requirements
through 2030. On a more technical side, GPS III is expected to provide submeter
position accuracy, greater timing accuracy, a system integrity solution, a high data
capacity intersatellite crosslink capability, and higher signal power to meet military
antijam requirements. Two system architecture/requirements development (SARD)
studies were performed in 2001–2002 by contractor teams led by Boeing and
Lockheed Martin, resulting in a baseline concept description from each team. (An
unfunded study was conducted by Spectrum Astro.) After a short extension on those
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Figure 3.13 Block IIF SV (Source: The Boeing Company. Reprinted with permission.)



contracts and a brief planning period for the government, GPS III entered phase A
development with two contracts, again to Boeing and Lockheed Martin teams. Each
team completed a system requirements review in 2005. At the time of this writing,
the first GPS III satellite launch was planned for fiscal year 2013.

3.3 Control Segment

The control segment (CS) is responsible for monitoring, commanding, and control-
ling the GPS satellite constellation. Functionally, the CS monitors the downlink
L-band navigation signals, updates the navigation messages, and resolves satellite
anomalies. Additionally, the CS monitors each satellite’s state of health, manages
tasks associated with satellite stationkeeping maneuvers and battery recharging,
and commands the satellite payloads, as required [11].

The major elements of the CS consist of the MCS, L-band monitor stations, and
S-band ground antennas. The primary CS functions are performed at the MCS,
under the operation of the U.S. Air Force Space Command, Second Space Operation
Squadron (2SOPS), located at Schriever Air Force Base (AFB) in Colorado Springs,
Colorado. It provides continuous GPS services, 24 hours per day, 7 days a week,
and serves as the mission control center for GPS operations. A backup MCS, located
at a contractor facility in Gaithersburg, Maryland, provides redundancy of the
MCS. The major elements of the CS and their functional allocation are shown in
Figure 3.14.
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Operational Control System

Master Control Station
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource allocation and scheduling
Navigation message generation
Satellite health and housekeeping
SV processors’ load generation
Constellation synchronization steering
GPS system status/performance evaluation
and reporting

Monitor Stations
•
•
•
•

Navigation signal tracking
Range and carrier measurement
Atmospheric data collection
Collect decoded navigation
data provided to the GPS user

Ground Antennas
•
•
•
•

SV command transmissions
SV processor load transmissions
SV navigation upload transmissions
Collect SV telemetry

Figure 3.14 CS overview.



The 2SOPS supports all crew-action required operations of the GPS constella-
tion, including daily uploading of navigation information to the satellites and moni-
toring, diagnosis, reconfiguration, and stationkeeping of all satellites in the GPS
constellation. Spacecraft prelaunch, launch, and insertion operations are performed
by a different ground control system under the command of the First Space Opera-
tions Squadron (1SOPS), also located at Schriever AFB. If a given SV is determined
to be incapable of normal operations, the satellite commanding is transferred to
1SOPS for anomaly resolution or test monitoring.

3.3.1 Current Configuration

At the time of this writing, the CS configuration consisted of dual MCSs, six monitor
stations, and four ground antennas (see Figure 3.15). The MCS data processing soft-
ware, hosted on an IBM mainframe under the Multiple Virtual Storage operating
system, commands and controls the CS with multiple high-definition textual dis-
plays. The monitor stations and ground antennas are unmanned and are operated
remotely from the active MCS. The monitor stations’ and ground antennas’ data
processing software, hosted on Sun workstations under the UNIX operating system,
communicate with the MCS using transmission control processing/Internet process-
ing (TCP/IP) communication protocols. The MCS also has numerous internal and
external communication links. The majority of these links use the IBM’s System
Network Architecture communication protocol. There are plans to transition all of
these links to TCP/IP.

The CS configuration is in transition. Two major upgrades are in development:
the Legacy Accuracy Improvement Initiative (L-AII) and the Architecture Evolution
Plan (AEP). The L-AII upgrade adds up to 14 NGA monitor stations. Therefore,
there can be a total of 20 Air Force and NGA monitoring stations within the CS.
These additional NGA stations will provide the CS with continuous L-band tracking
coverage of the constellation. (The current six monitor station configuration can
have satellite L-band coverage outages of up to 2 hours.) The AEP upgrade replaces
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the MCS legacy mainframe with a distributed Sun workstation configuration. The
AEP upgrade provides an integrated suite of commercial off-the-shelf products and
improved graphical user interface displays. As AEP evolves, the CS will have addi-
tional features and functionality, including support for the IIF satellites and the
modernized signals (further discussion is found in Section 3.3.2).

3.3.1.1 MCS Description

The MCS provides the central command and control of the GPS constellation. Spe-
cific functions include:

• Monitoring and maintaining satellite state of health;
• Monitoring the satellite orbits;
• Estimating and predicting satellite clock and ephemeris parameters;
• Generating GPS navigation messages;
• Maintaining GPS timing service and its synchronization to UTC (USNO);
• Monitoring the navigation service integrity;
• End-around verifying and logging the navigation data delivered to the GPS

user;
• Commanding satellite maneuvers to maintain the GPS orbit and repositioning

due to vehicle failures.

All ground facilities necessary to support the GPS constellation are contained
within the CS, as shown in Figure 3.14. The CS shares a ground antenna with the
Air Force Satellite Control Network and additional monitor stations with NGA,
under the L-AII and AEP upgrade. The MCS consists of data processing, control,
display, and communications equipment to support these functions. The discussion
here is limited to the navigation service, with no discussion related to the satellite
maintenance activities.

The primary task of the MCS is to generate and distribute the navigation data
message (sometimes referred to as the NAV Data message). (Details of the NAV
Data message are contained in Section 4.4.) The MCS uses a sequence of steps,
including collecting and processing the monitor station measurements, generating
satellite ephemeris and clock estimates and predictions, and constructing and dis-
tributing the NAV Data messages. The monitor stations provide the raw
pseudorange, carrier phase, and meteorological measurements that are smoothed
by the MCS. A Kalman filter generates the precise satellite ephemeris and clock esti-
mates, using these smoothed measurements. The CS filter is a linearized Kalman fil-
ter, with the ephemeris estimates linearized around a nominal reference trajectory.
The reference trajectory is computed using accurate models to describe each satel-
lite’s motion. These ephemeris estimates, together with the reference trajectory,
construct the precise ephemeris predictions that form the basis of the NAV Data
message ephemeris parameters. Specifically, a least squares fit routine converts the
predicted positions into the navigation orbital elements, in accordance with
IS-GPS-200 (see Section 2.3.1). The resulting orbital elements are uploaded into the
satellite’s navigation payload memory and transmitted to the GPS user.
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Fundamentally, GPS navigation accuracy is derived from a coherent time scale,
known as GPS system time, with one of the critical components being the satellite’s
AFS, which provides the stable reference for the satellite clock. As discussed earlier,
each satellite carries multiple AFSs. The MCS commands the satellite AFSs, moni-
tors their performance, and maintains estimates of satellite clock bias, drift, and
drift rate (for rubidium only) to support the generation of clock corrections for the
NAV Data message. As stated in Section 2.6, GPS system time is defined relative to
an ensemble of all active SV and MS AFSs. The ensemble or composite AFS
improves GPS time stability and minimizes its dependency on any single AFS failure
in defining such a coherent time scale.

Another important task of the MCS is to monitor the integrity of the navigation
service. Throughout the entire data flow from MCS to satellite and back, the MCS
ensures that all NAV Data message parameters are uploaded and transmitted cor-
rectly. The MCS maintains a complete memory image of the NAV Data message and
compares each downlink message (received from its monitor stations) against the
expected message. Significant differences between the downlink versus expected
navigation message result in an alert and corrective action by 2SOPS. Along with
navigation bit errors, the MCS monitors the L-band ranging data for consistency
across satellites and across monitor stations. When an inconsistency is observed
across satellites or monitor stations, the MCS generates an L-band alert within 60
seconds of detection [12].

The CS depends on several external data sources for coordination with the UTC
(USNO) absolute time scale, precise monitor station coordinates, and Earth-
orientation parameters. NGA and USNO provide the CS with such external data.

3.3.1.2 Monitor Station Description

To perform the navigation tracking function, the CS has a dedicated, globally dis-
tributed, L-band monitor station network. At the time of this writing, the CS net-
work consisted of six Air Force monitor stations: Ascension Island, Diego Garcia,
Kwajalein, Hawaii, Colorado Springs, and Cape Canaveral. These stations are
located near the equator to maximize L-band coverage and are shown in Figure
3.16.

Each monitor station operates under the control of the MCS and consists of the
equipment and computer programs necessary to collect satellite-ranging data, satel-
lite status data, and local meteorological data. This data is forwarded to the MCS
for processing. Specifically, a monitor station consists of a single dual-frequency
receiver, dual cesium AFSs, meteorological sensors, and local workstations and
communication equipment. Each receiver’s antenna element consists of a conical
ground plane with annular chokes at the base to produce a 14-dB multipath-
to-direct signal rejection ratio for signal paths above 15° elevation. (An in-depth dis-
cussion on multipath is contained in Section 6.2.) The HP5071 cesium AFSs provide
a 5-MHz reference to the receiver. Continuous-phase measurements between the
AFSs are provided to the MCS for independent monitoring of the active atomic
clock and for support of AFS switchovers. The MCS maintains a coherent monitor
station time scale. At AFS switchovers, the MCS provides the phase and frequency
difference estimates (between AFSs) to the CS Kalman filter to minimize any time
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scale disruptions. Meteorological sensors provide surface pressure, temperature,
and dew point measurements to the CS Kalman filter to model the troposphere
delay. However, these meteorological sensors are in disrepair, and their measure-
ments have been replaced by monthly tabular data [13]. The local workstations pro-
vide commands and data collection between the monitor station and the MCS.

The Air Force monitor stations use a 12-channel, survey-grade, all-in-view
receiver. These receivers, developed by Allen Osbourne Associates (AOA), are
based on proven Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Turbo Rogue technology. The
AOA receiver is designed with complete independence of the L1 and L2 tracking
loops, with each tracking loop commanded by the MCS under various track acqui-
sition strategies. With such a design, the overall receiver tracking performance can
be maintained, even when tracking abnormal satellites (e.g., nonstandard code or
satellite initialization, which require additional acquisition processing). These
all-digital receivers have no detectable interchannel bias errors. (An earlier CS
receiver required external interchannel bias compensation due to its analog design
with separate correlation and data processing cards. Interchannel bias is a
time-delay difference incurred when processing a common satellite signal through
different hardware and data processing paths in a receiver.)

The CS receivers differ from normal receivers in several areas. First, these
receivers require external commands for acquisition. Although most user equip-
ment is only designed to acquire and track GPS signals that are in compliance with
applicable specifications, the CS receiver needs to track signals even when they are
not in compliance. The external commands allow the CS receiver to acquire and
track abnormal signals from unhealthy satellites. Second, all measurements are time
tagged to the satellite X1 epoch (see Section 4.3.1.1 for further details on the X1
epoch), whereas a typical user receiver time tags range measurements relative to the
receiver’s X1 epoch. Synchronizing measurements relative to the satellite’s X1
epochs facilitates the MCS’s processing of data from the entire distributed
CS L-band Monitor Station Network. The CS receivers provide the MCS with 1.5-
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second pseudorange and accumulated delta range measurements (also known as
P-code and carrier phase measurements, respectively). Third, the MCS receives all of
the raw demodulated navigation bits from each monitor station (without processing
of the Hamming code used for error detection) so that problems in the NAV Data
message can be observed. The returned NAV Data message is compared bit by bit
against expected values to provide a complete system-level verification of the
MCS-ground antenna-satellite-monitor station data path. Additionally, the CS
receivers provide the MCS with various internal signal indicators, such as time of
lock of the tracking loops and internally measured signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This
additional data is used by the MCS to discard questionable measurements from the
CS Kalman filter. As noted earlier, the CS maintains the monitor station time scale
to accommodate station time changes, failures, and reinitialization of the station
equipment. The Air Force monitor station coverage of the GPS satellites is shown in
Figure 3.16, with the grayscale code denoting the number of monitor stations visible
to a satellite [14]. Satellite coverage varies from zero in the region west of South
America to as many as three in the continental United States.

3.3.1.3 Ground Uplink Antenna Description

To perform the satellite commanding and data transmission function, the CS
includes a dedicated, globally distributed, ground antenna network. Currently, the
CS network, colocated with the Air Force monitor stations, consists of Ascension
Island, Diego Garcia, Kwajalein, and Cape Canaveral. The Cape Canaveral facility
also serves as part of the prelaunch compatibility station supporting prelaunch satel-
lite compatibility testing. Additionally, one automated remote tracking station
ground antenna located in Colorado, from the Air Force Satellite Control Network,
serves as a GPS ground antenna. These ground antennas provide the TT&C inter-
face between the CS and the space segment for uploading the navigation data.

These ground antennas are full-duplex, S-band communication facilities that
have dedicated command and control sessions with a single SV at a time. Under
MCS control, multiple simultaneous satellite contacts can be performed. Each
ground antenna consists of the equipment and computer programs necessary to
transmit commands, navigation data uploads, and payload control data received
from the MCS to the satellites and to receive satellite telemetry data that is for-
warded to the MCS. All CS ground antennas are dual-threaded for system redun-
dancy and integrity. The CS ground antennas have been recently upgraded to
support S-band ranging. The S-band ranging provides the CS with the capability to
perform satellite early orbit and anomaly resolution support. The ground antenna
coverage of the GPS satellites is shown in Figure 3.17, with the grayscale code denot-
ing the number of ground antennas visible to a satellite [14].

3.3.1.4 MCS Data Processing

MCS Measurement Processing
To support the MCS estimation and prediction function, the CS continuously
tracks the L1 and L2 P(Y) codes. At track acquisition, the L1 C/A code is sampled
during the handover to P(Y) code to ensure that it is being broadcast (however, the
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CS does not continuously track the L1 C/A code). The raw 1.5-second L1 and L2
pseudorange and carrier phase (also known as accumulated delta range) measure-
ments are converted at the MCS into 15-minute smoothed measurements. The
smoothing process uses the carrier phase measurements to smooth the pseudo-
range data to reduce the measurement noise. The process provides smoothed
pseudorange and sampled carrier phase measurements for use by the CS Kalman
filter.

The smoothing process consists of data editing to remove outliers and cycle
slips, converting raw dual-frequency measurements to ionosphere-free observables,
and generating smoothed measurements once a sufficient number of validated mea-
surements are available. Figure 3.18 shows a representative data smoothing interval
consisting of 600 pseudorange and carrier phase observations, with 595 observa-
tions used to form a smoothed pseudorange minus carrier phase offset and the 5
remaining observations used to form a carrier phase polynominal.
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The CS data editing limit checks the pseudoranges and performs third-difference
tests on the raw L1 and L2 observables. The third-difference test compares consecu-
tive sequences of L1 and L2 observables against thresholds. If the third-difference
test exceeds these thresholds, then those observables are discarded for subsequent
use in that interval. Such data editing protects the CS Kalman filter from question-
able measurements. Ionosphere-corrected, L1 pseudorange, and phase measure-
ments, ρc and φc, respectively, are computed using the standard ionosphere
correction (see Section 7.2.4.1):
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where α = (154/120)2, and ρi and φi for i = 1, 2 are the validated L1 and L2
pseudorange and phase measurements, respectively.

Ionosphere-corrected pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements are related
by a constant offset. By exploiting this fact, a smoothed pseudorange measurement,
ρ c , is formed from a carrier phase as follows:

ρ φc c B= + (3.2)

where B is an unknown constant computed by averaging the L1 ionosphere-cor-
rected pseudorange and carrier-phase measurement, ρc and φc, differences

( ) ( )( )B z zc j c j= −∑ ρ φ (3.3)

over all validated measurements in the smoothing interval. The CS pioneered such
carrier-aided smoothing of pseudoranges in the early 1980s.

The CS Kalman filter performs measurement updates every 15 minutes based on
its uniform GPS time scale (i.e., GPS system time). The smoothing process generates
second-order pseudorange and carrier-phase measurement polynomials in the
neighborhood of these Kalman update times. A phase measurement polynomial,
consisting of bias, drift, and drift rate, $X c , is formed using a least-squares fit of the

last five phase measurements in the smoothing interval,
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where τ equals 1.5 seconds and {zi, for i = −2, −1, 0, 1, 2} denotes the time tags asso-
ciated with the last five phase measurements in the interval. The weighting matrix,
W in (3.4), is diagonal with weights derived from the receiver’s reported SNR value.
The pseudorange measurement polynomial, $Xp , is formed using the constant offset

in (3.3) as follows:
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(3.6)

These smoothed pseudorange and phase measurements, in (3.6) and (3.4)
respectively, are interpolated by the CS Kalman filter to a common GPS time scale,
using the satellite clock estimates.

MCS Ephemeris and Clock Processing
The MCS ephemeris and clock processing software continuously estimates the satel-
lite ephemeris and clock states, using a Kalman filter with 15-minute updates based
on the smoothed measurements described earlier. The MCS ephemeris and clock
estimates are used to predict the satellite’s position and clock at future times to sup-
port the generation of the NAV Data message.

The MCS ephemeris and clock processing is decomposed into two components:
offline processing for generating reference trajectories, inertial-to-geodetic coordi-
nate transformations, and Sun/Moon ephemeris, and real-time processing associ-
ated with maintaining the CS Kalman filter estimates. The MCS offline processing
depends on highly accurate models. The CS reference trajectory force models [15,
16] include the WGS-84 Earth gravitational harmonics (truncated to degree 8 and
order 8), the satellite-unique solar radiation models, the solar and lunar gravita-
tional effects (derived from the JPL Solar Ephemeris, DE200), and the solar and
lunar solid tidal effects (second-degree Legendre polynomials). The magnitude of
these various forces and their corresponding effect on the GPS orbits has been
analyzed and is summarized in Table 3.5 [17].

The differences on the left- and right-hand sides of Table 3.5 quantify the posi-
tional error due to that component on the ephemeris trajectory and orbit determina-
tion, respectively. Since the equations of motion describing GPS orbits are
nonlinear, the CS linearizes the ephemeris states around a nominal reference trajec-
tory [18, 19]. To support ephemeris predictions, these ephemeris estimates are
maintained relative to the reference trajectory’s epoch states and the trajectory
partials (relative to the epoch) used to propagate to current or future times.

The CS Kalman filter tracks the satellite ephemeris in ECI coordinates and
transforms the satellite positions into ECEF coordinates using a series of rotation
matrices (as described in Section 2.2). These ECI-to-ECEF coordinate rotation
matrices account for luni-solar and planetary precession, nutation, Earth rotation,
polar motion, and UT1-UTC effects. (Polar motion and UT1-UTC Earth orienta-
tion predictions are provided weekly to the CS by the NGA.)

The CS Kalman state estimate consists of three ECI positions and velocities, two
solar pressures, and up to three clock states for each satellite, along with a tropo-
spheric wet height and two clock states for each monitor station. The two solar
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pressure states consist of a scaling parameter to the a priori solar pressure model and
a Y-body axis acceleration. The Kalman filter clock states include a bias, drift, and
draft rate (for Rubidium only). To avoid numerical instability, the CS Kalman filter
is formulated in U-D factored form, where the state covariance (e.g., P) is main-
tained as:

P U D U= ⋅ ⋅ T (3.7)

with U and D being upper triangular and diagonal matrices, respectively [19]. The
U-D filter improves the numerical dynamic range of the CS filter estimates, whose
time constants vary from several hours to several weeks. The CS Kalman time
update has the form:
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where $ ( ), $ ( )U D⋅ ⋅ and
~

(),
~

()U D⋅ ⋅ denote the a priori and a posteriori covariance factors,
respectively; Q( )⋅ denotes the state process noise matrix; and B( )⋅ denotes the matrix
that maps the process noise to the appropriate state domain. The CS process noises
include the satellite and ground station clocks, troposphere-wet height, solar pres-
sure, and ephemeris velocity (with the latter being in radial, along-track, and
cross-track coordinates [20]). Periodically, the 2SOPS retunes the satellite and
ground station clock process noises, using on-orbit GPS Allan and Hadamard clock
characterization, as provided by the Naval Research Laboratory [21, 22]. The CS
Kalman filter performs scalar measurement updates, with a statistically consistent
test to detect outliers (based on the measurement residuals or innovation process
[18]). The CS measurement model includes a clock polynomial model (up to second
order), the Hopfield/Black troposphere model [23, 24], the IERS station tide dis-
placement model (vertical component only), and periodic relativity and satellite
phase center corrections.

Since a pseudorange measurement is simply the signal transit time between the
transmitting satellite and the receiving monitor station, the CS Kalman filter can
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Table 3.5 Acceleration Forces Perturbing Satellite Orbit

Perturbing Acceleration RMS Orbit Differences over 3 Days (m) RMS Orbit Determination (m)

Radial
Along
Track

Cross
Track Total Radial

Along
Track

Cross
Track Total

Earth oblateness (C20) 1,341 36,788 18,120 41,030 1,147 1,421 6,841 7,054
Moon gravitation 231 3,540 1,079 3,708 87 126 480 504
Sun gravitation 83 1,755 431 1,809 30 13 6 33
C22, S22 80 498 10 504 3 3 4 5

Cnm, Snm (n,m 3..8) 11 204 10 204 4 13 5 15

Cnm, Snm (n,m 4..8) 2 41 1 41 1 2 1 2

Cnm, Snm (n,m 5..8) 1 8 0 8 0 0 0 0
Solar radiation pressure 90 258 4 273 0 0 0 0.001



estimate both the ephemeris and clock errors. However, any error common to all of
the clocks remains unobservable. Essentially, given a system of n clocks, there are
only equivalently n – 1 separable clock observables, leaving one unobservable state.
An early CS Kalman filter design avoided this unobservablity by artificially forcing
a single monitor station clock as the master and referencing all CS clock estimates to
that station. Based on the theory of composite clocks, developed in [25], the CS
Kalman filter was upgraded to exploit this unobservability and established GPS sys-
tem time as the ensemble of all active AFSs. At each measurement update, the com-
posite clock reduces the clock estimate uncertainties [20]. Also with the composite
clock, GPS time is steered to UTC (USNO) absolute time scale for consistency with
other timing services. Common view of the satellites from multiple monitor stations
is critical to the estimation process. This closure of the time-transfer function pro-
vides the global time scale synchronization necessary to achieve submeter estima-
tion performance. Given such advantages of the composite clock, the International
GPS Service (IGS) has recently transitioned its products to IGS system time along
the lines of the composite clocks [26].

The CS Kalman filter has several unique features. First, the CS Kalman filter is
decomposed into smaller minifilters, known as partitions. The CS partitioned
Kalman filter was required due to computational limitations in the 1980s. In a sin-
gle partition, the Kalman filter estimates up to six satellites and all ground states,
with logic across partitions to coordinate the alignment of the redundant ground
estimates. Second, the CS Kalman filter has constant state estimates (i.e., filter states
with zero covariance). (This feature is used in the cesium and rubidium AFS models,
which are linear and quadratic polynomials, respectively). Classically, Kalman the-
ory requires the state covariance to be positive-definite. However, given the U-D
time update in (3.8) and its associated Gram-Schmidt factorization [19], the a poste-
riori covariance factors,

~
(),

~
()U D⋅ ⋅ , are constructed to be positive semidefinite with

selected states having zero covariance. Third, the CS Kalman filter supports Kalman
backups. The CS Kalman backup consists of retrieving prior filter states and
covariances (up to the past 24 hours) and reprocessing the smoothed measurement
under different filter configurations. This backup capability is critical to 2SOPS for
managing satellite, ground station, or operator-induced abnormalities. The CS
Kalman filter has various controls available to 2SOPS to manage special events,
including AFS runoffs, autonomous satellite jet firings, AFS reinitializations and
switchovers of AFSs, reference trajectories, and Earth orientation parameter
changes. The CS Kalman filter has been continuously running since the early 1980s
with no filter restarts.

MCS Upload Message Formulation
The MCS upload navigation messages are generated by a sequence of steps. First,
the CS generates predicted ECEF satellite antenna phase center positions, denoted
as [~ ( | )]r tsa k E⋅ , using the most recent Kalman filter estimate at time, t k . Next, the CS
performs a least squares fit of these predicted positions using the NAV Data mes-
sage ephemeris parameters. The least squares fits are over either 4-hour or 6-hour
time intervals, also known as a subframe. (Note that the subframe fitting intervals
are longer for the extended operation uploads.) The 15 orbital elements (see Section
2.3.1, Table 2.2) can be expressed in vector form as
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(3.9)

with an associated ephemeris reference time, t oe , and are generated using a nonlinear
weighted least squares fit.

For a given subframe, the orbital elements, X( )t oe , are chosen to minimize the
performance objective:
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where geph( ) is a nonlinear function mapping the orbital elements, X( )t oe , to an ECEF
satellite antenna phase center position (see Section 2.3.1, Table 2.3) and W( ) is a
weighting matrix.

As defined in (3.10), all position vectors and associated weighting matrices are
in ECEF coordinates. Since the CS error budget is defined relative to the user range
error (see Section 7.2), the weighting matrix is resolved into radial, along-track, and
cross-track (RAC) coordinates, with the radial given the largest weight. The weight-
ing matrix of (3.10) has the form:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )W M W Mt t t tE RAC RAC E RAC

T

l l l l= ⋅ ⋅← ← (3.11)

where M E RAC← ⋅( ) is a coordinate transformation from RAC to ECEF coordinates,
and WRAC is a diagonal RAC weighting matrix.

For the orbital elements in (3.9), the performance objective in (3.10) can become
ill conditioned for small eccentricity, e. An alternative orbital set is introduced to
remove such ill conditioning; specifically, three auxiliary elements defined as
follows:

α ω β ω γ ω= = = +e e Mcos , sin , 0 (3.12)

Thus, the objective function in (3.10) is minimized relative to the alternative
orbital elements, X( )⋅ having the form:

( )X t a i i n C C C C C Coe uc us ic is rc r≡ , , , , , , & ,&, , , , , , ,α β γ Ω Ω ∆0 0[ ]s

T
(3.13)

The three orbital elements (e, M0, ω) are related to the auxiliary elements, (α, β,
γ) by the inverse mapping

( )e M= + = = −−α β ω β α γ ω2 2 1
0, tan , (3.14)

The advantage of minimizing (3.10) with respect to X( )⋅ in (3.13) versus X( )⋅ in
(3.9) is that the auxiliary orbital elements are well defined for small eccentricity.

The minimization problem in (3.10) and (3.14) is simplified by linearizing geph( )
about a nominal orbital element set, denoted by Xnom oet( ) such that
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and then (3.10) becomes equivalently
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where
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( ) ( ) ( )∆X X Xt t toe oe nom oe= − (3.19)

Following classical least square techniques (see description in Appendix A)
applied to the performance objective in (3.16) yields
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where the solution, ∆X( )t oe , is referred to as the differential correction. Since geph( ) is
nonlinear, the optimal orbital elements in (3.16) are obtained by successive itera-
tion: first, a nominal orbital vector, Xnom oet( ), followed by a series of the differential
correction, ∆X( )t oe using (3.20), until the differential correction converges to zero.
Following a similar approach, the almanac and clock navigation parameters are
also generated. These resulting orbital elements, X( )⋅ , are then scaled and truncated
in compliance with the NAV Data message format. Note, these orbital elements,
X( )⋅ , are quasi-Keplerian and represent a local fit of the satellite ECEF trajectory,
and they are not acceptable for overall orbit characterization.

Representative curve fit errors, associated with the NAV Data message genera-
tion described earlier, are shown in Figure 3.19. For 4-hour utilization intervals, three
performance metrics are depicted: RMS URE, the maximum URE, and the root sum
squared (RSS) position errors. For the June–July 2000 period and across all satellites,
the constellation RMS-URE, Max-URE, and Max-RSS errors were 8.72, 14.7, and
52.9 cm (RMS), respectively, with along-track component being the dominant error.

MCS Upload Message Dissemination
Nominally, each satellite’s NAV Data message is uploaded at least once per day.
Before each new upload transmission, the NAV Data message is verified to be in
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compliance with IS-GPS-200, with navigation bits populating the subframes. Addi-
tionally, the MCS-ground antenna-satellite uploads are checked, after the naviga-
tion data is locked into the satellite’s memory and prior to authorizing the L-band
transmission. Error protection codes exist along the entire path of navigation service
for integrity. The satellite upload communication protocol is enforced to assure
proper and error-free data content onboard the satellite before its use is authorized.

The NAV Data is based on predictions of the CS Kalman filter estimates, which
degrade with age of data. The 2SOPS monitors the navigation accuracy and per-
forms contingency uploads when the accuracy exceeds specific thresholds. Unfortu-
nately, the dissemination of the NAV Data message is a tradeoff of upload frequency
to navigation accuracy. Various upload strategies have been evaluated to minimize
upload frequency while maintaining an acceptable navigation service [6, 27]. Figure
3.20 shows the basis tradeoff curve: an increase in upload frequency reduces the pre-
diction age of data and thus improves the signal-in-space URE (see Section 7.2). GPS
navigation accuracy depends on many factors, including performance of the satellite
AFSs, the number and placement of the monitor stations, measurement errors,
ephemeris modeling, and filter tuning.

3.3.2 CS Planned Upgrades

Over the next several years, the CS will field two major upgrades: the L-AII and the
AEP. The L-AII upgrade modifies the existing MCS mainframe implementation to
support additional monitor stations and satellites in a partitioned Kalman filter.
Since the 1980s, the MCS has used a partitioned Kalman filter consisting of up to six
satellites and up to six monitor stations per partition. This partition filter design was
due to computational limitations and hindered CS navigation accuracy. The L-AII
upgrade will enable the MCS to support up to 20 monitor stations and up to 32 sat-
ellites in a partition. (Note: The CS Kalman filter will maintain the partitioning and
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backup capabilities to support satellite abnormalities.) NGA will provide additional
monitoring stations for the MCS with 15-minute smoothed and 1.5-second raw
pseudorange and carrier phase measurements from Ashtech geodetic-quality receiv-
ers. These smoothed and raw measurements will be used in the CS Kalman filter and
L-band monitor [12] processing, respectively. Once operational, the CS Kalman fil-
ter zero-age-of-data URE will be reduced approximately by one-half [6, 28] and the
L-band monitor visibility coverage will be increased from 1.5 monitor stations/sat-
ellite to 3 to 4 monitor stations/satellite. The combined Air Force and NGA monitor
station network is shown in Figure 3.21.

The L-AII upgrade includes several model improvements to the MCS process-
ing. The existing and planned model updates are summarized in Table 3.6.

Various U.S. government agencies, research laboratories, and the international
GPS community have developed improved GPS models over the past 20 years. These
L-AII model updates of geopotential, station-tide displacement, and Earth orienta-
tion parameters enable the MCS processing to be compliant with the conventions of
the IERS [29]. The recently developed JPL solar pressure model improves the satellite
ephemeris dynamic modeling with the inclusion of Y-axis, β-dependent force, where
β is the angle between the Sun-Earth line and the satellite orbital plane. The
Neill/Saastamoinen model improves tropospheric modeling at low elevations.

The AEP upgrade replaces the MCS mainframe with a distributed Sun worksta-
tion configuration. The AEP upgrade extends beyond the L-AII upgrade to include
an integrated suite of commercial off-the-shelf products and an improved graphical
user interface. The AEP update is an object-oriented software design using TCP/IP
communication protocols across workstations connected by a 1-GB Ethernet local
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area network (LAN). The AEP distributed architecture maintains the MCS opera-
tional data in an Oracle database (with a standby failover strategy).

The AEP upgrade provides the infrastructure for incremental MCS improve-
ments, including support for the IIF satellites and the modernized signals (see Sec-
tions 3.2.3.7 and 4.5, respectively). Regarding the modernized signals, an
alternative NAV Data message representation will be deployed with additional
parameters and reduced quantization errors. Representative curve fit errors associ-
ated with the modernized NAV Data message are shown in Figure 3.22. For 3-hour
utilization intervals, three performance metrics are depicted: RMS URE, the maxi-
mum URE, and the RSS position errors. For the June–July 2000 period and across
all satellites, the constellation RMS-URE, Max-URE, and Max-RSS errors were
0.543, 0.943, and 3.56 cm (RMS), respectively. A comparison with the results of
Figure 3.19 shows that the modernized signals curve fit errors will be significantly
reduced.
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Table 3.6 Existing and Planned Model Upgrades
Model Existing MCS Capability [15, 20] Planned MCS Upgrade

Geopotential model WGS84 (8 × 8) gravitational
harmonics

EGM 96 (12 × 12) gravitational
harmonics [29]

Station tide displacement Solid tide displacement accounting
for lunar and solar vertical
component only

IERS 2003, including vertical and
horizontal components [29]

Earth orientation parameters No zonal or diurnal/semidiurnal
tidal compensation

Restoration of zonal tides and
application of diurnal/semidiurnal
tidal corrections [29]

Solar radiation pressure model Rockwell Rock42 model for Block
II/IIA and Lockheed Martin Lookup
model for IIR

JPL empirically derived solar pressure
model [30]

Troposphere model Hopfield/Black model Neill/Saastamoinen model [31, 32]



3.4 User Segment

The user receiving equipment, typically referred to as a GPS receiver, processes the
L-band signals transmitted from the satellites to determine PVT. Technology trends
in component miniaturization and large-scale manufacturing have led to a prolifer-
ation of low-cost GPS receiver components. GPS receivers are embedded in many of
the items we use in our daily lives. These items include cellular telephones, PDAs,
and automobiles. This is in contrast to the initial receiving sets manufactured in the
mid-1970s as part of the system concept validation phase. These first receivers were
primarily analog devices for military applications and were large, bulky, and heavy.
Today, receivers take on many form factors, including chipsets, handheld units, and
Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) compatible cards. In fact, there are many sin-
gle-chip GPS receivers that have leveraged low-voltage bipolar complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (BiCMOS) processes and power-management tech-
niques to meet the need for small size and low battery drain of handheld devices.
Selection of a GPS receiver depends on the user’s application (e.g., civilian versus
military, platform dynamics, and shock and vibration environment). Following a
description of a typical receiver’s components, selection criteria are addressed.
Detailed information regarding GPS receiver architectures and integrations for
cellular telephone and automotive applications is contained in Chapter 9.

3.4.1 GPS Set Characteristics

A block diagram of a GPS receiving set is shown in Figure 3.23. The GPS set consists
of five principal components: antenna, receiver, processor, input/output (I/O)
device such as a control display unit (CDU), and a power supply.
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3.4.1.1 Antenna

Satellite signals are received via the antenna, which is right-hand circularly polarized
(RHCP) and provides near hemispherical coverage. Typical coverage is 160° with
gain variations from about 2.5 dBic at zenith to near unity at an elevation angle of
15°. (The RHCP antenna unity gain also can be expressed as 0 dBic = 0 dB with
respect to an isotropic circularly polarized antenna.) Below 15°, the gain is usually
negative. An example antenna pattern is shown in Figure 3.24. This pattern was pro-
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duced by a stacked-patch antenna element embedded in a dielectric substrate. This
particular antenna is designed to operate at both L1 and L2, but only the L1 pattern
has been provided for illustration. Even well-designed GPS antennas will exhibit a
small but nonzero cross-polarized left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP) response in
addition to the desired RHCP pattern shown in Figure 3.24. It can be observed that
the RHCP response is nearly perfect at boresight, but as the elevation angle decreases
the response is attenuated (i.e., the antenna gain decreases). This gain decrease is
attributed to the horizontal electric field component being attenuated by the conduct-
ing ground plane. Therefore, a typical GPS antenna tends to be predominantly verti-
cally polarized for low elevation angles. At zenith, the ratio of the vertical electric field
to the horizontal electric field response is near unity. This ratio is referred to as the
axial ratio. As the elevation angle decreases, the axial ratio increases.

Another GPS antenna design factor is transfer response. So that the signal is
undistorted, it is desirable for the magnitude response to be nearly constant as a
function of frequency and for the phase response to be linear with frequency within
the passband of interest. (GPS signal bandwidths are discussed later as well as in
Chapter 4.)

Furthermore, when we compute position with a GPS receiver, we are truly esti-
mating the position of the electrical phase center of the antenna. There is both a
physical and an electrical realization of this phase center. The physical realization is
just that. One can actually use a ruler to measure the physical center of the antenna.
However, the electrical phase center is often not collocated with the physical phase
center and may vary with the direction of arrival of the received signal. The electri-
cal and physical phase centers for survey-grade GPS antennas may vary by centime-
ters. Calibration data describing this difference may be required for high-accuracy
applications.

Finally, a low-noise amplifier may be embedded in the antenna housing (or
radome) in some GPS antennas. This is referred to as an active antenna. The pur-
pose of this is to maintain a low-noise figure within the receiver. One must note that
the amplifier requires power, which is usually supplied by the receiver front end
thru the RF coaxial cable.

The antenna (and receiver front end) must have sufficient bandwidth to pass the
signals of interest. Typically, the bandwidth of a GPS patch or helix antenna ranges
from 1% to 2% of the center frequency. Two percent bandwidths for L1, L2, and
L5 center frequencies are 31.5 MHz, 24.6 MHz, and 23.5 MHz, respectively. GPS
receivers that track P(Y) code on both L1 and L2 need to accommodate on the order
of 20.46-MHz bandwidths on both frequencies. If the set only tracks C/A code or
L1C on L1, the antenna (and receiver) need to accommodate bandwidths of
approximately 2.046 and 4.092 MHz, respectively. It should be noted that the
receiver’s antenna/front-end bandwidth is directly proportional to the accuracy
required for the specific application of the receiver. That is, the more frequency con-
tent of the received satellite signal that is processed, the better the accuracy perfor-
mance will be. For example, a survey receiver antenna/front end will most likely be
designed to pass the full 20.46 MHz of the P(Y) code. Whereas, a low-cost hiking
receiver designed for C/A code may only have a front-end bandwidth of 1.7 MHz
instead of the full 2.046 MHz. (Further elaboration on bandwidth and accuracy
performance is contained in Chapter 5.)
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New civil signals L2C and L5 have null-to-null bandwidths of 2.046 MHz and
20.46 MHz, respectively. The military M code can be processed within the exist-
ing L1 and L2 24-MHz bandwidths. Since M code signal power is defined
within a 30.69-MHz band around the center frequency, approximately 92% of
this power is within the 24-MHz band. (GPS signal characteristics are contained in
Chapter 4.)

The addition of new signals (M code, L1C, L2C, and L5) will require new anten-
nas for some users. For example, those utilizing L1 C/A code and L2C will need a
dual-band antenna. (Dual frequency measurements enable determination of the ion-
ospheric delay and provide robustness to interference. Ionospheric delay determina-
tion and compensation are discussed in Chapter 7.) SOL signal users that require
operation in the ARNS bands will need antennas to receive C/A code on L1 and the
L5 signal on L5. At the time of this writing, RTCA was developing aviation stan-
dards for a dual-band L1/L5 antenna. Some receivers may be tri-band. That is, they
will receive and process the signals broadcast on all three GPS frequencies, L1, L2,
and L5, which will require a tri-band antenna. Reference [33] provides details on
one approach for a tri-band (L1/L2 M code and L5) antenna design.

Antenna designs vary from helical coils to thin microstrip (i.e., patch) antennas.
High-dynamic aircraft prefer low-profile, low–air resistance patch antennas,
whereas land vehicles can tolerate a larger antenna. Antenna selection requires eval-
uation of such parameters as antenna gain pattern, available mounting area, aerody-
namic performance, multipath performance, and stability of the electrical phase
center of the antenna [34].

Another issue regarding antenna selection is the need for resistance to interfer-
ence. (In the context of this discussion, any electronic emission, whether friendly or
hostile, that interferes with the reception and processing of GPS signals is considered
an interferer.) Some military aircraft employ antenna arrays to form a null in the
direction of the interferer. Another technique to mitigate the effects of interference is
to employ a beam-steering array. Beam-steering techniques electronically concen-
trate the antenna gain in the direction of the satellites to maximize link margin.
Finally, beam forming combines both nulling and beam steering for interferer miti-
gation. (References [35–37] provide detailed descriptions of the theory and practical
applications of nulling, beam steering, and beam forming.)

3.4.1.2 Receiver

Chapter 5 provides a detailed description of receiver signal acquisition and tracking
operation; however, some high-level aspects are described herein to aid our discus-
sion. Two basic receiver types exist today: (1) those that track L1 C/A code and P(Y)
code on L1 and L2 and (2) those that only track C/A code. In light of the GPS mod-
ernization effort, these are referred to as legacy receivers. Forthcoming military
receivers are being referred to as YMCA. That is, they will track L1 C/A, L1 and L2
P(Y), and L1 and L2 M code. The forthcoming civil signals, L1C, L2C, and L5, will
require new receivers to be built. It is envisioned that a number of receiver types will
be available. Most likely, these will be dual band to achieve ionospheric compensa-
tion and increased interference immunity. As mentioned earlier, ARNS band users
will require dual band (L1 and L5) receivers and antennas.
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Legacy PPS users generally employ sets that track P(Y) code on both L1 and L2.
These sets initiate operation with receivers tracking C/A code on L1 and then transi-
tion to tracking P(Y) code on both L1 and L2. Y-code tracking occurs only with the
aid of cryptographic equipment. (If the satellite signal is encrypted and the receiver
does not have the proper cryptographic equipment, the receiver generally defaults
to tracking C/A code on L1.) It is anticipated that the forthcoming YMCA receivers
will perform a direct acquisition of the M code signal. Following M code acquisi-
tion, the receivers will then track M code on both L1 and L2 if the receiver is capable
of dual-frequency operation. Otherwise, it will operate on either L1 or L2.

Alternatively, legacy SPS users employ sets that track the C/A code exclusively
on L1, since that is the only frequency on which the C/A code is generally broad-
cast. Forthcoming L1C, L2C, and L5 receivers will track signals on these respective
frequencies.

In addition to the receiver types mentioned earlier, there are other variations,
such as civilian semicodeless tracking receivers, which track the C/A code on L1 and
carrier phase of both the L1 and L2 frequencies. These receivers employ signal-pro-
cessing techniques that to do not require cryptographic access to the P(Y) code. Uti-
lizing the carrier phase as a measurement observable enables centimeter-level (or
even millimeter-level) measurement accuracy. (Carrier-phase measurements are
described extensively in Section 8.4.) Most receivers have multiple channels
whereby each channel tracks the transmission from a single satellite. A simplified
block diagram of a multichannel generic SPS receiver is shown in Figure 3.25. The
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received RF CDMA satellite signals are usually filtered by a passive bandpass
prefilter to reduce out-of-band RF interference.

This is normally followed by a preamplifier. The RF signals are then
downconverted to an intermediate frequency (IF). The IF signals are sampled and
digitized by an analog to digital (A/D) converter. The A/D sampling rate is typically
2 to 20 times the PRN code chipping rate [1.023 MHz for L1 C/A code and 10.23
MHz for L1 and L2 P(Y) code]. The minimum sampling rate is twice the stopband
bandwidth of the codes to satisfy the Nyquist criterion. For L1 C/A code only sets,
the stopband bandwidth may be slightly greater than 1 MHz. Alternatively, the
stopband bandwidth is slightly more than 10 MHz for P(Y) code sets. Oversampling
reduces the receiver sensitivity to A/D quantization noise, thereby reducing the num-
ber of bits required in the A/D converter. The samples are forwarded to the digital
signal processor (DSP). The DSP contains N parallel channels to simultaneously
track the carriers and codes from up to N satellites. (N generally ranges from 8 to 12
in today’s receivers.) Each channel contains code and carrier tracking loops to per-
form code and carrier-phase measurements, as well as navigation message data
demodulation. The channel may compute three different satellite-to-user measure-
ment types: pseudoranges, delta ranges (sometimes referred to as delta
pseudorange), and integrated Doppler, depending on the implementation. The
desired measurements and demodulated navigation message data are forwarded to
the processor.

Note that GPS receivers designed for use in handheld devices need to be power
efficient. Depending on the implementation, these receivers may trade off suscepti-
bility to high-power in-band interferers to achieve minimum power supply (e.g., bat-
tery) drain. High dynamic range receiver front ends are needed in interference-
resistant receivers, and the necessary components (e.g., amplifiers and mixers with
high intermodulation product levels) require high bias voltage levels.

3.4.1.3 Navigation/Receiver Processor

A processor is generally required to control and command the receiver through its
operational sequence, starting with channel signal acquisition and followed by sig-
nal tracking and data collection. (Some GPS sets have an integral processing capabil-
ity within the channel circuitry to perform these signal-processing functions.) In
addition, the processor may also form the PVT solution from the receiver measure-
ments. In some applications, a separate processor may be dedicated to the computa-
tion of both PVT and associated navigation functions. Most processors provide an
independent PVT solution on a 1-Hz basis. However, receivers designated for
autoland aircraft precision approach and other high-dynamic applications normally
require computation of independent PVT solutions at a minimum of 5 Hz. The for-
mulated PVT solution and other navigation-related data is forwarded to the I/O
device.

3.4.1.4 I/O Device

The I/O device is the interface between the GPS set and the user. I/O devices are of
two basic types: integral or external. For many applications, the I/O device is a
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CDU. The CDU permits operator data entry, displays status and navigation solu-
tion parameters, and usually accesses numerous navigation functions, such as
waypoint entry and time to go. Most handheld units have an integral CDU. Other
installations, such as those onboard an aircraft or ship, may have the I/O device
integrated with existing instruments or control panels. In addition to the user and
operator interface, applications such as integration with other sensors (e.g., INS)
require a digital data interface to input and output data. Common interfaces are
ARINC 429, MIL-STD-1553B, RS-232, and RS-422.

3.4.1.5 Power Supply

The power supply can be either integral, external, or a combination of the two. Typ-
ically, alkaline or lithium batteries are used for integral or self-contained implemen-
tations, such as handheld portable units; whereas an existing power supply is
normally used in integrated applications, such as a board-mounted receiver
installed within a server to provide accurate time. Airborne, automotive, and ship-
board GPS set installations normally use platform power but typically have built-in
power converters (ac to dc or dc to dc) and regulators. There usually is an internal
battery to maintain data stored in volatile random access memory (RAM) inte-
grated circuits (ICs) and to operate a built-in timepiece (date/time clock) in the event
platform power is disconnected.

3.4.2 GPS Receiver Selection

At the time of this writing, there were well over 100 GPS set manufacturers in the
United States and abroad. While some, like SiRF, offer a few different chip set
receivers for integration with other electronic functions, other companies like
GARMIN and Trimble Navigation have many different end products ranging from
handhelds to automobile and aircraft navigators to complex survey receivers. GPS
receiver selection is dependent on user application. The intended application
strongly influences receiver design, construction, and capability. For each applica-
tion, numerous environmental, operational, and performance parameters must be
examined. A sampling of these parameters follows:

• What are the shock and vibration requirements, temperature and humidity
extremes, as well as atmospheric salt content?

• If the receiver is to be used by government or military personnel, PPS opera-
tion may be required. PPS operation usually dictates that a dual-frequency set
with a cryptographic capability is needed.

• The necessary independent PVT update rate must be determined. As an exam-
ple, this rate is different for aircraft precision approach than it is for marine oil
tanker guidance.

• Will the receiver have to operate in a high-multipath environment (i.e., near
buildings or on an aircraft where satellite signals are reflected by various fuse-
lage surfaces)? If so, multipath mitigation signal-processing techniques may
be required. (Detailed descriptions of multipath and multipath-mitigation
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techniques are contained in Chapter 6. The contribution to the GPS error bud-
get is described in Chapter 7.)

• Under what type of dynamic conditions (e.g., acceleration and velocity) will
the set have to operate? GPS sets for fighter aircraft applications are designed
to maintain full performance even while experiencing multiple “Gs” of accel-
eration, whereas sets designated for surveying are not normally designed for
severe dynamic environments.

• Is a DGPS capability required? (DGPS is an accuracy-enhancement technique
covered in Chapter 8.) DGPS provides greater accuracy than stand-alone PPS
and SPS. Most receivers are manufactured with a DGPS capability.

• Does the application require reception of the geostationary satellite-based
overlay service referred to as SBAS broadcasting satellite integrity, ranging,
and DGPS information? (SBAS is discussed in Chapter 8.)

• Waypoint storage capability as well as the number of routes and legs need to
be assessed.

• Does the GPS set have to operate in an environment that requires enhanced
interference rejection capabilities? Chapter 6 describes several techniques to
achieve this.

• If the receiver has to be interfaced with an external system, does the proper I/O
hardware and software exist? An example would be a user who requires a
blended solution consisting of GPS and other sensors, such as an IMU and
vision system.

• In terms of data input and display features, does the receiver require an exter-
nal or integral CDU capability? Some aircraft and ships use repeater units such
that data can be entered or extracted from various physical locations. Display
requirements such as sunlight-readable or night-vision-goggle-compatible
must be considered.

• Are local datum conversions required, or is WGS-84 sufficient? If so, does the
receiver contain the proper transformations?

• Is portability for field use required?
• Economics, physical size, and power consumption must also be considered.

As stated earlier, these are only a sampling of GPS set selection parameters. One
must carefully review the requirements of the user application prior to selecting a
receiver. In most cases, the selection will be a tradeoff that requires awareness of the
impact of any GPS set deficiencies for the intended application.
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4.1 Overview

In this chapter, we examine the properties of the GPS satellite signals, including fre-
quency assignment, modulation format, navigation data, and the generation of
PRN codes. This discussion is accompanied by a description of received signal
power levels as well as their associated autocorrelation characteristics. Cross-
correlation characteristics are also described. The chapter is organized as follows.
First, background information on modulations that are useful for satellite radio-
navigation, multiplexing techniques, and general signal characteristics including
autocorrelation functions and power spectra are discussed in Section 4.2. Section
4.3 describes the legacy GPS signals, defined here as those signals broadcast by the
GPS satellites up through the Block IIR SVs. Section 4.4 presents an overview of the
GPS navigation data modulated upon the legacy GPS signals. As discussed in Chap-
ter 3, new civil and military signals will be broadcast by the Block IIR-M and later
satellites. These new signals are discussed in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6
summarizes the chapter.

4.2 Modulations for Satellite Navigation

4.2.1 Modulation Types

Binary phase shift keying (BPSK) is a simple digital signaling scheme in which an RF
carrier is either transmitted “as is” or with a 180º phase shift over successive inter-
vals in time depending on whether a digital 0 or 1 is being conveyed (e.g., see [1]). A
BPSK signal, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, can be thought of as the product of two
time waveforms—the unmodulated RF carrier and a data waveform that takes on a
value of either +1 or −1 for each successive interval of Tb = 1/ Rb seconds, where Rb is
the data rate in bits per second. The data waveform amplitude for the kth interval of
Tb seconds can be generated from the kth data bit to be transmitted using either the
mapping [0, 1] → [−1, +1] or [0, 1] → [+1, −1]. In many systems, forward error cor-
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rection (FEC) is employed, whereby redundant bits (more than the original informa-
tion bits) are transmitted over the channel according to some prescribed method,
enabling the receiver to detect and correct some errors that may be introduced by
noise, interference, or fading. When FEC is employed, common convention is to
replace Tb with Ts and Rb with Rs to distinguish data symbols (actually transmitted)
from data bits (that contain the information before FEC). The data waveform alone
is considered a baseband signal, meaning that its frequency content is concentrated
around 0 Hz rather than the carrier frequency. Modulation by the RF carrier centers
the frequency content of the signal about the carrier frequency, creating what is
known as a bandpass signal.

Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) is an extension of BPSK or other phase
shift keyed modulation used by GPS and other satellite navigation systems discussed
in this text. As shown in Figure 4.2, DSSS signaling adds a third component, referred
to as a spreading or PRN waveform, which is similar to the data waveform but at a
much higher symbol rate. This PRN waveform is completely known, at least to the
intended receivers. The PRN waveform is often periodic, and the finite sequence of
bits used to generate the PRN waveform over one period is referred to as a PRN
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sequence or PRN code. An excellent overview of PRN codes, including their genera-
tion, characteristics, and code families with good properties is provided in [2]. The
minimum interval of time between transitions in the PRN waveform is commonly
referred to as the chip period, Tc; the portion of the PRN waveform over one chip
period is known as a chip or spreading symbol; and the reciprocal of the chip period
is known as the chipping rate, Rc. The independent time parameter for the PRN
waveform is often expressed in units of chips and referred to as codephase.

The signal just described is called spread spectrum, because of the wider band-
width occupied by the signal after modulation by the high-rate PRN waveform. In
general, the bandwidth is proportional to the chipping rate.

There are three primary reasons why DSSS waveforms are employed for satel-
lite navigation. First and most importantly, the frequent phase inversions in the sig-
nal introduced by the PRN waveform enable precise ranging by the receiver.
Second, the use of different PRN sequences from a well-designed set enables multi-
ple satellites to transmit signals simultaneously and at the same frequency. A
receiver can distinguish among these signals, based on their different codes. For this
reason, the transmission of multiple DSSS signals having different spreading
sequences on a common carrier frequency is referred to as code division multiple
access (CDMA). Finally, as detailed in Chapter 6, DSSS provides significant rejec-
tion of narrowband interference.

It should be noted that the chip waveform in a DSSS signal does not need to be
rectangular (i.e., a constant amplitude over the chip period), as we have assumed
earlier. In principle, any shape could be used and different shapes can be used for
different chips. Henceforth, we will denote DSSS signals generated using BPSK sig-
naling with rectangular chips as BPSK-R signals. Several variations of the basic
DSSS signal that employ nonrectangular symbols have been investigated for satellite
navigation applications in recent years. Binary offset carrier (BOC) signals [3] are
generated using DSSS techniques but employ portions of a square wave for the
spreading symbols. A generalized treatment of the use of arbitrary binary patterns
to generate each spreading symbol is provided in [4]. Spreading symbol shapes, such
as raised cosines, whose amplitudes vary over a wide range of values, are used
extensively in digital communications. These shapes have also been considered for
satellite navigation but to date have not been used for practical reasons. For precise
ranging, it is necessary for the satellite and user equipment to be able to faithfully
reproduce the spreading waveform, which is facilitated through the use of signals
that can be generated using simple digital means. Furthermore, spectral efficiency,
which has motivated extensive studies in symbol shaping for communications appli-
cations, is generally not a concern for satellite navigation. Finally, DSSS signals with
constant envelope (e.g., those that employ binary-valued—one magnitude with two
possible polarities—spreading symbols) can be efficiently transmitted using
switching-class amplifiers.

4.2.2 Multiplexing Techniques

In navigation applications, it is frequently required to broadcast multiple signals
from a satellite constellation, from a single satellite, and even upon a single carrier
frequency. There are a number of techniques to facilitate this sharing of a common
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transmission channel without the broadcast signals interfering with each other. The
use of different carrier frequencies to transmit multiple signals is referred to as fre-
quency division multiple access (FDMA) or frequency division multiplexing (FDM).
Sharing a transmitter over time among two or more signals is referred to as time
division multiple access (TDMA) or time division multiplexing (TDM). CDMA, or
the use of different spreading codes to allow the sharing of a common carrier
frequency, was introduced previously in Section 4.2.1.

When a common transmitter is used to broadcast multiple signals on a single
carrier, it is desirable to combine these signals in a manner that forms a composite
signal with a constant envelope for the reason discussed in Section 4.2.1. Two
binary DSSS signals may be combined using quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK).
In QPSK, the two signals are generated using RF carriers that are in phase quadra-
ture (i.e., they have a relative phase difference of 90º, such as cosine and sine func-
tions of the same time parameter) and are simply added together. The two
constituents of a QPSK signal are referred to as the in-phase and quadraphase
components.

When it is desired to combine more than two signals on a common carrier, more
complicated multiplexing techniques are required. Interplexing combines three
binary DSSS signals on a common carrier while retaining constant envelope [5]. To
accomplish this feat, a fourth signal that is completely determined by the three
desired signals, is also transmitted. The overall transmitted signal may be expressed
in the form of a QPSK signal:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s t s t f t s t f tI c Q c= −cos sin2 2π π (4.1)

with in-phase and quadra-phase components, sI(t) and sQ(t), respectively, as:
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where s1(t), s2(t), and s3(t) are the three desired signals, fc is the carrier frequency, and
m is an index that is set in conjunction with the power parameters PI and PQ to
achieve the desired power levels for the four multiplexed (three desired plus one
additional) signals.

Other techniques for multiplexing more than two binary DSSS signals while
retaining constant envelope include majority vote [6] and intervoting [7]. In major-
ity vote, an odd number of DSSS signals are combined by taking the majority of their
underlying PRN sequence values at every instant in time to generate a composite
DSSS signal. Intervoting consists of the simultaneous application of interplexing and
majority vote.

4.2.3 Signal Models and Characteristics

In addition to the general quadrature signal representation in (4.1) for GNSS signals,
we will find it occasionally convenient to use the complex-envelope or lowpass rep-
resentation, sl(t), defined by the relation:
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( ) ( ){ }s t s t el
j f tc= Re 2 π (4.3)

where Re{·} denotes the real part of. The in-phase and quadraphase components of
the real signal s(t) are related to its complex envelope by:

( ) ( ) ( )s t s t js tl I Q= + (4.4)

Two signal characteristics of great importance for satellite navigation applica-
tions are the autocorrelation function and power spectral density. The
autocorrelation function for a lowpass signal with constant power is defined as:
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where * denotes complex conjugation. The power spectral density is defined to be
the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function:
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The power spectral density describes the distribution of power within the signal
with regard to frequency.

It is often convenient to model some portions of a DSSS signal as being random.
For instance, the data symbols and PRN code are often modeled as coin-flip
sequences (i.e., they randomly assume values of either +1 or −1 with each outcome
occurring with equal probability and with each value being independent of other
values). The autocorrelation function for a DSSS signal with random components is
generally taken to be the average or expected value of (4.5). The power spectral den-
sity remains as defined by (4.6).

As an example, consider a baseband DSSS signal without data employing rect-
angular chips with a perfectly random binary code, as shown in Figure 4.3(a).
The autocorrelation function illustrated in Figure 4.3(b) is described in equation
form as [8]:
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The power spectrum of this signal shown in Figure 4.3(c) (as a function of angu-
lar frequency ω = 2πf) may be determined using (4.6) to be:

( ) ( )S f A T fTc c= 2 2sinc π (4.8)

where sinc( )
sin

x
x

x
= . What is important about a DSSS signal using a random

binary code is that it correlates with itself in one and only one place, and it is
uncorrelated with any other random binary code. Satellite navigation systems
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employing rectangular chips have similar autocorrelation and power spectrum
properties to those described for the random binary code case, but they employ PRN
codes that are perfectly predictable and reproducible. This is why they are called
pseudo random codes.

To illustrate the effects of finite-length PRN codes, consider a DSSS signal with-
out data employing a PRN sequence that repeats every N bits. Further let us assume
that this sequence is generated using a linear feedback shift register that is of maxi-
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mum length. A linear feedback shift register is a simple digital circuit that consists of
n bits of memory and some feedback logic [2], all clocked at a certain rate. Every
clock cycle, the nth bit value is output from the device, the logical value in bit 1 is
moved to bit 2, the value in bit 2 to bit 3, and so on. Finally, a linear function is
applied to the prior values of bits 1 to n to create a new input value into bit 1 of the
device. With an n-bit linear feedback shift register, the longest length sequence that
can be produced before the output repeats is N = 2n − 1. A linear feedback shift regis-
ter that produces a sequence of this length is referred to as maximum length. During
each period, the n bits within the register pass through all 2n possible states, except
the all-zeros state, since all zeros would result in a constant output value of 0.
Because the number of negative values (1s) is always one larger than the number of
positive values (0s) in a maximum-length sequence, the autocorrelation function of
the spreading waveform PN(t) outside of the correlation interval is −A2/N. Recall
that the correlation was 0 (uncorrelated) in this interval for the DSSS signal with
random code in the previous example. The autocorrelation function for a maxi-
mum-length PRN sequence is the infinite series of triangular functions with period
NTc (seconds) shown in Figure 4.4(a). The negative correlation amplitude (−A2/N) is
shown in Figure 4.4(a), when the time shift, τ, is greater than ±Tc or multiples of
±Tc(N ± 1) and represents a zero-frequency term in the series. Expressing the equa-
tion for the periodic autocorrelation function mathematically [9] requires the use of
the unit impulse function shifted in time by discrete (m) increments of the PRN
sequence period NTc: δ(τ + mNTc). Simply stated, this notation (also called a Dirac
delta function) represents a unit impulse with a discrete phase shift of mNTc sec-
onds. Using this notation, the autocorrelation function can be expressed as the sum
of the zero-frequency term and an infinite series of the triangle function, R(τ),
defined by (4.7). The infinite series of the triangle function is obtained by the convo-
lution (denoted by ⊗) of R(τ) with an infinite series of the phase shifted unit impulse
functions as follows:

( ) ( ) ( )R
A
N

N
N

R mNTPN c
m

τ τ δ τ= − + + ⊗ +
=−∞

∞

∑
2 1

(4.9)

The power spectrum of the DSSS signal generated from a maximum-length
PRN sequence is derived from the Fourier transform of (4.9) and is the line spec-
trum shown in Figure 4.4(b). The unit impulse function is also required to express
this in equation form as follows:
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where m = ±1, ±2, ±3, …
Observe in Figure 4.4(b) that the envelope of the line spectrum is the same as the

continuous power spectrum obtained for the random PRN code, except for
the small zero-frequency term in the line spectrum and the scale factor Tc. As the
period, N (chips), of the maximum-length sequence increases, then the line spacing,
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1/NTc (Hz), of the line spectrum decreases proportionally, so that the power spec-
trum begins to approach a continuous spectrum.

Next consider the general baseband DSSS signal that uses the arbitrary symbol
g(t):

( ) ( )s t a g t kTk c
k

= −
=−∞

∞

∑ (4.11)

If the PRN code values {ak} are assumed to be generated as a random coin-flip
sequence, then the autocorrelation function for this signal may be found by taking
the mean value of (4.5), resulting in:

( ) ( ) ( )R g t g t dtτ τ= ∗ −
−∞

∞

∫ (4.12)

Although data was neglected in (4.11), its introduction does not change the
result for a nonrepeating coin-flip sequence. Using this result, along with (4.6) for
power spectral density, we can express the autocorrelation function and power spec-
trum for unit-power BPSK-R signals, for which

( )g t
T t T

BPSK R
c c

− = ≤ ≤



1 0

0

,

, elsewhere
(4.13)
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Figure 4.4 (a) The autocorrelation function of a DSSS signal generated from a maximum-length PRN
sequence, and (b) its line spectrum.



as:
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The notation BPSK-R(n) is often used to denote a BPSK-R signal with n ×
1.023-MHz chipping rate. As will be discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.5 and Chapter
10, GPS and GALILEO employ frequencies that are multiples of 1.023 MHz.

A BOC signal may be viewed as being the product of a BPSK-R signal with a
square wave subcarrier. The autocorrelation and power spectrum are dependent on
both the chip rate and characteristics of the square wave subcarrier. The number of
square wave half-periods in a spreading symbol is typically selected to be an integer:

k
T

T
c

s

= (4.15)

where Ts = 1/(2fs) is the half-period of a square wave generated with frequency fs.
When k is even, a BOC spreading symbol can be described as:

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]g t g t t TBOC BPSK R s= +− sgn sin π ψ (4.16)

where sgn is the signum function (1 if the argument is positive, −1 if the argument is
negative) and ψ is a selectable phase angle. When k is odd, a BOC signal may be
viewed as using two symbols over every two consecutive chip periods—that given in
(4.16) for the first spreading symbol in every pair and its inverse for the second.
Two common values of ψ are 0º or 90º, for which the resultant BOC signals are
referred to as sine phased or cosine phased, respectively.

With a perfect coin-flip spreading sequence, the autocorrelation functions for
cosine- and sine-phased BOC signals resemble saw teeth, piecewise linear functions
between the peak values as shown in Table 4.1. The expression for the
autocorrelation function applies for k odd and k even when a random code is
assumed. The notation BOC(m,n) used in the table is shorthand for a BOC modula-
tion generated using an m × 1.023-MHz square wave frequency and an n ×
1.023-MHz chipping rate. The BOC subscripts s and c refer to sine-phased and
cosine- phased, respectively.

The power spectral density for a sine-phased BOC modulation is [3]:
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and the power spectral density for a cosine-phased BOC modulation is:
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A binary coded symbol (BCS) modulation [4] uses a spreading symbol defined
by an arbitrary bit pattern {cm} of length M as:

( ) ( )g t c p t mT MBCS m T M c
m

M

c
= −

=

−

∑
0

1

(4.19)

where p tT Mc / ( ) is a pulse taking on the value 1 / Tc over the interval [0,Tc/M) and

zero elsewhere. The notation BCS([c0, c1, ..., cM−1], n) is used to denote a BCS modula-
tion that uses the sequence [c0, c1, ..., cM−1] for each symbol and a chipping rate of Rc =
n × 1.023 MHz = 1/Tc. As shown in [4], the autocorrelation function for a BCS([c0,
c1, ..., cM−1], n) modulation with perfect spreading code is a piecewise linear function
between the values:
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0
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(4.20)

where n is an integer with magnitude less than or equal to M and where it is under-
stood that cm = 0 for m ∉ [0, M − 1]. The power spectral density is:
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Given the success of BPSK-R modulations, why consider more advanced modu-
lations like BOC or BCS? Compared to BPSK-R modulations, which only allow the
signal designer to select carrier frequency and chip rate, BOC and BCS modulations
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Table 4.1 Autocorrelation Function Characteristics for BOC Modulations

Modulation

Number of Positive
and Negative Peaks
in Autocorrelation
Function

Delay Values
of Peaks (Seconds)

Autocorrelation Function
Values for Peak at jTS/2

j even j odd

BOCs (m, n) 2k − 1 = jTS /2,
−2k + 2 ≤ j ≤ 2k − 2

(−1) j/2 (k−|j/2|)/k (−1)(|j|−1)/2/(2k)

BOCc (m, n) 2k + 1 τ = jTS /2,
−2k + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k − 1

(−1) j/2 (k−|j/2|)/k (−1)(|j|+1)/2/(2k)



provide additional design parameters for waveform designers to use. The resulting
modulation designs can provide enhanced performance when bandwidth is limited
(due to implementation constraints at transmitter and receiver, or due to spectrum
allocations). Also, modulations can be designed to better share limited frequency
bands available for use by multiple GNSS. The spectra can be shaped in order to
limit interference and otherwise spectrally separate different signals. In order to
obtain adequate performance, such modulation design activities must carefully con-
sider a variety of signal characteristics in the time and frequency domains, and they
should not concentrate exclusively on spectrum shape.

4.3 Legacy GPS Signals

This section details the legacy GPS navigation signals—that is, those navigation sig-
nals that are broadcast by the GPS SVs up through the Block IIR class (see Chapter
3). The legacy GPS SVs transmit navigation signals on two carrier frequencies called
L1, the primary frequency, and L2, the secondary frequency. The carrier frequen-
cies are DSSS modulated by spread spectrum codes with unique PRN sequences
associated with each SV and by a common navigation data message. All SVs trans-
mit at the same carrier frequencies in a CDMA fashion. In order to track one SV in
common view with several other SVs by the CDMA technique, a GPS receiver must
replicate the PRN sequence for the desired SV along with the replica carrier signal,
including Doppler effects. Two carrier frequencies are required to measure the iono-
spheric delay, since this delay is related by a scale factor to the difference in signal
TOA for the two carrier frequencies. Single frequency users must estimate the iono-
spheric delay using modeling parameters that are broadcast to the user in the navi-
gation message. (Further information on ionospheric delay compensation is
contained in Section 7.2.4.1.) The characteristics of the legacy GPS signals are
further explained in the following sections.

4.3.1 Frequencies and Modulation Format

A block diagram that is representative of the SV signal structure for L1 (154f0) and
L2 (120f0) is shown in Figure 4.5 (where f0 is the fundamental frequency: 10.23
MHz). As shown in Figure 4.5, the L1 frequency (154f0) is modulated by two PRN
codes (plus the navigation message data), the C/A code, and the P code. The L2 fre-
quency (120f0) is modulated by only one PRN code at a time. One of the P code
modes has no data modulation. The nominal reference frequency, f0, as it appears to
an observer on the ground, is 10.23 MHz. To compensate for relativistic effects, the
output of the SV’s frequency standard (as it appears from the SV) is 10.23 MHz off-
set by a ∆f/f of 4.467 × 10−10 (see Section 7.2.3). This results in a ∆f of 4.57 × 10−3 Hz
and f0 = 10.22999999543 MHz [10]. To the GPS receiver on the ground, the C/A
code has a chipping rate of 1.023 × 106 chips/s (f0/10 = 1.023 MHz) and the P code
has a chipping rate of 10.23 × 106 chips/s (f0 = 10.23 MHz). Using the notation
introduced in Section 4.2.3, the C/A code signal uses a BPSK-R(1) modulation and
the P code uses a BPSK-R(10) modulation. The P code is available to PPS users but
not to SPS users since the CS normally configures an AS mode in the SV. When AS is
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activated, the P code is encrypted to form what is known as the Y-code. The Y-code
has the same chipping rate as the P code. Thus, the acronym often used for the preci-
sion (encrypted) code is P(Y) code.

Since the PPS (primarily military) users have access to the cryptographic keys
and algorithms used in the AS process but the SPS (primarily civil) users do not, then
AS denies access to the P code by SPS users. In the past, both the C/A code and the
P(Y) code, as well as the L1 and L2 carrier frequencies, were subjected to an
encrypted time-varying frequency offset (referred to as dither) plus an encrypted
ephemeris and almanac offset error (referred to as epsilon) known as SA. SA denied
the full accuracy of GPS to the stand-alone SPS users. However, SA has been deacti-
vated on all GPS satellites since May 1, 2000, so this subject will not be further
discussed in this chapter.

Note in Figure 4.5 that the same 50-bps navigation message data is combined
with both the C/A code and the P(Y) code prior to modulation with the L1 carrier.
An exclusive-or logic gate is used for this modulation process, denoted by ⊕. Since
the C/A code ⊕ data and P(Y) code ⊕ data are both synchronous operations, the bit
transition rate cannot exceed the chipping rate of the PRN codes. Also note that
BPSK modulation is used with the carrier signals. The P(Y) code ⊕ data is modulated
in phase quadrature with the C/A code ⊕ data on L1. As shown in Figure 4.5, the L1
carrier is phase shifted 90º before being BPSK modulated by the C/A code ⊕ data.
Then this result is combined with the attenuated output of the BPSK modulation of
L1 by the P(Y) code ⊕ data. The 3-dB amplitude difference and phase relationship
between P code and C/A code on L1 are illustrated by the vector phase diagram in
Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 illustrates the result of P code ⊕ data and C/A ⊕ data. As
observed in Figure 4.7, the exclusive-or process is equivalent to binary multiplica-
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tion of two 1-bit values yielding a 1-bit product using the convention that logical 0 is
plus and logical 1 is minus. There are 204,600 P(Y) code epochs between data
epochs and 20,460 C/A code epochs between data epochs, so the number of times
that the phase could change in the PRN code sequences due to data modulation is
relatively infrequent, but the spectrum changes due to this modulation are very
significant.

Figure 4.8 illustrates how the signal waveforms would appear before and after
the BPSK modulation of one P(Y) code ⊕ data transition and one C/A code ⊕ data
transition. There are 154 carrier cycles per P(Y) code chip and 1,540 carrier cycles
per C/A code chip on L1, so the phase shifts on the L1 carrier are relatively infre-
quent. The L2 frequency (1,227.60 MHz) can be modulated by either the P(Y) code
⊕ data or the C/A code ⊕ data or by the P(Y) code alone as selected by the CS. The
P(Y) code and C/A codes are never present simultaneously on L2 prior to GPS mod-
ernization (see Section 4.5), unlike the case with L1. In general, the P(Y) code ⊕ data
is the one selected by the CS. There are 120 carrier cycles per P(Y) code chip on L2,
so the phase transitions on the L2 carrier are relatively infrequent. Table 4.2 summa-
rizes the GPS signal structure on L1 and L2.

The PPS user has the algorithms, the special Y-code hardware per channel, and
the key to gain access to the Y-code. PPS receivers formerly included a precise posi-
tioning service security module (PPSSM) to store and process the cryptographic keys
and an auxiliary output chip (AOC) to produce the Y-code. Current generation PPS
receivers are built around a security architecture referred to as the selective availabil-
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ity/antispoofing module (SAASM). The use of the AS Y-code denies direct (SPS GPS
receiver) access to the precision code. This significantly reduces the possibility of an
enemy spoofing a PPS receiver (i.e., transmitting a stronger, false precise code that
captures and misleads the receiver). However, AS also denies direct access to the
precision code to all SPS users, friendly or otherwise. Indirect access is still possible
as discussed in [11] and Section 5.14.

4.3.1.1 Direct Sequence PRN Code Generation

Figure 4.9 depicts a high-level block diagram of the direct sequence PRN code gen-
eration used for GPS C/A code and P code generation to implement the CDMA tech-
nique. Each synthesized PRN code is derived from two other code generators. In
each case, the second code generator output is delayed with respect to the first
before their outputs are combined by an exclusive-or circuit. The amount of delay is
different for each SV. In the case of P code, the integer delay in P-chips is identical to
the PRN number. For C/A code, the delay is unique to each SV, so there is only a
table lookup relationship to the PRN number. These delays are summarized in
Table 4.3. The C/A code delay can be implemented by a simple but equivalent tech-
nique that eliminates the need for a delay register. This technique is explained in the
following paragraphs.

The GPS C/A code is a Gold code [12] with a sequence length of 1,023 bits
(chips). Since the chipping rate of the C/A code is 1.023 MHz, the repetition period
of the pseudorandom sequence is 1,023/(1.023 × 106 Hz) or 1 ms. Figure 4.10 illus-
trates the design architecture of the GPS C/A code generator. Not included in this
diagram are the controls necessary to set or read the phase states of the registers or
the counters. There are two 10-bit shift registers, G1 and G2, which generate maxi-
mum length PRN codes with a length of 210 − 1 = 1,023 bits. (The only state not used
is the all-zero state). It is common to describe the design of linear code generators by
means of polynomials of the form 1 + Σ Xi, where Xi means that the output of the ith
cell of the shift register is used as the input to the modulo-2 adder (exclusive-or), and
the 1 means that the output of the adder is fed to the first cell [8]. The design specifi-
cation for C/A code calls for the feedback taps of the G1 shift register to be con-
nected to stages 3 and 10. These register states are combined with each other by an
exclusive-or circuit and fed back to stage 1. The polynomial that describes this shift
register architecture is: G1 = 1 X3 X10. The polynomials and initial states for both
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Table 4.2 Legacy GPS Signal Structure

Signal Priority Primary Secondary

Signal designation L1 L2

Carrier frequency (MHz) 1,575.42 1,227.60

PRN codes (Mchip/s)
P(Y) = 10.23 and
C/A = 1.023

P(Y) = 10.23 or
C/A = 1.023 (Note 1)

Navigation message data
modulation (bps)

50 50 (Note 2)

1. The code usually selected by the CS on L2 is P(Y) code.
2. The 50-Hz navigation data message is usually modulated on L2 P(Y) code but can be turned
off by the CS. There are three possibilities on L2: P(Y) code with data, P(Y) code with no data,
and C/A code with data.



the C/A-code and P-code generator shift registers are summarized in Table 4.4. The
unique C/A code for each SV is the result of the exclusive-or of the G1 direct output
sequence and a delayed version of the G2 direct output sequence. The equivalent
delay effect in the G2 PRN code is obtained by the exclusive-or of the selected posi-
tions of the two taps whose output is called G21. This is because a maximum-length
PRN code sequence has the property that adding a phase-shifted version of itself
produces the same sequence but at a different phase. The function of the two taps on
the G2 shift register in Figure 4.10 is to shift the code phase in G2 with respect to the
code phase in G1 without the need for an additional shift register to perform this
delay. Each C/A code PRN number is associated with the two tap positions on G2.
Table 4.3 describes these tap combinations for all defined GPS PRN numbers and
specifies the equivalent direct sequence delay in C/A code chips. The first 32 of these
PRN numbers are reserved for the space segment. Five additional PRN numbers,
PRN 33 to PRN 37, are reserved for other uses, such as ground transmitters (also
referred to as pseudosatellites or pseudolites). Pseudolites were used during Phase I
(concept demonstration phase) of GPS to validate the operation and accuracy of the
system before any satellites were launched and in combination with the earliest sat-
ellites. C/A codes 34 and 37 are identical.

The GPS P code is a PRN sequence generated using four 12-bit shift registers
designated X1A, X1B, X2A, and X2B. A detailed block diagram of this shift register
architecture is shown in Figure 4.11 [10]. Not included in this diagram are the con-
trols necessary to set or read the phase states of the registers and counters. Note that
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Table 4.3 Code Phase Assignments and Initial Code Sequences for C/A Code and P Code

SV PRN
Number

C/A Code
Tap Selection

C/A Code
Delay (Chips)

P Code
Delay (Chips)

First 10 C/A
Chips (Octal)1

First 12 P
Chips (Octal)

1 2 ⊕ 6 5 1 1440 4444

2 3 ⊕ 7 6 2 1620 4000

3 4 ⊕ 8 7 3 1710 4222

4 5 ⊕ 9 8 4 1744 4333

5 1 ⊕ 9 17 5 1133 4377

6 2 ⊕ 6 18 6 1455 4355

7 1 ⊕ 8 139 7 1131 4344

8 2 ⊕ 9 140 8 1454 4340

9 3 ⊕ 10 141 9 1626 4342

10 2 ⊕ 3 251 10 1504 4343

11 3 ⊕ 4 252 11 1642 4343

12 5 ⊕ 6 254 12 1750 4343

13 6 ⊕ 7 255 13 1764 4343

14 7 ⊕ 8 256 14 1772 4343

15 8 ⊕ 9 257 15 1775 4343

16 9 ⊕ 10 258 16 1776 4343

17 1 ⊕ 4 469 17 1156 4343

18 2 ⊕ 5 470 18 1467 4343

19 3 ⊕ 6 471 19 1633 4343

20 4 ⊕ 7 472 20 1715 4343

21 5 ⊕ 8 473 21 1746 4343

22 6 ⊕ 9 474 22 1763 4343

23 1 ⊕ 3 509 23 1063 4343

24 4 ⊕ 6 512 24 1706 4343

25 5 ⊕ 7 513 25 1743 4343

26 6 ⊕ 8 514 26 1761 4343

27 7 ⊕ 9 515 27 1770 4343

28 8 ⊕ 10 516 28 1774 4343

29 1 ⊕ 6 859 29 1127 4343

30 2 ⊕ 7 860 30 1453 4343

31 3 ⊕ 8 861 31 1625 4343

32 4 ⊕ 9 862 32 1712 4343

332 5 ⊕ 10 863 33 1745 4343

342 4 ⊕ 103 9503 34 17133 4343

352 1 ⊕ 7 947 35 1134 4343

362 2 ⊕ 8 948 36 1456 4343

372 4 ⊕ 103 9503 37 17133 4343

1. In the octal notation for the first 10 chips of the C/A code, as shown in this column, the first digit (1) represents a
1 for the first chip and the last three digits are the conventional octal representation of the remaining 9 chips. For
example, the first 10 chips of the SV PRN number 1 C/A code are 1100100000.
2. PRN codes 33 through 37 are reserved for other uses (e.g., pseudolites).
3. C/A codes 34 and 37 are identical.



the X1A register output is combined by an exclusive-or circuit with the X1B register
output to form the X1 code generator and that the X2A register output is combined
by an exclusive-or circuit with the X2B register output to form the X2 code genera-
tor. The composite X2 result is fed to a shift register delay of the SV PRN number in
chips and then combined by an exclusive-or circuit with the X1 composite result to
generate the P code.

The design specification for the P code calls for each of the four shift registers to
have a set of feedback taps that are combined by an exclusive-or circuit with each
other and fed back to their respective input stages. The polynomials that describe the
architecture of these feedback shift registers are shown in Table 4.4, and the logic
diagram is shown in detail in Figure 4.11.

Referring to Figure 4.11, note that the natural cycles of all four feedback shift
registers are truncated. For example, X1A and X2A are both reset after 4,092 chips,
eliminating the last three chips of their natural 4,095 chip sequences. The registers
X1B and X2B are both reset after 4,093 chips, eliminating the last two chips of their
natural 4,095 chip sequences. This results in the phase of the X1B sequence lagging
by one chip with respect to the X1A sequence for each X1A register cycle. As a
result, there is a relative phase precession between the X1A and X1B registers. A
similar phase precession takes place between X2A and X2B. At the beginning of the
GPS week, all of the shift registers are set to their initial states simultaneously, as
shown in Table 4.4. Also, at the end of each X1A epoch, the X1A shift register is
reset to its initial state. At the end of each X1B epoch, the X1B shift register is reset
to its initial state. At the end of each X2A epoch, the X2A shift register is reset to its
initial state. At the end of each X2B epoch, the X2B shift register is reset to its initial
state. The outputs (stage 12) of the A and B registers are combined by an exclu-
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sive-or circuit to form an X1 sequence derived from X1A ⊕ X1B, and an X2
sequence derived from X2A ⊕ X2B. The X2 sequence is delayed by i chips (corre-
sponding to SVi) to form X2i. The P code for SVi is Pi = X1 ⊕ X2i.
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There is also a phase precession between the X2A/X2B shift registers with respect
to the X1A/X1B shift registers. This is manifested as a phase precession of 37 chips
per X1 period between the X2 epochs (shown in Figure 4.11 as the output of the
divide by 37 counter) and the X1 epochs. This is caused by adjusting the X2 period to
be 37 chips longer than the X1 period. The details of this phase precession are as fol-
lows. The X1 epoch is defined as 3,750 X1A cycles. When X1A has cycled through
3,750 of these cycles, or 3,750 × 4,092 = 15,345,000 chips, a 1.5-second X1 epoch
occurs. When X1B has cycled through 3,749 cycles of 4,093 chips per cycle, or
15,344,657 chips, it is kept stationary for an additional 343 chips to align it to X1A
by halting its clock control until the 1.5-second X1 epoch resumes it. Therefore, the
X1 registers have a combined period of 15,345,000 chips. X2A and X2B are con-
trolled in the same way as X1A and X1B, respectively, but with one difference: when
15,345,000 chips have completed in exactly 1.5 seconds, both X2A and X2B are kept
stationary for an additional 37 chips by halting their clock controls until the X2
epoch or the start of the week resumes it. Therefore, the X2 registers have a combined
period of 15,345,037 chips, which is 37 chips longer than the X1 registers.

Note that if the P code were generated by X1 ⊕ X2, and if it were not reset at the
end of the week, it would have the potential sequence length of 15,345,000 ×
15,345,037 = 2.3547 × 1014 chips. With a chipping rate of 10.23 × 106, this sequence
has a period of 266.41 days or 38.058 weeks. However, since the sequence is trun-
cated at the end of the week, each SV uses only one week of the sequence, and 38
unique one-week PRN sequences are available. The sequence length of each P code,
with the truncation to a 7-day period, is 6.1871 × 1012 chips. As in the case of C/A
code, the first 32 PRN sequences are reserved for the space segment and PRN 33
through 37 are reserved for other uses (e.g., pseudolites). The PRN 38 P code is
sometimes used as a test code in P(Y) code GPS receivers, as well as to generate a ref-
erence noise level (since, by definition, it cannot correlate with any used SV PRN sig-
nals). The unique P code for each SV is the result of the different delay in the X2
output sequence. Table 4.3 shows this delay in P code chips for each SV PRN num-
ber. The P code delays (in P code chips) are identical to their respective PRN num-
bers for the SVs, but the C/A code delays (in C/A code chips) are different from their
PRN numbers. The C/A code delays are typically much longer than their PRN num-
bers. The replica C/A codes for a conventional GPS receiver are usually synthesized
by programming the tap selections on the G2 shift register.

Table 4.3 also shows the first 10 C/A code chips and the first 12 P code chips in
octal format, starting from the beginning of the week. For example, the binary
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Table 4.4 GPS Code Generator Polynomials and Initial States

Register Polynomial Initial State

C/A code G1 1 + X3 + X10 1111111111

C/A code G2 1 + X2 + X3 + X6 + X8+ X9 + X10 1111111111

P code X1A 1 + X6 + X8 + X11 + X12 001001001000

P code X1B 1 + X1 + X2 + X5 + X8 + X9 + X10 + X11 + X12 010101010100

P code X2A 1 + X1 + X3 + X4 + X5 + X7 + X8 + X9 + X10 + X11 + X12 100100100101

P code X2B 1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X8 + X9 +X12 010101010100



sequence for the first 10 chips of PRN 5 C/A code is 1001011011 and for the first 12
chips of PRN 5 P code is 100011111111. Note that the first 12 P code chips of PRN
10 through PRN 37 are identical. This number of chips is insignificant for P code, so
the differences in the sequence do not become apparent until later in the sequence.

4.3.2 Power Levels

Table 4.5 summarizes the minimum received power levels for the three GPS signals.
The levels are specified in terms of decibels with respect to 1W (dBW). The specified
received GPS signal power levels [10] are based on a user antenna that is linearly
polarized with 3-dB gain. Since the GPS SVs transmit RHCP signals, the table is
adjusted for a typical RHCP antenna with unity gain and also accounts for the
polarization mismatch adjustment that is included in the SV link budget for their
RHCP antenna array (see Table 4.6). The RHCP antenna unity gain can be
expressed as: 0 dBic = 0 dB with respect to an isotropic circularly polarized antenna.
The resulting RHCP antenna received signal levels are slightly stronger than the
minimum specified received signal, since the linear polarization mismatch is not
double counted in the receiver RHCP antenna. However, this should be considered
as receiver design margin and the specified minimum received power levels used for
worst-case analysis.

Figure 4.12 illustrates that the minimum received power is met when the SV is at
two elevation angles: 5º from the user’s horizon and at the user’s zenith. In between
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Table 4.5 Minimum Received GPS Signal Power

L1 C/A Code L1 P(Y) Code
L2 P(Y) Code
or C/A Code

User minimum received power at 3-dB
gain linearly polarized antenna (dBW) −158.5 −161.5 −164.5

Adjustment for unity gain antenna (dB) −3.0 −3.0 −3.0

Adjustment for typical RHCP antenna
versus linearly polarized antenna (dB)

3.4 3.4 4.4

User minimum received power at unity
gain RHCP antenna (dBW) −158.1 −161.1 −163.1

Table 4.6 L1 and L2 Navigation Satellite Signal Power Budget

L1 C/A Code L1 P Code L2

User minimum received power −158.5 dBW −161.5 dBW −164.5 dBW

Users linear antenna gain 3.0 dB 3.0 dB 3.0 dB

Free space propagation loss 184.4 dB 184.4 dB 182.3 dB

Total atmospheric loss 0.5 dB 0.5 dB 0.5 dB

Polarization mismatch loss 3.4 dB 3.4 dB 4.4 dB

Required satellite EIRP 26.8 dBW 23.8 dBW 19.7 dBW

Satellite antenna gain at 14.3º
worst-case BLK II off-axis angle (dB)

13.4 dB 13.4 dB 11.5 dB

Required minimum satellite
antenna input power

13.4 dBW
21.9W

10.4 dBW
11.1W

8.2 dBW
6.6W



these two elevation angles, the minimum received signal power levels gradually
increase up to 2 dB maximum for the L1 signals and up to 1 dB maximum for the L2
signal and then decrease back to the specified minimums. This characteristic occurs
because the shaped beam pattern on the SV transmitting antenna arrays can only
match the required gain at the angles corresponding to the center of the Earth and near
the edge of the Earth, resulting in slightly increasing transmitting antenna array gain in
between these nadir angles. The user’s antenna gain pattern is typically maximum at
the zenith and minimum at 5º above the horizon and for lower elevation angles.

The received signal levels are not expected to exceed −153 dBW and −155.5
dBW, respectively, for the C/A code and P(Y) code components on the L1 and L2
channels [10]. Typically, the signal powers for the SVs are from 1 to 5 dB higher
than the minimum specified levels, depending on elevation angle and SV block, and
they remain nearly constant until their ends of life.

Table 4.6 tabulates the navigation satellite signal power budget for the Block II
GPS satellites adapted from [13] using the minimum user received power levels as
the starting point. It shows the output power levels at the worst-case off-axis angle
of 14.3º and for the assumed worst-case atmospheric loss of 0.5 dB. Referring to
Table 4.6, the link budget for the L1 C/A code to provide the signal power with a
unity gain transmitting antenna is: −158.5 − 3.0 + 184.4 + 0.5 + 3.4 = 26.8 dBW.
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Since the satellite L1 antenna array has a minimum gain of 13.4 dB for C/A code at
the worst-case off-axis angle of 14.3º, the minimum L1 antenna transmitter power
for C/A code is log10

−1 [(26.8 – 13.4)/10] = 21.9W. Note that a minimum of 32.9W of
L1 power and 6.6W of L2 power (for a total of 39.5W) must be delivered to the sat-
ellite antenna arrays to maintain the specification. The efficiency of the high-power
amplifier (HPA) subassembly determines how much actual power must be provided
in the satellite.

4.3.3 Autocorrelation Functions and Power Spectral Densities

The autocorrelation characteristics of the GPS PRN codes are fundamental to the
signal demodulation process. The power spectral densities of the GPS PRN codes
determine the channel bandwidths required to transmit and receive the spread spec-
trum signals

As would be expected, the GPS PRN codes have periodic correlation triangles
and a line spectrum that closely resemble the characteristics of maximum-length
shift register PN sequences, but with several subtle differences. This is because the
GPS PRN codes are not shift register sequences of maximum length. For example,
for the C/A code 10-bit shift register, there are only 30 usable maximum-length
sequences, and among these available maximum-length sequences, the cross-
correlation properties between different codes are not as good as that desired for
GPS. Another problem is that the autocorrelation function of maximum-length
sequences has sidelobes when the integration time is one (or a few) code periods.
(This can be a problem to a lesser extent with the C/A codes as well.) In a GPS
receiver, the integration and dump time associated with the correlation of its replica
C/A code with the incoming SV C/A code (similar to autocorrelation) is typically 1
to 5 ms (i.e., 1 to 5 C/A code periods). Except for a highly specialized mode of oper-
ation called data wipeoff, the integration and dump time never exceeds the 50-Hz
data period of 20 ms. During search modes, these short integration and dump peri-
ods for the maximum-length sequences increase the probability of high sidelobes
leading to the receiver locking onto a wrong correlation peak (a sidelobe). For these
reasons, the Gold codes described earlier were selected for the C/A codes.

Using the exclusive-or of two maximum length shift registers, G1 and G2 (with
a programmable delay), there are 2n – 1 possible delays. Therefore, there are 1,023
possible Gold codes for the GPS C/A code generator architecture (plus two addi-
tional maximum-length sequences if the G1 and G2 sequences were used independ-
ently). However, there are only 45 Gold code combinations for the architecture of
the C/A code generator defined in [10], using two taps on the G2 register to form the
delay. The 32 Gold codes with the best properties were selected for the GPS space
segment. (There were only four more unique two-tap combinations selected for the
pseudolites since two of these codes are redundant.) Extensions of the GPS C/A code
for such applications as the WAAS, wherein augmentation C/A code signals are
transmitted from geostationary satellites, required a careful analysis of their proper-
ties and their effect on the space segment codes before their implementation. (Refer
to Chapter 8 for details on the WAAS C/A code generation.)

Neglecting the navigation data, the autocorrelation function of the GPS C/A
code signal is:
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where:

Gi(t) = C/A code Gold code sequence as a function of time, t, for SVi

TCA = C/A code chipping period (977.5 ns)

τ = phase of the time shift in the autocorrelation function

The C/A code autocorrelation function is a series of correlation triangles with a
period of 1,023 C/A code chips or 1 ms, as shown in Figure 4.13(a). As observed in
Figure 4.13(a), the autocorrelation function of the GPS C/A (Gold) codes has the
same period and the same shape in the correlation interval as that of a maximum-
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length sequence (see Section 4.2.3). There are small fluctuations in the intervals
between the correlation intervals rather than the uniform minimum correlation
level of 1/1,023 for the maximum-length sequence using a 10-bit feedback shift reg-
ister [14]. This is because the C/A code correlation process cannot be synchronously
clocked, as was assumed for the maximum-length sequence. These small fluctua-
tions in the autocorrelation function of the C/A codes result in the deviation of the
line spectrum from the sinc2(x) envelope, as shown in Figure 4.13(b). Recall that the
power line spectrum of the maximum-length sequences matched the sinc2(x) enve-
lope exactly, except for the zero-frequency term. However, the line spectrum spac-
ing of 1,000 Hz is the same for both the C/A code and the 10-bit maximum-length
sequence code. Figure 4.13(c) illustrates that the ratio of the power in each C/A line
to the total power in the spectrum plotted in decibels can fluctuate significantly
(nearly 8 dB) with respect to the −30 dB levels that would be obtained if every line
contained the same power. Every C/A code has a few strong lines [i.e., lines above
the sinc2(x) envelope], which render them more vulnerable to a continuous wave
(CW) RF interference at this line frequency than their maximum length sequence
counterpart. For example, the correlation process between a CW line and a PRN
code ordinarily spreads the CW line, but the mixing process at some strong C/A
code line results in the RF interference line being minimally suppressed. As a result,
the CW energy “leaks” through the correlation process at this strong line frequency.
The presence of the navigation data mitigates this leakage to a certain extent. (The
effects of RF interference will be discussed further in Chapter 6.)

Keeping in mind that the GPS C/A codes have these limitations, it is often conve-
nient and approximately correct to illustrate their autocorrelation functions as fol-
lowing ideal maximum-length sequences, as shown in Figure 4.14. Note that there
are other typical simplifications in this figure. The -axis is represented in C/A code
chips instead of seconds and the peak amplitude of the correlation function has been
normalized to unity (corresponding to the PRN sequence amplitude being ±1).

The autocorrelation function of the GPS P(Y) code is:
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where:

Pi(t) = P(Y) code PRN sequence as a function of time, t, for SVi

TCP = P(Y) code chipping period (97.8 ns)

= phase of the time shift in the autocorrelation function

The P(Y) code is also not a maximum-length sequence code, but because its
period is so long and its chipping rate is so fast, its autocorrelation characteristics
are essentially ideal. The P(Y) code was designed to have a one-week period made
up of 403,200 periods of its 1.5-second X1 epochs, called Z-counts. Figure 4.15
depicts a normalized autocorrelation function for P(Y) code (amplitude A = ±1)
with the phase shift axis, τ, shown in units of P(Y) code chips. The autocorrelation
function for P(Y) code has similar characteristics to the C/A code, but with signifi-
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cant differences in values. Table 4.7 compares these characteristics. From Table 4.7,
it can be observed that P(Y) code can be considered essentially uncorrelated with
itself (typically −127.9 dB) for all intervals outside the correlation interval, whereas,
the C/A code is adequately uncorrelated with itself (typically −30.1 dB) outside its
correlation interval. However, the C/A codes can be as poorly uncorrelated with
themselves as −21.1 dB outside the correlation interval—fortunately this occurs only
a small percentage of the time.

When the GPS codes are combined with the 50-Hz navigation message data,
there is essentially an imperceptible effect on the resulting autocorrelation functions
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Table 4.7 Comparisons Between C/A Code and P(Y) Code Autocorrelation

C/A Code P(Y) Code

Maximum autocorrelation amplitude 1 1

Typical autocorrelation amplitude
outside the correlation interval

− 1
1023,

−
×

1
61871 1012.

Typical autocorrelation in decibels with
respect to maximum correlation −30.1 −127.9

Autocorrelation period 1 ms 1 week

Autocorrelation interval (chips) 2 2

Autocorrelation time interval (ns) 1,955.0 195.5

Autocorrelation range interval (m) 586.1 58.6

Rc = chipping rate (Mchip/s) 1.023 10.23

Tc = chipping period (ns) 977.5 97.8

Range of one chip (m) 293.0 29.3
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Figure 4.15 Normalized and simplified autocorrelation function of a typical P(Y) code with τ in
chips.



and the power spectrum. When these are modulated onto the L-band carrier, there
is a translation to L-band of the power spectrum from the baseband frequencies that
have been described so far. Assuming that the PRN waveform is BPSK modulated
onto the carrier and that the carrier frequency and the code are not coherent, the
resulting power spectrum is given by [9]:

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]S P S P SL c PN c c PN cω ω ω ω ω= + + −1
2

(4.24)

where:

Pc = unmodulated carrier power

ωc = carrier frequency (radians)

SPN(ωc)= power spectrum of the PRN code(s) (plus data) at baseband

As can be observed from (4.24), the baseband spectra are shifted up to the car-
rier frequency (and down to the negative carrier frequency). In the following GPS
L-band power spectrum illustrations, only the (upper) single-sided frequency is con-
sidered. The GPS signals were synthesized by a GPS signal generator and measured
by a Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzer.

Figure 4.16 is a plot of the power spectrum of the GPS P(Y) code and C/A code
(plus 50-Hz data) BPSK modulated onto the L1 carrier. The spectrum analyzer per-
formed the plot using a 300-kHz resolution bandwidth, so it is impossible to
observe the line spectrum characteristics of either code. Therefore, the power spec-
trums appear to be continuous. The center frequency is at the L1 carrier, 1,575.42
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MHz. The combined power spectra of C/A code and P(Y) codes are centered at the
L1 carrier frequency. The first nulls of the C/A code power spectrum are at ±1.023
MHz from the center frequency and the first nulls of the P(Y) code power spectrum
are at ±10.23 MHz from the center frequency.

Figure 4.17 is a plot of the power spectrum of the GPS P(Y) code (plus 50-Hz
data) BPSK modulated onto the L2 carrier. The plot is virtually identical to Figure
4.15, except the center frequency is at the L2 carrier, 1,227.60 MHz, and the C/A
code modulation is removed. The first null of the P(Y) code is at ±10.23 MHz.

Figure 4.18 is a plot of the power spectrum of the GPS C/A code (plus 50-Hz
data) BPSK modulated onto the L1 carrier with the P(Y) code turned off. The fre-
quency scale has been adjusted to be narrower than Figure 4.16 by a factor of ten in
order to inspect the C/A code power spectrum more closely. The resolution band-
width of the spectrum analyzer has been reduced to 3 kHz so that the line spectrum
of the C/A code is just beginning to be visible in the plot. The strong lines of the C/A
code [those above the nominal sinc2 (x) envelope] are also somewhat observable. It
would be impossible to observe the line spectrum of the P(Y) code with a spectrum
analyzer because the resolution bandwidth corresponding to its extremely fine line
spacing would be unreasonably narrow.

4.3.4 Cross-Correlation Functions and CDMA Performance

The GPS modulation/demodulation concept is based on the use of a different PRN
code in each SV, but with the same code chipping rates and carrier frequencies on
each SV. This modulation/demodulation technique is called CDMA, as discussed in
Section 4.2.1. The CDMA technique requires the user GPS receiver to synthesize a
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replica of the SV-transmitted PRN code and to shift the phase of the replica PRN
code so that it correlates with a unique PRN code for each SV tracked. Each SV
PRN code used in the CDMA system must be minimally cross-correlated with
another SV’s PRN code for any phase or Doppler shift combination within the
entire code period. The autocorrelation characteristics of the GPS codes have
already been discussed. The ideal cross-correlation functions of the GPS codes are
defined by the following equation:

( ) ( ) ( )R PN t PN t dij i jτ τ τ= + =
−∞

∞

∫ 0 (4.25)

where:

PNi(t) = PRN waveform for satellite i

PNj(t) = PRN waveform for all other satellites j where j ≠ i

Equation (4.25) states that the PRN waveform of satellite i does not correlate
with the PRN waveform of any other satellite for any phase shift τ. In practice this is
impossible, just as it is impossible for a satellite to have the desirable characteristic
of zero autocorrelation outside its correlation interval. In order for the CDMA dis-
crimination technique to work, a certain level of cross-correlation signal rejection
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performance must be achieved among all of the used PRN codes. Because the code
length is 6.1871 × 1012 chips and the chipping rate is 10.23 Mchip/s (1-week period),
the cross-correlation level of the GPS P(Y) codes with any other GPS P(Y) code
approaches −127 dB with respect to maximum autocorrelation. Hence, the
cross-correlation of the P(Y) code of any GPS SV can be treated as uncorrelated with
any other GPS SV signals for any phase shift. Because of this excellent P(Y) code
cross-correlation performance, no further discussion is warranted.

Because the GPS C/A code length was a compromise at 1,023 chips with a chip-
ping rate of 1.023 Mchip/s (1-ms period), the cross-correlation properties can be
poor under certain circumstances. As shown in Table 4.8, the C/A code cross-corre-
lation functions have peak levels that can be as poor as −24 dB with respect to its
maximum autocorrelation for a zero Doppler difference between any two codes.
Table 4.9 shows that for higher Doppler difference levels at the worst-case intervals
of 1 kHz, the cross-correlation levels can be as poor as −21.1 dB.

4.4 Navigation Message Format

As described in Section 4.3, both the C/A code and P(Y) code signals are modulated
with 50-bps data. This data provides the user with the information necessary to
compute the precise locations of each visible satellite and time of transmission for
each navigation signal. The data also includes a significant set of auxiliary informa-
tion that may be used, for example, to assist the equipment in acquiring new satel-
lites, to translate from GPS system time to UTC (see Section 2.6), and to correct for a
number of errors that affect the range measurements. This section outlines the main
features of the GPS navigation message format. For a more complete description, the
interested reader is referred to [10].
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Table 4.9 C/A Code Maximum Cross-Correlation Power Summed for All 32 Codes (Increments
of 1-kHz Doppler Differences)

Cumulative
Probability of
Occurrence

Cross-
Correlation at

1 kHz (dB)

Cross-
Correlation at

2 kHz (dB)

Cross-
Correlation at

3 kHz (dB)

Cross-
Correlation at

4 kHz (dB)

Cross-
Correlation at

5 kHz (dB)

0.001 −21.1 −21.1 −21.6 −21.1 −21.9

0.02 −24.2 −24.2 −24.2 −24.2 −24.2

0.1 −26.4 −26.4 −26.4 −26.4 −26.4

0.4 −30.4 −30.4 −30.4 −30.4 −30.4

Table 4.8 C/A Code Maximum Cross-Correlation
Power (Zero Doppler Differences)

Cumulative Probability
of Occurrence

Cross-Correlation
for Any Two Codes (dB)

0.23 –23.9

0.50 –24.2

1.00 –60.2



The GPS navigation message is transmitted in five 300-bit subframes, as shown
in Figure 4.19. Each subframe is itself composed of ten 30-bit words. The last 6 bits
in each word of the navigation message are used for parity checking to provide the
user equipment with a capability to detect bit errors during demodulation. A (32,
26) Hamming code is employed. The five subframes are transmitted in order begin-
ning with subframe 1. Subframes 4 and 5 consist of 25 pages each, so that the first
time through the five subframes, page 1 of subframes 4 and 5 are broadcast. In the
next cycle through the five subframes, page 2 of subframes 4 and 5 are broadcast
and so on.

Although there are provisions for a loss of ground contact, normally the control
segment uploads critical navigation data elements once or twice per day per satel-
lite. In this nominal mode of operation, the same critical navigation data elements
(e.g., satellite ephemeris and clock correction data) are broadcast repeatedly over
2-hour time spans (except if an upload occurs during this interval). On 2-hour
boundaries, each satellite switches to broadcasting a different set of these critical
elements, which are stored in tables in the satellite’s RAM. The control segment
generates these message elements based upon its current estimates of each satellite’s
position and clock error and prediction algorithms on how these parameters will
change over time.

The first two words of each subframe (bits 1–60) contain telemetry (TLM) data
and a handover word (HOW). The TLM word is the first of the 10 words in each
subframe and includes a fixed preamble, a fixed 8-bit pattern 10001011 that never
changes. This pattern is included to assist the user equipment in locating the begin-
ning of each subframe. Each TLM word also includes 14 bits of data that are only
meaningful to authorized users. The HOW, so-named because it allows the user
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bit 1 300

Subframe 1

Subframe 4
(pages 1-25)

Almanac and health data for SVs 1-24, almanac reference
time and week number

Subframe 5
(pages 1-25)

Subframe 3

Subframe 2

300 bits (6 s at 50 bps)

TLM HOW

TLM HOW

TLM HOW

TLM HOW

TLM HOW

60

GPS week number, SV accuracy and health, clock
correction terms

Ephemeris parameters

Ephemeris parameters

Almanac and health data for SVs 25-32, special messages,
satellite configuration flags, ionospheric and UTC data

Figure 4.19 Navigation message format.



equipment to “handover” from C/A code tracking to P(Y) code tracking, provides
the GPS time-of-week (TOW) modulo 6 seconds corresponding to the leading edge
of the following subframe. The HOW also provides two flag bits, one that indicates
whether antispoofing is activated (see Section 4.3.1), and one that serves as an alert
indicator. If the alert flag is set, it indicates that the signal accuracy may be poor and
should be processed at the user’s own risk. Finally, the HOW provides the subframe
number (1–5).

Subframe 1 provides the GPS transmission week number, which is the number
of weeks modulo 1,024 that have elapsed since January 5, 1980. The first rollover of
the GPS week number occurred on August 22, 1999. The next rollover will occur in
April 2019. It is prudent that the GPS receiver designer keep track of these rare but
inevitable rollover epochs in nonvolatile memory. Subframe 1 also provides the fol-
lowing satellite clock correction terms: af0, af1, af2, and time of clock, toc. These terms
are extremely important for precise ranging, since they account for the lack of per-
fect synchronization between the timing of the SV broadcast signals and GPS system
time (see Section 7.2.1). A 10-bit number referred to as issue of data, clock (IODC)
is included in subframe 1 to uniquely identify the current set of navigation data. User
equipment can monitor the IODC field to detect changes to the navigation data. The
current IODC is different from IODCs used over the past seven days. Subframe 1
also includes a group delay correction, Tgd, a user range accuracy (URA) indicator, a
SV health indicator, an L2 code indicator, and an L2 P data flag. Tgd is needed by sin-
gle-frequency (L1- or L2-only) users since the clock correction parameters refer to
the timing of the P(Y) code on L1 and L2, as apparent to a user that is using a linear
combination of dual-frequency L1/L2 P(Y) code measurements to mitigate iono-
spheric errors (see Section 7.2.4.1). The URA indicator provides the user with an
estimate of the 1-sigma range errors to the satellite due to satellite and control seg-
ment errors (and is fully applicable only for L1/L2 P-code users). The SV health indi-
cator is a 6-bit field that indicates whether the satellite is operating normally or
whether components of the signal or navigation data are suspected to be erroneous.
The L2 code indicator field indicates whether the P(Y) code or C/A code is active on
L2. Finally, the L2 P data flag indicates whether navigation data is being modulated
onto the L2 P(Y) code.

Subframes 2 and 3 include the osculating Keplerian orbital elements described
in Section 2.3 that allow the user equipment to precisely determine the location of
the satellite. Subframe 2 also includes a fit interval flag and an age of data offset
(AODO) term. The fit interval flag indicates whether the orbital elements are based
upon a nominal 4-hour curve fit (that corresponds to the 2-hour nominal data trans-
mission interval described earlier) or a longer interval. The AODO term provides an
indication of the age of the elements based on a navigation message correction table
(NMCT) that has been included in the GPS navigation data since 1995 [15]. Both
subframes 2 and 3 also include an issue of data ephemeris (IODE) field. IODE con-
sists of the 8 least significant bits (LSBs) of IODC and may be used by the user equip-
ment to detect changes in the broadcast orbital elements.

Pages 2–5 and 7–10 of subframe 4 and pages 1–24 of subframe 5 contain alma-
nac data (coarse orbital elements that allow the user equipment to determine
approximate positions of other satellites to assist acquisition) for SVs 1–32 (see Sec-
tion 2.3). Page 13 of subframe 4 includes the NMCT range corrections. Page 18 of
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subframe 4 includes ionospheric correction parameters for single-frequency users
(see Section 7.1.2.5) and parameters so that user equipment can relate UTC to GPS
system time (see Section 2.6.3). Page 25 of subframes 4 and 5 provide configuration
and health flags for SVs 1–32. The data payloads of the remaining pages of
subframes 4 and 5 are currently reserved.

4.5 Modernized GPS Signals

At the time of this writing, three additional signals were anticipated to be broadcast
by GPS satellites by 2006. As illustrated in Figure 4.20, these include two new civil
signals, an L2 civil (L2C) signal [10, 16] and a signal at 1,176.45 MHz (115 f0)
referred to as L5 [17, 18]. A new military signal, M code, will also be added at L1
and L2 [19]. This section provides an overview of each of these new signals.

4.5.1 L2 Civil Signal

As shown in Figure 4.20, the L2 civil (L2C) signal has a similar power spectrum
(i.e., 2.046 MHz null-to-null bandwidth) to the C/A code. L2C is very different
from the C/A code in many other ways, however. First, L2C uses two different PRN
codes per satellite. The first PRN code is referred to as the civil moderate (CM) code
because it employs a sequence that repeats every 10,230 chips, which is considered
to be of moderate length. The second code, the civil long (CL) code, is extremely
long with a length of 767,250 chips. As shown in Figure 4.21, these two codes are
generated, each at a 511.5-kchip/s rate, and are used in the following manner to
generate the overall L2C signal: First, the CM code is modulated by a 25-bps navi-
gation data stream after the data is encoded into a 50-baud stream with a rate
one-half constraint-length 7 FEC code. The 25-bps data rate is one-half the rate of
the navigation data on the C/A code and P(Y) code signals and was chosen so that
the data on the L2C signal can be demodulated in challenged environments (e.g.,
indoors or under heavy foliage) where 50-bps data could not be. Next, the baseband
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L1
(1,575.42 MHz)

L2
(1,227.6 MHz)

L5
(1,176.45 MHz)

Frequency

P(Y) code P(Y) code

C/A code

P(Y) code

C/A code

M code
P(Y) code

L2C

M code
L5

Figure 4.20 Legacy (top) and modernized GPS signals (bottom).



L2C signal is formed by the chip-by-chip multiplexing of the CM (with data) and CL
codes. The fact that L2C devotes one-half its power to a component without data
(CL) is an important design feature shared by the other modernized GPS signals.
This feature enables very robust tracking of the signal by a GPS receiver (see Section
5.3.1).

The L2C signal has an overall chip rate of 2 × 511.5-kchip/s rate = 1.023
Mchip/s, which accounts for its similar power spectrum to the C/A code. There are
important differences between the L2C and C/A code signal power spectra, how-
ever. Since both CM and CL are much longer than the length-1,023 C/A code, the
maximum lines in the L2C power spectrum are far lower than the maximum lines in
the C/A code power spectrum. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, the lower lines in
the L2C power spectrum lead to greatly increased robustness in the presence of
narrowband interference.

The CM and CL codes are generated using the same 27-stage linear feedback
shift register shown in Figure 4.22. A shorthand notation is used in the diagram. The
number that appears in each block in the figure represents the number of stages
(each holding 1 bit) between feedback taps. CM and CL codes for different satellites
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Figure 4.22 CM and CL PRN code generation.



are generated by different initial loads of the register. The register is reset every
10,230 chips for CM and every 767,250 chips for CL. The CM code repeats 75
times for each repetition of the CL code. At the 511.5-kchip/s rate, the period of the
CM code is 20 ms (one P(Y) code data bit period) and the period of the CL code is
1.5 seconds (one X1 epoch or Z-count).

The rate one-half constraint-length FEC scheme used to encode the 25-bps L2C
navigation data into a 50-baud bit stream is shown in Figure 4.23.

The minimum specified received L2C power level for signals broadcast from the
Block IIR-M and IIF satellites is −160 dBW [10].

4.5.2 L5

The GPS L5 signal is generated as shown in Figure 4.24. QPSK is used to combine
an in-phase signal component (I5) and a quadraphase signal component (Q5). Dif-
ferent length-10,230 PRN codes are used for I5 and Q5. I5 is modulated by 50-bps
navigation data that, after the use of FEC using the same convolutional encoding as
L2C, results in an overall symbol rate of 100 baud. A 10.23-MHz chipping rate is
employed for both the I5 and Q5 PRN codes resulting in a 1-ms code repetition
period.
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Figure 4.23 L2C data convolution encoder.
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Figure 4.24 L5 signal generation.



Neuman-Hofman (NH) synchronization codes [6] are modulated upon I5 and
Q5 at a 1-kbaud rate. For I5, the 10-symbol NH code 0000110101 is generated over
a 10-ms interval and repeated. For Q5, the 20-symbol NH code
00000100110101001110 is used. Every 1 ms, the current NH code bit is modulo-2
added to the PRN code chip. For example, on I5, the PRN code repeats 10 times
over each 10-ms interval. During this interval, the PRN code is generated normally
(upright) for repetitions 1–4, 7, and 9 (the zero bits in the I5 NH code 0000110101)
and is inverted over repetitions 5, 6, 8, and 10 (corresponding to the set bits in the I5
NH code). The start of the I5 NH code is aligned with the start of each 10-ms data
symbol that results from the FEC encoding. The Q5 NH code is synchronized with
the 20-ms data bits.

The I5 and Q5 PRN codes are generated using the logic circuit shown in Figure
4.25, which is built around three 13-bit linear feedback shift registers. Every 1 ms,
the XA coder is initialized to all 1s. Simultaneously, the XBI and XBQ coders are ini-
tialized to different values, specified in [18], to yield the I5 and Q5 PRN codes.

The minimum specified received L5 power level for signals broadcast from the
Block IIF satellites is –154.9 dBW [18].

4.5.3 M Code

The modernized military signal (M code) is designed exclusively for military use and
is intended to eventually replace the P(Y) code [19]. During the transition period of
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replacing the GPS constellation with modernized SVs, the military user equipment
will combine P(Y) code, M code, and C/A code operation in the so-called YMCA
receiver. The primary military benefits that M code provides are improved security
plus spectral isolation from the civil signals to permit noninterfering higher power
M code modes that support antijam resistance. Other benefits include enhanced
tracking and data demodulation performance, robust acquisition, and compatibil-
ity with C/A code and P(Y) code. It accomplishes these objectives within the existing
GPS L1 (1,575.42 MHz) and L2 (1,227.60 MHz) frequency bands.

To accomplish the spectral separation shown in Figure 4.20, the new M code
employs BOC modulation [3]. Specifically, M code is a BOCs (10,5) signal. The first
parameter denotes the frequency of an underlying squarewave subcarrier, which is
10 × 1.023 MHz, and the second parameter denotes the underlying M code genera-
tor code chipping rate, which is 5 × 1.023 Mchip/s. Figure 4.26 depicts a very high
level block diagram of the M code generator. It illustrates the BOC square wave
modulation of the underlying M code generator that results in the split spectrum
signals of Figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.26 M code signal generation.

Table 4.10 Summary of GPS Signal Characteristics

Signal

Center
Frequency
(MHz)

Modulation
Type

Data Rate
(bps)

Null-to-Null
Bandwidth
(MHz)* PRN Code Length

L1 C/A code 1,575.42 BPSK-R(1) 50 2.046 1023

L1 P(Y) code 1,575.42 BPSK-R(10) 50 20.46 P: 6187104000000
Y: cryptographically generated

L2 P(Y) code 1,227.6 BPSK-R(10) 50 20.46 P: 6187104000000
Y: cryptographically generated

L2C 1,227.6 BPSK-R(1) 25 2.046 CM: 10,230
CL: 767,250
(2 PRN sequences are
chip-by-chip multiplexed)

L5 1,176.45 BPSK-R(10) 50 20.46 I5: 10,230
Q5: 10,230
(two components are in phase
quadrature)

L1 M code 1,575.42 BOC(10,5) N/A 30.69* Cryptographically generated

L2 M code 1,227.6 BOC(10,5) N/A 30.69* Cryptographically generated

L1C 1,575.42 BOC(1,1) N/A 4.092* N/A

* For binary offset carrier modulations, null-to-null bandwidth is defined here as bandwidth between the outer nulls of the largest spectral
* lobes.



The M code signal will be broadcast through the Earth-coverage L-band
antenna on the Block IIR-M and later GPS satellites. The minimum anticipated
Earth-coverage M code power level is −158 dBW on L1 [19]. For Block III and later
GPS satellites, a higher power M code signal is also planned to be broadcast in lim-
ited geographic regions. The minimum received power for this higher powered sig-
nal, referred to as spot beam M code, is anticipated to be −138 dBW [19].

4.5.4 L1 Civil Signal

The United States is planning to add a modernized civil signal upon the L1 frequency
within the Block III time frame [20]. The design of this new signal, referred to as
L1C, was still underway at the time of this writing. The modulation will likely be
BOCs(1,1), based upon the recommendations from [20].

4.6 Summary

This chapter has described the current and planned GPS signals. A summary of key
characteristics of each of the signals is presented in Table 4.10.
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5.1 Overview

In practice, a GPS receiver must first replicate the PRN code that is transmitted by
the SV being acquired by the receiver; then it must shift the phase of the replica code
until it correlates with the SV PRN code. When cross-correlating the transmitted
PRN code with a replica code, the same correlation properties occur that occurs for
the mathematical autocorrelation process for a given PRN code. As will be seen in
this chapter, the mechanics of the receiver correlation process are very different
from the autocorrelation process because only selected points of the correlation
envelope are found and examined by the receiver. When the phase of the GPS
receiver replica code matches the phase of the incoming SV code, there is maximum
correlation. When the phase of the replica code is offset by more than 1 chip on
either side of the incoming SV code, there is minimum correlation. This is indeed the
manner in which a GPS receiver detects the SV signal when acquiring or tracking the
SV signal in the code phase dimension. It is important to understand that the GPS
receiver must also detect the SV in the carrier phase dimension by replicating the
carrier frequency plus Doppler (and usually eventually obtains carrier phase lock
with the SV signal by this means). Thus, the GPS signal acquisition and tracking
process is a two-dimensional (code and carrier) signal replication process.

In the code or range dimension, the GPS receiver accomplishes the cross-corre-
lation process by first searching for the phase of the desired SV and then tracking the
SV code state. This is done by adjusting the nominal spreading code chip rate of its
replica code generator to compensate for the Doppler-induced effect on the SV PRN
code due to LOS relative dynamics between the antenna phase centers of the
receiver and the SV. There is also an apparent Doppler effect on the code tracking
loop caused by the frequency offset in the receiver’s reference oscillator with respect
to its specified frequency. This common mode error effect, which is the time bias
rate that is ultimately determined by the navigation solution, is quite small for the
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code tracking loop and is usually neglected for code tracking and measurement pur-
poses. The code correlation process is implemented as a real-time multiplication of
the phase-shifted replica code with the incoming SV code, followed by an integra-
tion and dump process. The objective of the GPS receiver is to keep the prompt
phase of its replica code generator at maximum correlation with the desired SV code
phase. Typically, three correlators are used for tracking purposes, one at the prompt
or on-time correlation position for carrier tracking and the other two located sym-
metrically early and late with respect to the prompt phase for code tracking. Modern
receivers use multiple (even massively multiple) correlators to speed up the search
process and some use multiple correlators for robust code tracking.

However, if the receiver has not simultaneously adjusted (tuned) its replica car-
rier signal so that it matches the frequency of the desired SV carrier, then the signal
correlation process in the range dimension is severely attenuated by the resulting fre-
quency response roll-off characteristic of the GPS receiver. This has the consequence
that the receiver never acquires the SV. If the signal was successfully acquired
because the SV code and frequency were successfully replicated during the search
process, but the receiver subsequently loses track of the SV frequency, then the
receiver subsequently loses code track as well. Thus, in the carrier Doppler fre-
quency dimension, the GPS receiver accomplishes the carrier matching (wipeoff)
process by first searching for the carrier Doppler frequency of the desired SV and
then tracking the SV carrier Doppler state. It does this by adjusting the nominal car-
rier frequency of its replica carrier generator to compensate for the Doppler-induced
effect on the SV carrier signal due to LOS relative dynamics between the receiver and
the SV. There is also an apparent Doppler error effect on the carrier loop caused by
the frequency offset in the receiver’s reference oscillator with respect to its specified
frequency. This error, which is common to all satellites being tracked by the
receiver, is determined by the navigation filter as the time bias rate in units of sec-
onds per second. This error in the carrier Doppler phase measurement is important
to the search process (if known) and is an essential correction to the carrier Doppler
phase measurement process.

The two-dimensional search and tracking process can best be explained and
understood in progressive steps. The clearest explanation is in reverse sequence from
the events that actually take place in a typical real world GPS receiver, namely signal
search and acquisition followed by steady state tracking. The two-dimensional search
and acquisition process is easier to understand if the two-dimensional steady state
tracking process is explained first (Section 5.2). Once in steady state tracking, the
two-dimensional code and carrier tracking process is easier to understand if the car-
rier tracking process is explained first even though both the code and carrier tracking
processes are taking place simultaneously. This is the explanation sequence that will
be used. The explanation will first be given in the context of a generic GPS receiver
architecture with minimum use of equations. This high-level overview will then be fol-
lowed by more detailed explanations of the carrier (Section 5.3) and code tracking
loops (Section 5.4), including the most useful equations. Sections 5.5 through 5.7
cover additional topics regarding the tracking loops. Section 5.5 addresses the design
of loop filters. Section 5.6 discusses measurement errors and tracking thresholds. Sec-
tion 5.7 describes how the pseudorange, delta pseudorange, and integrated Doppler
measurements are formed from the natural measurements of a GPS receiver.
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The remainder of the chapter addresses acquisition (Section 5.8); other func-
tions performed by the receiver including the sequence of initial operations (Section
5.9), data demodulation (Section 5.10), and special baseband functions (Section
5.11) such as SNR estimation and lock detection; and some special topics. The spe-
cial topics include the use of digital processing (Section 5.12), considerations for
indoor use (Section 5.13), and techniques to track the Y code without cryptographic
access to this signal (Section 5.14). Throughout the chapter, extensive use of spread-
sheet approximation equations and some experience-proven, rule-of-thumb, track-
ing threshold criteria are presented that will make it practical for the reader to not
only understand but actually design the baseband portion of a GPS receiver.

5.2 GPS Receiver Code and Carrier Tracking

Most modern GPS receiver designs are digital receivers. These receiver designs have
evolved rapidly toward higher and higher levels of digital component integration,
and this trend is expected to continue. Also, microprocessors and their specialized
cousin, DSPs, are becoming so powerful and cost effective that software defined
receivers (SDRs) are being developed that use no custom digital components. For
this reason, a high-level block diagram of a modern generic digital GPS receiver will
be used to represent a generic GPS receiver architecture, as shown in Figure 5.1. The
GPS RF signals of all SVs in view are received by a RHCP antenna with nearly hemi-
spherical (i.e., above the local horizon) gain coverage. These RF signals are ampli-
fied by a low noise preamplifier (preamp), which effectively sets the noise figure of
the receiver. There may be a passive bandpass prefilter between the antenna and
preamp to minimize out-of-band RF interference. These amplified and signal condi-
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tioned RF signals are then down-converted to an IF using signal mixing frequencies
from local oscillators (LOs). The LOs are derived from the reference oscillator by
the frequency synthesizer, based on the frequency plan of the receiver design. One
LO per downconverter stage is required. Two-stage down-conversion to IF is typi-
cal, but one-stage down-conversion and even direct L-band digital sampling have
also been used. However, since nearly 100 dB of signal gain is required prior to
digitization, placing all of this gain at L-band is conducive to self-jamming in the
receiver front end, so downconversion is assumed here. The LO signal mixing pro-
cess generates both upper and lower sidebands of the SV signals, so the lower side-
bands are selected and the upper sidebands and leak-through signals are rejected by
a postmixer bandpass filter. The signal Dopplers and the PRN codes are preserved
after the mixing process. Only the carrier frequency is lowered, but the Doppler
remains referenced to the original L-band signal. The A/D conversion process and
automatic gain control (AGC) functions take place at IF. Not shown in the block
diagram are the baseband timing signals that are provided to the digital receiver
channels by the frequency synthesizer phase locked to the reference oscillator’s sta-
ble frequency. The IF must be high enough to provide a single-sided bandwidth that
will support the PRN code chipping frequency. An antialiasing IF filter must sup-
press the stopband noise (unwanted out-of-band signals) to levels that are accept-
ably low when this noise is aliased into the GPS signal passband by the A/D
conversion process. The signals from all GPS satellites in view are buried in thermal
noise at IF.

At this point the digitized IF signals are ready to be processed by each of the N
digital receiver channels. No demodulation has taken place, only signal gain and
conditioning plus A/D conversion into the digital IF. Traditionally, these digital
receiver channel functions are implemented in one or more application-specific inte-
grated circuits (ASICs), but SDRs would use field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) or even DSPs. This is why these functions are shown as separate from the
receiver processing function in the block diagram of Figure 5.1. The name digital
receiver channel is somewhat misleading since it is neither the ASIC nor FPGA but
the receiver processing function that usually implements numerous essential but
complex (and fortunately less throughput-demanding) baseband functions, such as
the loop discriminators and filters, data demodulation, SNR meters, and phase lock
indicators. The receiver processing function is usually a microprocessor. The micro-
processor not only performs the baseband functions, but also the decision-making
functions associated with controlling the signal preprocessing functions of each digi-
tal receiver channel. It is common that a single high-speed microprocessor supports
the receiver, navigation, and user interface functions.

Figure 5.2 illustrates a high-level block diagram typical of one of the digital
receiver channels where the digitized received IF signal is applied to the input. For
simplification, only the functions associated with the code and carrier tracking loops
are illustrated, and the receiver channel is assumed to be tracking the SV signal in
steady state. Referring to Figure 5.2, first the digital IF is stripped of the carrier (plus
carrier Doppler) by the replica carrier (plus carrier Doppler) signals to produce
in-phase (I) and quadraphase (Q) sampled data. Note that the replica carrier signal
is being mixed with all of the in-view GPS SV signals (plus noise) at the digital IF.
The I and Q signals at the outputs of the mixers have the desired phase relationships
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with respect to the detected carrier of the desired SV. However, the code stripping
processes that collapse these signals to baseband have not yet been applied. There-
fore, the I and Q signals at the output of the carrier mixers are dominated by noise.
The desired SV signal remains buried in noise until the I and Q signals are collapsed
to baseband by the code stripping process that follows. The replica carrier (includ-
ing carrier Doppler) signals are synthesized by the carrier numerically controlled
oscillator (NCO) and the discrete sine and cosine mapping functions.

The code wipeoff function could have been implemented before the carrier
wipeoff function in this design, but this would increase the carrier wipeoff complex-
ity with no improvement in receiver performance. The wipeoff sequence presented
in Figure 5.2 is the least complex design.

Later, it will be shown that the NCO produces a staircase function whose
period is the desired replica carrier plus Doppler period. The sine and cosine map
functions convert each discrete amplitude of the staircase function to the corre-
sponding discrete amplitude of the respective sine and cosine functions. By produc-
ing I and Q component phases 90º apart, the resultant signal amplitude can be
computed from the vector sum of the I and Q components, and the phase angle with
respect to the I-axis can be determined from the arctangent of Q/I. In closed loop
operation, the carrier NCO is controlled by the carrier tracking loop in the receiver
processor. In phase lock loop (PLL) operation, the objective of the carrier tracking
loop is to keep the phase error between the replica carrier and the incoming SV car-
rier signals at zero. Any misalignment in the replica carrier phase with respect to the
incoming SV signal carrier phase produces a nonzero phase angle of the prompt I
and Q vector magnitude, so that the amount and direction of the phase change can
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be detected and corrected by the carrier tracking loop. When the PLL is phase
locked, the I signals are maximum (signal plus noise) and the Q signals are
minimum (containing only noise).

In Figure 5.2, the I and Q signals are then correlated with early, prompt, and
late replica codes (plus code Doppler) synthesized by the code generator, a 2-bit shift
register, and the code NCO. In closed loop operation, the code NCO is controlled by
the code tracking loop in the receiver processor. In this example, the code NCO pro-
duces twice the code generator clocking rate, 2fco, and this is fed to the clock input of
the 2-bit shift register. The code generator clocking rate, fco, that contains the nomi-
nal spreading code chip rate (plus code Doppler) is fed to the code generator. The
NCO clock, fc, should be a much higher frequency than the shift register clock, 2fco.
With this combination, the shift register produces two phase-delayed versions of the
code generator output. As a result, there are three replica code phases designated as
early (E), prompt (P), and late (L). E and L are typically separated in phase by 1 chip
and P is in the middle. Not shown are the controls to the code generator that permit
the receiver processor to preset the initial code tracking phase states that are
required during the code search and acquisition (or reacquisition) process.

The prompt replica code phase is aligned with the incoming SV code phase pro-
ducing maximum correlation if it is tracking the incoming SV code phase. Under this
circumstance, the early phase is aligned a fraction of a chip period early, and the late
phase is aligned the same fraction of the chip period late with respect to the incom-
ing SV code phase, and these correlators produce about half the maximum correla-
tion. Any misalignment in the replica code phase with respect to the incoming SV
code phase produces a difference in the vector magnitudes of the early and late cor-
related outputs so that the amount and direction of the phase change can be detected
and corrected by the code tracking loop.

5.2.1 Predetection Integration

Predetection is the signal processing after the IF signal has been converted to base-
band by the carrier and code stripping processes, but prior to being passed through a
signal discriminator (i.e., prior to the nonlinear signal detection process). Extensive
digital predetection integration and dump processes occur after the carrier and code
stripping processes. This causes very large numbers to accumulate, even though
the IF A/D conversion process is typically with only 1 to 3 bits of quantization reso-
lution with the carrier wipeoff process involving a matching multiplication preci-
sion and the code wipeoff process that follows usually involving only 1-bit
multiplication.

Figure 5.2 shows three complex correlators required to produce three in-phase
components, which are integrated and dumped to produce IE, IP, IL and three
quadraphase components integrated and dumped to produce QE, QP, QL. The car-
rier wipeoff and code wipeoff processes must be performed at the digital IF sample
rate, which is of the order of 50 MHz for a military P(Y) code receiver (that also
operates with C/A code), 5 MHz for civil C/A code receivers that use 1-chip E-L
correlator spacing, and up to 50 MHz for civil C/A code receivers that use narrow
correlator spacing for improved multipath error performance. The integrate and
dump accumulators provide filtering and resampling at the processor baseband
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input rate, which can be at 1,000 Hz during search modes or as low as 50 Hz during
track modes, depending on the desired dwell time during search or the desired
predetection integration time during track. The 50- to 1,000-Hz rates are well
within the servicing capability of modern high-speed microprocessors, but the 5- or
50-MHz rates are challenging even for modern DSPs. This further explains why the
high-speed but simple processes are implemented in a custom digital ASIC or FPGA,
while the low-speed but complex processes are implemented in a microprocessor.

The hardware integrate and dump process in combination with the baseband
signal processing integrate and dump process (described next) defines the
predetection integration time. Later, it will be shown that the predetection integra-
tion time is a compromise design. It must be as long as possible to operate under
weak or RF interference signal conditions, and it must be as short as possible to
operate under high dynamic stress signal conditions.

5.2.2 Baseband Signal Processing

Figure 5.3 illustrates typical baseband code and carrier tracking loops for one
receiver channel in the closed loop mode of operation. The functions are typically
performed by the receiver processor shown in Figure 5.2. The combination of these
carrier and code tracking baseband signal processing functions and the digital
receiver channel carrier and code wipeoff and predetection integration functions
form the carrier and code tracking loops of one GPS receiver channel.

The baseband functions are usually implemented in firmware. Note that the
firmware need only be written once, since the microprocessor runs all programs
sequentially. This is contrasted to the usual parallel processing that takes place in the
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digital receiver ASIC(s) or FPGA(s), but even these devices can multiplex their digital
processes sequentially in order to reduce gate count if they are capable of running
faster than real time. Therefore, the ASIC, FPGA, and microprocessor programs can
be designed to be reentrant with a unique variable area for each receiver channel so
that only one copy of each algorithm is required to service all receiver channels. This
reduces the gate count or program memory requirements and ensures that every
receiver baseband processing function is identical. Digital multiplexing also elimi-
nates interchannel bias in the ASIC or FPGA (hardware portion of the digital
receiver) with no performance loss. (Section 7.2.7.2 further discusses interchannel
biases.)

The three complex pairs of baseband I and Q signals from the digital receiver
may be resampled again by the integrate and dump accumulators. The total com-
bined duration of the receiver and processor integrate and dump functions estab-
lishes the predetection integration time for the signal. Normally, this cannot exceed
20 ms, which is the 50-Hz navigation message data bit period for the GPS C/A and
P(Y) code signals. Figure 5.4 illustrates the phase alignment needed to prevent the
predetection integrate and dump intervals from integrating across a SV data transi-
tion boundary. The start and stop boundaries for these integrate and dump func-
tions should not straddle the data bit transition boundaries because each time the SV
data bits change signs, the signs of the subsequent integrated I and Q data may
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change. If the boundary is straddled and there is a data transition, the integration
and dump result for that interval will be degraded. In the worst case, if the data tran-
sition occurs at the halfway point, the signal will be totally canceled for that inter-
val. Usually, during initial C/A code signal search, acquisition, and loop closure, the
receiver does not know where the SV data bit transition boundaries are located
because each C/A code epoch is only 1 ms in duration but the data bit is 20 ms in
duration. Then, the performance degradation has to be accepted until the bit syn-
chronization process locates the data bit transitions. During these times, short
predetection integration times are used in order to ensure that most of the integrate
and dump operations do not contain a data transition boundary. With signals that
have spreading code periods that are as long or longer than the data bit period,
receivers can choose longer predetection time intervals that are aligned with data bit
edges.

As shown in Figure 5.4, the SV data transition boundary usually does not align
with the receiver’s 20-ms clock boundary, which will hereafter be called the funda-
mental time frame (FTF). The phase offset is shown as bit sync phase skew. A bit
synchronization process determines this phase offset shortly after the signal has
been acquired when the receiver does not know its position and precise GPS time. In
general, the bit sync phase skew is different for every SV being tracked because even
though the data transitions are well aligned at SV transmit time, the difference in
range to the user causes them to be skewed at receive time. This range difference
amounts to about a 20-ms variation from zenith to horizon. The receiver design
must accommodate these data bit phase skews if an optimum predetection integra-
tion time is used. This optimization is assumed in the generic receiver design, but
some receiver designs do not implement this added complexity. They use short
(suboptimal) predetection integration times.

5.2.3 Digital Frequency Synthesis

In this generic design example, both the carrier and code tracking loops use an NCO
for precision replica carrier and code generation. The NCO provides measurements
that contain negligible quantization noise [1].

One replica carrier cycle and one replica code cycle are completed each time the
NCO overflows. A block diagram of the carrier loop NCO and its sine and cosine
mapping functions are shown in Figure 5.5 [1]. In Figure 5.3, note that there is a
code NCO bias and a carrier NCO bias applied to their respective NCOs. These
biases set the NCO frequency to the nominal code spreading code chip rate and IF
carrier frequency, respectively, because they are constants. As an NCO bias compu-
tational example using the equation for output frequency in Figure 5.5, assume that
the bias is set for the P(Y) code nominal spreading code chip rate of 10.23 MHz.
Assume a 32-bit NCO with a clock fs = 200 MHz, then the code NCO bias is M =
10.23 × 232/200 = 2.1969 × 108. This value of M sets the NCO output frequency to
10.23 MHz with a resolution of 200 × 106/232 = 0.046566 Hz.

For the carrier NCO, the map functions convert the amplitude of the NCO
staircase output [Figure 5.6(a)] into the appropriate trigonometric functions as
shown in Figure 5.6(b, c). Figure 5.7 illustrates the basic idea of digital frequency
synthesizer design.
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5.2.4 Carrier Aiding of Code Loop

In Figure 5.3, the carrier loop filter output is adjusted by a scale factor and added to
the code loop filter output as aiding. This is called a carrier-aided code loop. The
scale factor is required because the Doppler effect on the signal is inversely propor-
tional to the wavelength of the signal. Therefore, for the same relative velocity
between the SV and the GPS receiver, the Doppler on the spreading code chip rate is
much smaller than the Doppler on the L-band carrier. (Keep in mind that even
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though the carrier has been downconverted to IF and the NCO carrier bias is set to
the IF, the carrier Doppler effect remains referenced to L-band.) The scale factor
that compensates for this difference in frequency is given by:

Scale factor
R

f
c

L

= (dimensionless) (5.1)

where:

Rc = spreading code chip rate (Hz) plus Doppler effect

= R0 for P(Y) code = 10.23 Mchip/s + P(Y) Doppler effect

= R0/10 for C/A code = 1.023 Mchip/s + C/A Doppler effect

fL = L-band carrier (Hz)

= 154 R0 for L1

= 120 R0 for L2

Table 5.1 shows the three practical combinations of this scale factor.
The carrier loop output should always provide Doppler aiding to the code loop

because the carrier loop jitter is orders of magnitude less noisy than the code loop
and thus much more accurate. The carrier loop aiding removes virtually all of the
LOS dynamics from the code loop, so the code loop filter order can be made
smaller, its update rate slower, and its bandwidth narrower than for the unaided
case, thereby reducing the noise in the code loop measurements. In fact, the code
loop only tracks the dynamics of the ionospheric delay plus noise. When both the
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code and carrier loops must maintain track, nothing is lost in tracking performance
by using carrier aiding for an unaided GPS receiver, even though the carrier loop is
the weakest link.

5.2.5 External Aiding

As shown in Figure 5.3, external velocity aiding, say from an inertial measurement
unit (IMU), can be provided to the receiver channel in closed carrier loop operation.
The switch, shown in the unaided position, must be closed when external velocity
aiding is applied. At the instant that external aiding is injected, the loop filter state
must be set to the time bias rate if known; otherwise, it is zeroed. The external rate
aiding must be converted into LOS velocity aiding with respect to the GPS satellite.
The lever arm effects on the aiding must be computed with respect to the GPS
antenna phase center, which requires knowledge of the vehicle attitude and the loca-
tion of the antenna phase center with respect to the navigation center of the external
source of velocity aiding. For closed carrier loop operation, the aiding must be very
precise and have little or no latency or the tracking loop must be delay-compensated
for the latency. If open carrier loop aiding is implemented, less precise external
velocity aiding is required, but there are no meaningful delta range measurements
available. Also, it is not likely that the SV navigation message data can be demodu-
lated in this mode, so it is a short-term, weak signal hold-on strategy. In this
open-loop weak signal hold-on case, the output of the carrier loop filter is not com-
bined with the external velocity aiding to control the carrier NCO, but the
open-loop output of the filter can be used to provide a SNR computation. (External
aiding using IMU and other sensor measurements is discussed further in Chapter 9.)

5.3 Carrier Tracking Loops

Figure 5.8 presents a block diagram of a GPS receiver carrier tracking loop. The pro-
grammable designs of the carrier predetection integrators, the carrier loop
discriminators, and the carrier loop filters characterize the receiver carrier tracking
loop. These three functions determine the two most important performance charac-
teristics of the receiver carrier loop design: the carrier loop thermal noise error and
the maximum LOS dynamic stress threshold. Since the carrier tracking loop is
always the weak link in a stand-alone GPS receiver, its threshold characterizes the
unaided GPS receiver performance.

The carrier loop discriminator defines the type of tracking loop as a PLL, a
Costas PLL (which is a PLL-type discriminator that tolerates the presence of data
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Table 5.1 Scale Factors for Carrier Aided Code

Carrier
Frequency (Hz)

Code
Rate (chips/s)

Scale
Factor

L1 = 154 R0
R0/10 for C/A 1/1540 = 0.00064935

L1 = 154 R0
R0 for P(Y) 1/154 = 0.00649350

L2 = 120 R0
R0 for P(Y) 1/120 = 0.00833333



modulation on the baseband signal), or a frequency lock loop (FLL). The PLL and
the Costas loop are the most accurate, but they are more sensitive to dynamic stress
than the FLL. The PLL and Costas loop discriminators produce phase error esti-
mates at their outputs. The FLL discriminator produces a frequency error estimate.
Because of this, there is also a difference in the architecture of the loop filter,
described later.

There is a paradox that the GPS receiver designer must solve in the design of the
predetection integration time and the discriminator and loop filter functions of the
carrier tracking loop. To tolerate dynamic stress, the predetection integration time
should be short, the discriminator should be an FLL, and the carrier loop filter
bandwidth should be wide. However, for the carrier measurements to be accurate
(have low noise), the predetection integration time should be long, the discriminator
should be a PLL, and the carrier loop filter noise bandwidth should be narrow. In
practice, some compromise must be made to resolve this paradox. A well-designed
GPS receiver should close its carrier tracking loops with short predetection integra-
tion times, using an FLL and a wideband carrier loop filter. Assuming there is data
modulation on the carrier, it should then systematically transition into a Costas
PLL, gradually adjusting the predetection integration time equal to the period of the
data transitions while also gradually adjusting the carrier tracking loop band-
width as narrow as the maximum anticipated dynamics permits. Later, an
FLL-assisted-PLL carrier tracking loop will be described that automatically adjusts
to dynamic stress.

5.3.1 Phase Lock Loops

If there was no 50-Hz data modulation on the GPS signal, the carrier tracking loop
discriminator could use a pure PLL discriminator. For example, a P(Y) code receiver
could implement a pure PLL discriminator for use in the L2 carrier tracking mode if
the control segment turns off data modulation. Although this mode is specified as a
possibility, it is unlikely to be activated. This mode is specified in IS-GPS-200 [2]
because pure PLL operation enables an improved signal tracking threshold by up to
6 dB. All modernized GPS signals make provisions for dataless carrier tracking in
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addition to providing data, but the provision involves sharing the total signal power
between a half-power component that contains the data and another half-power
component that is dataless. The sharing technique loses 3 dB from the dataless com-
ponent used for tracking, but there is a net gain of 3 dB when tracking the dataless
signal with a pure PLL.

It is also possible to implement short-term pure PLL modes by a process called
data wipeoff. The GPS receiver typically acquires a complete copy of the full naviga-
tion message after 25 iterations of the 5 subframes (12.5 minutes), or the current
data can be provided by some external means. The receiver then can compute the
navigation message sequence until the GPS control segment uploads a new message
or until the SV changes the message. Until the message changes significantly, the
GPS receiver can perform data wipeoff of each bit of the incoming 50-Hz navigation
data message and use a pure PLL discriminator. The receiver baseband processing
function does this by reversing the sign of the integrated prompt I and Q compo-
nents in accordance with a consistent algorithm. For example, if IPS and QPS have
predetection integration times of 5 ms, then there are four samples of IPS and QPS

between each SV data bit transition that are assured to have the same sign. This sign
will be the sign of the data bit known by the receiver a priori for that data interval.
Each 5-ms sample may fluctuate in sign due to noise. If the known data bit for this
interval is a “0,” then the data wipeoff process does nothing to all four samples. If
the known data bit for this interval is a “1,” then the sign is reversed on all four
samples.

Table 5.2 illustrates the four-quadrant arctangent discriminator algorithm and
a simple approximation using Q normalized by a long-term average of the prompt
envelope. Interestingly, the Q approximation has been proven experimentally to
slightly outperform the theoretically optimal and more complex ATAN2 function.
Figure 5.9(a) compares the phase error outputs of these PLL discriminators assum-
ing no noise in the I and Q signals. Note that the ATAN2 discriminator is the only
one that remains linear over the full input error range of ±180º. However, in the
presence of noise, both of the discriminator outputs are linear only near the 0º
region. These PLL discriminators will achieve the 6-dB improvement in signal track-
ing threshold (by comparison with the Costas discriminators described next) for the
dataless carrier because they track the full four quadrant range of the input signal.

5.3.2 Costas Loops

Any carrier loop that is insensitive to the presence of data modulation is usually
called a Costas loop since Costas was the original inventor. Table 5.3 summarizes
several GPS receiver Costas PLL discriminators, their output phase errors, and their
characteristics. Figure 5.9(b) compares the phase error outputs of these Costas PLL
discriminators, assuming no noise in the I and Q signals. As shown, the two-quad-
rant ATAN Costas discriminator of Table 5.3 is the only Costas PLL discriminator
that remains linear over half of the input error range (± 90º). In the presence of noise,
all of the discriminator outputs are linear only near the 0º region.

Referring to the carrier tracking loop block diagram of Figure 5.8, the phase
derotation (carrier wipeoff) process used in the generic receiver design requires only
two multiples. Assuming that the carrier loop is in phase lock and that the replica
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sine function is in-phase with the incoming SV carrier signal (converted to IF), this
results in a sine squared product at the I output, which produces maximum IPS
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amplitude (signal plus noise) following the code wipeoff and integrate and dump
process. The replica cosine function is 90º out of phase with the incoming SV carrier.
This results in a cosine × sine product at the Q output, which produces minimum QPS

amplitude (noise only). For this reason, IPS will be near its maximum (and will flip
180º each time the data bit changes sign), and QPS will be near its minimum (and will
also flip 180º each time the data bit changes sign).

Note that the classical complex pair carrier phase derotation scheme is not used
in this generic receiver design because the natural GPS IF signal is real. The classical
phase derotation scheme requires an I and Q input signal at IF. This, in turn,
requires the real IF signal be phase shifted 90º to produce the quadrature compo-
nent. This is a design penalty of added IF circuit complexity. If this is done on the
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Table 5.2 PLL Discriminator

Discriminator
Algorithm

Output
Phase Error Characteristics

ATAN2(QPS, IPS) φ Four-quadrant arctangent.
Optimal (maximum likelihood estimator) at high and low SNR.
Slope not signal amplitude dependent.
High computational burden.
Usually table lookup implementation.

Q

Ave I Q
PS

PS PS
2 2+

sin φ QPS normalized by averaged prompt envelope.
Slightly outperforms four-quadrant arctangent.
QPS approximates φ to ± 45º.
Normalization provides insensitivity at high and low SNR.
Also keeps slope not signal amplitude dependent.
Low computational burden.

Table 5.3 Common Costas Loop Discriminators

Discriminator
Algorithm

Output
Phase Error Characteristics

QPS × IPS sin 2φ Classic Costas analog discriminator.
Near optimal at low SNR.
Slope proportional to signal amplitude squared A2.
Moderate computational burden.

QPS × Sign (IPS) sin φ Decision directed Costas.
Near optimal at high SNR.
Slope proportional to signal amplitude A.
Least computational burden.

QPS/IPS tan φ Suboptimal but good at high and low SNR.
Slope not signal amplitude dependent.
Higher computational burden.
Divide by zero error at ± 90º.

ATAN (QPS/IPS) φ Two-quadrant arctangent.
Optimal (maximum likelihood estimator) at high and low SNR.
Slope not signal amplitude dependent.
Highest computational burden.
Usually table lookup implementation.



analog side, the Nyquist sample rate is half that of the generic A/D converter
requirement. This is a design benefit if the A/D converter speed presents a design
limitation, but this is not likely with today’s technology. But two A/D converters are
required to digitize the I and Q input signals. This is a design penalty that doubles
the A/D components. A single A/D converter can be used to produce the I and Q
signals if a technique referred to as quadrature sampling (also known as
pseudosampling or IF sampling) is employed. However, the classical phase
derotation process still requires four multiplies and two additions with no addi-
tional performance improvement. This is a phase derotation design penalty of two
additional multiplies and two adds. The generic design is therefore the preferred
carrier phase derotation scheme.

These PLL characteristics are illustrated in Figure 5.10, where the phasor, A
(the vector sum of IPS and QPS), tends to remain aligned with the I-axis and switches
180º during each data bit reversal.

It is straightforward to detect the bits in the SV data message stream using a
Costas PLL. The IPS samples are simply accumulated for one data bit interval, and
the sign of the result is the data bit. Since there is a 180º phase ambiguity with a
Costas PLL, the detected data bit stream may be normal or inverted. This ambiguity
is resolved during the frame synchronization process by comparing the known pre-
amble at the beginning of each subframe both ways (normal and inverted) with the
bit stream. If a match is found with the preamble pattern inverted, the bit stream is
inverted and the subframe synchronization is confirmed by parity checks on the
TLM and HOW. Otherwise, the bit stream is normal. Once the phase ambiguity is
resolved, it remains resolved until the PLL loses phase lock or slips cycles. If this
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happens, the ambiguity must be resolved again. The 180º ambiguity of the Costas
PLL can be resolved by referring to the phase detection result of the data bit demod-
ulation. If the data bit phase is normal, then the carrier Doppler phase indicated by
the Costas PLL is correct. If the data bit phase is inverted, then the carrier Doppler
phase indicated by the Costas PLL phase can be corrected by adding 180º.

Costas PLLs as well as conventional PLLs are sensitive to dynamic stress, but
they produce the most accurate velocity measurements. For a given signal power
level, Costas PLLs also provide the most error-free data demodulation in compari-
son to schemes used with FLLs. Therefore, this is the desired steady state tracking
mode of the GPS receiver carrier tracking loop. It is possible for a PLL to close in a
false phase lock mode if there is excess frequency error at the time of loop closure.
Therefore, a well-designed GPS receiver carrier tracking loop will close the loop
with a more dynamically robust FLL operated at wideband. Then it will gradually
reduce the carrier tracking loop bandwidth and transition into a wideband PLL
operation in order to systematically reduce the pull-in frequency error. Finally, it
will narrow the PLL bandwidth to the steady state mode of operation. If dynamic
stress causes the PLL to lose lock, the receiver will detect this with a sensitive phase
lock detector and transition back to the FLL. The PLL closure process is then
repeated.

5.3.3 Frequency Lock Loops

PLLs replicate the exact phase and frequency of the incoming SV (converted to IF) to
perform the carrier wipeoff function. FLLs perform the carrier wipeoff process by
replicating the approximate frequency, and they typically permit the phase to rotate
with respect to the incoming carrier signal. For this reason, they are also called auto-
matic frequency control (AFC) loops. The FLLs of GPS receivers must be insensitive
to 180º reversals in the I and Q signals. Therefore, the sample times of the I and Q
signals should not straddle the data bit transitions. During initial signal acquisition,
when the receiver does not know where the data transition boundaries are, it is usu-
ally easier to maintain frequency lock than phase lock with the SV signal while per-
forming bit synchronization. This is because the FLL discriminators are less sensitive
to situations where some of the I and Q signals do straddle the data bit transitions.
When the predetection integration times are small compared to the data bit transi-
tion intervals, fewer integrate and dump samples are corrupted, but the squaring
loss is higher. Table 5.4 summarizes several GPS receiver FLL discriminators, their
output frequency errors, and their characteristics.

Figure 5.11 compares the frequency error outputs of each of these
discriminators assuming no noise in the IPS and QPS samples. Figure 5.11(a) illus-
trates that the frequency pull-in range with a 5-ms predetection integration time
(200-Hz bandwidth) has twice the pull-in range of Figure 5.11(b) with a 10-ms
predetection integration time (100-Hz bandwidth). Note in both figures that the
single-sided frequency pull-in ranges of the cross and ATAN2(dot, cross)
FLL discriminators are equal to half the predetection bandwidths. The (cross) ×
sign(dot) FLL discriminator frequency pull-in ranges are only one-fourth of the
predetection bandwidths. Also note that the (cross) × sign(dot) and the cross FLL
discriminator outputs, whose outputs are sine functions divided by the sample time
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interval (t2 t1) in seconds, are also divided by 4 to more accurately approximate the
true input frequency error. The ATAN2 (x, y) function returns the answer in radi-
ans, is converted to degrees, divided by the sample time interval (t2 − t1) in seconds,
and is also divided by 360 to produce at its output a true representation of the input
frequency error within its pull-in range. The amplitudes of all of the discriminator
outputs are reduced (their slopes tend to flatten), and they tend to start rounding off
near the limits of their pull-in range as the noise levels increase.

The I, Q phasor diagram in Figure 5.12 depicts the change in phase, φ2 − φ1,
between two adjacent samples of IPS and QPS, at times t1 and t2. This phase change
over a fixed time interval is proportional to the frequency error in the carrier track-
ing loop. The figure also illustrates that there is no frequency ambiguity in the GPS
receiver FLL discriminator because of data transitions, provided that the adjacent I
and Q samples are taken within the same data bit interval. However, it is possible
for the FLL loop to close with a false frequency lock in a high dynamic environment.
For this reason, very short predetection integration times (wider pull-in range) are
important for initial FLL loop closure. For example, if the search dwell time was 1
ms or 2 ms, then the initial predetection integration time in FLL should be the same.
Note that with a FLL, the phasor, A, which is the vector sum of IPS and QPS, rotates
at a rate directly proportional to the frequency error (between the replica carrier
and the incoming carrier). When true frequency lock is actually achieved, the vector
stops rotating, but it may stop at any angle with respect to the I-axis. For this rea-
son, coherent code tracking, as will be discussed in the following section, is not pos-
sible while in FLL because it depends on the I components being maximum (signal
plus noise) and the Q components to be minimum (noise only) (i.e., in phase lock).
It is possible to demodulate the SV data bit stream in FLL by a technique called dif-
ferential demodulation. Because the demodulation technique involves a differentia-
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Table 5.4 Common Frequency Lock Loop Discriminators

Discriminator Algorithm
Output
Frequency Error Characteristics

cross
t t( )2 1−

where:
cross = IPS1 QPS2 – IPS2 × QPS1

sin[( )]φ φ2 1

2 1

−
−t t

Near optimal at low SNR.
Slope proportional to signal amplitude squared A2.
Least computational burden.

( ) ( )
( )

cross sign dot
t t
×

−2 1

where:
dot = IPS1 IPS2 + QPS1 QPS2

cross = IPS1 QPS2 − IPS2 × QPS1

sin[ ( )]2 2 1

2 1

φ φ−
−t t

Decision directed.
Near optimal at high SNR.
Slope proportional to signal amplitude A.
Moderate computational burden

ATAN dot cross
t t
2

2 1

( , )
( )−

φ φ2 1

2 1

−
−t t

Four-quadrant arctangent.
Maximum likelihood estimator.
Optimal at high and low SNR.
Slope not signal amplitude dependent.
Highest computational burden.
Usually table lookup implementation.

Note: Integrated and dumped prompt samples IPS1 and QPS1 are the samples taken at time t1, just prior to the samples IPS2 and QPS2 taken
at a later time t2. These two adjacent samples should be within the same data bit interval. The next pair of samples are taken starting
(t2 – t1) seconds after t2 (i.e., no I and Q samples are reused in the next discriminator computation).



tion (noisy) process, detecting the change in sign of the phasor in a FLL is noisier
than detecting the sign of the integrated (lower noise) IPS in a PLL. Therefore, for the
same signal quality, FLL data detection has a much higher bit and word error rate
than PLL data detection.
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5.4 Code Tracking Loops

Figure 5.13 shows a block diagram of a GPS receiver code tracking loop. The design
of the programmable predetection integrators, the code loop discriminator, and the
code loop filter characterizes the receiver code tracking loop. These three functions
determine the most important two performance characteristics of the receiver code
loop design: the code loop thermal noise error and the maximum LOS dynamic
stress threshold. Even though the carrier tracking loop is the weak link in terms of
the receiver’s dynamic stress threshold, it would be disastrous to attempt to aid the
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carrier loop with the code loop output. This is because, unaided, the code loop ther-
mal noise is orders of magnitude larger than the carrier loop thermal noise.

Table 5.5 summarizes four GPS receiver delay lock loop (DLL) discriminators
and their characteristics. The fourth DLL discriminator is called a coherent dot
product DLL. A more linear version can be implemented using only the E and L
components, but the dot product slightly outperforms it. The coherent DLL pro-
vides superior performance when the carrier loop is in PLL. Under this condition,
there is signal plus noise in the I components and mostly noise in the Q components.
However, this high-precision DLL mode fails if there are frequent cycle slips or total
loss of phase lock because the phasor rotates, causing the signal power to be shared
in both the I and Q components, which consequently causes power loss in the coher-
ent DLL. Successful operation requires a sensitive phase lock detector and rapid
transition to the quasi-coherent DLL. All of the DLL discriminators can be normal-
ized. Normalization removes the amplitude sensitivity, which improves perfor-
mance under rapidly changing SNR conditions. Therefore, normalization helps the
DLL tracking and threshold performance to be independent of AGC performance.
However, normalization does not prevent reduction of the gain (slope) when SNR
decreases. As SNR is reduced, the DLL slope approaches zero. Since loop bandwidth
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Table 5.5 Common Delay Lock Loop Discriminators

Discriminator Algorithm Characteristics

1
2

E L
E L

−
+

where:

E I Q L I QES ES LS LS= + = +2 2 2 2,

Noncoherent early minus late envelope normalized by E + L to
remove amplitude sensitivity.
High computational load.
For 1-chip E − L correlator spacing, produces true tracking error
within ±0.5 chip of input error (in the absence of noise).
Becomes unstable (divide by zero) at ±1.5-chip input error, but this
is well beyond code tracking threshold in the presence of noise.

1
2

2 2( )E L−
Noncoherent early minus late power.
Moderate computational load.
For 1-chip E − L correlator spacing, produces essentially the same
error performance as 0.5 (E − L) envelope within ±0.5 chip of input
error (in the absence of noise).
Can be normalized with E2 L2.

1
2

[( ) ( ) ]I I I Q Q QES LS PS ES LS PS− + −

(dot product)
1
4

[( ) / ( ) / ]I I I Q Q QES LS PS ES LS PS− + −

(normalized with IPS
2 and QPS

2 )

Quasi-coherent dot product power.
Uses all three correlators.
Low computational load.
For 1-chip E − L correlator spacing, it produces nearly true error
output within ±0.5 chip of input (in the absence of noise).
Normalized version shown second using IPS

2 and QPS

2, respectively.

1
2

( )I I IES LS PS− (dot product)

1
4

( )I I

I
ES LS

PS

−
(normalized with IPS

2 )

Coherent dot product.
Can be used only when carrier loop is in phase lock.
Low computational load.
Most accurate code measurements.
Normalized version shown second using IPS

2.

Note: The code loop discriminator outputs may be summed to reduce the iteration rate of the code loop filter as compared to that of the
carrier loop filter when the code loop is aided by the carrier loop. The rule-of-thumb limit is that total integration time must be less than
one-fourth the DLL bandwidth. Note that this does not increase the predetection integration time for the code loop but does reduce noise.
However the code loop NCO must be updated every time the carrier loop NCO is updated, even though the code loop filter output has not
been updated. The last code loop filter output is combined with the current value of carrier aiding.



is roughly proportional to loop gain, loop bandwidth approaches zero at low SNR.
This results in poor DLL response to dynamic stress and can result in instability if a
third-order DLL filter is used (never used with carrier-aided code implementation).
Carrier aiding (including externally provided carrier aiding) minimizes this
problem, but the phenomena may produce unexpected DLL behavior at very low
SNR.

Figure 5.14 compares the four DLL discriminator outputs. The plots assume
1-chip spacing between the early and late correlators. This means that the 2-bit shift
register is shifted at twice the clock rate of the code generator. Also assumed is an
ideal correlation triangle (infinite bandwidth) and that there is no noise on the I and
Q measurements. For typical receiver bandwidths, the correlation peak tends to be
rounded, the ramps on either side of the peak are nonlinear, and the correlation
amplitudes at ± 0.5-chip from the correlation peak are slightly higher than for the
infinite bandwidth case, while the prompt correlation amplitude is slightly lower.

The normalized early minus late envelope discriminator is very popular because
its output error is linear over a 1-chip range, but the dot product power
discriminator slightly outperforms it. Some GPS receiver designs synthesize the
early minus late replica code as a combined replica signal. The benefit is that only
one complex correlator is required to generate an early minus late output. This can
be normalized with the prompt signal, but linear operation in the 1-chip range can
only be achieved with E + L normalization. This requires dedicated E and L
correlators.

To reduce the computational burden of forming the GPS signal envelopes (the
magnitude of the I and Q vectors), approximations are often used. Two of the most
popular approximations (named after their originators) are the JPL approximation
and the Robertson approximation.
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of delay lock loop discriminators.



The JPL approximation to A I Q= +2 2 is defined by:

( )

A X Y X Y

A X Y X Y

X MAX I Q

Y M

ENV

ENV

= + ≥
= + <

=

=

1 8 3

7 8 1 2 3

if

if

where

,

( )IN I Q,

(5.2)

The Robertson approximation is:

( )A MAX I Q Q IENV = + +1 2 1 2, (5.3)

The JPL approximation is more accurate but has a greater computational burden.
Figure 5.15 illustrates the envelopes that result for three different replica code

phases being correlated simultaneously with the same incoming SV signal. For ease
of visualization, the in-phase component of the incoming SV signal is shown without
noise. The three replica phases are 1/2 chip apart and are representative of the early,
prompt, and late replica codes that are synthesized in the code loop of Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.16 illustrates how the early, prompt, and late envelopes change as the
phases of the replica code signals are advanced with respect to the incoming SV sig-
nal. For ease of visualization, only 1 chip of the continuous PRN signal is shown,
and the incoming SV signal is shown without noise. Figure 5.17 illustrates the nor-
malized early minus late envelope discriminator error output signals corresponding
to the four replica code offsets in Figure 5.16. The closed code loop operation
becomes apparent as a result of studying these replica code phase changes, the enve-
lopes that they produce, and the resulting error output generated by the early minus
late envelope code discriminator. If the replica code is aligned, then the early and
late envelopes are equal in amplitude and no error is generated by the discriminator.
If the replica code is misaligned, then the early and late envelopes are unequal by an
amount that is proportional to the amount of code phase error between the replica
and the incoming signal (within the limits of the correlation interval). The code
discriminator senses the amount of error in the replica code and the direction (early
or late) from the difference in the amplitudes of the early and late envelopes. This
error is filtered and then applied to the code loop NCO, where the output frequency
is increased or decreased as necessary to correct the replica code generator phase
with respect to the incoming SV signal code phase.

The discriminator examples given thus far have assumed that each channel of
the GPS receiver contains three complex code correlators to provide early, prompt,
and late correlated outputs. In early generations of GPS receiver designs, analog
correlators were used instead of digital correlators. There was strong emphasis on
reducing the number of expensive and power-hungry analog correlators, so there
were numerous code tracking loop design innovations that minimized the number
of correlators. The tau-dither technique time shares the early and late replica code
with one complex (I and Q) correlator. This suffers a 3-dB loss of tracking threshold
in the code loop because only half the energy is available from the early and late sig-
nals. This loss of threshold is unimportant in an unaided GPS receiver design
because there is usually more than a 3-dB difference between the conventional code
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loop and carrier tracking loop thresholds. The extra margin in the code loop thresh-
old only pays off for aided GPS receivers. The Texas Instruments TI 4100 GPS
receiver [3] not only used the tau-dither technique, but also time shared only two
analog correlators and the same replica code and carrier generators to simulta-
neously and continuously track (using 2.5-ms dwells) the L1 P code and L2 P code
signals of four GPS satellites. It also simultaneously demodulated the 50-Hz naviga-
tion messages. Because the L2 tracking was accomplished by tracking L1-L2, this
signal with nearly zero dynamics permitted very narrow bandwidth tracking loops
and therefore suffered only a little more than 6 dB of tracking threshold losses
instead of the expected 12 dB. Since the same circuits were time shared across all
channels and frequencies, there was zero interchannel bias error in the TI 4100 mea-
surements.

Modern digital GPS receivers often contain many more than three complex
correlators because digital correlators are relatively inexpensive (e.g., only one
exclusive-or circuit is required to perform the 1-bit multiply function). The innova-
tions relating to improved performance through the use of more than three complex
correlators include faster acquisition times [4], multipath mitigation (e.g., see [5],
and also Section 6.3), and a wider discriminator correlation interval that provides
jamming robustness when combined with external (IMU) aiding [6]. However, there
is no improvement in tracking error due to thermal noise or improvement in track-
ing threshold using multiple correlators. Reducing parts count and power continue
to be important, so multiplexing is back in vogue. The speed of digital circuits has
increased to the point that correlators, NCOs, and other high-speed baseband func-
tions can be digitally multiplexed without a significant power penalty because of the
reduction in feature size of faster digital components. The multiplexing is faster than
the real-time digital sampling of the GPS signals by a factor of N, where N is the
number of channels sharing the same device. Since there is no loss of energy, there is
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no loss of signal processing performance, as was the case with the TI 4100 analog
multiplexing. There is also no interchannel bias error.

5.5 Loop Filters

The objective of the loop filter is to reduce noise in order to produce an accurate
estimate of the original signal at its output. The loop filter order and noise band-
width also determine the loop filter’s response to signal dynamics. As shown in the
receiver block diagrams, the loop filter’s output signal is effectively subtracted from
the original signal to produce an error signal, which is fed back into the filter’s input
in a closed loop process. There are many design approaches to digital filters. The
design approach described here draws on existing knowledge of analog loop filters,
then adapts these into digital implementations. Figure 5.18 shows block diagrams
of first, second, and third-order analog filters.1 Analog integrators are represented
by 1/s, the Laplace transform of the time domain integration function. The input
signal is multiplied by the multiplier coefficients, then processed as shown in Figure
5.18. These multiplier coefficients and the number of integrators completely deter-
mine the loop filter’s characteristics. Table 5.6 summarizes these filter characteris-
tics and provides all of the information required to compute the filter coefficients
for first, second, and third-order loop filters. Only the filter order and noise band-
width must be chosen to complete the design.

Figure 5.19 depicts the block diagram representations of analog and digital
integrators. The analog integrator of Figure 5.19(a) operates with a continuous time
domain input, x(t), and produces an integrated version of this input as a continuous
time domain output, y(t). Theoretically, x(t) and y(t) have infinite numerical resolu-
tion, and the integration process is perfect. In reality, the resolution is limited by
noise, which significantly reduces the dynamic range of analog integrators. There
are also problems with drift.

The boxcar digital integrator of Figure 5.19(b) operates with a sampled time
domain input, x(n), which is quantized to a finite resolution and produces a discrete
integrated output, y(n). The time interval between each sample, T, represents a unit
delay, z–1, in the digital integrator. The digital integrator performs discrete integra-
tion perfectly with a dynamic range limited only by the number of bits used in the
accumulator, A. This provides a dynamic range capability much greater than can be
achieved by its analog counterpart, and the digital integrator does not drift. The
boxcar integrator performs the function y n T x n A n( ) [ ( )] ( )= + −1 , where n is the
discrete sampled sequence number.

Figure 5.19(c) depicts a digital integrator that linearly interpolates between
input samples and more closely approximates the ideal analog integrator. This is
called the bilinear z-transform integrator. It performs the function y(n) = T/2[x(n)] +
A(n − 1) = 1/2[A(n) + A(n − 1)]. The digital filters depicted in Figure 5.20 result
when the Laplace integrators of Figure 5.18 are each replaced with the digital
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1. Jerry D. Holmes originally developed these analog and digital loop filter architectures and filter parameters.
They were used in the first commercial GPS receiver design, the TI 4100 NAVSTAR Navigator, Texas
Instruments, Inc., 1982.
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Table 5.6 Loop Filter Characteristics

Loop
Order

Noise Bandwidth
Bn (Hz)

Typical Filter
Values

Steady
State Error

Characteristics

First ω0

4
ω0

Bn = 0.25 ω0

( / )dR dt
ω0

Sensitive to velocity stress.
Used in aided code loops and sometimes
used in aided carrier loops.
Unconditionally stable at all noise
bandwidths.

Second ω0 2
2

2

1
4
( )+ a

a

ω0
2

a2 0 01414ω ω= .
Bn = 0.53 ω0

( / )d R dt2 2

0
2ω

Sensitive to acceleration stress.
Used in aided and unaided carrier loops.
Unconditionally stable at all noise
bandwidths.

Third ω0 3 3
2

3
2

3

3 34 1
( )

( )
a b a b

a b

+ −
−

ω0
3

a3 11ω ω0
2

0
2= .

b3 0 02 4ω ω= .
Bn = 0.7845 ω0

( / )d R dt3 3

0
3ω

Sensitive to jerk stress.
Used in unaided carrier loops.
Remains stable at Bn ≤ 18 Hz.

Source: [7].
Note: The loop filter natural radian frequency, ω0, is computed from the value of the loop filter noise bandwidth, Bn, selected by the
designer. R is the LOS range to the satellite. The steady state error is inversely proportional to the nth power of the tracking loop
bandwidth and directly proportional to the nth derivative of range, where n is the loop filter order. Also see footnote 1.
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Figure 5.18 Block diagrams of: (a) first-, (b) second-, and (c) third-order analog loop filters.
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bilinear integrator shown in Figure 5.19(c). The last digital integrator is not included
because this function is implemented by the NCO. The NCO is equivalent to the
boxcar integrator of Figure 5.19(b).

Figure 5.21 illustrates two FLL-assisted PLL loop filter designs (see footnote 1).
Figure 5.21(a) depicts a second-order PLL filter with a first-order FLL assist. Figure
5.21(b) depicts a third-order PLL filter with a second-order FLL assist. If the PLL
error input is zeroed in either of these filters, the filter becomes a pure FLL. Simi-
larly, if the FLL error input is zeroed, the filter becomes a pure PLL. The lowest noise
loop closure process is to close in pure FLL, then apply the error inputs from both
discriminators as an FLL-assisted PLL until phase lock is achieved, then convert to
pure PLL until phase lock is lost. However, if the noise bandwidth parameters are
chosen correctly, there is very little loss in the ideal carrier tracking threshold perfor-
mance when both discriminators are continuously operated [7]. In general, the natu-
ral radian frequency of the FLL, ω0f, is different from the natural radian frequency of
the PLL, ω0p. These natural radian frequencies are determined from the desired loop
filter noise bandwidths, Bnf and Bnp, respectively. The values for the second-order
coefficient a2 and third-order coefficients a3 and b3 can be determined from Table
5.6. These coefficients are the same for FLL, PLL, or DLL applications if the loop
order and the noise bandwidth, Bn, are the same. Note that the FLL coefficient inser-
tion point into the filter is one integrator back from the PLL and DLL insertion
points. This is because the FLL error is in units of hertz (change in range per unit of
time), whereas the PLL and DLL errors are in units of phase (range).

A loop filter parameter design example will clarify the use of the equations in
Table 5.6. Suppose that the receiver carrier tracking loop will be subjected to high
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acceleration dynamics and will not be aided by an external navigation system, but
must maintain PLL operation. A third-order loop is selected because it is insensitive
to acceleration stress. To minimize its sensitivity to jerk stress, the noise bandwidth,
Bn, is chosen to be the widest possible consistent with stability. Table 5.6 indicates
that Bn ≤ 18 Hz is safe. This limitation has been determined through extensive
Monte Carlo simulations and is related to the maximum predetection integration
time (which is typically the same as the reciprocal of the carrier loop iteration rate)
plus extremes of noise and dynamic range. If Bn = 18 Hz, then ω0 = Bn/0.7845 =
22.94455 rad/s. The three multipliers shown in Figure 5.20(c) are computed as fol-
lows:

ω

ω ω

ω ω

0
3

3 0
2

0
2

3 0 0

12 07921

11 57910

2 4 5507

=

= =
= =

, .

. .

. .

a

b

If the carrier loop is updated at a 200-Hz rate, then T = 0.005 second for use in
the digital integrators. This completes the third-order filter parameter design. The
remainder of the loop filter design is the implementation of the digital integrator
accumulators to ensure that they will never overflow (i.e., that they have adequate
dynamic range). The use of floating point arithmetic in modern microprocessors
with built-in floating point hardware greatly simplifies this part of the design pro-
cess. Note that in Figure 5.21(b), the velocity accumulator contains the loop filter
estimate of LOS velocity between the antenna phase center and the SV. This esti-
mate includes a self-adjusting bias component that compensates the carrier tracking
loop for the reference oscillator frequency error (i.e., the time bias rate error that is
in common with all tracking channels). Similarly, the acceleration accumulator con-
tains the loop filter estimate of LOS acceleration that includes a self-adjusting bias
component, which compensates the carrier tracking loop for the time rate of change
of the reference oscillator frequency error. These accumulators should be initialized
to zero just before initial loop closure unless good estimates of the correct values are
known a priori. Also, they should be reset to their bias components (as learned by
the navigation process) or to zero if unknown at the exact instance of injecting
external carrier velocity aiding into the closed loop.

It should be noted that the loop filters described in this section, and in general
any loop filters that are based on an adaptation of analog designs, only achieve the
design noise bandwidth, Bn, when the product BnT is very small (well below unity).
As this product increases, the true noise bandwidth tends to be larger than the target
value, and eventually the loop becomes unstable. An alternative loop formulation
described in [8] overcomes some of these limitations. However, instability for
extremely large values of the product BnT is inevitable for any loop filter.

5.6 Measurement Errors and Tracking Thresholds

The GPS measurement errors and tracking thresholds are closely related because the
receiver loses lock when the measurement errors exceed a certain boundary.
Because the code and carrier tracking loops are nonlinear, especially near the
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threshold regions, only Monte Carlo simulations of the GPS receiver under the com-
bined dynamic and SNR conditions will determine the true tracking performance
[9]. However, general rules that approximate the measurement errors of the track-
ing loops can be used based on closed form equations. Numerous sources of mea-
surement errors are in each type of tracking loop. However, it is sufficient for
rule-of-thumb tracking thresholds to analyze only the dominant error sources.

5.6.1 PLL Tracking Loop Measurement Errors

The dominant sources of phase error in a GPS receiver PLL are phase jitter and dynamic
stress error. A conservative rule of thumb for tracking threshold is that the 3-sigma jitter
must not exceed one-fourth of the phase pull-in range of the PLL discriminator. Only
arctangent carrier phase discriminators are considered for the generic receiver design. In
the case of a dataless PLL four-quadrant arctangent discriminator whose phase pull-in
range is 360º, the 3-sigma rule threshold is therefore 90º. For the case where there is data
modulation, the PLL two-quadrant arctangent discriminator must be used and has a
phase pull-in range of 180º. Therefore the 3-sigma rule threshold is 45º. Therefore, the
PLL rule thresholds are stated as follows:

3 3 90

3 3 45

σ σ θ

σ σ θ

PLL j e

PLL j e

= + ≤ °

= + ≤ °

(dataless)

(data present)
(5.4)

where:

σj = 1-sigma phase jitter from all sources except dynamic stress error

θe = dynamic stress error in the PLL tracking loop

Equation (5.4) implies that dynamic stress error is a 3-sigma effect and is addi-
tive to the phase jitter. The phase jitter is the RSS of every source of uncorrelated
phase error, such as thermal noise and oscillator noise. Oscillator noise includes
vibration-induced jitter and Allan deviation–induced jitter. It also includes satellite
oscillator phase noise. Even though IS-GPS-200 [2] specifies that this is no greater
than 0.1 rad (5.7º) 1-sigma tracking error in a 10-Hz PLL, the operational SVs
exhibit about an order of magnitude lower error than this to date. This external
source of noise jitter is not included in the foregoing analysis but should be consid-
ered in very narrowband PLL applications.

In the P(Y) code and C/A code examples to follow, the presence of data modula-
tion is assumed. Expanding on (5.4), the 1-sigma rule threshold for the PLL tracking
loop for the two-quadrant arctangent discriminator is therefore:

σ σ σ θ
θ

PLL tPLL v A
e= + + + ≤ °2 2 2

3
15 (data present) (5.5)

where:

σtPLL = 1-sigma thermal noise in degrees

σv = 1-sigma vibration-induced oscillator jitter in degrees
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θA = Allan variance–induced oscillator jitter in degrees

5.6.1.1 PLL Thermal Noise

Often the PLL thermal noise is treated as the only source of carrier tracking error,
since the other sources of PLL jitter may be either transient or negligible. The ther-
mal noise jitter for an arctangent PLL is computed as follows:

σ
πPLLt

nB

C N T C N
= +







360

2
1

1
20 0

(degrees) (5.6)

( )σ
λ

πPLLt
L nB

C N T C N
= +









2
1

1
20 0

m (5.7)

where:

Bn = carrier loop noise bandwidth (Hz)

C/N0 = carrier to noise power expressed as a ratio (Hz)

= 10
0

10

( / )C N dB

for (C/N0)dB expressed in dB-Hz

T = predetection integration time (seconds)

λL = GPS L-band carrier wavelength (m)

= (299,792,458 m/s)/(1,575.42 MHz) = 0.1903 m/cycle for L1

= (299,792,458 m/s)/(1,227.6 MHz) = 0.2442 m/cycle for L2

Note that (5.6) and (5.7) do not include factors relating to C/A code or P(Y)
code or the loop filter order. Also note that (5.6) is independent of carrier frequency
when the error is expressed in units of degrees. The carrier thermal noise error stan-
dard deviation is strictly dependent on the carrier–to-noise power ratio, C/N0, the
noise bandwidth, Bn, and the predetection integration time, T. The carrier-to-noise
power ratio, C/N0, is an important factor in many GPS receiver performance mea-
sures. It is computed as the ratio of recovered power, C, (in W) from the desired sig-
nal to the noise density N0 (in W/Hz). Methods for determining C/N0 with and
without external interference are described in Section 6.2.2. If C/N0 increases (e.g.,
the recovered signal power is increased or the noise level is decreased), the standard
deviation decreases. Decreasing the noise bandwidth reduces the standard devia-
tion. The part of the equation involving the predetection integration time, T, is
called the squaring loss. Increasing the predetection integration time reduces the
squaring loss, which in turn decreases the standard deviation.

It is a common misconception that the GPS P(Y) (precision) codes always pro-
duce more accurate measurements than the C/A (coarse) codes. While the P(Y) code
signal provides the potential for better code tracking accuracy, the PLL thermal
noise error is the same for either code for the same C/N0, since PLL processing uses
quantities after the spreading code has been stripped off. Further, since the C/A code
is 3 dB stronger than P(Y) code, the carrier thermal noise error is smaller for C/A
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code receivers than for P(Y) code receivers, assuming no signal jamming and that all
other things in the receiver designs are equal. It is another common misconception
that the carrier loop measurement is a velocity measurement, when actually it is a
range measurement. The PLL thermal noise error is in units of range because it is
part of the carrier Doppler phase measurement (i.e., a measurement of some fraction
of the carrier wavelength). The velocity is approximated using the change in carrier
Doppler phase between two carrier range measurements over a short time. Any sin-
gle PLL measurement is a precise phase measurement of the carrier Doppler phase
within one cycle. The differential measurement must also account for the integer
number of carrier Doppler phase cycles that occur between measurements.

Figure 5.22 illustrates the PLL thermal noise jitter plotted as a function of
(C/N0)dB for three different noise bandwidths assuming the maximum 20-ms
predetection integration time. Even though the thermal noise jitter is not directly
dependent on the loop order, there is an indirect relationship. The loop order is sen-
sitive to the same order of dynamics (first order to velocity stress, second order to
acceleration stress, and third order to jerk stress), and the loop bandwidth must be
wide enough to accommodate these higher-order dynamics. In general, when the
loop order is made higher, there is an improvement in dynamic stress performance.
Thus, the thermal noise can be reduced for the same minimum C/N0 by increasing
the loop order and reducing the noise bandwidth while also improving the dynamic
performance.

5.6.1.2 Vibration-Induced Oscillator Phase Noise

Vibration-induced oscillator phase noise is a complex analysis problem. In some
cases, the expected vibration environment is so severe that the reference oscillator
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must be mounted using vibration isolators in order for the GPS receiver to success-
fully operate in PLL. The equation for vibration induced oscillator jitter is:

( ) ( )
σ

π νv
L

m
m

m

m

f

ff
S f

P f

f
df= ∫

360

2
2

2
min

max

(degrees) (5.8)

where:

fL = L-band input frequency in Hz

Sv(fm) = oscillator vibration sensitivity of ∆f/fL per g as a function of fm

fm = random vibration modulation frequency in Hz

P(fm) = power curve of the random vibration in g2/Hz as a function of fm

g = the acceleration due to gravity ≈ 9.8 m/s2

If the oscillator vibration sensitivity, Sv(fm), is not variable over the range of the
random vibration modulation frequency, fm, then (5.8) can be simplified to:

( )
σ

πv
L v m

m

m

f

ff S P f

f
df= ∫

360

2 2
min

max

(degrees) (5.9)

As a simple computational example, assume that the random vibration power
curve is flat from 20 Hz to 2,000 Hz with an amplitude of 0.005 g2/Hz. If Sv = 1 ×
10−9 parts/g and fL = L1 = 1,575.42 MHz, then the vibration-induced phase jitter
using (5.9) is:

σ ν = = −
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df

f
m
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= °1 42.

5.6.1.3 Allan Deviation Oscillator Phase Noise

The equations used to determine Allan deviation phase noise are empirical. They
are stated in terms of what the requirements are for the short-term stability of the
reference oscillator as determined by the Allan variance method of stability mea-
surement. (Appendix B contains a description of the Allan variance.) The equation
for short-term Allan deviation for a second-order PLL is [10]:

( )σ τ
θ

ω τA
L

f f= 25. ( )
∆ ∆dimensionless units of (5.10)

where:

∆θ = rms jitter into phase discriminator due to the oscillator (rad)

ωL = L-band input frequency = 2πfL (rad/s)

τ = short-term stability gate time for Allan variance measurement (seconds).
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The equation for a third-order PLL is similar [10]:

( )σ τ
θ

ω τA
L

f f= 2 25. ( )
∆ ∆dimensionless units of (5.11)

If the Allan variance, σ τA
2 ( ), has already been determined for the oscillator for

the short-term gate time, τ, then the Allan deviation–induced jitter in degrees, θA =
360∆θ/2π, can be computed from the previous equations. Usually σ τA

2 ( ) changes

very little for the short-term gate times involved. These gate times must include the
reciprocal of the range of noise bandwidths used in the carrier loop filters, τ = 1/Bn. A
short-term gate-time range of 5 ms to 1,000 ms should suffice for all PLL applica-
tions. Rearranging (5.10) using these assumptions, the equation for the sec-
ond-order loop is:

( )
θ

σ τ
A

A L

n

f

B2 144= (degrees) (5.12)

Rearranging (5.11) using these assumptions, the equation for the third-order
loop is:

( )
θ

σ τ
A

A L

n

f

B3 160= (degrees) (5.13)

For example, assume that the loop filter is third-order with a noise bandwidth,
Bn = 18 Hz, tracking the L1 signal, and the Allan deviation is specified to be σA(τ) = 1
× 10−10 or better for gate times that include τ = 1/Bn = 56 ms. The phase jitter contri-
bution due to this error is θA3 = 1.40° or less. Obviously, a reference oscillator with a
short-term Allan deviation characteristic that is more than an order of magnitude
worse than this example will cause PLL tracking problems.

Figure 5.23 graphically portrays the sensitivity of a third-order PLL to changes
in short-term Allan deviation performance of the reference oscillator, especially as
the noise bandwidth, Bn, is narrowed. The objective of narrowing the bandwidth is
to reduce the thermal noise error to improve the tracking threshold. However, as
Figure 5.23 illustrates, the Allan deviation effects begin to dominate at the narrower
noise bandwidths. This effect is usually the primary source of aided GPS receiver
narrowband PLL tracking problems, assuming that the external velocity aiding
accuracy is not the limiting factor. However, even for an unaided GPS receiver, a ref-
erence oscillator with a poor Allan deviation characteristic, say a ∆f/f of less than 1 ×
10−9, will prevent reliable PLL operation. Therefore, the oscillator specification for
Allan deviation is important for all GPS receiver designs.

5.6.1.4 Dynamic Stress Error

The dynamic stress error is obtained from the steady state error formulas shown in
Table 5.6. This error depends on the loop bandwidth and order. The maximum
dynamic stress error may be slightly larger than the steady state error if the loop fil-
ter response to a step function has overshot, but the steady state error formula will
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suffice. There should be no more than about a 7% overshoot if the filter is designed
for minimum mean square error, which is the case for the typical loop filter coeffi-
cients shown in the table. From Table 5.6, a second-order loop with minimum mean
square error, the dynamic stress error is:
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n n

d R dt d R dt
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d R dt
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2 2
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2
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2
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=

.

. (degrees) (5.14)

where d2R/dt2 = maximum LOS acceleration dynamics (°/s2).
From Table 5.6, a third-order loop with minimum mean square error, the

dynamic stress error is defined as follows:
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(degrees) (5.15)

where d3R/dt3 = maximum LOS jerk dynamics (°/s3).
Note that (5.15) is a 3-sigma error. As an example of how this error is com-

puted, suppose the third-order loop noise bandwidth is 18 Hz and the maximum
LOS jerk dynamic stress to the SV is 10 g/s = 98 m/s3. To convert this to °/s3, multiply
the jerk dynamics by the number of carrier wavelengths contained in 1m in units of
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°/m. For L1, d3R/dt3 = (98 m/s3) × (360°/cycle) × (1,575.42 × 106 cycles/s)/c =
185,398°/s3 where c = 299,792,458 m/s is the speed of light. For L2, d3R/dt3 = 98 ×
360 × 1,227.60 × 106/c = 144,666°/s3.

Using (5.15), the 3-sigma stress error for an 18-Hz third-order PLL is 15.35º for
L1 and 11.96º for L2. These are well below the 45º 3-sigma rule-of-thumb levels.

5.6.1.5 Reference Oscillator Acceleration Stress Error

The PLL cannot tell the difference between the dynamic stress induced by real
dynamics and the dynamic stress caused by changes in frequency in the reference
oscillator due to acceleration sensitivity of the oscillator. The oscillator change in
frequency due to dynamic stress is:

( ) ( )∆f S f G tg g L= °360 s (5.16)

where:

Sg = g-sensitivity of the oscillator (∆f/f per g)

fL = L-band input frequency (Hz)

= 1,575.42 MHz for L1

= 1,227.76 MHz for L2

G(t) = acceleration stress in g as a function of time

For the components of G(t) due to acceleration (g), the units of fg are °/s, a
velocity error as sensed by the loop filter. For an unaided second-order carrier track-
ing loop, this acceleration-induced oscillator error can be ignored because it is insen-
sitive to velocity stress. For the components of G(t) due to jerk stress (g/s), the units
of fg are °/s2, an acceleration error as sensed by the loop filter. For an unaided
third-order carrier tracking loop, this jerk-induced oscillator error can be ignored
because it is insensitive to acceleration stress. In reality, there will always be some
level of dynamic stress that will adversely affect tracking loop regardless of the loop
filter order because there are always higher order components of dynamic stress
when the host vehicle is subjected to dynamics. Nothing can be done about this for
an unaided tracking loop except to align the least sensitive Sg axis of the reference
oscillator along the direction of the anticipated maximum dynamic stress, but this is
often impractical. For an externally aided tracking loop where the LOS dynamic
stress can be measured and Sg is known, it is prudent to model this acceleration stress
sensitivity and apply the correction to the aiding. Note that, like all oscilla-
tor-induced errors, the error is common mode to all receiver tracking channels, so
one correction applies to all aided channels.

5.6.1.6 Total PLL Tracking Loop Measurement Errors and Thresholds

Figure 5.24 illustrates the total PLL jitter as a function of (C/N0)dB for a third-order
PLL, including all effects described in (5.5), (5.6), (5.9), (5.13), and (5.15). Equation
(5.5) can be rearranged to solve for the dynamic stress error, and this can be solved
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for the dynamic stress at threshold. Figure 5.25 illustrates the dynamic stress at
threshold as a function of noise bandwidth for a third-order PLL.
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Figure 5.25 Jerk stress thresholds for third-order PLL.



5.6.2 FLL Tracking Loop Measurement Errors

The dominant sources of frequency error in a GPS receiver FLL are frequency jitter
due to thermal noise and dynamic stress error. The rule of thumb for tracking
threshold is that the 3-sigma jitter must not exceed one-fourth of the frequency
pull-in range of the FLL discriminator. As observed in Figure 5.11, the FLL
discriminator pull-in range is 1/T Hz. Therefore, the general rule of thumb for FLL
tracking threshold is:

3 3 1 4σ σFLL tFLL ef T= + ≤ (Hz) (5.17)

where:

3σtFLL = 3-sigma thermal noise frequency jitter

fe = dynamic stress error in the FLL tracking loop

Equation (5.17) shows that the dynamic stress frequency error is a 3-sigma
effect and is additive to the thermal noise frequency jitter. The reference oscillator
vibration and Allan deviation–induced frequency jitter are small-order effects on the
FLL and are considered negligible. The 1-sigma frequency jitter threshold would be
1/(12T) = 0.0833/T Hz.

The FLL tracking loop jitter due to thermal noise is:
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where:

F = 1 at high C/N0

= 2 near threshold

Note that (5.17) is independent of modulation design and loop order. It is inde-
pendent of L-band carrier frequency if the error units are expressed in hertz.

Because the FLL tracking loop involves one more integrator than the PLL track-
ing loop of the same order, the dynamic stress error is:
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As an example of how the dynamic stress error is computed from (5.20), assume
a second-order FLL with a noise bandwidth of 2 Hz and a predetection integration
time of 5 ms. From Table 5.6, for a second-order loop Bn = 0.53ω0, so ω 0

2 = (2/0.53)2
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= 14.24 Hz2. If the maximum LOS jerk dynamics is 10 g/s = 98 m/s3, then this trans-
lates into d3R/dt3 = 98 × 360 × 1,575.42 × 106/c = 185,398°/s3 for L1. Substituting
these numbers into (5.20) results in a maximum dynamic stress error of fe =
185,398/(14.24 × 360) = 36 Hz. Since the 3-sigma threshold is 1/(4 × 0.005) = 50
Hz, the FLL noise bandwidth is acceptable. Figure 5.26 illustrates the FLL thermal
noise tracking jitter and tracking thresholds, assuming a second-order loop under
10 g/s jerk dynamics with typical noise bandwidths and predetection integration
times.

Figure 5.27 illustrates the jerk stress thresholds for a second-order FLL as a
function of noise bandwidth with (C/N0)dB as a running parameter. Comparing the
thresholds in Figure 5.27 for the second-order FLL with those of Figure 5.25 for a
third-order PLL, notice that the FLL has much better dynamic stress performance
than the PLL at the same noise bandwidths and C/N0. For example, at 10 Hz and 35
dB-Hz, the FLL can tolerate up to 240 g/s while the PLL can only tolerate up to 4 g/s.
The spread is much smaller for weaker C/N0. The PLL would have performed mod-
erately better under dynamic stress if the predetection integration time had been
reduced from 20 ms to 5 ms, as was the case for the FLL. This comparison reinforces
the earlier statements that a robust GPS receiver design will use an FLL as a backup
to the PLL during initial loop closure and during high dynamic stress with loss of
phase lock but will revert to pure PLL for the steady state low to moderate dynamics
in order to produce the highest accuracy carrier Doppler phase measurements. Also
note that the maximum predetection integration time for FLL with C/A code or P(Y)
code is 10 ms, since two samples within one data transition interval are required for
the FLL discriminator.
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5.6.3 C/A and P(Y) Code Tracking Loop Measurement Errors

When there is no multipath or other distortion of the received signal and no interfer-
ence, the dominant sources of range error in a GPS receiver code tracking loop
(DLL) are thermal noise range error jitter and dynamic stress error. The rule-of-
thumb tracking threshold for the DLL is that the 3-sigma value of the jitter due to all
sources of loop stress must not exceed half of the linear pull-in range of the
discriminator. Therefore, the rule-of-thumb tracking threshold is:

3 3 2σ σDLL tDLL eR D= + ≤ (5.21)

where:

σtDLL = 1-sigma thermal noise code tracking jitter (chips)

Re = dynamic stress error in the DLL tracking loop (chips)

D = early-to-late correlator spacing (chips)

A general expression for thermal noise code tracking jitter for a noncoherent
DLL discriminator is [11]:
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where:

Bn = code loop noise bandwidth (Hz)

SS(f) = power spectral density of the signal, normalized to unit area over
infinite bandwidth

Bfe = double-sided front-end bandwidth (Hz)

Tc = chip period (seconds) = 1/Rc where Rc is the chipping rate

For BPSK-R(n) modulations (see Section 4.2.3) such as P(Y) code (n = 10) and
C/A code (n = 1), and when using a noncoherent early-late power DLL
discriminator, the thermal noise code tracking jitter can be found by substituting
(4.14) into (5.22). The result can be approximated by [12]:
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The part of the right-hand side of (5.22) and (5.23) in brackets involving the
predetection integration time, T, is called the squaring loss. Hence, increasing T
reduces the squaring loss in noncoherent DLLs. When using a coherent DLL
discriminator, the bracketed term on the right is equal to unity (no squaring loss)
[12]. As seen in (5.23), the DLL jitter is directly proportional to the square root of
the filter noise bandwidth (lower Bn results in a lower jitter, which, in turn, results in
a lower C/N0 threshold). Also, increasing the predetection integration time, T,
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results in a lower C/N0 threshold, but with less effect than reducing Bn. Reducing the
correlator spacing, D, also reduces the DLL jitter at the expense of increased code
tracking sensitivity to dynamics. Narrowing D should be accompanied by increas-
ing the front-end bandwidth Bfe to avoid “flattening” of the DLL correlation peak in
the region where the narrow correlators are being operated. In fact, (5.23) shows
that there is no benefit to reducing D to less than the spreading code rate divided by
the front-end bandwidth.

As D becomes vanishingly small, the trigonometric functions in (5.22) can be
replaced by their first-order Taylor Series expansions about zero, and this equation
becomes
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∫ is called the root-mean-squared (RMS) bandwidth of

the signal, and it is a measure of the “sharpness” of the correlation peak. Clearly,
signals with larger RMS bandwidths offer the potential for more accurate code
tracking. In fact, the frequency-squared term in the RMS bandwidth indicates that
even very small amounts of high frequency content in the signal can enable more
accurate code tracking. Intuitively, these high frequency components produce
sharper edges and more distinct zero crossings in the waveform, enabling more accu-
rate code tracking.

The use of carrier-aided code (practically a universal design practice) effectively
removes the code dynamics, so the use of narrow correlators is an excellent design
tradeoff for C/A code receivers. For C/A code receivers where the correlation inter-
val in units of time is an order of magnitude greater than for P(Y) code, reducing the
correlator spacing reduces the effects of thermal noise and multipath (see Section
6.3) on C/A, but this also requires increasing the front-end bandwidth, which
increases the vulnerability to in-band RF interference.

Note that the thermal noise is independent of tracking loop order in (5.23) Also
note that the thermal noise is the same for either C/A code or P(Y) code when
expressed in units of chips. However, all other things being equal, the thermal noise
is ten times larger for the C/A code than the P(Y) code because the chip wavelength
of the C/A code is ten times longer than for P(Y) code. For example, from (5.23), this
is readily observed if the measurement is converted to meters. To convert to meters,
multiply (5.23) by c · Tc (e.g., by 293.05 m/chip for C/A code or by 29.305 m/chip
for P(Y) code).

Figure 5.28(a) uses (5.23) to compare C/A code and P(Y) code accuracy in units
of meters. (Figure 5.28 also includes results for the M code that will be explained in
Section 5.6.4.) A one-chip correlator E-L spacing (e.g., D = 1) and normalized
receiver bandwidth b Bfe/Rc = 2 (i.e., the front-end receiver bandwidth is equal to
twice the chip rate) is used for each BPSK-R result. Figure 5.28(b) uses (5.23) to
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compare the DLL performance for BPSK-R modulations with different correlator
spacings and an extremely wide receiver bandwidth (b = 17). Note that both the
thermal noise jitter and the rule-of-thumb thresholds are reduced when the
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correlator spacing is reduced, but that there is only a slight loss of tracking threshold
as the correlator spacing is reduced (provided that the receiver front end bandwidth
is increased appropriately).

Figure 5.28(c) uses (5.23) with Db = 2 to demonstrate the improved DLL track-
ing threshold by reducing the noise bandwidth. Figure 5.28(d) uses (5.23) with Db =
2 to illustrate the improved DLL tracking threshold by increasing the predetection
integration time. The 1-second predetection integration time provides the lowest
code tracking threshold. To support a predetection integration time greater than 20
ms (the navigation message data bit interval), the data wipeoff process must be
implemented for C/A code and the normal mode of P(Y) code. Recall that this tech-
nique uses the GPS receiver’s a priori knowledge of the navigation message data bit
stream to remove the 180º data transitions. This data wipeoff technique permits
longer than 20-ms predetection integration times and, if properly implemented, can
achieve nearly 6 dB of additional (C/N0)dB threshold improvement [see Figure
5.28(d) at threshold crossings]. This is a short-term “desperation” DLL weak signal
hold-on strategy for an externally aided GPS receiver when the carrier is aided open
loop. Data wipeoff also improves the PLL tracking threshold when the carrier loop
is closed-loop aided, but not to the extent that the code loop tracking threshold is
improved. Changes in any part of the SV navigation message data stream by a GPS
control segment upload or autonomously by the SV will cause errors in the data
wipeoff, which, in turn, will cause deterioration in the tracking threshold.

The DLL tracking loop dynamic stress error is determined by:

R
d R dt

e

n n

n
=

ω0

(chips) (5.25)

where dnR/dtn is expressed in chips/sn.
As an example of how the dynamic stress error is computed from (5.25), assume

that the code loop is an unaided third-order C/A code DLL with Bn = 2 Hz and D = 1
chip. From Table 5.6, for a third-order loop ω0 = Bn/0.7845. If the maximum LOS
jerk stress is 10 g/s, then this is equivalent to d3R/dt3 = 98 m/s3/293.05 m/chip =
0.3344 chips/s3. Substituting these numbers into (5.25) results in a maximum
dynamic stress error of Re = 0.02 chip, a 3-sigma effect. Since the 3-sigma threshold
is 1/2-chip, this would indicate that the DLL noise bandwidth is more than adequate
for C/A code. If the receiver was P(Y) code, then Re = 0.2 chip, which is still ade-
quate. Note that carrier-aided code techniques removes virtually all the dynamic
stress from the code tracking loop. Therefore, as long as the carrier loop remains
stable, the code loop experiences negligible dynamic stress, and this effect is not
included in the code loop tracking threshold analysis.

5.6.4 Modernized GPS M Code Tracking Loop Measurement Errors

The modernized GPS M code uses a BOCs(10,5) modulation technique (see Sections
4.2.3 and 4.5.3). By substituting (4.17) into (5.22), the following approximation for
M code DLL jitter in the presence of thermal noise can be determined [13]:
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where
1

Tc

= Rc = 5.115 Mchips/s.

To obtain the 1-sigma jitter in meters, multiply (5.26) by 58.610 m/chip. Figure
5.28(a) uses (5.26) in units of meters to compare the modernized M code accuracy
with the P(Y) and C/A codes. Note that the correlator spacing, D (in M chips), does
not appear in (5.26), but this approximation is restricted to an E–L spacing of 1/4 M
code chips or less. The rule of thumb for M code DLL tracking threshold is identical
to (5.21). M code has a provision for dataless tracking that permits extended
predetection integration times, but this mode also loses 3 dB because every other
code bit is dataless. Reduce (C/N0)dB by 3 dB before converting to C/N0 both places in
(5.26) to account for this loss in signal (increase in jitter) when using the M code
time division data multiplexing (TDDM) mode.

5.7 Formation of Pseudorange, Delta Pseudorange, and Integrated
Doppler

Contrary to popular belief, the natural measurements of a GPS receiver are not
pseudorange or delta pseudorange [14]. This section describes the natural measure-
ments of a GPS receiver and describes how they may be converted into pseudorange,
delta pseudorange, and integrated carrier Doppler phase measurements. The natural
measurements are replica code phase and replica carrier Doppler phase (if the GPS
receiver is in phase lock with the satellite carrier signal) or replica carrier Doppler
frequency (if the receiver is in frequency lock with the satellite carrier signal). The
replica code phase can be converted into satellite transmit time, which can be used
to compute the pseudorange measurement. The replica carrier Doppler phase or
frequency can be converted into delta pseudorange. The replica carrier Doppler
phase measurements can also be converted into integrated carrier Doppler phase
measurements used for ultraprecise (differential) static and kinematic surveying or
positioning.
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The most important concept presented in this section is the measurement rela-
tionship between the replica code phase state in the GPS receiver and the satellite
transmit time. This relationship is unambiguous for P(Y) code, but can be ambigu-
ous for C/A code. Every C/A code GPS receiver is vulnerable to this ambiguity prob-
lem and, under weak signal acquisition conditions, the ambiguity will occur. When
the ambiguity does occur in a C/A code GPS receiver, it causes serious range mea-
surement errors, which, in turn, result in severe navigation position errors.

5.7.1 Pseudorange

The definition of pseudorange to SVi, where i is the PRN number is as follows:

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )ρ i R Tin c T n T n= − m (5.27)

where:

c = speed of light = 299,792,458 (m/s)

TR(n) = receive time corresponding to epoch n of the GPS receiver’s clock
(seconds)

TTi(n) = transmit time based on the SVi clock (seconds)

Figure 5.29 depicts the GPS satellite SVi transmitting its PRN code PRNi start-
ing at the end of the GPS week. Corresponding to each chip of the PRNicode is a lin-
ear SVi clock time. When this signal reaches the GPS receiver, the transmit time,
TTi(n), is the SVi time corresponding to the PRN code state that is being replicated at
receiver epoch n. The pseudorange derived from this measurement corresponds to a
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particular receive time epoch (epoch n) in the GPS receiver. Every epoch in the PRN
code that is transmitted by SVi is precisely aligned to the GPS time of week as main-
tained inside SVi’s time-keeping hardware. When this transmitted PRN code reaches
the user GPS receiver, which is successfully correlating a replica PRN code with it,
the phase offset of the replica code with respect to the beginning of the GPS week
represents the transmit time of SVi. The first thing that the navigation process needs
for position measurement incorporation is the SVi transmit time corrected to true
GPS time. It is therefore logical that the natural measurement (SVi transmit time)
should be sent to the navigation process (along with the receive time) and not the
pseudorange measurement (along with the receive time). This is because the SVi

transmit time is lost after this artificial computation is performed. This forces the
navigation process into a wasteful iterative process of computing the SVi transmit
time. Highly sophisticated GPS receivers implement vector tracking of the SVs
instead of scalar tracking described herein. This overcomes this problem because
either the raw I and Q measurements or the discriminator outputs are sent to the
navigation process as measurements for Kalman filtering by the navigation process.
Thus, the navigation process dynamically changes the noise bandwidth of the
tracking loops in an optimal manner.

Typically, the GPS receiver will take a set of measurements at the same receive
time epoch. This is why the receive time is not identified with any particular SV PRN
number in (5.27). When the GPS receiver schedules a set of measurements, it does
this based on its own internal clock, which contains a bias error with respect to true
GPS time. Eventually the navigation process learns this bias error as a byproduct of
the GPS navigation solution. The SV transmit time also contains a bias error with
respect to true GPS time, although the control segment ensures that this is main-
tained at less than 1 ms. This correction is transmitted to the receiver by SVi as clock
correction parameters via the navigation message. However, neither of these correc-
tions is included in the pseudorange measurement of (5.27). These corrections and
others are determined and applied by the navigation process.

5.7.1.1 Pseudorange Measurement

From (5.27), it can be concluded that if the receiver baseband process can extract the
SV transmit time from the code tracking loop, then it can provide a pseudorange
measurement. The precise transmit time measurement for SVi is equivalent to its
code phase offset with respect to the beginning of the GPS week. There is a
one-to-one relationship between the SVi replica code phase and the GPS time. Thus,
for every fractional and integer chip advancement in the code phase of the PRN code
generator since the initial (reset) state at the beginning of the week, there is a corre-
sponding fractional and integer chip advancement in the GPS time. The fractional
and integer chip codephase will hereafter be called the code state. The receiver base-
band process time keeper, which contains the GPS time corresponding to this code
state, will hereafter be called the code accumulator.

The replica code state corresponds to the receiver’s best estimate of the SV trans-
mit time. The receiver baseband process knows the code state because it sets the ini-
tial states during the search process and keeps track of the changes in the code state
thereafter. The receiver baseband code tracking loop process keeps track of the GPS
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transmit time corresponding to the phase state of the code NCO and the replica
PRN code generator state after each code NCO update. It does this by discrete inte-
gration of every code phase increment over the interval of time since the last NCO
update and adds this number to the code accumulator. The combination of the rep-
lica code generator state (integer code state) and the code NCO state (fraction code
state) is the replica code state. Since the code phase states of the PRN code generator
are pseudorandom, it would be impractical to read the code phase state of the PRN
code generator and then attempt to convert this nonlinear code state into a linear
GPS time state, say, by a table lookup.

There are too many possible code states, especially for the P code generator. A
very practical way to maintain the GPS time in a GPS receiver is to use a separate
code accumulator in the GPS receiver baseband process and to synchronize this
accumulator to the replica PRN code generator phase state. Figure 5.30 (derived
from the code tracking loop of Figure 5.13) illustrates the high-level block diagram
relationship between the replica PRN code generator and the code accumulator
(which is not included in Figure 5.13) in the code tracking loop of one GPS receiver
channel.

A typical GPS navigation measurement incorporation rate is once per second. A
typical GPS receiver FTF for scheduling measurements is 20 ms, which is the same
as the 50-Hz navigation message data period. The receiver baseband process sched-
ule for updating the code and carrier NCOs is usually some integer subset of the
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FTF, such as 20, 10, 5, 2, or 1 ms. Assuming that the FTF is 20 ms, the receiver mea-
surement process maintains a monotone counter (call it the FTF counter) in 20-ms
increments derived from the receiver’s reference oscillator. The FTF counter is set to
zero at power up, counts up, rolls over, counts up, and so on. Assuming that the nav-
igation measurement incorporation rate is 1 Hz, the navigation process will sched-
ule measurements to be extracted from the code and carrier tracking loops every
fiftieth FTF (i.e., based on the receiver’s time epochs). When the receiver baseband
process extracts the measurements from the code and carrier tracking loops, it time
tags the measurements with the FTF count. The navigation process assigns and
maintains a GPS receive time corresponding to the FTF count. The receive time ini-
tialization can be the first SV’s transmit time plus a nominal propagation time of,
say, 76 ms if the navigation process does not know the GPS time accurately. This
will set the initial receive time accurate to within 20 ms.

When a pseudorange measurement is scheduled on FTF(n), the receiver base-
band code tracking loop process extracts the SVi transmit time from its code accu-
mulator and propagates this time forward to FTF(n). The result is the SVi transmit
time with a measurement resolution of 2–N of a code chip, where N is the number of
bits in the code NCO adder. If the code NCO adder uses a 32-bit register, this mea-
surement resolution is less than a quarter of a nanochip, which makes the code mea-
surement quantization noise negligible. The receiver baseband process can compute
the pseudorange measurement from the SVi transmit time using (5.27) and time tag
the measurement with FTF(n) before sending the result to the navigation process.
However, the navigation process needs the (corrected) SVi transmit time to compute
the location of SVi when it transmitted the measurement. Hence, the best measure-
ment to send to the GPS navigation process is the (uncorrected) SV transmit time,
along with the FTF time tag. The navigation process applies the clock correction
(including relativity correction), uses the corrected SVi transmit time to compute the
SVi position, then computes the pseudorange plus other corrections before incorpo-
ration of the measurement. (Satellite clock and relativistic corrections are discussed
in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.3, respectively.)

5.7.1.2 Measurement Time Skew

Figure 5.4 illustrates the bit sync phase skew, Ts, which exists between the SV data
transition boundaries and the receiver 20-ms clock epochs (i.e., the FTFs). The con-
trol segment ensures that every SV transmits every epoch within 1 ms of true GPS
time (i.e., the SV clocks are aligned to within 1 ms of true GPS time). Therefore, all
of the SV data transition boundaries are approximately aligned to true GPS time at
transmit time. However, at the GPS receiver the SV data transition boundaries are,
in general, skewed with respect to each other and with respect to the receiver’s FTF
boundary. This is because the SVs are at different ranges with respect to the user
GPS receiver antenna phase center. The user GPS receiver must adjust the phases of
its integrate and dump boundaries in order to avoid integrating across the SV data
bit transition boundaries. The time skew, Ts, is different for each SV being tracked,
and it changes with time because the range to the SVs change with time. Therefore,
the epochs from each replica code generator, such as the C/A code 1-ms epochs, are
skewed with respect to each other and to the FTF. As a result, the integrate and
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dump times and the updates to the code and carrier NCOs are performed on a
changing skewed time phase with respect to the FTF time phase, but the receiver
baseband process learns and controls this time skew in discrete phase increments.
The code accumulator is normally updated on the skewed time schedule that
matches the code NCO update schedule. Therefore, if all of the GPS receiver mea-
surements of a multiple channel GPS receiver are to be made on the same FTF, the
contents of the code accumulator, when extracted for purposes of obtaining a mea-
surement, must be propagated forward by the amount of the time skew between the
code NCO update events and the FTF.

5.7.1.3 Maintaining the Code Accumulator

Although there are many code accumulator time-keeping conventions that would
work, the following convention is convenient for setting the initial code generator
and NCO phase states [1]. Three counters, Z, X1, and P, are maintained as the code
accumulator. The Z counter (19 bits) accumulates in GPS time increments of 1.5
seconds, then is reset one count short of the maximum Z count of 1 week = 403,200.
Hence, the maximum Z count is 403,199. The X1 counter (24 bits) accumulates in
GPS time increments of integer P chips, then is reset one count short of the maxi-
mum X1 count of 1.5 seconds = 15,345,000. Hence, the maximum X1 count is
15,344,999. The P counter accumulates in GPS time increments of fractions of a P
chip, then rolls over one count short of one P chip. The P counter is the same length
as the code NCO adder. A typical length is 32 bits.

Note in Figure 5.13 that the code NCO synthesizes a code clock rate that is an
integer multiple, 2/D, faster than the code generator spreading code chip rate,
where D is the E-L code correlator spacing in chips (often D = 1). This is required in
order to generate phase shifted replica codes, which are necessary for error detec-
tion in the code discriminator. The P counter tracks the fractional part of the code
phase state, which is the code NCO state. Using this convention and assuming that
the code NCO and code accumulator are updated every T seconds, the algorithm
for maintaining the code accumulator is as follows. Note that the equals sign means
“is replaced with.”

Ptemp = P f Tc co+ ∆φ

P = fractional part of Ptemp (chips)
Xtemp = (X1 + whole part of Ptemp)/15,345,000
X1 = remainder of Xtemp (chips)
Z = remainder of [(Z + whole part of Xtemp)/403,200] (1.5 seconds) (5.28)

where:

Ptemp = temporary P register

fC = code NCO clock frequency (Hz)

∆φCO = code NCO phase increment per clock cycle

= code NCO bias + code loop filter velocity correction

T = time between code NCO updates (seconds)
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The earlier definition of ∆φCO contains two components, the code NCO bias and
the code loop filter velocity correction. The code NCO bias (see Figure 5.13) is the
phase increment per clock that accounts for the marching of time in the P code rep-
lica code generator. When applied to the P replica code generator, this is 10.23
Mchip/s. When applied to the C/A replica code generator, this is 1.023 Mchip/s. The
code E-L correlator spacing, D, requires a second output from the NCO to be 2/D
faster than the spreading code chip rate to clock the 2-bit shift register. Algorithm
(5.29) assumes that the NCO produces the code generator clock. If the code genera-
tor clock is produced by dividing the NCO shift register clock by 2/D, then algo-
rithm (5.29) and the NCO bias must be scaled accordingly. The code loop filter
velocity correction is the combination of carrier aiding and code loop filter output.
This combined output corrects the P replica code generator for Doppler (and a small
order effect due to changes in ionospheric delay) referenced to the P code chip rate.
Usually the code generator provides the divide-by-10 function required for the C/A
code generator if both P and C/A codes are generated. This is the correct factor for
the spreading code chip rate and the code Doppler/ionospheric delay components.

5.7.1.4 Obtaining a Measurement from the Code Accumulator

To obtain a measurement, the code accumulator must be propagated to the nearest
FTF(n). This results in the set of measurements Pi(n), X1i(n), and Zi(n) for SVi. When
converted to time units of seconds, the result is TTi(n), the transmit time of SVi at the
receiver time epoch n. This is done very much like (5.28), except the time T is
replaced with the skew time, Ts, and the code accumulator is not updated.

Ptemp = P f Tc co s+ ∆φ

Pi(n) = fractional part of Ptemp (chips)
Xtemp = (X1 + whole part of Ptemp)/15,345,000
X1i(n) = remainder of Xtemp (chips)
Zi(n) = remainder of [(Z + whole part of Xtemp)/403,200] (1.5 seconds) (5.29)

Note that (5.29) produces no error due to the measurement propagation process
for the code accumulator measurements because the code NCO is running at a con-
stant rate, ∆φCO per clock, during the propagation interval. The following equation
converts the code accumulator measurements to the SVi transmit time, TTi(n). Dou-
ble precision floating point computations are assumed.

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )T n P n X n Z nTi i i i= + × + ×1 1023 10 156. . (seconds) (5.30)

5.7.1.5 Synchronizing the Code Accumulator to the C/A code and P Code
Generators

Synchronizing the code accumulator to the C/A code and P code generators is the
most complicated part of the pseudorange measurement process. This is because the
count sequences taking place in the code generator shift registers are PRN
sequences, while the count sequence taking place in the code accumulator is a linear
sequence. Fortunately, predictable reset timing events in the PRN shift registers per-
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mit them to be synchronized to the code accumulator. The first thought might be to
design the code generator shift registers such that they contain the linear counters
that are synchronized by the hardware and read by the receiver baseband process.
However, the phase states of the code generators must be controlled by the receiver
baseband process. So a better design is to use code setters in the hardware and main-
tain the code accumulator in the receiver baseband processor. By far, the simplest
case is the C/A code generator setup, described first.

C/A Code Setup
Figure 5.31 illustrates a high-level block diagram of the P and C/A code generators,
including their code setters. (Details of code generation were discussed in Chapter 4.)
Recall from Section 4.3.1.1 that the C/A code generator consists of two 10-bit linear
feedback shift registers called the G1 and G2 registers [2]. The C/A code setup
requires one 10-bit code setter to initialize both the G1 and G2 registers in the C/A
code generator. The phase states of the G1 and G2 registers are the same for every SV
for the same GPS time of week. It is the tap combination on the G2 register (or equiva-
lently, the delay added to the G2 register) in combination with the G1 register that
determines the PRN number. A typical C/A code setter is capable of setting the G1
and G2 registers to their initial states and to their midpoint states. Since it requires
only 1 ms for the C/A code generator to cycle through its complete state, this code set-
ter design example holds the maximum delay to 1/2 ms until the C/A code generator
is synchronized to the code accumulator after initialization of the code setter. This
code setter design counts from 0 to 511 (1/2 C/A code epoch) and then rolls over.
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With the code setter hardware described earlier, the C/A code setup process
works as follows. In accordance with a future time delay equal to a fixed number of
code NCO reference clock cycles later, the code accumulator value for that future
time is loaded into the code setter. This value matches the desired C/A code time
after the scheduled time delay. The value for the code setter is computed just as if the
1,023 state C/A code generator had the same linear counting properties as a 1,023
bit counter. The code setter begins counting after the scheduled time delay, starting
with the loaded count value. The code setter sets the G1 and G2 registers when the
count rolls over. If the value sent from the code accumulator was greater than 511,
the C/A code setter resets the G1 and G2 registers to their initial states. If the value
sent from the code accumulator was less than or equal to 511, the code setter sets the
G1 and G2 registers to their halfway points. As a result, the C/A replica code genera-
tor phase state matches the code accumulator GPS time state when the code setter
rolls over and is synchronized to the code accumulator thereafter. When the receiver
is tracking the SV after initialization, the code setter process can be repeated as often
as desired without altering the C/A replica code generator phase state, because both
the code accumulator and the code generator are ultimately synchronized by the
same reference clock, the code NCO clock. If the receiver is in the search process, the
C/A code advance/retard feature shown in Figure 5.31 provides the capability to add
or remove clock cycles in half-chip increments. The code accumulator must keep
track of these commanded changes. If the receiver can predict the satellite transmit
time to within a few chips during the search process, it can use the code setter to per-
form a direct C/A code search. This condition is satisfied if the receiver has previ-
ously acquired four or more satellites and its navigation solution has converged.
Ordinarily, all 1,023 C/A code chips are searched.

Some commercial C/A code receiver designs do not use a code NCO, but instead
propagate the code generator at the nominal spreading code chip rate between code
loop updates, tolerating the error build up due to code Doppler and ionospheric
delay changes. Instead of the code NCO, a counter with a fractional chip
advance/retard capability is used to adjust the phase of the C/A replica code genera-
tor in coarse phase increments. This results in a very low-resolution code measure-
ment (large quantization noise) and a noisy pseudorange measurement in
comparison to the code NCO technique.

The algorithm for the code accumulator output to the C/A code setter is as fol-
lows:

( )[ ]{ }[ ]G X= remainder of whole part of 1 10 1023, (5.31)

where:

G = future scheduled C/A code time value sent to the code setter

X1 = future scheduled GPS time of week in P chips (0 ≤ X1 ≤ 15,344,999)

An alternative design to the code setter timing technique is to precompute and
store all 1,023 10-bit PRN states for G1 and G2 in two tables, then use the value G
from (5.31) as the index to these tables. This would result in two 10-bit words being
transferred into a G1 buffer register and a G2 buffer register. At the instance of the
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future code clock that corresponds to the computation of G, the buffer contents
would be parallel transferred into the C/A code generator. This instantly aligns the
replica code generator to the C/A code portion of the code accumulator. The ambi-
guity in the code accumulator must be removed by reading the handover word and
placing it into the code accumulator at the correct epoch. This is described later.

P Code Setup
Figure 5.31 illustrates the high-level block diagram for the P code setup. (Details of
P code generation were discussed in Chapter 4.) Recall from Chapter 4 that the P
code generator contains four 12-bit linear feedback shift registers, called X1A, X1B,
X2A, and X2B [2]. The PRN phase states of these four registers are the same for
every SV PRN number at the same GPS time of the week. The unique PRN code is
determined by the delay of the X2 output. Each of the four shift registers must have
a corresponding 12-bit code setter. The P code setup is similar to the C/A code
setup, but involves a much more complex code setter process, since, in general, all
four shift registers must be reset at different time phases. There are two unusual
code setter timing patterns that involve additional delays in the X1B, X2A, and X2B
shift registers. The first occurs at the end of every X1 and X2 cycle. The second
occurs at the end of the X2 cycle at the end of the GPS week.

Table 5.7 shows the count states for the first cycle of the GPS week for the four
registers, starting with the 3,749th and 3,750th cycles of the X1A and X2A regis-
ters. After each cycle of X1A and X1B, the X1B epoch advances 1 chip ahead of
X1A. The same pattern occurs between X2A and X2B. For the P code phases shown
in Table 5.7, the X1 and X2 counts match during the first X1 cycle of the week (i.e.,
the X1A and X2A registers and the X1B and X2B registers are aligned to each other
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Table 5.7 Count States for 3,749th and 3,750th Cycles of X1A in First X1 Cycle of Week

Z X1 X1A X1B D1B X2 X2A D2A X2B D2B

0 15340563 3747 4092 0 15340563 3747 0 4092 0

0 15340564 3748 0 343 15340564 3748 0 0 380

· · · · · · · · · ·

0 15340907 4091 343 343 15340907 4091 0 343 380

0 15340908 0 344 343 15340908 0 37 344 380

· · · · · · · · · ·

0 15344655 3747 4091 343 15344655 3747 37 4091 380

0 15344656 3748 4092 343 15344656 3748 37 4092 380

0 15344657 3749 4092 342 15344657 3749 37 4092 379

· · · · · · · · · ·

0 15344998 4090 4092 1 15344998 4090 37 4092 38

0 15344999 4091 4092 0 15344999 4091 37 4092 37

1 0 0 0 0 15345000 4091 36 4092 36

· · · · · · · · · ·

1 35 35 35 0 15345035 4091 1 4092 1

1 36 36 36 0 15345036 4091 0 4092 0

1 37 37 37 0 0 0 0 0 0

Note: These count states are not the PRN code states contained in the shift registers.



in phase). This is the only time during the GPS week that they are aligned. As can be
observed in Table 5.7, they become misaligned immediately after the first X1 cycle
of the week completes. This is because following each X1 cycle, the X2 cycle contin-
ues for an additional 37 chips. These last two cycles are chosen for the most repre-
sentative timing illustration because the X1 period is defined as 3,750 X1A cycles,
which equals 1.5 seconds or one Z count. When the X1B code reaches its last chip in
the last X1A cycle of an X1 cycle, the X1B register is held in its final state (4092) for
344 chips until the X1A register reaches its final state. Then X1A and X1B are reset.
The Z count is incremented by one, and the X1 cycle starts over.

The X2 period is defined by 3,750 X2A cycles plus 37 chips. In the last X2A
cycle of the X2 cycle, the X2B register is held in its final state (4092) until X2A
reaches its final state, and then the X2A register is held in its final state (4091) and
the X2B register continues to be held in its final state (4092) for an additional 37
chips. During this last X2A cycle, X2B is held in it final state (4092) for a total of
381 chips. Then X2A and X2B are reset and their cycles start over. Thus, the X2
epochs are delayed by 37 chips per Z count, with respect to the X1 epochs, until the
end of the GPS week.

Note in Table 5.7 that the values for the X1A, X1B, X2A, and X2B registers are
their count states, not their PRN code states. The PRN code states corresponding to
the last two count states and the reset states are shown in Table 5.8. The only PRN
code states that are important to the P code setters are the reset states, but the last
two PRN code states prior to reset are useful for code generator verification
purposes.

The previous description for X2 is correct except for the last X1A cycle of the
GPS week shown in Table 5.9. During this last cycle, the X2A register holds in its
final state (4091) and then the X2B register holds in its final state (4092) until the
end of the last X1 cycle of the week. The X1B final state holding count is the same as
for the rest of the week (compare with Table 5.7).

The same future scheduling must be performed to accomplish the code setup
process for the P code generator as was used in the C/A code setup. The X1A and
X2A code setters count P code clock cycles from 0 to 4,091 and the X1B and X2B
code setters count from 0 to 4,092. This simplified code setter design example uses
three countdown delay counters, D1B for X1B, D2A for X2A, and D2B for X2B,
which are set by flags from the receiver baseband process at the end of an X1 or X2
cycle. Note that X1A is never delayed. It is possible to design the code setter so that
the receiver baseband process does not have to set flags, but this simplified design
example suffices to explain the principles involved. As observed in Tables 5.7 and
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Table 5.8 PRN Code States Corresponding to Final Two and Reset Count States

Code Setter
States
(Decimal)

X1A Code
(Hexadecimal)

X1B Code
(Hexadecimal)

X2A Code
(Hexadecimal)

X2B Code
(Hexadecimal)

4090 892 · E49 ·

4091 124 955 C92 155

4092 · 2AA · 2AA

0 (reset) 248 554 925 554



5.9, D1B is always set to a count of 343 chips. D2A is set to 37 and D2B is set to 380
unless it is at the end of the last X2 cycle of the week, in which case they are set to
1,069 and 965, respectively. The rule followed by the code setters is that if their
delay counter is nonzero, they hold their final states until the delay counter counts
down to zero, then they rollover to the zero (reset) states. The delay counters rule is
that if their code setters are not in the final state, they hold their delay counts until
the code setter reaches its final state, then they begin counting down. The receiver
baseband rule is that if the code setter counts to the reset state can be reached with-
out using the delay counter, the receiver baseband process adjusts the code setter to
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Table 5.9 Count States for 3,749th and 3,750th Cycles of X1A in Last X1 Cycle of Week

Z X1 X1A X1B D1B X2 X2A D2A X2B D2B

403199 15339838 3022 3367 0 421475 4091 0 3989 0

403199 15339839 3023 3368 0 421476 0 1069 3990 0

· · · · · · · · · ·

403199 15339941 3125 3470 0 421578 102 1069 4092 0

403199 15339942 3126 3471 0 421579 103 1069 0 965

· · · · · · · · · ·

403199 15340563 3747 4092 0 422200 724 1069 621 965

403199 15340564 3748 0 343 422201 725 1069 622 965

· · · · · · · · · ·

403199 15340907 4091 343 343 422544 1068 1069 965 965

403199 15340908 0 344 343 422545 1069 1069 966 965

· · · · · · · · · ·

403199 15343929 3021 3365 343 425566 4090 1069 3987 965

403199 15343930 3022 3366 343 425567 4091 1069 3988 965

403199 15343931 3023 3367 343 425568 4091 1068 3989 965

· · · · · · · · · ·

403199 15344033 3125 3469 343 425670 4091 966 4091 965

403199 15344034 3126 3470 343 425671 4091 965 4092 965

403199 15344035 3127 3471 343 425672 4091 964 4092 964

· · · · · · · · · ·

403199 15344655 3747 4091 343 426292 4091 344 4092 344

403199 15344656 3748 4092 343 426293 4091 343 4092 343

403199 15344657 3749 4092 342 426294 4091 342 4092 342

· · · · · · · · · ·

403199 15344998 4090 4092 1 426635 4091 1 4092 1

403199 15344999 4091 4092 0 426636 4091 0 4092 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Note: These count states are not the PRN code states contained in the shift registers.



the appropriate value and does not set the delay counter flag. Otherwise, it sets the
appropriate delay counter flags (which instructs the code setter hardware to put the
appropriate maximum delays into the counters). This rule avoids the need for the
code setter hardware to set any other count state into the delay counters other than
their maximum delay counts.

The code setters are loaded with the timing state valid at the first epoch that the
counting process begins. As each code setter rolls over to zero, it resets its corre-
sponding code register to that register’s initial code state. In addition, the X1A
divide-by-3,750 counter and the Z counter must be set to their correct states when
the X1A register is reset. Similarly, the X1B divide-by-3,749 counter, the X2A
divide-by-3,750 counter, and the X2B divide-by-3,749 counter must be set to their
correct states when their respective registers are reset by their code setters. Thus,
when all four code setters have rolled over, the code generator is synchronized to the
code accumulator. This requires approximately 500 µs in the worst case.

The final step in the explanation of the P code setter operation is the algorithm
for converting the code accumulator into P code setter states and the setting of the
three flags, D1B, D2A, and D2B. The code setter timing and the rules have already
been explained. Figure 5.32 depicts the logical flow diagram that covers all P code
setter timing conditions. This diagram should be compared to the count states in
Tables 5.7 and 5.9. Note that if the P code generator is already synchronized to the
code accumulator, the action of the P code setter does not alter the replica code state,
since the reset pulses occur at exactly the same times that they naturally occur in the
code generator. However, to ensure that the receiver baseband software code accu-
mulator always matches the P code generator code state, it is prudent for the soft-
ware to periodically repeat the code setup process.

Alternatively, all 4,092 PRN states of the 12-bit X1A and X1B shift registers
and all 4,093 PRN states of the 12-bit X2A and X2B shift registers can be
precomputed and stored as lookup tables that are indexed by the delays computed in
Figure 5.32 (without the need for the flag setting logic). These PRN values can then
be transferred to buffer code setter registers and their contents transferred into their
respective registers at the appropriate epoch.

With Y code operation, the same P code processes are implemented in the same
manner and then encrypted by a specialized hardware design. In the original mili-
tary receivers, this was called the AOC. The AOC output, when combined with P
code, synthesizes the Y code function before correlation with the incoming SV Y
code signals. The AOC implements a classified encryption algorithm, and each
receiver channel requires one AOC. The component that synchronizes all of the
AOCs to their respective replica P code generators is the PPSSM. In newer military
receivers, the AOC and the PPSSM functions are integrated into the receiver design.
The new military GPS receiver engine is the SAASM. The SAASM is a more secure
advanced military GPS receiver design. Only keyed PPS receivers can replicate the Y
code.

This code setter design example supports direct P(Y) code acquisition. Direct
P(Y) code acquisition is used if the receiver can accurately predict the satellite trans-
mit time so that less time is required to acquire the P(Y) code by direct sequence than
to perform a C/A code search and handover. The direct P(Y) code acquisition condi-
tion is satisfied if the receiver has previously acquired four or more satellites and its
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navigation solution has converged. Under certain jamming conditions, it may be
impossible to acquire the C/A code but possible to acquire P(Y) code. Then, direct
P(Y) code acquisition is essential. This is possible only if the navigation state has
sufficient position, velocity, and time precision, plus the ephemeris data for all SVs
to be acquired, or this information is transferred to the receiver by an operating host
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Figure 5.32 Flowchart of P code setter algorithm.



GPS receiver. The most sensitive navigation state parameter is usually precise time
because there is 1m of range uncertainty to each SV that must be searched for every 3
ns of time uncertainty. Massively parallel correlators help to minimize the sensitivity
to time and position uncertainty. Reference [6] describes a multiple
correlator/search detector architecture that supports rapid direct P(Y) code acquisi-
tion. If the receiver is engaged in the direct P(Y) code search process, the P code
advance/retard function shown in Figure 5.31 provides the capability to add clock
cycles or remove clock cycles in 1/2-chip increments. The code accumulator keeps
track of these changes.

Obtaining Transmit Time from the C/A Code
Figure 5.332 illustrates the GPS timing relationships that enable a C/A code receiver
to determine the true GPS transmit time. The C/A code repeats every 1 ms and is
therefore ambiguous every 1 ms of GPS time (about every 300 km of range). There is
a HOW at the beginning of every one of the five subframes of the satellite navigation
message. The HOW contains the Z count of the first data bit transition boundary at
the beginning of the next subframe. This is the first data bit of the TLM that pre-
cedes every HOW. The beginning of this 20-ms data bit is synchronized with the
beginning of one of the satellite’s C/A code 1-ms epochs, but there are 20 C/A code
epochs in every data bit period. At this subframe epoch, the X1 register has just pro-
duced a carry to the Z-count, so the X1 count is zero. The C/A code ambiguity is
resolved by setting the Z count to the HOW value and the X1 count to zero at the
beginning of the next subframe. In practice, the actual values of the Z count and X1
count are computed for a near-term C/A code epoch without waiting for the next
subframe.

The Z-count and X1-count will be correct if the GPS receiver has determined its
bit synchronization to within 1 ms or better accuracy. This level of accuracy will
perfectly align the 1-ms C/A code epoch with the 20-ms data bit transition point of
the first bit in the following TLM word. Therefore, the C/A code transmit time will
be unambiguous and correct. If the bit synchronization process makes an error in
the alignment of the 1-ms replica C/A code epoch with the 20-ms data bit epoch,
then the X1 count will be off by some integer multiple of 1 ms. If the receiver
attempts a handover to P code and fails, the typical strategy is to try the handover
again with 1-ms changes in the value used for X1, then 2-ms changes, and so on,
before attempting to redetermine bit synchronization, which can take 6 seconds or
longer and prevents processing of GPS measurements until complete.

A successful handover to P code verifies the bit synchronization process. How-
ever, if the GPS receiver is a C/A code receiver, the verification for correct bit syn-
chronization is more difficult. This verification task must be performed by the
navigation process. Since 1 ms of GPS time error is equivalent to about 300 km of
pseudorange error, the navigation error can be quite serious. In the unlikely case
that every channel makes the identical bit sync error, the navigation position error
washes out of the position solution into the time bias solution, and the GPS time is in
error by 1 ms. The typical bit sync error manifestations in the navigation solution
are unrealistic local level velocity and elevation computations. The latitude and lon-
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gitude computations are also unrealistic, but there is usually no boundary condition
for comparison. However, the velocity and elevation computations can be
compared to acceptable boundary conditions.

The bit synchronization process is a statistical process that is dependent on
C/N0. It will occasionally be incorrect. It will be incorrect almost every time the
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C/N0 drops below the bit synchronization design threshold. This causes serious navi-
gation integrity problems for C/A code receivers under conditions of signal attenua-
tion or RF interference. This problem is compounded if there is no design provision
to adapt the bit synchronization process for poor C/N0 conditions or for the naviga-
tion process to check for bit synchronization errors.

5.7.2 Delta Pseudorange

The definition of delta pseudorange to SVi is as follows.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∆ρ ρ ρi i in n J n K= + − − m (5.32)

where:

ρi(n + J) = pseudorange at J FTF epochs later than FTF(n) (m)

ρi(n − K) = pseudorange at K FTF epochs earlier than FTF(n) (m)

J = 0 or K depending on design preferences (dimensionless)

Even though (5.32) implies that delta pseudorange could be derived from the
code tracking loop, the result would be a very noisy measurement. This differential
measurement will be more than two orders of magnitude less noisy if taken from the
carrier tracking loop operated as a PLL. If the carrier loop is operated as a FLL, the
measurement is taken the same way, but the FLL is only about 100 times less noisy
than code measurements.

The carrier Doppler phase measurements are extracted by the receiver baseband
process from the carrier tracking loop using a carrier accumulator. It is more simple
but similar to using the code accumulator to extract transmit time measurements
from the code tracking loop. The carrier accumulator consists of the integer cycle
count, NCA, and the fractional cycle count, ΦCA, of the carrier Doppler phase
measurement.

The carrier accumulator is updated after each carrier loop output to the carrier
NCO using the following algorithm (remembering that the equal sign means that the
right-hand side replaces the value on the left-hand side):

( )
Φ Φ + ∆Φ

Φ Φ
temp CA c CA

CA temp

C

f T

N

=

= fractional part of cycles

( ) ( )A CA tempN= +last value integer part of cyclesΦ

(5.33)

where:

Φtemp = temporary ΦCA register

fc = carrier NCO clock frequency (Hz)

∆ΦCA = carrier NCO carrier Doppler phase increment per clock cycle

= carrier loop filter velocity correction + velocity aiding (if any)

T = time between carrier NCO updates (seconds)
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NCA = integer carrier Doppler phase cycles since some starting point

The fractional part of the carrier accumulator, ΦCA, is initialized to the same
state as the carrier NCO at the beginning of the search process, which is typically
zero. The integer number of carrier Doppler phase cycles, NCA, is ambiguous. Since
only differential measurements are taken from this register, the ambiguity does not
matter. The carrier integer accumulator is usually set to zero when the carrier loop
is first closed following a successful search operation. Note that the marching of
time carrier NCO bias (see Figure 5.2) is not included in the carrier accumulator
because it is simply a bias term to match the carrier at IF. Since only differential
measurements are extracted from the carrier accumulator, this bias term, if
included, would cancel out. The counter rolls over when the Doppler cycle count
exceeds the count capacity or underflows if the Doppler count is in the reverse direc-
tion and drops below the zero count. The differential measurement comes out cor-
rect if the counter capacity is large enough to ensure that this happens no more than
once between any set of differential measurements extracted from the carrier
accumulator.

To extract a carrier Doppler phase measurement, NCAi(n), ΦCAi(n), for SVi corre-
sponding to the carrier accumulator, it must be propagated forward to the nearest
FTF(n) by the skew time, TS, similar to the technique used in the code tracking loop.

( )
Φ Φ + ∆Φ

Φ Φ
temp CA c CA S

CAi temp

f T=

= fractional part of cycles

( )NCAi temp= integer part of cyclesΦ

(5.34)

Note that there is no error due to the measurement propagation process for the
carrier Doppler phase measurement because the carrier NCO is running at a con-
stant rate, ∆ΦCA per clock, during the propagation interval.

The precise delta pseudorange is simply the change in phase in the carrier accu-
mulator during a specified time. The formula for extracting the delta pseudorange
from the carrier accumulator is as follows.

( )
( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ]

( )∆
Φ Φ

ρ λi

CAi CAi

CAi CAi

Ln
N n J N n K

n J n K
=

+ − − +

+ − −












m (5.35)

where:

λL = wavelength of the L-band carrier frequency

= 0.1903 m/cycle for L1

= 0.2442 m/cycle for L2

As a design example, suppose the navigation measurement incorporation rate is
1 Hz (a very typical rate), then the delta pseudorange measurement should begin
and end with each range measurement. To accommodate this for an FTF period of
20 ms, J = 0 and K = −50. Alternatively, if the navigation throughput permits, the
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delta pseudorange measurement could be incorporated at a 50-Hz rate with J = 0
and K = 1. In either case, the delta range measurement should be modeled by the
navigation process as a change in range over the previous second, not as an average
velocity over the interval.

5.7.3 Integrated Doppler

The definition of integrated Doppler is obtained from (5.34). The integrated Dopp-
ler measurement for SVi at FTF(n) can be converted to units of meters as follows.

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )ID n N n ni CAi CAi L= + Φ λ m (5.36)

This measurement, when derived from a PLL, is used for ultraprecise differential
interferometric GPS applications, such as static and kinematic surveying or for atti-
tude determination. Note that when the integer cycle count ambiguity is resolved by
the interferometric process, this measurement is equivalent to a pseudorange mea-
surement with more than two orders of magnitude less noise than the transmit time
(pseudorange) measurements obtained from the code loop. The integrated Doppler
noise for a high-quality GPS receiver designed for interferometric applications typi-
cally is about 1 mm (1 sigma) under good signal conditions. A transmit time
(pseudorange) measurement typically will have about 1m of noise (1 sigma). Once
the integer cycle ambiguity is resolved, as long as the PLL does not slip cycles, the
ambiguity remains resolved thereafter. (Further information on differential
interferometric processing and ambiguity resolution is provided in Section 8.4.)

Two GPS receivers that are making transmit time and carrier Doppler phase
measurements on their respective receiver epochs will in general be time skewed
with respect to one another. For ultraprecise differential applications, it is possible
to remove virtually all of the effects of time-variable bias by eliminating this time
skew between GPS receivers (i.e., spatially separated GPS receivers can make syn-
chronous measurements). This is accomplished by precisely aligning the measure-
ments to GPS time epochs instead of to (asynchronous) receiver FTF epochs.
Initially, of course, the measurements must be obtained with respect to the receiver
FTF epochs. After the navigation process determines the time bias between its FTF
epochs and true GPS time, each navigation request for a set of receiver measure-
ments should include the current estimate of the time bias with respect to the FTF (a
very slowly changing value if the reference oscillator is stable). The receiver mea-
surement process then propagates the measurements to the FTF plus the time bias as
nearly perfect (within nanoseconds) of true GPS time. These measurements are typi-
cally on the GPS 1-second time of week epoch. This is important for precision differ-
ential operation since as little as 1 second of time skew between receivers
corresponds to satellite position changes of nearly 4,000m. Of course, the differen-
tial measurements can be propagated to align to the same time epoch if the GPS
receiver’s measurements are time skewed, but not with the accuracy that can be
obtained if they are aligned to a common GPS time epoch within each GPS receiver
during the original measurement process. The carrier Doppler measurement must be
corrected for the frequency error in the satellite’s atomic standard (i.e., reference
oscillator) before measurement incorporation. This correction is broadcast in the
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satellite’s navigation message as the af1 term (see Sections 4.4 and 7.2.1). The mea-
surement also includes the receiver’s reference oscillator frequency error. This error
is determined as a time bias rate correction by the navigation solution. For some
applications, it is also corrected for the differential ionospheric delay, but this is
usually a negligible error.

5.8 Signal Acquisition

There is a large amount of literature on PRN code acquisition in direct sequence
receivers. For an extensive historical survey and descriptions on time domain search
detectors, [15] is recommended. Reference [16] describes the use of modern fre-
quency domain search techniques for rapid acquisition. The following GPS signal
acquisition material is based on traditional time domain search techniques.

GPS signal acquisition is a search process. This search process, like the tracking
process, requires replication of both the code and the carrier of the SV to acquire the
SV signal (i.e., the signal match for success is two dimensional). The range dimen-
sion is associated with the replica code. The Doppler dimension is associated with
the replica carrier. The initial search process is always a C/A code search for C/A
code receivers and usually begins with a C/A code search for P(Y) code receivers.
The initial C/A code search usually involves replicating all 1,023 C/A code phase
states in the range dimension. The criteria for direct C/A code and direct P(Y) code
acquisitions were discussed in the previous section. If the range and Doppler uncer-
tainty are known, then the search pattern should cover the 3-sigma values of the
uncertainty. If the uncertainty is large in either or both dimensions, the search pat-
tern is correspondingly large, and the expected search time increases. Some criteria
must be established to determine when to terminate the search process for a given
SV and select another candidate SV. Fortunately, the range dimension for C/A code
search is bounded by the ambiguity of C/A code to only 1,023 chips total range
uncertainty, but it is essentially unbounded for direct P(Y) code search.

The following example assumes that a C/A code search is being performed and
that all 1,023 C/A code phases are being examined. The code phase is typically
searched in increments of 1/2 chip. Each code phase search increment is a code bin.
Each Doppler bin is roughly 2/(3T) Hz, where T is the search dwell time (the longer
the dwell time, the smaller the Doppler bin). The combination of one code bin and
one Doppler bin is a cell. Figure 5.34 illustrates the two-dimensional search process.
If the Doppler uncertainty is unknown and the SV Doppler cannot be computed
from a knowledge of the user position and time plus the SV orbit data, then the
maximum user velocity plus just less than 800 m/s maximum SV Doppler (for worst
case, see Section 2.5) for a stationary user must be searched in both directions about
zero Doppler.

As stated earlier, one Doppler bin is defined as approximately 2/(3T), where T =
signal integration time per cell or dwell time per cell. Dwell times can vary from less
than 1 ms (Doppler bins of about 667 Hz) for strong signals up to 10 ms (67-Hz
Doppler bins) for weak signals. The poorer the expected C/N0, then the longer the
dwell time (and overall search time) must be in order to have reasonable success of
signal acquisition. Unfortunately, the actual C/N0 is unknown until after the SV sig-
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nal is acquired. Signal obscuration (trees, buildings, snow or ice on the antenna, and
so forth), RF interference, ionospheric scintillation, and antenna gain roll-off can all
significantly reduce C/N0 (see Chapter 6).

Referring to Figure 5.34, the search pattern usually follows the range direction
from early to late in order to avoid multipath with Doppler held constant until all
range bins are searched for each Doppler value. The direct arrival of a signal subject
to multipath is always ahead in time of the reflected arrivals. In the Doppler bin
direction, the search pattern typically starts from the mean value of the Doppler
uncertainty (zero Doppler if the actual LOS velocity estimate is unknown) and then
goes symmetrically one Doppler bin at a time on either side of this value until the
3-sigma Doppler uncertainty has been searched. Then the search pattern is repeated,
typically with a reduction in the search threshold scale factor. It is important to rec-
ognize that the C/A code autocorrelation and crosscorrelation sidelobes can cause
false signal detections if these sidelobes are strong enough. The sidelobes tend to
increase as the search dwell time is decreased. To counter this problem, a combina-
tion of both increased dwell time (to minimize sidelobes) and a high detector thresh-
old setting (to reject sidelobes) can be used for the initial search pass. On subsequent
search passes, the dwell time and threshold can be decreased. The penalty for this
scheme is increased search time when the C/N0 is low.

During the dwell time, T, in each cell, the I and Q signals are integrated and
dumped and the envelope I Q2 2+ is computed or estimated. Each envelope is

compared to a threshold to determine the presence or absence of the SV signal. The
detection of the signal is a statistical process because each cell either contains noise
with the signal absent or noise with the signal present. Each case has its own proba-
bility density function (pdf). Figure 5.35 illustrates a single trial (binary) decision
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example where both pdfs are shown. The pdf for noise with no signal present, pn(z),
has a zero mean. The pdf for noise with the signal present, ps(z), has a nonzero
mean. The single trial threshold is usually based on an acceptable single trial proba-
bility of false alarm, Pfa. For the chosen threshold, Vt, any cell envelope that is at or
above the threshold is detected as the presence of the signal. Any cell envelope that is
below the threshold is detected as noise. There are four outcomes of the single trial
(binary) decision processes illustrated in Figure 5.35, two wrong and two right. By
knowing the pdfs of the envelopes, the single trial probability can be computed by
an appropriate integration with the threshold as one limit and infinity as the other.
These integrations are shown as the shaded areas in Figure 5.35. The two statistics
that are of most interest for the signal detection process are the single trial probabil-
ity of detection, Pd, and the single trial probability of false alarm, Pfa. These are
determined as follows:

P p dzd s

Vt

=
∞

∫ (5.37)

P p dzfa n

Vt

=
∞

∫ (5.38)

where:

ps(z) = pdf of the envelope in the presence of the signal

pn(z) = pdf of the envelope with the signal absent

To determine these pdfs, assume that I and Q have a Gaussian distribution.
Assuming that the envelope is formed by I Q2 2+ , then ps(z) is a Ricean distribu-

tion [17] defined by:
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where:

z = value of the random variable

σ2 = RMS noise power

A = RMS signal amplitude
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Equation (5.39) for z ≥ 0 can be expressed in terms of the predetection SNR as
presented to the envelope detector, C/N (dimensionless), as follows:
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where:

C/N = predetection signal to noise ratio

C/N = A n
2 22/ σ

= (C/N0)T

T = search dwell time

For the case where there is no signal present, then evaluating (5.39) for A = 0
yields a Rayleigh distribution for pn(z), which is defined by:
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The result of integrating (5.38) using the pdf of (5.41) is:

p efa

Vt
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2

22 σ (5.42)

Rearranging (5.42) yields the threshold in terms of the desired single trial proba-
bility of false alarm and the measured 1-sigma noise power:

V P Xt n fa n= − =σ σ2 ln (5.43)
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For example, if it is desired that Pfa = 16%, then Vt = Xσn = 1.9144615 σn. Using
this result, the single trial probability of detection, Pd, is computed for the expected
C/N0 and dwell time, T, using (5.37) and (5.40) with σn = 1 (normalized). Some
examples of the single trial probability of detection are shown in Table 5.10 for var-
ious SNRs.

Figure 5.36, taken from [18], illustrates the structure of search detectors used
for signal acquisition. Referring to Figure 5.36, two types of search detectors used in
GPS receiver designs will be described. A variable dwell time detector makes a “yes”
or “no” decision in a variable interval of time if “maybe” conditions are present. A
fixed dwell time detector makes a “yes” or “no” decision in a fixed interval of time.
The probability of detection and especially the poor false alarm rate from single
dwell time detectors (single trial decisions as shown in Table 5.10) are usually
unsatisfactory for GPS applications. So, single dwell time search detector schemes
are seldom used. All other things being equal, a properly tuned variable dwell time
(sequential) multiple trial detector will search faster than a fixed dwell time multiple
trial detector.

5.8.1 Tong Search Detector

The first example of a search algorithm is a sequential variable dwell time search
detector called the Tong detector. Figure 5.37 illustrates the block diagram of the
Tong detector. Search algorithms are typically implemented as a receiver baseband
process. Because of its simplicity, the Tong detector can be implemented as part
of the receiver correlation and preprocessing hardware, with its search parameters
programmed by the baseband process. The Tong detector has a reasonable compu-
tational burden and is excellent for detecting signals with an expected (C/N0)dB of
25 dB-Hz or higher. If acquisition is to be performed under heavy jamming condi-
tions where the (C/N0)dB will be less than this, then a hybrid maximum-likelihood
search detector should be used. A pure maximum-likelihood search detector would
require the receiver hardware to produce the results of all of the search dwells in
parallel, which is usually impractical. The Tong detector is a suboptimal search
algorithm that requires an average factor of only 1.58 longer to make a decision
than a maximum-likelihood (optimum) search algorithm [19].
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Table 5.10 Single Trial Probability of Detection

C/N Pd (C/N0)dB=(C/N)dB 10log10T (dB-Hz)

(ratio) (dimensionless) T 1 ms T 2.5 ms T 5 ms T 10 ms

1.0 0.431051970 30.00 26.02 23.01 20.00

2.0 0.638525844 33.01 29.03 26.02 23.01

3.0 0.780846119 34.77 30.79 27.78 24.77

4.0 0.871855378 36.02 32.04 29.03 26.02

5.0 0.927218854 36.99 33.01 30.00 26.99

6.0 0.959645510 37.78 33.80 30.79 27.78

7.0 0.978075147 38.45 34.47 31.46 28.45

8.0 0.988294542 39.03 35.05 32.04 29.03

9.0 0.993845105 39.54 35.56 32.55 29.54



The operation of the Tong detector is as follows:

1. Every T seconds an integrated correlation envelope is formed as I Q2 2+
(or its approximation). If there are three correlators in the receiver, each
correlator is typically spaced 1/2-chip apart and three Tong detectors are
used. In this manner, three code bins at a time are searched, and the search
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process speeds up by (almost) a factor of three. It is not quite a factor of three
because all three search cells must be dismissed before the search process can
proceed to the next three cells. In order to generate the I and Q signals, the
receiver baseband search process has synthesized the correct Doppler (the
center frequency of the respective search process Doppler bin in the search
pattern) and the correct replica C/A code phase with the corresponding
spreading code chip rate plus code Doppler. For example, the C/A code
phase corresponding to the first of its 1,023 states is where the C/A code
setter resets the G1 and G2 registers at the beginning of the cell integrate and
dump time. The marching of time for the C/A code generator plus the code
Doppler keeps its phase aligned to this cell. If the cell is dismissed, then the
C/A code generator phase is advanced by 1/2 chip (times the number of
correlators), and the search process is continued for that Doppler bin until
the last C/A code phase state has been reached. Then the Doppler center
frequency is shifted to the next bin in the search pattern and the process is
repeated.

2. At each cell the up/down counter (K) is initialized to K = B = 1. Where a
higher probability of detection and lower probability of false alarm are
desired at the expense of search speed, then B = 2. If the envelope sample
exceeds the threshold, Vt, then the up/down counter is incremented by one. If
the sample does not exceed the threshold, then the up/down counter is
decremented by one. As shown in Figure 5.37, one technique for obtaining
the RMS noise, σn, which is used to set the threshold, is to pass the
correlation envelopes into a recursive lowpass filter with a delay of one
search cell. A better technique is for the receiver to synthesize the RMS noise
by correlating the input signal with an unused PRN code (e.g., the G1
register output for C/A code search). The RMS output is multiplied by a
scale factor, X, to obtain the threshold, Vt. Assuming that the envelope is
formed by I Q2 2+ , then the scale factor is determined from (5.43),
X Pfa= −2 ln( ), where Pfa is the single trial probability of false alarm.
Typically, the envelope is determined from the Robertson approximation. In
this case, it has been determined [17] that a multiplier factor of 1.08677793
must be used for the scale factor, so that: XR = 1.08677793 X =

−2 3621724. ln( )Pfa .
The determination of the most suitable single trial probability of false

alarm, the overall false alarm, and the overall probability of detection is a
tuning process. The final determination must be obtained by simulation.
Assuming the Robertson envelope approximation, the scale factor range is
typically from 1.8 (Pfa = 25%) for low expected (C/N0)dB (≥ 25 dB-Hz) to 2.1
(Pfa = 16%) for high expected (C/N0)dB (≥ 39 dB-Hz).

3. If the counter contents reach the maximum value, A, then the signal is
declared present, and the Tong search is terminated. This is typically
followed by additional vernier search processes designed to find the code
phase and Doppler combination that produces the peak detection of the
signal before the code/carrier loop closure process is begun. If the counter
reaches 0, then the signal is declared absent and the search process is
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advanced to the next cell. The determination of A must be by simulation. Its
selection is a tradeoff between search speed and probability of detection, but
a typical range is A = 12 for low expected C/N0 to A = 8 for high expected
C/N0. Note that it is possible for the Tong detector to get trapped into an
extended dwell in the same cell under certain poor signal conditions. For this
reason, a mush counter should be used that counts every test within the same
cell then declares the signal not present when the mush count exceeds A by
some reasonable amount.

The mean number of dwell times to dismiss a cell containing noise only is deter-
mined as follows:

N
Pn

fa

=
−

1
1 2

(5.44)

Since most of the time is spent searching cells that contain only noise, the Tong
detector search speed can be estimated from:
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chips/s (5.45)

where d = chips per cell (typically 1/2 chip per cell)
For example, for Pfa = 16%, a dwell time of 5 ms, and 1/2 chip per cell, the code

search rate is = 68 chips/s. Note that the search speed increases when the probability
of false alarm decreases.

The overall probability of false alarm for the Tong detector is [19]:
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The overall probability of detection for the Tong detector is [19]:
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Figure 5.38 is a plot of (5.47) as a function of the Tong detector input SNR,
(C/N)dB, = 10log10(C/N) expressed in units of decibels, with B = 1 and A as a running
parameter ranging from 2 to 12, and with the overall probability of false alarm set
equal to 1 × 10−6 for every case [17]. Figure 5.38 illustrates the excellent search detec-
tor performance of the Tong detector and the increased sensitivity of the detector
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with the increase of A. The cost of increasing A is shown as a decrease in the search
rate.

5.8.2 M of N Search Detector

The second example of a search algorithm is a fixed interval detector called the M of
N search detector. Figure 5.39 depicts the M of N search algorithm. The M of N
search detector takes N envelopes and compares them to the threshold for each cell.
If M or more of them exceed the threshold, then the signal is declared present. If not,
the signal is declared absent, and the process is repeated for the next cell in the
search pattern. These are treated as Bernoulli trials, and the number of envelopes, n,
that exceed the threshold has a binomial distribution. The same threshold-setting
technique is used and the same formula applies for the single trial probability of
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false alarm, Pfa, as was described for the Tong detector. Note that the M of N algo-
rithm in Figure 5.39 contains a superior reference noise source technique compared
to that of the Tong algorithm in Figure 5.37. This requires a preplanned receiver
design that provides the same PRN code for each channel that is not used by (does
not correlate with) any SV in the constellation—such as G1(t) for C/A code and PRN
38 for P(Y) code—and one component of a spare complex correlator (shown as QN

component in Figure 5.39).
The overall probability of false alarm in N trials is [17]:
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where B(k;N,p) is the cumulative pdf.
The overall probability of detection in N trials is [17]:
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Figure 5.40 illustrates the M of N probability of detection versus C/N into the
detector for N = 8 and M = 3, 4, 5, and 6 when PFA = 1 × 10−6. By inspection of Figure
5.40, it is clear that M = 5 is the optimum value. The data were generated by com-
puting Pfa given M, N, and PFA using the following equation [17]:

( )P B M N Pfa FA= − −−1 1 1; , (5.50)
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The value for Pfa is then substituted into (5.43) to compute the threshold, Vt

(assuming the signal is absent). Vt sets the lower limit of the integration when (5.40)
is substituted into (5.37) as follows:
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Using (5.51), Pd is evaluated for each C/N with σn normalized to unity. Finally,
PD is computed for the M and N values using (5.49). The search speed for this exam-
ple, assuming a dwell time of 5 ms, is RS = 1/(N 2T) = 12.5 chips/s, which is more
than five times slower than the Tong search speed.

5.8.3 Direct Acquisition of GPS Military Signals

While P(Y) code was designed for acquisition through C/A code, efforts have been
made to develop direct P(Y) acquisition capabilities, and such capabilities are pro-
vided in some modern P(Y) code receivers. Direct P(Y) code acquisition is used if the
receiver can accurately predict the satellite transmit time so that less time is required
to acquire the P(Y) code by direct sequence than to perform a C/A code search and
handover. The direct P(Y) code acquisition condition is satisfied if the receiver has
previously acquired four or more satellites and its navigation solution has con-
verged. Under certain jamming conditions, it may be impossible to acquire the C/A
code but possible to acquire P(Y) code. Then, direct P(Y) code acquisition is essen-
tial and can be supported if the navigation state has been transferred to the receiver
with sufficient precision and the ephemeris data for all SVs to be acquired are pres-
ent. The most sensitive navigation state parameter is precise time. Reference [6]
describes a multiple correlator/search detector architecture that supports rapid
direct P(Y) code acquisition.

In contrast to the P(Y) code signal, the M code signal was designed so that direct
acquisition would be the primary means of acquisition, drawing on advances in
acquisition algorithms and integrated circuit technology. The BOCs (10,5) modula-
tion allows separate acquisition processing on upper and lower sidebands (with
processing at the 5.115-MHz spreading code chip rate) and noncoherent integra-
tion of the results from the two sidebands, as illustrated in Figure 5.41 [20]. Note
that the two sidebands may be selected and processed at the digital IF part of the
receiver rather than by two L-band downconverters. Also note that the replica M
code does not contain the square wave component. This approach suffers only a
fraction of a decibel in performance compared to coherent processing of both
sidebands.

Interestingly, when the sideband acquisition processing approach is used, M
code signal direct acquisition processing uses approximately half the arithmetic
operations and half the storage of Y code signal direct acquisition processing [20].
An integrated circuit based on this processing approach has been designed, built,
and tested, displaying the ability to acquire even with relatively large initial time
uncertainties in significant levels of jamming [21]. The processing architecture is
based on computation of short-time correlations, followed by FFT backend pro-
cessing for parallel search of multiple frequency values.
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Acquisition in jamming requires long integration times. Coherent integration
times are limited by data bit boundaries, oscillator stability, and dynamics. They
also lead to narrow Doppler bins. Consequently, a large number of noncoherent
integrations is employed in jamming. Detection performance is readily predicted
using standard theory. The output signal-to-noise plus interference ratio (SNIR)
after correlation is given by

ρo

T
L

C
N J

=
+

025

0 0

.
(5.52)

where T is the coherent integration time used in the correlations, L is the implemen-
tation loss expressed as a number greater than or equal to unity, the factor of 0.25
accounts for splitting the received signal power into four distinct segments (upper
and lower sidebands, even and odd spreading symbols) in each coherent integration
time, and J0 is the effective power spectral density of the received jamming signal (see
Section 6.2).

The detection probability is found using the generalized Marcum Q function.
Using the notation PN(X, Y) [22] as the probability that the random variable with
2N degrees of freedom and SNIR of X exceeds threshold value of Y allows the detec-
tion probability to be expressed

( )P P Vd N o tn
= 4 ρ , (5.53)

where Nn is the number of coherent integrations times used, and Vt is the detection
threshold calculated to provide the needed false alarm probability for the given
number of noncoherent integrations. The factor of four in the subscript in (5.53)
accounts for the fact that the number of complex quantities being noncoherently
combined is four times the number of coherent integration times used, reflecting the
combination of upper and lower sidebands, and even and odd spreading symbols.
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The expressions (5.52) and (5.53) can be used to determine the number of
coherent integration times needed to achieve a specific detection probability at a
given false alarm probability.

The time (in seconds) to search the initial time uncertainty of ±∆ seconds and an
initial frequency uncertainty of ±Φ Hz is then

T N
T

T
Nn

STC
search = 














∆ Φ
(5.54)

where T is the coherent integration time, NSTC is the number of short-time correla-
tions within the coherent integration time, and x is the smallest integer greater
than x.

5.9 Sequence of Initial Receiver Operations

The sequence of initial GPS receiver operations depends on the design of the receiver
and the past history of the receiver operation. Obviously, the first operation is to
select the satellites and then to conduct a search for the selected satellites. There is
usually strong emphasis on how fast the receiver will acquire the selected satellites.
To determine which satellites are visible and which constellation of visible satellites
is the most suitable, three things are needed: (1) an up-to-date almanac; (2) rough
estimates of user position and velocity; and (3) an estimate of user GPS time. If any
of these parameters are missing or obsolete, the receiver has no choice but to per-
form what is called a sky search, described later. If all are available, then using the
user position, the GPS time estimate, and the almanac, the SV positions and LOS
Doppler can be computed. Using the estimated user position and the SV positions,
the visible SVs can be determined. From the list of visible SVs and the user position,
typically the best constellation geometry for good dilution of precision is deter-
mined. The best constellation might be selected based on some criteria other than
dilution of precision depending on the application. When the constellation has been
selected, the search process begins. From the user velocity and the SV LOS Doppler,
the total LOS Doppler can be determined. This is used in the Doppler search pattern
for the SV. If the approximate time and position are known and the ephemeris data
has been obtained during a recent previous operation, the time to first fix can be
around 30 seconds for a typical multichannel GPS receiver if the signals are unob-
structed. It can require up to 30 seconds just to read the ephemeris data for the SV
following signal acquisition. If the ephemeris is not available for the first fix, the
almanac data is ordinarily used until the more precise data become available. Read-
ing the almanac data following signal acquisition takes 12.5 minutes. The almanac
data, used for SV selection and acquisition, is valid for several days, whereas the
ephemeris data, used for navigation, begins to deteriorate after about 3 hours. For
the best navigation accuracy, the ephemeris data should be updated each time
newer data is available from the space segment.

A critical piece of information is time. Most modern GPS receivers have a
built-in timepiece that continues to run even when the set is powered down. They
also have nonvolatile memory that stores the last user position, velocity, and time
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when the set was powered down, plus the ephemeris data for the last SVs tracked
and the most recent almanac. These memory features support fast initial acquisition
the next time the GPS receiver is powered up, assuming that the receiver has not
been transported hundreds of miles to a new location while powered down or that
several days elapse between operation. The stored ephemeris can be used to compute
the first fix if it has been 3 hours or less since the receiver was last powered down.

The sky search is actually a bootstrap mode of operation to get the GPS receiver
into operation when one or more of the almanac, position/velocity, and time param-
eters are missing or obsolete. Sky search is a remarkable feature made possible by
the GPS C/A code design that permits the receiver to enter into the navigation mode
without any a priori knowledge or any external help from the operator. Bootstrap-
ping is virtually impossible for P(Y) code or M code without help from C/A code.
The sky search mode requires the receiver to search the sky for all possible PRN
codes, in all possible Doppler bins, and for all 1,023 code states of each PRN code
until at least four SVs are acquired. This cold start process can require many minutes
for the receiver to find visible SVs. The first four SVs found by sky search are
unlikely to provide the best geometric performance, but after the almanac, posi-
tion/velocity, and time information has been restored by using the first four SVs, the
navigation process can then determine which SVs are visible and what is the best
subset for navigation. For all-in-view GPS receivers that track up to 12 SVs simulta-
neously, good geometry is assured if all SVs in view have been acquired and their
measurements incorporated into the navigation solution. This multiple channel fea-
ture significantly improves the time to first fix for the sky search mode, since there is
significant parallelism in the search process and current almanac data is not required
to determine the best geometry.

5.10 Data Demodulation

As noted in Section 5.3.2, when a Costas loop is operating, demodulating the navi-
gation data bits is accomplished by accumulating the IPS samples across one data bit
interval and seeing if the result is positive or negative. The resultant bit error rate for
the C/A code and P(Y) code signals is:

( )( )P erfc C N Rb b= 1
2 0 (5.55)

where Rb is the data rate (in bits per second) and
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is the complementary error function.
For the modernized GPS signals (L2C, L5, and the M code) and SBAS signals

(discussed in Section 8.6.1.2), a rate half constraint length 7 convolutional code
is employed for more robust data demodulation. With soft decision Viterbi decod-
ing, the bit error rate (BER) may be tightly upper bounded for values of interest
using [15]:
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It should be noted that both of these BER expressions presume that the PLL is
perfectly tracking carrier phase without any slips. At low C/N0’s, phase tracking
errors degrade the BER. If the C/N0 is too low or if the signal dynamics are too
severe, then as discussed in Section 5.6.1 the PLL is unable to track carrier phase,
and data demodulation can no longer be performed.

Before detection of the data bits can commence, bit synchronization must be
performed. This function may be performed by accumulating IPS outputs over all
possible start/end points and then comparing the power seen in each possibility. For
instance, with the C/A code and P(Y) code signals, the IPS outputs are normally
based upon 1-ms integrations. There are 20 IPS outputs per data bit and 20 possible
bit edge timing possibilities to explore. It should be noted that if the receiver makes
an error of 1 ms or more in estimating the location of a data bit edge, the results
could be catastrophic. As noted in Section 5.7.1.5, a 300-km pseudorange error
would be seen for a 1-ms error. Fortunately, robust detection of the correct bit edge
location is not difficult via the previously mentioned technique if the power in the
20-ms accumulated IPS outputs (i.e., the square of the 20-ms accumulations) for each
of the 20 bit edge possibilities are compared over many bit durations.

5.11 Special Baseband Functions

Numerous special baseband functions must be implemented in a GPS receiver
design, but the following three design examples are among the most important.

5.11.1 Signal-to-Noise Power Ratio Meter

An accurate measure of C/N0 in each receiver tracking channel is probably the most
important mode and quality control parameter in the receiver baseband area. The
basic C/N0 meter design in Figure 5.42 shows that prompt I and Q signals and noise
samples from the same channel are integrated and dumped using K samples (typi-
cally over the maximum 20-ms predetection integration time). A power envelope is
formed from the averaged prompt I and Q signals. This is passed through a lowpass
filter (LPF) and output as an estimate of the carrier power for the numerator (even
though it also contains noise). The averaged quadraphase components of the noise
samples is scaled, then squared and passed through a LPF to form an estimate of the
noise power for the denominator. The C/N0 (ratio-Hz) estimate is formed by divid-
ing the numerator (C) by the denominator (N0).

5.11.2 Phase Lock Detector with Optimistic and Pessimistic Decisions

Many receiver control decisions are made based on the phase lock detector. Some
applications require more certainty of phase lock than others. Figure 5.43 illustrates
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a basic phase lock indicator design, which provides an optimistic phase lock indica-
tor that decides quickly and changes its mind slowly but is not as reliable as the pes-
simistic phase lock indicator, which decides slowly and changes its mind quickly.

The phase lock indicator concept is simple: if the loop is in phase lock, then IPS

will be maximum and QPS will be minimum. The phase of the envelope tends to stay
near the I-axis. As the phase jitter increases in the loop due to noise, dynamic stress,
and so forth, the phase of the envelope jitters around the I-axis. Eventually, the jitter
will reach a level where a cycle will be slipped or complete loss of phase lock occurs.

In Figure 5.43 the absolute values of the prompt I and Q signals and passes these
through a LPF. The in-phase filtered result, IP, is divided by a scale factor, K2, and
this result is compared to the unscaled quadraphase filtered result, QP. The decision
is made that phase lock has been achieved if the scaled average absolute amplitude
of IP is greater than the average absolute amplitude of QP. This decision is based on
the averaged phase being less than about 15º one sigma.

Observe in Figure 5.43 that the first positive decision results in an optimistic
decision. The pessimistic decision that phase lock has been achieved does not occur
until several optimistic decisions in a row are made. The first time that the threshold
criteria is not met, the pessimistic phase lock indicator is set false. The optimistic
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phase lock indicator is not reset until several loss of phase lock comparisons are
made in a row. Typical values for the design parameters are: DT = 20 ms, K1 =
0.0247, K2 = 1.5, LP = 50, and L0 = 240.

5.11.3 False Frequency Lock and False Phase Lock Detector

False frequency lock can occur in FLL. This can be detected when the DLL velocity
state does not match the FLL velocity state. Since both exist, only a comparison
check is necessary in FLL to correct the FLL velocity state.

False phase lock can occur in PLL operation when the phase lock indicator
declares phase lock but the PLL replica frequency state is incorrect. The incorrect
frequency is typically some multiple of 25 Hz for the C/A and P(Y) code signals. The
FLL-assisted PLL loop design ordinarily prevents false phase lock, but it is prudent
to implement a false phase lock indicator to detect this possible false carrier loop
condition. The false phase lock indicator is used only when the phase lock indicator
declares that a phase lock condition exists.

Figure 5.44 is a design example of a false phase lock indicator. It performs a fre-
quency discriminator function on a pair of prompt in-phase and quadraphase sam-
ples, IPi 1, QPi−1, IPi and QPi formed into the cross product, C, and dot product, D,
functions shown as inputs into the detector. Typically, the in-phase and
quadraphase samples are collected every 10 ms and the C and D products are
formed every DT = 20 ms, then applied to the input. These are integrated and
dumped for N samples (typically N = 50). Typically, at N × DT = 1 second intervals,
the four-quadrant arctangent is computed with output E. The absolute value of E
represents the change in phase in 1 second, F, which is in units of hertz; this is com-
pared to a threshold, G (for this example, this is 15.5 Hz). If D exceeds G, then the
pessimistic phase lock indicator is set to “false” and a 25-Hz correction is applied to
the carrier accumulator based on the sign of E.

5.12 Use of Digital Processing

The use of digital processing was as important to the feasibility of the GPS naviga-
tion concept as the advancement of reliable space qualified atomic standards. The
computational burdens in the GPS space segment, control segment, and user seg-
ment are such that digital signal processing is an indispensable asset. Even the earli-
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est GPS receivers with high analog front end design content utilized digital
processing in the receiver baseband processing, receiver control, navigation, and
user interface areas. The custom component digital technology known as ASICs,
FPGAs, DSPs, and general purpose microprocessors are advancing so rapidly that
all GPS receiver manufacturers currently use digital processing at higher levels of the
signal processing functions. Also, the processing speed along with built-in floating
point processors enables the modern GPS receiver designer to use optimum algo-
rithms rather than approximations. Fortunately, as the feature sizes of ASICs and
FPGAs become smaller, their power consumption is reduced and their speed is
increased. These advances in technology not only reduce the component count,
which reduces cost and power and increases reliability, but also can greatly improve
performance. For this reason, outdated analog GPS receiver processing techniques
were not discussed.

The partitioning between the microprocessor or DSP and the custom digital
components depends on the digital signal processing throughput capability (bit
manipulation and computational speed) of the microprocessor or DSP. Eventu-
ally DSPs may take over the role of ASICs and FPGAs. It is important to keep in
mind that every process performed in the microprocessor is performed in sequential
steps, whereas the custom digital components (ASICs or FPGAs) typically perform
their processing in parallel. However, the speed of ASICs and FPGAs has increased
to the point where digital multiplexing (time sharing of the same function) is now
used.

The digital data is sampled data, and there is real time between these samples in
which the DSP or microprocessor can process the previous data. The processor is
interrupted every time the sampled data is updated. This is called real-time process-
ing, and the real-time processor must have completed all of the tasks within the
interrupt time line and have some throughput resources left over for additional pro-
cesses that are scheduled for completion on longer time lines. Fortunately, the nature
of GPS digital signal processing is such that as the processing steps become more
complex, there is also more real time allowed between the processes to complete the
signal processing. For example, in a C/A code digital GPS receiver, the digital sam-
ples containing the spread spectrum signals at IF of all of the visible SVs must be pro-
cessed at a rate of 2 to 6 MHz (and even faster for modern wideband narrow
correlator designs). The replica C/A code generators (one per SV tracked) must oper-
ate at 1.023 MHz. At these processing speeds, it is unlikely that the speed-power
product of general purpose microprocessors will make them the suitable choice to
perform the carrier and code wipeoff functions in the very near future—perhaps
never—but specialized DSPs might eventually make a showing. However, after the
SV signals have been despread, the processing rate per SV seldom exceeds 1 kHz and
typically is of the order of 50 to 200 Hz per SV, which is well within the real-time
signal processing capability of a modern microprocessor. The navigation process in
a GPS receiver seldom exceeds 1 Hz, even for a high dynamics application.

Since extensive use is made of non-real-time computer modeling and simula-
tions for all aspects of a GPS receiver design, including external aiding, the ideal
design environment is one that permits the stripping away of test features not
required for real-time operation and the porting of the real-time programs into the
actual GPS receiver hardware without modification of the source code [23].
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5.13 Considerations for Indoor Applications

The generic receiver design described in the previous sections is a continuously
tracking design for outdoor (direct LOS) applications where the C/N0 may be mod-
estly deteriorated by signal attenuation due to foliage, multipath, antenna gain
roll-off, and so on, or by signal interference due to unwanted in-band RF signals.
The principles described thus far assume that the carrier and code loops are closed
after the search process, and, as long as the C/N0 remains above the tracking thresh-
old, the receiver will operate satisfactorily. The E-911 requirement for autonomous
cellular phone location has motivated the development of highly specialized GPS
receivers that can obtain range measurements indoors where the C/N0 is 20 dB or
more lower than the normal situation. These receivers, which are integrated with
cellular phone handsets, maximize the use of aiding from communication networks
to avoid the need to read the satellite navigation message data or any other tracking
mode that requires continuous satellite signal tracking. The objective of these spe-
cialized designs is to obtain a reasonable estimate of the user position by extensive
averaging of the code correlations with several weak GPS SV signals until there is
enough signal processing gain to obtain a set of transmit time measurements from
them. The indoor measurements do not have to be nearly as accurate as is expected
for the continuously tracking GPS receiver designs. In indoor applications, it is often
acceptable for the position determination to only be sufficiently accurate so as to
identify the building location. As a result, indoor GPS applications are probably the
only operational situation where multipath signals are considered to be friendly
signals by the GPS receiver since there is little or no direct GPS signal energy inside
most buildings.

There are numerous variations of network-aided GPS techniques. This section
outlines some basic principles to obtain the high sensitivities needed for indoor
applications. Section 9.4 provides a detailed overview of network-assistance tech-
niques, including industry standards.

One common practice for GPS receivers in cellular handsets is to never close any
tracking loops, but rather to dwell on the GPS signals in a controlled (net-
work-aided) search mode long enough to extract enough crude range measurements
to provide a snapshot position. The rover receivers utilize communications aiding in
order to dwell within the correlation range of the C/A code (about 300m per
correlator) and within the carrier Doppler bin in a signal search mode. To accom-
plish this, they utilize a reference receiver with a clear view of the sky within the cel-
lular network to provide the information needed to replicate their code phase and to
synthesize their Doppler estimate during an extended search dwell. If the aiding is
such that the SV signals remain within the Doppler bin and the correlation window
during the extended search dwell, then sufficient processing gain is achieved to pro-
duce valid transmit time measurements. A number of factors make this practical.
The user dynamics are small inside buildings, and their distance from the relay (GPS
reference) station is not large; therefore, the difference between the user LOS range
and Doppler to the SVs is not much different from that of the reference station.
Extending the correlator range and the Doppler tolerance is part of the innovative
designs of these specialized receivers. Also, the latency of aiding is tolerable to the
user receiver since the aiding is applied open loop to the carrier wipeoff process (i.e.,
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the total Doppler error from all sources must not exceed the Doppler bin width, and
this width is determined by the dwell time for each coherent set of code correla-
tions). Unless data wipeoff information is provided (and this is seldom used), this
limits the coherent dwell times to 20 ms or less depending on the sophistication of
the aiding. The coherent results are summed together noncoherently for as long as
possible—typically less than 600 ms. The greatest limitation to the amount of
noncoherent integration that can take place in the rover receiver is the stability of the
reference oscillator, which is usually provided by the cellular phone. These reference
oscillators are not normally specified with the stringent stability requirements of
GPS receivers, but there is more tolerance in this case because there is no attempt to
achieve phase lock with the satellite signals.

The methods for obtaining pseudorange measurements in indoor applications
are similar to the techniques for acquisition described in Section 5.8. A major differ-
ence is that, as described earlier, the communications aiding typically results in a
very narrow window in the two-dimensional codephase/Doppler parameter space.
This restricted space allows much longer dwells than would be practical for an
unaided receiver. As an example of the sensitivities that can be achieved by various
levels of coherent and further noncoherent integration, Figure 5.45 presents the
probabilities of detecting a GPS signal as a function of (C/N0)dB for various values of
the coherent integration period, T, and the number, K, of successive I and Q outputs
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Figure 5.45 Probability of detection as a function of (C/N0)dB using K noncoherent integrations at
T ms dwells for 10−4 probability of false alarm.



that are squared and summed. As noted in Section 5.8, over one coherent integra-
tion period the envelope I Q2 2+ has a Ricean pdf when the signal is present and a

Rayleigh distribution when the signal is not present. Further noncoherent integra-
tion is typically achieved by summing I2 + Q2 from each of K successive coherent
integration periods. The total resultant dwell time is KT. The sum of I2 + Q2 over the
K periods has a central chi-square pdf with 2K degrees of freedom when the signal is
not present and a noncentral chi-square pdf with 2K degrees of freedom when the
signal is present (e.g., [24]). Figure 5.45 assumes that the thresholds for each pair of
(T, K) values is set to achieve a false alarm probability of 10−4.

The curves in Figure 5.45 ignore some practical issues such as cross-correlation
among C/A code signals, which generally require the thresholds to be inflated some-
what to avoid excessive false alarms. As noted in Section 4.3.4, the cross-correlation
levels of the C/A code signals can be as high as –21 dB. This can cause false acquisi-
tions under certain Doppler differences and antenna gain conditions. For example,
a user in a building might receive one C/A code signal through a window with very
little attenuation and a second C/A signal through several floors of a building with
very high attenutation. Discrimination among signals received with great strength
differences can be very difficult for a C/A code receiver, resulting in an occasional
false acquisition. Fortunately, the unwanted SV signal cannot usually be tracked for
long because both the correlation properties and the Doppler change rapidly, result-
ing in loss of lock and a reacquisition process for the GPS receiver. It is important
that the GPS receiver design implement sophisticated C/A code search procedures
that avoid cross-correlation and autocorrelation sidelobe acquisitions. If the
receiver successfully hands over from C/A code to P(Y) code, then this success pro-
vides a built-in assurance of the integrity of the C/A code measurements. However,
if the receiver remains in C/A code, then there is always concern that false tracking
has occurred under such marginal signal conditions.

It is also important to note that significant implementation losses can result
from Doppler frequency errors in the carrier NCO and timing errors in the replica
PRN code, particularly for large values of T. Thus, the curves in Figure 5.45 should
really be viewed as upper bounds on achievable detection probabilities.

The numerous design tradeoffs and solutions that have been adopted within
industry for indoor applications are discussed further in Section 9.4.

5.14 Codeless and Semicodeless Processing

Since only the P(Y) code signal is normally broadcast on L2 by the GPS SVs up
through the Block IIR-Ms, this denies direct two-frequency operation to SPS users
when AS is activated by the control segment (see Section 4.3.1). Two-frequency
carrier-phase measurements are highly desirable for surveying applications (see Sec-
tion 8.4) and dual-frequency pseudoranges are needed to accurately compensate for
ionospheric delays in navigation applications (see Section 7.2.4.1). This has moti-
vated the development of techniques to obtain L2 Y code pseudorange and car-
rier-phase measurements without the cryptographic knowledge for full access to
this signal. These techniques are referred to as either codeless or semicodeless pro-
cessing. Codeless techniques only utilize the known 10.23-MHz chip rate of the Y
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code signal, and the fact that [2] assures that the same Y code signal is broadcast on
both L1 and L2, whereas the semicodeless techniques further exploit a deduced
relationship between the Y code and P code.

Since they operate without full knowledge of the Y code signal, the codeless and
semicodeless designs operate at significantly reduced SNRs, which requires the
tracking loop bandwidths to be extremely narrow. This, in turn, reduces their ability
to operate in a high dynamic environment without aiding. Fortunately, robust aid-
ing is generally available from tracking loops operating upon the C/A code signal.
Typical codeless and semicodeless receiver designs use L1 C/A carrier tracking loops
to effectively remove the LOS dynamics from the L1 and L2 Y code signals, and then
extract the L1-L2 differential measurements by some variation of a signal squaring
technique that does not require full knowledge of the replica code. Codeless tech-
niques effectively treat the Y code PRN as 10.23-Mbps data, which can be removed
through squaring or by cross-correlation of the L1 and L2 signals. Semicodeless
techniques exploit some known features of the Y code (e.g., [25]). In addition to the
signal-to-noise disadvantage mentioned earlier, codeless receivers suffer from other
robustness problems. Although the parallel C/A-code processing provides access to
the GPS navigation message, codeless processing of L2 does not allow decoding of
the navigation data for the purpose of verifying that the desired SV is being tracked.
Also, two SVs with the same Doppler will interfere with each other in the codeless
mode; therefore, the scheme fails for this temporary tracking condition. Modern
semicodeless receivers, on the other hand, provide relatively robust tracking of the
L2 Y code signal with assistance from the L1 C/A code. These concepts will become
obsolete when the modernized GPS civil signals become available.
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6.1 Overview

This chapter discusses three general classes of RF channel impairments that can
degrade GNSS performance. The first class of impairments discussed is interference,
which is the focus of Section 6.2. RF signals from any undesired source that are
received by a GNSS receiver are considered interference. The interference is often
unintentional (e.g., out-of-band emissions from other licensed RF systems). The
interference may also be intentional, in which case it is commonly referred to as
jamming.

Section 6.3 discusses the second class of RF channel impairments, which is
multipath. Invariably there are reflective surfaces between each GNSS spacecraft
and the user receiver that result in RF echoes arriving at the receiver after the desired
(LOS) signal. These echoes are referred to as multipath, a term that originated from
the fact that each transmitted signal is transiting over multiple paths to the
receiver—the single direct path and a number of indirect (reflected) paths.

The third and final class of channel impairments considered in this chapter, in
Section 6.4, is ionospheric scintillation. Ionospheric scintillation is a signal-fading
phenomenon that is caused by irregularities in the ionospheric layer of the Earth’s
atmosphere.

6.2 Radio Frequency Interference

Because GNSS receivers rely on external RF signals, they are vulnerable to RF inter-
ference (unintentional interference or jamming). RF interference can result in
degraded navigation accuracy or complete loss of receiver tracking. This section
first describes types and sources of interference in Section 6.2.1. Next, the effects of
interference on receiver performance are discussed in Section 6.2.2. Finally, Section
6.2.3 discusses mitigation techniques.
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6.2.1 Types and Sources of RF Interference

Table 6.1 summarizes various types and potential sources of RF interference. Inter-
ference is normally classified as either wideband or narrowband, depending on
whether its bandwidth is large or small relative to the bandwidth of the desired
GNSS signal. Note that what might be considered wideband interference to the GPS
L1 C/A code or L2C might be narrowband to P(Y) code, M code, or L5. The ulti-
mate limit in narrowband interference is a signal consisting of a single tone, referred
to as a continuous wave (CW).1 The RF interference may be unintentional or inten-
tional (jamming). There is a certain level of interference among signals of the same
type, where signals from different satellites within one system interfere with one
another’s reception. Such interference is referred to as self-interference or
intrasystem interference. Interference between two satellite navigation systems such
as between GPS and GALILEO signals is referred to as intersystem interference. If
pseudolites are used, operation at close range to these ground transmitters will
almost certainly result in interference to the satellite signals, although the effects of
such interference can be reduced through use of burst (pulse) techniques by the
pseudolites to reduce the duty cycle. In fact, an efficient wideband jamming tech-
nique uses a waveform based on the same modulation, at the same carrier frequency,
to form matched spectrum interference. If the intent of the intentional transmission
is to not just disrupt GNSS operation, but rather to produce a false position within
the victim receiver through the broadcast of false GNSS signals, the transmission is
referred to as spoofing. As a benign example of spoofing, when a GPS receiver is
connected to a GPS satellite signal simulator for testing, that receiver under test is
being spoofed.

6.2.1.1 Jamming and Spoofing

Intentional jamming and spoofing must be anticipated in the design of military
receivers. Hence, all classes of in-band jammers, including multiple access jammers
(i.e., jammers from a strategic array of multiple locations), must be considered in the
design. Smart spoofers track the location of the target GNSS receiver and use this
information along with a quasi-real-time GNSS signal generator to create strong
GNSS signals that initially match the actual weaker signals in TOA until loop cap-
ture is assured, then lead the target receiver astray. The smart spoofer must be able
to synthesize (duplicate) the target PRN code. Repeat-back spoofers utilize an array
of steered very high gain antennas to track all satellites in view, then rebroadcast an
amplified version toward the target receiver. The end effect on the target receiver
navigation solution (if captured by these signals) is a location and velocity of the
repeat-back spoofer antenna array phase center with a time bias solution that
includes the common mode range between the spoofer and the victim receiver. The
major weakness of both spoofing techniques is that all of the spoofing signals arrive
from the same direction (unless spatial diversity is also used), so that directional
null-steering antenna techniques can be used to defeat spoofers. The encrypted AS Y
code is used to replace the public P code for military applications to minimize the
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potential for spoofing military GPS receivers. The encrypted M code is even more
secure.

6.2.1.2 Unintentional Interference

Unintentional RF interference can be expected at low levels for a GNSS receiver
operating practically anywhere in the world. There are a large number of systems
that we depend on in daily life that rely on the transmission of RF energy within L-
band. Table 6.2 shows abridged versions of U.S. and international tables of alloca-
tions for frequencies near those used by the GPS signals. The services shown in all
capital letters are primary, and the ones shown with initial capitals are secondary.
Secondary services are permitted to operate in their designated bands but are not
generally provided protection from the primary services and further are not allowed
to provide harmful levels of interference to the primary services.

GPS L1 is in a band that is designated for use only by other satellite navigation
signals in most regions of the world. The GPS L2 and L5 signals are in less pris-
tine spectrum. L2 is in the 1,215–1,240-MHz band, which has a coprimary
radiolocation allocation worldwide. Radiolocation services that operate in the band
include a large number of radars that are used for air traffic control, military sur-
veillance, and drug interdiction. Although some of these radars operate with very
high transmit power (kilowatts to megawatts), fortunately they are pulsed systems,
and, as will be discussed in Section 6.2.2, GPS receivers can be very robust against
pulsed interference due to the clipping that occurs in their A/D converters if their
front-end design does not saturate and their automatic gain control has a very fast
attack and recovery rate. Additionally, a number of countries permit fixed and
mobile services to operate in the 1,215–1,240-MHz band.

L5 is located within a portion of the 960–1,215-MHz band that is used world-
wide for electronic aids to air navigation. DME and TACAN ground beacons trans-
mit at power levels up to 10 kW on frequencies that fall within a GPS L5 receiver
passband. Some nations also permit the use of Link 16, a tactical military communi-
cations system with radios that nominally transmit 200W over 51 frequencies
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Table 6.1 Types of RF Interference and Potential Sources

Class—Type Potential Sources

Wideband—band-limited Gaussian Intentional matched bandwidth noise jammers

Wideband—phase/frequency modulation Television transmitters’ harmonics or near-band microwave link
transmitters overcoming the front end filter of a GNSS receiver

Wideband—matched spectrum Intentional matched-spectrum jammers, spoofers, or nearby
pseudolites

Wideband—pulse Any type of burst transmitters such as radar or ultrawideband
(UWB)

Narrowband—phase/frequency modulation Intentional chirp jammers or harmonics from an amplitude
modulation (AM) radio station, citizens band (CB) radio, or
amateur radio transmitter

Narrowband—swept continuous wave Intentional swept CW jammers or frequency modulation (FM)
stations transmitters’ harmonics

Narrowband—continuous wave Intentional CW jammers or near-band unmodulated transmit-
ter’s carriers
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Table 6.2 Frequency Allocations Near GPS

International Table U.S. Table Notes

960–1,164 MHz
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

Used worldwide for electronic aids to air navi-
gation, including distance measuring equipment
(DME), tactical air navigation (TACAN), sec-
ondary surveillance radars (SSR), and ADS.
Some nations permit Link 16 (a military com-
munication system) usage on a noninterference
basis.
GPS L5 and GALILEO E5A are at 1,176.45
MHz, GALILEO E5B is at 1,207.14 MHz. A
number of other radionavigation-satellite sig-
nals are planned for the 1,164–1,215-MHz
band.

1,164–1,215 MHz
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
RADIONAVIGATION-
SATELLITE

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION

1,215–1,240 MHz
EARTH EXPLORATION-
SATELLITE (active)
RADIOLOCATION
RADIONAVIGATION-
SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (active)

EARTH EXPLORATION-
SATELLITE (active)
RADIOLOCATION
RADIONAVIGATION-
SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (active)

Used worldwide for primary radars for purposes
including air traffic control, military surveillance,
and drug interdiction. Thirty-one countries have
coprimary allocations for fixed and mobile ser-
vices. Band also used for active spaceborne sen-
sors (e.g., for ocean surface measurements).
GPS L2 is at 1,227.6 MHz.
GLONASS L2 and GALILEO E6 frequencies are
within the 1,240–1,300-MHz band.

1,240–1,300 MHz
EARTH EXPLORATION-
SATELLITE (active)
RADIOLOCATION
RADIONAVIGATION-
SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH (active)
Amateur

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
EARTH EXPLORATION-
SATELLITE (active)
RADIOLOCATION
SPACE RESEARCH (active)
Amateur

1,300–1,350 MHz
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
RADIOLOCATION
RADIONAVIGATION-
SATELLITE

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
Radiolocation

1,350–1,400 MHz
FIXED*
MOBILE*
RADIOLOCATION

FIXED*
LAND MOBILE*
MOBILE*
RADIOLOCATION*

Varied band usage worldwide among fixed ser-
vices, land mobile, mobile, and radiolocation.

1,535–1,559 MHz
MOBILE-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

MOBILE-SATELLITE
(space-to-Earth)

Downlink frequencies for satellite communica-
tions services (e.g., INMARSAT).

1,559–1,610 MHz
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
RADIONAVIGATION-
SATELLITE

AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
RADIONAVIGATION-
SATELLITE

GPS, GLONASS, and GALILEO L1 signals are
within this band.



throughout the 960–1,215-MHz band. Fortunately, DME/TACAN and Link 16 are
pulsed.

It is inevitable that some out-of-band energy from the signals in adjacent bands
will at times fall within the range of frequencies processed by GNSS receivers. This
energy can originate from the spillover of energy from bands immediately above
or below one of the GNSS carrier frequencies, from harmonics, or from
intermodulation products. Harmonics are signals at integer multiples of the carrier
frequency of a transmitter that are caused by nonlinearities (e.g., saturation of an
amplifier that leads to clipping) upon transmission. Intermodulation products occur
when two or more signals at different frequencies are passed through a nonlinearity.

Even if interfering signals are out of the nominal band processed by a GNSS
receiver, strong RF signals can still deteriorate GNSS receiver performance (e.g., by
saturating the low-noise amplifiers used in the receiver front end). Although regula-
tions are in place within the United States and internationally to protect GNSS spec-
trum, there are occasionally instances of equipment malfunctions or equipment
misuse that can lead to intolerable levels of interference. Nonlinear effects (e.g.,
amplifier saturation) may accidentally occur in high-powered transmitters causing
lower power harmonics that become in-band RF interference to GNSS receivers.
The offending transmitter source has to be located and corrected before normal
GNSS operation in that vicinity can resume. Some regions of the world experience
more frequent problems with interference to GNSS than others. For example, in the
Mediterranean, there have been a number of reports of GPS L1 C/A code receivers
failing to operate properly because of strong in-band harmonics from television
transmitters in the region.

6.2.2 Effects of RF Interference on Receiver Performance

6.2.2.1 Front-End Considerations

Since the GNSS signals of all of the SVs in view of the antenna are below the thermal
noise level, the receiver front-end (analog) hardware requires considerable gain
(approximately 100 dB) and very little dynamic range if the design excludes the
effects of RF interference on the receiver hardware. It is essential that the receiver
front-end hardware have a dynamic range that will tolerate the front-end gain vari-
ations due to component tolerance and aging plus temperature variations. A pru-
dent commercial GNSS receiver front-end design should also accommodate the RF
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Table 6.2 (Continued)

International Table U.S. Table Notes

1,610–1,626.5 MHz
MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
RADIO ASTRONOMY*
RADIODETERMINATION-
SATELLITE*

MOBILE-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
AERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION
RADIO ASTRONOMY*
RADIODETERMINATION-
SATELLITE

Uplink frequencies for commercial satellite
communications services. Portions of the band
are protected for radio astronomy sensors.

*Only in some nations or portions of the band.



interference levels that their digital baseband tracking loops can tolerate. For mili-
tary GPS receivers, it is essential that the front-end dynamic range accommodate the
maximum expected levels of RF interference (i.e., the specified levels). The digital
tracking portion of the military receiver must be designed to match the front-end
performance. This means that none of the front-end gain stages go into gain com-
pression for the specified nonburst-type jamming. For burst-type (pulse) jammers,
such as on-board radars, the front-end design must prevent any gain stage from
going into saturation, and the receiver must adjust its gain to instantly blank (com-
press) when excessive burst energy is present, then instantly recover (expand back to
linear operation) when the burst energy disappears.

The RF susceptibility characteristics of GNSS receivers to adjacent-band RF inter-
ference must be considered when evaluating the overall effectiveness of the system for
any potential application. Only front-end filtering or antenna cancellation techniques
can prevent the GNSS receiver from being overdriven by these adjacent out-of-band
signals. One advantage of multistage down conversion is the opportunity to not only
isolate the gain stages, but also add increasingly higher-Q filters as the IF is lowered.
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters are highly effective with high-Q characteristics
even at L-band. But SAWs also have large insertion loss, so they must be used well
past the front-end preamplifier that sets the noise figure of the receiver. Low insertion
loss passive bandpass filters can and should be used prior to the preamp. Cavity filters
are a very suitable passive filter choice but tend to be physically large. Because of this,
they are often physically included inside the passive GNSS antenna. The preferred
conventional filter for GNSS at lower IF stages is one that is maximally flat in-band
and has the sharpest stop-band roll-off characteristics, such as a Chebyshev bandpass
filter. The front-end filtering not only prevents unwanted out-of-band interference but
also reduces aliasing (discussed later in the A/D conversion section). The front-end fil-
tering problem is particularly difficult on platforms where high-powered transmitter
antennas are near the GNSS receiver antenna. Highly specialized signal cancellation
antenna design techniques that actually use samples of the interfering signals or deep
null steering front-end filters are often the only possible solutions to this problem.

6.2.2.2 AGC

The gain objective of the front-end design is that the RMS amplitude of the thermal
noise plus jamming noise must remain essentially constant at the input of the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The optimum RMS levels are discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2.2.3. This must be accomplished without any analog gain stages being driven
into compression. High-powered burst jammers will drive these stages into com-
pression, but all of the gain stages must be prevented from saturating. Otherwise,
they will be slow to recover to their linear gain when the burst energy disappears.

The effect of continuous gain compression (or saturation) is the suppression of
the GNSS signals in a manner that is highly disproportional to the level of the noise
that caused the effect (i.e., a very nonlinear detrimental effect). This nonlinear effect
renders the linear circuit theory presented elsewhere in this book meaningless. It
does not matter what elegant algorithms have been implemented in the digital part
of the receiver to accomplish acquisition and tracking if the analog GNSS signals
have been totally corrupted by the nonlinear behavior of the front end.
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The constant RMS amplitude feature is usually provided by one or more AGC
stages or one AGC stage and one or more switchable attenuators upstream from the
AGC. Normally, the AGC operates on the receiver’s thermal noise level, and this
corresponds to the highest gain mode of the receiver. If this were always the case,
the AGC time constant would not be critical. However, a prudent AGC design
should assume that there will be occasions where in-band RF interference will
appear above this thermal noise level that can be mitigated with proper AGC and
ADC design. When RF interference occurs, the action of the AGC is to rapidly
reduce the gain in order to maintain the original RMS level at the input of the ADC.
There is probably no optimum AGC time constant for all possible types of RF inter-
ference. As a design guideline, the attack/recovery times should be much shorter
than the shortest integrate and dump times following the correlation process. The
range of acceptable AGC attack and recovery times is typically much shorter than 1
ms but no shorter than 50 µs. The actual time should be as close to 50 µs as possible
consistent with AGC amplifier stability. The AGC amplifier is usually the last gain
stage of the receiver. Figure 6.1 illustrates such an AGC amplifier along with a non-
uniform 2-bit quantization ADC and a digital jamming-to-noise ratio (J/N) meter
that will be described later. As shown in Figure 6.1, the analog gain control voltage
has a nonlinear effect on the gain, GA, of the AGC amplifier as follows:

G eA
VAGC= α β (6.1)

where:

VAGC = AGC control voltage

α = AGC gain coefficient

β = AGC control voltage coefficient

Equation (6.1) can be expressed in terms of the control voltage

V
G

AGC
AGC= 








1
β α

ln (6.2)

The two coefficients can be calibrated at the factory and stored as constants.
For higher precision that accounts for aging and other drift factors, the calibration
can be performed during built-in test immediately following power-up operation
but prior to receiver operation. This built-in test requires that the front end be
muted and a built-in tone at two precise amplitudes injected, one at the upper end
and the other at the lower end of the AGC range. The built-in calibration and mut-
ing are important only if it is desired that the J/N meter (described later) is accurate.

Many commercial GPS receivers are not designed to account for RF interfer-
ence; they are designed to provide enough gain (usually distributed over one or two
downconversion stages) to raise the RMS thermal noise amplitude to a value suit-
able for A/D conversion at the IF. Direct L-band sampling, with all the gain and
bandpass antialiasing filtering confined to one stage, is highly vulnerable to
self-jamming (i.e., self-induced oscillation due to leak-through feedback from the
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extremely high-level output to the nearby extremely low-level input signals).
Self-jamming has the same detrimental effect as continuous gain compression (or
saturation) of the receiver front end, except that no external RF interference is
required.

If a 1-bit ADC is used, no AGC is required because the ADC is simply a limiter.
However, 1-bit ADCs are extremely vulnerable to being captured by very low levels of
CW interference (see the following section). AGC is always used with multibit ADCs.

6.2.2.3 A/D Conversion Effects

A/D conversion consists of two distinct processes: signal sampling and signal
quantization. If the quantization process is instantaneous and continuous, as in a
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flash ADC, then the digital sampling process can follow the A/D quantization pro-
cess. If the quantization process is sequential (time-consuming), as in a successive
approximation ADC, then an analog sample-and-hold (zero-order-hold) process
must precede the A/D quantization process in order to hold the sampled analog sig-
nal constant until the quantization process completes.

The sampling process always introduces aliasing noise into the digitized signal
because it is impossible to completely filter out higher frequency components to
fully comply with the Nyquist sampling theorem. The Nyquist sampling theorem
says that all information is contained in the sampled data if the continuous analog
data is sampled at twice the highest frequency content of the data. For example, if
there is no frequency content beyond BS-Hz bandwidth of a given signal, then sam-
pling this signal at 2BS Hz preserves all of its information and there is no aliasing.
Obviously antialiasing filtering can only “reduce” the levels of the higher frequency
signal components outside of BS Hz to an RMS level that is small but not zero. These
low-level out-of-band signal components are all aliased (folded back) into the
in-band signals by the sampling process. Once aliased, no postprocessing technique
can remove this noise.

A common misunderstanding is the belief that BS Hz is the passband BP of the
desired GNSS signal (buried in noise), when, in fact, BS Hz is the (much wider)
stopband (i.e., the bandwidth at which the undesired higher frequency signals,
which may or may not be buried in noise, have all been reduced by the antialiasing
filter to a low level). For P(Y) code, the usual assumption is that the front-end band-
width BP should be about twice the spreading code rate, or 20 MHz. Since there is
zero P(Y) code energy at the spreading code rate frequency nulls, there is less than
0.1 dB loss of additional signal-to-thermal-noise ratio incurred by using a very
sharp cutoff bandpass filter of 17 MHz. Assuming the stopband, BS, for the
antialiasing filter is achieved at 25 MHz, this implies a sample rate of RS = 50 MHz,
not 34 MHz. Contrast this with the 20-MHz passband case with the same
antialiasing filter roll-off rate, resulting in a stopband of 28 MHz and RS = 56 MHz,
not 40 MHz. The 17-MHz bandwidth design choice is an excellent tradeoff to
reduce the ADC sampling rate with negligible increase of antialiasing filter imple-
mentation loss.

It is common practice in high-end commercial C/A code receiver designs to
widen the front-end bandwidth in order to operate them with narrow correlators
for improved pseudorange accuracy in thermal noise as well as to mitigate
multipath effects. In this case, the front-end bandwidth and ADC sample rates must
both be increased to include multiple C/A code sidelobes.

Misunderstanding of the fundamental requirement for ADC sampling rate based
on the stopband of the antialiasing filter can result in tens of decibels of aliasing
noise. For a well-designed GNSS receiver, the antialiasing filtering and the sampling
rate are both appropriately designed so that the effect of aliasing noise is negligible.

The quantization process introduces additional interference into the signal in
the form of quantization noise and clipping noise. The quantization noise is caused
by the finite amplitude resolution as defined by the least significant bit in the ADC.
The clipping noise is related to that portion of the analog signal amplitude that is
beyond the peak-to-peak value of the reference voltage range of the ADC. If digital
frequency excision or frequency domain search techniques are used following the
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ADC, then high-precision ADCs are required because precise amplitude informa-
tion is essential to these processes. Time domain transversal filter or frequency
domain FFT techniques are commonly used for frequency excision. Typically these
ADCs are 12-bit for military and 10-bit for commercial frequency excision applica-
tions. In these cases, both the quantization noise and clipping noise are negligible.

The vast majority of GPS receivers use fewer than 4 bits in the ADC because
there is little signal degradation improvement beyond 3 bits. With appropriate sam-
pling (RS ≥ 2BS), the ADC degradations for wideband Gaussian noise are 1.96 dB for
1-bit, 0.55 dB for 2-bit, and 0.16 dB for 3-bit ADCs [1]. This assumes antialiasing
filtering that suppresses the RMS noise levels well below the ADC degradation levels
at and beyond BS. By contrast, with undersampling (RS = 2BP), the ADC degrada-
tions for wideband Gaussian noise with mismatched sample rates result in degrada-
tions of approximately 3.5 dB for 1-bit, 1.2 dB for 2-bit, and 0.6 dB for 3-bit ADCs
[2]. These results were based on a P(Y) code receiver design with passband band-
width of twice the spreading code rate (BP = 2RC) and an optimum AGC signal
amplitude into the ADC. No AGC is required for the 1-bit (limiter) case. Assuming a
typical ADC voltage reference of +/− 5 VDC (a 10-V peak-to-peak ADC range), the
optimum RMS level outputs from the AGC into the ADC to achieve these minimum
ADC signal degradations for the P(Y) code receiver example are approximately
12.5V for 2-bit and 7.7V for 3-bit ADCs. A second example in [2] illustrates the
same mismatched sample rate (RS = 2BP) for a wideband C/A code receiver design
with BP = 5RC. In this case, the degradations are somewhat reduced to approxi-
mately 2.3 dB for 1-bit, 0.7 dB for 2-bit, and 0.3 dB for 3-bit ADCs. The 1-bit ADC
is clipped all of the time. The approximate RMS level outputs from the AGC into the
ADC to achieve these minimum ADC signal degradations for this C/A-code example
(still assuming a 10-V peak-to-peak ADC voltage reference) are approximately
10.1V for 2-bit and 5.6V for 3-bit ADCs. This illustrates that the optimum AGC lev-
els for the 2-bit ADC is clipped a high percentage of the time and the 3-bit ADC is
seldom clipped. This is in accordance with the reduction in the quantization noise as
the number of ADC bits is increased. Obviously, both designs suffer additional sig-
nal degradations due to aliasing noise caused by undersampling. Reference [2] also
includes 4-bit and 5-bit ADC degradations (not discussed here) that serve to illus-
trate the diminishing returns for more quantization precision in GPS applications
that do not perform digital frequency excision or frequency domain processing.
They also illustrate that the AGC level must be adapted to the antialiasing filtering,
the sample rate, and the number of bits in the ADC in order to achieve minimum sig-
nal degradation in the presence of wideband Gaussian noise.

The preferred low-precision ADC embodiment in a GPS receiver is the nonuni-
form 2-bit quantization design included in Figure 6.1. This ADC design is adapted
from [3, 4] for GPS applications because of its substantial processing gain in the
presence of CW interference plus thermal noise.2 As a result of CW jamming, the sta-
tistics of the zero crossings of the signal are no longer determined by a combination
of thermal noise and the GPS signals buried in this random noise, but become domi-
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2. H. Logan Scott originally adapted Amoroso’s nonuniform ADC design [3] for military GPS receivers. This
design was first used in the TI 4XOP family of military GPS receiver designs, Texas Instruments, Inc., 1985.



nated by the statistics of the CW signal. The probability density of a CW signal
amplitude is

( )P x
x

=
−

1

1 2π
(6.3)

This function is plotted in Figure 6.2. Observe in this plot that the CW signal
spends most of its time near the peak amplitudes rather than in the vicinity of the
zero crossing. The result is that the combination of the signals plus thermal noise
plus a strong CW signal spends very little time near the zero crossing.

Virtually all modern receivers are precorrelation ADC designs, so the ADC pro-
cess takes place prior to the digital correlation process. If the ADC is properly
designed, the digital correlation process that follows spreads the CW signal into a
wideband signal, while despreading the signal into a narrowband (data modula-
tion) signal with a bandwidth that is essentially the reciprocal of the predetection
integration time. This is a significant signal bandwidth reduction and CW interfer-
ence bandwidth expansion. Filtering the resulting narrowband signal provides sig-
nificant processing gain against the CW, but this is only true if the CW signal does
not first capture the ADC. The ADC is subjected to the full amplitude of CW inter-
ference in a precorrelation ADC receiver. In the case of a 1-bit ADC (limiter), there
is very little correlation possible in the presence of CW interference. The CW inter-
ference essentially captures the 1-bit ADC in a precorrelation ADC receiver design.
This increases the 1-bit ADC SNR degradation from 1.96 dB in the presence of
Gaussian noise to 6.0 dB in the presence of any constant envelope (including CW)
interference [3]. The nonuniform 2-bit ADC of Figure 6.1 reduces this degradation
to less than 0.6 dB in the presence of Gaussian noise, and in the presence of CW
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interference it can outperform an infinite-bit linear ADC by more than 10 dB at high
jamming-to-desired signal (J/S) power ratios (60 dB or higher) (see footnote 2). It
performs well for modulated CW, such as swept CW and narrowband jammers.

The principle of operation of the nonlinear ADC in the presence of CW is as fol-
lows. In the design in [3], the application is for very short period PRN codes that are
BPSK modulated and received at the much higher SNRs typical of spread spectrum
communications systems. Thus, the upper and lower magnitude comparator volt-
ages are changed dynamically by complementary digital counters at the ADC out-
put, while the AGC attack and recovery rate is slow. Referring to the Figure 6.1
adaptation of this concept for receiver applications, the upper and lower magnitude
comparator voltages, VB, are held constant, the AGC attack and recovery rate is fast,
and the feedback to the AGC controls the RMS amplitude for proper clipping of the
ADC. As part of the AGC feedback control, the weighting factor, N, adjusts the sta-
tistical averaging time to properly follow fluctuations in the noise level of the signal
plus noise that exceeds the plus and minus magnitude bit comparators. A compara-
tor passes the output of the weighting factor function that exceeds a certain percent-
age (T%). The result is an AGC control error that is digitally integrated, then
converted to an analog AGC control voltage (see footnote 2). Figure 6.3 depicts the
GPS signal buried in (dominated by) thermal noise being added to (riding on top of)
a CW signal, along with typical complementary threshold settings of T = 5%. The
T% threshold adjusts the signal statistics such that a similar effect is taking place at
the plus magnitude and minus magnitude comparators as would occur at the sign bit
comparator with only thermal noise present. In this manner, the nonuniform ADC
provides correlation in the presence of constant envelope interference. The values of
T% and N can be constants or variable, depending on the level of sophistication
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desired. If variable, then the J/N meter (described in the following section) and the
CW signal detector in Figure 6.1 are used to make the adjustments dynamically. The
range of T% is adjusted typically between 5% and 15% and N between 4 and 16,
depending on the presence of the CW and the level of CW interference as indicated
by these built-in monitors. The best CW performance at the highest J/N is achieved
when T% is 5 and N is 16. There is less signal degradation at the lowest J/N condi-
tions if T% is 15% and N is 4. The specific design requires tuning (see footnote 2).

6.2.2.4 Receiver Jamming Situational Awareness—J/N Meter

Figure 6.1 illustrates the circuit simplicity of adding a J/N meter to a receiver design
containing an AGC amplifier that is controlled by a digital feedback loop. To
achieve this simplicity, the addition of the J/N meter must be part of the original
receiver AGC design plan. Since the addition of a J/N meter is seldom preplanned,
there have been numerous papers published on interference measurement tech-
niques performed within the tracking loops or the navigation solution of a receiver.
The main problem with these concepts is that the receiver must be tracking to mea-
sure jamming. It is important to have situational awareness about jamming during
the search modes and adapt the search strategy accordingly, then adapt the tracking
strategy accordingly if tracking is possible. It is also important to have situational
awareness when the receiver fails to navigate. In this case, a situational display can
inform the user that the jamming level exceeds the search or tracking capability of
the receiver. Only an AGC J/N meter can perform this function because the J/N
meter continues to operate even if the search and tracking functions are incapable of
operating at the measured jamming levels. The bottom line is that measuring the
control voltage levels to the AGC to determine jamming is superior to any other
method, but the provision for this measurement must be preplanned in the original
AGC design. For military GPS receivers, this means that the situational awareness
requirement must be specified.

As demonstrated for the simple case of detecting CW interference in Figure 6.1,
the digital IF signal statistics can be analyzed and characterized for other classes of
interference. So, not only can the AGC and ADC areas of a receiver provide situa-
tional awareness with respect to the jamming level that is actually being experienced
by the receiver regardless of whether the receiver is capable of operating at that jam-
ming level, but also the jamming type can be identified if these designs are
preplanned.

The principle of operation of the J/N meter in Figure 6.1 is as follows. In the
absence of interference, the signals are buried in thermal noise. Under this condi-
tion, the AGC adjusts the RMS signal amplitude for optimal ADC performance
based on thermal noise. If the AGC control voltage changes from this level, that
change is an indication that the noise level has increased. This increase can only be
caused by interference, and the measure of this interference is the change in the AGC
control voltage. As depicted in Figure 6.1, the AGC gain is reduced in the presence
of increased interference. Because of the logarithmic nature of the AGC control
voltage, J/N is equal to the change in AGC control voltage times a scale factor.
Obviously, J/N is unity (0 dB) in the presence of thermal noise. The digital design in
Figure 6.1 that ultimately provides the analog control voltage to the AGC can be a
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very accurate measurement of J/N if the amplifier is calibrated as described in
Section 6.2.2.2.

6.2.2.5 Effects of Interference on Acquisition, Carrier Tracking, and Data
Demodulation

The performance of signal acquisition, carrier tracking, and data demodulation all
depend on the SNIR at the output of each correlator in a receiver. Consequently,
evaluating the effect of RF interference on correlator output SNIR provides the basis
for assessing the effect of this interference on these three receiver functions. This sec-
tion describes the underlying theory behind this effect and then presents approxima-
tion techniques for such analysis.

When the aggregate interference can be modeled as statistically stationary, and
when the spectra of either the interference or the desired signal (or both) are well
approximated by a straight line over a bandwidth that is the reciprocal of the inte-
gration time used in the correlation, the correlator output SNIR is as follows [5]:
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where τ is the delay of the locally generated replica code relative to the true TOA of
the received signal in space, θ is the carrier phase of the replica carrier signal relative
to the phase of the received signal, T is the integration time of the correlator, CS is the
received power of the desired signal (in watts), N0 is the power spectral density of the
white noise (in W/Hz), ℜ{·} denotes the real part of the enclosed function, SS(f) is the
power spectral density of the signal, normalized to unit area over infinite band-
width, HT(f) is the transfer function of the SV signal transmitter, HR(f) is the transfer
function of the receiver filter, Cι is the power of the received interference signal (in
watts), and S (f) is the power spectral density of the aggregate interference, normal-
ized to unit area over infinite bandwidth.

The quality of a received GNSS signal is commonly described in terms of its car-
rier-power-to-noise-density ratio, implying that the noise is white and thus can be
described by a scalar noise density. Yet (6.4) shows that any nonwhite interference
must be accounted for as well and must be described by its power spectral density,
including its power. Thus, analyzing the correlator output SNIR in interference is
extremely cumbersome. However, if a fictitious white noise density is formulated
that produces the same output SNIR as the combination of the actual white noise
and interference, then the resulting effective carrier-power-to-noise-density ratio is
both correct and straightforward to analyze using the fiction of effective white
noise.

To derive an effective CS/N0, or (CS/N0)eff, observe that (6.4) with no interference
is:
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Typically, the delay and phase values of most interest are when the output SNIR
is highest. At this point, CS/N0 is:
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where ($ , $ ) arg max[ ( , )]
,

τ θ ρ τ θ
τ θ

= c , the values that maximize the output SNIR.

When there is both interference and white noise, (CS/N0)eff is defined in a way
analogous to (6.6) as follows
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Observe that (6.7) can be expressed as [6]:
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where CS/N0 is the unjammed carrier-to-noise-power ratio of the received signal
inside the receiver, Cι/CS is the jamming-to-received-signal power ratio inside the
receiver, Q is a dimensionless jamming resistance quality factor to be determined
for various types of jammers and signal modulators, and Rc is the spreading code
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rate of the code generator in chips per second. Note that increasing the value of Q in
(6.8) improves (CS/N0)eff. Therefore, higher jamming resistance quality factor, Q,
results in increased jamming effectiveness. Comparing (6.7) and (6.8) yields
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To assist in the interpretation of (6.9), define the receiver transfer function to
have maximum magnitude of unity, so max ( )

f RH f = 1, which can be achieved by
multiplying the filter transfer function by a scalar without changing (6.9) in the pro-
cess. With this definition, the numerator of (6.9) is the fraction of signal power
passed by the receiver front end. (Recall that the signal power spectral density is
defined to have unit area over all frequencies.)

Then, (6.9) can be expressed succinctly as
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where κιs is called the spectral separation coefficient (SSC) [7], which is defined as
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Equation (6.11) has units of reciprocal hertz or seconds. Observe that the SSC
depends on the spectrum of the desired signal as well as the spectrum of the interfer-
ence. Different interferers may have the same SSC with a given desired signal, and
when they do, the different interferers affect (CS/N0)eff the same way. It follows then
that different interferers may have a different SSC with a given desired signal. For
example, if interferer A has x dB smaller SSC with the desired signal than interferer
B, then interferer A has the same effect on (CS/N0)eff as interferer B when the power in
A is increased by x dB.

Computing Jamming Resistance Quality Factor Q
To consider interference effects further for some nominal situations, suppose that
the receive filter is very wide, so that HR(f) can be treated as approximately unity in
(6.9) at frequencies where the desired signal has appreciable power, and the limits
on the integrals can be approximated by infinity, so that (6.9) is approximated by
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Examples of different types of interference can now be evaluated.

Case 1—Narrowband Interference. For narrowband interference centered at fι,
the power spectrum can be modeled as Sι(f) = δ(f − fι), where δ(·) is the Dirac delta
function having infinite amplitude, vanishing width, and unit area. Substituting for
this interference power spectral density in (6.12) yields

( )
Q

R S fc S

= 1

ι

(6.13)

In general, narrowband interference affects (CS/N0)eff more when the interfer-
ence frequency is at or near the maximum of the signal power spectrum. Moreover,
when the normalized power spectrum of the desired signal has a smaller maximum,
the desired signal is degraded less by narrowband interference at the worst-case fre-
quency.

BPSK-R(n) is the modulation notation introduced in Section 4.2.3 for received
signals that have been synthesized by BPSK with rectangular spreading symbols at a
chip rate of Rc = 1.023 × n MHz. Using this notation, P(Y) code is BPSK-R(10) while
L1 C/A code and L2C are BPSK-R(1), but M code is a BOCs(m,n) = BOCs(10,5)
modulation (see Sections 4.2.3 and 4.5.3). The baseband power spectral density
functions for BPSK-R(n) and BOCs(m,n) signals are given, respectively, in (4.14)
and (4.17).

If the narrowband interference is placed at the spectral maximum of a
BPSK-R(n) signal (f = 0 for the baseband power spectral density), SS(fι = 0) = 1/Rc,

and (6.13) becomes Q
R RC C

= =
1

1. If instead the interference is placed at a fre-

quency other than the signal’s spectral peak, Q is greater than unity, meaning that
the interference has less effect.

For a BOC(m,n) modulation, if the interferer is located at one or both of the spec-
tral peaks, Q takes on values in the range 1.9 ≤ Q ≤ 2.5, depending upon the
subcarrier frequency, the spreading code rate, and whether cosine phasing or sine
phasing is used. If the narrowband interferer is at any other frequency, Q again takes
on larger values, indicating that interference of fixed power has less effect on (CS/N0)eff.

Case 2—Matched Spectrum Interference. Consider now when the interference
has the same power spectral density as the desired signal. This situation could arise
from multiple access interference or from a jamming waveform whose spectrum is
matched to that of the desired signal.

( )[ ]
Q

R S f dfc S

=

−∞

∞

∫

1
2

(6.14)

When the signal is BPSK-R(n), substituting (4.14) into (6.14) yields
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Q

R T fT dfc c c

= =

−∞

∞

∫

1
1 5

2 4sinc π

. (6.15)

For a BOC(m,n) modulation, Q takes on values in the range 3 ≤ Q ≤ 4.5,
depending upon the subcarrier frequency, the spreading code rate, and whether
cosine-phasing or sine-phasing is used.

Case 3—Bandlimited White Noise Interference. When the interference has flat
spectrum centered at f and extending from f − /2 ≤ f ≤ f + /2, its spectrum is
expressed as

( )S f
f f f

ι ι
ι ι ι ιβ

β β= − ≤ ≤ +





1
2 2

0

,

, elsewhere.
(6.16)

Substituting (6.16) into (6.12) yields

( )
Q

R
S f dfc

S
f

f
=

−

+

∫

1

2

2

βι β

β

ι ι

ι ι
(6.17)

If βι becomes small, (6.17) approaches (6.13), the result for narrowband inter-
ference.

If βι is large enough so that almost all of the signal power is included within f −
/2 ≤ f ≤ f + /2,  then (6.17) becomes

Q
Rc

=
βι (6.18)

Rearranging (6.18), QRc = βι, which shows that modulation design, and in par-
ticular higher spreading code rates, provide no benefit to (CS/N0)eff when the noise
spectrum is flat over the frequency range occupied by the signal. Moreover, for fixed
interference power, the wider the interference bandwidth, the larger the value of Q,
and hence the smaller influence of the interference on (CS/N0)eff.

When the signal is BPSK-R(n) and the interference spectrum is centered on the
signal spectrum so that fι = 0, substituting (4.14) into (6.17) yields

( )
Q

f T dfc

=

∫

1

1 2

2

2

β
π

ι β

β

ι

ι

sinc

(6.19)

When in addition βι = 2Rc so that the interference covers the null-to-null main
lobe of the signal spectrum, (6.19) becomes
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Q

f T dfc

R
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c

c
= ≅

−
∫

2
222

2sinc π

. (6.20)

When the modulation is BOC(m, n) and the interference spectrum is centered
on one or both of the subcarrier frequencies so that f = ± m × 1.023 MHz, Q is
slightly more than twice the value of the corresponding Q for a BPSK-R(n) modula-
tion. In particular, when βι = 2Rc so that the interference covers one or both
null-to-null main lobes of the signal spectrum, Q takes on values in the range 4.6 ≤
Q ≤ 5.5, depending on the subcarrier frequency, the spreading code rate, and
whether cosine phasing or sine phasing is used.

Table 6.3 summarizes these Qs for C/A code, P(Y) code, and M code, along
with their associated modulation types and spreading code rates for the three classes
of jammer types analyzed earlier.

Computing J/S and Tolerable Jamming Power
When expressed in units of dB-Hz, (6.8) becomes

( ) ( )
( )

C N C NS eff dB S eff

C N
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S dB
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10
10

10
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100

,
log

log

=

= − +
−
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c

s dB

QR

10
















(6.21)

where:

(CS/N0)dB = 10log10(CS/N0) (dB-Hz)

(Cι/Cs)dB = 10log10(Cι/Cs) (dB)

Rc = 1.023 Mchip/s for L1 C/A code and L2C

= 5.115 Mchip/s for M code

= 10.23 Mchip/s for P(Y) code and L5 code

Equation (6.21) shows that the effect of jamming is to reduce the unjammed
(CS/N0)dB in a receiver to a lower value, (CS/N0)eff, dB. As shown in Chapter 5, signal
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Table 6.3 Summary of Jamming Resistance Quality Factors (Q)

Signal/Jammer Type Q (Dimensionless)

PRN code
Spreading code rate
Modulation type

C/A Code
Rc = 1.023 MHz
BPSK-R(1)

P(Y) Code
Rc = 10.23 MHz
BPSK-R(10)

M Code
Rc = 5.115 MHz
BOCs(10,5)

Bandlimited white noise null to null 2.22 2.22 5.3

Matched spectrum 1.5 1.5 4.0

Narrowband at spectral peak(s) 1 1 2.3



acquisition, carrier tracking, and data demodulation deteriorate as the (CS/N0)eff is
reduced until these receiver functions are lost. Chapter 5 shows that the effect of
interference on code tracking is not described by (CS/N0)eff, so a separate assessment
must be performed to evaluate the effect on code tracking and loss of lock.

Equation (6.21) can be rearranged to solve for (Cι/Cs)dB as follows:

( )
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log
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(6.22)

Computing the unjammed (CS/N0)dB in (6.21) and (6.22) in units of dB-Hz
involves numerous parameters and is presented piecewise as follows:
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(6.23)

where:

(CS)dB = recovered signal power received from SVi (dBW)

(N0)dB = thermal noise power component in a 1-Hz bandwidth (dBW)

(CRi)dB = received signal power from SVi at antenna input (dBW)

(GSvi)dB = antenna gain toward SVi (dBic)

LdB = receiver implementation loss, including A/D converter loss (dB)

k = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38 × 10−23 (J/K)

Tant = antenna noise temperature (K)

Tamp = amplifier temperature (K)

Q = jamming resistance quality factor (dimensionless)

Rc = spreading code rate (chips/s)

(Nf)dB = amplifier noise figure at 290K (dB)

As a computation example of (6.23), assume (CRi)dB = −158.5 dBW (i.e., the
IS-GPS-200 minimum specified received signal power level for L1 C/A code) (see
Section 4.3.2 for details). Further assume that a fixed reception pattern antenna
(FRPA) is used with a typical gain roll off to about –3 dBic at the elevation mask
angle of 5º above the horizon. This is the elevation angle where the minimum GPS
received power specification is met. It is also typical for the antenna gain to increase
to 1.5 dBic or more at zenith, where the GPS minimum received power specification
is also met. In between these two elevation angles, the received signal power tends to
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increase slightly due to the satellite antenna array gain pattern. In other words, the
received signal power and antenna gain combination tends to be lower by about
−3 dB near the elevation mask angle of 5º and higher by about 1.5 dB at zenith with
a fluctuation range of more than 4.5 dB in the approximately hemispherical gain
coverage region of a typical FRPA. Antenna tilt can significantly increase this gain
fluctuation range. In this example, the antenna is assumed to have ( ) .GSVi dB = 15dB
gain toward the SV to allow for the higher SV signal levels that exist most of the
time, counting the gains of both the receiver antenna and the SV antenna. The
implementation loss is assumed to be 2 dB (LdB = 2) for a high-quality receiver design
and A/D converter. Using these assumptions in (6.23), the total recovered signal
power is (Cs)dB = −158.5 + 1.5 − 2 = −159.0 dBW. Next assume that the receiver
noise figure (Nf)dB = 4.3 dB at 290 K, so Tamp = 290 × (100.43 − 1) = 490.5 K. Assuming
that the antenna noise temperature is 100K, then the thermal noise can be computed
as N0 = 10 log10[k × (100 + 490.5)] = −200.9 dBW. Therefore, the unjammed
(CS/N0)dB = −159.0 + 200.9 = 41.9 dB-Hz.

Note that the unjammed (CS/N0)dB in (6.23) accounts for the antenna gain in the
direction of the satellite as well as the implementation loss of the receiver. Similarly,
if the antenna gain in the direction of the jammer, (GJ)dB, is accounted for in (6.22),
then

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

C C C C
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− = + −

= − + − =

L S G L

C C J S G G J S

dB dB SVi dB dB

S dB dB dB J dB SVi dB dBι ( ) ( )+ −G GJ dB SVi dB

(6.24)

where (J/S)dB is the jamming to signal power ratio at the antenna input in decibels.
Substituting this into (6.22)
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(6.25)

From (6.25), the receiver (J/S)dB performance can be computed for a given QRc

using the unjammed (CS/N0)dB from (6.23) and obtaining the value of (CS/N0)eff,dB by
simply equating it to the receiver tracking threshold as determined from the approx-
imation methods presented in Chapter 5. Recall that the carrier tracking threshold
(CS/N0)eff,dB is the weak link for an unaided GPS receiver and even for an externally
aided receiver if the carrier loop is closed.

As a computational example of (6.24) using the unjammed C/A code example
where (CS/N0)dB = 41.9 dB-Hz, assume the antenna gain toward the jammer, (GJ)dB, is
−3 dB. Note that the jammer signal may or may not be RHCP. If RHCP, then the
antenna gain toward the jammer would be the same as its gain in that direction for
an SV. But if the jammer is linearly polarized, then an additional 3-dB loss or more
must be included in the gain toward the jammer, depending on the polarization mis-
match of the GPS antenna. Since the desired signal is C/A code with a BPSK-R(1)
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modulation, Rc = 1.023 Mchip/s. Assume a bandlimited white noise (BLWN) jam-
ming waveform whose spectrum is rectangular, centered at the C/A center fre-
quency, and approximately 2 MHz wide (null to null), so that Q ≅ 2.22. If the PLL
carrier tracking threshold example from Section 5.6.1 is used, then the tolerable
(CS/N0)eff,dB = 28 dB-Hz. Substituting these and the unjammed (CS/N0)dB from the pre-
vious computational example into (6.25)

( ) ( )[ ]J S
dB

= + + × × −

=

− −15 30 10 2 22 1023 10 10 10

3

10
6 2 8 4 19. . log . . . .

99. dB

For L1 P(Y) code, there is BPSK-R(10) modulation with Rc = 10.23 Mchip/s and
(CRi)dB = −161.5 dBW. Assume the jamming waveform has a BLWN rectangular
spectrum centered on L1 with width of 20.46 MHz (null to null) so that Q = 2.22
(and the remaining assumptions the same). The unjammed (CS/N0)dB = 38.9 dB-Hz,
so

( ) ( )[ ]J S
dB

= + + × × −

=

− −15 30 10 222 10 23 10 10 10

4

10
6 2 8 3 89. . log . . . .

97. dB

Note that if the unjammed (CS/N0)dB for Y code were the same as for C/A code
above, the (J/S)dB would be exactly 10 dB greater, reflecting the factor of 10 increase
in spreading code chip rate.

For the normal power M code with BOCs(10,5) modulation and Rc = 5.115
Mcps, (CRi)dB = −158.0 dBW. Assume that the BLWN jamming spectrum consists of
two (null to null) rectangles, centered ±10.23 MHz away from L1, each with width
of 10.23 MHz so that Q ≅ 5.3 (and the remaining assumptions the same). The
unjammed (CS/N0)dB = 43.4 dB-Hz so

( ) ( )[ ]J S
dB

= + + × × −

=

− −15 30 10 5 3 5115 10 10 10

50

10
6 2 8 4 34. . log . . . .

.7dB

Table 6.4 summarizes the receiver (J/S)dB performance for L1 C/A code, L1 P(Y)
code, and M code for all three types of jamming with the same assumptions for
antenna gain toward the satellite (1.5 dB), gain toward the jammer (−3 dB), imple-
mentation loss (2 dB), and noise figure (4.3 dB) for a receiver tracking threshold
(CS/N0)eff,dB = 28 dB-Hz. The applicable Q used to compute each entry is shown in
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Table 6.4 J/S Performance (with Appropriate Q) for 28-dB-Hz Carrier Tracking Threshold

Jammer Type (J/S)dB (Q, Dimensionless)

L1 C/A Code L1 P(Y) Code L1 M Code (Normal)

Bandlimited white noise null to null 39.9 (2.22) 49.7 (2.22) 50.7 (5.3)

Matched spectrum 38.2 (1.5) 48.0 (1.5) 49.5 (4.0)

Narrowband at spectral peak(s) 36.4 (1) 46.2 (1) 47.1 (2.3)



parenthesis for reference. Note that this produces nine different values of J/S perfor-
mance for the same receiver tracking threshold.

Figure 6.4 depicts the (J/S)dB performance as a function of the (CS/N0)eff,dB

(receiver tracking threshold) for L1 C/A, L1 P(Y), and M code receivers for
null-to-null jammers customized to each signal. The same assumptions were made
as in the earlier examples to determine the unjammed (CS/N0)dB.

Tolerable jamming (tolerable J) is a better way than J/S of comparing receiver
jamming performance when there are multiple levels of signal power involved. Since
the values of (J/S)dB in Table 6.4 are based on the receiver tracking threshold, the tol-
erable JdB (dBW) is (J/S)dB (dB) plus the specified minimum received signal power
level, (CRi)dB(dBW). Table 6.5 compares the receiver tolerable J performance for L1
C/A code, L1 P(Y) code, and M code for BLWN null-to-null(s) jammer assuming
that all three receivers have the same 28-dB-Hz tracking threshold. (Actually, the
M-code signal should have an even lower tracking threshold because of TDDM, as
discussed in Chapter 5.) This comparison example reveals that the M code receiver
outperforms the P(Y) code receiver by 4.5 dB and the P(Y) code receiver outper-
forms the C/A code receiver by 6.8 dB when all three receivers have the same track-
ing threshold (28 dB-Hz). With the 3-dB reduction in threshold from TDDM in M
code, M code would outperform P(Y) code by 7.5 dB in tolerable jamming.

Figure 6.5 depicts the tolerable JdB performance as a function of the (CS/N0)eff,dB

(receiver tracking threshold) for L1 C/A, L1 P(Y), and M code receivers for BLWN
null-to-null(s) jammers customized to each signal. The same assumptions were
made as in the previous examples to determine the unjammed CS/N0.

Computing RF Interference Signal Levels
Even though the J/S performance of a GNSS receiver sounds impressive when the
ratio is reported in decibels, it becomes less impressive when the actual jammer sig-
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Figure 6.4 J/S performance as a function of receiver tracking threshold.



nal levels are considered. This is because the GNSS signal power received at the
antenna input is so small. To demonstrate how little jammer power is required at the
input of a GNSS receiver to disable it when the receiver J/S performance in units of
decibels has been determined, the following equation is required:

( ) ( ) ( )J S J S
dB r dB r dB

= − (6.26)

where:

(Jr)dB = incident jammer power at the receiver antenna input (dBW)

(Sr)dB = incident signal power at the receiver antenna input (dBW)

Rearranging (6.26), (Jr)dB = (J/S)dB + (Sr)dB. Since (Jr)dB = 10log10 Jr , then the jammer
power in watts at the antenna input is
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Table 6.5 Tolerable Jamming for 28-dB-Hz Carrier Tracking Threshold

Jammer Type BLWN Null to Null(s)

L1 C/A code L1 P(Y) code L1 M code (normal)

(J/S)dB (dB) with (Q) 39.9 (2.22) 49.7 (2.22) 50.7 (5.4)
Minimum specified (Sr )dB

(dBW) −158.5 −161.5 −158.0

Tolerable JdB (dBW) −118.6 −111.8 −107.3
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Figure 6.5 Tolerable J performance as a function of carrier tracking threshold, assuming all sig-
nals have the same tracking threshold.



( ) ( )

J r

J S S
dB r dB

=
+

10 10 (6.27)

Using the minimum specified received signal power level for C/A code at normal
power, (Sr)dB = −158.5 dBW and the jamming performance for the C/A code receiver
in the previous section where (CS/N0)eff,dB = 28 dB-Hz and (J/S)dB = 39.9 dB for a
BLWN null-to-null white noise jammer, the incident jammer power is determined
from (6.27) as follows:

( )

J r = = ×
+ −

−10 138 10
39 9 158 5

10 12
. .

. W

This demonstrates that for the FRPA design assumed in the previous section,
less than 1.5 pW of incident RF interference power is required to disable a C/A code
receiver with a moderate (J/S)dB performance of 39.9 dB.

Table 6.6 depicts the disabling incident power (along with the tolerable J and
J/S performance for easy comparison). Note that even though the J/S performance
of M code is about the same as that for P(Y) code, the disabling incident power and
tolerable J are significantly larger for M code. Table 6.6 also shows clearly how
much more robust P(Y) code and M code are than C/A code in the presence of jam-
ming. Disabling incident power and tolerable J both provide insight into receiver
antijam performance when there are different received signal powers and different
values of Rc and Q involved. For example, one might think that M code would have
a 3-dB lower J/S performance than P(Y) code since its spreading code rate is half
that of P(Y) code. Since the Q for M code is more than double that of P(Y) code and
its power is 3.5 dB stronger, the M code J/S performance is higher, as shown in
brackets in Table 6.6. In fact, Table 6.6 shows that M code is more robust in the
presence of jamming than P(Y) code for all three jammer types.

Computing Range to RF Interference
Usually, the receiver operating range from the source of the RF interference is
desired given the effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of the interference
source. (Refer to Appendix C for greater insight into propagation loss.)

The formula for the link budget for the transmitted jammer power is given by:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )EIRP J G L Lj dB r dB j dB p dB f dB
= − + + dBW (6.28)
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Table 6.6 Disabling Incident Power, Tolerable J, and J/S for 28-dB-Hz Carrier Tracking
Threshold

Jammer Type
Incident Power in pW
(Tolerable JdB (dBW)) [(J/S)dB (dB)]

L1 C/A Code L1 P(Y) Code M Code (Normal)

Wideband
null to null

1.38 (–118.6) [39.9] 6.61 (–111.8)[49.7] 18.62 (–107.3) [50.7]

Wideband matched
spectrum

0.93 (–120.3) [38.2] 4.47 (–113.5) [48.0] 14.13 (–108.5) [49.5]

Narrowband at
spectral peak(s)

0.62 (–122.1) [36.4] 2.95 (–115.3) [46.2] 8.13 (–110.9) [47.1]



where:

(EIRPj)dB = EIRP of the jammer

= (Jt)dB + (Gt)dB

(Jt)dB = jammer transmit power into its antenna (dBW)

= 10 log10 Jt (Jt expressed in W)

(Gt)dB = jammer transmitter antenna gain (dBic)

(Jr)dB = incident (received) jammer power (dBW)

= 10 log10 Jr (Jr expressed in W)

(Lp)dB = free space propagation loss (dB)

= 20 log10

4π

λ

d

j









 (see Appendix C)

d = range to jammer (m)

λj = wavelength of jammer frequency (m)

(Gj)dB = receiver antenna gain toward jammer (dBic)

(Lf)dB = jammer power loss due to receiver front-end filtering (dB)

As a computational example for L1 P(Y) code and a BLWN null-to-null jammer,
assume that the propagation loss between jammer and GNSS receiver can be mod-
eled as free space, that jammer transmitter power Jt = 2W, so (Jt)dB = 10 log10 2 = 3.0
dBW, and the jammer antenna gain (Gt)dB = 3 dB. Then (EIRPj)dB = 6 dBW, and the
EIRP is EIRPt = 100.6 = 4.0W. Since the jammer frequency is in-band, the wave-
length, λj, will be assumed to be the same as L1, and (Lf)dB is therefore assumed to be
0 dB. The receiver antenna gain toward the jammer, (Gj)dB, is assumed to be −3 dBic
(i.e., a power ratio of one-half representing the antenna gain with respect to a unity
gain isotropic circularly polarized antenna). Using the J/S from Table 6.4 for the
example of an L1 P(Y) code receiver with the third-order 18-Hz noise bandwidth
carrier tracking loop for a BLWN null-to-null jammer, (J/S)dB = 49.7 dB, and the
minimum guaranteed received signal (Sr)dB = −161.5 dBW then from (6.26), the toler-
able J is

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )J J S Sr dB dB r dB
= + = + − = −497 1615 1118. . . dBW

The LOS range to the antenna at which the receiver reaches its loss of track
threshold can now be determined from (6.28), rearranged to solve for d

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

L
d

J G J G L
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t dB t dB r dB j dB f dB
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Next, we solve for the range, d, to the jammer to attenuate the 4-W transmitted
jamming signal to the threshold level at the receiver input. This corresponds to the
range from the jammer for the receiver to reach its tolerable J level:

( )

( )d j

L p dB

= =
λ

π

10

4000
83 45

20

,
. .km nmi

Table 6.7 illustrates this distance computation for all three jammer types and L1
C/A code, L1 P(Y) code, and L1 M code receivers using the same assumptions for
EIRPj and the receiver antenna gain toward the jammer, Gj. Note that the
narrowband jammer is the most effective (lowest Q) for a given power, but it is also
the easiest to mitigate.

Using the same equations and assumptions in the previous example, Figure
6.6(a–c) are plots of the range to the jammer as a function of the EIRP of a BLWN
null-to-null(s) jammer with (J/S)dB as a running parameter for L1 C/A code, L1 P(Y)
code, and M code receivers, respectively. Using the (CS/N0)eff obtained from the rule
of thumb for carrier tracking threshold analysis or by using Monte Carlo simula-
tions, the actual J/S performance of a receiver can be determined from Figure 6.4.
Using the actual J/S performance, the LOS range to the jammer can be determined
from Figure 6.6 for a wideband jammer, given the EIRP of the jammer. Alterna-
tively, for a given range to the jammer, the tolerable EIRP can be determined.

6.2.2.6 Vulnerability of C/A Code to CW Interference

The GPS C/A code is a Gold code with a short 1-ms period (i.e., the PRN sequence
repeats every 1 ms). Therefore, the C/A code (neglecting the navigation data) has a
line spectrum with lines that are 1 kHz apart. Although it is typical for each line in
the C/A code power spectrum to be down 24 dB or more with respect to the total
power, there are some lines in every C/A code that are stronger. The C/A code line
spectrum characteristic is inferior to a maximum-length PRN sequence with the
same number of shift register bits [8]. As a result, a CW jammer can mix with a
strong C/A code line and leak through the correlator. Table 6.8 summarizes the
worst line frequency and the worst line (strongest) amplitude for every C/A code [9].
These phenomena cause more of a problem during C/A code search and acquisition
modes than in tracking modes. If the receiver has a CW jammer detector such as the
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Table 6.7 Tolerable J Distance to 4-W Jammer, Assuming Free-Space
Propagation

Jammer Type Distance, km (nmi)

L1 C/A Code L1 P(Y) Code M Code (Normal)

Wideband
null to null

18.2 (10.0) 8.3 (4.5) 4.9 (2.7)

Wideband matched
spectrum

22.1 (12.1) 10.1 (5.5) 5.7 (3.1)

Narrowband at
spectral peak(s)

27.2 (14.4) 12.5 (6.8) 7.4 (4.1)
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Figure 6.6 Range to jammer as a function of EIRP: (a) L1 C/A code receiver, (b) L1 P(Y) code receiver, and
(c) M code receiver.



one shown in Figure 6.1, this can provide a warning that special (time-consuming)
search measures must be taken, such as increasing the search dwell time and adjust-
ing the search detector parameters for best C/A code search operation in the pres-
ence of CW. The new L2C and L5 signals have design features that minimize this
vulnerability. The line spectra of the P(Y) code and M code have line spacing so nar-
row that they essentially take on attributes of continuous spectrum, so these signals
do not exhibit this vulnerability.

Even if an adaptive antenna array or temporal filtering are used to reduce CW
interference to the thermal noise level, there remains a vulnerability of C/A code to
CW interference. The thermal noise floor can be determined from the following
equation:

( ) ( ) ( )N N Bther dB dB
= +0 1010 log dBW (6.29)

where B = receiver front-end bandwidth (Hz).
Assume that the C/A code receiver is a narrow correlator design with a 15-MHz

bandwidth. Substituting the thermal noise density, (N0)dB, value from the example in
Section 6.2.2.5 into (6.29) yields:

( )Nther dB
= − + = −2009 718 1291. . . dBW
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Figure 6.6 (continued.)



If an adaptive antenna array or temporal filter takes the CW interference down
to this thermal noise floor, then (Jr)dB = (Nther)dB. Substituting this into (6.26)
and using the minimum received L1 C/A code received power (Sr)dB = 158.5 dBW
give:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )J S J S N S
dB r dB r dB ther dB r dB

= − = − = − − − =1291 1585 294. . . dB

This would not be a problem for most unaided C/A code receiver designs if the
source were wideband noise RF interference or even narrowband RF interference if
the bandwidth were, say, 100 kHz. However, CW interference at this level could
cause problems with the C/A code receiver because of the leak-through phenomena
described earlier [compare 29.4 dB (J/S)dB with the worst-case leak-through levels
shown in Table 6.8]. If the C/A code receiver were a standard correlator design,
then B = 1.7 MHz and the (J/S)dB decreases to 19.9 dB. Thus, increasing the
receiver front-end bandwidth increases the intrinsic vulnerability of C/A code to CW
interference.

A C/A code (Gold code) jammer can also be a problem for this same situation
because temporal side lobes are produced. In both cases, the problem is more serious
during C/A code search and acquisition modes than for tracking modes.
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Table 6.8 Worst C/A Line for Each of the 37 Codes

C/A Code
PRN
Number

Worst Line
Frequency
(kHz)

Worst Line
Amplitude
(dB)

C/A Code
PRN
Number

Worst Line
Frequency
(kHz)

Worst Line
Amplitude
(dB)

1 42 −22.71 20 30 −22.78

2 263 −23.12 21 55 −23.51

3 108 −22.04 22 12 −22.12

4 122 −22.98 23 127 −23.08

5 23 −21.53 24 123 −21.26

6 227 −21.29 25 151 −23.78

7 78 −23.27 26 102 −23.06

8 66 −21.50 27 132 −21.68

9 173 −22.09 28 203 −21.73

10 16 −22.45 29 176 −22.22

11 123 −22.64 30 63 −22.14

12 199 −22.08 31 72 −23.13

13 214 −23.52 32 74 −23.58

14 120 −22.01 33 82 −21.82

15 69 −21.90 34 55 −24.13

16 154 −22.58 35 43 −21.71

17 138 −22.50 36 23 −22.23

18 183 −21.40 37 55 −24.13

19 211 −21.77



6.2.2.7 Effects of RF Interference on Code Tracking

The effect of RF interference on code tracking is different from its effect on signal
acquisition, carrier tracking, and data demodulation. While the latter three func-
tions depend on the output SNIR at the output of a prompt correlator, as described
in Section 6.2.2.5, code tracking relies on the difference between an early correlator
and a late correlator, as described in Section 5.2.

The interference considered here is modeled as Gaussian and zero-mean, but
not necessarily having a white (flat) spectrum. The analysis assumes that the
receiver front end does not saturate or respond nonlinearly in some other way to the
interference, as discussed in Section 6.2.2.1, and that there is no multipath, so that
code tracking errors are caused by noise and interference. While the effects of white
noise on code tracking error are considered in Section 5.6.3, this section evaluates
the effect of nonwhite interference, which produces additional random, zero-mean,
code tracking error. The effect of interference is quantified in terms of the standard
deviation of the code tracking error.

As described in Section 5.4, there are many different designs for discriminators
and tracking loops, and interference may have different effects on each. However, a
lower bound on the code tracking error has been developed that is independent of
code tracking circuit design, yet is a tight bound in the sense that it provides reason-
ably accurate predictions of code tracking performance for well-designed tracking
circuits. This lower bound (in units of seconds) is given by [10]:
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where the code-tracking loop has a (one-sided) equivalent rectangular bandwidth of
Bn Hz that is much smaller than the reciprocal of the correlation integration time,
the power spectral density of white noise, and any spectrally flat interference is N0

W/Hz, and the nonwhite component of the interference has power spectral density

CιSι(f) W/Hz, with normalized power spectral density
−∞

∞

∫ =S f dfι ( ) 1 and interfer-

ence power over infinite bandwidth of Cι W (the aggregate interference carrier
power and power spectral density may result from the aggregation of multiple inter-
fering signals). The signal has power spectral density SS(f) normalized to unit

power over infinite bandwidth,
−∞

∞

∫ =S f dfι ( ) 1, and CS is the recovered desired sig-

nal power, also defined over an infinite bandwidth, so that the signal has a carrier
power to noise density ratio of CS/N0 Hz, in white noise. The ratio of interfer-
ence power to signal power is Cι/CS. It is assumed that the power spectral densities
are symmetric about f = 0. Precorrelation filtering in the receiver is approximated
by an ideal filter with linear phase and rectangular passband having total band-
width βr Hz.
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Now consider a code tracking loop whose discriminator uses coherent early-late
processing, where the carrier phase of the reference signal tracks that of the received
signal, so that the in-phase or real outputs of early and late correlations drive the
discriminator, with early-to-late spacing of D spreading code periods. Using the
same notation and assumptions as in (6.30), the standard deviation (in units of sec-
onds) for the coherent early-late processing in interference is [10]:
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The second line in (6.31) shows that the code tracking error is the RSS of a term
that only involves the signal in white noise and a term that involves the spectra of the
interference and the desired signal, scaled by the ratio of interference power to signal
power.

In the limit as D becomes vanishingly small,3 the trigonometric expressions in
(6.31) can be replaced by Taylor Series expansions around D = 0, and (6.31)
becomes
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where
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(6.33)

is the RMS bandwidth of the signal computed over the precorrelation bandwidth
and χιs is the code tracking SSC defined by
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3. In practice, how small D needs to be depends upon the specific spectra of signal and interference. Examina-

tion of the Taylor Series expansions shows that the criterion DTc rβ
π

<< ≅2 3 11. is sufficient but not always

necessary.
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which includes a frequency-squared weighting in the integral that is not found in the
SSC used for correlator output SNR defined in (6.11).

The expression (6.33) shows that neither the output SNIR nor merely the RMS
bandwidth of the modulation is sufficient to describe code tracking accuracy

for CELP; instead the quantity
C

CS

S

S

ι ιχ

β 2
is needed. When this quantity is small,

CELP with small early-late spacing approaches the lower bound on code-tracking
error.

The interference spectrum affects code-tracking accuracy in a fundamentally
different way from the way it affects effective C/N0. The frequency-squared weight-
ing inside the integral in (6.34) indicates that interference power away from the cen-
ter frequency can have much greater effect on code-tracking accuracy than on
effective C/N0, which has no such frequency-squared weighting.

In many applications, early-late processing uses the power difference between
early and late taps, rather than relying on carrier phase tracking to support coherent
processing. The code tracking error for the resulting noncoherent early-late process-
ing is [10]:
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which reveals the same behavior of noncoherent early-late processing (NELP) that
is well known for infinite front-end bandwidth and white noise—the standard devi-
ation of NELP code tracking error is the product of the standard deviation of CELP
code tracking error and a squaring loss that is greater than unity, but approaches
unity as the signal power increases relative to both the white noise level and the
interference power.

In the limit as D becomes vanishingly small, the trigonometric expressions
in (6.35) can be replaced by Taylor Series expansions around zero, and (6.35)
becomes
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where η is the fraction of signal power passed by the precorrelation bandwidth,
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and κιS is the SSC describing the effect of interference on correlator output SNR,
defined in (6.11).

Clearly, quantifying the effect of interference on code tracking accuracy is dif-
ferent and more complicated than evaluating its effect on signal acquisition, carrier
tracking, and data demodulation. Not only does the effect depend on the spectra of
signal and interference and on the precorrelation filter, but also on details of the
discriminator design and the bandwidth of the code tracking loop.

As an example, consider narrowband interference centered at ± fι, whose spec-
trum is modeled as S (f) = 0.5[δ(f + f ) + δ(f − f )], where δ(·) is the Dirac function hav-
ing infinite amplitude, vanishing width, and unit area. Substituting for this
interference power spectral density in the code tracking SSC (6.34), assuming the
interference is within the precorrelation bandwidth, yields

( )χ ι ι ιS Sf S f= 2 (6.38)

The lower bound on code tracking accuracy with narrowband interference is
obtained by substituting the interference spectrum into (6.30), yielding
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This result shows that optimal code tracking in narrowband interference produces
the same code tracking error as with no narrowband interference. It is readily shown
that this processing is closely approximated by narrowband excision followed by
CELP with very small early-late processing.
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When narrowband excision is not employed and NELP is used, the effect of
narrowband interference is obtained using (6.36) and (6.32), assuming small
early-late spacing,
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Figure 6.7 plots (6.39) and (6.40) for four different modulations, calculated
with B

n
of 0.1 Hz, (CS/N0)dB of 30 dB-Hz, (Cι/CS)dB of 40 dB, precorrelation band-

width of 24 MHz, correlation integration time of 20 ms, and very small early-spac-
ing. The results for NELP approach the lower bound for certain interference
frequencies. Interference very near band center degrades NELP code tracking accu-
racy less than interference further away from band center. The oscillatory behavior
of the NELP error for BPSK-R(1) and BOC(1,1) demonstrates that narrowband
interference away from band center can have the same effect on code tracking error
as interference nearer to band center, reflecting the frequency-squared weighting in
(6.34). The result for NELP BPSK-R(10) shows that the maximum error occurs
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Figure 6.7 NELP and lower bound (LB) code tracking error of different modulations in
narrowband interference, for different frequency interference, with 0 MHz corresponding to band
center, and 12 MHz corresponding to the edge of the band.



when the narrowband interference is placed halfway between the spectral peak at
band center and the first spectral null at 10.23 MHz.

6.2.3 Interference Mitigation

The three primary means of interference mitigation are: (1) enhancements of the
receiver tracking threshold, especially by means of external velocity aiding from an
IMU, (2) frequency excision techniques to remove narrowband energy by hardware
means (transversal filters) or by signal processing means (FFT techniques), usually at
the digital IF stage, and (3) antenna null-steering toward jammers or gain steering
toward the SVs or preferably both. In addition to these controlled design features, a
number of factors help to reduce the RF interference effects. The RF interference can
only have the full effect of this analysis on the receiver if it is in the LOS of the
receiver antenna and unobstructed. For commercial aviation applications, the RF
interference sources will typically be at ground level, while the receiver antenna will
be elevated during en route navigation. This increases the LOS range, but because
the source of the interference will, in general, be from below the aircraft’s horizon,
the body of the aircraft will help to block the interference. Also, the gain pattern of
the antenna rolls off significantly below the aircraft horizon, unless pseudolites are
being used to support local differential operation. In this case, the receiver antenna
used with gain toward the ground will be vulnerable to RF interference from the
ground. However, as the aircraft approaches for landing or for ground-based opera-
tion of receivers in general, the RF interference signals can be attenuated due to
Earth curvature, foliage, buildings, and so on.

6.2.3.1 Mitigating Narrowband and Pulse RF Interference

Narrowband interference can be mitigated by spectrum excision techniques. These
techniques essentially suppress the narrowband energy down to the thermal noise
level, but that also suppresses the signal in those frequency regions. This loss of
energy will have a small effect on the receiver’s tracking performance if only a small
percentage of the spectrum is suppressed. C/A code receivers can still experience
acquisition problems with CW interference if suppressed to the thermal noise level
due to the strong spectral lines of the C/A code (see Section 6.2.2.6).

Pulsed interference can be easily mitigated by instant recovery analog design
techniques, such as front-end clipping, front-end saturation prevention, and fast
attack, fast recovery AGC design. Pulse blanking, or the zeroing of the received sig-
nal when strong pulsed interference is detected, is a particularly effective mitigation
technique [11]. The receiver cannot correlate with the signals during these bursts,
but the duty cycle of most burst jammers is usually so low that correlations take
place most of the time (unless saturation is permitted to take place in the front end).
Thus, a well-designed receiver front end renders the overall receiver immune to most
burst jammers [e.g., a pulse jammer with 50% duty cycle blanks out half the
received signal power, but that will degrade the (CS/N0)dB by only 3 dB]. It is rela-
tively inexpensive in terms of cost or size, weight, and power to build in pulse-jam-
ming mitigation features in a receiver, but most commercial receivers do not have
such protection.
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6.2.3.2 Mitigating Gaussian and Spectrum Matching Wideband Interference

Encrypted military signals such as Y code or M code provide no intrinsic advantage
against enemy jamming owing to encryption. The most difficult military jamming
threats to mitigate are bandlimited Gaussian noise jammers whose bandwidths are
matched to the null-to-null signal spectrum of the target signal and jammers whose
spectrum characteristics exactly match the target signal. For these wideband
jammers, there are only two mitigation techniques available, receiver tracking
threshold enhancements and antenna directional gain control. The latter consists of
directional null steering toward the jammers and gain steering toward the SVs. The
most advanced controlled reception pattern antenna (CRPA) technology that com-
bines both techniques is STAP. It is possible to steer nulls toward the jammers with-
out assistance from the receiver, but to steer gain toward the SVs requires direction
cosines. This, in turn, requires an attitude and heading reference system for the
CRPA, preferably from an inertial measurement unit. The typical military CRPA
uses seven elements and can therefore steer up to six nulls toward enemy jammers. It
is possible to obtain 30 dB or more null steering with a high-performance CRPA,
but the null depth decreases as the number of jammers increase. With so few
antenna elements, STAP cannot provide much, if any, beam steering or gain toward
each SV, but it helps to minimize the adverse effects of the jammer null-steering pro-
cess. Obviously, if the jammer direction is colocated with the SV direction, that SV
will be lost. But it is much better to lose that SV than all of the SVs, as would be the
case with a FRPA. Also, the most advanced STAP will remove all narrowband jam-
ming energy by frequency excision techniques from each antenna element so as not
to lose wideband nulls to narrowband jammers.

There are also low-cost antenna null-steering techniques that depend on the
jammers to be ground located (or some a priori known location). One example is
the analog cancellation technique that senses the jamming energy from a “bow-tie”
antenna element that has a sector antenna gain coverage at and slightly above the
horizon and then subtracts this energy from the FRPA portion of the GPS antenna.
Another technique assumes and senses nonpolarized jammer energy and removes it
from the RHCP GPS signals. All of these low-cost antenna techniques require that
the enemy cooperate with the a priori restrictions of the antenna design.

6.3 Multipath

Improvements due to GNSS augmentations and GNSS modernization are reducing
many sources of error, leaving multipath and shadowing as significant and some-
times dominant contributors to error. This section discusses these sources of error,
their effects, and ways to mitigate their effects.

Multipath is the reception of reflected or diffracted replicas of the desired signal.
Since the path traveled by a reflection is always longer than the direct path, multipath
arrivals are delayed relative to the direct path. When the multipath delay is large (e.g.,
greater than twice the spreading code symbol period for a BPSK-R modulation), a
receiver can readily resolve the multipath. As long as the receiver tracks the direct
path (which always arrives earlier than any multipath), such resolvable multipaths
have little effect on performance. However, multipath reflections from nearby
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objects, or even grazing multipaths reflected from distant objects, can arrive at short
delays (e.g., tens or hundreds of nanoseconds) after the arrival of the direct path. Such
multipaths distort the correlation function between the received composite (direct
path plus multipaths) signal and the locally generated reference in the receiver. They
also distort the composite phase of the received signal, introducing errors in
pseudorange and carrier phase measurements that are different among the signals
from different satellites, and thus produce errors in position, velocity, and time.

Shadowing is excess attenuation of the direct path, typically introduced when
the direct path propagates through foliage or a structure. When the multipath does
not experience the same excess attenuation, the received power of the multipath may
be even greater than the received power of the shadowed direct path. Such a phe-
nomenon can occur in outdoor situations as that portrayed in Figure 6.8, and also in
indoor situations, such as when the direct path passes through walls or ceiling and
roof, while the multipath is reflected from another building and arrives through a
window or other opening. Consequently, shadowing of the direct path and
multipath has combined effects on the relative amplitudes of direct path and
multipaths. In some cases, shadowing of the direct path may be so severe that the
receiver can only track the multipath(s).

The error introduced by multipaths depends upon their delays, but also their
power and carrier phase relative to those of the direct path. Multipaths with
received power much less than that of the direct path produce little distortion of the
received signal and consequently produce little error. The received carrier phase of
the multipath relative to that of the direct path also has a direct influence on the
degree and character of the distortion.

Typically, consideration of multipath in a GNSS context emphasizes its effect on
signal code and carrier tracking accuracies, since these receiver functions are more
sensitive to multipath degradation than signal acquisition or data demodula-
tion—under most situations, multipath conditions that would cause observable deg-
radation to acquisition or data demodulation also introduce large degradations to
pseudorange accuracy. Effects on acquisition and data demodulation are assessed
using techniques developed in digital communications [12], and so the remainder of
this discussion focuses on tracking performance.
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Section 6.3.1 describes different models and characteristics of multipath and
shadowing. Section 6.3.2 relates the effect of multipath on signal tracking accuracy
for situations involving different signal modulations, different precorrelation
bandwidths, and different early-late spacings in the code tracking discriminator.
Section 6.2.3 discusses some specialized techniques for multipath mitigation.

6.3.1 Multipath Characteristics and Models

The simplest model of multipath is a set of discrete reflected signals having larger
delays and different amplitudes and carrier phases from the direct path. If the signal
with no multipath is described in analytic signal form as

( ) ( ) ( )s t x t e ej j f tc= − − −α τ φ π τ
0 0

20 0 (6.41)

where x(t) is the complex envelope of the transmitted signal, τ0 is the time for the sig-
nal to propagate from satellite to receiver, and f

c
is the carrier frequency in hertz,

then a simple model for the complex envelope of a received signal with multipath
(neglecting noise and interference) after frequency down conversion (neglecting any
intentional IF) is

( ) ( ) ( )r t e x t e e x t ej j f
n

j
n

j f t

n

N
c n n= − + −− − −

=
∑α τ α τφ π τ φ π

0 0
2 2

1

0 0 (6.42)

where there are N multipaths, α0 is the received amplitude of the direct path and the
α

n
are the received amplitudes of the multipath returns, τ0 is the propagation delay of

the direct path, the τ
n
are the propagation delays of the multipath returns, φ0 is the

received carrier phase of the direct path, the φ
n
are the received carrier phases of the

multipath returns, and the f
n

are the received frequencies of the multipath returns
relative to the carrier frequency.

In general, each of the parameters in (6.42) is time varying due to motion of the
satellites and the receiver, as well as motion of objects that produce the multipath.
This time variation is not shown explicitly in (6.42) because it complicates the nota-
tion. However, it is accounted for in some of the multipath models discussed next.

The expression (6.42) can be rewritten using parameters that relate the
multipaths to the direct path:

( ) ( ) ( )r t e x t e x tj
n

j
n

n

N
n= − + − −







− −

=
∑α τ α τ τφ φ

0 0 0
1

0
~ ~~ ~ (6.43)

where ~ /α α αn n= 0 is the multipath-to-direct ratio (MDR) of amplitudes, ~τn =
τ τn − 0 is the excess delay of the multipath returns, and the

~
φ n are the received car-

rier phases of the different signal components. The multipath profile producing
(6.43) can be portrayed graphically as a power-delay profile (PDP) by plotting the
points {(~ , ~ )}τ αn n n

N2
=1 .

The expression (6.43) implies that the received carrier frequencies of the
multipaths are equal to the received carrier frequency of the direct path. This repre-
sentation may not be adequate when relative motion between satellites, scatterers,
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and receiver is different from relative motion between satellites and receiver, causing
multipath arrivals at different Doppler shifts from the direct path. When the Doppler
differences are significant (greater than the reciprocal of the coherent integration
time in the correlator), however, they cause the received multipath signals to be
essentially uncorrelated with the direct path, and thus can often be neglected since
they do not correlate well with the reference signal used to track the direct path.

A special case of (6.43) occurs when the propagation geometry is such that the
direct path is nearly tangent to the Earth’s surface (such as when the satellite is near
the horizon). Then there can be a single dominant multipath arrival that reflects
from a large object near the horizon, with excess delay orders of magnitude less than
the reciprocal of the signal bandwidth and only a small fraction of the carrier
period—often smaller than a picosecond. When the reflection coefficient is suffi-
ciently high and there are no other multipaths, then x t x t( ~ ) ( )− − ≅ −τ τ τ0 1 0 . Conse-
quently, (6.43) can be approximated (when the reflection introduces a 180º rotation
of the carrier phase) as

( ) [ ] ( )r t e e x tj j≅ − −− −α α τφ φ
0 1 0

0 11
~ ~

(6.44)

where
~ ~φ π τ1 12= fc is very small, so that when the reflection is strong enough for α1

to be near unity, the magnitude of the quantity in square brackets is very much less
than unity. The delay of this multipath is so small that it causes negligible
pseudorange error, but by nearly canceling the direct path, it causes significant
reduction in received signal power, relative to what would be observed with
free-space propagation. This phenomenon is well known in land mobile radio [13],
and not addressed further in this section.

More general models of multipath channels [12] do not represent the fine struc-
ture as models discussed previously, but instead represent the effect of the multipath
channel—in our case, relative to the direct path, as in (6.43)—as a slowly time-vary-
ing linear system. The impulse response falls off with excess delay, and the range of
excess delays where the impulse response is essentially nonzero is called the chan-
nel’s multipath spread. In turn, the multipath spread can be represented by the RMS
delay spread of the channel. This linear system has a time-varying transfer function
that describes how it passes different frequency components of the signal.

Since the transfer function at a given frequency randomly varies over time, the
correlation between transfer functions at different times and the same frequency
[12] describes the time variation of the channel. If the time variation is fast relative
to time constants in the receiver tracking loops, the multipath errors are smoothed
by the receiver processing. Otherwise, they produce a time-invariant error term. The
power spectral density resulting from the Fourier transform of this correlation is
called the Doppler power spectrum of the channel, and the range of frequencies over
which it is essentially nonzero is called the Doppler spread of the channel. The recip-
rocal of the Doppler spread is the coherence time of the channel—the time over
which the multipath structure does not change much relative to the direct path. Two
fundamental quantities introduced by this channel model—the multipath spread
and the Doppler spread—provide succinct yet useful high-level representations of
the multipath characteristics.
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Despite its limited realism, (6.43) with N = 1 and time-invariant parameters is
widely used in theoretical assessments of multipath performance due to its ease of
use. This time-invariant distortion produces a bias error in pseudorange. If the
multipath is specular, the MDR remains independent of range from receiver to
reflector, and hence independent of the multipath’s excess delay. For a reflection to
be truly specular, the reflector must be very large, the reflecting surface must be
smooth (surface roughness less than a few centimeters for L-band signals), and have
consistent electrical properties. Observe that the one-path specular multipath model
provides the limiting case of zero Doppler spread (time-invariant impulse response)
and infinite delay spread.

On airplanes at altitude, multipath typically involves reflections from surfaces
such as the wings and tail, sometimes accompanied by creeping waves over the air-
craft skin. Aircraft multipath may be characterized as a discrete number of reflec-
tions all occurring with relative delays less than 20 ns and relative amplitudes less
than 0.3 for vehicles as large as a Boeing 747 [14]. The model (6.43) can be employed
for this situation; since the reflecting surfaces are close to the receive antenna and
share the same motion, the multipath parameters, including the phases

~
φ n , may

remain constant over time periods exceeding the reciprocal of tracking loop
bandwidths, motivating use of time-invariant parameters over durations longer than
the reciprocal of the signal tracking loops. For this case, the delay spread is very short
(20 ns) and the Doppler spread is also small (perhaps thousandths of a hertz).

In terrestrial applications, there have been extensive efforts to measure, model,
and predict the diverse multipath environments that may be encountered. For some
applications, multipath can be characterized as a large number of reflections from
objects in the proximity of the user. A general model for this diffuse multipath is
presented in [15]. In this model, 500 small reflectors are randomly located within
100m of the user. Since the reflectors are small, each emanates a spherical wave, and
thus the received power from each reflector varies with the square of the distance
between the reflector and the user. Moreover, the large number of signal reflections,
spaced so closely in delay, make the multipath arrivals appear to result from passing
through a linear filter with continuous impulse response amplitude decreasing with
excess delay, rather than the discrete delays in (6.42) and (6.43). This diffuse scat-
terer model has been found to closely emulate measured multipath for an aviation
differential GPS reference station application with the receiver located in an open
environment. Here, the delay spread is hundreds of nanoseconds, and the Doppler
spread is tenths or hundredths of a hertz.

Among many attempts to measure and model real-world multipath environ-
ments, [16] stands out as offering a particularly comprehensive and useful represen-
tation of complex terrestrial multipath. As shown in Figure 6.9, the parametric
model is based on (6.42), with the arrivals grouped into three components: the
direct path, a discrete set of near echoes, and a discrete set of far echoes. Shadowing
of the direct path is represented by a Rice distribution of amplitude when LOS visi-
bility exists between the receiver and the transmitter, and a Rayleigh distribution
when LOS visibility does not exist. The mean received power of the near echoes falls
off exponentially with delay. The number of far echoes is typically much smaller
than the number of near echoes, and the mean value of the far echoes does not vary
over the range of delays. The numbers of near echoes and number of far echoes are
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each Poisson distributed, described by different Poisson parameters. Multipath
phases are modeled as independent and identically distributed over 360º. Extensive
tables of statistical parameters for these components are provided in [16] for many
different environments (e.g., open, rural, urban, highway) and satellite elevations.
Time variation of the multipath characteristics is described in [16] using sec-
ond-order statistics based on Doppler spectra, with bandwidth established by the
movement of satellites and the receiver.

As noted in [16], the LOS does not always exist between the receiver and trans-
mitter, particularly for low-elevation angles. For instance, trees or buildings along a
road may block signals from below a certain elevation angle. In urban environ-
ments, 97% of signals were blocked when the transmitter was at an elevation angle
of 15º, and blockage of lower-elevation satellites was also not uncommon even in
rural environments, due to shadowing by trees. In these circumstances, it is entirely
possible for a receiver to track a reflection rather than the direct signal, causing large
pseudorange errors.

Over the range of environments and elevation angles considered in [16], the
average power of the near echoes never exceeds −16.5 dB relative to the average
power of the direct path. The mean power levels of the near echoes fall off at a wide
variety of rates, ranging from 1 to 37 dB/µs depending on the elevation angle
and environment. The range of delays associated with the near echoes is from 0 to
0.6 µs. No significant far echoes occur beyond 5 to 15 µs, and the mean power levels
of the far echoes are within the range of −20 to −30 dB (relative to an unshadowed
direct path). Doppler spreads are dominated either by the satellite motion or the
receiver motion. Delay spreads are often multiple microseconds, while Doppler
spreads for a stationary receiver can be tenths of hertz—but for a receiver in a vehi-
cle, it can be many hertz, particularly for multipaths with small excess delay.

Indoor multipath has very different characteristics depending on the placement
of the building relative to other buildings, satellite elevation, whether the receiver is
in an interior area deep within the building or near a window, what floor the
receiver is on, and the building materials. Except in cases where the direct path is
shadowed, multipath with significant values of MDR typically arises from reflec-
tions near the receive antenna, thus having small excess delay. Indoor data discussed
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in [17] has RMS delay spread less than 50 ns, with delay spread less than 250 ns.
The Doppler spread is often dominated by the motion of the receiver and can be
millihertz for stationary receivers or multipaths with large excess delay, and hertz
for multipaths with small excess delay and receivers being carried by a person.

While it is difficult to make any generalizations about phenomena as highly
variable as multipath and shadowing, several observations can be made. Shadowing
exacerbates any multipath effects, and severe shadowing can cause the receiver to
track a multipath rather than a direct path, causing potentially large ranging errors.
Near-in multipaths are often the most stable over time for a receiver that does not
move relative to its local environment, but the fastest varying in time for a receiver
that moves relative to its local environment. Near-in multipaths often have the
greatest MDR, but typically introduce smaller ranging errors than multipaths with
larger excess delays.

6.3.2 Effects of Multipath on Receiver Performance

Since received signals from different satellites typically encounter different
multipath channels, the resulting pseudorange errors are not common to signals
received from different satellites, and thus produce errors in position, velocity, and
time. Further, the size of the multipath errors in tracking different satellites may also
be very different, since signals received from higher-elevation satellites tend to expe-
rience less multipath in many applications. Ironically, the contributions of
lower-elevation satellites to improved dilution of precision can provide an impor-
tant incentive to use these signals, in spite of their larger multipath errors.

As discussed in Section 6.3.1, actual multipath environments are both compli-
cated and diverse, making it difficult to quantify the effects of multipath in ways that
are both generally applicable yet accurate. Computer simulations that synthesize
waveforms, and then employ high-fidelity channel models and specific receiver pro-
cessing approaches, can provide accurate and realistic assessments, yet they provide
little insight into underlying issues and characteristics. In contrast, the multipath
model (6.43) has limited realism but provides useful insights. In fact, extensive
assessments have been made using the one-path specular multipath version of (6.43).
While the numerical results obtained are often not representative of real-world
multipath conditions, they provide useful diagnostic insights. Further, it is sufficient,
although it may not be necessary, to perform well under these simple conditions.

For the one-path specular multipath model, (6.43) can be rewritten (continuing
to neglect noise and interference), as

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]r t e x t e x tj j= − + − −− −α τ α τ τφ φ
0 0 1 0 1

0 1
~ ~~ ~ (6.45)

When the locally generated reference e jθx(t) is correlated against this received sig-
nal, the statistical mean of the result is

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
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λ τ α τ τ τ τ τ
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(6.46)
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The term $Rx (τ − τ0) = Rx(τ − τ0) + ~ ~
α φ

1
1e j− Rx(τ − τ0 − ~τ1 ) is a composite correlation

function, which is the sum of the ideal correlation function and a second version of
the ideal correlation function that is scaled in amplitude, rotated in phase, and
delayed. When the receiver attempts to estimate delay and carrier phase from this
composite correlation function, its estimates are in error, even in the absence of
noise and interference.

Figure 6.10 illustrates the effect of one-path multipath on noncoherent
early-late processing for a signal with BPSK-R(1) modulation strictly bandlimited to
4 MHz. The top row shows results with no multipath, while subsequent rows show
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Figure 6.10 Effects of one-path multipath on pseudorange estimation, BPSK-R(1) modulation strictly
bandlimited to 4 MHz. Top row shows no multipath, while in subsequent rows MDR is –10 dB and excess
delay is 0.1 µs, while phase is 0º, 90º, and 180º. Left-hand column shows distorted correlation functions,
while right-hand column shows dependence of range error on early-late spacing.



results for multipath phase (relative to phase of the direct path) of 0º, 90º, and 180º.
The left-hand columns show magnitude-squared correlation functions, while the
right-hand columns show the pseudorange error introduced by the multipath for
different values of early-late spacing. The phase of the multipath dictates whether
the error is positive or negative. With the narrow precorrelation bandwidth in this
case, narrower early-late spacings examined here have little effect on the error in
most cases.

Figure 6.11 shows the same results as in Figure 6.10, for a signal with
BPSK-R(1) modulation bandlimited to 24 MHz. With the wider precorrelation
bandwidth, narrower early-late spacing significantly reduces the error in most
cases.

Figure 6.12 shows the same results as in Figure 6.10, for a signal with
BPSK-R(10) modulation bandlimited to 24 MHz. Since the sharper correlation
function peak resolves this multipath better, the ranging errors tend to be smaller.
When these results are repeated for multipath excess delay of 0.4 µs, the errors for
BPSK-R(1) modulation are similar to those in Figures 6.10 and 6.11, while
BPSK-R(10) modulation displays no errors, since its sharper correlation function
peak completely resolves the multipath with larger excess delay.

For a more comprehensive depiction of ranging error caused by one-path
multipath, recognize that for a given modulation and receiver design (including
precorrelation bandwidth and code tracking discriminator), multipath error is
determined by the MDR, phase, and delay of the multipath. When the MDR is con-
stant (independent of delay and phase) as in specular multipath, the error for a given
multipath delay varies with multipath phase, as seen in Figures 6.10 through 6.12.
For a given MDR, the maximum and minimum errors at each delay are taken over
all multipath phase values, producing a range of possible delay estimates for each
value of excess delay. If $ (~ ,~ ,

~
)τ α τ φo 1 1 1 is the estimated delay for a specific MDR,

excess delay, and multipath phase, then denote the error in delay estimation by
ε α τ φ(~ ,~ ,

~
)1 1 1 = τ0 − $ (~ ,~ ,

~
)τ α τ φ0 1 1 1 . The maximum and minimum errors for a spe-

cific excess delay are respectively max (~ ,~ ,
~

)~
φ

ε α τ φ
1

1 1 1 and min (~ ,~ ,
~

)~
φ

ε α τ φ
1

1 1 1 ; the enve-
lope of delay errors at a given excess delay is defined by

( ) ( )max ~ ,~ ,
~

, min ~ ,~ ,
~

~ ~
φ φ

ε α τ φ ε α τ φ
1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1




 (6.47)

The resulting envelope of ranging errors is obtained by multiplying the envelope of
delay errors by the speed of light.

Figure 6.13 shows multipath ranging error envelopes for BPSK-R(1) modula-
tion with two different precorrelation bandwidths, and BPSK-R(10), all with
early-late spacing of 50 ns. For the BPSK-R(1) modulation, the wider precorrelation
bandwidth, combined with the narrow early-late spacing, provides smaller error, as
recognized in [18]. The BPSK-R(10) modulation provides even smaller errors.

To assess multipath performance over a range of possible delay values, define

the average range error envelope as
1

1
1 1 1 1

0 1 1

1

~ [max (~ , ,
~

) min (~ , ,
~

)]~ ~

~

τ
ε α φ ε α φ

φ φ

τ

u u du−∫ . The

average envelope can provide useful insights, particularly for modulations whose
range error envelopes oscillate with delay, such as some BOC modulations.
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To assess the effect of one-path multipath on carrier phase estimation, consider
further the composite correlation function obtained in (6.46) resulting from
one-path multipath,

~
( ) ( ) ~ ( ~ )

~
R R e Rx x

j
xτ τ τ τ α τ τ τφ− = − + − −−

0 0 1 0 1
1 . It has real part

R Rx x( ) ~ cos
~

( ~ )τ τ α φ τ τ τ− + − −0 1 1 0 1 and imaginary part ~ sin
~

( ~ )α φ τ τ τ1 1 0 1Rx − − .
The phase angle is given by
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Figure 6.11 Effects of one-path multipath on pseudorange estimation, BPSK-R(1) modulation strictly
bandlimited to 24 MHz. Top row shows no multipath, while in subsequent rows MDR is –10 dB and excess
delay is 0.1 µs, while phase is 0º, 90º, and 180º. Left-hand column shows distorted correlation functions,
while right-hand column shows dependence of range error on early-late spacing.
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Figure 6.12 Effects of one-path multipath on pseudorange estimation, BPSK-R(10) modulation strictly
bandlimited to 24 MHz. Top row shows no multipath, while in subsequent rows MDR is –10 dB and excess
delay is 0.1 µs, and phase is 0º, 90º, and 180°. Left-hand column shows distorted correlation functions,
while right-hand column shows dependence of range error on early-late spacing.



Since the carrier phase of the direct path is defined to be zero, ψ is the carrier
phase error introduced by the multipath. The carrier phase error is then a function of
the multipath characteristics and the delay error.

Observe that when ~τ1 is very small, R Rx x( ) ( ~ )τ τ τ τ τ− ≅ − −0 0 1 , and

tan
~ sin

~

~ cos
~ψ

α φ

α φ
≅

+
1 1

1 11
. When the multipath power is equal to the power in the direct

path, the carrier phase error is greatest when the multipath carrier phase is 90º rela-
tive to the direct path, producing a carrier phase error of 45º. As long as the MDR is
less than or equal to unity, and the delay-locked loop maintains track on the correla-
tion function of the direct path, the magnitude of the carrier phase error is less than
or equal to 45º.

For a given MDR and excess delay, the carrier phase error varies with the
multipath phase and the error in delay estimate. The resulting minimum and maxi-
mum carrier phase errors are given respectively by
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(6.49)

so the resulting envelope of carrier phase error is given by (ψmax (~ ,~ )α τ1 1 , ψmin(
~ ,~ )α τ1 1 ).

Figure 6.14 shows multipath carrier phase error envelopes for the same conditions
as Figure 6.13: BPSK-R(1) modulation with two different precorrelation
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Figure 6.13 Multipath ranging error envelopes showing the maximum and minimum code track-
ing error for one-path multipath with MDR –10 dB, at different multipath delays.



bandwidths and BPSK-R(10), all with early-late spacing of 50 ns. While the smaller
ranging error envelope for BPSK-R(1) with wider precorrelation bandwidth trans-
lates into a somewhat smaller carrier phase error envelope, the distinctly sharper
correlation function of BPSK-R(10) produces a much greater difference for this
multipath model.

Since this one-path specular multipath model has limited realism (only one
multipath with delay-invariant MDR and no time variation) and the processing
model does not include smoothing of time varying errors by loop filters in the
receiver, the quantitative results in Figure 6.10 through Figure 6.14 tend not to rep-
resent actual errors in actual multipath environments. But the qualitative reduction
of multipath errors through use of small early-late spacings, wider precorrelation
bandwidths, and modulations with sharper correlation function peaks is borne out
in practice. Further, it is sufficient but not necessary in all situations to mitigate the
errors caused by fixed multipath, since signal tracking loops integrate out some of
the multipath error when the rate of multipath variation exceeds the loop band-
width. This relatively rapid multipath variation occurs particularly when the
receiver moves relative to the scatterers reflecting the multipath, so that at least the
received multipath phase varies differently from the received phase of the direct
path. When the receiver is stationary, however, multipaths from stationary scatter-
ers can produce errors that vary little over typical loop filter time constants in a
receiver—particularly for nearby scatterers.

As discussed in Section 6.3.1, multipath models other than the one-path static
model are often more realistic and thus provide more realistic quantitative results.
Figure 6.15 shows range errors computed using the diffuse multipath model [19].
These simulated results are similar to measured results and confirm the previous
qualitative conclusions that wider precorrelation bandwidths are the most impor-
tant way to obtain lower errors in multipath; wider bandwidth modulations also
provide benefits. The corresponding RMS carrier phase error is shown in Figure
6.16. The differences are not as significant as for code tracking error.
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The results in this section demonstrate that smaller errors from multipath can be
obtained through use of wider signal bandwidths, wider precorrelation bandwidths,
and narrower early-late spacing (when used in conjunction with wider
precorrelation bandwidths). The quantitative amount of improvement depends crit-
ically on the specific multipath environment, including the time variation of the
multipath and smoothing of errors within the receiver processing. In some applica-
tions, shadowing of the direct path is common, and the errors that result from track-
ing of a multipath can be more important than the errors from multipath when the
direct path is present. When wider precorrelation bandwidths and narrower
early-late spacing are employed, the complexity of receiver processing increases, as
discussed in Chapter 5.

6.3.3 Multipath Mitigation

The dominance of multipath-induced errors in some applications has motivated
considerable investigation into development of multipath mitigation techniques that
go beyond the straightforward strategies described in Section 6.3.2. Some multipath
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mitigation techniques have been incorporated into production receivers, while oth-
ers remain research topics.

A number of considerations arise in assessing multipath mitigation techniques.
Good performance in realistic multipath conditions must be provided. Robustness
is also important, ensuring that performance is satisfactory over the range of envi-
ronmental conditions (including noise and interference) in which the receiver must
operate. Implementation complexity is also a factor, as are any restrictions on how
the receiver would be employed (such as requirements for multipath characteristics
to be time-invariant over long periods of time or restrictions to use by fixed receiv-
ers.) While multipath mitigation techniques remain important research topics, this
section outlines some of the strategies that have been pursued and remain areas of
active work.

One important group of multipath mitigation techniques attempts to reduce the
reception of multipath signals, reducing the need to discriminate against these
multipaths by the receiver processing. Antenna siting, and even removal or modifi-
cation (e.g., coating with RF-absorptive materials) of reflective structures in the
vicinity of the antenna can produce significant benefits. In benign environments,
such as an open field, placing an antenna closer to the ground can decrease observed
multipath errors. The reason is that with the antenna closer to the ground, the
multipath reflections from the ground experience shorter excess path delays that
tend to produce smaller multipath errors, as shown in Figure 6.13. Conversely, in
environments with obstacles near the horizon, the opposite course of action is often
beneficial—raising the antenna decreases antenna gain toward dominant reflectors
that produce multipath.

Antennas can also be designed to attenuate multipath reflections, particularly
multipaths that arrive at elevation angles near or below the horizon, where desired
signals are not expected to arrive. Choke ring antennas have been particularly suc-
cessful for mitigating multipath arrivals from the ground or low-elevation scatter-
ers. In short-baseline differential systems, multipath errors can also be reduced
through calibrations that measure multipath error based on satellite position [20].

Techniques for multipath mitigation receiver processing can be divided into
nonparametric and parametric processing. Nonparametric processing employs
discriminator designs that are less sensitive to multipath-induced errors, while para-
metric processing attempts to estimate parameters associated with the multipath
and then correct for their effect on the estimate of the direct path’s TOA.

Some nonparametric techniques, such as [21, 22], rely on precise prior knowl-
edge of the signal’s correlation function and employ novel receiver processing
approaches that attempt to match the ideal correlation function to the observed cor-
relation function in multipath. Nonparametric techniques in most common use,
however, are based on variations of early-late processing described in Chapter 5.
They go beyond the narrow correlator approach considered in Section 6.3.2, how-
ever, by either time-gating the reference signal or by computing two pairs of early
and late correlations with different early-late spacings. A number of similar tech-
niques have been developed and implemented in different brands of receivers.

An excellent overview of these modified-reference techniques, their capabilities,
and their limitations is provided in [23]. One interpretation is that this processing is
equivalent to generating a modified locally generated reference signal that does not
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replicate the desired signal, but rather approximates the derivative of the desired sig-
nal. The resulting correlation between the received signal and the modified reference
has a much sharper correlation peak (along with, for some approaches, small arti-
facts at larger delays) than the original signal, providing better resolution of
multipaths just as P(Y) code signal provides better resolution as shown in Section
6.3.2. These approaches provide little or no benefit for multipaths with very small
excess delay—a few tens of nanoseconds for BPSK-R(1) modulations—but they do
provide enhanced performance for multipaths with larger delays, compensating in
part for the limitations of narrower bandwidth modulations (as long as the
precorrelation bandwidth is wide). As discussed later in this section, however, their
benefits are offset to some degree by poorer performance in noise and interference
compared to use of conventional early-late processing with more capable modula-
tions and the same precorrelation bandwidth.

Most parametric approaches rely on the discrete model of multipath defined in
(6.42) or (6.43). A parametric algorithm either estimates or assumes the number of
multipaths and then estimates nuisance parameters such as MDR, excess delay, and
relative carrier phase of each multipath. Typically, these parametric approaches
employ carrier-coherent processing and use very long coherent integration times
(greater than 1 second), requiring the received multipath characteristics (including
phase relative to the direct path) to be constant over the integration time. One such
approach is the multipath estimating delay lock loop (MEDLL) [24], which applies
maximum likelihood estimation theory to minimize the mean-squared error
between the received signal, modeled as in (6.42), and the locally generated refer-
ence signal. Other approaches have been proposed [25] and shown to minimize
mean-squared error and RMS error for specific multipath models.

Only limited evaluations have been published to describe the effect of noise and
interference on performance of multipath mitigation techniques. The analysis in
[23] shows that modified-reference processing degrades post-correlation SNR by
large amounts. However, this degradation is easily overcome by use of a conven-
tional prompt correlator with a locally generated reference signal matched to the
transmitted signal. The results in [23] also demonstrate, however, that the code
tracking accuracy of modified reference techniques in white noise is degraded rela-
tive to conventional early-late processing by an amount equivalent to reducing the
signal power by 3 dB at higher input signal-to-noise conditions, and perhaps greater
amounts at C/N0 less than 35 dB-Hz. While the effect of nonwhite interference has
not been evaluated, it can be expected that performance would be degraded more by
interference with power concentrated away from band center, compared to conven-
tional early-late processing. This increased sensitivity to noise and interference can
be offset by use of narrower loop bandwidths, although practical considerations
impose limits on narrowing loop bandwidths.

Multipath mitigation remains an area of active research interest. Designs of new
GNSS signals provide opportunities for new modulation designs, and better perfor-
mance in multipath can be one consideration. There are, however, many other con-
straints and factors that must be considered in GNSS modulation design, including
issues that arise in sharing frequency bands with multiple signals. The increasing
opportunity to process signals at multiple frequency bands opens up new potential
for multipath mitigation processing that takes advantage of multiple carrier fre-
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quencies and multipath’s frequency-selective characteristics. There are also oppor-
tunities to explore processing of multiple polarizations, although many antenna
designs exhibit predominantly linear polarization response at low elevation angles
of many multipath arrivals. Improved receiver processing techniques may still be
developed, as may better theoretical understanding of capabilities and limitations of
multipath mitigation. Most multipath mitigation techniques incur practical conse-
quences, such as increased receiver complexity and poorer performance in noise and
interference, that must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

6.4 Ionospheric Scintillation

Irregularities in the ionospheric layer of the Earth’s atmosphere can at times lead to
rapid fading in received signal power levels [26–28]. This phenomenon, referred to
as ionospheric scintillation, can lead to a receiver being unable to track one or more
visible satellites for short periods of time. This section describes the causes of iono-
spheric scintillation, characterizes the fading associated with scintillation, and
details the effects of scintillation upon the performance of a receiver.

The ionosphere is a region of the Earth’s atmosphere from roughly 50 km up to
several Earth radii where incident solar radiation separates a small fraction of the
normally neutral constituents into positively charged ions and free electrons. The
maximum density of free electrons occurs at an altitude of around 350 km above the
surface of the Earth in the daytime. Most of the time, the principal effect of the pres-
ence of free electrons in the ionosphere is to impart a delay on the signals (see Sec-
tion 7.2.4.1). However, irregularities in the electron density occasionally arise that
cause constructive and destructive interference among each signal. Such irregulari-
ties are most common and severe after sunset in the equatorial region (within +/−20º
from the geomagnetic equator). High-latitude regions also experience scintillation,
which is generally less severe than in the equatorial region, but may persist for long
periods of time. Scintillation is also more common and severe during the peak of the
11-year solar cycle.

In the absence of scintillation, a simplified model for one particular signal as
seen by a receiver is:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r t P s t t n t= + +2 cos ω φ (6.50)

where P is the received signal power (in watts), is the carrier frequency (in radi-
ans/second), s(t) is the normalized transmitted signal, and n(t) is noise.

Scintillation causes a perturbation to both the received signal amplitude and
phase, and the received signal in the presence of scintillation may be modeled as
[29]:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r t P P s t t n t= ⋅ ⋅ + + +2 δ ω φ δφcos (6.51)

where δP is a positive, unitless parameter that characterizes amplitude fading due
to scintillation, and δφ is a parameter with units of radians that represents phase
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variations due to scintillation. The power fluctuation, δP, is generally modeled as
following a Nakagami-m pdf given by:

( ) ( )
p P

m P
m

e P
m m

m Pδ
δ

δδ= ≥
−

−
1

0
Γ

, (6.52)

with mean value of one and variance of 1/m. The strength of amplitude fading due to
scintillation is characterized using a parameter referred to as the S4 index, which is
equal to the standard deviation of the power variation δP:

S
m4

1= (6.53)

Due to the properties of the Nakagami-m distribution, the S4 index cannot exceed
2.

Power fluctuations are highly correlated over short time intervals. Measured
power spectral densities of scintillation-induced power fluctuations fall off with
increasing frequency with a level proportional to f −p with p in the range of 2.5–5.5
[25]. The spectral density of the power fluctuations also tends to fall off at extremely
low frequencies (below around 0.1 Hz). Figure 6.17 shows simulated receiver power
fluctuations due to strong scintillation (S4 = 0.9).

Phase variations due to scintillation are most commonly modeled as following a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution:

( )p eδφ
πσ φ

δφ

σ φ=
−1

2

2

22
(6.54)

with standard deviation σφ. Phase variations are highly correlated over short periods
of time, with observed power spectral densities approximately following the form
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Figure 6.17 Simulated effects of strong scintillation (S4 = 0.9) on received signal level.



Tf −p with p in the range of 2.0–3.0 [26] and where T is a strength parameter (in units
of rad2/Hz).

Scintillation can lead to intermittent tracking outages in two different ways.
First, if an amplitude fade is of sufficient depth and time duration, from a receiver
perspective the desired signal is absent, and loss of lock of the code and carrier phase
tracking loops is inevitable. If the desired signal is being received at a very high level,
such as 50 dB-Hz, a 20-dB fade is generally tolerable, but a much deeper fade will
typically cause an outage if the fade persists longer than the time constant of the
tracking loops. At low SNRs, even a 5–10-dB fade can cause a disruption in track-
ing. Second, strong phase scintillation can cause loss of phase lock within the
receiver if the phase variations introduce a level of dynamics that is greater than the
phase lock loop can accommodate (see discussion in Section 5.6.1).

Fortunately, scintillation rarely occurs on all visible satellites simultaneously.
The irregularities that cause scintillation are not generally present within the iono-
sphere at each of the points where the signals from the visible satellites intersect the
ionosphere. Thus, scintillation tends to only impact one or at most a few satellites
simultaneously.

Both S4 index and phase standard deviation are a function of carrier frequency:

S
f

4 1 5

1∝
.

(6.55)

σ φ ∝ 1
f

(6.56)

so that when fading due to ionospheric scintillation occurs, the observed S4 index
for a signal on L2 is approximately 1.45 times greater than the S4 index for an L1
signal and observed σφ for L2 is approximately 1.28 times greater than for L1. The
implication of this carrier frequency dependency is that scintillation would be much
more likely to cause outages for GPS signals on L2 and L5 than for L1 signals, if the
same signal was to be broadcast on all three frequencies at similar received power
levels. Variations in signal design and power levels between the GPS signals at L1,
L2, and L5 make it more difficult to make such a general statement.
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7.1 Introduction

The accuracy with which a user receiver can determine its position or velocity, or
synchronize to GPS system time, depends on a complicated interaction of various
factors. In general, GPS accuracy performance depends on the quality of the
pseudorange and carrier phase measurements as well as the broadcast navigation
data. In addition, the fidelity of the underlying physical model that relates these
parameters is relevant. For example, the accuracy to which the satellite clock offsets
relative to GPS system time are known to the user, or the accuracy to which satel-
lite-to-user propagation errors are compensated, are important. Relevant errors are
induced by the control, space, and user segments.

To analyze the effect of errors on accuracy, a fundamental assumption is usually
made that the error sources can be allocated to individual satellite pseudoranges
and can be viewed as effectively resulting in an equivalent error in the pseudorange
values. The effective accuracy of the pseudorange value is termed the user-equiva-
lent range error (UERE). The UERE for a given satellite is considered to be the (sta-
tistical) sum of the contributions from each of the error sources associated with the
satellite. Usually, the error components are considered independent, and the com-
posite UERE for a satellite is approximated as a zero mean Gaussian random vari-
able where its variance is determined as the sum of the variance of each of its
components. UERE is usually assumed to be independent and identically distributed
from satellite to satellite. However, for certain cases of interest, it is sometimes
appropriate for these assumptions to be modified. For example, if one is considering
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the addition of geosynchronous ranging satellites (GEOs) to the GPS constellation,
the UERE associated with the GEOs might be modeled with a different variance
than the standard constellation satellites, depending on the design characteristics of
the satellites. In other situations, it might be appropriate to model certain
components of UERE as correlated among the satellites.

The accuracy of the position/time solution determined by GPS is ultimately
expressed as the product of a geometry factor and a pseudorange error factor.
Loosely speaking, error in the GPS solution is estimated by the formula

(error in GPS solution) = (geometry factor) × (pseudorange error factor) (7.1)

Under appropriate assumptions, the pseudorange error factor is the satellite
UERE. The geometry factor expresses the composite effect of the relative satel-
lite/user geometry on the GPS solution error. It is generically known as the DOP
associated with the satellite/user geometry.

Section 7.2 describes the major error sources in GPS and develops error budgets
for the PPS and SPS pseudorange UERE. Section 7.3 presents algorithms for estimat-
ing PVT and provides a derivation of (7.1). A variety of geometry factors are defined
that are used in the estimation of the various components (e.g., horizontal, vertical)
of the GPS navigation solution. Sections 7.4 through 7.6 discuss, respectively, the
three other important performance metrics of availability, integrity, and continuity.
The final section, Section 7.7, describes typical measured GPS performance using
data from operational receiver networks, including the CS.

7.2 Measurement Errors

In Chapters 2 and 5, we discussed the formulation of the pseudorange and car-
rier-phase measurements. There are a number of sources of error that corrupt these
measurements. An examination of these error sources is presented within this sec-
tion. An overview is presented in the following paragraphs.

Satellite and receiver clock offsets directly translate into pseudorange and car-
rier-phase errors. The PRN code component of the satellite signal experiences delays
as it propagates through the atmosphere, making the pseudorange larger than it
would be if the signal were propagated in a vacuum. The carrier component of the
signal is delayed by the troposphere but is actually advanced by the ionosphere in a
phenomenon referred to as ionospheric divergence that will be discussed in more
detail in Section 7.2.4.1. Further, reflections (i.e., multipath) and hardware effects
between the user’s antenna phase center and receiver code correlation point may
delay (or advance) the signal components [1]. The total time offset due to all of these
effects on the PRN component of each received signal is:

δ δ δ δ δt t t t tD atm noise& mp hw= + + +
int

(7.2)

where:

δtatm = delays due to the atmosphere
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δtnoise&int = errors due to receiver noise and interference

δtmp = multipath offset

δthw = receiver hardware offsets

A delay expression with the same form as (7.2) but with generally different
numerical values is incurred on the RF carrier component of each signal.

Before May 2000, (7.2) included the effects of SA, an error intentionally
induced by the DOD to degrade the user’s navigation solution. The degradation was
accomplished primarily through dithering of the satellite clock (clock error compo-
nent), although the manipulation of the broadcast ephemeris data (orbital error
component) was also possible but not observed [2]. On May 1, 2000 SA was
officially removed [3].

The pseudorange time equivalent is the difference between the receiver clock
reading when the signal (i.e., a particular code phase) was received and the satellite
clock reading when the signal was sent. These timing relationships are shown in Fig-
ure 7.1, where:

∆t = geometric range time equivalent

TS = system time at which the signal left the satellite

Tu = system time at which the signal would have reached the user receiver in
the absence of errors (i.e., with δtD equal to zero)

′Tu = system time at which the signal reached the user receiver with δtD

δt = offset of the satellite clock from system time—advance is positive;
retardation (delay) is negative

tu = offset of the receiver clock from system time

TS + δt = satellite clock reading at time which the signal left the satellite

′ +T tu u = user receiver clock reading at time when the signal reached the user

receiver

c = speed of light
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It is observed that the pseudorange ρ is:
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( ) ( )
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where r is the geometric range, ( )r c T T c tu S= − = ∆ .
A similar expression can be derived for the carrier-phase measurement when the

raw measurement (see Section 5.7.3), usually computed in units of cycles, is con-
verted to units of meters by multiplying by the carrier wavelength in meters. As
noted earlier, the error terms are in general different for the carrier-phase measure-
ment. Further, as discussed in Section 5.7.3, the carrier-phase measurement includes
an ambiguity that is an integer multiple of a wavelength. Elaboration on the
pseudorange and carrier-phase error sources, including relativistic effects, is
provided in the following sections.

7.2.1 Satellite Clock Error

As discussed in Chapter 3, the satellites contain atomic clocks that control all
onboard timing operations, including broadcast signal generation. Although these
clocks are highly stable, the clock correction fields in the navigation data message
are sized such that the deviation between SV time and GPS time may be as large as 1
ms [4]. (An offset of 1 ms translates to a 300-km pseudorange error.) The MCS
determines and transmits clock correction parameters to the satellites for
rebroadcast in the navigation message (see Section 3.1.2). These correction parame-
ters are implemented by the receiver using the second-order polynomial [4]:

( ) ( )δt a a t t a t t tclk f f oc f oc r= + − + − +0 1 2

2 ∆ (7.3)

where:

af0 = clock bias (s)

af1 = clock drift (s/s)

af2 = frequency drift (i.e., aging) (s/s2)

toc = clock data reference time (s)

t = current time epoch (s)

∆tr = correction due to relativistic effects (s)

The correction ∆tr compensates for one of three GPS-related relativistic effects dis-
cussed in Section 7.2.3.

Since these parameters are computed using a curve-fit to predicted estimates of
the actual satellite clock errors, some residual error remains. This residual clock
error, δt, results in ranging errors that typically vary from 0.3–4m, depending on the
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type of satellite and age of the broadcast data. Range errors due to residual clock
errors are generally the smallest following a control segment upload to a satellite,
and they slowly degrade over time until the next upload (typically daily). At zero
age of data (ZAOD), clock errors for a typical satellite are on the order of 0.8m [5,
6]. Errors 24 hours after an upload are generally within the range of 1–4m. User
equipment that is tracking all visible satellites will observe satellites with ages of
data (AODs) varying from 0 to 24 hours. It is thus appropriate, in the development
of a statistical model for clock errors suitable for position or time error budgets, to
average over AOD. The nominal 1-sigma clock error for the constellation in 2004
averaged over AOD was 1.1m, based on the data presented in [5, 6]. It is expected
that residual clock errors will continue to decrease as newer satellites are launched
with better performing clocks and as improvements are made to the control segment
[7]. Average clock errors are also influenced by the frequency of uploads to each sat-
ellite, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Prior to May 2000, GPS clock errors were dominated by SA. Although SA is
now discontinued, a rudimentary understanding of SA is still of importance because
the presence of the SA dither component influenced the design of many fielded GPS
receivers and augmentations. This intentional dithering of the satellite clock was
observed to impart errors in GPS pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements
with a 1-sigma value of approximately 23m [2]. Errors were observed to be statisti-
cally independent from satellite to satellite with significant correlation over time. SA
errors for one satellite would typically randomly walk from a maximum positive
value to a maximum negative value and back with a period of oscillation of around
2–5 minutes. Several detailed statistical models for simulating observed SA errors
are presented in [2].

7.2.2 Ephemeris Error

Estimates of ephemerides for all satellites are computed and uplinked to the satel-
lites with other navigation data message parameters for rebroadcast to the user. As
in the case of the satellite clock corrections, these corrections are generated using a
curve fit of the control segment’s best prediction of each satellite’s position at the
time of upload. The residual satellite position error is a vector that is depicted in Fig-
ure 7.2, with typical magnitudes in the range of 1–6m [8]. The effective
pseudorange and carrier-phase errors due to ephemeris prediction errors can be
computed by projecting the satellite position error vector onto the satellite-to-user
LOS vector. Ephemeris errors are generally smallest in the radial (from the satellite
toward the center of the Earth) direction. The components of ephemeris errors in
the along-track (the instantaneous direction of travel of the satellite) and cross-
track (perpendicular to the along-track and radial) directions are much larger.
Along-track and cross-track components are more difficult for the control segment
to observe through its monitors on the surface of the Earth, since these components
do not project significantly onto LOSs toward the Earth. Fortunately, the user does
not experience large measurement errors due to the largest ephemeris error compo-
nents for the same reason. The effective pseudorange or carrier-phase error due to
ephemeris prediction errors is on the order of 0.8m (1σ) [6].
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7.2.3 Relativistic Effects

Both Einstein’s general and special theories of relativity are factors in the
pseudorange and carrier-phase measurement process [10, 11]. The need for special
relativity (SR) relativistic corrections arises any time the signal source (in this case,
GPS satellites) or the signal receiver (GPS receiver) is moving with respect to the cho-
sen isotropic light speed frame, which in the GPS system is the ECI frame. The need
for general relativity (GR) relativistic corrections arises any time the signal source
and signal receiver are located at different gravitational potentials.

The satellite clock is affected by both SR and GR. In order to compensate for
both of these effects, the satellite clock frequency is adjusted to 10.22999999543
MHz prior to launch [4]. The frequency observed by the user at sea level will be
10.23 MHz; hence, the user does not have to correct for this effect.

The user does have to make a correction for another relativistic periodic effect
that arises because of the slight eccentricity of the satellite orbit. Exactly half of the
periodic effect is caused by the periodic change in the speed of the satellite relative to
the ECI frame and half is caused by the satellite’s periodic change in its gravitational
potential.

When the satellite is at perigee, the satellite velocity is higher and the gravita-
tional potential is lower—both cause the satellite clock to run more slowly. When
the satellite is at apogee, the satellite velocity is lower and the gravitational potential
is higher—both cause the satellite clock to run faster [10, 11]. This effect can be
compensated for by [4]:

∆t Fe a Er k= sin (7.4)
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where:

F = −4.442807633 × 10−10 s/m1/2

e = satellite orbital eccentricity

a = semimajor axis of the satellite orbit

Ek = eccentric anomaly of the satellite orbit

Reference [9] states that this relativistic effect can reach a maximum of 70 ns
(21m in range). Correcting the satellite clock for this relativistic effect will result in a
more accurate estimation of the time of transmission by the user.

Due to rotation of the Earth during the time of signal transmission, a relativistic
error is introduced, known as the Sagnac effect, when computations for the satellite
positions are made in an ECEF coordinate system (see Section 2.2.2). During the
propagation time of the SV signal transmission, a clock on the surface of the Earth
will experience a finite rotation with respect to an ECI coordinate system (see Sec-
tion 2.2.1). Figure 7.3 illustrates this phenomenon. Clearly, if the user experiences a
net rotation away from the SV, the propagation time will increase, and vice versa. If
left uncorrected, the Sagnac effect can lead to position errors on the order of 30m
[12]. Corrections for the Sagnac effect are often referred to as Earth rotation
corrections.
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There are a number of approaches for correcting for the Sagnac effect. One com-
mon approach is to avoid the Sagnac effect entirely by working within an ECI coor-
dinate system for satellite and user position computations. An ECI frame can be
conveniently obtained by freezing an ECEF frame at the instant of time when
pseudorange measurements are made to the set of visible satellites. The Sagnac effect
does not arise in an ECI frame. Importantly, the satellite positions that are used in
the standard GPS user position solution (Section 2.4) must correspond to the times
of transmission, which are generally not the same. The time of transmission for each
satellite, TS, is a natural measurement of a GPS receiver, as discussed in Section
5.7.1. Users of commercial equipment can access time of transmission for each satel-
lite by simply subtracting the pseudorange measurement (after applying the clock
corrections discussed in Section 7.2.1) divided by the speed of light from the
receiver’s time-tag for the measurement. Next, each satellite position can be com-
puted in terms of its ECEF coordinates (xS, yS, zS) at its time of transmission using the
broadcast ephemeris data described in Table 2.3. Then, each satellite position can be
transformed into the common ECI frame using the rotation:
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In this formulation, the time of reception, Tu, is initially unknown prior to the
position/time estimate. It may be initially approximated as the average time of trans-
mission among visible satellites plus 75 ms for an Earth-based user. Once the posi-
tion solution is generated using the least-squares technique described in Section 2.4,
the user clock correction can be applied to obtain a much better estimate of Tu, and
the process can be iterated. The user’s position coordinates are the same in both the
ECEF and ECI frames at the signal reception time, since by definition these two
frames were fixed at that instant. A number of alternative Earth rotation correction
formulations, along with numerical examples, are provided in the excellent refer-
ence [12].

Finally, the GPS signal experiences space-time curvature due to the gravitational
field of the Earth. The magnitude of this relativistic effect can range from 0.001 ppm
in relative positioning to about 18.7 mm for point positioning [13].

7.2.4 Atmospheric Effects

The propagation speed of a wave in a medium can be expressed in terms of the index
of refraction for the medium. The index of refraction is defined as the ratio of the
wave’s propagation speed in free space to that in the medium by the formula

n
c
v

= (7.5)

where c is the speed of light equal to 299,792,458 m/s as defined within the WGS-84
system. The medium is dispersive if the propagation speed (or, equivalently, the
index of refraction) is a function of the wave’s frequency. In a dispersive medium,
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the propagation velocity vp of the signal’s carrier phase differs from the velocity vg

associated with the waves carrying the signal information. The information-
carrying aspect can be thought of as a group of waves traveling at slightly different
frequencies.

To clarify the concepts of group and phase velocities, consider two components,
S1 and S2, of an electromagnetic wave with frequencies f1 and f2 (or ω1 and ω2) and
phase velocities v1 and v2, traveling in the x-direction. The sum S of these signals is
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The cosine part is a wave group (the modulation imposed on the sinusoid—that
part of the wave that carries the information) that moves with velocity
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(7.6)

where λ1 and λ2 are the corresponding signal wavelengths.
For signals with narrow bandwidths relative to the carrier frequency, such as

the GPS signals, we can replace v2 − v1 by the differential dv, λ2 − λ1 by the differential
dλ, and λ1 by λ2, and add the subscript p to v to denote phase velocity explicitly to get
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v v
dv

dg P
p= − λ

λ
(7.7)

which implies that the difference between the group velocity and phase velocity
depends on both the wavelength and the rate of change of phase velocity with wave-
length.

The corresponding indices of refraction are related by [13]

n n f
dn

dfg p
p= + (7.8)

where the indices of refraction are defined by

n
c
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n
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g
g

= = (7.9)

and f denotes the signal frequency. In a nondispersive medium, wave propagation is
independent of frequency, and the signal phase and signal information propagate at
the same speed with vg = vp and ng = np.

7.2.4.1 Ionospheric Effects

The ionosphere is a dispersive medium located primarily in the region of the atmo-
sphere between about 70 km and 1,000 km above the Earth’s surface. Within this
region, ultraviolet rays from the sun ionize a portion of gas molecules and release
free electrons. These free electrons influence electromagnetic wave propagation,
including the GPS satellite signal broadcasts.

The following is based on a similar development in [13]. The index of refraction
for the phase propagation in the ionosphere can be approximated as

n
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f
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f
p = + + +1 2

2
3
3

4
4 L (7.10)

where the coefficients c2, c3, and c4 are frequency independent but are a function of
the number of electrons (i.e., electron density) along the satellite-to-user signal prop-
agation path. The electron density is denoted as ne. A similar expression for ng can be
obtained by differentiating (7.10) with respect to frequency and substituting the
result along with (7.10) into (7.8). This results in the following:
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Neglecting higher-order terms, the following approximations are obtained:
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(7.11)
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The coefficient c2 is estimated as c2 = −40.3 ne Hz2. Rewriting this yields
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(7.12)

Using (7.9), the phase and group velocity are estimated as
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It can be observed that the phase velocity will exceed that of the group velocity.
The amount of retardation of the group velocity is equal to the advance of the car-
rier phase with respect to free-space propagation. In the case of GPS, this translates
to the signal information (e.g., PRN code and navigation data) being delayed and
the carrier phase experiencing an advance, a phenomenon referred to as ionospheric
divergence. Importantly, the magnitude of the error on the pseudorange measure-
ment and the error on the carrier-phase measurement (both in meters) are
equal—only the sign is different. The reduction in the carrier-phase measurement
value due to the presence of free electrons in the ionosphere can be intuitively
explained as being due to the fact that the distance from crest to crest in the electric
field of the signal is lengthened for the portion of the signal path contained within
the ionosphere.

The measured range is

S
User

SV
n ds= ∫ (7.14)

whereas the LOS (i.e., geometric) range is

l
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dl= ∫ (7.15)

The path length difference due to ionospheric refraction is
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The delay attributed to the phase refractive index is
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Similarly, the delay induced by the group refractive index is
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Since the delay will be small compared to the satellite-to-user distance, we sim-
plify (7.17) and (7.18) by integrating the first term along the LOS path. Thus, ds
changes to dl, and we now have

∆ ∆S
f

User

SV
n dl S

f

User

SV
niono p e iono g, ,

. .= − =∫ ∫
403 403

2 2 e dl (7.19)

The electron density along the path length is referred to as the total electron
count (TEC) and is defined as

TEC = ∫
User

SV
n dle

The TEC is expressed in units of electrons/m2 or occasionally TEC units (TECU)
where 1 TECU is defined as 1016 electrons/m2. The TEC is a function of time of day,
user location, satellite elevation angle, season, ionizing flux, magnetic activity, sun-
spot cycle, and scintillation. It nominally ranges between 1016 and 1019, with the two
extremes occurring around midnight and mid-afternoon, respectively. We can now
rewrite (7.19) in terms of the TEC:
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2 2
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(7.20)

Since the TEC is generally referenced to the vertical direction through the iono-
sphere, the previous expressions reflect the path delay along the vertical direction
with the satellite at an elevation angle of 90° (i.e., zenith). For other elevation angles,
we multiply (7.20) by an obliquity factor. The obliquity factor, also referred to as a
mapping function, accounts for the increased path length that the signal will travel
within the ionosphere. Various models exist for the obliquity factor. One example,
from [14], is (terms are defined in Figure 7.4):
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The height of the maximum electron density, hI, in this model is 350 km. With
the addition of the obliquity factor, the path delay expressions from (7.20) become

∆ ∆S F
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2 2
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Since the ionospheric delay is frequency dependent, it can be virtually eliminated
by making ranging measurements with a dual-frequency receiver. Differencing
pseudorange measurements made on both L1 and L2 enables the estimation of both
the L1 and L2 delays (neglecting multipath and receiver noise errors). These are
first-order estimates, since they are based on (7.11). An ionospheric-free
pseudorange may be formed as [4]:
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where γ = (fL1/fL2)
2. Although ionospheric delay errors are removed, this approach

has the drawback that measurement errors are significantly magnified through the
combination. A preferred approach is to use the L1 and L2 pseudorange measure-
ments to estimate the ionospheric error on L1 using the following expression:
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The path length difference on L2 can be estimated by multiplying ∆S iono corrL, 1
by

( ) ( )f f1 2

2 2
77 60=

These estimated corrections may be smoothed over time, since ionospheric delay
errors typically do not change very rapidly and are subtracted from pseudorange
measurements made by each frequency.

In case of a single-frequency receiver, it is obvious that (7.23) cannot be used.
Consequently, models of the ionosphere are employed to correct for the ionospheric
delay. One important example is the Klobuchar model, which removes (on average)
about 50% of the ionospheric delay at midlatitudes through a set of coeffi-
cients included in the GPS navigation message. This model assumes that the vertical
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ionospheric delay can be approximated by half a cosine function of the local time
during daytime and by a constant level during nighttime [15]. The original
Klobuchar model was adapted by the GPS CS and the correction algorithm is
provided in [4, 16].

Almost three times as much delay is incurred when viewing satellites at low ele-
vation than at the zenith. For a signal arriving at vertical incidence, the delay ranges
from about 10 ns (3m) at night to as much as 50 ns (15m) during the day. At low sat-
ellite viewing angles (0º through 10º), the delay can range from 30 ns (9m) at night
up to 150 ns (45m) during the day [15]. A typical 1-sigma value for residual iono-
spheric delays, averaged over the globe and over elevation angles, is 7m [17].

7.2.4.2 Tropospheric Delay

The troposphere is the lower part of the atmosphere that is nondispersive for fre-
quencies up to 15 GHz [13]. Within this medium, the phase and group velocities
associated with the GPS carrier and signal information (PRN code and navigation
data) on both L1 and L2 are equally delayed with respect to free-space propagation.
This delay is a function of the tropospheric refractive index, which is dependent on
the local temperature, pressure, and relative humidity. Left uncompensated, the
range equivalent of this delay can vary from about 2.4m for a satellite at the zenith
and the user at sea level to about 25m for a satellite at an elevation angle of approxi-
mately 5º [13].

From (7.16), we see that the path length difference attributed to the tropo-
spheric delay is

( )∆S
User

SV
n dstropo = −∫ 1

where the integration is along the signal path. The path length difference can also be
expressed in terms of refractivity,

∆S
User

SV
Ndstropo = − ∫10 6 (7.24)

where the refractivity, N, is defined by

( )N n≡ −10 16

The refractivity is often modeled as including both a dry (hydrostatic) and wet
(nonhydrostatic) component [18]. The dry component, which arises from the dry
air, gives rise to about 90% of the tropospheric delay and can be predicted very
accurately. The wet component, which arises from the water vapor, is more difficult
to predict due to uncertainties in the atmospheric distribution. Both components
extend to different heights in the troposphere; the dry layer extends to a height of
about 40 km, while the wet component extends to a height of about 10 km.

We define Nd,0 and Nw,0 as the dry and wet component refractivities, respectively,
at standard sea level. To express both Nd,0 and Nw,0 in pressure and temperature, the
formulas of [19] can be used:
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with

p0 = partial pressure of the dry component at standard sea level (mbar)

T0 = absolute temperature at standard sea level (K)

a1 = empirical constant (77.624 K/mbar)
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where a2 and a3 are empirical constants (−12.92 K/mbar and 371,900 K2/mbar,
respectively).

Path delay also varies with the user’s height, h. Thus, both the dry and wet com-
ponent refractivities are dependent on the atmospheric conditions at the user’s
height above the reference ellipsoid. One model that takes the height into account
and is successfully demonstrated in [20] combines parts of the works cited in [18,
19, 21, 22]. The dry component as a function of the height is determined by
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(7.25)

and hd, the upper extent of the dry component of the troposphere referenced to sea
level, is determined from
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where µ stems from the underlying use of the ideal gas law. Hopfield [18] found that
setting µ = 4 gives the best results for the model.

Similarly the refractivity, Nw(h), of the wet component of the troposphere is
determined from
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where hw is the extent of the wet component of troposphere determined by
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The path length difference when the satellite is at zenith and the user is at sea
level is from (7.24):
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Evaluation of (7.27) using the expressions for Nd(h) and Nw(h) in (7.25) and
(7.26) yields
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To compute the tropospheric correction in (7.28), pressure and temperature
inputs are required, which can be obtained using meteorological sensors. When the
satellite is not at zenith, a mapping function model is needed to determine how much
greater a delay can be anticipated due to the larger path length of the signal through
the troposphere. It is common to refer to the delay for a satellite at zenith as a verti-
cal delay or zenith delay and the delay for satellites at any other arbitrary elevation
angle as a slant delay. Mapping functions that relate slant and vertical delays will be
discussed later in this section.

One accurate method for modeling the troposphere’s dry and wet components
at zenith without meteorological sensors was developed at the University of New
Brunswick. In this model [17, 22, 23], referred to as UNB3, the dry and wet compo-
nents are considered functions of height, h, in meters above mean sea level and of
five meteorological parameters: pressure, p, in millibars, temperature, T, in Kelvin,
water vapor pressure, e, in millibars, temperature lapse rate, , in K/m, and water
vapor lapse rate, (unitless). Each of the meteorological parameters is calculated by
interpolating values from Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Using pressure as an example, the
average pressure, p0( ), at latitude (15º < < 75º) is calculated by using the two
values in the p0 column of Table 7.1 corresponding to those two values of latitude, i

and i+1, that are closest to , as follows:
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Similarly, the seasonal variation, ∆p(φ), is found in the same way from Table 7.2, as
follows:
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For latitudes less than 15º, simply use the values of parameters in the first row
without interpolation; for latitudes greater than 75º, use the values of parameters in
the last row. Finally, the pressure, p, is determined, taking into account the day of
the year, D, with the first day being January 1, as follows:
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where

Dmin =
28

211

in northern latitudes

in southern latitudes




The difference in the values of the parameter Dmin in the northern and southern
hemispheres accounts for the difference (183 days) in seasons in these hemispheres.
Once all five meteorological parameters have been calculated in exactly the same
way that the pressure is calculated, the wet and dry components of the delay can be
determined from the following equations for ddry and dwet in (7.25):
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where:

k1 = 77.604 K/mbar

k2 = 382000 K2/mbar

Rd = 287.054 J/kg/K

gm = 9.784 m/s2

g = 9.80665 m/s2
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Table 7.1 Average Meteorological Parameters for Tropospheric Delay

Parameter Averages

Latitude (deg) p0 (mbar) T0 (K) e0 (mbar)
0 (K/m) 0

15º or less 1,013.25 299.65 26.31 6.30 × 10−3 2.77

30 1,017.25 294.15 21.79 6.05 × 10−3 3.15

45 1,015.75 283.15 11.66 5.58 × 10−3 2.57

60 1,011.75 272.15 6.78 5.39 × 10−3 1.81

75º or greater 1,013.00 263.65 4.11 4.53 × 10−3 1.55

Table 7.2 Seasonal Meteorological Parameters for Tropospheric Delay

Seasonal Variation of Parameters

Latitude (°) p (mbar) T (K) e (mbar) (K/m)

15º or less 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 × 10−3 0.00

30 –3.75 7.00 8.85 0.25 × 10−3 0.33

45 –2.25 11.00 7.24 0.32 × 10−3 0.46

60 –1.75 15.00 5.36 0.81 × 10−3 0.74

75º or greater –0.50 14.50 3.39 0.62 × 10−3 0.30



For elevation angles other than 90°, the model in (7.28) does, in general, not
apply. To account for the elevation angle of the satellite, for example, so-called map-
ping functions may be introduced in the equation:

( )

∆

∆

S m d m d

S m d d
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tropo dry wet

= ⋅ + ⋅

= ⋅ +

or (7.29)

where:

md = dry-component mapping function

mw = wet-component mapping function

m = general mapping function

Existing mapping functions can be divided into two groups: the geodetic survey–
oriented applications and the navigation-oriented applications [24]. An example of
the geodetic survey–oriented group is the Niell mapping function as described in
[25]. Navigation-oriented mapping functions include both analytical models and
more complex forms such as the fractional form introduced by [26]. The advantage
of the analytical forms is that it is not computationally intensive to determine the
mapping function values. An example of analytical models is Black and Eisner’s
mapping function, which is a function of the satellite’s elevation angle, E:
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A more accurate, but more complex, model that may be used for the mapping
function has the following continued fractional form [26]:
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where E is the elevation angle; ai, bi, and ci are the mapping function parameters; and
i represents either the dry or wet component. Note that the term in the numerator
normalizes the mapping function with respect to zenith. The parameters ai, bi, and ci

can be estimated from ray-tracing delay values at various elevation angles. Exam-
ples of mapping functions that describe the troposphere delay accurately down to a
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satellite elevation of 2º are described in [25]. The models in [25] are a function of
satellite elevation and height. Note that these models require more computation
time than the analytical models. One example of a three-parameter fractional form
is the UNBabc model. The a, b, and c parameters for the dry component mapping
function are given by:
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d
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= − +
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φ

d = 0082456.

The a, b, and c parameters for the wet component mapping function are given by:
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7.2.5 Receiver Noise and Resolution

Measurement errors are also induced by the receiver tracking loops. In terms of the
DLL, dominant sources of pseudorange measurement error (excluding multipath,
which will be discussed in Section 7.2.6) are thermal noise jitter and the effects of
interference. The C/A code composite receiver noise and resolution error contribu-
tion will be slightly larger than that for P(Y) code because the C/A code signal has a
smaller RMS bandwidth than the P(Y) code. Typical modern receiver 1σ values for
the noise and resolution error are on the order of a decimeter or less in nominal con-
ditions (i.e., without external interference) and negligible compared to errors
induced by multipath.

Receiver noise and resolution errors affect carrier phase measurements made by
a PLL. PLL measurements errors in nominal conditions are on the order of 1.2 mm
(1σ) when tracking the C/A code and 1.6 mm (1σ) when tracking the P(Y) code.
Extensive treatment of DLL and PLL errors is provided in Section 5.6. The effects of
interference on DLLs and PLLs are discussed in Section 6.2.

7.2.6 Multipath and Shadowing Effects

One of the most significant errors incurred in the receiver measurement process is
multipath. Multipath errors on both pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements
were discussed in detail in Section 6.3. As described in that section, multipath errors
vary significantly in magnitude depending on the environment within which the
receiver is located, satellite elevation angle, receiver signal processing, antenna gain
pattern, and signal characteristics. Within this chapter, as an example, we will use
typical 1-sigma multipath levels in a relatively benign environment of 20 cm and 2
cm, respectively, for a wide bandwidth C/A code receiver’s pseudorange and
carrier-phase measurements.
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7.2.7 Hardware Bias Errors

7.2.7.1 Satellite Biases

Upon signal transmission, the GPS signals on each carrier frequency and among fre-
quencies are imperfectly synchronized due to the different digital and analog signal
paths corresponding to each signal. The timing bias between the L1 and L2 P(Y)
code signals is inconsequential for most dual-frequency users since the broadcast
clock corrections compensate for this bias under the presumption that the user is
combining L1 and L2 pseudorange measurements via the ionospheric-free
pseudorange equation.

Single-frequency users (L1 or L2) employing the broadcast clock corrections,
however, must correct for the L1-L2 timing bias by using a broadcast correction,
TGD, contained in word 7 of subframe 1 of the GPS navigation message. The absolute
value of the uncorrected L1-L2 group delay bias is specified to be less than 15 ns
with random variations about the mean less than 3 ns (2 sigma) [4]. Observed values
are generally less than 8 ns in magnitude. Until 1999, broadcast TGD values were
derived from factory measurements. Since April 1999, the broadcast TGD values have
been provided to the Air Force by JPL [27, 28]. At present, the accuracy of the
broadcast values is limited by a nearly 0.5-ns message quantization error.

C/A code users have an additional timing bias of the transmitted signals to
account for, which is the bias between the L1 C/A code and P(Y) code signals. This
bias is specified to be less than 10 ns (2 sigma) [4]. Typical observed magnitudes are
less than 3 ns. Although various organizations, including JPL, routinely estimate this
bias, the present GPS navigation message does not include a field for this data.
Future GPS navigation messages, however, will disseminate corrections for the L1
C/A code to P(Y) code bias, as well as a number of additional group delay correc-
tions, referred to as intersignal corrections (ISCs) that will be introduced on future
satellites (i.e., Blocks IIR-M and beyond) that will broadcast the new L2C, M code,
and L5 signals [4, 29].

7.2.7.2 User Equipment Biases

User equipment bias errors introduced by the receiver hardware are often ignored
because they are relatively small in comparison to other error sources, especially
when cancellation is considered. GPS signals are delayed as they travel through the
antenna, analog hardware (e.g., RF and IF filters, low-noise amplifiers, and mix-
ers) and digital processing until the point where pseudorange and carrier-phase
measurements are physically made within the digital receiver channels (see Chap-
ter 5). Although the absolute delay values for propagation from the antenna phase
center until the digital channels may be quite large (over 1 µs with long
antenna-receiver cable runs or when SAW filters are employed), for similar signals
on the same carrier frequency the delays experienced for the set of visible signals
are nearly exactly equal. The absolute delay is important for timing applications
and must be calibrated out. For many applications, however, the common delay
does not affect performance, since it does not influence positioning accuracy, but
rather directly appears only in the least-squares estimate of receiver clock bias. The
C/A code signals have measurably different power spectra due to their short PRN
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codes. Since GPS receiver front ends, in general, do not have constant group delay
throughout the passband, very small intersatellite biases can be observed upon
C/A code pseudoranges. These biases are typically on the order of a few millime-
ters [30].

Hardware biases between spectrally different signals on one frequency, or
among signals on different carrier frequencies, are larger in magnitude. In [31], dif-
ferential group delay biases between L1 GPS C/A and GALILEO Open Service sig-
nals were analyzed within a representative receiver to be on the order of several
nanoseconds (~1m in range). These biases are not common to all measurements and
thus would influence positioning performance if not calibrated or estimated.

Within dual-frequency receivers, a portion of electrical paths followed by the
L1 and L2 signals may be physically different, resulting in sizeable differential range
errors. For the positioning user, the L1-L2 bias may often be ignored since it results
in a common error for every ionospheric-free pseudorange (see Section 7.2.4.1),
which will drop out in the estimated receiver clock bias.

Another error that can be attributed to the receiver hardware is hardware-
induced multipath [32]. This error is caused by reflections of the GPS signal that
occur within the receiver hardware due to the presence of an impedance mismatch
between RF components. This error can be removed or reduced by careful design of
the receiver front end.

7.2.8 Pseudorange Error Budgets

Based on the earlier discussion regarding error constituents, we can develop
pseudorange error budgets to aid our understanding of stand-alone GPS accuracy.
These budgets are intended to serve as guidelines for position error analyses. As
indicated in (7.1), position error is a function of both the pseudorange error (UERE)
and user/satellite geometry (DOP). The geometry factor will be discussed in Section
7.3.1.

The total system UERE comprises components from each system segment: the
space segment, the control segment, and the user segment. This budget can be made
based on either the use of single-frequency measurements or the use of dual-fre-
quency measurements to determine the ionospheric delay. The error components
are root-sum-squared to form the total system UERE, which is assumed to be
Gaussian distributed. The use of RSS addition of UERE components is justified
under the assumption that the errors can be treated as independent random vari-
ables such that the variances add or equivalently the 1-sigma total error is the RSS of
the individual 1-sigma values.

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show estimates of typical contemporary UERE budgets
based on the data presented in Sections 7.2.1–7.2.7. Table 7.3 describes a typical
UERE budget for a dual-frequency P(Y) code receiver. Table 7.4 shows the UERE
budget for a single-frequency C/A code receiver. For a single-frequency user, the
dominant pseudorange error source is the residual ionospheric delay after applying
the broadcast ionospheric delay corrections. Dual frequency users can use the tech-
nique described in Section 7.2.4.1 to nearly completely remove the error due to
ionospheric delays.
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7.3 PVT Estimation Concepts

Chapter 2 described some basic techniques for estimating the PVT of a possibly
mobile GPS receiver. This section discusses a variety of additional concepts regard-
ing PVT estimation, beginning with an expanded description of the role of geometry
in GPS PVT accuracy and a number of accuracy metrics that are commonly used.
This section also describes a number of advanced PVT estimation techniques includ-
ing the use of WLS, additional estimated parameters (beyond the user x, y, z position
coordinates and clock offset), and Kalman filtering.

7.3.1 Satellite Geometry and Dilution of Precision in GPS

As motivation for the concept of dilution of precision as it applies to GPS, consider
once again the foghorn example introduced in Section 2.1.1. In this example, a user
locates his or her position from ranging measurements from two foghorns. The
assumptions are that the user has a synchronized time base relative to the foghorns
and has knowledge of the location of the foghorns and their transmission times. The
user measures the TOA of each foghorn signal and computes a propagation
time that determines the user’s range from each foghorn. The user locates his or
her position from the intersection of the range rings determined from the TOA
measurements.
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Table 7.3 GPS Precise Positioning Service Typical UERE Budget

Segment Source Error Source 1 Error (m)

Space/control Broadcast clock 1.1

Broadcast ephemeris 0.8

User Residual ionospheric delay 0.1

Residual tropospheric delay 0.2

Receiver noise and resolution 0.1

Multipath 0.2

System UERE Total (RSS) 1.4

Table 7.4 GPS Standard Positioning Service Typical UERE Budget

Segment Source Error Source 1 Error (m)

Space/control Broadcast clock 1.1

L1 P(Y)-L1 C/A group delay 0.3

Broadcast ephemeris 0.8

User Ionospheric delay 7.0*

Tropospheric delay 0.2

Receiver noise and resolution 0.1

Multipath 0.2

System UERE Total (RSS) 7.1*

*Note that residual ionospheric errors tend to be highly correlated among satellites
resulting in position errors being far less than predicted using DOP ⋅ UERE (see discussion
in Section 7.3.2).



In the presence of measurement errors, the range rings used to compute the
user’s location will be in error and result in error in the computed position. The con-
cept of dilution of precision is the idea that the position error that results from mea-
surement errors depends on the user/foghorn relative geometry. Graphically, these
ideas are illustrated in Figure 7.5. Two geometries are indicated. In Figure 7.5(a),
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(b)

Foghorn 2

Variation in range ring
due to range errors:
from foghorn 1
from foghorn 2

Shaded region: Locations
using data from within
indicated error bounds

User location

Foghorn 1

Shaded region: Locations using data
from within indicated error bounds

Variation in range ring due to
range errors:
from foghorn 1
from foghorn 2

Foghorn 1
Foghorn 2

User location

Figure 7.5 Relative geometry and dilution of precision: (a) geometry with low DOP, and (b)
geometry with high DOP.



the foghorns are located approximately at right angles with respect to the user loca-
tion. In Figure 7.5(b), the angle between the foghorns as viewed from the user is
much smaller. In both cases, portions of the error-free range rings are indicated and
intersect at the user’s location. Additional ring segments that illustrate the variation
in range ring position resulting from ranging errors to the foghorns are included.
The error range illustrated in both figures is the same. The shaded regions indicate
the set of locations that can be obtained if one uses ranging measurements within
the illustrated error bounds. The accuracy of the computed location is very differ-
ent for the two cases. With the same measurement error variation, geometry in
Figure 7.5(b) gives considerably more error in the computed user’s location than
in Figure 7.5(a), as is evident from comparison of the shaded regions. Geometry in
Figure 7.5(b) is said to have a larger dilution of precision than geometry in Figure
7.5(a). For comparable measurement errors, geometry in Figure 7.5(b) results in
larger errors in the computed location.

A formal derivation of the DOP relations in GPS begins with the linearization of
the pseudorange equations given in Section 2.4.2. The linearization is the Jacobian
relating changes in the user position and time bias to changes in the pseudorange
values. This relationship is inverted in accordance with the solution algorithm and is
used to relate the covariance of the user position and time bias to the covariance of
the pseudorange errors. The DOP parameters are defined as geometry factors that
relate parameters of the user position and time bias errors to those of the
pseudorange errors.

The offset x in the user’s position and time bias relative to the linearization
point is related to the offset in the error-free pseudorange values by the relation

H x� ��= (7.30)

The vector x has four components. The first three are the position offset of the user
from the linearization point; the fourth is the offset of the user time bias from the
bias assumed in the linearization point. is the vector offset of the error-free
pseudorange values corresponding to the user’s actual position and the pseudorange
values that correspond to the linearization point. H is the n × 4 matrix

H =
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(7.31)

and the ai = (axi, ayi, azi) are the unit vectors pointing from the linearization point to
the location of the ith satellite. If n = 4 and data from just four satellites are being
used, and if the linearization point is close to the user’s location, the user’s location
and time offset are obtained by solving (7.30) for x (i.e., if the linearization point is
close enough to the user position, iteration is not required). One obtains

� ��x H= −1 (7.32)
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and the offset of the user’s position from the linearization point is expressed as a lin-
ear function of . In the case of n > 4, the method of least squares can be used to
solve (7.30) for x (see Appendix A). The least square result can be obtained for-
mally by multiplying both sides of (7.30) on the left by the matrix transpose of H
obtaining HTH x = HT . The matrix combination HTH is a square 4 × 4 matrix,
and one can solve for x by multiplying both sides by the inverse, (HTH)−1. (The
matrix will be invertible provided the tips of the unit vectors ai do not all lie in a
plane.) One obtains

( )� ��x H H H=
−T T1

(7.33)

which is the least square formulation for x as a function of . We observe that if n
= 4,  (HTH)−1 = H−1 (HT)−1 and (7.33) reduces to (7.32).

The pseudorange measurements are not error-free and can be viewed as a linear
combination of three terms,

�� � � �= − +T L d (7.34)

where �T is the vector of error-free pseudorange values, �L is the vector of
pseudorange values computed at the linearization point, and d represents the net
error in the pseudorange values. Similarly, x can be expressed as

�x x x x= − +T L d (7.35)

where xT is the error-free position and time, xL is the position and time defined as the
linearization point, and dx is the error in the position and time estimate. Substitut-
ing (7.34) and (7.35) into (7.33) and using the relation xT xL = (HTH)−1 HT ( T −

L)—this follows from the relation H(xT − xL) = ( T − L), which is a restatement of
(7.30)—one obtains

( )d d dT Tx H H H K= 





=
−1

� � (7.36)

The matrix K is defined by the expression in brackets. Equation (7.36) gives the
functional relationship between the errors in the pseudorange values and the
induced errors in the computed position and time bias. It is valid provided that the
linearization point is sufficiently close to the user’s location and that the
pseudorange errors are sufficiently small so that the error in performing the
linearization can be ignored.

Equation (7.36) is the fundamental relationship between pseudorange errors
and computed position and time bias errors. The matrix (HTH)−1 HT, which is some-
times called the least-squares solution matrix, is a 4 × n matrix and depends only on
the relative geometry of the user and the satellites participating in the least square
solution computation. In many applications, the user/satellite geometry can be con-
sidered fixed, and (7.36) yields a linear relationship between the pseudorange errors
and the induced position and time bias errors.
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The pseudorange errors are considered to be random variables, and (7.36)
expresses dx as a random variable functionally related to d . The error vector d is
usually assumed to have components that are jointly Gaussian and to be zero mean.
With the geometry considered fixed, it follows that dx is also Gaussian and zero
mean. The covariance of dx is obtained by forming the product dxdxT and comput-
ing an expected value. By definition, one obtains

( ) [ ]cov d E d d Tx x x= (7.37)

where cov(dx) = E[dxdxT] denotes the covariance of dx and E represents the expec-
tation operator. Substituting from (7.36) and viewing the geometry as fixed, one
obtains
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(7.38)

Note that in this computation, (HTH)−1 is symmetric. [This follows from an
application of the general matrix relations (AB)T = BTAT and (A−1)T = (AT)−1, which
are valid whenever the indicated operations are defined.] The usual assumption is
that the components of d are identically distributed and independent and have a
variance equal to the square of the satellite UERE. With these assumptions, the
covariance of d is a scalar multiple of the identity

( )cov d n n UERE� �= × σ 2 (7.39)

where In×n is the n × n identity matrix. Substitution into (7.38) yields

( ) ( )cov d T
UEREx H H=

−1 2σ (7.40)

Under the stated assumptions, the covariance of the errors in the computed position
and time bias is just a scalar multiple of the matrix ( )H HT −1 . The vector dx has four

components, which represent the error in the computed value for the vector xT = (xu,
yu, zu, ctb). The covariance of dx is a 4 × 4 matrix and has an expanded representation
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(7.41)

The components of the matrix (HTH)−1 quantify how pseudorange errors translate
into components of the covariance of dx.

Dilution of precision parameters in GPS are defined in terms of the ratio of com-
binations of the components of cov(dx) and σUERE. [It is implicitly assumed in the
DOP definitions that the user/satellite geometry is considered fixed. It is also
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assumed that local user coordinates are being used in the specification of cov(dx)
and dx. The positive x-axis points east, the y-axis points north, and the z-axis points
up.] The most general parameter is termed the geometric dilution of precision
(GDOP) and is defined by the formula

GDOP =
+ + +σ σ σ σ

σ

x y z ct

UERE

u u u b

2 2 2 2

(7.42)

A relationship for GDOP is obtained in terms of the components of (HTH)−1 by
expressing (HTH)−1 in component form
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and then substituting (7.43) and (7.41) into (7.40). A trace operation on (7.40) fol-
lowed by a square root shows that GDOP can be computed as the square root of the
trace of the (HTH)−1 matrix:

GDOP = + + +D D D D11 22 33 44 (7.44)

Equation (7.42) can be rearranged to obtain

σ σ σ σ σx y z ct UEREu u u b

2 2 2 2+ + + = ×GDOP (7.45)

which has the form given in (7.1) The square root term on the left side gives an over-
all characterization of the error in the GPS solution. GDOP is the geometry factor. It
represents the amplification of the standard deviation of the measurement errors
onto the solution. From (7.44), GDOP is seen to be a function solely of the satel-
lite/user geometry. The value σUERE is the pseudorange error factor.

Several other DOP parameters in common use are useful to characterize the
accuracy of various components of the position/time solution. These are termed
position dilution of precision (PDOP), horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP),
vertical dilution of precision (VDOP), and time dilution of precision (TDOP). These
DOP parameters are defined in terms of the satellite UERE and elements of the
covariance matrix for the position/time solution as follows:

σ σ σ σx y z UEREu u u

2 2 2+ + = ×PDOP (7.46)

σ σ σx y UEREu u

2 2+ = ×HDOP (7.47)

σ σz UEREu
= ×VDOP (7.48)

σ σt UEREb
= ×TDOP (7.49)
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The DOP values can be expressed in terms of the components of (HTH)−1 as follows:

PDOP = + +D D D11 22 33 (7.50)

HDOP = +D D11 22 (7.51)

VDOP = D33 (7.52)

TDOP = D c44 (7.53)

(In some treatments of DOP, TDOP is defined by the formula σ ctb
= TDOP × σUERE. In

this case, (7.53) takes the simpler form TDOP = D44 . The variable ctb represents a

range equivalent of the time bias error, and σ ctb
is its standard deviation. In the cur-

rent formulation, TDOP is defined so that when multiplied by σUERE, the standard
deviation of the time bias error is obtained directly. This is the more relevant formu-
lation if actual time accuracy is of interest. The linear relationship between tb and ctb

yields the formula c t ctb b
σ σ= between their standard deviations, and one can easily

convert between the formulations.)

7.3.2 Accuracy Metrics

The formulas derived in Section 7.3.1 allow one to compute 1-sigma horizontal, ver-
tical, or three-dimensional position errors as a function of satellite geometry and the
1-sigma range error. They also allow one to compute 1-sigma user clock errors. It is
important to recall that these formulas were derived under the assumptions that
range errors are zero mean with a Gaussian distribution and that range errors are
independent from satellite to satellite. Oftentimes, other metrics besides 1-sigma
position errors are used to characterize GPS accuracy performance. Some common
metrics are derived and discussed in this subsection.

If pseudorange errors are Gaussian-distributed, (7.36) tells us that vertical posi-
tion errors also have a Gaussian distribution:

dz K dm m
m

N

=
=

∑ 3
1

, ρ (7.54)

where dz is the error in the vertical component of the computed position. This result
is obtained by noting that a linear function of Gaussian random variables is itself a
Gaussian random variable. One common measure of vertical positioning accuracy is
the error magnitude that 95% of the measurements fall within, which is approxi-
mately equal to the 2-sigma value for a Gaussian random variable. Thus:

95 2 2% vertical position accuracy VDOP≈ = ⋅ ⋅σ σdz UERE (7.55)

assuming that pseudorange errors are additionally zero mean and independent
among satellites. Using a global average value of 1.6 for VDOP for the nominal
24-satellite GPS constellation and the UERE values from Tables 7.3 and 7.4 yields
95% vertical position accuracy of 4.5m for the PPS and 22.7m for the SPS, respec-
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tively. The value for the PPS is reasonably consistent with observed performance,
but the value for the SPS is significantly pessimistic as compared with observed per-
formance (see Section 7.7). The reason for this discrepancy is that the dominant SPS
UERE component, residual ionospheric delay error, is highly correlated among sat-
ellites. This correlation invalidates one of the assumptions used in the derivation of
the DOPs. When the Klobuchar model’s estimate of vertical ionospheric delay is too
high (low), the slant delay estimate for each visible satellite also tends to be too high
(low). A significant component of each residual ionospheric delay error is thus com-
mon to each satellite and drops out into the user clock solution.

With regard to horizontal position errors, (7.36) can be specialized to the hori-
zontal plane yielding

d dnR K= ×2 � (7.56)

where dR = (dx, dy)T is the vector component of the position error in the horizontal
plane, d = (dρ1, ... , dρn)

T is the pseudorange measurement errors, and n is the num-
ber of satellites being used in the position calculation. K2×n is the upper 2 × n
submatrix of K and consists of its first two rows. For the standard least square solu-
tion technique, K = (HTH)−1HT.

For a fixed satellite geometry, (7.56) expresses the horizontal position errors as
a linear function of the pseudorange measurement errors. If the pseudorange errors
are zero mean and jointly Gaussian, dR also has these properties. If the pseudorange
errors are also uncorrelated and identically distributed with variance σUERE

2, the
covariance of the horizontal errors is given as

( ) ( )cov d T
UERER H H= 





−

×

1

2 2

2σ (7.57)

where the subscript notation denotes the upper left 2 × 2 submatrix of (HTH)−1. The
density function for dR is

( )
( )( )[ ]

( )[ ]f x y

d

dd
T

R

R

u R u,

det cov

exp cov= −





−1

2

1
21

2

1

π

(7.58)

where u = (x, y)T and det represents the determinant of a matrix.
The density function defines a two-dimensional bell-shaped surface. Contours

of constant density are obtained by setting the exponent in parenthesis to a con-
stant. One obtains equations of the form

( )[ ]u R uT d mcov
−

=
1 2 (7.59)

where the parameter m ranges over positive values. The contour curves that result
form a collection of concentric ellipses when plotted in the plane. The ellipse
obtained when m equals 1 is termed the 1 ellipse and has the equation

( )[ ]u R uT dcov
−

=
1

1 (7.60)
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(The 1 ellipse is defined here as a specific cut through the pdf and is not to be con-
fused with 1 containment. The latter curve is the locus of points, one point on each
ray from the origin, where the points are at a distance of 1 for the ray’s direction. In
general, the 1 containment curve is a figure-eight-shaped curve that encloses the 1
ellipse.) If the major and minor axis of the ellipse are aligned with the x and y axes,
the equation for the ellipse reduces to x yx y

2 2 2 2 1/ /σ σ+ = . In general, however, the
off-diagonal terms in cov(dR) are nonzero, and the elliptical contours for the density
function are rotated relative to the x and y axes. Denote the major and minor axes of
the 1 ellipse by σL and σS (“long” and “short”), respectively. In general, the 1
ellipse is contained in a box of width σx and height σy centered on the ellipse. Figure
7.6 illustrates graphically the relationship between the ellipse and the parameters σx,
σy, σL, and σS.

The probability that the error lies within the elliptical contour defined for a spe-
cific value of m is1

2 2− −e m / . In particular, the probability of being in the 1 ellipse (m
= 1) is 0.39; the probability of being in the 2 ellipse (m = 2) is 0.86. (These values
are in contrast to the one-dimensional Gaussian result that the probability of being
within ±1 of the mean is 0.68.)

Several parameters are in common use that characterize the magnitude of the
horizontal error. The distance root mean square (drms) is defined by the formula
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drms = +σ σx y
2 2 (7.61)

For a zero-mean random variable such as dR, one has drms = E d(| | )R 2 , and the

drms corresponds to the square root of the mean value of the squared error (hence,
its name). From (7.47), one immediately has

drms HDOP= ⋅ σUERE (7.62)

and the drms can be computed from the values of HDOP and σUERE. The probability
that the computed location is within a circle of radius drms from the true location
depends on the ratio σS /σL for the 1 ellipse. If the two-dimensional error distribu-
tion is close to being circular (σS /σL ≈ 1), the probability is about 0.63; for a very
elongated distribution (σS /σL ≈ 0), the probability approaches 0.69. Two times the
drms is given by

2 2drms HDOP= ⋅ ⋅ σUERE (7.63)

and the probability that the horizontal error is within a circle of radius 2 drms
ranges between 0.95 and 0.98, depending on the ratio σS /σL. The 2-drms value is
commonly taken as the 95% limit for the magnitude of the horizontal error.

Another common metric for horizontal errors is circular error probable (CEP),
defined as the radius of a circle that contains 50% of the error distributions when
centered at the correct (i.e., error-free) location. Thus, the probability that the mag-
nitude of the error is less than the CEP is precisely one-half. The CEP for a
two-dimensional Gaussian random variable can be approximated by the formula

( )CEP ≈ +059. σ σL S (7.64)

assuming it is zero mean. For a derivation of this and other approximations, see
[33].

The CEP can also be estimated in terms of drms and, using (7.62), in terms of
HDOP and σUERE. This is convenient since HDOP is widely computed in GPS appli-
cations. Figure 7.7 presents curves giving the probability that the magnitude of the
error satisfies |dR| ≤ k drms as a function of k for different values of the ratio S /σL.
(The horizontal error is assumed to have a zero-mean two-dimensional Gaussian
distribution.) For k equal to 0.75, one obtains a probability in the range 0.43 to
0.54. Hence, one has the approximate relation

CEP drms HDOP≈ = ⋅ ⋅075 075. . σUERE (7.65)

It is interesting to note that for k = 1.23, the probability that |dR| ≤ k drms is
roughly 0.78, almost independent of σS/σL. The probabilities associated with several
other values of k are summarized in Table 7.5.

As an application of these formulations, for an average global HDOP of 1.0 and
with σUERE = 1.4m, estimates for the CEP, the 80% point, and the 95% point for the
magnitude of the horizontal error are given as follows:
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(7.66)

For applications where three-dimensional error distributions are of interest, one
final commonly used metric is spherical error probable (SEP), which is defined as the
radius of a sphere centered at the true position that contains 50% of the measured
positions.

7.3.3 Weighted Least Squares (WLS)

Oftentimes, the UEREs among the visible satellites are not well described as being
independent and identically distributed. In such circumstances, the least-squares
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Table 7.5 Approximate Formulas for the
Magnitude of the Horizontal Error

Approximation Formula* Probability Range

CEP50 ≈ 0.75 HDOP UERE 0.43–0.54

CEP80 ≈ 1.28 HDOP UERE 0.80–0.81

CEP90 ≈ 1.6 HDOP UERE 0.89–0.92

CEP95 ≈ 2.0 HDOP UERE 0.95–0.98

* CEPxx is defined as the radius of the circle that when centered at
the error-free location includes xx% of the error distribution.
Hence, CEP50 = CEP.



position estimate is not optimal. As derived in Appendix A, if the pseudorange
errors are Gaussian and the covariance of UEREs for the visible satellites is given by
the matrix R, then the optimal solution for user position is given by the WLS
estimate

( )∆ ∆x H R H H R= − − −T T1 1 1 � (7.67)

(Note that, as with the ordinary least-squares solution, we are truly solving for a
correction to an initial estimate of the user position and clock error.) Equation
(7.67) collapses to (7.33) in the case when R I= σUERE

2 with I equal to the n × n iden-

tity matrix, as expected since this case corresponds to our original independent and
identically distributed assumption. For a general matrix R, (7.67) can be thought of
as implementing an optimal weighting of pseudorange measurements based on their
relative noise levels and relative importance for each estimated quantity.

As one example of an error covariance matrix, consider the single-frequency
SPS user whose pseudorange measurement errors are dominated by residual iono-
spheric delays. As noted in the discussion in Section 7.3.2, residual ionospheric
errors for single-frequency users are highly correlated. The covariance matrix of
residual ionospheric errors can be approximated as

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )

R = σ iv

nm el m el m el m el m el

m el m el m el

m el m el

2

2
1 1 2 1
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( ) ( )n nm el2



















(7.68)

where σ iv
2 is the residual vertical ionospheric delay variance, which could be approx-

imated as some fraction of the Klobuchar vertical delay estimate. The ijth element of
the matrix in (7.68) is the product of two ionospheric mapping functions, m(el). For
example, (7.21) could be used, corresponding to the elevation angles (el) for satellite
i and j.

Another typical example of a covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix whose
diagonal elements are obtained using an approximation for pseudorange error vari-
ance versus elevation angle, usually a monotonically increasing function as eleva-
tion angle decreases (e.g., see [14]). The use of such a covariance matrix in a WLS
solution deweights low-elevation angle satellites that are expected to be noisier due
to typical characteristics of multipath and residual tropospheric errors.

7.3.4 Additional State Variables

Thus far, we have focused on estimation of the user’s (x, y, z) position coordinates
and clock bias. The complete set of parameters that are estimated within a GPS
receiver, often referred to as the state or state vector, may include a number of other
variables. For instance, if in addition to pseudorange measurements, Doppler mea-
surements (from an FLL or PLL) or differenced carrier-phase measurements are
available, then velocity in each of the three coordinates ( & , & , &)x y z , and clock drift, &t u ,
may also be estimated. The same least squares or WLS techniques used for position
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estimation may be used and the same DOPs apply. The only difference is that in the
linearization process, satellite velocities and initial estimates of user velocity and
clock drift are employed. Also, for precise velocity estimation it is important to
account for the fact that satellite geometry is slowly changing with time (e.g., see
[34]).

Additional state variables may also be included for vertical tropospheric delays
[35] or system time offsets when using measurements from both GPS and a separate
satellite navigation system [36].

7.3.5 Kalman Filtering

The least-squares and WLS solutions that were described in Chapter 2 and previ-
ously in this chapter have utilized a set of pseudorange measurements at one snap-
shot in time, along with initial estimates of the user position and clock, to derive an
improved estimate of the user’s position and clock error at that instant. In practice,
the user frequently has access to an entire sequence of measurements over time. Past
measurements may often be useful for obtaining a more accurate PVT estimation.
For instance, a stationary user can average least-square position estimates over an
hour, a day, or longer to obtain a more accurate estimate of his or her position than
would be possible using just the latest set of measurements. In principle, even the
most agile user can obtain some benefit from incorporating past measurements into
his or her position estimator, provided that it is possible to accurately model the
motion of the platform over time and to model the progression of user clock errors
with time. The most common algorithm used to incorporate past measurements in
GPS PVT applications is referred to as a Kalman filter. Kalman filters also facilitate
the blending of GPS measurements with measurements from other sensors and are
discussed in detail in Chapter 9.

7.4 GPS Availability

Availability of a navigation system is the percentage of time that the services of the
system are usable. Availability is an indication of the ability of the system to provide
a usable navigation service within a specified coverage area. Availability is a func-
tion of both the physical characteristics of the environment and the technical capa-
bilities of the transmitter facilities [37]. In this section, GPS availability is discussed
under the assumption that usable navigation service can be equated to GPS accuracy
meeting a threshold requirement. It should be noted that some applications include
additional criteria (e.g., the provision of integrity—see Section 7.5) that must be met
for the system to be considered available).

As discussed in Section 7.3.1, GPS accuracy is generally expressed by

σ σp UERE= ⋅DOP

where σp is the standard deviation of the positioning accuracy, and σUERE is the stan-
dard deviation of the satellite pseudorange measurement error. Representative σUERE

values are provided in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 for PPS and SPS, respectively. The DOP
factor could be HDOP, VDOP, PDOP, and so forth, depending on the dimension for
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which GPS accuracy is to be determined. The availability of the GPS navigation
function to provide a given accuracy level is therefore dependent on the geometry of
the satellites for a specific location and time of day.

In order to determine the availability of GPS for a specific location and time, the
number of visible satellites, as well as the geometry of those satellites, must first be
determined. GPS almanac data, which contains the positions of all satellites in the
constellation at a reference epoch, can easily be obtained from the U.S. Coast Guard
(USCG) Navigation Center (NAVCEN) Web site or as an output from some GPS
receivers. Since the orbits of the GPS satellites are well known, the position of the
satellites at any given point in time can be predicted. The process of determining the
satellite positions at a particular point in time is not intuitive, however, and soft-
ware is needed in order to perform the calculations.

7.4.1 Predicted GPS Availability Using the Nominal 24-Satellite GPS
Constellation

This section examines the availability of the nominal 24-satellite GPS constellation.
The nominal 24-satellite constellation is defined in Section 3.1.1. Worldwide GPS
coverage is evaluated from 90ºN to 90ºS latitude with sample points spaced every 5º
(in latitude) and for a band in longitude circling the globe spaced every 5º. This grid
is sampled every 5 minutes in time over a 12-hour period.

Since the GPS constellation has approximately a 12-hour orbit, the satellite cov-
erage will then repeat itself on the opposite side of the world during the next 12
hours. (The Earth rotates 180º in the 12-hour period, and the satellite coverage
areas will be interchanged.) A total of 386,280 space/time points are evaluated in
this analysis.

GPS availability also is dependent on the mask angle used by the receiver. By
lowering the mask angle, more satellites are visible; hence, a higher availability can
be obtained. However, there may be problems with reducing the mask angle to
include very low elevation angles, which is discussed later in this section. The avail-
ability obtained by applying the following mask angles is examined: 7.5º, 5º, 2.5º,
and 0º.

Figure 7.8 demonstrates GPS availability based on HDOP using an all-in-view
solution. This figure provides the cumulative distribution of HDOP for each of the
mask angles considered. The maximum value of HDOP is 2.55 for a mask angle less
than or equal to 5º.

Figure 7.9 provides the availability of GPS based on PDOP for the same mask
angles. This availability is lower than that for HDOP since unavailability in the ver-
tical dimension is taken into consideration in the calculation of PDOP. The maxi-
mum value of PDOP for a 5º mask angle is 5.15, at 2.5º it is 4.7, and for a 0º mask
angle the maximum value is 3.1.

Although these graphs demonstrate the improvement in availability that can be
obtained when the mask angle is lowered, there is a danger in lowering it too far.
During the mission planning process, signal blockage from buildings or other
objects that extend higher than the set mask angle must be taken into consideration.
There also is a greater potential for atmospheric delay and multipath problems at a
lower mask angle.
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The threshold for the maximum acceptable DOP value is dependent on the
desired accuracy level. The availability of GPS, therefore, will depend on the strin-
gency of the accuracy requirement. For this analysis, availability of GPS is chosen to
be defined as PDOP ≤ 6, which is commonly used as a service availability threshold
in the GPS performance standards [17].
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As shown in Figure 7.9, with all 24 GPS satellites operational, the value of
PDOP is less than 6.0 for every location and time point analyzed at 0º, 2.5º, and 5º
mask angles. Since the analysis grid is sampled every 5 minutes, there could be
occurrences where PDOP is greater than 6.0 for a period of less than 5 minutes that
would not be detected. Only with a 7.5º mask angle (or higher) does the GPS con-
stellation have outages based on PDOP exceeding 6.0.

At a 7.5º mask angle, the GPS constellation provides an availability of 99.98%.
Figure 7.10 displays the locations and durations of the outages that occur. The max-
imum outage duration is 10 minutes. The GPS constellation is designed to provide
optimal worldwide coverage. As a result, when outages do occur, they are concen-
trated in very high and very low latitudes (above 60ºN and below 60ºS).

7.4.2 Effects of Satellite Outages on GPS Availability

The previous figures have demonstrated the availability of GPS when all 24 satel-
lites are operational. However, satellites need to be taken out of service for mainte-
nance, and unscheduled outages occur from time to time. In fact, 24 satellites may
only be available 72% of the time, while 21 or more satellites are expected to be
operational at least 98% of the time [17, 38].

In order to examine the effect that a reduced constellation of satellites has on the
availability of GPS, the analysis is now repeated using the same worldwide grid, but
removing one, two, and three satellites from the nominal 24-satellite constellation.
Since a 5º mask angle is commonly used, it is the only one considered for this por-
tion of the analysis.
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The availability of GPS when satellites are removed from the constellation is
very much dependent on which satellites, or combinations of satellites, are taken out
of service. The Aerospace Corporation has performed a study that determined cases
of one, two, and three satellite failures that resulted in the least, average, and great-
est impact on availability [39]. The choices for satellites to be removed in this analy-
sis were based on those satellites that caused an “average” impact on GPS
availability.

The orbital positions of the GPS satellites removed from the constellation are
given in the following list:

• Average one satellite—SV A3;
• Average two satellites—SVs A1 and F3;
• Average three satellites—SVs A2, E3, and F2.

(Refer to Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3.1 for satellite identification and orbital location
information.)

Figures 7.11 and 7.12 display the cumulative distribution of HDOP and PDOP
with up to three satellites removed from the constellation and applying a 5º mask
angle. These plots demonstrate the increasing degradation in system performance as
more satellites are removed from the constellation.

The availability of GPS, based on PDOP ≤ 6 and a 5º mask angle, is
99.969% with one satellite out of service. The locations and durations of the result-
ing outages are displayed in Figure 7.13. The maximum outage duration that occurs
is 15 minutes.

The effects of two satellites out of service are shown in Figure 7.14. Outages
now last up to 25 minutes in several locations, but there are only a couple of occur-
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rences of these during the day. The majority of the outages are 10 minutes or less.
This constellation provides an availability of 99.903%.
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Figure 7.13 Availability of the GPS constellation with a 5º mask angle with one satellite removed
from the constellation.



With three satellites out of service, the overall availability of the GPS constella-
tion drops to 99.197%. The number of outage occurrences increases dramatically
and outages now last up to 65 minutes. The locations and corresponding durations
of these outages are shown in Figure 7.15.

The scenario of having three satellites out of service at the same time should be
a very rare occurrence. However, if it were to happen, the user could examine
the predicted availability over the course of the day and plan the use of GPS accord-
ingly.

As mentioned previously, the determination of satellite positions and the result-
ing GPS availability for any location and point in time is not intuitive and requires
software to perform the calculations. GPS prediction software that allows a user to
determine GPS coverage for a single location or for multiple locations is commer-
cially available. Some GPS receiver manufacturers also include prediction software
with the purchase of a receiver. The typical input parameters used to perform GPS
availability predictions are as follows:

• GPS almanac data: The position of the satellites at a reference epoch may be
obtained from several different sources: the USCG NAVCEN Web site or a
GPS receiver that outputs almanac data.

• Location: Latitude, longitude, and altitude of the location(s) for which the
prediction is to be performed.
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• Date of prediction: The date for which the prediction is to be performed. The
GPS almanac can be used to accurately predict for approximately 7 days in
the future.

• Mask angle: The elevation angle above the horizon at which satellites are con-
sidered visible by the GPS receiver.

• Terrain mask: The azimuth and elevation of terrain (buildings, mountains,
and so on) that may block the satellite signal can be entered into the program
to ensure an accurate prediction.

• Satellite outages: If any satellites are currently out of service, their status will
be reflected in the almanac data. However, if satellites are scheduled for main-
tenance for a prediction date in the future, the software allows the user to
mark those satellites unusable. This data can be obtained from the USCG
NAVCEN Web site.

• Maximum DOP: As discussed previously, in order to determine availability, a
maximum DOP threshold must be set (e.g., PDOP = 6). If the DOP exceeds
that value, the software will declare GPS to be unavailable. Other applications
may use criteria other than DOP as the availability threshold. This will be dis-
cussed further in Section 7.3 for aviation applications.

Once these parameters have been input into the software, the prediction can be
performed. A prediction was performed for Boston (42.35ºN, 71.08ºW) on Decem-
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ber 23, 1994. (This and the following predictions are still representative of perfor-
mance circa 2006.) Figure 7.16 shows the location of the GPS satellites and the
satellite horizon line for the selected location at a snapshot in time [12:10 UTC
(USNO)]. The satellites with squares next to them (17, 23, 26, and 27) are the four
used to form the navigation solution. The corresponding HDOP and PDOP for that
point in time also are displayed.

Figure 7.17 is an azimuth and elevation plot that gives the position of the satel-
lites from the perspective of looking at the sky directly overhead from the selected
location. The user is at the center of the concentric circles, with the outermost circle
representing 0º elevation, or the horizon. The second circle is at 7º elevation, which
was the selected mask angle for this portion of the analysis. The third is at 10º, and
each circle increases by 10º. The azimuth is 0º at North and increases in the
clockwise direction.

Figure 7.18 displays the rise and set time for the 25 GPS satellites at the selected
location over a 24-hour period. (There generally are more than the nominal 24 GPS
satellites in orbit in order to maintain a constellation of 24 operational satellites.)
This type of graph can be very useful for a researcher who wants to plan an experi-
ment with a particular set of satellites and doesn’t want the satellite geometry to
change significantly due to a rising or setting satellite.

The solid line at the bottom of the graph indicates that GPS is available for the
entire day (PDOP ≤ 6). Gaps in this line would indicate that GPS is unavailable. This
unavailability is demonstrated in Figure 7.19 when satellites 16, 25, and 26 are
removed (by the author) from the constellation for simulation purposes. As shown
in this figure, removing three satellites from the GPS constellation would result in
two outage periods during the day for Boston.
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Another feature of mission planning software involves determining the number
of satellites that will be visible at a location over the course of a day. This informa-
tion is useful for applications that may require the maximum number of visible sat-
ellites. Figure 7.20 displays the number of visible satellites over a 24-hour period
with all of the satellites operational. As shown in this figure, the minimum number
of satellites available is 6 and the maximum is 10 for this location. At lower lati-
tudes (near the equator), it is possible to have 12 or more GPS satellites visible at a
time.

Availability prediction software generally also plots DOP over the course of the
day.

7.5 GPS Integrity

In addition to providing a position, navigation, and timing function, a system such
as GPS must have the ability to provide timely warnings to users when the system
should not be used. This capability is known as the integrity of the system. Integrity
is a measure of the trust that can be placed in the correctness of the information sup-
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plied by the total system. Integrity includes the ability of a system to provide valid
and timely warnings to the user, known as alerts, when the system must not be used
for the intended operation.
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7.5.1 Discussion of Criticality

Anomalies can occur, caused by either the satellite or the CS, which result in unpre-
dictable range errors above the operational tolerance. These errors are different from
the predictable degraded accuracy resulting from poor satellite geometry, which was
discussed in the previous section. Integrity anomalies should be rare, occurring only a
few times per year [17, 40], but can be critical, especially for air navigation.

7.5.2 Sources of Integrity Anomalies

There are four main sources of integrity anomalies: system-allocated signal-in-space
(SIS) aberrations, space segment–allocated SIS aberrations, control segment–allo-
cated SIS aberrations, and user segment SIS aberrations [41]. Satellite clock anoma-
lies are due to frequency standard problems such as random phase run-off, a large
frequency jump, or a combination of both. The MCS has reported clock jumps
when the beam current or temperature of the frequency standard has varied greatly.
Clock anomalies are the most prevalent source of space segment anomalies and the
most common source of major service anomalies. These anomalies can result in
thousands of meters of range error.

The first generation Block I satellites experienced many more clock anomalies
than the Block II generation of satellites [40] and did not have the radiation harden-
ing against the space environment that has been built into the Block II satellites.
Consequently, Block I satellites were subject to bit hits, which affect the navigation
message, as well as C-field tuning word hits. The C-field tuning register that aligns
the cesium beam is affected by solar radiation. Changing the bits that account for
the alignment/direction of the cesium beam has in some instances resulted in rang-
ing errors of thousands of meters in only a few minutes.
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Other types of integrity anomalies can result in smaller ranging errors. An exam-
ple of this occurred on GPS SVN 19. After approximately 8 months on orbit, an
anomalous condition developed on the satellite that resulted in carrier leakage on
the observed L1 signal spectrum, which is normally carrier suppressed. In this case
no control segment problems were observed or user equipment problems reported,
so the SV was left to operate in the off-nominal mode. No incident reports or prob-
lems regarding the SVN 19 C/A code occurred until March 1993 during FAA field
tests using differential navigation for aided landings. The differential navigation
solution was corrupted with a 4-m bias [42].

The GPS ground-monitoring network currently does not provide coverage for
all satellites 24 hours a day [40]. Therefore, if an integrity problem were to occur, it
may not be detected immediately. An example of this occurred on July 28, 2001,
when SVN22 experienced a clock failure over the southern Pacific Ocean region
resulting in user range errors in excess of 200,000m. For about a half-hour, this was
undetectable by the GPS CS because the satellite was not in view of any CS monitor
stations [42].

Most MCS problems are due to hardware, software, or human error. Past prob-
lems have involved incorrect ionospheric correction database coefficients being
incorporated in the navigation message of all satellites. Single frequency receivers
may have experienced ranging errors of up to 16m before the problem was detected.

The MCS is continuously working to minimize integrity anomalies as much as
possible by installing redundant hardware, robust software, and providing training to
prevent human error. The best response time, however, may still be several minutes,
which is insufficient for aviation applications. There are methods, however, by which
the user is independently able to be notified of a satellite anomaly if it does occur.

7.5.3 Integrity Enhancement Techniques

The integrity problem is important for many applications, but crucial for aviation
since the user is traveling at high speeds and can quickly deviate from the flight path.
The integrity function becomes especially critical if GPS is to be used as a primary
navigation system. RTCA Special Committee 159 (SC-159), a federal advisory com-
mittee to the FAA, has devoted much effort to developing techniques to provide
integrity for airborne use of GPS. Three methods used for GPS integrity monitoring
are RAIM—one element of a set of airborne GPS enhancements defined by ICAO as
aircraft-based augmentation systems (ABAS)—SBAS, and GBAS.

This section primarily concentrates on RAIM, since SBAS and GBAS are differ-
ential GPS-based techniques discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.

7.5.3.1 RAIM and FDE

The use of standalone GPS or GPS in conjunction with use of ranging sources from
other satellites, such as geostationary satellites, GALILEO, and GLONASS, where
integrity is provided by RAIM and FDE, is referred to as an ABAS. The RAIM algo-
rithm is contained within the receiver, hence the term autonomous monitoring.
RAIM is a technique that uses an overdetermined solution to perform a consistency
check on the satellite measurements [43].
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RAIM algorithms require a minimum of five visible satellites in order to detect
the presence of an unacceptably large position error for a given mode of flight. If a
failure is detected, the pilot receives a warning flag in the cockpit that indicates that
GPS should not be used for navigation. Certified GPS receivers that contain FDE, an
extension of RAIM that uses a minimum of six visible satellites, can not only detect
the faulty satellite, but can exclude it from the navigation solution so the operation
can continue without interruption.

The inputs to the RAIM algorithm are the standard deviation of the measure-
ment noise, the measurement geometry, and the maximum allowable probabilities
for a false alert and a missed detection. The output of the algorithm is the horizontal
protection level (HPL), which is the radius of a circle, centered at the true aircraft
position that is assured to contain the indicated horizontal position with the given
probability of false alert and missed detection discussed next. If the aircraft is con-
ducting phases of flight that require vertical guidance, a vertical protection level
(VPL) is output as well; however, VPL is generally associated with differen-
tial-based systems. This section concentrates on the generation of HPL using a snap-
shot RAIM algorithm that has been developed in support of RTCA SC-159 [43].

The linearized GPS measurement equation is given as

y Hx= + � (7.69)

where x is the 4 × 1 vector whose elements are incremental deviations from the nom-
inal state about which the linearization takes place. The first three elements are the
east, north, and up position components, and the fourth element is the receiver
clock bias. y is the n × 1 vector whose elements are the differences between the noisy
measured pseudoranges and the predicted ones based on the nominal position and
clock bias (i.e., the linearization point). The value n is the number of visible satellites
(number of measurements). H is the n × 4 linear connection matrix between x and y.
It consists of three columns of direction cosines and a fourth column containing the
value 1, which corresponds to the receiver clock state. � is the n × 1 measurement
error vector. It may contain both random and deterministic (bias) terms.

GPS RAIM is based on the self-consistency of measurements, where the number
of measurements, n, is greater than or equal to 5. One measure of consistency is to
work out the least squares estimate for x, substitute it into the right-hand side of
(7.69), and then compare the result with the empirical measurements in y. The dif-
ference between them is called the range residual vector, w. In mathematical terms,
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Since is not known to the user aircraft, (7.70) is only used in simulations.
Let
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( )S I H H H HT 1 T≡ −
−

n (7.71)

where In is the n × n unit matrix. Then, the n × 1 range residual vector, w, is given as
w = Sy (used in practice) or w = S (used in the simulations). The range residual vec-
tor, w, could be used as a measure of consistency. This is not ideal, however, because
there are four constraints (associated with the four unknown components of the vec-
tor x) among the n elements of w, which obscure some of the aspects of the inconsis-
tency that are of interest. Therefore, it is useful to perform a transformation that
eliminates the constraints and transforms the information contained in w into
another vector known as the parity vector, p.

Performing a transformation on y, p = Py, where the parity transformation
matrix P is defined as an (n − 4) × n matrix, which can be obtained by QR
factorization of the H matrix [44]. The rows of P are mutually orthogonal, unity in
magnitude, and mutually orthogonal to the columns of H. Due to these defining
properties, the resultant p has special properties, especially with respect to the noise
[43]. If has independent random elements that are all N(0, σ2), then

p Pw= (7.72a)

p P= � (7.72b)

p p w wT T= (7.72c)

These equations state that the same transformation matrix P that takes y into the
parity vector, p, also takes either w or into p. The sum of the squared residuals is
the same in both range space and parity space. In performing failure detection, it is
much easier to work with p than with w.

Using a case of six visible satellites as an example, the following analysis demon-
strates how the parity transformation affects a deterministic error in one of the
range measurements. Suppose there is a range bias error, b, in satellite 3. From
(7.72b),
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The third column of P defines a line in parity space called the characteristic bias
line associated with satellite 3. Each satellite has its own characteristic bias line. The
magnitude of the parity bias vector induced by the range bias b is given by

|parity bias vector| = b · norm |[P13 P23]
T|, (bias on satellite 3, assuming b > 0)
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In general,

(range bias b on ith satellite) = (norm of parity bias vector)/(norm of ith column of P)
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These equations provide a means of getting back and forth from a bias in parity
space to the corresponding bias in range space, and finally to the corresponding
position error. The norm of the first two components of the position error vector
provides the horizontal radial position error.

The objective is to protect against excessive horizontal position error. The
RAIM algorithm must detect whether the horizontal error goes beyond a certain
threshold within a specified level of confidence. Since the position error cannot be
observed directly, something must be inferred from the quantity that can be
observed, which in this case is the parity vector.

The magnitude of the parity vector is used as the test statistic (mathematical
indicator) for detection of a satellite failure. The inputs to the parity space algorithm
are the standard deviation of the measurement noise, the measurement geometry,
and the maximum allowable probabilities for a false alert and a missed detection.
The output of the algorithm is the HPL, which defines the smallest horizontal radial
position error that can be detected for the specified false alert and missed detection
probabilities.

A false alert is an indication of a positioning failure to the pilot when a position-
ing failure has not occurred, as the result of a false detection. The detection thresh-
old for the RAIM and FDE algorithms is determined by integrating the pdf from the
detection threshold to infinity so that the area under the curve is equal to the proba-
bility of a false alert, PFA.

The parity space method is based on modeling the test statistic using a chi distri-
bution with n − 4 degrees of freedom for six or more visible satellites. The sum of
the squared measurement residuals has a chi-square distribution. A Gaussian distri-
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bution is used for the case where five satellites are in view. The general formulas for
the chi-square density functions are provided next.

For a central chi-square,
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where Γ is the gamma function.
For the probability of missed detection, the noncentral chi-square density func-

tion is integrated from 0 to the chi-square detection threshold to determine λ, the
noncentrality parameter that provides the desired Pmd. The minimum detectable bias
based on the selected probabilities of false alert and missed detection is denoted as
pbias, where pbias = σ λUERE .

For a noncentral chi-square,
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where λ is the noncentrality parameter. It is defined in terms of the normalized mean
m and the number of degrees of freedom k, as λ = km2.

The chi-square density functions for a case of six visible satellites (2 degrees of
freedom) are shown in Figure 7.21. These density functions are used to define the
detection threshold to satisfy the false alarm and missed detection probabilities. For
supplemental navigation, the maximum allowable false alarm rate is one alarm per
15,000 samples or 0.002/hour. One sample was considered a 2-minute interval
based on the correlation time of SA. The maximum false alarm rate for GPS primary
means navigation is 0.333 × 10−6 per sample. The minimum detection probability for
both supplemental and primary means of navigation is 0.999, or a missed detection
rate of 10−3 [45].

Figure 7.22 displays a linear no-noise model of the estimated horizontal position
error versus the test statistic, forming a characteristic slope line for each visible satel-
lite. These slopes are a function of the linear connection, or geometry matrix, H, and
vary slowly with time as the satellites move about their orbits. The slope associated
with each satellite is given by

( )SLOPE i A A S i ni i ii= + =1
2

2
2 1 2, , ,L

where

( )A H H HT T≡
−1

and S was defined previously in (7.71), but also can be computed directly from P as

S P PT=
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For a given position error, the satellite with the largest slope has the smallest test
statistic and will be the most difficult to detect. Therefore, there is a poor coupling
between the position error to be protected and the magnitude of the parity vector
that can be observed when a bias actually occurs in the satellite with the maximum
slope.

The oval-shaped cloud of data shown in Figure 7.23 is a depiction of the scatter
that would occur if there were a bias on the satellite with the maximum slope. This
bias is such that the fraction of data to the left of the detection threshold is equal to
the missed detection rate. Any bias smaller than this value will move the data cloud
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to the left, increasing the missed detection rate beyond the allowable limit. This criti-
cal bias value in parity space is denoted as pbias. The pbias term is completely deter-
ministic, but it is dependent on the number of visible satellites [43]:

pbias = σ λUERE

where λ is the noncentrality parameter of the noncentral chi-square density function,
and σUERE is the standard deviation of the satellite pseudorange measurement error.

The HPL is determined by

HPL = Slopemax × pbias

When SA was the dominant error source, other error terms that depend heavily
on the elevation angle were negligible. For this reason, pre-2000 RAIM and FDE
availability analyses typically assumed a fixed σUERE value of 33.3m for all satellites,
regardless of the satellite elevation angles. Now that SA has been discontinued,
errors that depend on the elevation angles make σUERE values for each satellite signifi-
cantly different.

Accounting for elevation-dependent errors is accomplished through weighting
(or deweighting) of individual satellite range measurements [46]. The only differ-
ence between the weighted solution RAIM and the nonweighted solution RAIM is
the formula for the maximum horizontal slope, which is shown next.

The threshold and pbias values are the same as with SA on. This is because the
maximum false alarm rate is set at 0.333 × 10−6/sample, which is consistent with the
guidance in [14] for SA off.

( )SLOPE i A A Si i i ii= +1
2

2
2 σ

where:
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where the error components are user range accuracy (clock and ephemeris error),
user ionospheric range error, tropospheric error, multipath, and receiver noise.

The HPL is formed by the same method as nonweighted RAIM.

HPL = Slopemax × normalized pbias = Slopemax × λ

Availability of RAIM
Availability of RAIM is determined by comparing the HPL to the maximum alert
limit for the intended operation. RAIM was developed and primarily has been used
to support aviation applications. Therefore, the focus of the availability analysis in
this section will be on aviation applications. The horizontal alert limits for various
phases of flight are shown in Table 7.6.

If the HPL is below the alert limit, RAIM is said to be available for that phase of
flight. Since the HPL is dependent on the satellite geometry, it must be computed for
each location and point in time. Since RAIM requires a minimum of five visible sat-
ellites in order to perform fault detection and a minimum of six for fault detection
and exclusion, RAIM and FDE will have a lower availability than the navigation
function. An analysis of the nominal 24-satellite constellation has been performed
to evaluate the availability of RAIM [47–51].

Although a 7.5º mask angle is specified in FAA TSO C129, a 5º mask angle is
specified for FAA TSO C146 receivers, and most receivers use a 5º mask angle or
lower. A 5º mask angle is applied to this analysis, and availability is evaluated over a
worldwide grid of points at 5-minute samples over a 24-hour period.
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Table 7.6 GPS Integrity Performance
Requirements

Phase of Flight Horizontal Alert Limit

En route 2 nmi

Terminal 1 nmi

NPA 0.3 nmi

Source: [45].



The analysis considers both SA on and off cases. Although SA was turned off in
May 2000, TSO C129 receivers have the SA on pseudorange error hard coded into
the software. The availability results shown with SA on in Tables 7.7 and 7.8 still
apply to those receivers.

The availability of RAIM fault detection is well above 99% for the en route and
terminal phases of flight and 97.3% for nonprecision approaches. In order to
improve availability, the barometric altimeter can be included as an additional mea-
surement in the RAIM solution. With baro aiding, availability improves to 100%
for en route navigation with 99.99% availability for the terminal phase of flight and
99.9% for nonprecision approach. The maximum outage duration over the course
of the day decreases from over half an hour to 15 minutes for nonprecision
approach.

The availability of fault detection and exclusion with baro aiding ranges from
81.4% during nonprecision approaches to 98.16% for en route navigation (FDE
without baro aiding isn’t considered in this analysis due to its low availability). For a
nonprecision approach, FDE outages can last for more than 1.5 hours at a location.
These results are summarized in Tables 7.7 and 7.8.

The availability of RAIM and FDE with SA off applying a 5º mask angle are
shown in Tables 7.9 and 7.10. As shown in Table 7.9, availability of the RAIM fault
detection function has nearly 100% availability with SA turned off and the use of
baro aiding. The removal of the SA noise allows better detection of a bias present on
a satellite.

The availability of FDE also improves substantially with SA off such that greater
than 99% availability can be achieved for en route navigation through nonprecision
approach. However, the outage duration for nonprecision approach can still be sub-
stantial, with outages lasting on the order of an hour.
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Table 7.7 RAIM/FDE Availability with a 5º Mask Angle and
SA On

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal
Nonprecision
Approach

Fault detection 99.98% 99.94% 97.26%

Fault detection
with baro aiding

100% 99.99% 99.92%

Fault detection
and exclusion with
baro aiding

99.73% 97.11% 81.40%

Table 7.8 Maximum Duration of RAIM/FDE Outages with 5º Mask Angle
and SA On

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal
Nonprecision
Approach

Fault detection 5 minutes 10 minutes 35 minutes

Fault detection with
baro aiding

0 minutes 5 minutes 15 minutes

Fault detection and
exclusion with baro aiding

25 minutes 55 minutes 100 minutes



As shown in Figure 7.24, outages can last up to 60 minutes in several locations,
but there is virtually 100% coverage near the equator. This high availability of FDE
near the equator is due to the increased number of visible satellites.

Another method for improving availability of RAIM and FDE is to lower the
mask angle so that more satellites are visible to the user equipment. However, as
mentioned previously, low elevation satellites will have higher atmospheric errors.
These satellites are deweighted in the solution according to (7.73). As demonstrated
in Tables 7.11 and 7.12, availability of the fault detection function is very high, even
without baro aiding. For FDE with baro aiding, outages remain, but the number of
occurrences and duration is shortened.

Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems
As discussed in the previous section, one of the limitations of the RAIM and FDE
algorithms is that they do not always have enough ranging sources with sufficient
geometry to meet availability requirements. Even with the availability improvement
obtained with SA off and employing a 2º mask angle, outages of up to 30 minutes
can occur for the nonprecision approach phase of flight with all 24 satellites opera-
tional. Satellites occasionally are taken out of service for maintenance, further
reducing the availability of RAIM and FDE.

Therefore, aviation authorities are developing augmentation systems to GPS.
One such augmentation is the SBAS. The U.S. version of SBAS is known as the
WAAS. Other SBAS systems under development are the EGNOS, the Japanese
MSAS, and the Indian GAGAN system.

SBAS systems consist of widely dispersed reference stations that monitor and
gather data on the GPS satellites. These data are forwarded to the SBAS master sta-
tions for processing to determine the integrity and differential corrections for each
monitored satellite. The integrity information and differential corrections are then
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Table 7.9 RAIM/FDE Availability with a 5º Mask Angle and SA Off

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal
Nonprecision
Approach

Fault detection 99.998% 99.990% 99.903%

Fault detection with
baro aiding

100% 100% 99.998%

Fault detection and
exclusion with baro
aiding

99.923% 99.643% 99.100%

Table 7.10 Maximum Duration of RAIM/FDE Outages with 5º Mask
Angle and SA Off

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal
Nonprecision
Approach

Fault detection 5 minutes 10 minutes 30 minutes

Fault detection with
baro aiding

0 minutes 0 minutes 5 minutes

Fault detection and
exclusion with baro a
iding

10 minutes 35 minutes 60 minutes



sent to a ground Earth station and uplinked to a geostationary satellite, along with
the geostationary satellite navigation message.
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Figure 7.24 FDE availability for NPA with baro aiding with a 5º mask angle.

Table 7.11 RAIM/FDE Availability with 2º Mask Angle and SA Off

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal Nonprecision Approach

Fault detection 100% 100% 99.988%

Fault detection with
baro aiding

100% 100% 100%

Fault detection and
exclusion with baro
aiding

99.981% 99.904% 99.854%

Table 7.12 Maximum Duration of RAIM/FDE Outages with 2º Mask Angle and
SA Off

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal Nonprecision Approach

Fault detection 0 minutes 0 minutes 5 minutes

Fault detection with
baro aiding

0 minutes 0 minutes 0 minutes

Fault detection and
exclusion with baro
aiding

10 minutes 15 minutes 30 minutes



The geostationary satellites downlink the integrity and differential corrections
for each monitored satellite using the GPS L1 frequency with a modulation similar
to that used by GPS. Therefore, the geostationary satellite also can serve as an addi-
tional GPS ranging signal. Based on this information, the user receiver forms hori-
zontal and vertical protection levels based on a weighted solution. The initial phase
of the U.S. WAAS system consists of two geostationary satellites, Atlantic Ocean
Region West (AORW) and Pacific Ocean Region (POR), provided by Inmarsat.
SBAS systems are discussed in much greater detail in Chapter 8.

The initial four INMARSAT satellites that broadcast the SBAS signal as an aug-
mentation to GPS can be included in a similar analysis to that performed in Section
7.2 to determine the distribution of HDOP and PDOP. The same analysis was per-
formed as before with a 5º mask angle and up to three satellites removed from the
constellation in order to investigate the overall improvement in the availability of
GPS. The locations of the ranging geostationary satellites are POR at 179.5ºE,
Indian Ocean region (IOR) at 64.5ºE, AORW at 55.5ºW, and Atlantic Ocean
Region East (AORE) at 15.5ºW.

The cumulative distributions of HDOP and PDOP augmented with the four
geostationary satellites are displayed in Figures 7.25 and 7.26, respectively. Again
applying a PDOP threshold of 6.0 to determine the availability of these satellite con-
stellations, it can be seen that both the 24- and 23-satellite constellations provide
coverage 100% of the time. With two satellites removed from the constellation, the
availability is 99.97%, and with 21 satellites the constellation provides an availabil-
ity of 99.65%. This is an improvement from an availability of 99.9% and 99.2%
that the 22 and 21 satellite constellations respectively provided without the aiding
of the geostationary satellites.

Next, the improvement in the availability of RAIM and FDE over the conter-
minous United States (CONUS) is examined when the constellation is augmented
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by geostationary satellites. RAIM and FDE would be employed for integrity moni-
toring if the WAAS signal was unavailable from the geostationary or the user is out-
side of the WAAS service area but within the footprint of the WAAS geostationary
satellite. The three geostationary satellites visible from CONUS (POR, AORW, and
AORE) are used to augment the constellation. The analysis is again conducted for
SA on and SA off conditions. As shown in Tables 7.13 and 7.14, there is a significant
improvement in availability when the geostationary satellites are used to augment
the constellation even with SA on.

There is 100% availability of fault detection for the en route and terminal
phases of flight even without baro aiding. The availability for a nonprecision
approach increases to 99.88% with a maximum outage duration of 15 minutes.
Availability with baro aiding is 100% for all phases of flight and is not presented
here. Since the availability of FDE is much higher with use of geostationary satel-
lites, availability of FDE without baro aiding is evaluated; however, the outages
are fairly substantial for nonprecision approach, lasting up to 2 hours in duration.
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Table 7.13 RAIM/FDE Availability over CONUS with a 5º
Mask Angle and Three Geostationary Satellites with SA On

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal
Nonprecision
Approach

Fault detection 100% 100% 99.88%

Fault detection and
exclusion

99.90% 99.52% 89.37%

Fault detection and
exclusion with
baro aiding

100% 99.91% 98.13%



There is 100% availability of FDE for en route navigation when baro aiding is
applied in conjunction with the geostationary satellites. Outage durations also are
significantly reduced for all phases of flight.

Tables 7.15 and 7.16 provide RAIM/FDE availability results when the geosta-
tionary satellites are used to augment the constellation with SA off. There is 100%
availability of the fault detection function without baro aiding. Availability of FDE
for nonprecision approach without baro aiding improves to 99.99% for en route,
99.9% for terminal, and 99% for nonprecision approach. With baro aiding, the
duration of FDE outages decreases from over an hour to 35 minutes for
nonprecision approach.

GBASs
GBASs are designed to be specific to an airfield in order to support precision
approach and perhaps terminal area and surface navigation. GBAS systems, such as
the Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS) under development by the FAA, uti-
lize multiple GPS reference receivers. Data from the reference receivers are pro-
cessed using an averaging technique to determine integrity and develop differential
corrections.

The LAAS integrity algorithm involves placing an upper confidence bound on
the lateral and vertical position error by computing lateral protection level (LPL)
and VPL using an assumed fault hypothesis. There are two fault hypotheses for
LAAS: H0 and H1. The H0 hypothesis refers to normal measurement conditions (i.e.,
no faults) in all reference receivers and on all ranging sources (satellites and airport
pseudolites). The H1 hypothesis represents a latent fault associated with one refer-
ence receiver. A latent fault includes any erroneous measurement(s) that are not
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Table 7.14 Maximum Duration of RAIM/FDE Outages over CONUS
with a 5º Mask Angle and Three Geostationary Satellites with SA On

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal
Nonprecision
Approach

Fault detection 0 minutes 0 minutes 15 minutes

Fault detection and
exclusion

10 minutes 30 minutes 120 minutes

Fault detection and
exclusion with baro aiding

0 minutes 15 minutes 45 minutes

Table 7.15 RAIM/FDE Availability over CONUS with a 5º Mask
Angle and Three Geostationary Satellites with SA Off

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal
Nonprecision
Approach

Fault detection 100% 100% 100%

Fault detection
and exclusion

99.991% 99.952% 99.463%

Fault detection and
exclusion with baro
aiding

100% 99.997% 99.893%



immediately detected by the ground subsystem, such that the broadcast data are
affected and there is an induced position error in the airborne subsystem. The differ-
ential corrections and integrity parameters for each monitored satellite are broad-
cast to the aircraft via a VHF datalink. GBAS systems are discussed in detail in
Chapter 8.

7.6 Continuity

Continuity, as defined in [37], is “the probability that the specified system perfor-
mance will be maintained for the duration of a phase of operation, presuming that
the system was available at the beginning of that phase of operation.” The level of
continuity provided by GPS thus varies with the specific performance requirements
for any given application. For example, the level of continuity of GPS for a
low-accuracy time-transfer application will be much higher than the level of GPS
continuity for an aircraft nonprecision approach. The former application only
requires a single visible GPS satellite, whereas the latter requires at least five visible
satellites with good geometry to support RAIM.

Some useful information regarding the continuity of the GPS satellites, based
upon observed performance from January 1994 to July 2000, is provided in [17].
During this timespan, on average, each in-orbit GPS satellite ceased functioning 2.7
times per year and was out of service for a total downtime of 58 hours. The majority
of these instances (referred to as downing events) were related to scheduled mainte-
nance—accounting for 1.9 downing events per year and an average total downtime
of 18.7 hours. The remaining 0.91 downing events per year per satellite were
unscheduled and accounted for a total average downtime of 39.3 hours. Causes of
unscheduled outages include failures of one or more satellite subsystems that
resulted in a loss of service.

For many applications, only unscheduled downing events are of concern. Sched-
uled maintenance activities are generally announced well in advance and can often
be planned around. For such applications, the probability that any given GPS satel-
lite will fail over a 1-hour time interval is approximately 0.0001. This value is com-
puted by dividing the average of 0.9 unscheduled downing events per year by the
number of hours in a year, 8,760.
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Table 7.16 Maximum Duration of RAIM/FDE Outages over CONUS
with a 5º Mask Angle and Three Geostationary Satellites with SA Off

RAIM/FDE Function En Route Terminal
Nonprecision
Approach

Fault detection 0 minutes 0 minutes 0 minutes

Fault detection and exclusion 5 minutes 15 minutes 65 minutes

Fault detection and exclusion
with baro aiding

0 minutes 5 minutes 35 minutes

1. Note that the component values provided in [17] of 0.9 and 1.9 do not add to the total of 2.7, also in [17].
This is presumably due to rounding errors.



7.7 Measured Performance

The purpose of this section is to discuss assessments of GPS accuracy, to include but
not be limited to direct measurements. This is a complex topic due to the global
nature of GPS, the wide variety of receivers and how they are employed by their
users, and the complex environment in which the receivers must receive GPS sig-
nals. The discussion in this section leads the reader through an overview of the fac-
tors that affect GPS performance measurements. Techniques to combine
measurement and estimation to generate regional and even global assessments of
GPS performance are discussed, and performance trends resulting from such tech-
niques are provided. The section ends with a description of the range of typical per-
formance users can expect from a cross-section of receivers in use today, given
current GPS constellation performance.

Long-term accuracy measurements provide an indication of the stability and
consistency of GPS, as evidenced in the following plot. The data provided in Figure
7.27 was collected from the U.S. FAA National Satellite Test Bed (NSTB) [52]. Hor-
izontal position errors (HPE) and vertical position errors (VPE) were computed at
the 95% and 99.99% levels at each NSTB site, and averaged to generate the figure.
The network in 1999 consisted of eight sites:

• Bangor, Maine;
• Dayton, Ohio;
• Elko, Nevada;
• Gander, Newfoundland;
• Honolulu, Hawaii;
• Seattle, Washington;
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• Sitka, Alaska;
• Winnipeg, Manitoba.

By 2004, the network had evolved into 20 sites:

• Billings, Montana;
• Cold Bay, Alaska;
• Juneau, Alaska;
• Albuquerque, New Mexico;
• Anchorage, Alaska;
• Boston, Massachusetts;
• Washington, D.C.;
• Honolulu, Hawaii;
• Houston, Texas;
• Mauna Loa, Hawaii;
• Kansas City, Kansas;
• Los Angeles, California;
• Salt Lake City, Utah;
• Miami, Florida;
• Minneapolis, Minnesota;
• Oakland, California;
• Cleveland, Ohio;
• Seattle, Washington;
• San Juan, Puerto Rico;
• Atlanta, Georgia.

Until May 2000, when SA was discontinued, observed 95% HPE and VPE were
on the order of 50m and 75m, respectively. Since SA has been discontinued, the
average values of the 95% HPE and VPE levels have been 7.1m and 11.4m, respec-
tively. The 99.99% HPE and VPE values, since SA discontinuance, have generally
been below 50m with a few notable exceptions. In July 2001, for instance, a failure
of one GPS satellite (PRN 22) caused instantaneous GPS position errors to exceed
well over 100 km over a significant portion of the western hemisphere. This event is
noted for its magnitude, but also for the rarity of occurrence for such an event. In
general, the GPS constellation has provided stable and consistent service since GPS
was declared operational.

Saying that GPS is generally stable and consistent should not be taken to mean
that all users view the performance they achieve using GPS in the same manner. Dif-
ficulties arise when we try to ascertain exactly what is meant when we refer to GPS
operational performance and what conclusions we can draw from its measurement.
These difficulties are based on the large number of possible GPS receiver configura-
tions and integrations, operating within a wide range of environmental conditions.

Figure 7.28 represents a detailed report of performance from the NSTB’s
Hawaii reference station for July 19, 2004. The dual-frequency SPS (i.e., commer-
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cial receivers tracking L1 C/A code plus L2 Y code using semicodeless process-
ing—see Section 5.14) pseudorange measurements were all processed in accordance
with the algorithms in [4], with no filtering to reduce measurement noise. The mea-
surements from the best four satellites (based on a minimum PDOP criterion) were
then used to generate an instantaneous position solution relative to the reference sta-
tion’s surveyed location. The resulting instantaneous position errors indicated in
Figure 7.28 are predictably noisy but provide performance in line with the trends
shown in Figure 7.27.

The position error behavior in Figure 7.28 is contrasted with other perspectives
in Figure 7.29. The GPS CS computes smoothed UREs called observed range devia-
tions (ORDs) every 15 minutes for each CS monitor station. In Figure 7.29, we com-
pare position solution errors using interpolated ORDs from the CS Hawaii monitor
station located at Kaena Point with the three-dimensional position errors from Fig-
ure 7.28. The primary distinction between the two sets of data is the relative
smoothness of the position error for the CS Hawaii monitor station. If we filter the
data from the NSTB Hawaii reference station, we see that it is reasonably consistent
with the CS Hawaii monitor station solution error using ORD values. Most of the
divergence between the filtered NSTB solution and the CS ORD-based solution lies
in the fact that optimum satellite selection varied slightly due to the approximately
43 km between the two locations.

One final element of Figure 7.29 is the line representing an all-in-view (AIV)
position solution error using interpolated CS ORD values. Over the 24 hours of data
presented, the AIV position solution provided a 29% improvement in performance
using the same basic measurements. The current constellation’s geometry provides
an overall 27% improvement across the globe when using an AIV position solution
instead of one based on a best four-satellite selection algorithm.

The point we focus on here is the fact that we used four different ways to mea-
sure GPS accuracy at two locations very close together and witnessed a 40% spread
in our resulting statistics. If we can see such divergence resulting from vary similar
measurement processing techniques, how much variation can we expect with the
wider range of possible GPS measurement techniques and environments?

Before answering that question, we need to step back and examine briefly the
major factors that affect measured GPS performance. Figure 7.30 provides an over-
view of these factors. Figure 7.30 also illustrates an approach for breaking the prob-
lem into different levels of abstraction based on the scope and fidelity required by
any given group for their GPS performance assessment.

Note that we have begun to use the term assessment as opposed to measure-
ment. This change in term is due to the fact that any but the most basic of GPS per-
formance assessments sometimes require complementing measurements with
estimates or predictive statistics. Situations where direct measurement of all neces-
sary information to assess performance is not practical include global performance
monitoring for GPS CS constellation management purposes, and near-real-time
monitoring of aircraft accuracy inside a national airspace.

Figure 7.30 establishes a framework for developing application-appropriate
methods for assessing GPS performance. All of the performance assessments pro-
vided in this section were generated using this framework. In the figure, we establish
three related paradigms for performance assessment. The three paradigms are:
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• Core performance paradigm: global in nature, includes all of the parameters
associated with the design of the core GPS program, lowest correlation with
individual user performance, provides the mechanisms for effects-based sus-
tainment and operations of the GPS constellation;

• Regional performance paradigm: tailored to a specified user category for any
area of interest, supports performance monitoring for a specific application
within a region such as general aviation across the U.S. national airspace,
often used to support performance predictions for military planning;
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• Local performance paradigm: focused on an individual user application and
usage scenario within a local environment, provides the highest correlation to
individual user performance.

The techniques and procedures for assessing GPS performance on a global basis
cover an extensive list of topics. We discuss here two specific topics that are key in
the support of the performance assessment framework and can provide the reader
with a perspective on the assessment process:

• Compensating for a relatively low density of global performance measure-
ments;

• Estimating the effect of global ionosphere effects on single frequency perfor-
mance.

The method for complementing direct performance measurements for global
performance assessments requires the generation of PPS estimated range deviations
(ERDs), the CS term for estimated SIS UREs. ERDs are very flexible in that they may
be computed for any location within view of the GPS satellite of interest. ERDs are
limited in that they are based on the difference between the CS Kalman Filter’s cur-
rent state estimate and the predicted state at the time of upload. CS ERDs tend to be
optimistic in their representation of the PPS SIS URE, because they do not include
curve fit error, and a portion of the ephemeris error tends to be unobservable within
the current CS architecture. These limitations in the ERD computation result in an
estimate that is generally 10% to 20% below the “true” SIS PPS URE within the cur-
rent GPS program. This optimism is mitigated somewhat in practice by comparing
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CS monitor station ORDs and ERDs against a difference threshold, and rejecting
ERDs that vary too much relative to the measured SIS URE.

The following computation supports generation of ERDs for any arbitrary loca-
tion. The error in satellite position is computed by subtracting the current state posi-
tion estimate from the predicted position based (nominally) on the navigation
message. The error in satellite clock is computed by subtracting the current state
clock estimate from the predicted clock from the navigation message. Examples of
ERD computation results and a comparison with ORD values are provided in
Figure 7.31.
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tk = kth time corresponding to the estimated signal reception times for all
satellites in view
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Figure 7.31 Examples of ERD computation and comparison results.



∆rsv
ecef

j kSV t( , ) = error in satellite position computation using navigation

message, in ECEF coordinates

EPH_ERD(SVj, Sitem, tk) = satellite position error mapped into LOS to the
mth user location

CLOCK_ERD (SVj, tk) = error in the navigation message representation of
each satellite’s clock phase

Once ERDs are available for a given location, they can be used in a straightfor-
ward position error computation. First, compute the position solution geometry
matrix (G) and rotate it into local coordinates. Then, compute the inverse direction
cosine matrix (K) for each time tk. Several algorithms are available for computing the
inverse of a nonsquare matrix, such as the K-matrix for an overdetermined, AIV
solution. Once the K-matrix is available, the SIS instantaneous positioning, naviga-
tion, and timing (PNT) error vector (∆xsis ) for each time tk can then be computed.
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where:

∆xsis m kSite t( , ) = SIS position solution error vector in local coordinates (east,

north, up, and time) at the kth solution time for the mth site

∆rsis m kSite t( , ) = ERD(SVj, Sitem, tk) values from step 1, for all satellites used in

the kth position solution at the mth site

The resulting SIS PNT error vector can be injected with an estimate of a given
receiver’s noise contribution to pseudorange measurement. This noise is mapped
through the position solution geometry and RSS into the individual PNT error com-
ponents to form an estimate of the receiver in question’s total error vector. An exam-
ple result of this PNT error computation is presented in Figure 7.32 and contrasted
against the ORD-derived position errors first presented in Figure 7.29.

One of the advantages of the PNT error algorithm just discussed is that it can be
computed for any location at any desired time step. An example of initial conditions
for conducting such a core performance analysis on a global basis is provided next:

• Receiver characteristics: AIV, dual-frequency, keyed PPS, 5º mask angle,
80-cm RMS thermal noise in the dual-frequency pseudorange measurement;

• Noise environment characteristics: noise level below threshold for impacting
satellite signal acquisition or tracking and consistent with maintaining track-
ing performance within the receiver thermal noise assumption;
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• Physical environment characteristics: no terrain above the mask angle and no
multipath;

• Sampling requirements: once per minute over a 24-hour interval, across a 1º ×
1º equidistantly spaced global grid.

We chose an all-satellite-in-view solution because most receivers built today
employ some form of overdetermined solution that uses more than four satellites if
they are available. A nonaugmented GPS position solution requires a minimum of
four satellites. Since the GPS constellation (as of 2006) provides an average of eight
or more satellites in view at any time, most of the time an AIV receiver will have
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more than four satellites in the position solution. We note here that most receivers
that employ an overdetermined solution do not truly use all satellites in view; they
limit their tracking generally to no more than eight.

From a system management point of view, the core performance metric just dis-
cussed provides a reasonable way to evaluate global performance on a daily basis.
Still, every user group has its own unique needs and ways to employ GPS, under a
wide variety of physical and environmental conditions. The effect of making one
simple change to the accuracy metric (e.g., a switch from a dual- to a single-fre-
quency receiver) can have a profound effect on the results of the metric. An example
of such a contrast may be seen by examining data from June 3, 2000. Dual-fre-
quency performance for the selected day was nominal and reasonably uniform
across the globe [53]. The selected day, however, occurred at the height of the solar
cycle, and performance for single-frequency receivers varied considerably from that
experienced by dual-frequency receivers. Single-frequency accuracy across the globe
exhibited significant variation compared to dual-frequency performance, with verti-
cal 95% errors sampled over 24 hours reaching as high as 55m. Contrast this perfor-
mance with a maximum 95% vertical error over 24 hours of slightly greater than
8m for the same day.

GPS error distributions are driven by several factors. For a dual-frequency posi-
tion solution, the geometry of the position solution is generally the primary factor in
determining how errors are distributed. For a single-frequency position solution,
however, URE has a significant correlation with elevation angle and tends to corre-
late across all satellites in view as the elevation angle increases. This correlation is
driven by the error in the ionosphere single-frequency model. The result is to
increase the ratio of local vertical to horizontal error in the position solution. One
important result of this behavior is that performance predictions of three-dimen-
sional position error computed by multiplying URE and the PDOP will not give a
valid result for single-frequency position solutions. An example of a global compari-
son of vertical/horizontal error ratios for single- and dual-frequency receivers is
presented in Figure 7.33.

Regardless of the metric employed, GPS has continued to exceed expectations
based on original specifications since it began operations. Several factors contribute
to the long-term trend of excellent GPS performance. These factors are:

• On-orbit frequency standard performance: Clocks are approaching an
order-of-magnitude improvement in frequency stability compared to original
performance specifications.

• Constellation size: Original satellite life expectancy was conservative, yielding
a constellation that has averaged 25–29 satellites over the past decade.

• Satellite availability: The majority of operational satellites have proven more
reliable than their original specifications, resulting in an average of more than
25 healthy satellites being available at any time over the past decade.

• Consistent constellation operations: U.S. Air Force Space Command has
maintained a long-term degree of consistency in its conduct of constellation
navigation uploads and satellite maintenance, and has gradually tuned the
GPS MCS to take full advantage of improving satellite performance.
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A 2-year trend of dual-frequency PPS three-dimensional position error across
the globe is presented in Figure 7.34.2 The demonstrated performance is consistent,
with global median 95% position errors trending to well below 5m over a 24-hour
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Figure 7.33 Comparison of vertical/horizontal error ratios for single- and dual-frequency receivers.

2. Derived from GPS performance data posted daily on the DoD GPS Support Center’s Web site (http://www.
schriever.af.mil/GPSSupportCenter).



sample interval (1-minute samples). Worst-site performance understandably dem-
onstrates more variance but still trends to below 8m (95%).

Since GPS is a PNT system, it is appropriate to include time transfer perfor-
mance in our discussion. We consider time transfer performance from two perspec-
tives: dynamic and static. Dynamic time transfer is based on the time portion of the
navigation receiver’s position solution. Static time transfer is the direct solution for
time, bypassing the position solution geometry, using a time transfer receiver from a
surveyed location. Figure 7.35 provides a 1-year trend of dynamic time transfer per-
formance, while Figure 7.36 provides a 1-year trend for static time transfer perfor-
mance. Note that static time transfer performance is generally better and more
consistent than dynamic time transfer. Static time transfer is computed from an
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ensemble average of pseudorange residuals from all satellites in view, so it is
independent of the position solution geometry.

We have seen throughout the discussion in this section that GPS provides a
global PNT capability that provides predictable and consistent performance. We
have also seen that GPS performance can vary widely across users and their operat-
ing environment. Measuring performance under such a varied set of conditions and
on such a scale is impractical, so we established a framework that supports assess-
ments using a combination of measurements and estimates. To close the discussion,
Table 7.17 summarizes the range of typical performance for a variety of receiver
types under current GPS operational conditions. Analysis notes are included after
the table to provide some context to the representative performance values.
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8.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 7, a single-frequency SPS GPS user can often attain better
than 10m, 95% positioning and 20-ns, 95% timing accuracy worldwide. There are
many applications, however, that demand levels of accuracy, integrity, availability,
and continuity beyond even what a GPS PPS receiver can deliver. For such applica-
tions, augmentation is required. There are two general classes of augmentation: dif-
ferential GPS (DGPS) and external sensors/systems. This chapter introduces DGPS.
Chapter 9 will discuss various external sensors/systems and their integration with
GPS.

DGPS is a method to improve the positioning or timing performance of GPS
using one or more reference stations at known locations, each equipped with at least
one GPS receiver. The reference station(s) provides information to the end user via a
data link that may include:

• Corrections to the raw end user’s pseudorange measurements, corrections to
GPS satellite-provided clock and ephemeris data, or data to replace the broad-
cast clock and ephemeris information;

• Raw reference station measurements (e.g., pseudorange and carrier phase);
• Integrity data (e.g., “use” or “don’t use” indications for each visible satellite,

or statistical indicators of the accuracy of provided corrections);
• Auxiliary data including the location, health, and meteorological data of the

reference station(s).
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Many types of data links may be used, such as radio links at frequencies ranging
from low frequencies below 300 kHz to L-band (1,000–2,000 MHz) and beyond to
the Internet, and importantly, the link may not be real time. For instance, it is possi-
ble to implement DGPS methods using two GPS receivers that each simply log data
to a hard drive or other storage device.

DGPS techniques may be categorized in different ways: as absolute or relative
differential positioning; as local area, regional area, or wide area; and as code based
or carrier based.

Absolute differential positioning is the determination of the user’s position with
respect to an ECEF coordinate system (see Section 2.2.2). This is the most common
goal of DGPS systems. For absolute differential positioning, each reference station’s
position must be accurately known with respect to the same ECEF coordinate sys-
tem in which the user position is desired. Aircraft use this type of positioning as an
aid for remaining within certain bounds of the desired flight path; ships use it as an
aid for remaining within a harbor channel.

Relative differential positioning is the determination of the user’s position with
respect to a coordinate system attached to the reference station(s), whose absolute
ECEF position(s) may not be perfectly known. For instance, if DGPS is implemented
to land aircraft on an aircraft carrier, the ECEF positions of the reference stations
may be imperfectly known and time varying. In this case, only the position of the
plane with respect to the aircraft carrier is required.

DGPS systems may also be categorized in terms of the geographic area that is to
be served. The simplest DGPS systems are designed to function only over a very
small geographic area (i.e., with the user separated by less than 10–100 km from a
single reference station). To effectively cover larger geographic regions, multiple ref-
erence stations and different algorithms are typically employed. The terms regional
area and wide area are frequently used in the literature to describe DGPS systems
covering larger geographic regions with regional-area systems generally covering
areas up to around 1,000 km and wide-area systems covering yet larger regions.
There are not, however, universally agreed-upon demarcations in terms of distance
for the applicability of each term.

One final categorization of DGPS systems is between so-called code-based or
carrier-based techniques. Code-based DGPS systems rely primarily on GPS code
(i.e., pseudorange) measurements, whereas carrier-based DGPS systems ultimately
rely primarily on carrier-phase measurements.1 As discussed in Chapter 5, carrier-
phase measurements are much more precise than pseudorange measurements, but
they contain unknown integer wavelength components that must be resolved.
Code-based differential systems can provide decimeter-level position accuracies,
whereas state-of-the-art carrier-based systems can provide millimeter-level
performance.

This chapter describes the underlying concepts of DGPS and details a number of
operational and planned DGPS systems. Section 8.2 provides a discussion of the spa-
tial and time correlation characteristics of GPS errors (i.e., how GPS errors vary
from location to location and how they change over time). These characteristics are
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extremely important, since they directly influence the performance achievable for
any type of DGPS system. The underlying algorithms and performance of code- and
carrier-based DGPS systems are presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, respectively.
Some important DGPS message standards are introduced in Section 8.5. The final
section, Section 8.6, details a number of operational and planned DGPS systems.

8.2 Spatial and Time Correlation Characteristics of GPS Errors

Many of the GPS error sources discussed in Chapter 7 are highly correlated over
space and time. All DGPS systems exploit these correlations to improve overall sys-
tem performance. For instance, in a simple local-area DGPS system with a single ref-
erence station (see Figure 8.1), the errors in the reference station’s pseudorange and
carrier-phase measurements for visible satellites are expected to be very similar to
those experienced by a nearby user. If the reference station estimates the errors by
leveraging its known surveyed position and provides this information in the form of
corrections to the user, it is expected that the user’s position accuracy will be
improved as a result. This section quantifies the correlation of GPS errors between
receivers separated over some distance (often referred to as the baseline, which may
be interpreted as a vector) and over time. Time correlations (i.e., how rapidly the
errors change with time), are also of interest, because in general DGPS systems can-
not instantaneously provide data to the end user—even with a high-speed radio link
there is some finite delay associated with the generation, transmission, reception,
and application of the data.

8.2.1 Satellite Clock Errors

Satellite clock errors are one of the simplest GPS errors to correct. This is because a
satellite clock error causes the same effect on pseudorange and carrier-phase mea-
surements, regardless of the location of the user. For instance, if the satellite clock
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(after application of the broadcast navigation data corrections) is in error by 10 ns, it
will result in a 3m pseudorange and carrier-phase measurement error for a user at
any location.

Since SA was discontinued in May 2000, satellite clock errors have var-
ied extremely slowly with time. Over short intervals (e.g., 1–60 seconds), a 1–2
mm/s rate of change is typical [1], corresponding to a satellite Allan deviation of
around 3 × 10−12 to 6 × 10−12 s/s (see Appendix B for the definition of the Allan devia-
tion). Before SA was discontinued, satellite clock rate of change was limited by a
U.S. government commitment not to exceed 2 m/s in rate with a maximum accelera-
tion of 19 mm/s2 [2]. The extremely rapid changes of SA-induced clock errors had a
very important influence on the operational DGPS systems that were developed
prior to 2000. As will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.3, many DGPS systems
provide estimates of first derivatives of pseudorange errors. This feature was driven
mostly by SA. Residual pseudorange errors (in meters) after applying pseudorange
rate corrections are on the order of 1/2 at2, where a is the acceleration of the error
(in m/s2) and t is the latency of the correction (in seconds). For instance, with SA on
(i.e., a = 0.019 m/s2), pseudorange corrections had to be sent once per 10 seconds
to keep range errors due to latency less than 1m. This observation directly influ-
enced the DGPS data link requirements for many of the operating systems discussed
in Section 8.6.

8.2.2 Ephemeris Errors

As discussed in Section 7.2.2, errors in the broadcast satellite positions lead to
pseudorange and carrier-phase errors. Since the magnitude of ephemeris-induced
pseudorange or carrier-phase errors are dependent on the LOS between the user and
the satellite, these errors change with user location. However, the difference in
pseudorange or carrier-phase errors as seen by receivers in close proximity is very
small, since their respective LOSs to each satellite are very similar. To quantify the
amount of change, let the separation between a user U and reference station M be
denoted as p (see Figure 8.2). We will refer to the actual orbital satellite position as
the true position. The error in the estimated satellite position (i.e., the broadcast
ephemeris) is represented as εS. Let dm and ′d m be the true and estimated distances,
respectively, of the reference station to the satellite, and let du and ′d u be the corre-
sponding distances of the user to the satellite. Let φm be the angle formed by the
directions of the reference station to the user and to the actual satellite position. Let
α be the angle formed by the directions of the reference station to the actual and esti-
mated positions of the satellite, S and S′, respectively. The law of cosines gives us the
following two relationships:

( )′ = ′ + − − ′

= + −

d d p pd

d d p pd

u m m m

u m m m

2 2 2

2 2 2

2

2

cos

cos

φ α

φ

where ′α is the difference φ φm m− ′ in elevation angles between the actual and esti-
mated satellite positions from the monitor station. (The absolute value of ′α is less
than or equal to the absolute value of α, and the two are equal when the two trian-
gles lie in the same plane.)
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Solving the first equation for ′ − ′d dm u and the second for du − dm, and neglecting

the higher order terms in the binomial expansion of the square root in each of these
equations, we obtain
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Adding these two equations, we find that the difference between the errors,
εu u ud d= ′ − and εm m md d= ′ − , is

( ) ( )ε ε α φ α φm u u m m u m md d d d p p− = ′ − ′ + − = ′ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ′ ⋅ ⋅sin cos
1
2

2
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( ) ( )ε ε α φ α φm u u m m u m md d d d p p− = ′ − ′ + − ≤ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅sin cos
1
2

2

where the equality holds if the estimated satellite position lies in the plane defined
by the user position, reference station position, and true satellite position.

The difference ε εm u− is the error introduced by the pseudorange correction at
the user. To simplify the expression, assume that the angle φm is greater than 5º, that
the separation between the user and reference station is less than 1,000 km, and that
the direction SS ′ is parallel to the direction MU. Then
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where εS is the error in the satellite’s estimated position.
Equation (8.1) implies that the error increases directly with the separation

between the reference station measuring the error and the user receiver employing
the correction. Suppose, for example, that the error in the satellite’s estimated posi-
tion is 5m and suppose the user is 100 km from the reference station. Then the error
in the correction due to that separation is less than

5

2 10
100 2 5

4

m

km
km cm

×






× = .

for elevation angles > 5º.
Broadcast ephemeris errors change very slowly over time, with typical growth

rates of the three-dimensional ephemeris error of 2–6 cm/min [1]. Error growth has
been observed to be approximately linearly proportional to elapsed time for inter-
vals up to 30 minutes [1].

8.2.3 Tropospheric Errors

As discussed in Section 7.2.4.2, the speed of electromagnetic radiation varies,
depending on temperature, pressure, and relative humidity, as it passes through the
troposphere. Considerations of the physics behind tropospheric delays are provided
in Section 7. 2.4.2. In this section, we obtain an estimate of the kind of delay differ-
ence we can expect from the signal traveling through the troposphere and choose a
model described in [3], which expresses the tropospheric delay of a signal from a
GPS satellite to a user at the Earth’s surface, as follows:

( )ε φu
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s
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N
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14588 00029611
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(8.2)

where:

εu
Tropo = tropospheric delay experienced by the user in meters,

φ = elevation angle from the user to the satellite in degrees

Ns = surface refractivity

If we denote the elevation angle of the satellite from the reference station by φm,
then from Figure 8.3 we can determine the difference csc φ − csc φm in terms of the
horizontal distance p between the user and reference station and the height ds of the
satellite, as follows:
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where dm is the distance from the monitoring station to the satellite and du is the dis-
tance from the user receiver to the satellite. (The inequality sign may be dropped if
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the triangle lies in a vertical plane.) This yields the following equation for the delay
difference where, for the moment, we hold Ns constant:
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(8.3)

The second term of the right-hand side of (8.3) was added to fit data at low ele-
vation angles—about 10º or less—and is negligible for higher GPS elevation angles
(i.e., greater than 10º). For higher elevation angles, the difference in tropospheric
delay error is proportional to the separation between the user and reference station.

Suppose, for example, that the elevation angle is 45º and p = 100 km. Then, if
we use a midrange value for Ns of 360, we find from the model that the deviation of
the tropospheric correction at the user position differs from that at the reference sta-
tion position by an amount
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Thus, the error is on the order of 2 cm. The variation of the deviation as a func-
tion of separation due to elevation angle differences is shown in Figure 8.4. Note
that over the entire 100-km separation, the variation of delay difference due to vari-
ation in the surface refractivity is less than 1.5 mm for this tropospheric model, an
order of magnitude smaller than that due to a variation in elevation angle from 10º
to 90º. Thus, allowing Ns to vary in the derivation of (8.3) would have produced a
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small, negligible additional term in (8.3). However, the total delay difference is also
small. Even for extreme values of refractivity (400) and low angles (10º), the differ-
ences in delays are not much more than 2 cm.

Real-world data suggests that tropospheric delays vary more rapidly with dis-
tance than can be attributed solely to differences in viewing angle. Much larger dif-
ferences in tropospheric delay from location to location arise in reality because the
troposphere often differs significantly from the model, especially at an interface
between land and water or where the user and reference station are separated by a
weather front. In a study described in [4], differences in tropospheric delays as large
as 40 cm were observed over a 25-km baseline for satellites above 5º. This suggests a
vertical tropospheric delay difference on the order of 4 cm over this base-
line—leading to much larger slant differences than could be attributed to differences
in viewing angle alone. The smallest difference in tropospheric error observed in [4]
over a 25-km baseline was 10 cm.

A difference in heights between the user receiver and the reference station has a
greater effect than a horizontal displacement. Reference [3] develops the following
relationship between the tropospheric delay, εm

Tropo meters, experienced by the refer-
ence station and delay, εh

Tropo meters, experienced by a user at a height h kilometers
above the station (Figure 8.5):
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At an altitude of 1 km above the reference station, the user experiences a delay of
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and the difference in delays is

ε εh
Tropo

m
Tropo− = − =36 16 2. .m m m

That is, assuming Ns = 360 and that the elevation angle is 45º, the delay at a height
of 1 km is only 45% of the 3.6-m delay, calculated from (8.2) at the reference sta-
tion, or 1.6m. The difference is 2m.

The variation in the difference in tropospheric delays between a signal reaching
the ground having a refractivity of Ns and the signal at an altitude h above the
ground is shown in Figure 8.6 for two different elevation angles of the satellite.

Although vertical tropospheric delays do not change very rapidly with time for
a stationary receiver, slant tropospheric delays can change due to the rate of change
of elevation angle. For stationary users, the elevation angle to a GPS satellite can
vary at a rate up to 0.5º/min due just to the motion of the satellite. For a satellite at
5º, this can lead to tropospheric delay changing at a rate of up to 2 m/min. For satel-
lites above 10º, the maximum rate of change is around 0.64 m/min. A receiver on a
moving platform that is rapidly changing altitude can experience an even higher
rate of change in tropospheric error due to the altitude dependence discussed earlier.

8.2.4 Ionospheric Errors

As given in Section 7.2.4.1, we have the following relationship between the delay,
εIono, expressed in units of length, due to the ionosphere, the frequency, f, of the sig-
nal, the elevation angle, φ′, at the ionospheric pierce point, and the total electron
content, TEC, along the path of the signal:

ε
φ

Iono

f
TEC=

′
⋅ ⋅1 403

2sin
.
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The sin φ′ term accounts for the additional path length in the ionosphere when
the direction of the satellite is off the vertical. The ionospheric pierce point is that
point on the displacement vector from the user position to the satellite position mid-
way through the ionosphere, typically taken to be 300 km to 400 km in altitude [5]
(see Figure 8.7).

The difference in delay due to the difference in elevation angles for a horizontal
separation of user and reference station is

ε ε
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(8.4)

where:

p = distance between the user and the reference station

φm = elevation angle of the satellite from the reference station

′φ m = elevation angle at the reference station’s ionospheric pierce point

The TEC usually lies in the range 1016 to 1018 electrons/m2, with 50 × 1016 elec-
trons/m2 typical in the temperate zones, so that the difference in delays experienced
by the reference station and the user 100 km away due to the difference in elevation
angle is typically
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The variation of the ionospheric delay difference due to differences in elevation
angle as a function of separation is shown in Figure 8.8 for three values of satellite
elevation angle and a TEC of 50 × 1016 electrons/m2.

Spatial variations in TEC within the ionosphere typically lead to much greater
differences in ionospheric delay than those attributable to elevation angle. The dif-
ference in vertical ionospheric delays (i.e., delays observed for a satellite that is
directly overhead) due to TEC gradients is typically in the range of 0.2–0.5m over
100 km when the ionosphere is undisturbed, but it can be greater than 4m over 100
km when the ionosphere is disturbed [6, 7]. Slant range delays during daylight hours
were evaluated in [8] for a network of GPS receivers over a 1-year time frame. The
conclusions from [8] were that the difference in ionospheric delays seen by two
receivers separated by 400 km in a midlatitude region is expected to be less than 2m
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in magnitude 95% of the time, even during the peak of the 11-year solar cycle. Vari-
ous physical phenomena, including traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs),
which are small-scale irregularities in the ionosphere, can cause steep spatial
gradients in TEC over distances as short as 10 km.

Ionospheric delays typically change very slowly with time, normally following a
daily cycle of very low values at local nighttime, followed by a ramping up to a max-
imal delay in the early local afternoon, and then a decline back to the steady night
value again. In midlatitude regions, the time rate of change of vertical ionospheric
delays rarely exceeds 8 cm/min [9]. In other regions of the world, rates of up to 65
cm/min have been observed [9]. Some recent studies have indicated that rates of over
3 m/min may occur on rare occasions. These observed rates include both the effect of
changing elevation angles and TEC.

8.2.5 Receiver Noise and Multipath

Unlike the other error sources considered thus far, receiver noise and multipath
result in pseudorange and carrier-phase errors that are uncorrelated between receiv-
ers separated by even very short baselines. Multipath, in particular, often dominates
error budgets for short-baseline code- and carrier-based DGPS systems for two rea-
sons. First, it causes pseudorange and carrier-phase errors that are generally statisti-
cally larger than those caused by receiver noise. Second, the fact that multipath
errors are uncorrelated from receiver to receiver means that the difference in mea-
surement error caused by multipath between two receivers has a variance described
as the sum of the multipath error variance attributable to each alone. As discussed in
Section 6.3, the magnitude of multipath errors varies significantly depending on the
type of receiver and environment. In this section, we will assume a 1-sigma
pseudorange multipath error of 0.2m for each receiver, which is consistent with the
performance of a high-end C/A code receiver in a relatively benign multipath
environment.
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Both receiver noise and multipath errors can change very rapidly. Since these
errors are not common between the user and reference station in a DGPS scenario,
the rates of change of these errors are only important in that averaging of some form
within the user equipment can often be employed to reduce their consequence.

8.3 Code-Based Techniques

Many code-based DGPS techniques have been proposed to provide improvements
in performance over stand-alone GPS. These techniques vary in sophistication and
complexity from a single reference station that calculates the errors at its position
for use with nearby GPS receivers to worldwide networks that provide data for esti-
mating errors from detailed error models at any position near the Earth’s surface.
As discussed in Section 8.1, they may be sorted into three categories, local-area,
regional area, and wide area, depending on the geographic area that they are
intended to serve. This section discusses code-based techniques for each of these
categories.

8.3.1 Local-Area DGPS

A local-area DGPS (LADGPS) system improves on the accuracy of stand-alone GPS
by estimating errors corrupting the stand-alone GPS position solution and transmit-
ting these estimates to nearby users.

8.3.1.1 Position Domain Corrections

Conceptually, the simplest way to implement LADGPS is to place a single GPS ref-
erence receiver at a surveyed location, compute the coordinate differences (in lati-
tude, longitude, and geodetic height) between that surveyed position and the
position estimate derived from GPS measurements, and transmit these latitude, lon-
gitude, and height differences to nearby users. For the most part, the coordinate dif-
ferences represent the common errors in the reference and user receiver GPS
position solutions at the measurement time. The user receivers can use these coordi-
nate differences to correct their own GPS position solutions.

Although extremely simple, this technique has a number of significant deficien-
cies. First, it requires that all receivers make pseudorange measurements to the same
set of satellites to ensure that common errors are experienced. Therefore, the user
receivers must coordinate their choice of satellites with the reference station; or the
reference station may determine and transmit position corrections for all combina-
tions of visible satellites. When eight or more satellites are visible, the number of
combinations becomes impractically large (80 or more combinations of four satel-
lites). A second problem may also arise if the user and reference station receivers
employ different position solution techniques. Unless both receivers employ the
same technique, (e.g., least-squares, WLS, or Kalman filters), with equivalent
smoothing time constants, filter tunings, and so forth, position domain corrections
may yield erratic results. For these reasons, position domain corrections are seldom,
if ever, employed in operational DGPS systems.
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8.3.1.2 Pseudorange Domain Corrections

In most operational LADGPS systems, instead of determining position coordinate
errors, the reference station determines and disseminates pseudorange corrections
for each visible satellite. The process is explained in the following mathematical
treatment.

In order for the user receiver to determine its position accurately with respect to
the Earth (i.e., for absolute DGPS applications), the reference station must have
accurate knowledge of its own position in ECEF coordinates. Given that the
reported position of the ith satellite is (xi, yi, zi) and the position of the reference sta-
tion is known through a survey to be at position (xm, ym, zm), the computed geometric
distance, Rm

i , from the reference station to the satellite is

( ) ( ) ( )R x x y y z zm
i

i m i m i m− + − + −2 2 2

The reference station then makes a pseudorange measurement, ρ m
i , to the ith

satellite. This measurement contains the range to the satellite, along with the errors
discussed in Chapter 7 and Section 8.2:

ρ δ εm
i

m
i

m mR c t= + + (8.5)

where εm are the pseudorange errors and cδtm represents the reference station clock
offset from GPS time.

The reference station differences the computed geometric range, Rm
i , with the

pseudorange measurement to form the differential correction

∆ρ ρ δ εm
i

m
i

m
i

m mR c t= − = − −

This correction, which may be a positive or negative quantity, is broadcast to
the user receiver, where it is added to the user receiver’s pseudorange measurement
to the same satellite

( )
ρ ρ δ ε

δ ε
u
i

m
i

u
i

u u

m m

R c t

c t

+ = + +
+ − −

∆

To a significant extent, the user receiver’s pseudorange error components will be
common to those experienced by the reference station with the exception of
multipath and receiver noise. The corrected pseudorange can be expressed as

ρ ε δu cor
i

u
i

um mR c t, = + + (8.6)

where εum = εu − εm represents residual pseudorange errors and δtum is the difference in
user and reference station clock offsets, δtu − δtm.

In Cartesian coordinates (8.6) becomes

( ) ( ) ( )ρ ε δu cor
i

i u i u i u um umx x y y z z c t, = − + − + − + +2 2 2
(8.7)
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By making pseudorange measurements to four or more satellites, the user receiver
can compute its position by using one of the position determination techniques dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. Since the residual pseudorange error, εum, is generally smaller
statistically than the error of the uncorrected pseudorange, a more accurate position
solution is generally attained. Importantly, when pseudorange corrections are
applied, the clock offset produced by the position solution is the difference between
the user’s clock error and the reference station clock error. For applications where
the user requires accurate time, the reference station clock offset may be estimated
using the standard position solution technique and removed from the pseudorange
corrections. Removal of the reference station clock offset is generally desirable, even
when the user does not require accurate time, since a large reference station clock
bias could result in excessively large pseudorange corrections (e.g., to fit within a
fixed-size data field in a digital message).

Because pseudorange errors vary with time, as discussed in Section 8.2, the
transmitted pseudorange correction,

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]∆ρ ρm
i

m m
i

m m
i

mt R t t= −

which is an estimate of the pseudorange error with the sign inverted, is most accu-
rate at the instant of time tm, for which the correction was calculated. To enable the
user receiver to compensate for pseudorange error rate, the station may also trans-
mit a pseudorange rate correction, ∆& ( )ρ m

i
mt . The user receiver then adjusts the

pseudorange correction to correspond to the time of its own pseudorange measure-
ment, t, as follows:

( ) ( ) ( )( )∆ ∆ ∆ρ ρ ρm
i

m
i

m m
i

m mt t t t t= + −&

The corrected user receiver pseudorange, ρ cor
i t( ), for time t is then calculated from

( ) ( ) ( )ρ ρ ρu corr
i i

m
it t t, = + ∆

8.3.1.3 Performance of Code-Based LADGPS

Using the information presented in Section 8.2 on the spatial and time correlation
characteristics of GPS errors, Table 8.1 presents an error budget for a LADGPS sys-
tem in which the reference station and the user rely only on the GPS SPS (i.e., L1 C/A
code only). The values in the table assume that latency errors are negligible (e.g.,
that the pseudorange corrections are transmitted over a high-speed data link). It is
also assumed that the reference station and user are either at the same altitude or
that a tropospheric height difference correction is employed. Note that multipath is
the dominant error component over short baselines. For longer baselines, the resid-
ual ionospheric or tropospheric errors may dominate. Over very long baselines, per-
formance may be improved by applying a local tropospheric error model at both the
reference station and user locations, rather than the conventional short-baseline
design in which neither side applies a model.
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8.3.2 Regional-Area DGPS

To extend the region over which LADGPS corrections can be used without the
decorrelation of errors that accompanies the separation of the user from the station,
three or more reference stations may be distributed along the perimeter of the region
of coverage in a concept referred to as regional-area DGPS. The user receiver can
then obtain a more accurate position solution by employing a weighted average of
pseudorange corrections from the stations. Because the error in the broadcast cor-
rections grows with distance from each station, the weights may be determined by
geometric considerations alone to give the largest weight to the closest station, such
as by choosing those weights that describe the user position as the weighted sum of
the station positions [10]. For example, with three stations at locations denoted by
latitude φ and longitude λ, the three weights, w1, w2, and w3, of stations M1(φ1, λ1),
M2(φ2, λ2), and M3(φ3, λ3) for user U(φ, λ) may be determined by the following set of
three equations (Figure 8.9):

( )

φ φ φ φ

λ λ λ λ

= + +
= + +

+ + =

w w w

w w w

w w w

1 1 2 2 3 3

1 1 2 2 3 3

1 2 3 1

A two-step approach to using multiple monitoring stations to improve the accu-
racy of the user’s position estimate is described in [10]. In the first step, the
pseudorange corrections from each monitor are used to determine the position of
the user individually. The second step entails computing a weighted average of the
individual position estimates to provide a more accurate estimate. Each weight is
formed from the inverse of the product of the distance of the monitor from the user
and the standard deviation from the average of the estimates from that station, nor-
malized by the sum of the weights. The error introduced by each monitor receiver is
thus diluted by its weight, so that if, for example, the weights were all equal, then
each monitor receiver error would be diluted by a factor of 1/n. But since the errors
are uncorrelated, the standard deviation of their sum is 1 / n ; thus, the standard
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Table 8.1 Pseudorange Error Budget for GPS SPS With and Without LADGPS Corrections

Segment Source Error Source 1 Error (m)

GPS Only with LADGPS

Space/control Broadcast clock 1.1 0.0

L1 P(Y)-L1 C/A
group delay

0.3 0.0

Broadcast ephemeris 0.8 0.1–0.6 mm/km × baseline in km

User Ionospheric delay 7.0 0.2–4 cm/km × baseline in km

Tropospheric delay 0.2 1–4 cm/km × baseline in km

Receiver noise and
resolution

0.1 0.1

Multipath 0.2 0.3

System UERE Total (RSS) 7.1 0.3m + 1–6 cm/km × baseline in km



deviation of the total error due to the monitors is decreased by a factor of n from
that of one monitor.

8.3.3 Wide-Area DGPS

Wide-area DGPS (WADGPS) attempts to attain meter-level accuracy over a large
region while using a fraction of the number of reference stations that LADGPS would
require to attain the same accuracy within the same coverage region. The general
approach (e.g., see [11–13])—in contrast to that of LADGPS—is to break out the
total pseudorange error into its components and to estimate the variation of each
component over the entire region, rather than just at the station positions. The accu-
racy, then, does not depend on the proximity of the user to a single reference station.

The WADGPS concept, illustrated in Figure 8.10, includes a network of reference
stations, one or more central processing sites, and a data link to provide corrections to
users. Each reference station includes one or more GPS receivers that measure
pseudorange and carrier phase for the broadcast signals from all visible satellites. This
data is provided to the central processing site(s), which process the raw data to
develop estimates of the broadcast ephemeris and broadcast clock errors for each sat-
ellite. Single-frequency WADGPS systems also estimate ionospheric errors through-
out the service volume. Tropospheric delays are typically addressed through the use
of models employed by the reference stations and by the user.

8.3.3.1 Satellite Ephemeris and Clock Errors

Using pseudorange and carrier-phase data from the entire network of reference sta-
tions, each central processing site can develop precise estimates of the true locations
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and clock errors of the GPS satellites that are visible to the network. For each satel-
lite, the three-dimensional position error (e.g., in an ECEF coordinate system)
between the WADGPS position estimate and the broadcast position is provided to
the user. The user then maps this satellite position correction into a pseudorange
correction by projecting the position error onto the LOS direction to the satellite. A
separate clock correction is also broadcast to the user that can be directly applied as
an additional pseudorange correction.

The central processing site can estimate the true GPS satellite positions and
clocks by reversing the basic GPS algorithm. Here four or more widely separated
ground stations whose positions are accurately known each calculate the
pseudorange to a given satellite, after estimating and removing the atmospheric
delays [11, 12]. Synchronization of the reference station clocks is required, which
may be accomplished using GPS. In practice, extremely accurate position and
clock estimates can be achieved by combining the concept of a reverse-GPS solution
with sophisticated models to describe the motion of the GPS satellites over time.
Such modeling is a standard method used for orbit determination for many satellite
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systems. An excellent introduction to the methods of satellite orbit determination
may be found in [14].

8.3.3.2 Determining Ionospheric Propagation Delays

Ionospheric delays can be addressed in various ways within a WADGPS system.
The simplest approach is for the user to directly measure ionospheric delays using a
dual-frequency receiver. This option is currently available to authorized PPS users
or to civilian users using semicodeless methods (see Section 5.14) to track the L2
P(Y) code. Because of the fragility of semicodeless L2 P(Y) code tracking, some
important operational WADGPS systems discussed in Section 8.6 are designed to
support users with single-frequency L1 C/A code receivers. These systems estimate
ionospheric delays throughout their service volumes using dual-frequency
semicodeless receivers in their reference stations. The slant ionospheric delays mea-
sured by the reference stations are used by the central processing site, along with
models of the ionosphere, to develop estimates of vertical ionospheric delays for dis-
crete latitude/longitude points across the coverage volume. These vertical delay esti-
mates are broadcast to the user. The user equipment then interpolates among these
points to develop a vertical ionospheric delay correction for each visible GPS signal.
The vertical delay correction is mapped into an appropriate slant delay correction
based on the elevation angle for each visible satellite. The vertical delay corrections
for the visible satellites are generally not the same, since the points of intersection
between the signal paths and the ionosphere are not collocated.

8.4 Carrier-Based Techniques

The constant motion of the GPS satellite constellation requires that the GPS
receiver, in general, be capable of accounting for the changing Doppler frequency
shift on L1. Where dual-frequency receivers are used, both L1 and L2 are tracked.
The shift in frequency arises due to the relative motion between the satellites and the
receiver(s). Typical satellite motion with respect to an Earth-fixed observer can
result in a maximum range of Doppler frequencies of ±4,000 Hz with respect to the
L1 and L2 carriers. Integration of the Doppler frequency offset results in an
extremely accurate measurement of the advance in signal carrier phase between
time epochs (see Section 5.7.3). Interferometric techniques can take advantage of
these precise phase measurements and, assuming sources of error can be mitigated,
real-time positional accuracies in the centimeter range are achievable. While
changes in signal phase from epoch to epoch can be measured with extreme accu-
racy, the number of whole carrier cycles along the propagation path from satellite to
receiver remains ambiguous. Determining the number of whole carrier cycles in the
propagation path is known as carrier-cycle integer ambiguity resolution and
remains an active area of investigation in the field of kinematic DGPS research.
Remondi [15] has made extensive use of the ambiguity function for resolving these
unknown integer wavelength multiples, but the pioneering work in this area arose
from the efforts of Counselman and Gourevitch [16] and Greenspan et al. [17]. As a
rule, the ambiguity function approach is successful for postprocessing applications
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arising in land surveying, where one has the luxury of time. More recently, for appli-
cations where the user is moving with respect to the fixed reference station and
real-time positioning is required (i.e., a kinematic environment), rapid resolution of
carrier-cycle integer ambiguities is highly desirable and an absolute must if
centimeter-level accuracies are to be achieved. The ambiguity function technique is
thus no longer used in most current systems.

Advantage can be taken by combining the L1 and L2 frequencies to speed the
ambiguity resolution process, and this approach has been the subject of a number of
articles in the literature (e.g., Hatch [18]). After the P code was encrypted (becoming
the Y code) by the DOD, a number of receiver manufacturers were successful in
recovering the full carrier phase and pseudorange Y code observables. This has
allowed the continued use of the dual-frequency property of the GPS signal struc-
ture. These dual-frequency receiver measurements can be combined to produce the
sum and difference of the L1 and L2 frequencies. The result is sum and difference
wavelengths of 10.7 cm and 86.25 cm, respectively. Using the difference wavelength
(known as the wide lane) makes the integer ambiguity search more efficient. A
change of one wide-lane wavelength results in virtually a fourfold increase in dis-
tance over that of one wavelength at either the L1 and L2 frequencies alone. Obvi-
ously, the search for the proper combination of integer ambiguities progresses more
quickly using wide-lane observables, but the requirements on the receiver for simul-
taneous dual-frequency tracking—here, the P(Y) code is generally used—are more
stringent. In particular, the noise factor for the wide-lane processing goes up by a
factor of nearly six [19]. These matters aside, wide-lane techniques offer great
advantage for obtaining rapid, on-the-fly, integer ambiguity resolution, and the
methodology will be presented later in this chapter.

8.4.1 Precise Baseline Determination in Real Time

Determination of the carrier-cycle ambiguities on the fly is key to any application
where precise positioning at the centimeter level, in real time, is required. Such tech-
niques have been successfully applied to aircraft precision approach and automatic
landing for approach baselines extending to 50 km in some instances [20–23]. They
are equally applicable, however, to land-based or land-sea applications (e.g., precise
desert navigation or off-shore oil exploration). In contrast, land-surveying applica-
tions and the like, often involving long baselines, have had the luxury of the postpro-
cessing environment and, as a result, accuracies at the millimeter level are
commonplace today. Techniques applied in such instances involve resolution of car-
rier cycle ambiguities on the data sets collected over long periods of time (generally
an hour or more). In addition, postprocessing of the data lends itself to recognition
and repair of receiver cycle slips. Precision can be further enhanced by use of precise
satellite ephemerides. These topics, while of interest, are beyond the scope of this
book. Texts such as [24] ably cover these applications.

The following discussion focuses on an integer ambiguity resolution technique
first proposed in [25], which capitalizes on some concepts from [26] to resolve the
inconsistencies between redundant measurements. The latter work maintains that
“all information about the ‘inconsistencies’ resides in a set of linear relationships
known as parity equations.” While these techniques were originally applied to iner-
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tial systems and their associated instruments (e.g., accelerometers and gyros), there
is similar applicability to GPS measurement inconsistencies that manifest them-
selves, in this instance, in the integer wavelength ambiguities inherent in the car-
rier-phase observables. In [27], it has been shown that a similar approach using a
technique that minimizes least square residuals has application to the rapid resolu-
tion of the ambiguities, albeit in a static, nonkinematic environment. This reference
also suggests the use of the wide-lane measurements to reduce computational
overhead, thus speeding up the ambiguity-resolution process.

8.4.1.1 Combining Receiver Measurements

As mentioned in Chapter 3, two distinct measurements are provided by a GPS SPS
receiver: the L1 C/A code pseudorange measurement, also referred to as the code
measurement, and the L1 carrier-phase measurement. Code and carrier-phase mea-
surements are available from each satellite vehicle tracked by the receiver. Dual-fre-
quency GPS receivers, which are capable of recovering the P(Y) code observables,
provide such measurements for both the L1 and L2 frequencies, as well as the C/A
code observables. Unfortunately, these measurements are subject to some detrimen-
tal effects. Inherent in the GPS signal is a variety of errors—errors due to signal
propagation through the ionosphere and troposphere, satellite ephemeris errors and
clock errors, and of course noise. GPS receivers have their own set of prob-
lems—clock instability, signal multipath, and also noise. Fortunately, the term
DGPS implies that we have similar sets of measurements from at least two GPS
receivers separated by some fixed distance called a baseline. By forming linear com-
binations (differences) of like measurements from two receivers, it becomes possible
to eliminate errors that are common to both receivers. Such a combination is
referred to as a single difference (SD). By differencing two SD measurements from
the same satellite vehicle, we form what is called the double difference (DD). The
result is that by using DD processing techniques on the C/A or P(Y) code and car-
rier-phase observables, most of the error sources are removed [15]. One major
exception remains, however, and that is multipath—it can be mitigated but not
eliminated. Note that receiver noise is still present, but its contribution is generally
much less than that of multipath.

8.4.1.2 Carrier-Phase Measurement

Once the receiver locks on to a particular satellite, it not only makes C/A and/or
P(Y) code pseudorange measurements on L1 and L2 (if L2-capable), it also keeps a
running cycle count based on the Doppler frequency shift present on the L1 and L2
carrier frequencies (one cycle represents an advance of 2π radians of carrier phase
or one wavelength). For each epoch, this running cycle count (the value from the
previous epoch plus the advance in phase during the present epoch) is available
from the receiver. More specifically, the advance in carrier phase during an epoch is
determined by integrating the carrier Doppler frequency offset (fD) over the interval
of the epoch. Frequency fD is the time rate of change of the carrier phase; hence, inte-
gration over an epoch yields the carrier phase advance (or recession) during the
epoch. Then, at the conclusion of each epoch, a fractional phase measurement is
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made by the receiver. This measurement is derived from the carrier-phase tracking
loop of the receiver. Mathematically, the relationship is as follows:
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where:

is the accumulated phase at the epoch shown

l1 and l2 are the link 1 and link 2 frequencies

n and n − 1 are the current and immediately past epochs

fD is the Doppler frequency as a function of time

r is the fractional phase measured at the epoch shown

Al1,Al2 are whole plus fractional cycle count (arbitrary) at receiver acquisition

Even though the receiver carrier-phase measurement can be made with some
precision (better than 0.01 cycle for receivers in the marketplace) and any advance in
carrier cycles since satellite acquisition by the receiver can be accurately counted, the
overall phase measurement contains an unknown number of carrier-cycles. This is
called the carrier-cycle integer ambiguity (N). This ambiguity exists because the
receiver merely begins counting carrier cycles from the time a satellite is placed in
active track. If it was possible to relate N to the problem geometry, the length of the
path between the satellite and the user receiver, in terms of carrier cycles or wave-
lengths, could be determined with the excellent precision mentioned earlier.

Figure 8.11 depicts such a situation and also illustrates the effect of the calcu-
lated carrier-phase advance as a function of time (e.g., 1 or 2). Clearly, determining
N for each satellite used to generate the user position is of paramount concern when
interferometric techniques are used. As the term interferometry implies, phase mea-
surements taken at two or more locations are combined. Normally, the baseline(s)
between the antennas are known, and the problem becomes one of reducing the
combined phase differences to determine the precise location of the source of the sig-
nal. In the case of relative DGPS, the baseline is unknown but the location of the sig-
nal sources (the GPS satellites sometimes referred to as SVs) can be precisely
determined using ephemerides available from the navigation data in the satellite
transmission.

8.4.1.3 Double Difference Formation

Generation of both carrier-phase and pseudorange (code) double differences (DDs)
is key to determining the baseline vector between the ground and airborne platform
antennas. In so doing, satellite ephemerides must be properly manipulated to ensure
that the carrier-phase and code measurements made at the two receiver locations
are adjusted to a common measurement time base with respect to GPS system time.
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Formation of the DD offers tremendous advantage because of the ultimate cancella-
tion of receiver and satellite clock biases, as well as most of the ionospheric propa-
gation delay. If the two antennas are located at the same elevation, the tropospheric
propagation delay will largely cancel as well. This is not the case if one of the anten-
nas is on an airborne platform, and thus the path delay due to the troposphere expe-
rienced at the two antenna locations differs based upon their altitude differential.

Carrier-Phase Double Difference
Figure 8.12 schematically depicts a simple GPS interferometer interacting with a
single satellite. The phase centers of two antennas are located at k and m, and b rep-
resents the unknown baseline between them. SV p is in orbit at a mean distance of
20,200 km, and we assume the paths of propagation between the satellite and
the two antennas are parallel. The lengths of the propagation path between SV p
and k (Φk

p ) or SV p and m (Φk
p ), in terms of fractional and integer carrier cycles, are

as follows:
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where:

k and m refer to the receiver/receiver antennas phase centers

p is the satellite signal source
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φp is the transmitted satellite signal phase as a function of time

φ k
p t( ) and φ m

p t( ) are the receiver-measured satellite signal phase as a function of
time

N is the unknown integer number of carrier cycles from SV p to k or SV p
to m

S is phase noise due to all sources (e.g., receiver, multipath)

f is the carrier frequency

is the associated satellite or receiver clock bias

iono is the advance of the carrier (cycles) due to the ionosphere

tropo is the delay of the carrier (cycles) due to the troposphere

The minus sign associated with the ionospheric effects will be discussed later in
this section.

The interferometric variable, the SD, is now created by differencing the carrier-
cycle propagation path lengths (SV p to k and SV p to m):

SD N S fkm
p

km
p

km
p

km
p

km= + + +φ τ (8.10)

The nomenclature remains the same as in (8.9) but certain advantages accrue in
forming the SD metric. Prime among these are the cancellation of the transmitted
satellite signal phase and clock biases, and the formation of a combined integer
ambiguity term that represents the integer number of carrier cycles along the path
from m to the projection of k onto the mp LOS. A combined phase-noise value has
been created, as well as a combined receiver clock-bias term. With regard to the ion-
osphere and troposphere, these effects cancel, too, if the receivers are coaltitude and
closely spaced (baselines less than 50 km). This condition will be assumed to exist
for purposes of the discussion. (See Sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4 for a discussion of dif-
ferential ionospheric and tropospheric error characteristics.) Errors in satellite
ephemerides (see Section 8.2.2) have not been considered but are usually very small
(ranging from 5m to 10m). Since they are a common term, like the satellite clock
bias, they cancel when the SD is formed.
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Figure 8.13 extends the GPS interferometer to two satellites. For q, the addi-
tional SV, a second SD metric can be formed:

SD N S fkm
q

km
q

km
q

km
q

km= + + +φ τ (8.11)

As with (8.6), the expected cancellation of SV transmitted signal phase and clock
bias occurs, and a short baseline will be assumed such that ionospheric and tropo-
spheric propagation delays cancel as well.

The interferometric DD is now formed using the two SDs. Involved in this met-
ric are two separate satellites and the two receivers, one at either end of the baseline,
b. Differencing (8.10) and (8.11) yields the following:

DD N Skm
pq

km
pq

km
pq

km
pq= + +φ (8.12)

where the superscripts p and q refer to the individual satellites, and k and m are the
individual antennas. With the formation of the DD, the receiver clock-bias terms
now cancel. Remaining is a phase term representing the combined carrier-phase
measurements made at k and m by the receivers using SVs p and q, an integer term
made up of the combined unknown integer ambiguities, and a system phase-noise
term consisting primarily of combined multipath and receiver effects [27]. It now
remains to relate the DD to the unknown baseline b, which exists between the two
receiver antennas.

Referring again to Figure 8.13, it is evident that the projection of b onto the
LOS between p and m can be written as the inner (dot) product of b with a unit vec-
tor ep in the direction of SV p. This projection of b (if converted to wavelengths by
dividing by λ) is SDkm

p . Similarly, the dot product of b with a unit vector eq in the

direction of SV q would result in SDkm
q . Rewriting SD (8.10) and (8.11) with this

substitution yields:
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Clearly, we can incorporate this result into the DD as well:

( )DD N Skm
pq pq

km
pq

km
pq

km
pq= ⋅ = + +−b e λ φ1 (8.14)

where b · epq is the inner product between the unknown baseline vector and the dif-
ference of the unit vectors to SVs p and q. Since determining the unknown baseline
between the antennas is at the heart of the matter, it is this second formulation for
the DDs, (8.14), that will serve as the basis for further derivation.

Of the variables shown in (8.14), only one can be precisely measured by the
receiver—the carrier phase. In actuality, then, it is the carrier-phase measurements
of the receivers that are combined to produce the DDs. The term DDcp is adopted
to represent this, and implicit in its formulation is conversion to meters. The noise
term will be dropped to simplify the expression. In the end, as the carrier-cycle
ambiguity search progresses, the noise sources tend to cancel. There remains to be
determined the baseline vector (b), which has three components (bx, by, bz), plus an
unknown integer carrier-cycle ambiguity (N) associated with each of the DDcp

terms. Toward this end, four DDs will be used. While additional DDs could be
formed depending on the number of satellites in track by the receiver, this is a suffi-
cient number and minimizes the computational requirements of the carrier-cycle
ambiguity-search algorithm. In terms of satellites, two satellites are required to
form each DD. Thus, in order to form four DD equations, a minimum of five satel-
lites is necessary. The transfiguration and extension of (8.14) to four DDs appears
as follows:
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where DDcp1, for example, is the first of four DDs, e12 represents the differenced unit
vector between the two satellites under consideration, b is the baseline vector, N1 is
the associated integer carrier-cycle ambiguity, and λ is the applicable wavelength.
The wavelength is introduced at this point to provide consistency with DDcp and b,
which are now in meters. During this and subsequent discussion, all DD formula-
tions will be in units of length. Using matrix notation, (8.15) takes the following
form:

DD Hb Ncp = + λ (8.16)

where DDcp is a 4 × 1 column matrix of carrier-phase DDs, H is a 4 × 3 data matrix
containing the differenced unit vectors between the two satellites represented in the
corresponding DD, b is a 3 × 1 column matrix of the baseline coordinates, and N is a
4 × 1 column matrix of integer ambiguities. Once the carrier-phase DDs are formed,
a similar set of DDs is determined using the pseudoranges between each antenna and
the same set of satellites.
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Pseudorange (Code) Double Difference
As in the case of the carrier-phase measurement, the receiver makes a pseudorange
measurement for each epoch for all satellites being actively tracked. The
pseudorange suffers from similar propagation and timing effects as is the case for
the carrier phase. The only basic difference is that where the ionosphere advances
the carrier phase, the pseudorange information experiences a group delay. In con-
sidering the propagation of electromagnetic waves through a plasma, of which the
ionosphere is an example, the propagation velocity (vg) of the modulation on a car-
rier is retarded, while the phase velocity (vp) of the carrier itself is advanced [28] (see
Section 7.2.4.1). The following relationship holds:

v v cg p = 2 (8.17)

where c is the speed of light. Thus, when the code DD is formed, the effects of the
ionospheric delay are additive. Formulation of the code DD begins with the
pseudorange equation as follows:

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

P t t t t t Q

P t t t t t Q

k
p

k
p p

k p k iono tropo

m
p

m
p p

= − + + + + +

= − +

τ τ γ δ

m p m iono tropo+ + + +τ τ γ δ
(8.18)

where:

P is the receiver-measured pseudorange as a function of time in seconds

k, m refer to receiver/receiver antennas phase centers

p is the satellite-signal source

t k
p or t m

p is signal-reception time as measured by the receiver clocks

tp is signal-transmission time as determined from the SV clock

Q is noise (timing jitter) due to all sources (e.g., receiver, multipath)

τ is the associated satellite or receiver clock bias

iono represents group delay (seconds) of the modulation due to the ionosphere

tropo represents the delay (seconds) of the modulation due to the troposphere

Note the absence of the integer carrier-cycle ambiguity N—the pseudorange
measurement is unambiguous. In other words, code DD observables formed from
the pseudoranges measured by the receivers contain no carrier-cycle ambiguities.
Unfortunately, pseudorange cannot be measured as precisely as the carrier phase, so
it is noisier. Also of note is the change in the sign for the ionospheric effects from
that in (8.9) due to the group delay. The unambiguous nature of the code DD will
serve as the basis for code/carrier smoothing to be described in the next section.

Pseudorange SDs are now formed:

SD t Q

SD t Q
km
p

km
p

km
p

km

km
q

km
q

km
p

km

= + +

= + +

τ

τ
(8.19)
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Finally, the pseudorange DD, in meters, is formed:

DD t Qkm
pq

km
pq

km
pq= + (8.20)

Paralleling the development of the carrier phase DDs, the same five satellites are
used to form four code DDs. Figure 8.14 is similar to Figure 8.12 with the exception
that it has been labeled in terms of pseudoranges. It is evident that the inner product
of the baseline b and the unit vector to satellite p can be expressed as the difference
of two pseudoranges to the SV, one measured at receiver antenna k, the other at m.
Recasting the baseline vector b in terms of the code SDs and DDs is virtually identi-
cal to that previously done with the carrier-phase SD and DD formulations. There is
one very important difference, however—there are no ambiguities when code mea-
surements are used. Further, the DDs are converted to units of length by multiplying
by the speed of light, and, for simplicity, the noise term is dropped. The
pseudorange-based equivalent of (8.15) is depicted next:
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(8.21)

Once again, the integer ambiguities N, as appear in (8.11), are absent because
the pseudorange is unambiguous. Using matrix notation to express (8.21) yields the
following, which is the code DD counterpart of (8.16):

DD Hbpr = (8.22)

where DDpr is the 4 × 1 column matrix of pseudorange (code) double differences, H
is a 4 × 3 data matrix containing the differenced unit vectors between the two satel-
lites represented in the corresponding DD, and b is a 3 × 1 column matrix of the
baseline coordinates.
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8.4.1.4 Pseudorange (Code) Smoothing

Thus far in this description of GPS interferometry, two distinct sets of DDs have
been created. The first is based on differencing the low noise (less than 1 cm) but
ambiguous carrier phase measurements; the second set is formed from the unambig-
uous but noisier (1–2m) pseudorange (code) measurements. The two sets of mea-
surements can be combined using a variety of techniques to produce a
smoothed-code DD measurement. This is extremely important since the baseline
vector b determined from the smoothed-code DDs provides an initial solution esti-
mate for resolving the carrier-cycle integer ambiguities. Based on [25], a comple-
mentary Kalman filter is used to combine the two measurement sets. The technique
uses the average of the noisier code DDs to center the quieter carrier-phase DDs,
thereby placing a known limit on the size of the integer ambiguity.

The filter equations are as follows:

( )

( )

DD DD DD DD
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(8.23)

The first line of (8.23) propagates the smoothed-code DD to the current time epoch
(n) using the estimate of the smoothed-code DD from the previous epoch (n 1)
and the difference of the carrier-phase DD across the current and past epochs. The
estimate (DDs

+ ), which is based on averaging the DDpr (code) difference, centers the
calculation; the DDcp (carrier-phase) difference adds the latest low-noise informa-
tion. Note that differencing two carrier-phase DDs across an epoch removes the
integer ambiguity; hence, the propagated smoothed-code DD (DDs

− ) remains
unambiguous. The estimation-error variance (pn

− ) is brought forward (line two)
using its previously estimated value plus the variance of the carrier-phase DD mea-
surement q. The Kalman gain is next calculated in preparation for weighting the
effect of the current code DD measurement. Line three shows that as the variance
on the code DD r approaches zero, the Kalman gain tends to unity. This is not sur-
prising since the higher the accuracy of a measurement (the smaller the variance),
the greater is its effect on the outcome of the process. Lines four and five of (8.23)
propagate the estimate of the smoothed-code DD (DD+) and estimation-error vari-
ance to the current epoch (n) in preparation for repeating the process in the next
epoch (n 1). DD (to be used in the next epoch) involves the sum of the current
value of the smoothed-code DD (just predicted) and its difference from the current
code DD (just measured) weighted by the Kalman gain. Intuitively, if the prediction
is accurate, then there is little need to update it with the current measurement.
Finally, the estimation-error variance p is updated. The update maintains a careful
balance between the “goodness” of the code and that of the carrier-phase DDs
based on whether the Kalman gain approaches unity or zero or lies somewhere in
between.
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Equation (8.23) represents a set of scalar complementary Kalman filter equa-
tions that can operate on each of the requisite DD measurement pairs (code and car-
rier-phase) in turn. Alternatively, these equations can be set up in matrix form and
accomplish the same end once all DD measurements for a given epoch are calculated
and collected together in respective arrays. Either approach is satisfactory, but, for
ease of programming, the scalar formulation is used here.

Figure 8.15 shows actual carrier phase (top line) and code (bottom line) DD
measurements collected over a period of 20 minutes during a flight test [25]. The off-
set between the two plots is arbitrary but can be thought of in terms of some
unknown ambiguity included in the carrier-phase DD measurements. It is apparent
that the two sets of data are quite similar with the exception of apparent noise on the
code DDs.

Figure 8.16 shows the output of the complementary Kalman filter (i.e., the
smoothed-code DDs, bottom, and the original carrier phase DDs, top, over the same
20-minute interval). With the exception of the first few epochs (nominally about
10), the smoothed-code DD virtually mirrors the carrier-phase DD. It has the added
advantage that it is centered about the original code DD measurements and is thus
unambiguous.

Depending upon the multipath in the local environment, the smoothed-code
DD, once the complementary Kalman filter is initialized, is generally within ±1–2m.
In terms of carrier wavelengths, this represents approximately ±5–10λ at L1.

Figure 8.17 shows the difference between the carrier-phase and smooth-code
DDs of Figure 8.16 with the nominal offset removed from the former. For this par-
ticular set of data, the difference is well within ±1m and is indicative of low
multipath at both the ground and airborne antennas. Again, the behavior prior to
completing the initialization of the complementary Kalman filter is clearly evi-
dent during the first few epochs, but, once initialized, the difference is very well
behaved.
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8.4.1.5 Initial Baseline Determination (Floating Solution)

The smoothed-code DD from the complementary Kalman filter, once the filter is
initialized, is key to determining the floating solution. The floating baseline solution
is a least squares fit yielding an estimate of the baseline vector b, accurate to within a
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few integer wavelengths depending on the effects of satellite geometry and the sever-
ity of the multipath environment surrounding the antenna at either end of the
baseline.

Using the vector notation introduced with (8.19), the DD baseline equation for
the smoothed-code DDs is as follows:

DD Hbs float= (8.24)

In a general least-squares sense, DDs is an m × 1 column matrix of DDs for m + 1
SVs, H is an m 3 data matrix containing the differenced unit vectors between the
two SVs represented in the corresponding DD, and b is a 3 × 1 column matrix of the
estimated floating baseline solution coordinates. Were the least squares solution for b
the only desired result, the generalized inverse approach HTH could be applied imme-
diately. In this situation, however, the floating baseline solution represents an inter-
mediate step along the way to the desired final result, which is an integer-ambiguity
resolution or the fixed baseline solution. With this end in mind, some matrix condi-
tioning is performed on the elements of (8.24) prior to determining the floating base-
line solution. The H matrix is decomposed using QR factorization, where Q is a real,
orthonormal matrix (thus QTQ = I) and R is an upper triangular matrix [29]. QR
factorization allows the least squares residual vector to be obtained by projecting the
DDs onto a measurement space that is orthogonal to the least-squares solution space
spanned by the columns of H. Hence, the least-squares residual vector is projected
onto the left null space of H, called parity space, while the least-squares solution is
mapped onto the column space of H, known as the estimation space [26]. Since the
parity space and the estimation space are orthogonal, the residuals therein are inde-
pendent of the estimate. This will be used to an advantage to isolate the carrier-cycle
integer ambiguities and subsequently adjust the smoothed-code DDs. Incorporating
the properties of the QR factorization into (8.24) yields:

DD QRbs float= (8.25)

Capitalizing on the property of the orthonormal matrix, where the inverse and
transpose are equivalent, and then rearranging gives:

Rb Q DDfloat
T

s= (8.26)

Expanding the matrices for clarity yields:
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(8.27)

Equation (8.27) lends itself readily to horizontal partitioning, and elements of
the QT matrix have been labeled with capital Q to show the portion that corresponds
to the least-squares solution (estimation space) and with small q to indicate the ele-
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ments making up the least-squares residual vector (parity space). The partitioning
of (8.27) is:

R b Q DDu float u
T

s= (8.28)

0 qDD= s (8.29)

Solving (8.28) gives the floating baseline solution:

b R Q DDfloat u u
T

s= −1 (8.30)

Equation (8.29), while ideally equal to zero, is the least-squares residual vector
and can be exploited to provide the means for resolving the carrier-cycle integer
ambiguities, a discussion of which follows in the next section. The floating baseline
solution is freshly calculated for each epoch and serves as a temporal benchmark
during the ambiguity resolution process while the fixed baseline solution is being
pursued. Once the fixed baseline solution is in hand, the floating solution subse-
quently serves as a cross-check to ensure the continued integrity of the former.
Recall that this is a dynamic process—one end of the baseline is usually in motion
(e.g., airborne)—thus, both the fixed and floating baseline solutions will vary from
epoch to epoch and must be constantly monitored. On the other hand, the carrier-
cycle integer ambiguities, once resolved, remain fixed in the solution since the
receivers dynamically track the change (i.e., growth or contraction) in the number
of carrier cycles between the baseline antennas and the respective SVs used in the
solution for the baseline. This holds true as long as all SVs remain in constant track
by the receivers with no cycle slips occurring.

8.4.1.6 Carrier-Cycle Ambiguity Resolution

Using the complementary Kalman filter to produce the smoothed-code DDs insures
that each of the DD measurements contributes to a solution whose accuracy is
within 1–2m, as previously stated. In terms of integer wavelengths at L1, for exam-
ple, the DDs values are each within about ±5–10λ. Intuitively, it would seem possi-
ble to iterate each DD through this range of carrier wavelengths, recalculate the
least squares solution for each iteration, and then examine the residuals. Residuals
“near” to zero, since there is noise in the process, would be identified, and the num-
ber of integer wavelengths added to each of the DDs would be kept as a candidate
integer ambiguity set for the particular trial. This could be done on an
epoch-by-epoch basis, and those sets of integer ambiguities that continued to
remain valid would be marked and tallied. The list would diminish over time, and
eventually one set of integer ambiguities would emerge victorious. The approach
just described would take place in parity space, since we would be adjusting the
DDs measurements (iteratively) and subsequently examining the new set of
least-squares residuals that resulted. To search the uncertainty volume about the
floating baseline solution would be computational inefficiency at its extreme. For
example, an uncertainty of ±11λ would require initially that 234 least-square solu-
tions be generated each epoch and the residuals for each examined. Even though the
number would diminish over time, the technique would in general remain
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computationally inefficient. A far better approach is to screen candidate integer
ambiguity sets/test points using predetermined criteria, and then test only those sets
that meet that criteria. Examples of the most prominent techniques currently in use
are summarized in [30]. These include the fast ambiguity resolution approach
(FARA) [31], the least squares ambiguity search technique (LSAST) [32], and the
ambiguity function method (AFM) [16] (later refined in [15]). The applications cited
in [30] for these techniques are directed more toward the static surveying environ-
ment rather than the kinematic DGPS regime. However, [30] provides insight into
these methods, and all could find application in more dynamic situations where
real-time applications are involved.

To generalize the foregoing, an initial solution is obtained, a search domain
about the solution is established, and some methodology is used to preselect candi-
date test points/ambiguity sets within the domain, which are subsequently used to
generate candidate fixed baseline solutions. Finally, using a given selection criteria,
the candidate fixed baseline solutions are accepted or rejected until ultimately only
one remains. AFM and LSAST can potentially accomplish this in a single period of
several minutes; FARA generally requires two to three such periods. Reference [30]
goes on to point out that caution must be exercised when relying upon least-squares
covariance information for ambiguity resolution because of the possibility of corre-
lations among the observations. It was subsequently pointed out in [33] that DDs
are usually highly correlated and subject to poor precision. This leads to the possibil-
ity that the search space, while centered on the floating baseline solution, may not in
fact even contain the carrier-cycle ambiguities. Toward this end, the least-squares
ambiguity decorrelation adjustment (LAMBDA) method uses an ambiguity trans-
formation that decorrelates the ambiguities and reshapes the search space. For
example, a highly elongated ellipse in a two-dimensional ambiguity example
becomes near circular in the transformed domain. The new ambiguity-search space
is constructed to be integer in nature and volume preserving. Further, the search
space can be appropriately scaled and all but guarantees that the proper set of
integer ambiguities resides within.

Thus far in the development of the parity-space methodology used for resolving
the carrier-cycle integer ambiguities, the steps necessary to develop the initial solu-
tion have been covered in detail. These include the formation of both carrier-phase
and pseudorange (code) DDs, the creation of the smoothed-code DDs, the formula-
tion of the DD baseline equations, and the separation of these equations into a
least-squares (floating) baseline solution and a least-squares residual vector. A
search volume has been established based upon the accuracy inherent in the
smoothed-code DDs—nominally ±1–2m. It remains to formulate the DDs in a man-
ner such that they can be selectively examined over the search volume as a function
of integer carrier-cycle ambiguities. Once this is accomplished, candidate ambiguity
sets can be isolated, thresholded, and eventually retained or eliminated. From those
few remaining sets, fixed baseline solutions are determined. These solutions are then
subjected to additional checks (e.g., comparison with the floating solution, among
others), until the ultimate fixed baseline solution emerges.

The QR factorization is a powerful technique that allows the least-squares resid-
uals to be isolated from the least-squares solution space without the necessity of per-
forming the least-squares solution itself. Application of the residuals to the process
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of sorting out the integer ambiguities is the next area of interest. To do so requires
that the carrier-phase DD measurement be examined in light of its constituent parts.
The following equation so illustrates:

( )DD n R Scp DD b= + + +φ λ$ (8.31)

where φDD is the DD fractional phase from the receiver measurements, $n is the
unknown DD ambiguity, Rb is the inherent receiver channel bias plus residual prop-
agation delays, S is the noise due to all sources (e.g., receiver, multipath), and the use
of λ converts the DD to units of length. Strictly speaking, multipath is not noise. It
does, however, add a noise-like uncertainty to the DD measurement, which, unfor-
tunately, cannot be uniquely separated at a given instant in time from other noise
sources. To solve this dilemma, multipath is simply included with the noise.

Equation (8.31) can be reexpressed using the smoothed-code DDs and with the
knowledge that the uncertainty in the sources on the right-hand side of the equation
is bounded. The terms φDD and $n are replaced with ρDD and ~n. This follows from the
knowledge that the smoothed-code DDs are accurate to within 1–2m, their inherent
noise level. This noise level is equivalent to ±11 wavelengths at L1 and allows the
integer ambiguity to be bounded; hence − ≤ ≤ +11 11~n . The term ρDD, then, repre-
sents the geometric distance (in carrier-cycles) of the smoothed-code DD within the
noise bound. The equation now appears as follows:

( )DD n R Ss DD b= + + +ρ λ~ (8.32)

The resolution of ~n can now be attacked using the residuals from the least-
squares solution developed as (8.28). This equation is expanded and shown next:

[ ( ) ( )qDD s DD b DD b

DD

q n R S q n R S

q n

= + + + + + + +

+ +

1 1 1 2 2 2
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1 1 2 1

3

ρ ρ

ρ

~ ~

~( ) ( )]3 3 4 4 43 4 4
+ + + + + + =R S q n R Sb DD bρ λ η~

(8.33)

where the qr are the elements of the least-squares residual vector and ~n r represents
a wavelength ambiguity number associated with the applicable DD. Ideally, the
value of , the measurement inconsistency, would be zero, but this could only be
true in the presence of noiseless measurements and resolved carrier-cycle integer
ambiguities.

In any particular epoch, the values for q remain constant—the residual of the
least squares solution does not change until another set of measurements is taken,
the DDs are computed and smoothed, and the QR factorization is completed. In
modern receivers, great effort is expended to minimize interchannel biases; the same
holds true for receiver noise. This leaves multipath as the major component of noise.
Fortunately, code multipath, over time, behaves in a noise-like fashion, although
not necessarily tending to a zero mean [34]. It is worthwhile, then, to consider
(8.33) with emphasis on the component that is constant from epoch to epoch,
knowing that the other sources of error will be mostly random or small over an
extended period of time. This component is the unknown carrier-cycle integer
ambiguity in each of the smoothed-code DDs. If the ambiguity can be removed from
the DD, then the only remaining error sources are noiselike and will approach zero
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or, in the case of multipath, some mean value. Equation (8.33) is rewritten next in
light of these ideas:

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]

q DD n q DD n

q DD n q DD n

s s

s s

1 1 1 2 2 2

3 3 3 4 4 4

− + −

+ − + − =

~ ~

~ ~
λ λ

λ λ γ
(8.34)

Once again it is noted that the smoothed-code DDs are bounded within ±1–2m,
depending on the multipath environment. With this in mind, the values for ~n in
(8.34) can be adjusted such that the result is near to zero—at least within some pre-
determined threshold (γ). Assuming that the receiver noise and interchannel biases
can be kept to below λ/2 (which is generally the case), it becomes possible to use
(8.34) to resolve the carrier-cycle ambiguities. Putting (8.34) into matrix form:

[ ]q DD Ns − =λ γ (8.35)

whereN = [~ ~ ~ ~ ]n n n n1 2 3 4 and represents a set of integer values that, when substituted
into the equation, satisfy the threshold constraint (i.e., ). The question now
becomes one of how to find the N vectors that produce such a result.

Since there are only four multiplication operations and three additions required
to examine each case, one answer to such a question is to use an exhaustive search.
With a ±1–2m bound on the accuracy using the smoothed-code DDs, such a search
requires that components of N contain iterations covering ±11λ at L1, where the
wavelength is 19.03 cm. There are 234, slightly less than 300,000, possible candi-
dates for the first epoch, which is not an unreasonable number. If necessary, more
efficient search strategies could be implemented; however, when the wide-lane
wavelength is examined at the end of this chapter, the number of candidates will
drop to less than 3,000, which then makes the exhaustive search almost trivial. In
any event, as the integer values are cycled from [–11 –11 –11 –11] to [+11 +11 +11
+11], those integer sets that are within the threshold are retained and become candi-
dates for the fixed baseline solution.

8.4.1.7 Final Baseline Determination (Fixed Solution)

For each epoch, the various N sets that meet the threshold constraint of (8.35) are
stored, or, if stored previously, a counter (j) is incremented to indicate persistence of
the particular ambiguity set. For those sets that persist, a sample mean (ηavg ) is calcu-
lated based on the first 10 values of the residual. The variance (η

σ 2 ) about the sample
mean is determined as well. These calculations are as follows:
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Those ambiguity sets with the smallest variance (usually about 10 in number)
are then ranked in ascending order. Persistence is defined as a minimum of 10
epochs (seconds for the research upon which this discussion is based) and has been
determined experimentally. For a particular ambiguity set to be selected for the
fixed solution, one additional requirement must now be met. The ratio of the resid-
ual calculated for the ambiguity set with the smallest and next smallest variances
must exceed a minimum value. This value has also been determined experimentally
and set to 0.5.

Upon selection of an ambiguity set, the ~n values of the N vector multiplied by λ
become literally the amount of path length used to adjust the current
smoothed-code DD to create the exact (resolved) DD path length. To complete the
process, the smoothed-code DDs are recomputed using the ambiguity set(s) that
were generated during the search/selection process. The following relationship is
used:

DD DD Nr s= − λ (8.38)

The resolved smoothed-code double differences (DDr) are then used to calculate the
fixed baseline solution using (8.30) as modified here:

b R Q DDfixed u u
T

r= −1 (8.39)

The RMS of the difference between the floating and fixed baseline solution is
calculated for the current and subsequent epochs and monitored for consistency.
Should the difference begin to diverge, the fixed baseline solution is discarded and a
new search for integer ambiguities begins. Recall that the receivers, once acquisition
of a given SV is established, keep track of advances or retreats in the receiver-to-sat-
ellite path length. Hence, a valid integer-ambiguity set in one epoch remains equally
valid in the next and subsequent epochs. This being the case, the fixed baseline solu-
tion can be recalculated each epoch by adjusting the current set of smoothed-code
DDs with the resolved ambiguity set (N), followed by an updated least squares solu-
tion, or successive application of (8.38) and (8.39). Particularly noteworthy is that
during the entire carrier-cycle ambiguity resolution process, it is unnecessary to gen-
erate the least-squares solution. All calculations remain in the measurement (parity)
space using the least-squares residual vector obtained during the QR factorization.
It is only after the proper consistency among the measurements (DDs) emerges (i.e.,
the emergence of a final resolved integer-ambiguity set) that the fixed baseline solu-
tion is calculated. True, the floating baseline solution is calculated each epoch, but
this is more for monitoring than mathematical necessity. Remaining in the measure-
ment space minimizes computational overhead and speeds the process as a result.

Two separate phenomena work to accelerate the process, which nominally
takes three to four minutes before the carrier-cycle integer ambiguities are deter-
mined with sufficient confidence. First, the GPS constellation is dynamic. Its move-
ment in relationship to the ground and user receiver antennas provides an overall
change in geometry that has a very positive influence when interferometric
techniques are used.

Second, under most conditions, the user platform is also in motion. This move-
ment provides additional, though less significant, changes in geometry. Furthemore,
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if the user is airborne, there is a substantial averaging effect on the multipath seen by
the airborne antenna. In fact, with kinematic GPS implementations, multipath from
the ground site is the single biggest contributor to error in the overall airborne
system.

As a further aid to resolving the ambiguities, SVs in track by the receiver,
beyond the minimum five required, can be used for cross-checking, thereby acceler-
ating the ambiguity-resolution process. With six SVs, for example, two sets of four
DDs can be generated. This provides a second floating baseline solution and a corre-
sponding least-squares residual vector that can be searched. DD measurements that
are common between the two floating baseline solutions will produce associated
integer ambiguities, which can be compared for consistency. Such redundancy usu-
ally leads to faster isolation of the proper ambiguity set.

8.4.1.8 Wide-Lane Considerations

With some receivers, it is possible to track SVs in the GPS constellation on both L1
and L2 simultaneously. With dual-frequency tracking, the P(Y) code must be used,
because the C/A code is not modulated on both L1 and L2 carrier frequencies. Use of
dual-frequency techniques permits the ionospheric path delay to be precisely deter-
mined and, in some cases, eliminated. Additionally, there are advantages to using
the P(Y) code due to its higher chipping rate—10 times that of the C/A code. The
advantages include increased pseudorange accuracies (since receiver correlation of
the signal with added precision is possible) and reduced multipath errors. These pos-
itive aspects aside, great utility in isolating the carrier-cycle integer ambiguities can
be obtained by combining the two frequencies to produce a wide-lane metric, the
wavelength of which is roughly 86 cm. This is almost five times greater than the L1
wavelength. The wide-lane wavelength results from the beat frequency of the L1 and
L2 carriers:

fwl
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When applied to searching the uncertainties of smoothed-code DD measure-
ments, the bound of ±1–2m on the search volume can be spanned in theory with
±3λwl instead of ±11λ at L1. This results in a hundredfold decrease in the number of
integer-ambiguity set residuals that must be computed and examined during a given
epoch. The penalty for using the wide-lane wavelength is an increased noise level
noise level (Swl) as shown next:
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(8.40)

Current receiver technology, however, can readily cope with this increase in
noise and, assuming the magnitude of the noise level on each carrier is approxi-
mately equal, the equation reduces to 5.7 times either SL1 or SL2, the L1 or L2 noise
levels, respectively. Considering the increase in noise that will tend to expand the
search volume, in practice it may be become necessary to search beyond ±3λwl.
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The creation of the wide-lane carrier phase (φ wl ) is straightforward:

φ φ φwl L L= −1 2

Just as there exists a combination (the difference) of L1 and L2 that yields a
wide-lane metric, there exists an alternative combination (the sum) that yields a nar-
row lane. It can be shown that frequency-independent errors (e.g., clock, tropo-
sphere, and ephemeris errors) are unchanged in either the wide-lane or narrow-lane
observations from their L1 and L2 values [19]. Such is not the case with fre-
quency-dependent effects (e.g., ionospheric, multipath, and noise effects), so
wide-lane carrier phase observables must be paired with narrow-lane pseudorange
observables to realize the same frequency-dependent effects. A detailed explanation
can be found in [35]. The narrow-lane pseudorange relationship (Pnl) is presented
without further elaboration:
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f P f P
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1 2
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There is no change in the formation of either the carrier-phase or the
pseudorange (code) DDs once the wide-lane carrier phase and narrow-lane
pseudorange observables are formed, and the methodology previously described in
terms of the L1 carrier and code measurements is directly applicable. The prime
advantage accrues from the fact that the search volume can be canvassed far more
efficiently since fewer wide-lane wavelengths need to be searched. As mentioned
earlier, to search the same ±11λ at L1 could be done, in theory, with ±3λwl. In terms
of N, the iterations would range from [–3 –3 –3 –3] to [+3 +3 +3 +3]. The integers in
the ambiguity sets that result from the search represent a greater physical span, but,
other than that, the procedure for isolating the proper set of carrier-cycle integer
ambiguity values is unchanged.

Once the proper wide-lane integer ambiguity set is determined, it is most advan-
tageous to revert to single-frequency tracking: The signal strength of L1 C/A code is
6 dB greater than that of the P(Y) code on L2, and there is an almost sixfold reduc-
tion in noise when using single-frequency observables over their dual-frequency
counterparts. In essence, such a move significantly improves system robustness.
While the transformation is quite straightforward, it is not without pitfalls. A close
look at the formation of the wide-lane carrier phase DD shows the following:

DD DD DDcp cp cpwl l l
= −

1 2
(8.42)

This being the case, the integer ambiguity set for L1 can be determined by expand-
ing and rearranging (8.22) as shown next:

DD N Hb DD Ncp l l cp wl wl
l wl1

1 1− = = −λ λ (8.43)

Combining (8.42) and (8.43) allows the recovery of the L1 integer ambiguity
set:
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Care must be taken at this point, since the calculation of the L1 ambiguity set
will occasionally be incorrect. Referring to (8.14), it is shown that the carrier phase
DD also contains an amount of noise; ultimately, this noise is swept into the resolved
ambiguities. An intuitive glance at (8.44) leads to the conclusion that conversion to
the L1 ambiguity set seldom if ever produces integer values. Generally speaking, the
results are very close to integers, and the proper set can usually be realized by pick-
ing the nearest integer values. Occasionally, however, there is enough noise on one
or more of the wide-lane measurements to cause the next higher or lower integer
ambiguity value to emerge from the conversion process. Reference [20] uses
wide-lane techniques with subsequent conversion to the L1 wavelength for ambigu-
ity resolution and points out that a phase error as small as 1.2 cm can produce a con-
version error of 9.72 cm (λ/2 at L1), which results in the selection of the wrong
ambiguity if the nearest integer is chosen. The conclusion is that, while reversion to
single-frequency tracking adds robustness, the conversion process must be done
with care. The L1 integer-ambiguity values that are generated by rounding the
results from (8.44) must be near integer values to begin with or the operation poten-
tially becomes suspect. One approach to solving this problem would be to follow
(8.44) with a limited search around the L1 ambiguities.

As a final note, starting in 2007, GPS satellites will incorporate an L5 signal at
1,176.45 MHz. This signal will permit the construction of an extra-wide-lane metric
from the difference between L2 and L5. The resulting wavelength will be 5.861m,
and extremely rapid ambiguity searches will result. With the reliability of the cur-
rent GPS constellation, full operational capability for use of the L5 signal will proba-
bly not occur before 2015.

8.4.2 Static Application

While land surveying is probably the most common of static applications, many
other near-static applications are taking advantage of interferometric techniques.
Among these could be counted precise dredging requirements for harbors and
inland waterways, accurate leveling of land for highway construction and agricul-
tural needs (especially land under irrigation), trackage surveys done to exacting
standards for high-speed rail service, and a whole host of others. Generally, the driv-
ing factor in near-static or low-dynamic applications is the necessity for centime-
ter-level accuracy in the vertical dimension. For land surveying, requirements for
accuracies in the millimeter regime in three dimensions are not uncommon. The
classical approach, used initially in [16], demanded occupation times of up to sev-
eral hours with simultaneous collection of GPS pseudorange and phase data at both
ends of a prescribed baseline. This classic paper reported that “analyses of data from
different observation periods yielded baseline determinations consistent within less
than 1 cm in all vector components.” That was in December 1980, the baseline was
92.07m, and the occupation time was a minimum of 1 hour. The survey data was
processed after the fact, as remains typical today. The requirement for the occupa-
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tion time of at least 1 hour was driven by the need to have sufficient movement in
the GPS satellite constellation to allow the carrier-cycle integer ambiguities to be
resolved. Another key consideration was the overall lack of GPS satellites, which
eliminated the use of redundant measurements for resolving the carrier-cycle
ambiguities. In this pioneering work, the ambiguity function method was used for
determining the integer-cycle ambiguities.

Once the level of accuracy using GPS interferometric techniques was estab-
lished, it became a natural desire to improve the efficiency of their application. The
technique of kinematic surveying came into being as a result. Here, through use of a
known survey point and an existing baseline, the carrier-cycle ambiguities are first
determined. One technique that can be used to do this quickly is an antenna swap,
wherein GPS data is collected for several minutes at each end of the baseline, the
receivers/antennas are then exchanged without losing SV lock, and another period
of GPS data is collected. Several minutes of GPS data, with epoch times on the order
of 10 seconds, are required during each occupation period to collect sufficient data
to resolve the ambiguities. Four (and preferably more) SVs yielding improved satel-
lite geometry are required to accomplish this. Subsequent to the antenna swap, one
receiver/antenna is moved to each of the points making up the survey. Generally, the
receiver/antenna at the known survey point becomes the control point (base station)
for the survey and the other becomes the rover. Following a 1- to 2-minute occupa-
tion of each survey point, the rover is returned to its initial starting location to pro-
vide data for closure of the overall survey. In all instances, it remains necessary to
have continuous track on a minimum of the same four (but preferably more) GPS
satellites. The GPS data is postprocessed, and the survey results are calculated. For
baselines of up to 10 km, the effects of the ionosphere are minimal and centimeter-
level accuracies can be expected. There are variations on the static and kinematic
surveying methods, but generally the resulting accuracies remain at or near the cen-
timeter level. Furthermore, it is the kinematic method that allows for the extension
of GPS interferometric techniques to the near-static or low-dynamic environment
mentioned previously.

Nowadays, with a complete GPS constellation of 24 SVs and the availability of
low-noise receivers that can track both the L1 and L2 P(Y) codes, it has become pos-
sible to resolve the carrier-cycle ambiguities without the need for either the
presurveyed baseline or an initial period of GPS data collection (e.g., the antenna
swap procedure). The term applied to this technique is on the fly. Implicit in this
approach is differential, carrier-phase integer-cycle ambiguity resolution. As a rule,
the base station broadcasts either differential corrections or raw measurement data
over a datalink, and the rover computes its position relative to the base station by
combining its own measurements with the information received over the datalink.
Such an implementation reduces the dependence on postprocessing and permits the
user to know immediately whether or not the survey is progressing in a successful
manner. In most instances, the base station is located at a precisely known surveyed
point; thus, the rover can determine its absolute position (i.e., latitude, longitude,
and elevation), since it has calculated the baseline vector between it and the base sta-
tion. Accuracies on the order of 10 cm (λ/2 at L1) are achievable in near real time
with the rover in motion. With longer occupation times, the accuracy will increase
as multipath tends to average out.
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8.4.3 Airborne Application

Flight reference systems (FRSs) using carrier phase or interferometric GPS (IGPS)
techniques have been implemented and flight-tested on transport-category aircraft.
The underlying principle of operation is similar to that used for kinematic survey-
ing and is also referred to as differential carrier-phase tracking. Figure 8.18 depicts
such a system where differential techniques are employed. In this case, raw
observables from all SVs in view are transmitted from a ground subsystem via
datalink. The carrier-cycle ambiguity resolution is done on the fly aboard the air-
craft. Onboard the aircraft, position relative to the runway touchdown point is cal-
culated in near real time and provided to the aircraft autoland system [21]. The
objectives of this IGPS FRS included such things as 0.1-m accuracy RMS (each
axis), one or more updates per second, UTC (USNO) time synchronization better
than 0.1 ms real time, all-weather operation, and repeatable flight paths. The latter
requirement calls for full aircraft integration and coupled flight. Specific applica-
tions for such systems include evaluation of approach/landing systems [such as
instrument landing system (ILS), microwave landing system (MLS), and tran-
sponder landing system (TLS)], and test range instrumentation calibration (e.g., all
manner of tracking systems: laser, infrared, optical, and radar). Precision instru-
mentation of test ranges themselves can be accomplished with special GPS
receiver/datalink equipment aboard aircraft using the test range. Such a system
would perform the ambiguity resolution at an appropriate ground site for each
vehicle using the test range and provide position data to designated test range track-
ing facilities. In addition, feasibility studies in the areas of precision landing/
autoland, low-visibility surface operations (taxiing, docking), high-speed turn-off,
parallel runway operations, input to electronic charts, and four-dimensional navi-
gation can also be supported.
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8.4.3.1 Stand-Alone Ambiguity Resolution

Using the approach outlined in Section 8.4.1, approximately 2 to 5 minutes are
required to resolve the carrier-phase integer-cycle ambiguities. The time required
depends on a sufficiency of satellites—six or more are generally needed. Good sat-
ellite geometry is also beneficial, as is motion of the airborne platform (though not
necessarily required). The latter supplements the normal motion of the GPS con-
stellation and reduces carrier-phase and code multipath. Motion of the constella-
tion is vital to the resolution of the carrier-cycle ambiguities. As the various
candidate ambiguity sets are identified and evaluated over time, only one set can
persist given the dynamics of the constellation and, to a lesser degree, the added
motion of the platform. Simply stated, without motion, the technique presented
would not work.

8.4.3.2 Pseudolite Ambiguity Resolution

During the initial feasibility studies for the FAA LAAS, integrity beacons (a form of
pseudolite) were used for rapid carrier-cycle integer-ambiguity resolution. These
devices are low-power transmitters, two of which are placed within several miles of
a runway threshold along the nominal approach path. These transmitters typically
operate at L1 and are modulated with an unused PRN code such that they are not
mistaken for an SV. The several minutes of time required to resolve the carrier-cycle
ambiguities as described earlier are reduced to seconds with this method due to the
rapid change in geometry as the aircraft passes through the signal “bubble” created
above the pseudolites. A second GPS antenna mounted on the belly of the aircraft is
used to acquire the pseudolite signals. The presence of the two pseudolites also
reduces the requirement of visible SVs to four and ensures that as the aircraft exits
the bubble, the carrier-phase integer-cycle ambiguities are resolved. Centimeter-
level positioning accuracy is thus ensured from this point to touchdown and rollout.
Both the real-time cycle ambiguity resolution and the centimeter-level positioning
accuracy have been demonstrated in flight testing with transport category aircraft
[22, 23]. More recently, pseudolites have been investigated as a means of improving
local GPS satellite availability [36].

8.4.3.3 Accuracy

Once the carrier-phase ambiguities are resolved, the accuracy of the DD measure-
ment is determined by the carrier-phase measurement. In this case, multipath is the
dominant error source. If the reflected signal is weaker than the direct signal, the
phase measurement can be in error by up to 0.25λ. If the reflected signal is stronger
than the direct signal, cycle slips are likely to occur. Typical wide-lane DD measure-
ment errors are on the order of 2 to 10 cm (2σ). Due to geometry, vertical position-
ing errors are between 1.5 to 2 times the DD measurement error, resulting in up to
20 cm (2σ) vertical positioning errors. Horizontal positioning errors are generally
less than 20 cm (2σ). If both the ground and the airborne antennas are placed in a
rich multipath environment, vertical positioning error further degrades to approxi-
mately 40 cm. However, as soon as the aircraft is in motion, airborne multipath is
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mitigated due to the rapid changing path length difference between the direct and
reflected signals, which tends to average the multipath error.

The use of dual-frequency measurements can be very important for an IGPS FRS
in some applications since it allows for the mitigation of ionospheric errors, particu-
larly for longer baselines. Once the ambiguities are resolved, the system could revert
back to a single-frequency system. Because of the shorter wavelength of the L1 sig-
nal, multipath error would be reduced by approximately a factor of 4.5.

SA was turned off in May 2000. The following discussion has been retained for
a historical perspective. The effect of SA is negligible for most differential systems
because the ground and airborne GPS receiver measurements are usually synchro-
nized with GPS time, some to within 2 ms. A constant SA velocity error is removed
through a simple linear extrapolation. SA acceleration error growth is limited due to
the 2-ms synchronization. Typically, SA acceleration is on the order of a few mm/s2.
After 1 second, the unknown SA acceleration cannot introduce more than 1 cm of
error (1/2at2). Even in the worst imaginable case of an SA acceleration of 100 m/s2

(10.2g), the SA error growth during the 2-ms interval would only amount to 0.2
mm. Tracking loop error would likely be a much larger concern under these circum-
stances. It is noted, however, that the airborne position can only be calculated to the
centimeter-level accuracy after the measurements from the reference receiver are
received. This can introduce data latencies of 1–2 seconds. During this time, the air-
craft position must be propagated to maintain the desired flight path. During peri-
ods of time with normal SA levels, the airborne integrated carrier phase
measurements, corrected for SA velocity error, can be used to propagate the aircraft
position with centimeter-level accuracy. During times of exceptionally large SA
accelerations, the aircraft inertial velocities could be used to propagate the aircraft
position.

8.4.3.4 Carrier Cycle Slips

The carrier-phase observable must be tracked continuously by the receiver, or the
agreement between the fixed and floating baseline solutions will diverge rapidly.
Loss of signal can occur due to the setting of a satellite, excessive maneuvering of
the user (a large bank angle in the case of an airborne user during approach or take-
off), or an obstructed view of the sky in the direction of the satellite. In any event, a
loss of signal continuity, no matter how brief, results in an unknown signal loss or
gain of carrier cycles when the signal is reacquired by the receiver. In a kinematic
environment, detection of cycle slips is vital, since allowing corrupted carrier-phase
measurements to propagate forward usually causes immediate loss of the fixed
solution. As such, identification of the cycle slip becomes paramount, and, rather
than attempt repair, the offending SV is “ignored” for a predetermined number of
epochs with the assumption that the signal will quickly return to normal. At the
conclusion of this time-out period, the data from the offending SV is once again
accepted, and the carrier-cycle integer ambiguity resolution process restarts for the
SV. In the interim, if a minimum of four SVs (not including the offending SV)
had their ambiguities resolved at the time of cycle-slip detection, the fixed baseline
solution is maintained. Otherwise, at best only a floating baseline solution can be
provided.
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8.4.4 Attitude Determination

An additional application of the interferometric techniques described earlier in this
section is attitude determination. If antennas are placed on a rigid body, such as an
aircraft, then the baseline vectors between each pair of antennas are known quanti-
ties within the body-frame coordinate frame defined in Figure 8.19. The x-axis
extends through the nose of the vehicle, the z-axis points downward, and the y-axis
is mutually perpendicular to the x- and z-axes to form a right-handed coordinate
system (e.g., through the right wing as viewed by the pilot for an aircraft). Typically,
the nominal center of mass of the platform is chosen as the origin.

If carrier-phase measurements are taken from each of the antennas, the integer
ambiguities may be resolved, as discussed earlier, to determine the baseline vectors
within the local north, east, down (NED) coordinate frame. This may be mecha-
nized by first solving for these quantities in an ECEF coordinate frame (e.g.,
WGS-84) and then applying the appropriate transformation (see Chapter 2). At any
given time, the relationship between the coordinates of three antennas expressed in
the body frame (known from the installation) and expressed in the NED frame
(computed from GPS carrier-phase measurements) may be written as [25]:

R TRned body= (8.45)

where Rned is the matrix of antenna coordinates in the NED frame, Rbody is the matrix
of antenna coordinates in the body frame, and T is the 3 × 3 transformation matrix:
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(8.46)

The desired end quantities are the Euler angles (ψ, θ, φ) that represent heading,
pitch, and roll (more formally heading, elevation, and bank angle [37]), respec-
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tively. Following [25], the Euler angles may be found by first determining a
least-squares estimate of T:

( )T R R R R=
−

ned body
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body ned
T 1

(8.47)

followed by a solution of (8.46):
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where Tij refers to the (i,j)th element of the matrix T.
From inspection of (8.48), it is apparent that this approach is not stable for pitch

angles approaching ±90º. Nonetheless, the method outlined here is practical for a
number of applications where such an attitude is not encountered. The preferred
mechanization for platforms that may experience any attitude is the use of quater-
nions. A quaternion is a mathematical construct that essentially extends the notion
of a complex number to four dimensions. Whereas a complex number can be viewed
as a mapping from a 2-vector (a,b) to a complex number a + ib, a four-vector
(a,b,c,d) can be mapped into a quaternion a + ib + jc + kd (referred to as a pure
quaternion if a = 0), which has its own associated set of mathematical rules. An
excellent introduction to quaternions is provided in [37].

GPS attitude determination systems are often implemented with four antennas
or more, even though all three Euler angles can be determined with only three. Addi-
tional antennas provide redundancy. They are especially important for all-attitude
platforms that can rotate such that they block visibility of one or more of the anten-
nas to the visible GPS satellites. Whereas four satellites are normally required for
carrier-phase positioning, only two satellites are needed for attitude determination,
provided that a common receiver is utilized for phase measurements for each
antenna and that the baseline lengths between the antennas are precisely known
[38]. The common receiver results in cancellation of the receiver clock bias when
single differences of carrier-phase measurements between antennas are formed.
Although each antenna has a different analog path to the receiver, which results
from differing electrical path lengths, these line biases can be mostly removed
through calibration procedures.

Multipath is the error source that limits performance for most GPS attitude
determination systems. Typical 1-sigma accuracy for each Euler angle in radians is
the 1-sigma single-difference carrier phase multipath error divided by the antenna
baseline length (with both the 1-sigma multipath error and the baseline length in the
same units of length) [38]. Additional error sources that may be significant for GPS
attitude determination applications that have not been previously discussed include
structural flexing and tropospheric refraction. Structural flexing is the bending of
the platform on which the multiple GPS antennas are installed due to applied forces
or temperature changes. If flexing is nonnegligible, its effects can be mitigated
through estimation or modeling. Tropospheric refraction is the bending of GPS sig-
nals as they pass through the troposphere. The very slight bending of each GPS sig-
nal path does not significantly alter pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements
but may introduce unacceptable Euler angle errors for some applications. Tropo-
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spheric refraction effects can be mitigated through modeling (e.g., the use of Snell’s
law in conjunction with a slab model for the troposphere [38]). More comprehen-
sive treatments of GPS attitude determination concepts may be found in [38, 39].

8.5 Message Formats

Many messaging protocols have been developed throughout the industry for the
dissemination of code- and carrier-based DGPS data between reference stations and
users. This section will present, as an important example, DGPS messages devel-
oped by the RTCM Study Committee 104 (SC-104). Although originally developed
for maritime applications, RTCM SC-104 messages are now supported by the vast
majority of commercial GPS receivers, including low-cost recreational devices.

Until recently, there was only one set of SC-104 messages to support both code-
and carrier-based LADGPS services. This message set has evolved over time with
version 2.3 published in August 2001 [40] being the most recent version. In Febru-
ary 2004, RTCM published guidelines for a new set of messages that use a more
efficient protocol [41]. This later protocol, referred to as version 3.0, is currently
focused on carrier-phase DGPS, although expansion for other applications is envi-
sioned. Both protocols (version 2.3 and 3.0) describe digital message formats that
can be broadcast from a reference station to a user using any arbitrary data link.

8.5.1 Version 2.3

Figure 8.20 shows the basic frame format of version 2.3, which consists of a vari-
able number of 30-bit words. The last 6 bits in every word are parity, and the 30-bit
word format is derived from the GPS navigation message. The first two words of
each frame are referred to as the header. The content of the header is shown in Fig-
ure 8.21. The first word of the header contains an 8-bit preamble, consisting of the
fixed sequence 01100110, followed by the 6-bit frame ID, which identifies 1 of 64
possible message types (see Table 8.2). Next, a 10-bit station ID identifies the refer-
ence station. The first 13 bits of the second word in the header, the modified
Z-count, comprise the time reference for the message. The following three bits form
the sequence number, which increments on each frame and is used to verify frame
synchronization. The frame length is needed to identify the beginning of the next
frame, since the length of the frame is variable, depending on the message type and
the number of visible satellites. The 3-bit station health indicates whether or not the
reference station is functioning properly and whether the reference station transmis-
sions are unmonitored. Six of the possible eight patterns of the 3-bit station health
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are used to provide a scale factor for a field that appears in various message types
referred to as user differential range error (UDRE) that will be described later.

For code-based DGPS systems, message types 1 and 9 are among the most
important messages. The content of message type 1 is shown in Figure 8.22 (note
that the two-word header that is appended at the beginning of every message type is
not explicitly shown). For every visible satellite, the type 1 message includes the fol-
lowing parameters:

• Scale factor: 1 bit to indicate the resolution of the pseudorange and range-
rate corrections to follow. If unset (set), resolutions of 0.02m (0.32m) and
0.002 m/s (0.032 m/s) apply for the pseudorange and range-rate corrections,
respectively.

• UDRE: 2 bits that indicate ranges of expected 1-sigma errors of the
pseudorange corrections. As mentioned earlier, 6-bit patterns in the station
health field of the header are used to provide a scale factor for UDRE. UDRE
values ranging from ≤ 0.1m to > 8m are possible with the scale factor applied.

• Satellite ID: 5 bits to indicate the satellite number for which DGPS corrections
are being provided.

• Pseudorange correction: 16-bit correction ∆ρ m
i t( )0 for the indicated satellite,

applicable at the time t0 provided by the Z-count in the header.
• Range-rate correction: 8-bit rate correction ∆& ( )ρ m

i t 0 (see discussion in Section
8.3.1.2).

• Issue of data (IOD): The IOD indicates the specific set of GPS navigation data
that was used in generating the corrections. As noted in Chapter 4, approxi-
mately every 2 hours, the broadcast clock and ephemeris data from each GPS
satellite is changed. The GPS navigation message tags each set of clock and
ephemeris data with IOD values referred to as IODC and IODE. IODC is a
10-bit parameter, and IODE is an 8-bit parameter (the 8 LSBs of IODC). IOD
in the SC-104 messages are equal to IODE in the GPS broadcast message.
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Message type 1 repeats these fields for every visible satellite. Message type 9
uses the same format, except that it only allows up to three satellites per message.
The use of message type 9 requires a more stable clock in the reference station, since
pseudorange corrections for all visible satellites must be broadcast with different
reference times.

For carrier-phase DGPS, message types 18–21 are used. Message types 18 and
19 convey the reference station’s raw (i.e., uncorrected with the broadcast GPS
ephemerides) carrier-phase and pseudorange measurements, respectively, so that
the user can compute the DDs described in Section 8.4. Message types 20 and 21 are
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Table 8.2 RTCM SC-104 Version 2.3 Message Types

Message Type Status Use

1 Fixed DGPS corrections

2 Fixed Delta DGPS corrections

3 Fixed GPS reference station parameters

4 Tentative Reference station datum

5 Fixed GPS constellation health

6 Fixed GPS null frame

7 Fixed DGPS radiobeacon almanac

8 Tentative Pseudolite almanac

9 Fixed GPS partial correction set

10 Reserved P code differential corrections

11 Reserved C/A code L1, L2 delta corrections

12 Reserved Pseudolite station parameters

13 Tentative Ground transmitter parameters

14 Fixed GPS time of week

15 Fixed Ionosphere delay message

16 Fixed GPS special message

17 Fixed GPS ephemerides

18 Fixed RTK uncorrected carrier phases

19 Fixed RTK uncorrected pseudoranges

20 Fixed RTK carrier-phase corrections

21 Fixed RTK/high-accuracy pseudorange corrections

22 Tentative Extended reference station parameters

23 Tentative Antenna type definition record

24 Tentative Antenna reference point (ARP)

25–26 — Undefined

27 Tentative Extended radiobeacon almanac

28–30 — Undefined

31–36 Tentative GLONASS messages

37 Tentative GNSS system time offset

38–58 — Undefined

59 Fixed Proprietary message

60–63 Reserved Multipurpose messages



similar, but they convey carrier-phase and pseudorange measurements, respectively,
that have been corrected using the GPS broadcast ephemerides.

8.5.2 Version 3.0

The development of the SC-104 version 3.0 standard [41, 42] was driven primarily
by a need to treat RTK carrier-phase operations. The format is radically different
from version 2.3, in part to provide a more efficient parity scheme designed to pro-
tect against bursts errors as well as random bit errors and in part to overcome limita-
tions of the version 2.3 format, including an increased efficiency that will allow
more timely broadcasts for RTK operations.

Version 3.0 messages are broadcast in variable length frames shown in Figure
8.23. Each frame begins with an 8-bit preamble, followed by 6 reserved bits and a
10-bit message length field. The data message, ranging from 0 to 1,023 bytes, is then
broadcast followed by 24 bits of parity for error detection referred to as a cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) code. This message format is much more efficient than
version 2.3, which devotes more than 20% of the data link throughput to overhead
(e.g., parity). Furthermore, the version 3.0 parity scheme is much stronger than that
used for version 2.3.
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Figure 8.22 RTCM SC-104 version 2 message 1 format: words 3 to 7.



The initial release of version 3.0 includes 13 message types, designed primarily
to support RTK applications using GPS or GLONASS. These message types provide
the reference station’s pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements for L1 or
L1/L2, as well as a wealth of auxiliary information including precise station coordi-
nates, receiver configuration, and antenna characteristics. Later versions will
include a number of new message types, at least eight of which have been proposed,
as well as a number of legacy message types to support both RTK and conventional
differential GNSS.

8.6 Examples

8.6.1 Code Based

8.6.1.1 MDGPS/NDGPS

In the late 1980s, the USCG began the development of a MDGPS system to satisfy
maritime navigation requirements in the United States. In 1989, a radiobeacon
located on Montauk Point, New York, was modified to broadcast DGPS correc-
tions in the RTCM SC-104 message format. By February 1997, 54 radiobeacons
had been modified to provide DGPS correction coverage for most U.S. coastal areas
and inland waterways, and the MDGPS service was declared to have achieved full
operational capability. That same year, a decision was made to expand radiobeacon
DGPS coverage throughout the United States. This program, referred to as Nation-
wide DGPS (NDGPS), is supported by a partnership of U.S. agencies including the
USCG, the U.S. Air Force Air Combat Command, the Federal Railroad Administra-
tion, the Federal Highway Administration, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the Office of the
Secretary of Transportation [43]. At the time of this writing, 84 of 136 proposed
sites were operational, providing nearly complete coverage over the United States
with two or more sites visible to users in many locations. This section provides a
short description of the MDGPS/NDGPS systems.

Network Design
The network architecture for MDGPS/NDGPS is shown in Figure 8.24 [44]. These
systems essentially utilize the code-based LADGPS techniques described in Section
8.3.1. The network includes reference stations (RSs) to monitor GPS and generate
differential corrections. Each reference station consists of two GPS receivers for
redundancy. Integrity monitors (IMs) are collocated with the RSs. All of the equip-
ment is generally installed in unmanned equipment sheds with a backup power
source (e.g., batteries or a generator). Each IM includes another pair of GPS receiv-
ers and radiobeacon receivers to monitor the corrections that the site is itself broad-
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Figure 8.23 RTCM SC-104 version 3.0 message frame.



casting. The IMs compute their positions using GPS and the differential corrections
and compare their computed positions with their known (surveyed) positions. If the
position exceeds a preset tolerance, problem satellites are expunged from the differ-
ential correction calculation and the user is notified that the satellite is “unhealthy”
or the site is shut down to guarantee accurate and reliable information.

A frame relay network is used so that two central control stations, which are
manned 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, can monitor the status of all the sites. One
control station is in Alexandria, Virginia; the other is in Petaluma, California. Per-
sonnel at the control stations, upon observing an equipment failure, can switch in
redundant hardware or dispatch a maintenance crew if necessary.

Data Link
Each RS/IM broadcasts digital DGPS corrections in the RTCM SC-104 message for-
mat. Version 2.1 message types 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 16 are currently supported [45].
These message types are retained in the later RTCM SC-104 version 2.3 standard,
described in Section 8.5.1. The digital data is broadcast in the 285–325-kHz
medium frequency (MF) band, which is allocated internationally for radiobeacons.
A digital modulation technique referred to as minimum shift keying (MSK) (e.g., see
[46]) is employed either directly on the radiobeacon center frequencies or on a
subcarrier. The use of a subcarrier was originally motivated by the desire to not
interfere with direction-finding receivers that employed existing radiobeacon signals
[47]. At present, all marine radiobeacons in the United States that are not used for
MDGPS have been decommissioned, so backwards compatibility is no longer an
issue. Impulsive noise due, for example, to lightning strikes, is prevalent in the MF
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band at sea because of the excellent conductivity of salt water. This led to a decision
to use type 9 SC-104 messages rather than type 1 to broadcast pseudorange and
range-rate corrections. The use of type 9 messages provides more frequent pream-
bles for user equipment to resynchronize following a strong impulse. The standards
for MDGPS/NDGPS support data rates of 50, 100, or 200 bps.

A large antenna is required to broadcast efficiently at MF because of the large
wavelength (1 km). Most of the MDGPS sites use converted radiobeacon broadcast
towers with heights ranging from 90–150 feet. The NDGPS expansion began with
the conversion of 47 obsolete U.S. Air Force low-frequency ground wave emergency
network (GWEN) sites in one of the largest military-to-civilian reutilization pro-
jects. The GWEN sites were already equipped with 299-foot antennas. A minimum
field strength of 75 µV/m for a 100-bps transmission is specified within each trans-
mitter’s coverage volume [45], which is typically on the order of 250 nmi.

Performance
The specified accuracy of the MDGPS/NDGPS systems is 10m, 2 drms, within cov-
erage areas [44]. Typical accuracies are much better, typically 1–3m. An often-used
general rule is 1-m accuracy at the base of a transmitter with errors growing by 1m
per 150 km of separation [43]. The specified availability is 99.9% for dual-cover-
age areas and 99.7% for areas with single coverage, based on a 1-month average
per site and discounting GPS anomalies [44]. Current coverage is shown in Figure
8.25.

International Harmonization
International standards for maritime DGPS systems, fully compatible with MDGPS
and NDGPS, have been developed by the International Maritime Organization. At
the time of this writing, radiobeacon-based DGPS services had been deployed in
over 30 nations.
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8.6.1.2 SBAS

ICAO has developed standards [48] for two types of code-based DGPS systems for
civil aircraft navigation applications. This section will describe SBAS systems, and
the following section will describe GBAS systems.

An SBAS is a WADGPS system that provides differential GPS corrections and
integrity data using GEOs as the communications path. A unique feature of SBASs is
that they provide DGPS data, using a signal broadcast directly at the GPS L1 fre-
quency, that can be used for ranging. The goal of SBASs is to meet navigation system
requirements for civil aviation from the en-route phase of flight through vertically
guided precision approach. A number of SBASs had been implemented or were
planned at the time of this writing [49]. These include the WAAS within the United
States, the EGNOS within Europe, the Multifunctional Transport Satellite
(MTSAT)–based MSAS within Japan and Southeast Asia, and the GPS and GEO
Augmented Navigation (GAGAN) system in India.

History
As discussed in Chapter 7, RAIM or DGPS are required to provide the necessary lev-
els of integrity to GNSS to support air navigation. In the early 1980s, a concept of
providing integrity data for GPS over a GEO communications link using a signal on
the GPS L1 frequency emerged. This concept was referred to as a GPS integrity chan-
nel (GIC) [50]. In 1989, Inmarsat began test transmissions of GPS-like spread spec-
trum signals through a geostationary satellite over the Atlantic Ocean to prove the
feasibility of using a navigation repeater to transmit pseudorandom-coded spread
spectrum ranging signals. The test results indicated that transmitting these signals
through geostationary satellites was possible [51]. In the same time frame, organiza-
tions including Inmarsat and RTCA’s Special Committee 159 (SC-159) began estab-
lishing a signal format for GIC, which later evolved into SBAS. In the 1990s, SBAS
programs were well underway within the United States, Europe, and Japan.
Inmarsat on their own initiative included navigation transponders on the five
Inmarsat-3 satellites that were launched from April 1996–February 1998. In
November 1999, Japan attempted to launch its own SBAS GEO for MSAS, but
experienced a setback when the satellite, MTSAT-1, had to be destroyed following a
launch failure. In August 2000, the U.S. FAA’s WAAS system, using two of the
Inmarsat-3 satellites—AORW and POR—was declared to be continually available
for nonsafety applications. In July 2003, WAAS was commissioned for safety of life
services. At the time of this writing, the EGNOS system was operational with three
GEOs and anticipating commissioning for safety of life operations; the MSAS
ground segment was complete, the replacement satellite, MTSAT-1R, was success-
fully launched in February 2005; and GAGAN was in an advanced stage of
development with operations expected to commence within the next several years.

SBAS Requirements
ICAO requirements for SBAS and GBAS for en-route through category I precision
approach operations are shown in Table 8.3 [48]. Most researchers believe that cat-
egory I requirements cannot be met by SBAS in the near term (before the population
of the GPS constellation with L5-capable satellites). New classes of less stringent
vertically guided approaches, referred to as GNSS approach and operations with
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vertical guidance (APV)-I and vertical guidance (APV)-II have been defined to
enable the full utility of the performance that near-term SBASs can provide.

SBAS Architecture and Functionality
All SBAS systems are comprised of four subelements: monitoring receivers, central
processing facilities, satellite uplink facilities, and one or more geostationary satel-
lites. Unfortunately, the terminology for these subelements is not consistent among
the specific implementations. Within the U.S. WAAS, the monitors are referred to as
wide-area reference stations (WRSs), the central processing facilities are known as
wide area master stations (WMSs), and the uplink facilities as ground Earth stations
(GESs) (see Figure 8.26). Within EGNOS, these elements are referred to as ranging
and integrity monitoring stations (RIMS), mission control centers (MCCs), and
navigation land Earth stations (NLES), respectively (see Figure 8.27). Within
MSAS, the respective terms are ground monitoring stations (GMSs), MCSs, and
GESs. MSAS also includes additional elements referred to as monitor and ranging
stations (MRSs) that are similar to GMSs but are specifically dedicated to orbit
determination. MSAS will be implemented in two phases. The initial MSAS con-
tains 4 GMSs, 2 MRSs, and 2 MCSs (see Figure 8.28). For GAGAN, the terms
Indian Reference Station (INRES), Indian Master Control Centre (INMCC) and
Indian Land Uplink Station (INLUS) are used (see Figure 8.29).

The functionality provided by the SBAS subelements is summarized in Figure
8.30. As observed in Figure 8.30, users receive navigation signals transmitted from
GPS and, in some instances, GLONASS satellites. These signals are also received by
monitoring networks operated by the SBAS service providers. Each site within the
monitoring networks generally includes a number of GNSS receivers (for redun-
dancy) that provide L1 C/A code and L2 P(Y) code pseudorange and carrier-phase
data (using semicodeless processing techniques for the L2 measurements—see Sec-
tion 5.14) to the central processing facilities. At each central processing facility, the
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Table 8.3 ICAO GNSS Signal-in-Space Performance Requirements

Operation

Horizontal/
Vertical
Accuracy
(95%)

Integrity
Level

Horizontal/
Vertical Alert
Limit

Time
to Alert Continuity Availability

En-route
3.7 km
N/A

1–1×10−7/hour
3.7–7.4 km
N/A

5 minutes
1–1×10−4/hour to
1–1×10−8/hour

0.99 to
0.99999

Terminal
0.74 km
N/A

1–1×10−7/hour
1.85 km
N/A

15 seconds
1–1×10−4/hour to
1–1×10−8/hour

0.999 to
0.99999

Nonprecision
approach

220m
N/A

1–1×10−7/hour
556m
N/A

10 seconds
1–1×10−4/hour to
1–1×10−8/hour

0.99 to
0.99999

APV-I
16m
20m

1–2×10−7/approach
40m
50m

10 seconds 1–8×10−6 in any
15 seconds

0.99 to
0.99999

APV-II
16m
8m

1–2×10−7/approach
40m
20m

6 seconds 1–8×10−6 in any
15 seconds

0.99 to
0.99999

Category I
16m
4–6m

1–2×10−7/approach
40m
10–15m

6 seconds 1–8×10−6 in any
15 seconds

0.99 to
0.99999

Source: [48].



data from the entire network are processed to develop estimates of each GPS satel-
lite’s true position and clock error, corrections based on the differences between the
network’s estimates of these parameters and the values in the broadcast GPS naviga-
tion data, and an estimate of the vertical ionospheric delay error across the service
area. Each central processing facility also checks for “problem” satellites (e.g., those
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whose signals are distorted or whose clocks are running erratically, in case of which
the SBAS user may be sent the warning: “do not use”). These estimates and integrity
information are used to form wide-area differential corrections and integrity mes-
sages that are then forwarded to the satellite uplink facilities. At the uplink facilities,
the spread spectrum navigation signal is generated and precisely synchronized to a
reference time and modulated with the SBAS data. This composite signal is continu-
ously transmitted to a geostationary satellite. On board the satellite, this navigation
signal is frequency translated within the navigation payload and transmitted to the
user on the GPS L1 frequency. The timing of the signal is done in a very precise man-
ner in order that the signal appears as though it was generated on board the satellite
as a GPS ranging signal. Redundant central processing and uplink facilities may be
used to provide hot standbys in the event of a failure at the primary facility.

SBAS Signal Structure
The signal broadcast via the SBAS geostationary satellite to the SBAS users [52] is
designed to minimize standard GPS receiver hardware modifications. The GPS L1
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frequency and GPS C/A code type of modulation, including the use of length-1,023
Gold codes at a 1.023-MHz chip rate, are used. In addition, the code phase timing is
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synchronized to GPS system time to emulate a GPS satellite and provide a ranging
capability. A data rate of 250 bps is used. The data is convolutionally encoded using
a rate half constraint length 7 encoder to generate an overall symbol rate of 500
symbols/s. The SBAS data symbols are synchronized with the 1-kHz GPS C/A code
epochs.

The C/A codes used by SBAS belong to the same family of 1,023-bit Gold codes
as the 37 PRN codes reserved by the GPS system described in Chapter 4. The SBAS
C/A codes were specifically selected to not adversely interfere with GPS signals (e.g.,
see [53]). The 39 current SBAS C/A codes and the associated geostationary satellites
are shown in Table 8.4. The listing of PRN code assignments is maintained by the
GPS Joint Program Office at http://gps.losangeles.af.mil. The SBAS C/A codes are
identified by the PRN number, the G2 delay in chips, and the initial G2 state. The
definition of either the G2 delay or initial G2 setting is required for implementation
of the generation of the SBAS C/A codes. Like the GPS C/A codes, the PRN number
is arbitrary, but they start with 120 instead of 1. The actual codes are defined by
either the G2 delay or the initial G2 register setting. The codes are ranked by the
average number of cross-correlation peaks when correlating these codes with the 36
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Table 8.4 SBAS Ranging C/A Codes

PRN
G2 Delay
(Chips)

Initial G2
Setting
(Octal)

First 10
SBAS Chips
(Octal)

Geostationary Satellite PRN
Allocations Orbital Slot

120 145 1106 0671 INMARSAT 3F2, AOR-E 15.5°W

121 175 1241 0536 INMARSAT 4F2 53°W

122 52 0267 1510 INMARSAT 3F4, AOR-W 54°W

123 21 0232 1545 Unallocated

124 237 1617 0160 ARTEMIS 21.5°E

125 235 1076 0701 Unallocated

126 886 1764 0013 INMARSAT 3F5, IND-W 25°E

127 657 0717 1060 GAGAN-1 TBD1

128 634 1532 0245 GAGAN-2 TBD1

129 762 1250 0527 MTSAT-1R (or MTSAT-2)2 TBD

130 355 0341 1436 INMARSAT 4F1 63°E

131 1012 0551 1226 INMARSAT 3F1, IOR 64°E

132 176 0520 1257 Unallocated

133 603 1731 0046 INMARSAT 4F3 N/A

134 130 0706 1071 INMARSAT 3F3, POR 178°E

135 359 1216 0561 Unallocated

136 595 0740 1037 INMARSAT Reserved 8°E

137 68 1007 0770 MTSAT-2 (or MTSAT-1R)2 TBD

138 386 0450 1327 Unallocated

1. The proposed GAGAN geostationary orbital longitudes are 55ºE, 74ºE, and 93.5ºE.
2. When MTSAT-2 is unavailable, MTSAT-1R will broadcast two PRN signals—each of which is received from an inde-
pendent uplink station—in order to maintain continuity in case of uplink signal attenuation or equipment failure at either
uplink station. Similarly, MTSAT-2 will broadcast two PRN signals when MTSAT-1R is unavailable. When MTSAT-1R
and MTSAT-2 are available, MTSAT-1R will broadcast PRN 129 signal only and MTSAT-2 will broadcast PRN 137 sig-
nal only.



GPS codes that have zero Doppler difference. In the octal notation for the first 10
chips of the SBAS code as shown in the table, the first digit on the left represents
a “0” or “1” for the first chip. The last three digits are the octal representation
of the remaining 9 chips. For example, the initial G2 setting for PRN 120 is
1001000110. Note that the first 10 SBAS chips are simply the octal inverse of the
initial G2 setting.

Some future SBAS satellites will also be capable of transmitting a signal on the
GPS L5 frequency. Such signals will likely use PRN codes from the same family as
the GPS L5 signals (see Section 4.5.2), but they may not include a dataless compo-
nent. A baseline data rate of 250 bps is anticipated, convolutionally encoded into a
500-symbol/s stream.

SBAS Message Format and Contents
The 250-bps data from each SBAS GEO is packed into 1-second blocks of 250 bits,
as shown in Figure 8.31. Each block includes an 8-bit preamble (one of three parts of
a 24-bit unique word, 01010011 10011010 11000110, that is distributed over three
blocks), a 6-bit message-type field (allowing for up to 64 message types), a 212-bit
payload with unique meaning specifically defined for each message type, and 24 bits
of CRC parity for error detection, as shown in Figure 8.31. The start of every other
24-bit preamble is synchronous with a 6-second GPS subframe epoch. The pream-
bles and timing information provided in the messages facilitate data acquisition.
They also aid the user receiver to perform time synchronization during initial acqui-
sition before GPS satellites are acquired, thus aiding the receiver in subsequent GPS
satellite acquisitions.

Table 8.5 lists the message types that have been defined thus far for SBAS.
These message types support the basic wide area GPS concepts discussed in Section
8.3.3. Message types 2–5 provide broadcast clock corrections. Message type 25
provides broadcast orbit corrections. Message type 26 provides the L1-only user
with vertical ionospheric delay values over a grid of locations with predefined lati-
tude and longitude values. Each user receiver calculates the latitude and longitude
of the intersection points between each GPS signal and the ionosphere, which is
modeled as a thin shell at 350-km altitude above the surface of the Earth. The ver-
tical ionospheric delays at these intersection points, referred to as ionospheric
pierce points (IPPs), are determined for each visible satellite by interpolating the
delays from the three or four nearest grid points, as discussed later in this section.
The reader is referred to [52] for a complete description of the messages and their
applications.
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User Algorithms
SBAS user equipment are modified GPS L1 C/A code receivers. The equipment must
be modified to be able to generate and track the SBAS PRN codes described earlier;
demodulate the higher rate (250 bps), convolutionally encoded data; and include
modified software to apply the corrections and integrity data.

Application of the clock and ephemeris corrections is straightforward. Message
types 2–5 provide range domain clock corrections that are simply added to the
receiver’s raw pseudorange measurements for all visible satellites. The SBAS data
does not include range rate corrections. These are generated within the user equip-
ment itself by differencing successive clock corrections [52, 54]. Message type 25
provides broadcast satellite position corrections in ECEF x, y, z coordinates. Satel-
lite broadcast position error rate terms and a clock bias term can also be provided, if
necessary, in message type 25 using a 1-bit velocity code flag.

As mentioned earlier, SBAS users are expected to be L1-only. Ionospheric cor-
rections for visible satellites are determined with an interpolation algorithm using
SBAS broadcast vertical ionospheric delay values. Applying the law of sines to Fig-
ure 8.32, the user first calculates the angle pp, the Earth’s central angle between the
user position and pierce point:
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Table 8.5 SBAS Message Types

Type Contents

0 Don’t use for safety applications (for SBAS testing)

1 PRN mask assignments, set up to 51 of 210 bits

2–5 Fast corrections

6 Integrity information

7 Fast correction degradation factor

8 Reserved for future messages

9 GEO navigation message (X, Y, Z, time)

10 Degradation parameters

11 Reserved for future messages

12 SBAS network time/UTC offset parameters

13–16 Reserved for future messages

17 GEO satellite almanacs

18 Ionospheric grid point masks

19–23 Reserved for future messages

24 Mixed fast corrections/long-term satellite error corrections

25 Long-term satellite error corrections

26 Ionospheric delay corrections

27 SBAS service message

28 Clock-ephemeris covariance matrix message

29–61 Reserved for future messages

62 Internal test message

63 Null message
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where RE is the radius of the Earth, h is the altitude of the IPP, and E is the elevation
angle of the satellite from the user position. The user then calculates the latitude, pp,
and longitude, pp, of the IPP, as follows:
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where the angles λu and φu are the azimuth and elevation angles, respectively, of the
satellite from the user’s position. Then the receiver determines the most suitable set
of predefined grid points in the proximity of the IPP for each visible satellite. If no
suitable set is available, then an ionospheric correction is unavailable for that partic-
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ular satellite. If four suitable surrounding grid points are found, the receiver deter-
mines the IPP position relative to those four points, using Figure 8.18, from the
following equations:
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The interpolation is weighted, with greater weights given to the nearer grid points.
The weights are given by
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Finally, the vertical delay, pp, at the IPP is determined by
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where the are the vertical delays at the four grid points provided in the ionospheric
delay corrections message (message type 26).

If only three of the four suitable surrounding grid points are available, the calcu-
lation of the weights is modified slightly, as follows:
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The same delay formula (8.49) is used, except that the sum is over three
weightings. The remaining ionospheric delay calculation accounts for a difference
in delay from the vertical and is a function of the elevation angle to the satellite. To
obtain the ionospheric correction, which is added to the pseudorange measurement,
the vertical delay τ λ φpp pp pp( , ) is multiplied by the obliquity factor, F, where
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To account for tropospheric delays, the user equipment is required to apply a
tropospheric delay correction to each raw pseudorange measurement. The UNB3
algorithm presented in Section 7.2.4.2 is employed. After applying all specified cor-
rections, SBAS user equipment computes user position using a WLS algorithm.

In addition to application of the SBAS differential corrections, user equipment
for safety applications must also compute position error bounds, referred to as the
HPL or VPL in the local horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. These levels
represent the user position errors that will not be exceeded without a timely warning
with the associated probability levels and time to alerts listed in Table 8.3. The HPLs
and VPLs are continually compared to the applicable horizontal alert limit (HAL)
and vertical alert limit (VAL) for the current phase of flight, and a warning is issued
to the pilot if HPL > HAL or VPL > VAL pertaining to that operation. For instance,
for APV-I approaches, VAL = 50m, HAL = 40m, and the time to alert is 10 seconds.
An SBAS system is designed so that the probability is less than 2 × 10−7 per approach
that an aircraft conducting an APV-I approach computes VPL < 50m and HPL <
40m when the true vertical or horizontal position errors are greater than these levels
for longer than 10 seconds without a warning being issued.

The user equipment computes HPL and VPL using variances that are broadcast
in message types 2–6 for the SBAS fast and long-term corrections and in message type
26 for the SBAS ionospheric corrections. A set of complicated rules is also applied to
adjust these variances for latency, missed messages, and other factors [52]. Variances
for receiver noise, multipath, and residual tropospheric errors are computed based
upon the elevation angles of the visible satellites. The individual error variances are
summed to form overall residual pseudorange error variances for the visible satellite.
Finally, the geometry matrix and known weighting matrix for the WLS solution are
used to bound the standard deviation of horizontal and vertical position errors.
Under the assumption that all errors are Gaussian, multipliers for the horizontal and
vertical position error standard deviations are applied to determine HPL and VPL.
Although it is well known that the true residual errors are not Gaussian, the variances
in the broadcast message and the variances for receiver noise, multipath, and tropo-
spheric errors are inflated by design to represent Gaussian distributions that
overbound the true errors for the probabilities of interest (e.g., see [55]).

SBAS GEOs
The current SBAS geostationary constellation consists of the five Inmarsat-3 satel-
lites, the European Space Agency (ESA) Artemis satellite, and the MTSAT-1R satel-
lite. The four primary Inmarsat-3 satellites are located at approximately the
following longitudes in a geostationary orbit: 178ºE for the POR, 64.5ºE for the
IOR, 55.5ºW for the AORW), and 15.5ºW for the AORE. The fifth Inmarsat-3 sat-
ellite was launched to location 25ºE as an in-orbit spare. The ESA Artemis satellite is
located at 21.5ºE, and the MTSAT-1R satellite is at 140ºE.

At present, the U.S. WAAS uses the Inmarsat-3 AORW and POR satellites with
coverage as shown in Figure 8.33. In the near future, AORW is anticipated to be
moved to 98ºW. Additionally, the FAA is leasing transponders on two GEOs that
will be launched in the near future. These include Telesat Canada’s Anik F1R satel-
lite, which will be located at 107ºW and PanAmSat’s Galaxy XV satellite to be
located at 133ºW (see Figure 8.34).
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The current EGNOS space segment is composed of three GEO navigation tran-
sponders payload hosts, Inmarsat-3 AORE and IOR, and the ESA ARTEMIS navi-
gation satellite, as shown in Figure 8.35. EGNOS will likely use one or more of the
Inmarsat 4 GEOs that will be launched into orbit around 2005. The Inmarsat 4s
will host a navigation payload capable of transmitting SBAS information on both
the GPS L1 and L5 frequencies [56]. A functional schematic of the Inmarsat-4 satel-
lite is shown in Figure 8.36.

As mentioned earlier in this section, the first GEO planned for MSAS,
MTSAT-1, was destroyed following a launch failure in 1999. A replacement,
MTSAT-1R, was launched in February 2005 and is located at 140ºE. A second
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GEO, MTSAT-2, will be launched later in the decade at a similar location. The cov-
erage of MTSAT-1R and the MSAS primary service area are shown in Figure 8.37.

The GAGAN footprints for three potential orbital locations are shown in
Figure 8.38.

Utilization by Nonaviation Users
Although the SBAS signal format in this chapter has been developed to support aero-
nautical requirements, the signal may also be used by nonaviation users with a suit-
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Figure 8.35 Current EGNOS space segment and primary service area.
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Figure 8.37 Proposed MSAS geostationary space segment and primary service area.
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able receiver. The vast majority of current SBAS users are not involved with aviation
applications—many low-cost, handheld recreational receivers include an SBAS
reception capability.

8.6.1.3 GBAS

In a GBAS, GPS SPS is augmented with a ground reference station to improve the
performance of the navigation services in a local area. The U.S. FAA’s GBAS is
referred to as the LAAS and can support all phases of flight within its area of cover-
age, including the precision approach, landing, departure, and surface movement
[57]. The remainder of this section will focus on the LAAS. LAAS is split up in three
separate segments: the space segment, consisting of the GPS satellites; the ground
segment or LAAS ground facility (LGF); and the airborne segment. Figure 8.39
shows a depiction of the LGF. Pseudorange corrections and correction rates are
computed at the local reference station and broadcast to the airborne GBAS receiver
via a communication link. In the aircraft, the corrections and correction rates are
applied to the local pseudorange measurements and used to obtain an improved
position estimate.

The various LAAS segments are reflected in the LAAS development efforts [58].
RTCA has published Minimum Aviation System Performance Standards (RTCA
DO-245) [59] describing the requirements allocation between ground facility and
airborne avionics and Minimum Operational Performance Standards (RTCA
DO-253A) [60] focusing on the airborne equipment requirements. Finally, the FAA
has published LGF specifications in [61].

Pseudorange Correction Computation
Originally, three LAAS position estimation approaches were investigated [62]:
single frequency (L1) carrier-smoothed code-phase DGPS [63, 64], kinematic dual-
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frequency carrier-phase GPS [65], and kinematic single-frequency carrier-phase
with integrity beacons [66]. Eventually, carrier-smoothed code-phase DGPS was
selected and specified in [60, 61]. The LGF in the specified architecture reduces the
noise component on the pseudoranges at each reference receiver (RR) by carrier
smoothing the code pseudorange measurements for each satellite. An example of
carrier smoothing is

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )ρ ρ φ φ ρsmooth smooth meask
N

N
k k k

N
k= − − + − − +1

1 1
1

(8.50)

where:

k = the time epoch

φ = the carrier-phase measurement

N = the number of measurements used for smoothing purposes

The carrier-smoothed pseudoranges are used to compute the pseudorange correction:

∆ρ ρ νsc n m n m smooth n m s gps nR t, , , , , _ ,= − − (8.51)

where:

R = predicted range

n = satellite index

m = RR index

t sv gps_ = correction due to the satellite clock from the decoded GPS navigation

data

The broadcast correction can be computed from (8.51) following the specifica-
tions given in [61]:
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where:

Mn = number of elements in set Sn

Sn = set of RRs with valid measurements for satellite n

Nc = number of elements in set Sc

Sc = set of valid ranging sources tracked by all RRs

After reception and application of the broadcast LGF corrections, the
three-dimensional aircraft position is calculated using a WLS or equivalent
algorithm [63].
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Performance Requirements
The LAAS performance requirements are described in [59] and define navigation
performance parameters such as accuracy, integrity, continuity, and availability.
Furthermore, [59, 61] define the coverage area within which the LAAS service
should be available. Table 8.6, based on [59, 61], assigns values to the navigation
performance parameters of accuracy and integrity. Table 8.6 identifies three LAAS
performance types that correspond to the three categories of precision approach and
landings: CAT I, CAT II, CAT IIIa, and CAT IIIb. Each of these landing categories is
defined by the decision height (DH) at which the pilot or aircraft must make the
decision to either continue or abort the landing. This decision depends on the run-
way visual range (RVR) at the corresponding decision height. Table 8.7 shows the
DH and RVR for each of the categories.

Integrity Monitoring
LAAS includes an integrity monitoring function that determines, with a certain level
of probability, that the code and carrier phase corrections do not contain misleading
information. The integrity monitor function can be subdivided into multiple moni-
tors: a signal quality monitor (SQM) to detect anomalous behavior in the satellite
and pseudolite signals, a data quality monitor (DQM) to check if the satellite navi-
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Table 8.6 LAAS Performance Requirements

Performance Type

1 2 3

Category supported CAT I CAT II/IIIa CAT IIIb

Decision Height* >200 ft >100/50 ft >50 ft

Accuracy Vertical position
Accuracy, 95%

4.4m (NSE) 2.0/2.0m (NSE) 2.0m (NSE)

Lateral position
accuracy, 95%

16.0m (NSE) 6.9/6.2m (NSE) 6.2m (NSE)

Integrity (SIS) Vertical alert limit (VAL)
10m (200-ft
HAT*)

5.3m (100-ft
HAT)

5.3m (100-ft
HAT)

Lateral alert limit (LAL)
40m (200-ft
HAT)

17.3 (100-ft
HAT)

15.5m (100-ft
HAT)

Time to alert 2 seconds 1 second 1 second

Exposure time 150 seconds 15 seconds

Lateral: 15
seconds
Vertical: 30
seconds

Allowable integrity risk 2 ×
10−7/approach

10−9/approach 10−9/approach

Table 8.7 DH and RVR for LAAS

DH RVR

CAT I 200 ft HAT > 2,400 ft
CAT II 100 ft HAT > 1,200 ft
CAT IIIa < 100 ft HAT > 700 ft
CAT IIIb < 50 ft HAT > 150m



gation data contains anomalies, a measurement quality monitor (MQM) to detect
anomalies in the measurements such as pseudorange steps, a multiple reference con-
sistency check (MRCC) to check the consistency of the corrections among the LGF
RRs, and a sigma monitor (SM) to check the nominal error characteristics of the
LGF.

LGF Antennas, Airport Pseudolites, and Data Broadcast
The presence of ground multipath at the LGF could introduce large errors in the air-
borne position and velocity computations. To mitigate the error due to ground
multipath, antennas can be designed that limit the multipath error. One example is
the integrated multipath limiting antennas [67]. To increase the availability of
LAAS, ranging sources may be added to the LGF such as airport pseudolites (APLs)
[68]. APLs transmit a GPS-like signal that can be processed by the RRs and aircraft
avionics in a similar fashion as the GPS signals [68]. Having a ranging source at the
ground significantly improves the geometry and therefore vertical accuracy. The
communications link used to transmit corrections from the LGF to the LAAS avion-
ics is a very high frequency data broadcast (VDB).

8.6.1.4 Precise Point Positioning

A technique referred to as precise point positioning (PPP) has emerged in the last
decade that provides decimeter-level position accuracies over very broad geo-
graphic regions. In PPP systems, the user’s receiver does not use the clock and
empheris data broadcast by the GPS satellites. Instead, the user employs precise
clock and satellite position estimates computed and provided by an external net-
work such as the one organized by the International GPS Service (see Section
8.6.2.2). Here, we characterize PPP techniques as wide-area code-based DGPS,
although others have classified PPP techniques in its category apart from
stand-alone and differential GPS.

A typical implementation of PPP is described in [69]. IGS clock and orbit data
(see Section 8.6.2.2) is used by a single semicodeless, dual-frequency GPS receiver at
an arbitrary location. In addition to estimating its three-dimensional position in
ECEF coordinates and clock bias (e.g., the standard four estimated parameters—see
discussion in Section 2.4.2), the receiver also estimates the zenith tropospheric path
delay (assumed to be the same for all visible satellites) and the bias between the
pseudorange and carrier-phase measurement for each visible satellite (modeled as
arbitrary real numbers). A sequential filter (e.g., a Kalman filter) is employed to esti-
mate these parameters iteratively as new measurements are obtained. To obtain
decimeter-level positioning results, the user equipment must account for a number
of error sources that are negligible for most other stand-alone or differential GPS
applications. These error sources include:

• Satellite antenna lever-arm: Most often, in orbit determination, it is the loca-
tion of the satellite center of mass that is estimated, not the satellite’s antenna
phase center. The satellite antenna lever arm is the vector difference between
these two locations. The lever arm is over 1m in magnitude for the GPS Block
II/IIA satellites.
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• Phase wind-up: Relative rotation between a GPS satellite and the user antenna
can cause carrier-phase measurements to change by up to one cycle. This effect
is referred to as phase wind-up. A correction for this effect is provided in [70].

• Solid Earth tides and ocean loading: The Earth’s surface is not rigid, but rather
somewhat pliable. Its shape varies with time, dominated by diurnal and
semidiurnal components, in response to gravitational forces. These Earth sur-
face movements are referred to as solid Earth tides. Additional motion of the
Earth’s surface, especially in coastal locations, due to ocean tides is referred to
as ocean loading. Solid Earth tides and ocean loading site displacements can be
as large as 30 cm and a few centimeters, respectively. By convention, ECEF
coordinate systems such as ITRF are explicitly defined to not include solid
Earth tides and ocean loading effects. Thus, these effects should be removed
for applications where the user position in ECEF coordinates are desired.
Accurate models for the Earth’s deformation due to solid Earth tides and
ocean loading can be found in [71].

Using these techniques and models, the positions of a number of sites were deter-
mined in [69] with an accuracy often better than 5 cm in each coordinate. Approxi-
mately 30 minutes of data were required to be processed before the obtained
accuracy converged to these levels.

An important example of an operational PPP system is the JPL’s Internet-Based
Global DGPS (IGDG) system [72], which provides clock and ephemeris data over
the Internet using dedicated frame relay lines. In collaboration with JPL, NavCom
Technology (a subsidiary of John Deere) also distributes the data globally via
L-band (1,525–1,565 MHz) geostationary satellite links as part of their StarFire net-
work DGPS service [73].

8.6.2 Carrier Based

In the past, geodetic positioning required LOS connections to a network of
monumented points in the ground. This geodetic network defined a consistent refer-
ence frame and helped control measurement error. Now, a network of continuously
operating GPS receivers may replace the traditional geodetic network of monumented
points. The network of receivers has an authoritative set of coordinates and supplies
base station carrier-phase and code range data for accurate differential processing.
Continuously operating networks are popular, and numerous examples exist. We
shall focus on two, the U.S. Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) and
the global IGS system.

8.6.2.1 CORS

The National Geodetic Survey (NGS) of the NOAA manages a CORS system to sup-
port nonnavigation, post-processing applications of GPS. GPS receiver data are col-
lected throughout the country and are archived at the main site in Silver Spring,
Maryland, and at a parallel facility in Boulder, Colorado. The U.S. CORS system
provides code range and carrier-phase data from a nationwide network of GPS sta-
tions through the Internet. The CORS Web site is http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS.
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The NGS makes use of stations established by other groups rather than building
an independent network of reference stations. The backbone of the CORS network is
the MDGPS/NDGPS and WAAS stations. A listing of CORS contributors can be
found at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/Organizations/Organizations.html. Figure
8.40 shows a breakdown of the CORS network partners affiliations.

The diverse character of the CORS partners has lead to a grouping of CORS sta-
tions into two major categories, National CORS and Cooperative CORS. The funda-
mental distinction is that NGS archives and disseminates the data from National
CORS, and does not archive and disseminate data from Cooperative CORS.
National CORS are expected to operate 24 hours/day, 7 days/week. The site,
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/Becoming_a_CORS.html, shows other distinguish-
ing characteristics. Cooperative CORS provide a supplement to the National CORS
by providing more local base stations, shorter baselines, and a variety of data rates.
As of August 2005, over 660 National CORS sites and over 140 Cooperative CORS
sites were operating.

The fundamental data of National CORS are receiver independent exchange
(RINEX) format (version 2.10) files containing dual-frequency carrier-phase and
pseudorange measurements. For many sites, Doppler data are also available. If
supported by a receiver, the L1 pseudoranges derived from both C/A code (the C1
pseudorange) and the P(Y) code (the P1 pseudorange) are provided. The principal
translation package that converts the varieties of manufacturers’ binary data into
RINEX is the program TEQC, maintained by UNAVCO. TECQ is documented at
http://www.unavco.org/facility/software/teqc/teqc.html.

CORS positional coordinates and velocities are key values needed to use CORS
as base stations for carrier-based differential GPS applications. CORS coordinates
and velocities are provided in two distinct reference frames, NAD 83 and ITRF00.
The formal datum label for the National CORS is NAD83 (CORS96), and they are
realized with an epoch of 2002.00. Stations in the Pacific are an exception, since
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they are on differing tectonic plates. These CORS will be in the NAD 83 (PACP00)
or the NAD 83 (MARP00) frames. Also, CORS in Alaska are computed in NAD83
(CORS96), but with an epoch date of 2003.00, to accommodate the Denali earth-
quake activity. All published ITRF00 positions and velocities carry a common
datum tag ITRF00 (1997.00) and are realized with the epoch date of 1997.00. Of
course, the price of such ITRF uniformity is that tectonic plate motion, as well as
local motion, is expressed in the velocity values and is seldom negligible for preci-
sion applications. More detail on the computation of CORS coordinates can be
found at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/Coords.html. A conversion utility (hori-
zontal time-dependent positioning) between these reference frames is located at
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS/Htdp/Htdp.html. It should be noted that, while
the International GNSS Service (IGS) Analysis Centers provide GPS orbits in a refer-
ence frame denoted IGb00, users may treat IGb00 and ITRF00 as equivalent.

Coordinate locations for a CORS antenna are referred to two different station
reference points, the ARP and the L1 phase center (L1 PC). The ARP is defined as the
center of the bottom-most, permanently attached surface of the antenna. The L1 PC
is a notional, electrical location for receipt of the L1 signal. Under most antenna
designs, the L1 (and L2) phase center varies with the elevation angle to a given GPS
satellite. Thus, establishment of an L1 PC origin is done in conjunction with a com-
panion model of the L1 PC variation (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/ANTCAL). Due to
the abstract character of the L1 PC and its dependence on specific calibration mod-
els, NGS considers the ARP the definitive location for a CORS site.

Extensive metadata are also available for stations in National CORS. This
includes availability profiles, detailed data sheets and site logs, maps, photos, and
time series of daily coordinate solutions. These metadata answer many questions on
stability and reliability.

Other data that are not RINEX receiver data or metadata are available at the
CORS site. In particular, both broadcast and precise GPS orbits can be obtained.
The broadcast orbits are collected from the IGS global tracking network and do not
show the satellite dropouts common to single-site collections. Both IGS and NGS
precise orbits are available. The IGS orbits are combined products and include the
NGS contributions. Further discussion on IGS orbits is continued in the next sec-
tion. For CORS sites that have a weather sensor, RINEX meteorological files are
produced. And, as described earlier, users may obtain files and diagrams describing
receiver antenna phase center offsets and phase center variation.

CORS RINEX data are stored in standardized directory locations. Users may
access these files though the “Standard” method, or through “User Friendly
CORS—UFCORS.” Standard access is most readily obtained by clicking on the cover-
age map found on the CORS home page (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS). Successive
clicks on a location of interest will enable a user to zoom down to a specific site with a
unique 4-character ID (e.g., GAIT). A menu to the left will enable a user to select
RINEX data or other metadata. A request for RINEX data will transfer the user from
the map interface to the standard download interface. One must then again select the
station of interest, the request for RINEX data, and then add the year, month, and day
of interest. This will lead the user to the directory holding the RINEX data.

The standard method is convenient for access of the various metadata. But, if
one is interested solely in RINEX data, it can be obtained by direct file transfer pro-
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tocol (FTP) access though a Web browser at ftp://cors.ngs.noaa.gov/cors/rinex/
2004 (for example). Multiple years are stored under the rinex directory; multiple
days are stored under the year directory; the various site IDs are stored under the
day directories; and the RINEX files are stored under the site id directories. A sche-
matic of the FTP directory structure can be found at: ftp://cors.ngs.noaa.gov/cors/
readme.txt. Note that the FTP structure is most convenient for those software prod-
ucts that automatically download data for local processing.

In contrast to the standard access method, the UFCORS interface provides a cus-
tomized file collection that is automatically compressed and downloaded to a user’s
computer (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS-Proxy/UFCORS/). The user fills in a
two-page menu, indicating the desired block of time and the CORS site. Other
options include receipt of the data sheet, IGS precise orbits, compression options, and
alternative data rates. When selecting an alternative data rate, the collected data will
be decimated or interpolated to accommodate the desired target rate. The UFCORS
interface frees the user from knowing specifics about the RINEX file storage system.

This section cannot be closed without addressing some of the support tools
available from the CORS and NGS site. Earlier in this section, HTDP was discussed
as a utility for conversion of coordinates between reference frames and epochs. A
dynamic map utility linked at the home page allows one to build customized views
of CORS coverage. Various RINEX file manipulation utilities (e.g., interpolate and
decimate) can be reached from http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/CORS/utilities.html. A
multifeatured Geodetic Toolkit at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS supports
numerous online computations and coordinate conversions.

Special remarks must be made about the Online Positioning User Service (OPUS)
tool found at http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/OPUS. This service allows users to upload 2
or more hours of dual-frequency RINEX data from a stationary antenna for auto-
mated, remote processing at NGS. Single baselines are computed and merged from
three nearby CORS stations, and the results are e-mailed back to the user. Turn-
around is typically just a few minutes. At its heart, OPUS uses the CORS as a subsys-
tem in computation of the user’s coordinates. This is suggestive of new directions and
roles that continuously operating reference stations can take in the future.

8.6.2.2 International GNSS Service (IGS)

The International Association of Geodesy established the IGS in 1993 to support
geodetic and geophysical research activities by providing GPS data and products.
The IGS serves a coordination role, sets standards and specifications, and encour-
ages international adherence to its conventions. The IGS operates through a govern-
ing board and a central bureau (its executive arm), and functions through the
cooperation of international groups of GPS satellite tracking networks, data
centers, analysis centers, and various working groups. The IGS Web site is
http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov.

IGS is known foremost as the source of precise GPS orbits. However, IGS also
produces GPS satellite clock and ground receiver clock solutions, and Earth orienta-
tion parameter (EOP) products (polar motion, polar motion rate, and length of
day). The IGS solutions are combined products that integrate the solutions gener-
ated by the individual analysis centers.
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IGS products come in three varieties, with progressively greater latencies and
accuracies. The ultrarapid products are 48 hours in length. The first 24 hours are
observed, and the remaining 24 hours are predicted. Ultrarapid products are pro-
duced twice a day, so that one can always utilize the early part of the prediction
interval. Accuracies range from 5 to 10 cm (orbit) and 0.2 to 5 ns (clock). The rapid
products have 17-hour latency and have better than 5-cm orbit accuracy with 0.1-ns
clock accuracy. The final combination products have an approximate 13-day
latency with slightly better orbit and clock accuracies.

The IGS products are organized by GPS week number and are available for FTP
access through any browser. For example, ftp://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/igscb/product/1261
contains precise orbit, clock, and EOP products for the week of March 7, 2004 (GPS
week 1261). The nomenclature is described at http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/
dcnav/igscb_product_wwww.html. So, for example, “igr12610.sp3.Z” refers to the
Rapid product, week 1,261, day 0 (Sunday, March 7, 2004) orbit in the SP3 format,
compressed with a UNIX-compatible algorithm. Note that slightly different directory
trees are used at the four sites that archive IGS products.

IGS also archives and disseminates GPS CORS data globally. The master index,
http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/data.html, shows CORS data grouped by
update intervals and archive sites. Directory paths vary between archive sites. For
example, SOPAC data are mapped at http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/dcnav/
sopac_rinex.html. Continuing the example, GPS observation CORS data for
Sunday, March 7, 2004, can be found at ftp://garner.ucsd.edu/pub/rinex/2004/067.
The “2004” refers to the year; the “067” refers to the day number for March 7. The
file name, “ajac0670.04o.Z,” refers to AJAC, a site in Corsica, day number 067, a
daily (not hourly) file, year 2004, GPS receiver data, compressed with a UNIX-com-
patible algorithm. Not all CORS sites are found at all the IGS servers.

An overview map of the IGS international cooperative GPS tracking network is
found at http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/network/maps/allmaps.html. One can immedi-
ately note the global distribution of the sites. Some sites upload their data hourly,
while others do so daily. The Web page at http://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/ITRF_solutions/
2000/ITRF2000.php contains authoritative ITRF00 Cartesian coordinates and
velocities for the IGS sites. Weekly network solutions are also available.

The IGS site has a rich set of resources, as would be expected from an interna-
tional scientific operation. In addition to the items already mentioned, one may also
find products for tropospheric zenith path delay and global grids of ionospheric
TEC. Data are available from GPS sensors in LEO satellites. Publications are at
http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/overview/pubs.html; mail archives are at http://igscb.jpl.
nasa.gov/mail/mailindex.html; and analysis conventions are at http://maia.usno.
navy.mil/conv2003.html.
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9.1 Overview

In the previous chapters, we have observed that GPS receivers can be thought of as
discrete-time position/velocity sensors with sampling intervals of approximately 1
second. The need to provide continuous navigation between the update periods of
the GPS receiver, during periods of shading of the GPS receiver’s antenna, and
through periods of interference is the impetus for integrating GPS with various addi-
tional sensors. The most popular are inertial sensors, but the list also includes
dopplerometers (Doppler velocity/altimeters), altimeters, speedometers, and odom-
eters, to name a few. The method most widely used for this integration is the
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is an estimator. It estimates the instantaneous state
of a linear system perturbed by Gaussian white noise. One of the key attributes of
the Kalman filter is that it provides a means of inferring information by the use of
indirect measurements. It does not have to read control variable(s) directly, but it
can read an indirect measurement (including associated noise) and estimate the con-
trol variable(s). In GPS applications, the control variables, as we will see later in this
chapter, are position, velocity, and possible attitude errors. The indirect
measurements are GPS measurements.

In addition to integration with other sensors, it can also be extremely beneficial
to integrate a GPS sensor within a communications network. For example, many
cellular handsets now include embedded GPS engines to locate the user in the event
of an emergency or to support a wide variety of location-based services. These
handsets are often used indoors or in other areas where the GPS signals are so highly
attenuated that demodulation of the GPS navigation data by the handset is not pos-
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sible. With network assistance, however, it is possible to determine the location of
the handset. The network can obtain the requisite GPS navigation data from other
GPS receivers with clear sky view or other sources. Further, the network can assist
the handset in a number of other ways, such as the provision of timing and a coarse
position estimate. Such assistance can greatly increase the sensitivity of the GPS
sensor embedded in the handset.

This chapter consists of three major sections beyond this overview. In Section
9.2, we discuss integration of GPS with inertial sensors. The motivations for
GPS/inertial integration are detailed. The Kalman filter is described, as well as an
example of an elementary Kalman filter implementation. Various classes of
GPS/inertial integrations are introduced and discussed.

Section 9.3 addresses sensor integration for land vehicles. The implementation
issues related to a GPS/inertial integration as a navigator for land vehicle applica-
tions are presented. A description of the sensors, their integration with the Kalman
filter, and test data taken during field testing of a practical multisensor system are
presented.

Section 9.4 discusses methods of enhancing GPS performance using network
assistance. This section includes discussions of network assistance techniques, per-
formance, and emerging standards.

9.2 GPS/Inertial Integration

Navigation employing GPS and inertial sensors is a synergistic relationship. The
integration of these two types of sensors not only overcomes performance issues
found in each individual sensor, but also produces a system whose performance
exceeds that of the individual sensors. GPS provides bounded accuracy, while iner-
tial system accuracy degrades with time. Not only does the GPS sensor bound the
navigation errors, but the GPS sensor calibrates the inertial sensor. In navigation
systems, GPS receiver performance issues include susceptibility to interference from
external sources, time to first fix (i.e., first position solution), interruption of the sat-
ellite signal due to blockage, integrity, and signal reacquisition capability. The issues
related to inertial sensors are their poor long-term accuracy without calibration and
cost.

This section first discusses in more detail the relative weaknesses of GPS (Section
9.2.1) and inertial sensors (Section 9.2.2) as outlined previously. Next, an introduc-
tion to Kalman filtering is provided (Section 9.2.3), followed by a description of a
variety of practical GPS/inertial integrations and their performance features
(Sections 9.2.4–9.2.6).

9.2.1 GPS Receiver Performance Issues

One primary concern with using GPS as a stand-alone source for navigation is signal
interruption. Signal interruption can be caused by shading of the GPS antenna by
terrain or manmade structures (e.g., buildings, vehicle structure, and tunnels) or by
interference from an external source. An example of signal interruption is shown in
Figure 9.1. Each vertical line in this figure indicates a period of shading while driving
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in an urban environment. The periods of shading (i.e., less than three-satellite avail-
ability) are caused by buildings and are denoted by the black lines in the lower por-
tion of Figure 9.1. (This experiment was conducted when five to six satellites above
a 5º mask angle were available for ranging.) When only three usable satellite signals
are available, most receivers revert to a two-dimensional navigation mode by utiliz-
ing either the last known height or a height obtained from an external source. If the
number of usable satellites is less than three, some receivers have the option of not
producing a solution or extrapolating the last position and velocity solution for-
ward in what is called dead-reckoning (DR) navigation. Inertial navigation systems
(INSs) can be used as a flywheel to provide navigation during shading outages.

The discrete-time nature of the GPS solution in some equipment is also of con-
cern in real-time applications, especially those related to vehicle control. As shown
in Figure 9.2, if a vehicle’s path changes between updates, the extrapolation of the
last GPS measurement produces an error in the estimated and true position. This is
particularly true for high-dynamic platforms, such as fighter aircraft. In applica-
tions where continuous precision navigation is required, inertial sensors can be
employed. An alternative solution is the use of a GPS receiver that provides higher
rate measurement outputs. In principle, rates on the order of 100 Hz are possible.

In addition to providing navigation continuity during short GPS shading out-
ages and between GPS sensor position outputs, an INS, when calibrated using a
Kalman filter (see Section 9.2.3), can be used to improve the GPS receiver perfor-
mance in two other ways. First, the information that is maintained by the integra-
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tion filter can be used to reduce the time to reacquire GPS signals that have been lost
through interference or obscuration; second, the integration filter can be used to aid
the receiver’s tracking loops, extending the thresholds for signal tracking. Both tech-
niques have been used since the very first GPS sets were designed [1]. The first
enhancement, often referred to as prepositioning, computes an a priori estimate of a
signal’s code phase and Doppler using the integration filter’s estimates of position
and velocity, and time and frequency error. If the combined position and timing
errors are less than one-half a chip (roughly 150m for the C/A code, and 15m for the
P(Y) code), then nearly instantaneous reacquisition of a lost signal is possible, since
the prepositioning limits the tracking error to the linear range of the loop’s error
detector (see Section 5.4). Similarly, Doppler on the signal to be reacquired can be
predicted from the integration filter’s estimates of velocity and signal frequency, and
if those estimates are within the linear range of the frequency error detector (see Sec-
tion 5.3.3), nearly instantaneous signal acquisition may be possible. For example, if
using an arctangent error detector with a 5-ms predetection integration interval
(PDI), the combined frequency error can be as large as 50 Hz, which translates to a
velocity accuracy of 10 m/s, which is readily achievable using a navigation grade
IMU and potentially achievable with tactical grades [2]. Generally speaking, if the
navigation filter is a “robust design” (i.e., its covariance matrix is consistent with the
error in its navigation solution), then the uncertainty associated with the predicted
code phase and Doppler is best determined from the covariance matrix. For exam-
ple, if P4 represents the 4 × 4 partition of the filter’s covariance matrix corresponding
to position and time error, then the error variance associated with a predicted code
phase can be computed using:

σ cp
T2

4= h P h (9.1)

In (9.1), h is the filter’s measurement gradient vector to the satellite of interest,
comprised of the LOS unit vector to the satellite of interest (first three elements) and
the sensitivity of the user’s clock phase error (fourth element). Generally, the ele-
ments of the covariance matrix P4 in (9.1) are expressed in units of m2. In this case,
the code phase error variance σcp

2 will also be expressed in m2. Given the error vari-
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ance predicted by (9.1), suitable search ranges can be determined about the pre-
dicted code phase. Often, the search region is selected as 3 sigma, corresponding to
±3σcp. This ensures a high probability (roughly 99% under a jointly Gaussian
assumption for the probability distribution) that the signal is within the selected
search region. Figure 9.3 illustrates the two-dimensional nature of the search region
for a full code phase search. Prepositioning, as just described, offers the potential for
drastically reducing the search space by collapsing both dimensions. If the number
of cells remaining (i.e., subsets of the two-dimensional search region one-half chip
by the chosen Doppler bin size) are less than or equal to the available number of
receiver correlators, then parallel searching can be performed to reacquire the sig-
nal. This technique can also be used for initial acquisition of the GPS signals using
an INS that has been calibrated by other means.

As mentioned earlier in this section, the use of INS velocity outputs, corrected
by the Kalman filter, can be used to extend signal tracking in adverse signal condi-
tions. Fundamentally, any tracking loop performs three functions: attenuation of
the noise in the observables that are passed to the Kalman filter; tracking of the
dynamics of the host vehicle in which the receiver is installed; and, finally, tracking
of the dynamics of the receiver’s oscillator. Use of INS aiding effectively removes the
second requirement, enabling significant reduction of the tracking loop
bandwidths, thus enabling tracking at lower SNRs. It is, in general, the requirement
to track the dynamics of the receiver’s oscillator that sets a floor on the bandwidth
reduction and track extension. As discussed in Section 9.2.4, tracking loop aiding
can be performed for both code and carrier tracking. The ability to extend code
track can exceed 25 dB.

An area of concern in the use of GPS, especially in commercial aircraft applica-
tions, is integrity (see Section 7.5). An anomalous GPS satellite signal most likely will
result in the calculation of an erroneous position. The use of inertial components
allows the GPS pseudorange measurement to be compared against statistical limits
(typically 6-sigma deviation) and rejection of those measurements that are beyond
the limits. The components of the INS (i.e., gyros and accelerometers) can fail as
well. Historically, the use of redundant INS or gyros and accelerometers has been
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used to increase reliability. In fact, the use of redundant inertial components for fail-
ure detection and isolation predates GPS RAIM work by nearly two decades [3].

9.2.2 Inertial Sensor Performance Issues

Before addressing the sensors utilized in all inertial systems, a few remarks about the
distinction between the two essential types of inertial systems are needed. INSs can
be broadly classified as either gimbaled or strapdown [4]. The basic distinction
between the two lies in the method by which the coordinate frame utilized for navi-
gation is maintained: In gimbaled systems, the frame is mechanized physically by
preserving a platform that is generally either the navigation frame itself or a frame
related to the navigation frame by a known transformation (e.g., the azimuth in a
wander azimuth mechanization of a gimbaled system). The platform is usually kept
locally level (i.e., level with respect to the horizon), where the accelerometers are
able to directly sense the horizontal components of host vehicle acceleration. How-
ever, use of a so-called space stable gimbaled orientation (e.g., as was used for the
Space Shuttle’s inertial system) is an example of a gimbaled system that is not locally
level. To summarize, in a gimbaled inertial system, the sensors are maintained in a
preferred orientation and generally isolated from the vehicle’s changes in attitude. In
a strapdown mechanization, on the other hand, the instruments are fixed in the vehi-
cle (e.g., along the nose of an aircraft, out the left wing, and with third axis complet-
ing the set). The navigation frame is maintained mathematically, not physically, by
the calculation of a transformation between the vehicle’s body frame (where the
instruments reside) and the navigation frame. This transformation is most com-
monly referred to as a direction cosine matrix, but its mechanization is usually as a
quaternion or rotation vector [4] for improved efficiency.

The relative advantages and disadvantages of the two types of systems are fairly
well known. The gimbaled systems tend to be more expensive, due to the additional
hardware required for maintaining the physical platform, while the computational
requirements for the strapdown system (largely for maintenance of the direction
cosine matrix) are higher. Historically speaking, gimbaled systems were used almost
exclusively over the last several decades in navigation systems where accuracy was a
significant driver, while strapdown systems were relegated to applications with very
short flight times (e.g., a missile interceptor problem). However, advances in micro-
processor and inertial sensor technology have changed this trend, making
strapdown inertial systems the selection in most applications except those with the
most demanding requirements (e.g., submarine use). Microprocessor improvements
have made the high-rate computation of the direction cosine matrix relatively easy,
and the advent of optical gyros (i.e., ring laser and fiber optic) has produced designs
without the significant acceleration sensitivity of their mechanical counterparts.
This is quite important since the strapdown sensors see the full vehicle dynamics,
which leads to additional errors relative to their gimbaled counterparts in
high-dynamic applications.

Returning now to the inertial sensors, there are two types, gyroscopes and accel-
erometers. The output of a gyroscope is a signal proportional to angular movement
about its input axis (∆θ), and the output of an accelerometer is a signal proportional
to the change in velocity sensed along its input axis (∆ν). A three-axis IMU would
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then require three gyroscopes and three accelerometers to inertially determine its
position and velocity in free space.

One of the significant factors related to the quality of an inertial system is the
drift of the gyroscopes, measured in degrees/hour. The drift of a gyro is a false out-
put signal caused by deficiencies during the manufacturing of the sensor. In inertial
sensors, these are caused by mass unbalances in a gyroscope’s rotating mass and by
nonlinearities in the pickoff circuits, as is seen in fiber-optic gyroscopes (FOGs).
This false signal is in effect telling the navigation system that the vehicle is moving
when it is actually stationary. The manufacturing of gyros with low drift is very
costly. A gyroscope with drifts of greater than 100°/hour would cost less than
$1,000 (all costs are in 2005 U.S. dollars). Inertial units with drift from 1 to
100°/hour are currently priced from $1,000 to $10,000. Accuracies of less than 1
degree/hour are available at prices ranging from $10,000 to $100,000. The quality
of the inertial sensors has a large role in the cost effectiveness of a navigation system.
If 0.0001°/hour gyroscopes were to cost less than $100, GPS may not be needed
today. But in actuality, inertial sensors are expensive, and a significant result of the
integration of GPS with inertial sensors is the ability to use lower performing, more
cost-effective sensors. This is shown in Figure 9.4, where the upper curves show the
performance of three classes of inertial sensors. (Note that CEP is an indicator of
delivery accuracy. It is the radius of a circle in which 50% of the projectiles are
expected to fall within the given radius—see Section 7.3.2.) When these systems are
integrated with GPS, the lower curve dictates the performance of the integrated
GPS/inertial (GPSI) system. Therefore, during operation of a navigation system
when both GPS and inertial components are operational, the inertial navigation
errors are bounded by the accuracy of the GPS solution.

One significant contribution the GPS receiver makes to the operation of the
inertial subsystem is the calibration of the inertial sensors (see Figure 9.5). Note that
mean radial error (MRE) is another indicator of delivery accuracy. (MRE is the
mean of the miss distance of all projectiles.) Inertial instruments are specified to
meet a turn-on to turn-on drift requirement. (Each time a gyro is powered up, its ini-
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tial drift rate differs.) The major errors are the gyro bias and accelerometer bias,
which are typically six of the states within an inertial or GPSI Kalman filter. During
the operation of a GPSI system, the Kalman filter will produce an estimate of these
biases as derived from the velocity data received from the GPS receiver. GPS receiver
velocity accuracy is nominally 0.2 m/s, 95%.

9.2.3 The Kalman Filter

The integration of GPS and inertial sensors is typically accomplished through use of
a Kalman filter [5]. Kalman filtering, introduced in 1960 by Dr. R. E. Kalman [6], is
a statistical technique that combines knowledge of the statistical nature of system
errors with knowledge of system dynamics, as represented as a state space model, to
arrive at an estimate of the state of a system. The state space model can include any
number of unknowns. In a navigation system, we are usually concerned with posi-
tion and velocity, as a minimum, but it is not unusual to see filters for system models
with state vector dimensions ranging from 6 to 60. The state estimate utilizes a
weighting function, called the Kalman gain, which is optimized to produce a mini-
mum error variance. For this reason, the Kalman filter is called an optimal filter. For
linear system models, the Kalman filter is structured to produce an unbiased
estimate.

Let us first look at a simplified filter for estimating a constant but unknown sca-
lar quantity, x. Assume a measurement model in which at each measurement time,
tn, noise is added to x, producing an observation y(tn) of the form

( ) ( )y t x tn m n= + ε

The measurement noise sequence {εm(tn)} is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian
with variance σ m

2 [i.e., N(0, σ m
2 )] and white [i.e., successive values of εm(tn) are statisti-

cally independent of each other]. The sequence {εm(tn)} is not necessarily stationary.
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The Kalman filter for estimating x produces an estimate of x, incorporating the
current measurement y(tn) and the estimate of x just prior to the measurement,
denoted as $ ( )x t n

− . Since x is a constant, there is no difference between $ ( )x t n−
+

1 , the
estimate just after incorporating the previous measurement, and $ ( )x t n

− . This is not
true for more general system models, as we shall see when we discuss real-world
applications in this section. The measurement update equation is given by:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]$ $ $x t x t k t y t x tn n n n n
+ − −= + − (9.2)

In this equation, the prior estimate $ ( )x t n
− is corrected by addition of new informa-

tion contained in the measurement. The estimation error ~( )x t n
+ is given by

( ) ( )~ $x t x x tn n
+ += −

Due to the simple measurement model and the zero mean nature of εm(tn), $ ( )x t n
−

is effectively an estimate of measurement y(tn) [i.e., $ ( ) $( )x t y tn n
− = ]. The difference

sequence y t y tn n( ) $( )− is called the innovation process and contains the new infor-
mation obtained by the measurements. The parameter k(tn) in (9.2) is the Kalman
gain and contains the statistical parameters required to form the combination of the
prior estimate and new data resulting in a minimum error variance estimate. The
quality of the estimate is characterized by the error variance, but since the estimate
is unbiased, the error variance equals the estimate variance σ $ ( )x nt2 , and its value is
different before and after updating the estimate by incorporating the measurement.
The Kalman gain is computed as follows:

( ) ( )
( )

k t
t

t
n

x n

x n m

=
+

−

−

σ

σ σ

$

$

2

2 2
(9.3)

Note that if the measurement is less accurate (i.e., σ m
2 is large), the weighting

given to the new data is reduced because σ m
2 appears in the denominator. After the

measurement update, the error covariance is reduced according to

( ) ( )[ ] ( )σ σ$ $x n n x nt k t t2 21+ −= − (9.4)

If we further assume that the measurement noise variance is constant, then it is easy
to show that the error variance is given by σ σ$ ( ) /x n mt n2 2+ = and thus asymptotically
approaches zero as more data is obtained. This property makes the estimate a con-
sistent estimate. Thus, (9.2) to (9.4) provide a data processing scheme that recur-
sively combines our previous state estimate with new measurement data in a way
that is statistically optimal. A block diagram of the basic filter structure is shown in
Figure 9.6.

In real-world applications, the state vector contains several components that are
not constant but evolve dynamically, such as position and velocity. Also, the system
state model includes plant noise, which expresses modeling errors as well as actual
noise and system disturbances. Since, in general, the system state varies dynamically
between measurements, the estimate just after the measurement update $ ( )x t n

+ must
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be extrapolated to the next measurement time according to the system state model
to compute $ ( )x t n+

−
1 . Also, in the more general vector case, the performance of the

Kalman filter estimate is characterized by an error covariance matrix denoted as
P(tn) and defined by

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )P x x x xt E t t t tn n n n n

T
= − −





$ $

Here we summarize the Kalman filter equations for the general case. The state
system model is given by

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x x ut t t t tn n n n n= +− −� , 1 1

where Φ(tn, tn−1) denotes the system one-step transition matrix, and u(tn) is the plant
or process noise vector that is assumed to be white, zero mean, and distributed nor-
mally. This is represented by the function N(0,Q(tn)) with covariance matrix Q(tn).
The measurement model is

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y H xt t t tn n n m n= + �

where y(tn) is a vector, and the measurement matrix H(tn) characterizes the sensitiv-
ity of the measurements to each of the state components. Vector m(tn) is the mea-
surement noise and is a white random process distributed normally as N(0,R(tn))
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with covariance matrix R(tn). The Kalman filter, once processing is initiated, alter-
nates between two sets of equations describing: (1) the extrapolation of estimate
and error covariance between measurements, and (2) the incorporation of the new
measurements into the estimate. The state estimate extrapolation is given by

( ) ( ) ( )$ , $x xt t t tn n n n
−

− −
+= � 1 1

and the error covariance extrapolation is given by

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P P Qt t t t t t tn n n n
T

n n n
−

− −
+

− −= +� �, ,1 1 1 1

The state estimate measurement update is given by

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]$ $ $x x K y H xt t t t t tn n n n n n
+ − −= + −

where K(tn) is the Kalman gain matrix and is computed by

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]K P H H P H Rt t t t t t tn n
T

n n n
T

n n= +− −
−1

The error covariance update is

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )P I K H Pt t t tn n n n
+ −= −

Figure 9.7 shows the Kalman filter processing scheme.
In practice, one is concerned with the computational issues arising from the use

of finite precision in computers. If care is not taken, the filter can become unstable,
and the solution diverges from the correct values. In inertial navigation systems,
where a full model may require up to 60 states, much analysis is placed on proper
selection of the critical states to produce what is called a suboptimal Kalman filter,
which is computationally well behaved. Also of concern are wraparound errors
(i.e., in 16-bit systems 32,767 + 1 = −32,768), which may cause a complete reversal
on signs and round off errors [7, 8]. One modification seen in filters used with iner-
tial systems is the use of the filter to determine the error in the state. By setting the
initial estimate of the state to zero and inputting the observed error in the state for
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y(tn) in place of the observed state, our state vector has become the estimated error of
the state, more commonly known as the error state vector, instead of the estimated
state. One can then periodically (usually every filter cycle) apply the estimated cor-
rection to the output data and reset the filter error states to zero. By doing this, the
magnitude of the variables used in the filter are small, minimizing round off and
nonlinearity errors. This also minimizes some of the computation errors by setting
many of the elements in our matrices operation to zero. This method allows the mea-
surement processing and Kalman filtering to execute at different frequencies. For
example, one can process measurements at 100 Hz and run the filter at 1 Hz. Before
outputting the data, the latest correction from the filter is applied to the data.

9.2.4 GPSI Integration Methods

Integration of GPS and inertial navigation systems was initiated in the early 1980s
[5, 9] with a configuration that later came to be known as a loosely integrated or
loosely coupled configuration. This configuration typically includes a GPS receiver
with an 8-state Kalman filter, an IMU, a navigation processor that contains a 15- to
18-state Kalman filter, navigation equations to convert the ∆θs and ∆νs from the
IMU to platform attitude, position, and velocity, as well as other functions that we
will discuss later in Sections 9.2.4.1 through 9.2.4.3. The configuration, as shown in
Figure 9.8, accepts GPS position from the GPS receiver, and ∆θs and ∆νs from the
inertial unit. Although used in many initial applications, this system has a feed for-
ward loop from the navigation processor and two separate filters that open the pos-
sibility of instability caused by mutual feedback. Mission scenarios for this
configuration must be thoroughly simulated to ensure the stability of the filter. In
situations where instability occurs, the gains in the filter are reduced, which may
result in sluggish system operation. Today, most GPSI systems are tightly integrated,
as shown in Figure 9.9. This configuration is also referred to as tightly coupled. In
tightly integrated systems, the Kalman filter in the GPS receiver is eliminated, and
pseudorange and pseudorange rate data from the GPS channel processor is sent
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directly to the navigation processor. In this configuration, unmodeled errors result-
ing from the GPS receiver’s Kalman filter are eliminated and the system designer is
allowed to set gains as tight as possible.

In the tight integration of a GPSI system, as in most inertial systems, we utilize
the Kalman filter to estimate the error in our state, not the state itself, and use the
estimated error state vector $x to correct the output of the navigation equations, as
shown in Figure 9.10. Also typical in the so-called tight integration of a GPSI, espe-
cially in applications where antijam enhancement of the GPS receiver is needed, is
some form of tracking loop aiding. As introduced in Section 9.2.1, this aiding can
occur at both carrier and code loop levels. Aiding the code loop is most commonly
implemented. Aiding the phase lock loop within the receiver is much more difficult.
The difficulty is obviously driven by the relatively tight requirements, from a navi-
gation perspective, for maintaining phase lock on the carrier. Phase lock generally
requires that tracking loop error is less than a fraction of the carrier cycle. For
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example, allowance of 90º of phase error (one quarter cycle) translates to roughly 5
cm of navigation error. Analysis performed in Section 9.2.4.6 indicates that this
translates to a very tight GPS/INS velocity accuracy requirement. This requirement
can be attained, but only with very careful estimation and control of certain IMU
error sources, along with IMU data extrapolation to achieve the needed update rate
for phase lock. In addition, special care is necessary in the installation of the GPS
antenna on the vehicle, relative to the IMU, to avoid contamination by flexible body
motion between the two. In fact, for best operation of carrier-phase aiding, consid-
eration should be given to minimizing the physical separation between the INS and
the GPS antenna in the host vehicle. Notwithstanding the difficulty of aiding phase
lock within the GPS receiver, aiding frequency lock is relatively easy to do. Further
discussion of this alternative appears in Section 9.2.4.6.

Since aiding the code loop is commonly done, let us explain its nature at a con-
ceptual level with reference to Figure 9.11. Note that the code loop nonlinearity is
neglected in this simplified model (the detector is represented by a gain of unity), and
the NCO within the receiver is represented as an integrator. Also note that the code
loop filter is represented simply as a gain, Kc, and a continuous time model is shown.
First, to explain the action of an aided code loop with reference to Figure 9.11, the
range delay, ρ, minus the loop’s estimate, ρest, measures the range delay tracking
error δρ, which is computed perfectly by the detector with an additive noise error, n.
The loop bandwidth is proportional to the code loop gain Kc. The INS velocity is
subtracted from the satellite’s velocity (in a common coordinate frame) and then
projected along the LOS to the satellite that is tracked by the loop to construct
dρ/dtINS. The INS aiding signal is added to the output from the code loop filter to
drive the NCO. As mentioned previously, oscillator imperfections lead to a fre-
quency error, δf, which also drives the NCO, in addition to an additive clock phase
error δϕ. The very simple form for this model makes certain observations intuitive.
Lowering the bandwidth (reducing Kc) reduces the effect of noise, n, or interference
on the loop, and places more weight on the INS aiding. As a limiting case, setting Kc

to zero drives the range delay estimate entirely with inertial aiding. Even in the case
of perfect INS information, this is unwise, since the frequency error of the local
oscillator will integrate to a range delay error, which cannot be removed by the
zero-bandwidth loop. This range delay error will grow without any corrective
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action by the loop and, eventually, force the loop to lose lock. Thus, the clock insta-
bility sets a floor for the aided bandwidth. One additional observation can be made
using this simple model. If the INS aiding signal is expressed as the sum of the true
range rate plus a range rate error induced by INS velocity error, it can be shown that
the tracking loop error δρ is a function only of the INS errors. Thus, the aiding
makes the loop’s performance insensitive to the actual motion (i.e., velocity and
acceleration) of the host, replacing it with the dynamics of the INS errors.

To demonstrate what we have described, we will implement a simplified GPSI
system with a single gyro and a single-channel GPS receiver whose antenna is collo-
cated with the IMU, eliminating the need for lever-arm compensation. (Lever-arm
compensation is required when the GPS receiver antenna and IMU do not share the
same origin in a 3-axis right-handed coordinate system.) The inertial components
that have been purchased for this system have an uncompensated drift uncertainty
of 10º/hour. A single channel receiver refers to a GPS receiver with the capability to
measure pseudorange and pseudorange rate from only one satellite at a time. In
addition to providing pseudorange and pseudorange rate, the receiver also forwards
the position of the current satellite, the velocity of the current satellite, the time of
the GPS measurement, and the deviations σρ and σ ρ& of both the pseudorange and
pseudorange rate. Ionospheric, relativistic, satellite clock, and tropospheric correc-
tions are applied to the pseudorange data within the receiver prior to its forwarding
to the navigation processor. We will denote corrected pseudorange and
pseudorange rate as ρ cor and &ρ cor , respectively. In order to implement this system,
we must first formulate the states, the observation models, and the noise model sta-
tistics, and initialize our error covariance matrix P0 and the estimated error state
vector $x0 . We ignore, for simplicity, implementation issues related to numerical sta-
bility that would often motivate more complicated forms of the filter in practice.

9.2.4.1 States

The states selected are position error (x direction, δx), velocity error (x direction,
δ&x), GPS receiver clock bias (tu), and clock drift (& )t u . This minimum set has been
selected to minimize the number of mathematical calculations that have to be per-
formed. Receiver clock bias and drift are required because they will eventually be
subtracted from the corrected pseudorange and pseudorange rate measurements,
respectively, to form the measurement-based satellite-to-user range rm and range
rate &rm . In this example, we have chosen position and velocity along our x-axis as
our system outputs. Therefore, the error state vector is

x =



















δ

δ

δ

δ

x

x

t

t
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Units for the states consists of kilometers for position, meters/second for veloc-
ity, meters for clock bias, and meters/second for clock drift. All data is referenced to
an ECEF reference frame.
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9.2.4.2 Transition Matrix

To formulate the state transition matrix, one can write down the transition equa-
tions for position, velocity, clock bias, and clock drift as follows:
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From these equations, the state transition matrix can be formulated as
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For this example, we will denote Φ(t1, t0) as Φ.

9.2.4.3 Measurement Matrix

The elements in the measurement matrix H(t1) relate observations—in this case,
range error and range rate error—to the state vector. To accomplish this, as each
measurement is received, we create a LOS unit vector from the user’s inertial-based
position to the satellite’s position. This unit vector is then placed in the measurement
matrix to decompose the range error and range rate error into its x-dimension com-
ponent. The navigation processor computes the unit vector from the user to the sat-
ellite by subtracting the user’s inertial position (xui, yui, zui) from the satellite position
(xj, yj, zj) (where j denotes the jth satellite), generating an estimated range vector to
the satellite. This is then normalized to a unit vector by dividing the range vector by
its scalar range. Normally each element of the unit vector is placed in the measure-
ment matrix to convert the range error and range rate error, but in our case we only
need to incorporate the x-axis component of its xyz components. The errors in the
clock bias and drift states are simply set to 1, since the LOS pseudorange and
pseudorange rate errors directly map into the clock bias and clock drift states.
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9.2.4.4 Initialization

Both P0 and $x0 are initialized from known data. This data is obtained from specifi-

cations on the GPS receiver for clock bias and drift, as well as the inertial specifica-
tion for gyro bias. The initial position and velocity are obtained from the mission
scenario. For example, an aircraft may be parked (velocity = 0.0) at a specific loca-
tion at the time the navigation processor is initialized. In our example, we will
assume the parameter values in Table 9.1.

From this data, we can formulate
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We must also set our process noise covariance matrix Q(t0) and our measure-
ment noise covariance matrix R(t1). The position and velocity elements of Q(t0) are
computed from the unmodeled acceleration variance, and the clock bias and drift
elements are computed from the unmodeled clock variance. The measurement noise
covariance matrix is a 2 × 2 diagonal matrix whose elements represent the noise
variances in the pseudorange and pseudorange rate measurements. This is easily
computed by the GPS receiver, which integrates 1-ms samples to form 1-second GPS
measurements. In our example, the noise for the GPS receiver we are using is 1m for
pseudorange measurements and 0.1 m/s for pseudorange rate measurements. For
the sake of simplicity, we will use the following Q(t0) from a commercial-grade C/A
code receiver integrated with tactical-grade sensors:
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Table 9.1 Initial Assumptions

Parameter
One Sigma
Value Variance Comment

Position 20m 400 m2 Accuracy of external source

Velocity 10 m/s 100 m2/s2 Accuracy of external source

Clock bias 105 m 1010 m2 Time uncertainty

Clock drift 100 m/s 104 m2/s2 Characteristic of user clock



The measurement noise is received with the pseudorange and pseudorange rate
measurement. When we process the measurement and form the observation, we will
set the R(t1) matrix, where

( )R t1
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9.2.4.5 Data Synchronization

One issue that we must deal with is that of data synchronization. The Kalman filter,
being a sampled state system, assumes the time of the GPS measurement and that of
the inertial measurement are identical. Failure to synchronize the measurement data
results in unmodeled errors and requires the user to increase the process noise vari-
ances to compensate for this error. To accomplish this, two issues must be
addressed. The first is the timing of inertial data with the GPS receiver time. The sec-
ond is the buffering of inertial data to allow synchronization of the inertial data with
the GPS data.

Timing of the inertial data is accomplished by having the GPS receiver transmit
a 1-second timing pulse to the navigation processor. This signal, tied to a high-level
interrupt, forces the inertial clock to the next second. The inertial clock is a software
clock that is incremented by each inertial measurement received by the navigation
processor (typically at a rate of 100 Hz to 800 Hz). The inertial clock is thus
resynchronized to GPS receiver clock time once per second. To initialize the inertial
clock, the GPS receiver must implement a specific message that will inform the navi-
gation processor of the GPS receiver time at the next interrupt. This must be accom-
plished well before the receipt of the interrupt to give the navigation processor time
to respond to the interrupt and the message, and prepare to set the inertial clock
before the next interrupt is received.

Since the GPS receiver and the inertial are asynchronous, a circular
queue—called a history queue—contains 1 or 2 seconds of inertial position data. By
examining the time of the GPS measurement, the latest inertial position whose time
tag is less than that of the GPS measurement can be extracted from the queue. Using
the next queue entry, the data is then interpolated to the time of the GPS measure-
ment. Using raw data taken from the GPS satellite measurements given in Table 9.2,
we can start to see how our system will respond. In our system, the user inputs the
estimated initial position as 42.1º latitude, −71.2º longitude and zero altitude. This,
in ECEF coordinates, is: (1,527,397; –4,486,699; 4,253,850). When the GPS mea-
surement data is received by the navigation processor, the measurement matrix (9.5)
is formulated.

To do this, we utilize the position of the satellite xsv, ysv, zsv and subtract the user’s
inertial-based position at the time of the GPS measurement xui, yui, zui. To obtain the
user’s inertial-derived position at the time of the GPS measurement, we utilize the
previously mentioned history buffer. By obtaining this inertial position in ECEF
coordinates just before the time of the GPS measurement and using the next history
buffer entry, the data is interpolated to give an accurate inertial user position at the
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time of the GPS measurement. In our example, the history buffer contains the value
(1,527,397; −4,486,699; 4,253,850) for the position before and after the GPS mea-
surement time because the vehicle was parked during the initialization. Thus, the
interpolated value will be (1,527,397; −4,486,699; 4,253,850). Using (9.5), the
measurement matrix is formulated as shown here:
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Extrapolate the Error Covariance Matrix and Add in the Process Noise
It can be shown that with a ∆t = 1 second and using the 1-step state transition matrix
�, the first extrapolated covariance P( )t1

− can be calculated as follows:
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Table 9.2 Data Received from a GPS Measurement

Parameter Value

Time 250,812.171875 seconds

Satellite position (ECEF)

x
y
z

−11,095,241m
−3,414,814m
23,488,864m

Satellite velocity

&x
&y
&z

91.63 m/s
−294.00 m/s

3.70 m/s

Pseudorange measurement 23,049,952m

Pseudorange rate measurement 16.952 m/s

Pseudorange deviation 7m

Pseudorange rate deviation 0.05 m/s
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The extrapolated covariance, P P Q( ) ( )t tT
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Compute the Kalman Gain Matrix K
The Kalman gain matrix K is computed where
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− can then be computed, resulting in a 2 × 2 matrix as shown:
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Measurement noise covariance matrix R(t1) is added:
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As required earlier, the gain matrix K(t1) is computed as follows:
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Extrapolate the Current State � $x 0

To extrapolate the error state $ ( ) $x xt1 0
− = � results in the following:
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Compute the Observation Vector y(t1) and the Predicted Observation H x( ) $( )t t1 1
−

The range observation is the difference between the estimated satellite-to-user range
~r, and the measurement-based range rm. To compute the observation, ~r must first be
computed. To do this, we utilize the ECEF position of the satellite forwarded from
the GPS receiver with the measurement data and subtract the user’s inertial-based
position at the time of the GPS measurement. The user’s position at the time of the
GPS measurement is extracted from the history buffer and interpolated to give an
accurate user position. The estimated satellite-to-user range is then calculated as fol-
lows:
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The current clock bias (tu) can be calculated by using the initial clock bias of 0
and adding the clock drift for 1 second. Assuming an equivalent drift rate, ct u

& , of 10
m/s, the clock bias at this first iteration is ct ct tu u+ = + =& ∆ 0 10 10. Thus, the range
observation is
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= −

= − +
= − +
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, , , ,

ρ

23031841 23049952 10

18101,

Next, we compute the observed range rate, which is the LOS component of the
satellite’s range rate minus the user’s range rate. To determine the LOS component,
a LOS vector is formulated as follows:
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The estimated range rate, ~&r, is
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The observed error of range rate is
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and the observation vector is thus
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The predicted observation, H x( ) $ ( )t t1 1
− , is calculated to be zero since the current

estimate of the error state is zero.
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Compute the Error State Estimate
The error state vector is $ ( )x t1

+
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Multiplying by the gain matrix and adding in the previous error state vector yields
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Adjust the Covariance of the Current Estimate (σ $x
2 )

The covariance of the new estimate is computed using the equation
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Apply the Corrections and Reset the Error State Vector
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After the first iteration, we can see that almost all of the correction from the GPS
receiver has been placed into the clock bias and clock drift. As we proceed with fur-
ther iterations, the error will be placed in the clock, position, and velocity error.
After a few hundred iterations, the filter should stabilize (if the noise parameters
have been properly set and truncation/roundoff errors have been minimized). The
errors in the position and velocity will not greatly exceed the errors in the
pseudorange and pseudorange rate measurements.

9.2.4.6 Carrier Loop Aiding

As previously mentioned, aiding a phase lock loop with inertial velocity is quite dif-
ficult, due to the small GPS wavelength (20 cm). A simplified, linear continuous time
model for an aided carrier loop can be constructed in a manner very similar to that
used for the aided code loop. In Figure 9.11, the range delay ρ and related quantities
(i.e., ρest and δρ) are replaced by their counterparts θ, θest and δθ, respectively. The
code loop filter Kc is replaced by the carrier loop filter (also a gain K in this simple
model), and the rate of change of the range delay dρ/dtINS is replaced by dθ/dtINS. The
resultant model for an aided carrier loop can be used to derive (9.6), expressed in
terms of Laplace (continuous time) transforms:

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] ( )δ θ θΘ Θ Θs s s K s s s K sINS= + − + (9.6)

where ΘINS represents a carrier phase estimate constructed from the INS velocity fol-
lowing initialization. Note that ΘINS (s) is simply a mathematical construct intro-
duced in the equation derivation: it is not calculated in the carrier phase aiding
process. The INS constructed carrier phase estimate can be expanded as:

( ) ( ) ( )Θ Θ ΘINS INSs s s= + δ (9.7)

Substituting into (9.6), we see the aided tracking loop error is independent of
Θ(s), the actual carrier phase history, and dependent only upon the INS error. (We
have neglected the effects of noise and clock error in starting with (9.6) to reach a
conclusion about the required INS velocity accuracy.)

( ) ( )[ ] ( )δ δθΘ Θs s s K sINS= − + (9.8)

But δΘINS(s) can be related to the satellite LOS component of INS velocity error
using:

( ) ( )δ δΘ INS T INSs s s= u v (9.9)

Finally, we can express the carrier phase error of an aided loop in terms of the INS
velocity error:

( ) ( )[ ] ( )δ δθΘ s s K sT INS= − +1 u v (9.10)

The carrier phase error in steady state, determined by setting s to 0 in (9.10), is
the LOS INS velocity error component divided by Kθ. Equivalently, the aided carrier
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phase error is the LOS INS velocity error times the time constant of this simple loop
model (the time constant is just the inverse of the gain Kθ in this first order loop
model). Thus, limiting carrier phase error to 90º (assuming a time constant of 10
seconds is used) requires a LOS velocity error in steady state of no greater than 5.0
mm/sec, a very tight requirement indeed. As the aided loop time constant is
increased (and the corresponding loop bandwidth is reduced to further attenuate
the effects of jamming), the INS velocity requirement becomes more difficult to
meet. Of course, corresponding requirements for peak transient velocity errors are
less stringent (e.g., a velocity error component as large as 5 cm/s, if it persists for less
than 1 second, may not induce loss of track, depending on the tracking state when
the velocity transient occurred).

This very tight requirement for INS velocity error implies that certain error
sources are carefully controlled, including the nonstatic component of accelerome-
ter bias (the static component is generally cancelled by the platform misalignments
generated during initial alignment), accelerometer scale factor and misalignments,
and even the quantization level associated with the delta velocity derived from each
accelerometer. For example, consider a residual accelerometer scale factor of 100
parts per million (ppm). Assume the host vehicle is a high-performance fighter air-
craft doing a highly dynamic maneuver, producing a 5g acceleration along its lateral
axis for 5 seconds. This single error source integrates to a velocity error of 2.5 cm/s,
which could jeopardize carrier phase aiding with a bandwidth as narrow as that
considered in our simplified analysis. Recall in the introduction that it was men-
tioned that oscillator instability also limited the potential bandwidth reduction that
can be generally be achieved when receiver aiding. For the dynamic example here, it
is possible that the g sensitivity of the local oscillator (see Section 5.6.1.5) will limit
the utility of carrier phase aiding to as great an extent as the identified INS error
sources. This point will be addressed in more detail in Section 9.2.4.8.

Common output rates of delta angle and delta velocity information from an
IMU range from 10 to 100 Hz. These output rates may be unacceptable for carrier
phase aiding and can lead to large transient errors in the aiding source under
worst-case dynamics. This transient error can be reduced using an extrapolation
algorithm. For example, a constant jerk model could be hypothesized for the delta
velocity history, and the coefficient of the jerk term can be periodically determined
from sets of delta-velocities output from the IMU; the model would then be used to
generate modeled delta velocities to supply to the carrier loop at a higher rate. Not-
withstanding these technical challenges, carrier phase aiding is possible and can
extend track by as much as 9 dB [10].

Given the difficulties associated with aiding the phase lock loop, it is attractive
to consider aid of the frequency tracking loop as a “fall back” position. Frequency
track, as discussed in Section 5.3.3, is more tolerant of dynamic and interference
induced errors than is phase track. A typical error detector (see Table 5.4) used for
frequency track can tolerate up to 50 Hz of frequency error. It is in fact the use of
frequency track that enables many commercial GPS receivers to maintain track
under foliage. Obviously, maintaining an INS velocity aiding error less than 10 m/s
(corresponding to the 50-Hz limit at L1) is relatively easy to do and will guarantee
frequency lock as long as excessive frequency error is not induced by the receiver’s
oscillator. Enhancements of at least 10 dB in antijam performance are expected.
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9.2.4.7 Code Loop Aiding

As mentioned in Section 9.2.1, code loop aiding is the most commonly exercised
option. To gain additional insight into the operation of an aided code loop, let us
return to Figure 9.11 and consider the decomposition of the aided range delay esti-
mate, ρest, in terms of an INS component and a GPS component:

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] ( )P s K s K P s s s K P sest c c rcvr c INS= + + + (9.11)

Equation (9.11) is an expression for a classic complementary filter in the frequency
(i.e., Laplace) domain, in that it represents the combination of a lowpass filter oper-
ation on receiver information with a highpass filter operation on INS information.
Thus, as the bandwidth of the receiver is reduced (i.e., Kc is reduced, or the loop’s
time constant is increased), the aided loop is constructing an estimate of the range
delay based largely on simply integrating the INS velocity from the estimated range
delay when the loop was unaided. Thus, in the limit, as Kc approaches zero, the
loop’s estimated range delay is completely determined from the INS behavior since
the onset of aiding. This observation should assist in understanding some of the
problems that are encountered when attempting to process the estimated range
delay in a conventional Kalman filter design. These problems are discussed in [11].

Consider the aided code loop, including the Kalman filter operation, depicted in
Figure 9.12, referred to in the discussion that follows as a partitioned design. The
estimated range delay, ρest, is used to close the code loop, with its filter represented
as the gain Kc as before; it is also used as a code phase measurement input to the
Kalman filter. The Kalman filter generates an estimate of the INS velocity error δvest,
which is used to correct the INS velocity. The “known” satellite velocity vs is then
subtracted from the corrected INS velocity and projected along the LOS (repre-
sented by the unit vector u) to the satellite tracked by this loop. Based on the comple-
mentary filter model derived for the aided code loop model, the utility of the Kalman
filter correction when aided can be questioned. In fact, the aided configuration can
become unstable as the bandwidth is lowered below the effective bandwidth of the
Kalman filter [11, 12]: This is also driven by the fact that there are two loop filters.
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The first, the code loop itself, is using a very low gain (Kc) closure; the second loop
closure is through the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter, expecting to receive mea-
surements corrupted by uncorrelated measurement error, is processing measure-
ments whose error is strongly correlated in time. This is a classical filter-modeling
problem and contributes to the potential for instability.

A number of approaches can be used to stabilize the aided code loop [12]. Two
of the more straightforward include simply turning off the Kalman filter corrections
to the INS while the loop is aided and reducing the effective bandwidth of the
Kalman filter (i.e., reducing its gains) to be less than the lowest bandwidth that the
code loop itself (determined by the lowest value used for Kc) can achieve. The refer-
enced analysis [12], which represents the Kalman filter as a fixed gain Butterworth
filter (to enable conventional stability analysis), motivates the frequency domain
interpretation in Figure 9.13. Stability problems generally arise when the Kalman
filter effective bandwidth exceeds the code loop bandwidth, as illustrated in Figure
9.13(b).

The aided code loop depicted in Figure 9.12 is referred to as a partitioned design
because the tracking loop and navigation filter are considered separate func-
tions—the bandwidth of the tracking loop can be varied as a function of sensed
SNR, but it is independent of the Kalman filter operation. In the next section, the
navigation and tracking functions will be considered a single, integrated function,
which will lead to a receiver aiding formulation that has been referred to as
ultratight integration.

9.2.4.8 Integrated Tracking/Navigation Functions

Figure 9.14 provides a block diagram of the so-called integrated tracker/navigator,
also referred to in the literature as ultratight or deeply integrated. The very first rec-
ognition of the benefits of this level of integration occurred in [13]. In that paper,
the essential observation is made that the optimal estimators for navigation and sig-
nal tracking differ only in their coordinates (i.e., that a best estimator for position,
velocity, and clock phase and frequency error should be equivalent to a best estima-
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tor for the set of satellite code phases and Dopplers). This essential observation does
not depend upon the inertial augmentation of GPS. Applications of this high-level
concept have therefore arisen in commercial applications of GPS [14, 15], where the
INS is absent. Such implementations are sometimes referred to as vector tracking,
since the individual tracking loops within the GPS receiver are no longer independ-
ent—they are coupled through their response to the position and velocity of the host
vehicle, as well as the common clock errors.

Returning to Figure 9.14, it can be seen that this architecture removes the con-
ventional code tracking loop, replacing it with a single loop that is closed through
the Kalman filter. A byproduct of this new architecture is a solution for the stability
problem: without the separate loop that produces an unmodeled measurement error
correlation for the Kalman filter, a well-designed filter will not cause stability prob-
lems in this aided configuration. Note the optional prefilter. The receiver correlator
outputs in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) correlations at a rate typically ranging from
a few milliseconds to up to 20 ms. This is obviously an extremely high rate for
Kalman filter execution: one solution to this problem is to average the outputs of the
detector up to a more typical processing rate for a Kalman filter (e.g., once per sec-
ond). Recent applications of ultratight coupling have made use of reduced-order
Kalman prefilters to feed the Kalman tracking and navigation filter (the centralized
filter) in a federated filter architecture [16, 17]. Alternatively, a multirate mechani-
zation for the Kalman filter can be used, where the state propagation and update
occur at the highest rate at which the code loop detector output is generated, but
gain calculation, covariance propagation, and update (where the bulk of the Kalman
computations occur) are performed at a more typical lower rate (e.g., 1 Hz).

Simulations are used to compare the performance of the integrated, or tightly
coupled and partitioned, designs in [13]. Although the improvements in its response
to increasing noise levels are not significant (the first simulation case considered in
[13]), substantial improvements are realized when significant dynamics are com-
bined with near threshold noise levels (the second simulation case considered). The
results are somewhat intuitive: in the first case, since both designs are able to adapt
to an increasing noise level by lowering the effective aided receiver bandwidth, their
performance is quite similar. In the second simulation case, it is in fact the recogni-
tion of the receiver oscillator’s g sensitivity by the integrated design that leads to the
substantial performance improvement. Recall from Section 9.2.1 that tracking the
dynamics of the local oscillator is a requirement that sets the floor on the aided
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bandwidth. As the host vehicle performs highly dynamic maneuvers near threshold
tracking conditions, the ultratightly coupled design increases the aided bandwidth
just enough to maintain lock. Even though the Kalman filter of the partitioned
design similarly correctly models the clock g sensitivity (its model is identical to that
of the integrated design), its tracking loop does not adapt in recognition of this error
source. The ultratightly coupled design thus affords another dimension of band-
width adaptivity. More generally, the improvements of the integrated design can be
understood by observing that its bandwidth adapts to everything that is modeled by
the Kalman filter, including INS quality and clock dynamics. The maturity of the
simulations used in [13] for the comparative evaluations was questionable in that
the receiver motion and satellite geometry were limited to a plane; however, more
thorough and detailed evaluations have been reported fairly recently [18] and
confirm the fundamental conclusions of this very early paper.

Given the potential performance improvements reported in [13], it is natural to
ask why it has taken so long (i.e., more than 20 years) for the ultratightly coupled
design to gain wide acceptance (it was at least considered in a succeeding generation
design to [1] by Rockwell-Collins). The reason for its delay in recognition as a wor-
thy design approach may in part be cultural: not many individuals are skilled in
both the art of Kalman filtering and receiver design. A more technical reason for the
lack of acceptance is some of the significant modeling issues for the ultratightly cou-
pled design, two of which can be addressed here. The first technical issue is the mod-
eling of the code loop nonlinearity by the Kalman filter; the second is loss of lock
detection. The code loop model embedded in the Kalman filter is quite important,
especially as the loop thresholds are approached. Ignoring the nonlinear nature of
the detector generally leads to performance degradations. A quasi-linear or describ-
ing function-based [19] approach is preferred, where the representation of the
detector gain or the associated assigned error variance to the code phase measure-
ment depend on the input SNR. As the SNR is lowered, the quasi-linear gain
approach calculates a probability that the detector may be operating outside of its
linear range—denoted pl in the following equation—and weights the gain in this
region (often zero) by the probability in computing a quasi-linear gain:

( )K p K p Kq l l l n= − +1

where Kl is the detector gain in the linear range, and Kn is the detector gain in the
nonlinear range of the detector. The probabilities are evaluated using the uncer-
tainty, embedded in the filter’s covariance matrix, projected along the LOS to the
satellite that is tracked. Thus, as loss-of-lock conditions are approached, the inte-
grated design recognizes the limited utility of each code phase measurement: in the
limit as the effective detector gain become zero, it is using only INS information to
close the code loop.

Finally, loss-of-lock becomes difficult for either the partitioned or integrated
designs as threshold conditions are approached. This is fundamentally because all
parameters that can be used to assess lock (see Section 5.11.2) are unreliable.
Sophisticated approaches based on hypothesis testing and parallel filter operations
can be considered. Such approaches, for the one or more receiver channels close to
threshold, consider the lock state unknown and process the receiver ouputs with
parallel filters—one assuming the channel (or channels) is (are) in lock, the other
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assuming that lock has been lost. This can obviously become computationally
intractable very quickly, especially as most of the channels are near thresholds and
passing in and out of a lock state. Use of the quasi-linear model for the code (or other
tracking loop) detector as described here can make the design highly resistant to
missed loss-of-lock detection, as the loop gain becomes zero as that condition is
approached. Thus appropriate modeling of the code (or carrier) loop nonlinearity
can remove loss-of-lock detection as a critical design issue.

9.2.5 Reliability and Integrity

It is difficult for a GPS receiver to determine the precise point at which it loses lock.
A capability that prevents erroneous measurements from entering the filter is thus
required. With filter processing, a check can be made using the observed error in the
GPS signal compared to the predicted covariance to see if the measurement being
processed is within reasonable limits. The extrapolated covariance at the time of the
measurement is calculated in a similar manner to the formulation used in our filter,
P P Q( ) ( )t tT

1 0 0
− = +� � . Since we are dealing with a single measurement, the equa-

tion of the range and range rate can be separated from the matrix calculation and
reduced as follows:
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One can do the same thing for the GPS velocity measurement and get

α ρ& = +p q p33 33 44

The error in the observation that we earlier called the innovations process we
will denote as gamma (�), which can be calculated by subtracting the predicted
observation H x( ) $ ( )t t1 1

− from the observation. The value �2 is compared to m2α,
where m is the mσ limit (typically 3 ≤ m ≤ 6). If �2 exceeds the m2α limit, the mea-
surement is declared bad and not processed by the filter.
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Another technique that is used is a function of the GPS receiver. Most bad mea-
surements are caused by disruptions in the GPS signal. These disruptions result in
changes in the power levels of the GPS signal being received. By calculating the
received power level during each GPS sub dwell (1 ms) and comparing these levels
to set thresholds, the receiver can recognize significant fluctuations. When thresh-
olds are exceeded, the measurement is declared bad and not utilized by the filter.

9.2.6 Integration with CRPA

This section discusses the integration of a CRPA antenna, originally discussed in
Chapter 6, with a GPS/inertial system. The gain pattern of the CRPA antenna as
compared to a standard FRPA when a source of interference is present is illustrated
in Figure 9.15.

The CRPA antenna minimizes gain toward the interference source adaptively
by utilizing an array of N antenna elements, as shown in Figure 9.16. The signal
from each element is weighted and combined in such a fashion that signals coming
from the direction of jamming source are greatly attenuated (or nulled, using the
terminology prevalent in adaptive antenna literature) to minimize the effects of the
interference on the GPS receiver. Another aspect of this antenna is that the gain
toward the GPS satellites can be increased, improving the GPS signal strength. This
technique is generally referred to as beam steering. Null steering and beam steering
antennas have been successfully used to mitigate the effects of interference and
multipath for GPS applications for a number of years. Null steering antennas are
currently used on a number of military platforms. Drawbacks of the use of CRPAs
include high cost (relative to FRPAs), and weight/size issues. A number of programs
have been trying to address these concerns by reducing the size of the antenna from
14 inches to 5.5 inches [20–22]. The majority of current CRPA applications imple-
ment null steering without beam steering. The reason is that beam steering requires
knowledge of the platform attitude, which is not always available or easily accessed.

A diagram of the antenna electronics (AE), which in airborne installations is
usually housed within the aircraft rather than in the antenna, is shown in Figure
9.17. The electronics consists of circuitry to control the weighing of the signal from
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each element, a combiner used to combine the weighed signal from each antenna ele-
ment, a microprocessor (occasionally referred to as an antenna controller), a
combiner to reconstruct the GPS signal, and optionally a downconverter and a
power detector to measure the amount of jamming coming into the receiver if not
available from the GPS receiver. The microprocessor used within the antenna con-
troller executes an iterative algorithm that computes the weight applied to each ele-
ment, which will minimizes the jamming coming in from the antennas. Since the
received power coming in from a jamming source is above the ground floor, the AE
tries to minimize any incoming power. AE used to implement beam forming addi-
tionally must incorporate platform attitude and satellite location information into
the adaptive algorithm, in combination with the measured voltages from each
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Figure 9.16 Layout of seven-element CRPA antenna.
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antenna element, to optimize the weighting applied to each element. Electronics
used for currently available CRPA antennas also include the first down conversion
and AGC electronics of the GPS receiver (see Figure 6.1). This allows the power
detector of the AGC circuitry to be included in the AE.

In some implementations, a time delay line with M taps are added to each of the
N antenna elements. The combiner then weights the M × N delay line taps. This
technique, referred to as space-time adaptive processing (STAP), can significantly
improve nulling and beamforming performance. STAP improves performance by
allowing a null to be created in a certain direction only for a certain band of fre-
quencies, which is sufficient to suppress the interference while possibly allowing
enough desired signal power to remain so that the receiver can track a satellite visi-
ble in the same direction.

As mentioned earlier, to implement beam steering, the AE must know the LOS
direction to the satellites being utilized by the GPS receiver. This is accomplished by
means of a serial interface between the navigation processor and AE. Satellite azi-
muth and elevation relative to the antenna and usually the vehicle are periodically
sent to the AE to use in optimizing the gain toward the satellites.

9.3 Sensor Integration in Land Vehicle Systems

This section examines integrated positioning systems found in vehicle systems,
automotive electronics, and mobile consumer electronics. Low-cost sensors and
methods used to augment GPS solutions are presented, and example systems are
discussed.

9.3.1 Introduction

Ever since GPS was first conceived, it was envisaged that receivers would be used for
positioning in motor vehicles. By the early 1990s, GPS receiver technology had
advanced to the point where GPS products functioned reliably in automotive envi-
ronments and costs had dropped to a point where widespread use was possible. GPS
is now used in automotive systems for locating vehicles, tracking vehicles, and pro-
viding navigation assistance to drivers.

Vehicle navigation systems are available on dozens of vehicle models in the
market today. The purpose of these systems is quite simply to help a driver get to a
destination. A generic vehicle navigation system architecture is depicted in Figure
9.18. Major components include a user interface to enter a destination, a GPS
receiver to determine the absolute position of the vehicle, possible auxiliary sensors
for augmenting the positioning solution, access to a digital map database for plan-
ning routes and determining maneuvers, and means to present the directions to the
driver by voice, graphics, or both via the user interface. Access to digital map data is
essential for route planning and guidance, and when available in the vehicle may
also be used to improve the positioning, as will be discussed in this chapter. GPS is
used for positioning in virtually every vehicle navigation system on the market. Dif-
ferential GPS corrections may be provided and applied to improve the positioning
accuracy of the solution.
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Many diverse applications involve vehicle tracking, most of which use GPS for
positioning. In vehicle tracking applications, the position of the vehicle is deter-
mined and then sent via wireless data connection to a centralized monitoring facility
or fleet dispatcher. A typical vehicle tracking system architecture is shown in Figure
9.19. Like the navigation system, the tracking system has a GPS receiver, auxiliary
sensors, and a computer processor to control the components and calculate the opti-
mized position solution. In addition, there is a wireless data radio for communicat-
ing the vehicle position data and possible status to the central monitor. At the central
monitor, the vehicle position and other attributes may be displayed or overlaid on a
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digital map. The digital map can also be used to look up the nearest street address, a
process known as reverse geocoding.

There are many wireless technologies that may be used as the data radio, includ-
ing cellular modems, cellular packet data, two-way paging, satellite links, and pri-
vate data networks. Some systems track the vehicles on a continuous basis with
position reports broadcast at certain intervals, while other systems are designed to
record data to be uploaded periodically or on demand. Enterprises that own or
operate fleets of vehicles (e.g., taxis, delivery trucks, or service vehicles) use vehicle
tracking systems to monitor the usage of the vehicles and improve efficiency in
logistics through optimum dispatching. Public safety departments (e.g., police, fire,
or ambulance) use vehicle tracking to reduce call response time and to locate
workers in the case of distress calls.

Individual vehicles can be located in emergency situations using GPS and wire-
less communications. These emergency messaging systems, also known as
telematics systems, are offered by many automobile manufacturers today. A generic
emergency messaging system architecture is shown in Figure 9.20. Typically, these
systems use a cellular phone for wireless data communications because of the
dual-purpose voice and data capabilities, extensive coverage throughout most
developed countries, and relative low cost. These devices are connected to vehicle
systems or to the vehicle bus and can notify a service provider automatically when
an air bag is deployed or some other crash sensor is triggered. The user interface
includes one or more buttons to activate the system, a hands-free voice call capabil-
ity, and possibly a display to indicate status. The GPS position of the vehicle is sent
via the cellular phone so that emergency services or other assistance can be sent to
the exact location of the vehicle. These devices are also used for crash notification,
roadside assistance, theft tracking, and direction assistance.

In navigation, tracking, and emergency location, the availability of an accurate
GPS position fix is essential. In all of these applications, a GPS C/A code receiver
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with 8 to 12 channels should be used. The receiver should have rapid signal reacqui-
sition to minimize the effects of urban canyon signal blockage from buildings and
structures. The removal of SA has had a large impact on the accuracy of low-cost
GPS sensors, but differential GPS is sometimes still used to improve the accuracy. A
separate radio can be used to receive differential corrections, such as the RTCM cor-
rections (see Section 8.5) broadcast by the NDGPS service in the United States (see
Section 8.6.1.1). Some newer GPS receivers have the ability to directly acquire cor-
rections from WAAS in North America. As discussed in Section 8.6.1.2, WAAS is a
free service and adds little cost to the GPS receiver. The improvement in accuracy
due to WAAS is not dramatic now that SA has been turned off; however, the WAAS
integrity information may warrant its use.

GPS signal blockage in urban canyons and in parking garages can still severely
impact the availability of GPS positions. Figure 9.21 shows the results of a GPS drive
test in downtown Phoenix, a moderate urban canyon environment. Figure 9.22
shows the results of a GPS drive test in downtown Chicago, a severe urban canyon
environment due to the taller and more numerous buildings. The GPS receiver used
is a commercially available conventional 12-channel C/A code receiver and the posi-
tioning is determined by least squares with no filtering applied in the position
domain. Of course, some level of filtering and the use of a high-sensitivity receiver
design (whose enhanced acquisition capabilities are discussed in Chapter 5) can be
expected to improve the performance. As can be seen, there are several position
jumps and gaps, which are caused by signal blockage and reflection due to the tall
buildings. In the moderate urban canyon, the jumps are as large as half a block, or
50–70m, and there are at least a few position fixes in each block. In the severe urban
canyon, the jumps reach 500m and sometimes the receiver goes a block or more
without a position fix. Clearly, it is highly desirable to augment the performance of
GPS with additional sensors and filtering methods. Integration of one or more of the
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auxiliary sensors listed in Figure 9.18 should ensure complete position coverage, as
well as improve navigation accuracy and reduce susceptibility to gross positioning
errors—these issues are discussed further in the following sections.

Only one factor is as important in system design as performance: cost. The over-
all cost of the system impacts market adoption, and then once the systems are made
in high volume, every dollar saved in system cost represents a large improvement in
profitability. The total annual volume of navigation and telematics systems is in the
millions of devices, and the cost of the GPS components is dropping below $10 per
unit. There is a natural reluctance among equipment manufacturers to include
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expensive augmentation sensors. Systems integrators are finding ways to use lower
grade (and lower cost) sensors and still achieve complete coverage and improved
accuracy over the performance provided by GPS alone.

In recent years, small, low-cost GPS receivers have been integrated into cellular
phones for emergency location in 911 calls (E-911). These cellular phones are in
high demand for personal navigation, tracking workers, friends and family mem-
bers, and finding nearby services (gas stations, restaurants, shops, and such). As the
cost and size of auxiliary sensors decreases, it is likely that these too will be inte-
grated into cellular phones, further increasing the performance and utility of these
systems.

9.3.2 Review of Available Sensor Technology

9.3.2.1 Inertial Systems and Sensors

The use of inertial and various automotive sensors to augment GPS performance in
automotive applications is often termed dead reckoning. Since this term may appear
strange to the reader, and since there is some controversy associated with its origin,
some explanation is in order. The term is much broader than automotive in its appli-
cation and in fact originated long before automobiles were invented. A popularly
held belief is that it derives from “deduced reckoning,” and it is often abbreviated as
“ded. reckoning,” consistent with this interpretation. Certainly, this view is consis-
tent with its meaning (i.e., to deduce one’s current position by applying course and
distance traveled to a previously determined position). However, according to the
Oxford English Dictionary, the phrase dead reckoning dates from Elizabethan
times, in 1605–1615. At that time, it applied to navigation in ships in the absence of
stellar observations. With stellar observations, navigation was viewed as navigating
“live,” working with the stars and the motion of the Earth; in comparison, navigat-
ing without sky visibility, by using logs (the process of determining speed by timing
the transit of a log dropped in the water from bow to stern), compasses, and clocks,
was viewed as navigating “dead,” and hence dead reckoning. So either expression is
valid; both are consistent with the modern day application, and both are consistent
with the abbreviation DR.

The use of inertial sensors to augment GPS in automotive applications offers
several advantages over approaches based on measuring tire rotation. The quality of
inertial sensor information does not vary with tire wear or road conditions, whereas
measures of distance traveled certainly do, as their performance will vary with tire
wear and tire slipping or skidding due to nonideal road conditions. However, iner-
tial sensors useful for navigation aiding generally are not preinstalled in the car. In
addition, very-low-cost inertial sensors require nearly continuous calibration: large
bias and scale factor errors are typical, as are high sensitivities to temperature
variations.

In terms of their usage in automotive and other land vehicle applications, the
following inertial system options have emerged as attractive alternatives, with vary-
ing limits of practicality:

• Three orthogonal gyros and three orthogonal accelerometers;
• Three orthogonal gyros and two level axis orthogonal accelerometers;
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• All (six or more) accelerometer systems;
• Two level axis orthogonal accelerometers;
• Single longitudinal axis accelerometer and a vertical gyro;
• Single lateral axis accelerometer with an interface to the vehicle’s odometer;
• A single vertical gyro with an interface to the vehicle’s odometer.

Obviously, the last two options do not take full advantage of inertial instrumen-
tation, since they make use of an interface to the vehicle’s odometer and so are sensi-
tive to both tire wear and road conditions. To better understand the relative
strengths and weaknesses of the various options, it is helpful to first review the
basics of inertial sensing. An in-depth treatment of inertial sensors and systems is
beyond the scope of this text and can be found in [4].

A common misconception is that an accelerometer directly measures a compo-
nent of acceleration: in fact, the accelerometer senses what is often referred to as
specific force [4], the difference between the component of acceleration along its
input (sensitive) axis and the component of gravity along the same axis. Figure 9.23
illustrates the specific force measurement for an accelerometer mounted along the
lateral axis of an automotive vehicle. Note that it is implicitly assumed that the
input axis of the accelerometer is perfectly aligned with the vehicle’s lateral dimen-
sion in the figure, which is not realistic. More generally, the misalignment between
the accelerometer’s sensitive axis and the vehicle’s lateral axis is a source of error
that must be considered in the design of the navigation system. Neglecting this mis-
alignment in Figure 9.23, the angle ϕ (in radians) represents the roll of the automo-
bile, or the rotation of the vehicle’s vertical axis about its longitudinal axis with
respect to the local vertical, bL, the inherent bias of the accelerometer (in m/s2), and
aL, the lateral acceleration component (also in m/s2). Accounting also for a
dimensionless scale factor error sL, the output of the accelerometer can be modeled
(in m/s2) as:

( ) ( )a s a b g s a b gL
m

L L L L L L= + + − ≈ + + −1 1sin ϕ ϕ (9.12)

where the indicated approximation is valid for small roll angles, and the m super-
script denotes measured value. A similar equation exists for an accelerometer
mounted along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle, with independent bias and scale
factor errors and with the roll angle replaced by the pitch angle of the vehicle. Equa-
tion (9.12) and Figure 9.23 illustrate the difficulty in directly measuring acceleration.

A similar misconception exists relative to the gyro (i.e., that it simply measures
the rate of rotation of the vehicle in which it is mounted along its sensitive axis).
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While this is true to excellent approximation even for low-cost gyros, the gyro, in
theory, senses inertial angular velocity along its sensitive axis, which will include a
component of the Earth’s rotation rate. It is, in fact, this property that has been
exploited in initializing the heading of inertial systems, using a process generally
referred to as gyrocompassing [4]. Because the sources of error associated with
low-cost gyros are orders of magnitude greater than Earth rate (e.g., drift rates
approaching 1º/second, as contrasted with 15º/hour), an alternate means of
initializing heading is necessary until low-cost gyro technology dramatically
improves.

Let’s return now to the issue of gyro and accelerometer initial alignment. Any
misalignment of either sensor, due either to imperfect mounting of the sensitive ele-
ment(s) within the sensor’s housing or imperfect alignment of the sensor housing
within the vehicle upon installation, will lead to a cross-axis sensitivity, which can
be significant. From (9.12), a misalignment about the vertical axis of the host will
cause the accelerometer to sense a component of longitudinal acceleration, and a
misalignment about the roll axis will cause the accelerometer to sense gravitational
acceleration, even when the vehicle is level (i.e., at zero roll angle). In each case, the
magnitude of the error, for small misalignment angles, is the product of the angle (in
radians) and the off-axis acceleration. For example, a 5º misalignment about the
vehicle’s roll axis will produce an error in the lateral accelerometer of roughly 0.1g,
or about 1 m/s2. A gyro mounted with its sensitive axis in the vertical direction,
intended to sense the turns of the vehicle, will produce an output that may be
modeled (in units of radians/second) as:

( )ω ω ω ωϕ θ θ ϕH
m

H H Hs b m m= + + + +1 (9.13)

where sH is the gyro’s scale factor error, bH is the gyro bias, mϕ and mθ are the small
angle misalignments (in radians) of the gyro sensitive axis about the roll and pitch
axes, respectively, and ωθ and ωϕ are pitch and roll rate (in radians/second), respec-
tively. In addition, any misalignment of the gyro with respect to the local vertical
will appear as a component of gyro scale factor error, since it will contribute an
error that is proportional to the angular rate about its sensitive axis. The scale factor
error term is expressed in (9.14), where α (in radians), is the misalignment value:

δ α αsH = − = −cos 1 22 (9.14)

So, for a gyro that is misaligned by 5º relative to the vertical axis of the car, the effec-
tive scale factor error is changed by 0.5%, which is generally not significant for
low-cost gyros (the nominal scale factor error can be 10 times this level).

Now, given this very basic review of inertial sensing technology, we can return
to the issues associated with the options for inertial sensor augmentation of GPS in
automotive vehicles. The first two options differ only in that the second abandons
the vertical accelerometer, as the vertical motion of an automobile is not expected to
be significant, and GPS aided by an altitude constraint may suffice. Referring to
(9.12) and Figure 9.23, initialization of the pitch and roll angles for both systems
begins (upon turn-on of the system) by assuming that the car is stationary and level,
which implies that the accelerometers (after gravity compensation for the vertical
axis for the first option) should read zero. Of course, under zero acceleration, the
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accelerometers will read the bias error level associated with their current operation.
The assumptions of initial level operation, while probably good for an aircraft on a
runway or in a hangar, are generally not good for an automobile. Even if the road
on which the car is parked is level, the road crown will induce a nonzero roll angle.
In general, both the car’s pitch and roll angles will be nonzero at IMU turn on. From
(9.12), this implies that each level accelerometer will sense a component of gravity.
The sum of the sensed gravity component will be nulled by assumed roll and pitch
angles as part of the process that initializes the vehicle’s attitude: this so determined
pitch and roll will not, of course, in general, match the actual pitch or roll of the
vehicle. These initial attitude errors, through the actions of the inertial system, will
induce a Schuler oscillation [4] in both attitude and position and velocity error in
the level axes. The Schuler oscillation period is 84 minutes. This error oscillation, if
not disturbed by other error-inducing effects (e.g., maneuvers), will persist until the
Kalman or integration filter has had time to estimate the sensor errors. Typical
Kalman filter designs will be addressed in Section 9.3.3.

Unlike the initialization of pitch and roll, however, because low-cost gyros have
bias errors that are very large relative to Earth rate, the heading of the vehicle must
be initialized by an auxiliary sensor (e.g., a magnetic compass), use of a GPS deter-
mined heading, or use of the vehicle heading as last computed by the navigation sys-
tem. In the case of a GPS heading, care should be taken that a minimum speed has
been attained and that at least four GPS satellites are tracked to ensure adequate
accuracy.

Returning to the two-accelerometer INS, use of a vertical accelerometer in an
INS brings a potential stability problem. As is well known [4], an INS vertical chan-
nel is inherently unstable due to the dependence of gravitational acceleration upon
altitude (in general, a gravity model is needed to remove gravitational acceleration
from the accelerometer outputs to enable sensing of inertial acceleration). The fact
that modeled gravitational acceleration may decrease with altitude increase leads to
an effective positive feedback loop in the error equations for the vertical channel [4],
which produces an exponential error growth. This error growth will produce more
than a doubling of altitude error roughly every 10 minutes if not corrected. Thus, an
independent source of altitude information is needed, which could be provided by
an additional sensor (e.g., a barometric altimeter) or an altitude constraint (e.g., the
assumption that the vehicle is at mean sea level or at the known altitude for a certain
road).

Because gyro design and development is generally more complex and less reli-
able than accelerometer design and development [23], it is attractive to consider an
accelerometer-only INS, which develops angular acceleration estimates by placing
dual accelerometers at known displacements (referred to as lever arms) from the
vehicle’s center of gravity. For example, as illustrated in Figure 9.24, the two accel-
erometers illustrated could be used to sense both linear and angular acceleration.
Before discussing a recent reference [24] where such a prototype system is con-
structed, some high-level comments are worth making. First, since we have replaced
the gyro, an angular rate sensor, with an angular acceleration sensor, accelerometer
errors will have a different effect on the INS position and velocity error. Any biases
in the accelerometers will produce a time-varying rate error in angular velocity: the
accelerometer biases add, while error effects due to sensing of gravitational acceler-
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ation from pitch or roll error is largely cancelled. The quality of the angular acceler-
ation sensing improves as the separation between the accelerometers increases. To
understand this, consider the treatment in (9.15), valid for two accelerometers
placed along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle:

( )a f fm = −1 2 2 (9.15a)

( )d dt f f Lmω = +1 2 2 (9.15b)

( )f s a Ld dt b g1 1 11= + + + −ω ϕsin (9.15c)

( )f s a Ld dt b g2 2 21= − + + + +ω ϕsin (9.15d)

( ) ( )[ ]δ ωd dt s s a b b L= − + +1 2 1 2 2 (9.15e)

In (9.15), (9.15a) and (9.15b) represent the equations that would be used to
measure linear and angular acceleration, labeled am and dω/dtm, respectively; (9.15c)
and (9.15d) represent the error equations associated with the measured quantities in
(9.15a) and (9.15b). Thus, a represents the true acceleration of the vehicle along the
sensitive (lateral) axis, b1 and b2 are the accelerometer biases, all preferably repre-
sented in units of m/s2. As used previously, ϕ is the roll angle of the vehicle in radians,
and g represents gravitational acceleration in m/s2. The accelerometer scale factor
errors (unitless quantities) are denoted s1 and s2, respectively. The lever arm is repre-
sented by the variable L, expressed in meters to maintain consistent units. Finally,
note that (9.15c) is an equation for the rate of change of the error in sensing angular
rate (i.e., yaw rate, which is roughly heading rate), which would typically be mod-
eled in a Kalman filter that attempted to reduce this error by processing GPS mea-
surement data.

Thus, the error contributors to angular acceleration—the individual accelerom-
eter bias and scale factor errors, b1 and b2 and s1 and s2—are reduced by increasing
the lever arm, L, between each sensor and the center of gravity of the vehicle. In the
specific case illustrated in Figure 9.24, best performance would be achieved by plac-
ing one accelerometer near the front of the car and the second near the rear of the
car. Of course, the lever arm does not affect the quality of the determined linear
acceleration. Because the accelerometer bias contributes to an angular rate bias in
this formulation, it produces different position and velocity error behavior than its
gyro bias counterpart. As is well known [4], level axis gyro bias errors produce
biased velocity errors superimposed on a Schuler oscillation in the level axes. The
bias component of the velocity error can dominate the INS drift for periods that are
less than the Schuler period, leading to the familiar “nmi/h” rating often associated
with inertial systems [2]. A bias angular acceleration error can therefore be expected
to produce a ramping velocity error over a similar time period.

The concept of using accelerometers to sense angular acceleration is not new
[25]. Only fairly recently, however, has this concept received new attention, driven
largely by the presence of very-low-cost microelectromechanical sensors (MEMS)
accelerometer technology for cars and the ability to fabricate accelerometers for a
fraction of the cost of gyros [26, 27]. Recent work has also focused on the placement
of accelerometers within the vehicle for best performance [28]. The most recent
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treatment [24] attempts to make use of existing accelerometers (e.g., as could be
associated with air bag deployment or the vehicle’s ABS) distributed throughout the
car to support an inertial navigation capability. Tests of a prototype system have
demonstrated that the accuracy of measured angular accelerations using accelerom-
eters is nearly equivalent to that provided by low-cost gyro sensors.

Use of single accelerometers aligned with the lateral or longitudinal axis of the
vehicle is an option worthy of consideration. The longitudinal accelerometer mea-
sures vehicle accelerations and decelerations, which, once integrated, could poten-
tially replace use of the vehicle’s odometer. The lateral accelerometer could
potentially replace a heading or heading rate sensor, since a lateral acceleration is
generally indicative of a turn: the product of the vehicle’s speed and the turn rate is
the lateral acceleration of the vehicle. However, use of single accelerometers has its
drawbacks. As previously discussed, both accelerometers will generally sense a
component of gravity, due either to initial misalignment of the sensor as installed in
the vehicle or the pitch (affecting the longitudinal accelerometer) and roll (affecting
the lateral accelerometer) of the vehicle. Although the pitch and roll of a vehicle dur-
ing normal operation are expected to be small, the error effect, if uncompensated,
can be significant. Relatively high frequency pitch and roll variation, as could be
induced by road or speed bumps, is not as troublesome as a steady offset. A 5º
steady roll angle induced by the crown of the road induces an effective acceleration
error of 0.1g, or roughly 1 m/s2. Without compensation, this will integrate to a
velocity and position error, even when the vehicle is stationary (e.g., in 10 seconds,
roughly 50m of cross track error will develop). In addition, since the lateral acceler-
ometer measures the product of heading rate with the vehicle’s speed, heading
changes may be very difficult to detect at low speed. Similarly, a steady climb or
descent on a road will be incorrectly interpreted as an acceleration or deceleration
of the vehicle by the longitudinal axis accelerometer, which, without compensation,
will be integrated into significant along track velocity and position error.

Finally, the use of a low-cost gyro to track the heading changes of the vehicle is
an attractive option used in several of the current navigation systems. The vehicle’s
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pitch and roll has a second-order effect upon the gyro scale factor, as indicated in
(9.14), but this should be small relative to its nominal scale factor error.

Given the preceding discussion on inertial system options, the error characteris-
tics of gyros and accelerometers can now be addressed. For the low-cost sensors con-
sidered for automotive applications, the bias and scale factor errors can be very large
relative to those of gyros and accelerometers associated with navigation grade sys-
tems (e.g., for the gyro, a bias of several degrees per second is expected, and a scale
factor error as large as 5% is possible). A summary of gyro and accelerometer bias
and scale factor errors for different applications may be found in [25]. Of course,
these errors can be calibrated using GPS and other means. For instance, an estimate
of the gyro bias can be obtained each time the vehicle is stationary in a calibration
procedure referred to as a zero velocity update (ZUPT). However, the errors can
also be quite unstable and have high temperature sensitivities.

Figure 9.25 illustrates the laboratory-measured gyro bias temperature sensitivi-
ties for two samples of a low-cost, vibrational gyro. The term vibrational indicates
that the gyro has a vibrating element that senses angular rate through a Coriolis
force exerted on the vibrating element. This force is directly proportional to the
angular rate and is measured through the actions of the gyro electronics. Figure
9.26, abstracted from [29], illustrates the driving and detection and control mecha-
nisms for the Murata Gyrostar gyro as an example of vibrational gyro technology.
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The illustrated bar has a triangular cross section, with the bar faces forming an equi-
lateral triangle. Two sides are used for driving the beam at a resonant frequency and
detecting the Coriolis force; the third face is used to close the vibration control loop.

Returning to Figure 9.25, several conclusions relative to temperature sensitivi-
ties can be drawn from just these two gyro samples. First, the temperature sensitiv-
ity can be very large. For the sample denoted EM 0, the sensitivity is roughly linear
over the temperature range, and its magnitude is 0.07º/sec/ºC. If the sensitivity is
ignored, and the gyro is in an agile temperature environment (e.g., a car left outside
overnight in the winter in Boston heating up), the gyro will require frequent calibra-
tion. At constant speed, an uncompensated gyro bias error will produce a quadratic
growth in cross-track position error proportional to the product of the bias and the
speed of the vehicle. Second, the temperature sensitivity is individualized to each
gyro (i.e., if compensation is desired, every gyro must be tested prior to installation
in the vehicle, unless this requirement is levied upon the manufacturer). Such
requests inevitably increase the cost of the gyro. The sample denoted EM 4 has a
nearly sinusoidal variation, which is relatively minor over the temperature range
tested. Given a temperature curve for a gyro or accelerometer bias or scale factor, it
is tempting to use a curve fit or other means to compensate its output in real time.
There are several issues here, in addition to the expense associated with the curve fit
generation for each gyro sample. First, a temperature sensor will be needed to per-
form the compensation, and the sensor must certainly be installed near the gyro or
accelerometer sensitive element. Although some sensor assemblies may provide
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temperature information, not all do. The second issue that must be considered is the
stability of the underlying sensitivity itself. Can the temperature compensation
curve, without adjustment, be used for several months or even several years? The
answer to such a question may not be known by the manufacturer, so it is therefore
advisable to at least monitor the curves for stability. This subject is addressed further
in Section 9.3.3.

The use of gyros and accelerometers based upon MEMS technology is currently
receiving much attention for military systems [30] as a result of expected cost,
weight, size, and power savings. Due largely to their use as sensors for air bag
deployment in cars, accelerometer development is more mature than that for gyros.
Until fairly recently, however, performance has been a limiting factor. In [31–35],
accelerometer developments are described that achieve navigation grade accuracies
(i.e., with bias errors as low as 20 µg, and scale factor errors approaching 50 ppm).
Gyro technology is not there yet, however; [36–38] summarize key developments.
Although 1º/hour gyro bias performance is predicted, reported performance levels
are limited to 10º/hour, with scale factor errors approaching 500 ppm. MEMS
applications in the commercial world appear very promising [39]. Automotive navi-
gation systems could certainly make use of MEMS technology, given the perfor-
mance improvements expected, as the gyros and accelerometers are cost competitive
with existing inertial sensors. Characterization of MEMS-based sensors for land
vehicle applications is treated in [40]. Like the existing sensors (e.g., the vibrational
gyros), MEMS gyros, as well as accelerometers, are expected to have significant
temperature sensitivities that must be compensated to realize their full performance
potential.

9.3.2.2 Map Databases

As mentioned in Section 9.3.1, the emergence of high-quality, affordable, digital
maps has been a significant factor in the wider acceptance of automotive navigation.
Digital road maps are not only an essential component for pathfinding and route
guidance in navigation systems, but also a high-value addition to the positioning
subsystem.

At the time of this writing, two primary companies were developing digital road
map databases for vehicle navigation: Navteq and TeleAtlas. TeleAtlas acquired
Etak in 2000 and acquired Geographic Data Technology in 2004. Both Navteq and
TeleAtlas have extensive databases covering most of the United States, Canada,
Europe, some countries in Asia and the Middle East, and other emerging markets
worldwide. The accuracy of these databases, as determined by comparing road cen-
terline vectors to ground truth, ranges from under 12m in urban areas to 50m or
more in rural areas. New initiatives are underway to map road centerlines to better
than 5-m accuracies and to include vertical information for use in advanced driving
systems. Over time, both the positional and topological accuracies are being
improved through GPS surveying, photogrammetry, and other data acquisition
methods [41].

Even before GPS became a viable positioning system for use in commercial
products, digital road maps were used as a component in the positioning subsystem
of navigation systems. The Etak Navigator, introduced in 1984, consisted of a cas-
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sette tape player, an 8086-based computer, dual odometers, a compass, and a small
cathode ray tube display. A digital road map was stored on the cassette tape. The
system used the compass, differential odometry, and map matching to position the
vehicle [42–44]. Map matching is the process of correlating the vehicle path with a
drivable path in the digital road map [45]. The map and the vehicle position were
displayed, and as the vehicle moved, the map would move, keeping the vehicle sym-
bol in the center of the screen. With map matching, a basic assumption made is that
the vehicle is on the road network so that the DR position is constrained to one of
the road segments in the map. As the vehicle travels, the DR sensors provide a path
of the vehicle, which is matched up with road segments in the map database that
have the same approximate shape in order to determine the position of the vehicle.

One major challenge with map matching before GPS was available was the ini-
tialization of the system when the starting position was not known. In early naviga-
tion systems, the user sometimes had to be prompted to enter the current position.
Of course this was difficult if the user did not know where they were! With GPS, the
absolute position is readily determined, and, in time, GPS receivers were added to
navigation systems. Initially, GPS was only used to get the DR/map matching sys-
tem started or to detect large errors. Then systems emerged where the GPS/DR trace
was compared with the digital road map in order to find the most probable location
of the vehicle [46]. Today, most navigation systems rely primarily on GPS and use
DR and map matching to correct GPS errors and bridge the coverage gaps.

A robust map matching implementation uses confidence measures to determine
all possible road segments in the map on which the vehicle could be traveling, as
illustrated in Figure 9.27 [47]. As the vehicle travels, distance traveled and changes
in direction are used to continuously determine the shape of the route traveled; this
shape is used to match the road network in the map through shape correlation.
When an accurate heading is known, the list of roads is reduced to those that have a
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bearing within a tolerance of the vehicle heading. When the vehicle makes a turn, the
list of candidate segments is further reduced based on examining the topology of the
road network to find candidate segments that have a turn in the direction the vehicle
turned. Through this process, the list of possible vehicle positions is eventually
reduced to a unique segment, and the confidence in the positioning solution
increases accordingly. When there is only one possible vehicle position, the
map-matched position solution will have a small confidence region and therefore
can be considered highly reliable. If a position jump or a turn occurs that introduces
additional potential positions in the road network, then the confidence region
should grow, reflecting a lower confidence in the map-matched solution.

In order to support map matching, the map data should have high position
accuracy, ideally better than 15m, to minimize incorrect road selections. The map
data should also be topologically correct, reflecting the real-world road network,
so that the algorithm does not get confused if the user drives on a road that is not in
the database. The expected accuracy of the road centerline data should be used
in the map-matching process to determine the overall confidence region of the
map-matched position solution.

Once a match is determined, the vehicle position is then displayed on the
matched road segment and used for the route guidance instructions. The map can
also be used as a sensor itself to provide useful information to the positioning sub-
system or to calibrate inertial and other DR sensors. These capabilities are broadly
referred to as map aiding [47] and map calibration.

Map aiding is most useful when map matching has determined that the vehicle
has just turned a corner, in which case its position is in close proximity to the inter-
section of two streets of a known location in the map database. This reference posi-
tion may be treated as a single position fix by the integration filter (see Section 9.3.3
for further discussion), which serves to correct or improve the accuracy of the abso-
lute position determined by GPS. Further, if map matching has determined, with
high probability, that the vehicle is traveling on a specific road in the database and
that road is straight, then a heading fix may be generated for the integration filter
(see Section 9.3.3) based on the bearing of that road segment according to the map
database, as shown in Figure 9.27. Another way to utilize the heading information
after a turn is to impose a constraint on the model to force the heading of the vehicle
to match the bearing of the road. Map feedback can be used instead of DR sensors to
improve the performance of GPS in low-cost navigation systems [47].

In addition to the horizontal position components of road vectors, ground eleva-
tion data may be used to augment the performance of GPS. A digital terrain model
(DTM) is a representation of the Earth’s surface that can be used to extract elevation
data. A digital elevation model (DEM) is a type of DTM with a regularly spaced grid
of elevations corresponding to the elevation of the Earth’s terrain at that point.
Modern DTMs are derived from airborne or satellite-based remote sensors, are
georeferenced using GPS coordinates, and have vertical accuracies better than 10m.

Terrain elevation can be used to improve the accuracy associated with GPS fixes
for land applications. As is well known, and addressed previously in the text, the
vertical axis is the weakest part of the GPS solution. Terrain elevation data, if suffi-
ciently accurate, can be added as a constraint to a least squares or WLS GPS fix or
added as a measurement to a real-time Kalman filter. To apply a height constraint,
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an approximate or previous position can be used to extract the corresponding eleva-
tion from a DTM, DEM, or other source of elevation data. If the terrain elevation
varies greatly in the vicinity of the position, iteration may be necessary. Using a
DEM for this purpose may be easier from a computational perspective, since it
would involve a simple value lookup and interpolation based on the coordinates;
however, a large amount of storage would be required for the DEM. A DTM that
has the elevation data organized into vectors would use less storage but would
require more complicated computations to determine the elevation at a specific
point. Elevation data can also be integrated into digital road maps as attribute data,
which would simplify elevation lookup and keep the storage requirements lower.
Terrain elevation data has not yet been used widely to augment GPS; this will likely
change in navigation and driver safety systems once elevation information is
integrated into digital road maps.

Map calibration is very similar to the process of using GPS data to calibrate iner-
tial and other DR sensors. For example, with the same set of conditions that support
the heading fix generation, the constant road heading may be used to calibrate a
low-cost gyro or magnetic compass. Since the road heading is constant, the gyro read-
ing is then a direct measure of its bias. Another example is when the vehicle makes a
turn at an intersection, the change in heading between the inbound segment and the
outbound segment can be used to calibrate a heading sensor. With the current perfor-
mance of GPS, map calibration of sensors is less common than it once was.

9.3.2.3 GPS

As mentioned in Section 9.3.1, the discontinuance of SA enabled commercial use of
GPS at close to full accuracy, except for the inability to remove the majority of the
ionospheric delay (awaiting availability of the second civilian frequency). Previous
sections in the text have identified and discussed the major sources of GPS errors,
both in the measured pseudoranges and delta ranges or Doppler measurements, and
the determined positions and velocities. Of interest here are the sources of error in
the GPS-determined speed and heading and sources of error that may be unique to
the automotive environment. GPS-determined speed and heading are most useful in
calibrating automotive sensors that are typically sources of speed and heading infor-
mation: this direct comparison enables rapid calibration of sensor errors when GPS
is accurate. For errors that are small relative to the vehicle speed, the error in the
GPS-determined speed and heading can be expressed as:

( )δ δ δv v v v v vn n e e= + (9.16)

( )δ δ δ 2H v v v v v vn n e e n= − (9.17)

where:

δvn and δve are the north and east velocity error components

vn and ve are the north and east velocity components

δH and δv are the heading and speed errors, respectively

v is the vehicle speed in a horizontal plane
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All velocity components (both whole value and error quantities) in (9.16) and
(9.17) should be expressed in consistent units (e.g., meters per second for velocity,
and radians for the heading error). Equations (9.16) and (9.17) can be derived by
simply perturbing the equations for speed and heading expressed in terms of the
velocity components.

An additional source of error in the GPS-determined heading is worthy of men-
tion and can be a significant error, depending upon the antenna placement in the
vehicle. The GPS antenna will generally not be installed close to the center of rota-
tion of the car. As illustrated in Figure 9.28, where the antenna is installed a distance
L from the center of rotation of the vehicle, the GPS receiver will detect the heading
rate multiplied by the distance L as a velocity component orthogonal to the true
velocity of the vehicle. Since GPS (in a nonmultiantenna configuration) can only
derive heading from the determined velocity components, a heading error given by
(9.18) results:

δ ωH L v= (9.18)

where:

ω is the heading rate of the vehicle, typically represented in radians/second

L is the distance from the center of rotation in meters

v is the vehicle’s speed in meters per second

δH is the resultant heading error in radians

To assess the magnitude of this error source, assume that the GPS antenna is 1m
from the center of rotation, the heading rate is 30º/second, and the vehicle speed is 5
mph. A heading error of more than 10º results, which is generally unacceptable for
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navigation purposes, producing cross-track error that is more than 15% of distance
traveled. Of course, the error persists only as long the vehicle is turning. If the lever
arm L can be measured, the error effect can be compensated. As a minimum, how-
ever, the real-time navigation filter should recognize this error effect in its weighting
of GPS headings in turns.

As efforts continue to lower acquisition and tracking thresholds for GPS receiv-
ers, additional sources of error must be considered, including false signal acquisi-
tions and tracking of reflected signals (commonly referred to as multipath). As
discussed in Section 5.13, acquisition of signals below normal thresholds requires
longer coherent and noncoherent integration times. As SNR thresholds for acquisi-
tion and tracking are lowered by more than 20 dB, the potential for cross-
correlation (i.e., declaring detection of a higher power signal with an incorrect PRN
code) increases. In addition, the conservatism associated with normal detection
thresholds (i.e., the threshold placed upon the peak-to–noise floor ratio) may be
relaxed in order to increase coverage. Alternate tests may also be employed (e.g., use
of a neighbor test, where a detection may be declared if the peak magnitude and the
next largest peak magnitude are in neighboring code phase positions—separated by
one-half chip). Such relaxations of conservatism in detection inevitably bring a
higher probability of false signal acquisition (i.e., interpreting integrated noise as a
signal). Both false signal acquisition and cross-correlation will produce
pseudoranges that are grossly in error; generally, these errors do not persist as the
transition is made to tracking the signal. If this should happen for a short period of
time, however, statistical rejection tests employed by the navigation filter should
remove them.

Reflected signal tracking is a serious problem that can arise in urban canyons. It
can occur when the direct signal path is obscured by a high-rise building, yet a
reflected signal path is visible to the GPS receiver. Note that this condition cannot
be labeled as multipath, as the direct path cannot be seen, and only the reflected ver-
sion is tracked. Of course, the reflected signal will be attenuated relative to the
direct path, and the geometry of the reflection cannot persist indefinitely.
Pseudoranges presented to the navigation filter will have additional, unexpected
error due to the additional range delay associated with the reflected path, and
Doppler measurements derived from the reflected signal can be significantly in
error. In fact, the measured Doppler component due to receiver motion may be
opposite in sign to the actual Doppler component induced by the receiver motion. It
is generally a function of the velocity of the vehicle relative to the surface that is sup-
porting the reflection, as illustrated in Figure 9.29. In Figure 9.29, as was the case
with the false acquisitions, we must rely upon the integration filter’s statistical
rejections to preserve acceptable navigation performance.

9.3.2.4 Transmission and Wheel Sensors

The use of elapsed distance traveled information available in the vehicle is generally
a low-cost, high-value augmentation of GPS. Vehicle transmission and wheel sen-
sors can be used to determine the speed and heading changes of the vehicle. Depend-
ing on the type of sensor utilized, the distance determination can become unreliable
at low speed; if variable reluctance sensing [48] is used, the sensor output becomes
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zero as the magnetic flux change becomes small, as illustrated in Figure 9.30. When
the motion of the protruding tab through the magnetic field becomes too slow, the
signal processor will not be able to detect a pulse, corresponding to a certain dis-
tance moved by the wheel. Depending on the specific sensor utilized and the signal
processing circuitry, speeds of 0.5 to several meters per second may be undetectable.
On the other hand, Hall-effect sensors [48], whose output is position rather than
rate sensitive, can detect vehicle speed reliably down to stationary conditions. For
this reason, Hall-effect sensors are preferred, but they are generally more expensive
to install.

Independent of the type of sensor utilized, transmission odometer-based speed
determination can be unreliable under three distinct conditions:

• Wheel slipping;
• Wheel skidding;
• Vehicle motion when the tires are stationary.

The first problem can be reduced by installing sensors so they detect the motion
of the nondriven wheels (e.g., the nondriven wheels of a front-wheel drive vehicle
are the rear wheels, and vice versa). Otherwise, tire slippage can lead to gross posi-
tioning errors in the DR system, since the sensed speed will generally greatly exceed
the actual speed of the vehicle. Some slippage will occur, even with nondriven wheel
installation, but generally only during braking and cornering. The second problem,
wheel skidding, is much more difficult to solve; however, the potential for it can be
reduced but not eliminated by use of an ABS. Detection of and recovery from skid-
ding conditions should be an important consideration in the design of the sensor
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integration algorithm (this concern is discussed further in the next section). Finally,
motion of the vehicle when the tires are stationary (e.g., as could occur when
the vehicle is transported with a tow truck or onboard a ferry) can also lead to
excessive positioning error; this is a second recovery mode for the sensor integration
algorithm.

Excepting these anomalies, speed determination is affected by the ability to
measure distance traveled using the circumference of the wheel. Typically, 24 to 48
pulses are generated for each wheel revolution. The scale factor that converts pulse
counts to distance traveled can be accurately calibrated at installation by driving a
known distance. However, slow variations in tire pressure can degrade the initial
calibration and, over time, affect the accuracy of the scale factor. Wheel sensors suf-
fer from the same problems described for the transmission sensors—however, with
potentially more serious error conditions. Individual wheel sensors can be used to
determine heading changes of the vehicle as well as speed. This is done by measuring
the difference in the distance traveled by each nondriven wheel, a technique known
as differential odometry. If the vehicle is making a right turn, the left wheel has to
travel farther than the right wheel to complete the turn and vice versa. Assuming
that the sensors are installed on nondriven rear wheels, the following equation can
be used to compute heading change, ∆H, and is illustrated in Figure 9.31:

( )∆H d d TR L= − (9.19)
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where dR and dL are the distances traveled by the right and left wheels, respectively,
and T is the wheel track (the distance between the tires).

In (9.19), the right and left wheel distances are generally represented in meters,
as is the wheel track, resulting in the computed heading change ∆H in radians. Note
that (9.19) is valid only when the sensors are installed on the rear wheels. When the
front wheels are used, the geometry changes, since the front wheels develop wheel
angles, denoted γ in Figure 9.32.

Because of the wheel angles, the original wheel track, T, is no longer perpendicu-
lar to the tires, and the effective wheel track, denoted ′T in Figure 9.32, is reduced by
cos γ. This shortening of the wheel track becomes more significant as the wheel
angle increases (i.e., the heading rate is more rapid). Ignoring this effect for front
wheel installations can induce significant heading errors in turns. Since the wheel
angles are generally not known to the DR system, an approximate method for com-
puting the effective track width is required. Several such methods are described in
[49]. The track width variation with vehicle speed is also referenced in [49].

Heading determination via differential odometry is susceptible to gross errors
when the pulse count difference is induced by either tire slipping or skidding, as dis-
cussed for the transmission odometer, but also when there is significant differential
tire pressure. A relatively small difference in tire pressure, if not calibrated, can lead
to significant error growth: a difference in tire size of 1% produces a heading rate
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error of roughly 3º/second at 20 mph, assuming a 2-m wheel track. Calibration of
this error source by the integration filter is therefore essential and will be discussed
in Section 9.3.3. The effects of wheel sensor pulse count quantization are not a sig-
nificant error contributor to accumulated heading error, as recently demonstrated
[50]. The reason for this is that a quantization error, which can induce a heading
error of one distance quantum divided by the wheel track in one sampling interval,
will tend to correct itself in the following sampling interval. For example, if the left
tire had just missed registering a pulse in the current sum of pulse counts, it will cer-
tainly register that pulse in the next pulse count, and so “catch up” in its measure of
accumulated heading change. In statistical parlance, successive quantization-
induced heading errors are strongly negatively correlated; hence, their summation
approaches zero. However, ABSs will sometimes exhibit a random heading error,
whose 1-sigma level is roughly the size of the pulse quantization and so behaves like
an uncorrelated, quantization error. The error can be attributed to noise in the sen-
sor, which generates the pulses; this seems to be accurate, by design, to the pulse
quantum level. Thus, (9.20), though not representative of the effects of true pulse
quantization, may still be representative of the actual heading error growth; thus, it
is generally recommended for consideration in the design of any real-time Kalman
filter algorithm for conservatism.

σ σH q t= (9.20)

where:

σH = one-sigma heading error (rad)

q
= quantization level (rad)

Table 9.3, abstracted from [29], assesses the magnitudes of various factors
affecting differential tire size.

9.3.2.5 Barometric Altimeter

As mentioned in Section 9.3.2.3, a barometric altimeter can be used to stabilize an
inertial indication of altitude derived by a vertical accelerometer and a gravity
model. In addition, it can be used to augment a GPS-based altitude, as with a
gyro/odometer, or ABS-based augmentation of GPS. Because of the relative geome-
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Table 9.3 Factors Affecting Wheel Scale
Factor

Error Factor Possible Error in Radius

Pressure 1 mm/lbf/in2

Temperature 1 mm/5ºC

Wear 5 mm

Speed 1 mm

Weight 1 mm/100 kg

Source: [29].



try of the satellites (i.e., none are likely to be visible below the local horizon),
GPS-based altitude estimates are less accurate than lateral position estimates, so an
augmentation for improved altitude estimation is attractive. Relatively low-cost
barometric altimeters are available [51], which can sense changes as low as 1m in
altitude and, with proper calibration, can provide absolute altitude measurements as
good as 10m. Both the absolute and relative altitude information are valuable in
aiding GPS, whether or not inertially augmented.

Since any barometric altimeter determines altitude through sensing air pressure,
calibration (which associates pressure readings and altitudes) is necessary, and the
calibration information will degrade relatively slowly with time, as local weather
conditions change. The calibration accuracy will also degrade as the physical sepa-
ration between the vehicle and the reference location for the calibration increases.
Thus, operation of a vehicle navigation system that makes use of a barometric altim-
eter as a source of absolute altitude information will require either that calibration
data from a reference station be supplied to it or that similar calibration information
be supplied by GPS. If the navigation system is integrated with a cellular phone or
other communication means within the car, then the communications network can
provide the calibration information, if located relatively close to the car (most cellu-
lar phone service areas are limited to mobile separations less than 10 km). Air pres-
sure sensors can be implemented on a small silicon chip at low cost [51].
Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, cellular phone base stations (BSs) did not
support such a capability, although proposals have been made fairly recently [52];
thus, calibration using GPS will be required. This is preferably done by inclusion of a
barometric altimeter bias state in the Kalman filter, which compares GPS altitudes
(when relatively accurate altitudes are available with the barometric altimeter read-
ing) with barometric altimeter readings: an appropriate level of process noise associ-
ated with the barometric altimeter bias will ensure that the calibration is not static.
In addition, if the barometric altimeter-derived pressure changes are used as a source
of vertical velocity information by the integration filter, a scale factor error state that
calibrates altitude change derived by pressure change using GPS-determined vertical
velocity may be necessary.

9.3.2.6 Magnetic Compass

Magnetic compasses provide an inexpensive means of determining vehicle heading
and have been used to augment early DR systems [53]. The major problem associ-
ated with the use of a magnetic compass as a primary or sole heading reference is its
sensitivity to magnetic anomalies. Although compass designs can be self-calibrating,
this calibration serves only to remove the static disturbance of the Earth’s magnetic
field (e.g., as could be induced by the vehicle itself). The error induced by the tilt of
the sensor can also be compensated [29]. Dynamic sources of disturbance, which
could be generated by other passing cars or the steel trusses of a bridge, can induce
very significant errors in the compass’ heading indication. Thus, the compass is usu-
ally relegated to a backup role or as a complement to another system. If integrated
with a source of heading rate information (e.g., as could be supplied by a low-cost
gyro or an ABS), the integration filter’s residual test, which compares the current
magnetic compass reading with the current best estimate of heading (propagated
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forward in time using the heading rate information), can usually be used to screen
gross errors induced by magnetic disturbances.

9.3.3 Sensor Integration Principles

9.3.3.1 Position Versus Measurement Domain Integration

Integration of GPS with any of the systems and sensors discussed in the previous sec-
tion can generally be done by either position or measurement domain integration.
Position domain integration means that GPS positions and velocities are processed
by the navigation filter, along with data from additional sensors. Measurement
domain integration means that individual GPS satellite pseudorange and Doppler
measurements are processed by the navigation filter, along with data from addi-
tional sensors. Generally speaking, measurement domain processing is preferred,
but it is not necessarily required for acceptable performance (see [54] for a descrip-
tion of a gyro-based DR system that uses position domain integration). The mea-
surement domain approach enables “partial” updates of the DR system using less
than the number of satellites required for a position fix (i.e., three for a two-dimen-
sional fix or four for a three-dimensional fix); thus, performance should be
improved. However, this improvement comes at a cost. The cost is the requirement
for the integration filter to either compute the satellite positions and velocities from
the ephemeris data decoded by the GPS receiver or request this from the GPS
receiver. If the integration filter shares a processor with the GPS receiver, the cost is
zero.

A commonly held myth by newcomers to GPS integration with inertial or auto-
motive sensors is that a measurement domain integration is needed for sensor cali-
bration. In fact, both integration approaches enable calibration of the DR sensors.
For example, GPS heading and speed information (derived from the GPS-
determined velocity), as well as individual Doppler measurements, can be used to
calibrate the gyros, accelerometers, and wheel sensors of the DR system.

9.3.3.2 The Ubiquitous Kalman Filter

The Kalman filter remains the most widely used tool in integrated navigation sys-
tems. In this section, the key aspects of Kalman filter designs for three of the inte-
grated systems identified in the previous section will be provided. It is assumed that
the reader is familiar with Kalman filters or can consult one of the many excellent
textbooks on the subject [5, 55] as well as the overview in Section 9.2.3. The three
systems that will be examined in detail include an INS with GPS, three gyros, and
two accelerometers; a system with GPS, a single gyro, and an odometer; and a sys-
tem with GPS and differential odometers using an ABS.

Two-Accelerometer INS Kalman Filter Model
The error equations for an INS are well known and will not be repeated here [56].
Suitable error models for automotive quality sensors should, of course, include the
basic nine error states associated with the unforced error dynamics of any INS,
excepting the two states specific to the vertical axis (i.e., two INS position errors,
two INS velocity errors, non-INS altitude and vertical velocity errors, and three atti-
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tude errors). The fundamental (F) matrix associated with the INS error dynamics
has two distinct frequencies of oscillation when the INS is at rest: the Schuler fre-
quency, with an 84-minute period, and Earth rate, with a 24-hour period. Because
the longest GPS outages in the automotive environment are expected to be no more
than several minutes long, the Earth rate dynamics can be ignored, and the Schuler
dynamics well approximated by much simpler equations. Now returning to the state
vector selection, the basic nine error states (i.e., three position errors, three velocity
errors, and three attitude errors) will be augmented by three gyro bias states, two
accelerometer biases, three gyro scale factor errors, and two accelerometer scale fac-
tors, resulting in a total of 19 states. The resulting state vector is summarized here:

[ ]x p v b s b sa a
T T T T T T T T= � � �� � � (9.21)

Of course, the 19 states must be augmented by GPS clock phase and frequency
errors if a measurement domain integration approach is chosen, resulting in a total
of 21 states. Preferably, the modeled position errors (�p) in (9.21) are represented in
meters, velocity errors (�v) in meters per second, attitude errors (��) in radians, gyro
biases (b�) in radians per second, and accelerometer biases (ba) in m/s2. Note that
scale factor errors for both the gyro (s�) and accelerometer (sa) are unitless.

Given that most GPS outages due to signal blockage are less than a few minutes
in duration, the sine or cosine of the Schuler angle, which appear in various terms in
the INS error dynamics equations, can be well approximated by (9.22) and (9.23):

( )sin ω ωs st t= (9.22)

( )cos w t ts s= −1 22 2ω (9.23)

Given these substitutions, the INS error dynamics simplify significantly and become
more intuitive:

d dt� �p v= (9.24)

d dt g� ��v b S aa a= + + (9.25)

d dt�� �� �= +b S (9.26)

where Sa and S� are matrices with the scale factor elements on the diagonal, and
instrument input axis misalignments as off-diagonal terms, with g representing grav-
itational acceleration in m/s2. Our Kalman filter state vector per (9.21) only esti-
mates the accelerometer and gyro scale factor errors (i.e., the misalignments are set
to zero in these equations). A real-time Kalman filter would generally have a very
difficult time observing these misalignments, as controlled maneuvers are generally
required for observability, so they are generally assumed to be calibrated to negligi-
ble levels prior to the filter’s operation. The altitude and vertical velocity error
behavior is noninertial, yet must be modeled by the filter, since errors in these states
drive the inertial errors. A simplified model providing acceptable performance for
many applications is
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d p dt vδ δ3 3= (9.27)

d v dt v wδ βδ3 3= − + (9.28)

In (9.27) and (9.28), units are consistent with those already referenced, with posi-
tion errors in meters, and velocity errors in meters per second.

In (9.28), the velocity error is modeled as a Markov process [56], which,
through appropriate choice of the variance associated with the white noise, w,
reaches a steady-state error variance in the absence of updates. This error variance
represents the expected variation in the vertical velocity of the car. Altitude and ver-
tical velocity can be maintained through GPS measurement processing and can also
be augmented with barometric altimeter measurements. In this case, as discussed in
Section 9.3.2.5, a barometric altimeter bias state should be added to the state vec-
tor, resulting in a total of 22 states.

Implementing a Kalman filter with 21 or 22 states may pose some problems
from a computational burden standpoint, depending on the processing bandwidth
available to the filter. Some of the states can perhaps be removed. Leading candi-
dates for removal are the scale factor errors associated with the pitch and roll gyros,
since pitch and roll rates are not expected to be large for car maneuvers (except for
relatively high frequency effects, as could be induced by speed bumps, but which do
not integrate to significant attitude error). It may also be worthwhile to consider
removing the accelerometer bias states, since the initial determination of vehicle
pitch and roll will remove their effect. Their inclusion is therefore largely a function
of the bias instability and the expected pitch and roll agility of the vehicle.

Because of the potentially significant temperature sensitivities associated with
the gyro and accelerometer bias and scale factor errors, it is highly desirable that
temperature information be supplied with their high-rate outputs (i.e., the gyro
measured delta-angles and the accelerometer measured delta-velocities). The tem-
perature sensitivities can be measured in a laboratory environment (as previously
discussed, this must be done for each gyro and accelerometer), and the resulting bias
and scale factor error estimates will be comprised of a precomputed tempera-
ture-dependent component, preferably represented as a curve fit, and a correction
to that generated by the Kalman filter from processing GPS. A consistent and statis-
tically significant trend in the correction component away from the sensitivity curve
may result in a modification of the temperature sensitivity curve, as could be
determined using the following statistic for the gyro bias:

( )S b nt bg= ∑ δ σθ (9.29)

In (9.29), δbθ represents the corrections to a component of the gyro bias vector
b�, preferably represented in radians per second, over the most recent set of n
Kalman filter updates. The value in the denominator of the summation, σbg in (9.29)
represents the a priori uncertainty associated with each gyro bias component cor-
rection, representing the designer’s best knowledge about its temporal stability. If
the process noise associated with the gyro bias state considered in (9.29) assumes
that the factory-generated temperature compensation curve is effective in removing
the gyro bias sensitivity, then the value of the normalized statistic in (9.29) can be
used to detect a departure from those conditions. Such a detection must be gated by
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two conditions: a significant temperature change occurring over the set of n updates
used in (9.29) and the establishment of an upper limit, or threshold, for the statistic.
Such a threshold selection will typically be chosen to represent a 3-sigma condition,
dictating use of a value of nine for testing St. Simulation study and test experience
will generally be required, however, to achieve the desired response characteristics
from the test. When the threshold is exceeded, the precomputed temperature curve
for this error source can be revised. Such revisions are generally done cautiously:
incorrectly revising the temperature sensitivity curve can adversely affect perfor-
mance for a long time until the erroneous adjustment is detected and removed.
Similar statistics and tests can be generated for each error source for which a prede-
termined temperature compensation exists.

Low-cost sensors may also exhibit significant scale-factor asymmetry (i.e., it
may be advisable to separately model gyro and accelerometer scale factors for posi-
tive and negative rotations and accelerations, respectively). Usually, however, the
component of the scale factor that is common for both directions is dominant, and
the asymmetry can barely be observed in the normal operation of the vehicle.

Given the state vector definition in (9.21), the process noise selection should
consider all sources of error that have been excluded (i.e., scale factor asymmetry,
sensor misalignments, and gyro g-sensitivity, if significant). Of course, the expected
noise floor of each sensor is also included. Since most of the unmodeled effects
behave more like biases than noise, caution must be exercised to select appropriate
levels. As is well known, bias errors do not behave like white noise (e.g., a bias accel-
eration error produces a velocity error that grows linearly or an error variance that
grows quadratically). By contrast, representing a bias acceleration error as white
noise (implied through a process noise representation) produces a velocity error
with a variance that grows linearly.

Consider the misalignment of the roll gyro about the lateral axis of the vehicle as
an illustrative example. This error source is generally expected to be constant,
assuming that the gyro case is rigidly attached to the vehicle and does not experience
significant shock (which could change the sensitive element’s alignment within the
case). During a heading maneuver, for example, this error source produces an angu-
lar velocity error in the roll gyro’s output:

δϕ θ= ∆Hm (9.30)

where mθ is the misalignment of the roll gyro about the pitch (or lateral) axis of the
vehicle, measured here in degrees; ∆H represents the magnitude of the heading
maneuver in radians; and δϕ is the resultant roll error in degrees. If the vehicle
makes a u-turn at a stoplight, the heading change will be π radians, and let us
assume that the maneuver is completed in 5 seconds. The actual roll error that is
induced, assuming a 1º misalignment, will be slightly more than 3π°. If we select a
process noise variance as in (9.31):

q H mϕ σ= ∆ 2 2 (9.31)

where σ m
2 is the error variance assigned to the misalignment, and ∆H is the sensed

heading change of the gyro in each assumed 1-second propagation step. Use of the
(9.31) representation will increase the roll error variance by less than 2.0 degrees
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squared at the end of the turn, or roughly 1.4º, 1 sigma, compared to the actual
error, which is more than double this predicted 1-sigma value. The reason for this
optimistic prediction is that the filter assumes a white noise model, such that the
error accumulation root-sum-squares from second to second. However, the actual
error is a bias, which adds each second. A way to force the filter to be more conser-
vative, and thus more realistic, is to assume a maneuver duration associated with
the heading change and scale the process noise variance by this amount. If a 3-sec-
ond average maneuver change is assumed, the resulting prediction will be 2.4º, 1
sigma, closer to the actual induced roll error.

Gyro/Odometer
Integration of a vertical gyro (to sense heading changes) with an interface to the
vehicle’s odometer is one of the first GPS augmentations considered [54] and still
one of the most popular options. A commonly selected state vector for the Kalman
filter is given as (9.32) in row vector form:

[ ]x pT T
o z H Hv v H b s= � δ δ δ (9.32)

where �p is the three-dimensional position error vector, δvo is a scale factor error
associated with the odometer, δvz is vertical velocity error, δH is heading error, and
bH and sH are the gyro bias and scale factor errors, respectively. In (9.32), position
errors are represented in meters, velocity errors in meters per second, heading error
in radians, and gyro bias error in radians per second. In general, temperature error
curves can be derived and applied for both the gyro bias and scale factor errors, if
temperature information in the vicinity of the gyro is available. The state vector def-
inition in (9.32) implies a centralized filter approach—where a single filter (eight
state) is used—however, adequate performance can be obtained using a decentral-
ized approach [54]. In this system, individual, mostly single-state filters are used.

Appropriate levels of process noise are required to force the filter to track varia-
tions in average tire pressure due to changes in temperature and driving conditions,
which affect the scale factor error associated with the odometer. In addition, if the
odometer cannot accurately track very low velocities due to sensor limitations (see
Section 9.3.2.4), additional process noise can be injected into the horizontal posi-
tion error states directly (the velocity error is therefore represented as the sum of the
odometer scale factor induced error plus other, unmodeled effects that are repre-
sented as white noise). Any filter designed to operate with sensors that derive veloc-
ity information from the vehicle’s wheels must deal with the anomalous sensor
performance induced by wheel skidding and slipping. As mentioned in Section
9.3.2.4, the preferred solution to tire slipping is to derive information from the
nondriven wheels; however, this may not always be possible. For tire skidding,
there may be an indication of ABS activity (if the car has an ABS), which can be
made available to the filter. This serves as an alert, and conservatism would dictate
that additional process noise should be injected to keep the filter aware of potential
error in its propagation. The amount should be derived from test experience.

For either skidding or slipping, then, the Kalman filter may have to adjust to a
potentially significant and unmodeled source of error. Since its a priori levels of pro-
cess noise do not reflect the presence of either condition, they must be treated as fail-
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ure conditions by the filter. Generally, gross discrepancies between the GPS
measurements (in this case, a Doppler or velocity component) and the reference
speed and heading may indicate such a failure; however, distinguishing between
slipping or skidding and a large Doppler error (as could be induced by tracking a
reflected signal or tracking beyond the limits of the lock detector) is not straightfor-
ward. Failures are generally detected by a Kalman filter through a statistical test
applied to the measurement residual, as explained in Section 9.2.

if (D2

res rscale rvar) bypass this Doppler measurement (9.33)

where Dres is the Doppler residual for the current satellite represented in meters per
second, and rvar is the Kalman filter computed residual variance [in (m/s)2]. The
parameter rscale is typically set to 9, implying that the probability of a residual failing
the test (under the assumed unfailed error conditions of a Gaussian process) is
roughly 0.01. If the failure condition is the reference trajectory (as would be the case
if significant tire slipping or skidding was occurring), then several, or perhaps all,
Doppler measurement residuals should fail. This is therefore a way to distinguish
skidding and slipping from Doppler failure, since it is unlikely that several or all
Doppler measurements would fail at the same time. In this case, two approaches can
limit the errors induced in the integrated trajectory: reinitialization to a GPS position
and velocity (if that is possible, given the GPS coverage at the time of the failure), or
addition of sufficient process noise such that measurement rejections no longer
occur. The appropriate level can be determined through experiments conducted
with test data, or it may be possible (depending on the number of Doppler measure-
ments available during the failure condition, to solve for the needed amount of pro-
cess noise:

h QhT
resr D� = −var

2 (9.34)

The vector h in (9.34) represents the measurement gradient for each measure-
ment that produces a detected failure using the test of (9.33). Since (9.34) is a single
equation, each residual that produces a failure detection through (9.33) should be
included to enable a possible solution for the process noise increment �Q, which
will generally have more than a single nonzero component. An overdetermined set
of equations for �Q may be ensured if we limit the increment to the horizontal
velocity components, or further limit the increment to a speed adjustment or a scale
factor adjustment to the a priori process noise levels. Once determined, the
covariance propagation can be repeated and the Doppler measurements repro-
cessed, if sufficient processor throughput exists.

ABS
Integration of the sensed wheel speeds, or distances traveled from an ABS in a vehi-
cle, is perhaps the most cost-effective augmentation of GPS, since no additional sen-
sors are required. A commonly selected state vector for the Kalman filter is given as
(9.35) in row vector form:

[ ]x pT T
L R zv v v= � δ δ δ (9.35)
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where �p is the three-dimensional position error vector, represented in meters; δvL is
a scale factor error associated with the left wheel; δvR is a scale factor error associ-
ated with the right wheel; and δvz is vertical velocity error in meters per second. Of
course, it is possible to include information from more than two wheels: Inclusion
of separate scale factors for each wheel can then lead to observability problems for
the integration filter. Essentially, the average of the left and right scale factors is esti-
mated by comparison with GPS-derived speed, while the difference is determined
using GPS-derived heading.

Of course, ABS-determined speed and heading is also subject to failures induced
by slipping and skidding—but in a potentially more damaging way than for the
gyro/odometer system. Because heading is also determined from the wheels, the
potential exists for very large heading errors to develop (e.g., one wheel slipping
over ice while the other is stationary produces a heading error rate equal to the
wheel speed divided by the track). A slipping rate of 20 mph corresponds to a head-
ing error rate of almost 300º/hour! In general, heading errors are more of a concern
in the use of DR systems than speed errors, due to the potential for excessive error
growth as heading errors become large.

Another issue worthy of mention is the possible adjustment of the covariance
equations as heading errors become large. Because of the additional failure mecha-
nisms just discussed, heading errors exceeding the expected linear range (e.g., 10º)
can and will occur. In these cases, filter conservatism can be lost with a linear model.
In developing a linear model involving the sine and cosine of heading, the usual (lin-
ear) approximations are:

( )sin δ δH H= (9.36a)

( )cos δH = 1 (9.36b)

In (9.36), the heading error is represented in radians. As heading error becomes
large, the cosine function can be better approximated as 1 − δH2/2. The error vari-
ance propagation equations have become nonlinear, since expressions involving
error variances associated with the sine and cosine of heading error can no longer
can be linearized. These expressions can be approximated by including additional
terms that involve the variance of δH2/2. Its variance can be approximated using a
Gaussian assumption and noting that:

( )var δ σ δH H
2 43= (9.37)

Thus, the traditionally linear variance propagation equations can be replaced with
equations that approximate the nonlinear distortion of the statistics.

Gyro/ABS Performance Comparisons
A comparison of urban canyon performance for experimental gyro- and ABS-based
DR systems is performed in [29]. Both are integrated with two types of GPS receiv-
ers: wide and narrow correlator spacing. As discussed in Section 6.3, the receiver
with narrow correlator spacing is expected to reduce the effects of multipath on
each pseudorange measurement. Many sets of comparison data are generated and
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discussed in [29]; however, only a small subset of the performance data is summa-
rized here. The reported tests of primary interest are those tests performed in down-
town areas, as these are expected to be most limiting for GPS coverage. Figure 9.33
is a sample result from the gyro/odometry integration, where the map truth and
unaided GPS trajectories are also shown. Corresponding results for the ABS integra-
tion are shown in Figure 9.34. Both tests were performed with narrow correlator
receivers.

Since it is difficult to make quantitative comparisons from the plots, Table 9.4 is
also abstracted from [29] and provides a rough characterization of the relative per-
formance of the integrated systems. The results represent a summary of roughly a
dozen tests and indicate that the gyro-based system has performance advantages,
particularly in reducing the maximum excursions from the road.

Both DR systems can provide complete solution availability under nominal sen-
sor performance conditions. However, both systems are subject to conditions that
can lead to excessive error growth, which inevitably forces a reset to a GPS solution
in order to recover. For the ABS, road conditions can induce such error behavior,
while, for the gyro-based system, a gyro failure or abrupt and unknown temperature
change can induce this behavior. Generally speaking, this is expected to occur more
frequently for the ABS. The choice, then, for the systems designer, may simply be
whether or not the cost of the gyro is worth the expected reduction in excessive drift
conditions.

9.4 Network Assistance

Network-assisted GPS methods grew out of a need to simultaneously reduce the
time to produce a position solution and increase the sensitivity of the GPS receiver.
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One drawback of “standard” GPS is the long time to demodulate the satellite orbit
parameters (ephemeris) and satellite clock correction parameters directly from the
satellites. If a GPS receiver could acquire the satellites instantly, an additional 18–30
seconds of continuous tracking would be required to demodulate the 50-bps naviga-
tion data message for each satellite to extract the required orbital elements and sat-
ellite clock correction terms. In applications in which the GPS receiver is part of an
emergency response system, waiting 30 seconds for data demodulation can seem
like an eternity. As such, methods to eliminate the need to demodulate the satellite
navigation data message directly and to decrease the acquisition time of the signals
in weak signal environments has been the basis for all assisted GPS work.

There are two basic methods of assisted GPS employed in cellular handsets,
mobile station (MS)-assisted and MS-based. In cellular telephone terminology, MS
refers to a cellular phone. The two methods are quite different, but both require a
complete or nearly complete GPS receiver to be integrated into the cellular handset.

In the MS-assisted method, the position solution is computed in the network.
The MS-assisted handset shifts some of the functions of the traditional GPS receiver
to a network-based processor or server. This method requires most of the hardware
elements of a stand-alone GPS receiver (an antenna, RF section, and digital proces-
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Table 9.4 Summary Comparison, Gyro
Odometry, and ABS Integrations

DR
Maximum
Error

RMS
Error

ABS 115m 17m

Gyro/odometry 69m 13m

Source: [29].



sor for making pseudorange measurements), but generally can get by with less
embedded RAM and read-only memory (ROM) as the firmware required to com-
pute the position solution exists elsewhere in the network. The network transmits a
very short assistance message to the MS, consisting of time, visible satellite list, pre-
dicted satellite Doppler, and code phases, among other things. This visible satellite
list helps the embedded GPS sensor reduce its acquisition time considerably, since
the receiver does not need to use what is, in essence, a trial and error approach to
determining the visible satellites. In addition, the other parameters will enable signif-
icant reduction of the search regions used for the visible satellites. This point will be
explained in detail in Section 9.4.3. The MS-assisted handset simply acquires the sig-
nals and returns the measured pseudorange data for all detected satellites to the net-
work. There, a position determining entity (PDE) such as a server does the work of
computing the position solution. MS-assisted solutions are inherently differential in
nature, since the PDE can have access to DGPS corrections, either from a local
receiver or via the Internet.

In the MS-based method, the position solution is computed in the handset. The
MS-based handset solution maintains a fully functional GPS receiver in the handset.
This requires the same functionality as described in MS-assisted handset with the
additional means for computing the position of the mobile station. Computing posi-
tion locally to the handset generally adds to the handset’s total memory (RAM, ROM)
requirements in addition to increasing the loading on the host processor [e.g., as might
be measured in millions of instructions per second (MIPS)]. The MS-based handset
may work in an autonomous mode as well, providing position solutions to the user or
embedded applications without the cellular network provided aiding data. MS-based
methods are better for applications requiring the position solution in the handset, an
example of which is personal navigation that can provide the user with turn-by-turn
real-time directions. Turn-by-turn navigation is difficult in MS-assisted technology
due to required network interaction between each position update. In the MS-based
case, significantly more data needs to be delivered to the handset in the form of the
precise satellite orbital elements (ephemeris, or its compressed equivalent), but once it
is transferred to the handset, little or no additional data is needed to perform periodic
fixes as long as the ephemeris remains vaild (several hours). MS-based solutions can
be differentially corrected if DGPS corrections are sent to the handset, but DGPS is not
implemented in most current MS-based networks.

These two methods, and the supporting handset input and output data messages
corresponding to each, are depicted in Figure 9.35.

In both cases, some portion of the solution is accomplished by the in-network
element. The network server needs, at a minimum, access to GPS satellite informa-
tion in the form of the real-time ephemeris data so that it can deliver it to the
MS-based handset when needed; or it needs to be able to compute predicted Doppler
and code phase estimates for the MS-assisted handset. The simplest implementation
installs a fixed-site GPS receiver with clear-view of the sky that can operate continu-
ously somewhere in the network. This reference network is also connected with the
cellular infrastructure and continuously monitors the real-time constellation status
and provides precise data such as satellite visibility, Doppler, and even the
pseudorandom noise code phase for each satellite at a particular epoch time. At the
request of the mobile phone or location-based application, the assist data derived
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from the GPS reference network are transmitted to the mobile phone GPS sensor to
aid fast start-up and to increase the sensor sensitivity. Acquisition time is reduced
because the Doppler and code phase uncertainty space is much smaller than in con-
ventional GPS because the search space has been predicted by the network. This
allows for rapid search speed and for a much narrower signal search bandwidth,
which enables enhanced sensitivity by allowing the receiver to dwell longer in each
of the reduced Doppler/code phase uncertainty cells. Once the embedded GPS sen-
sor acquires the available satellite signals, the pseudorange measurements can be
delivered to a network-based PDE or used internally to compute position in the
handset.

Additional assistance data, such as DGPS corrections, approximate handset
location or cell BS location, and other information such as the satellite ephemeris
data and clock correction can be transmitted to improve the location accuracy,
decrease acquisition time, and allow for handset-based position computation. Sev-
eral schemes have been proposed in the standards that reduce the number of bits
necessary to be exchanged between the handset and the network by using compres-
sion techniques such as transmitting only the changes to parameters instead of the
raw parameters themselves. Other satellite systems could be used, such as the Rus-
sian GLONASS system (see Section 11.1), but current standards only provide for
GPS and WAAS (see Section 8.6.1.2) signals. Besides adding a GPS reference net-
work and additional location determination units in the network, the mobile phone
must embed, at a minimum, a GPS antenna and RF downconverter circuits, as well
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as make provision for some form of digital signal processing software or dedicated
hardware.

The reduction in search space allows the receiver to spend its search time focus-
ing on where the signal is expected to be, which in turn allows it to search at a much
narrower bandwidth, hence increasing signal detection sensitivity.

As referenced in this section, network assistance can refer to any one of three
forms:

• Acquisition assistance, intended to reduce the GPS receiver’s time to generate a
fix—time to first fix (TTFF);

• Sensitivity assistance, intended to help the GPS receiver lower its acquisition
thresholds;

• Navigation assistance, intended to improve the accuracy or integrity of the
position solution generated by the GPS receiver.

Of course, certain types of information can qualify as more than a single type of
assistance: for example, supplying the GPS receiver with an initial, coarse position
estimate that represents the general location of the network infrastructure providing
the assistance data can assist both acquisition and navigation.

In this section, following a brief, historical view of GPS network assistance
through a discussion of example systems, the fairly recent FCC mandate [57] for cellu-
lar telephone emergency call location is reviewed. The FCC mandate is driving the
needs and development of network assistance to unprecedented levels: each type of cel-
lular network assistance is generally provided to optimize the TTFF and achievable
accuracy of the determined location. Following this review, the fundamental issues of
GPS receiver integration in cell phones as they relate to the use of network assistance
are reviewed and discussed. In the last section, example cellular network architectures
are reviewed, including discussions of their forms of network assistance, the applicable
standard for over-the-air protocol, and their current status and expected performance.

9.4.1 Historical Perspective of Assisted GPS

Examples of the earliest uses of network assistance predate the introduction of cellu-
lar telephones. Perhaps the earliest formal reference to the use of assistance informa-
tion is disclosed in [58]. In this patent, NASA inventors realized the potential benefit
of transmitting an initial almanac or ephemeris to a mobile GPS receiver to enable
prediction of satellite visibility and Doppler and eliminate the long data demodula-
tion time inherent in collecting the required data bits from the signals directly. An
Earth-based station in the vicinity of the mobile GPS receiver was used to send this
information through a geostationary satellite link. Of course, an initial, coarse esti-
mate of the mobile’s location was required to generate the predictions. The very first
standard for sending ephemeris data over a wireless link was included as part of the
RTCM DGPS Standard [59]: message type 17 includes the ephemeris data for all
satellites visible to the DGPS reference station receiver. One of the earliest references
to sending measured pseudorange data over a wireless link to support location
determination external to the GPS receiver is described in [60]. It describes a vehicle
tracking system in which pseudoranges can be sent over a wireless link to a worksta-
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tion that calculates the position of the host vehicle. In determining the vehicle’s posi-
tion, altitude information derived from a terrain map of the local area can be used to
improve the accuracy and reliability of the solution.

An early example of ephemeris-aiding was the Motorola EAGLE line of GPS
receivers. Introduced in 1985, it was one of the first commercially available GPS
receivers to offer a form of ephemeris aiding [61] in one of its operational modes.
Inherent in its design, and when two receivers were used in a differential mas-
ter/slave configuration, the master station sent DGPS range and range rate data for
all satellites tracked by the master station. In addition to this information, the mas-
ter station transmitted the ephemeris data for all satellites tracked by the master sta-
tion using a commutated message structure. A few parameters of each ephemeris
were sent with each DGPS correction message, allowing eventual broadcast of all
ephemeris data for all visible satellites to the slave receiver. The master-station
ephemeris information was used by the DGPS slave receiver to:

• Enable the best DGPS position performance by ensuring both master and
slave units were using the same ephemeris set for each satellite (this was prior
to the development of the RTCM-104 DGPS messaging standard discussed in
Chapter 8).

• Ensure that the slave unit acquired the ephemeris data for all satellites visible
by the master, maximizing the availability of DGPS solutions.

The latter was especially useful when the slave unit was partially blocked from
acquiring the data directly from the satellite because of blocked or reduced signal
power to one or more satellites, which occurs near tall mountains, in canyons,
under trees, or near buildings. Many times in these environments, the signal is
strong enough to detect code phases and track but not strong enough to reliably
demodulate the ephemeris data. Transmitting the ephemeris data from the master
to the slave unit alleviated this problem.

In 1990, a system was patented [62] that transmitted almanac data via an
over-the-air message from a master station to many slave units called pseudorangers.
The pseudorangers would accept the almanac data, use it to acquire and track GPS
satellites, then transmit back to the master station the measured pseudoranges and a
time stamp. The master station, remote from the movers, would then compute posi-
tion of each mover from the pseudoranger unit–measured pseudoranges. This idea is
a precursor of the current MS-assisted method of assisted GPS (A-GPS) for cellular
telephones (the preferred method in the United States in CDMA phones) in which the
handset outputs pseudoranges instead of position, and the network then uses the
measured pseudoranges to compute the location of the cell phone.

Approximate position, ephemeris, almanac, and approximate time-assist infor-
mation was present in a White Sands Missile Range system [63]. The White Sands
system used GPS to measure the performance of missiles. When a missile is fired, it
has little time to acquire and track GPS satellites and cannot tolerate the 30-second
ephemeris acquisition period. Thus, a wireless message was sent from a master sta-
tion to the just-launched missile consisting of approximate position, approximate
time, almanac data, and ephemeris data, all of which was used by the missile to
acquire GPS signals rapidly and produce a string of position reports while in flight.
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9.4.2 Requirements of the FCC Mandate

The original FCC mandate allowed for two types of solutions: network-based solu-
tions to work with all legacy phones (non-GPS), and handset-based solutions (such
as assisted GPS and E-OTD) in which the user was required to have a new handset
that is augmented with the location technology. Of course, the location determina-
tion for legacy phones must be performed within the cellular infrastructure based on
TOA measurements derived using the cellular signals. Here, the FCC set accuracy
requirements to be less stringent than for future, handset-based solutions: 67% of
emergency calls needed to be located to within 100-m accuracy, while 95% of all
emergency calls required a 300-m accuracy. For handset-based solutions, the corre-
sponding accuracies were 50m and 150m, respectively. Although these numbers
appear relatively easy for a GPS receiver to meet, especially with SA deactivated, the
location determination must ideally be performed wherever a cellular phone emer-
gency call can be made, which includes indoor locations, where the GPS system was
not designed to operate.

Note that there is a degree of ambiguity in the accuracy requirement (e.g., if
95% of cellular emergency calls were made outside, and an accurate GPS solution is
provided there that satisfies the accuracy constraints, but indoor location attempts
are never successful, is the requirement met?). The FCC published guidelines [64] for
validation of accuracy and availability, but it still leaves to interpretation how to
weight or proportion outside and in-building cases for test. A possible interpretation
of the accuracy requirement across the multiple environments for which the cell
phone can make E-911 calls is the following: each environment is weighted by the
relative frequency of E-911 calls made from that environment in deriving a compos-
ite accuracy number. Hence, it is important to understand GPS signal characteristics
in the environments in which cellular phones can be expected to operate.

9.4.2.1 Characterization of Environments

A characterization of L-band signal environments was previously reported in
[65–70], which summarize data collection campaigns at 1,600 MHz in support of
satellite telephone communications link margin studies. The proximity of the test
frequency to the GPS frequency makes this research applicable. More recent GPS
in-building cumulative distribution function (CDF) fade data has been presented in
[71, 72]. In all cases, extensive radio propagation data was collected at L-band and
analyzed to characterize the shadowing, scattering, and blocking effects of trees,
cars, and buildings. Hundreds of hours of test data were collected and analyzed.
Table 9.5 lists the environments characterized in the previously mentioned refer-
ences and summarizes the 50% median fade of the signal due to the environment.
The data in the table were extracted from charts showing fade depth versus
probability charts presented in the multiple references listed.

“Heavy Urban” with the portable unit and the three in-building environments
was chosen for the basis of further calculations as the median attenuation values
were large and expected to produce reduced GPS satellite signal availability. Mobile
and in-vehicle data in an open environment were also chosen to show the trivial case
where the received signal strength is so high that fix percentage will surely be 100%
and the important case of a unit employed inside of a car.
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It should be noted that due to the requirement for reasonable transmitter effi-
ciency “Portable” antennas used for the data collection experiments are fairly large
and mounted to minimize head blockage. The result is some attenuation numbers
that are similar to “Mobile” attenuations. Due to the size of these antennas, they are
not considered acceptable for the GPS needs of a cellular handset. Appropriately
sized GPS antennas for handsets have significantly less gain than any antennas used
in the collection of the data discussed from [71, 72] or, for that matter, than conven-
tional GPS antennas for mobile or automotive applications.

As cellular telephones continue to shrink, the problem of integrating ade-
quate-performing GPS antennas becomes even more difficult. To perform well, the
antenna needs to present uniform gain in the up direction covering the full hemi-
sphere where GPS signals emanate. Simple patch antennas are used in automotive
applications and can be hidden under the dash or under the rear deck with little
effort and provide the ideal RHCP to match the satellite transmitted signal. How-
ever, placement of a dedicated GPS antenna in a cell phone forces compromises in
performance with regard to antenna efficiency and gain pattern, especially when the
user can hold it in many different orientations (handheld next to head, in the dialing
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Table 9.5 Environments Characterized for L-Band Signal Transmission

Environment Description

Median Signal
Attenuations in
Decibels for Mobile/
Portable/In-Vehicle1

Open Almost no trees or buildings 2.5/0.0/12.0

Rural light Moderate to large number of trees, very few buildings 3.0/3.5/12.0

Rural moderate Moderate to large number of trees, very few buildings 8.0/7.0/16.0

Rural heavy Light to moderate forested area 16.0/10.0/18.0

Suburban light
Scattered trees and building structures (e.g., homes far
from mobile receiver or new residential areas with
little vegetation)

2.0/1.5/14.0

Suburban moderate
Suburban area with one- and two-story homes with
moderate amount of trees

3.5/6.5/13.5

Suburban heavy
Older suburban areas with large numbers of trees and
homes close to roads (e.g., older subdivisions in a city
like Chicago)

7.0/2.5/11.0

Urban light
Small, sparse urban areas (e.g., urban areas of smaller
cities)

2.0/2.0/16.0

Urban moderate Urban areas from moderate-sized cities (e.g., Phoenix) 4.0/4.0/15.5

Urban heavy Steel canyons (e.g., downtown Chicago) 5.0/15.0/16.0

In-building
residential

Buildings made of wood or stucco (e.g., Phoenix and
California residences)

12.52

In-building
commercial

One- to three-story motels, airports, and commercial
buildings

24.02

In-building
high-rise

High-rise buildings 30.02

1. The numbers in the column correspond to decibels of attenuation for the indicated conditions. The mobile case corresponds to
the reception conditions in an automobile with an antenna installed on its roof, while, for the in-vehicle case, the antenna is used
inside the car. The portable case corresponds to an antenna from a transportable satellite receiver with a large quad helix
antenna, not typical of GPS antennas embedded into cell phones.
2. These numbers correspond to the “Portable” case.



position, and using different hand grips). Antenna efficiencies in the 30% to 40%
range are typical, with attenuation profiles in the 5- to 15-dB range, depending on
orientation and use pattern. Figure 9.36 shows a photograph (courtesy of Motorola)
of an embedded inverted-L GPS antenna in a cellular handset—in this case, a
Motorola A835, in which the antenna is mounted on the upper end of the unit. The
element is made to snake around the phone’s digital camera aperture. Note the SMA
connector on the side of the unit is strictly for test purposes on this engineering unit
and is not present in the final product. The top-end antenna placement is ideal for
the dialing position or while using embedded navigation features as the user must
look at the screen, forcing a sky view to the antenna. Antennas have been placed on
the back side and in the upper and lower portions of flip-style phones, each
presenting unique and challenging integration issues.

Depending on how the user holds the product in operation, it’s possible for the
user’s hand to completely cover the antenna, which tends to attenuate the signal fur-
ther and detune the antenna to even worse efficiency. The product styling team is
usually forced to make compromises as well simply to make room for the antenna,
and in a world where product styling is very important, these types of compromises
are difficult. As such, some cell phone types reuse the cellular communications whip
or stub antenna as a GPS antenna, coupling into the device with tuning elements but
compromising the pattern even more, as the circular polarization can be lost.

9.4.2.2 Characterizing Signal Attenuations

This section presents the results of a measurement campaign that was conducted to
statistically characterize L-band and GPS signal attenuation in various environ-
ments. Preprocessing of the raw, measured signal amplitude data was corrected to
remove the effect of the transmit antenna pattern as its angle to the receiver changed.
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Measurements in high-rise buildings included a reference receiver on the roof. The
resulting fade data was a differential measurement from the two receivers. The
preprocessed data output that is of interest here is fade magnitude versus time.
Traces were typically 4 to 8 minutes long and can be interpreted as signal attenua-
tion versus time relative to an unattenuated outdoor received signal. Plots of two
such traces are shown in Figure 9.37. Note the relatively high frequency variation in
the traces, corresponding to vehicle motion through its signal environment.

Two CDFs corresponding to the traces in Figure 9.37 are shown in Figure 9.38.
The mobile curve on the left has an extremely steep slope with very few fades
exceeding 8 dB. The in-vehicle curve on the right has a gentle slope characteristic of
a greater standard deviation of fade value.

An alternate way to look at the signal attenuation profile is to directly use GPS
signals detected by a high-sensitivity receiver. In most cases, 8–12 satellite signals
are available for measurement at any one time. In order to profile the signal attenua-
tion characteristics in a particular environment, 12 to 24 hours of data needs to be
mapped out to capture the effects of the GPS satellite constellation repeat time. The
GPS receiver-reported SNR for each satellite (typically in units of dB-Hz) is col-
lected and then translated to an equivalent signal power on the antenna in units of
dBm by making an estimate of the receiver noise figure and equivalent bandwidth. If
desired, one can map the attenuation profile of the environment as a function of sat-
ellite azimuth and elevation angle to provide even more detail on the environment
and identify directions of low and high attenuation. Signal power CDF curves are
produced and used to predict the availability of location fix within the environment
by determining the probability of at least four satellites offering signal power above
the receiver’s raw detection threshold.

Figure 9.39 shows the signal power CDF curves for the eight strongest satellites
detected from a rooftop antenna over a 12-hour period. As can be seen, the 95%
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probability for the fourth satellite is stronger than about –132 dBm in this open-sky
condition. As expected, the signal power spread from the strongest to weakest is
only a few decibels.

By contrast, Figure 9.40 shows the same corresponding CDF curves for the
strongest eight satellites observed in-building. The environment is the second floor
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of a three-story apartment building, in the center of the main living room away from
windows, with wood and brick construction. In this environment, the 95% proba-
bility for the fourth strongest satellite is at >= −152 dBm. Other notable items
include that the strongest signal is approximately 10 dB below that from the roof
antenna (50% point), and the spread from the strongest to the weakest is much
larger, on the order of 20 dB or more in this particular environment. The large
spread implies that the algorithm to detect indoor signals should be adaptive as the
integration dwell time to detect the stronger signals can be shorter than the dwell
time to detect the weaker signals. As will be shown later, common-mode error
parameters associated with each satellite signal (code phase error due to time error
and Doppler error due to oscillator error) can be exploited to reduce the total search
space after one or more satellites are detected; thus, the already detected stronger
signals can be used to further reduce the search space in order to detect the weaker
signals.

For every environment tested in this way, a unique set of CDF curves will be
produced. Thus, it is very difficult to project success or failure in a particular envi-
ronment based on Table 9.5 or Figures 9.37 through 9.40 without first collecting
data and generating CDF curves within the environment in question. The data in the
table and figures should only be used as an example of the specific location tested
and should not be used to project other environments, although the trends shown
are useful. Of course, it’s impossible to collect data from every location that might
host an emergency cellular telephone call, and there is insufficient space to include
the complete set of measured CDF curves here. Thus, some form of statistical aver-
aging or site weighting is generally used to extend or predict the coverage from one
environment to another, the weight generally determined by estimates of emergency
calling patterns.
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Table 9.6 presents a very coarse estimate for typical relative frequencies of
E-911 calls based in part on speculation. Unfortunately, a more detailed mapping of
call probabilities to reception environment is not available, as such data is not nor-
mally logged for emergency calls. As evident from the table, and fortunately for GPS
usage, calls generally occur less frequently as signal reception becomes more difficult.
For example, in the heavy indoor environment, in the basement of a high-rise build-
ing, where signal attenuations at L-band can easily reach 40 dB (note its median
attenuation of 30 dB in Table 9.5), acquisition of the requisite signals required for a
fix is very difficult. The results of Table 9.6 can be used in the following way to test
adherence to the E-911 requirement: perform N fix attempts in each environment,
and note the number whose errors are less than 50m (m) and 150m (n). Composite
probabilities are then computed using:

( ) ( )P p m Nc i i
1 = ∑ (9.38)

( ) ( )P p n Nc i i
2 = ∑ (9.39)

where the summations are indexed over the test environments, with pi representing
the frequency of occurrence in the environment, and mi and ni the number of suc-
cesses in each environment. The test results would be considered a success for the
candidate GPS receiver if the composite probabilities were greater than the specified
values (i.e., 0.67 for Pc

(1), and 0.95 for Pc

(2)).
However, the approach described earlier, resulting in the use of (9.38) and

(9.39), is only one way of interpreting the FCC mandate and demonstrating success
or failure. Alternate approaches for testing adherence have been proposed (e.g., the
so-called dart board test, where an area of cell phone coverage is given and test sites
are selected randomly within that area by assuming a uniform distribution of emer-
gency calls within that area).

TTFFs in excess of reasonable response times for an emergency call (e.g., TTFFs
of several minutes time) are obviously unacceptable. The FCC guidelines [64] discuss
a 30-second TTFF that is location method neutral, but leaves just enough room for
autonomous GPS given its 30-second ephemeris data demodulation time. A consor-
tium of CDMA cell phone vendors and suppliers, together with representatives from
cell phone carriers, have defined a set of minimum performance tests that must be
met [73]. These tests define specific signal simulation scenarios and requirements for
both position accuracy and TTFF. For example, the sensitivity test of the IS-916 spec-
ification requires that the GPS function embedded in a CDMA telephone acquire
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Table 9.6 E-911 Call Distribution by
Environment

Environment
Call
Probability

Outdoors or in-vehicle 0.70

Light indoor or in-vehicle 0.15

Moderate indoor 0.10

Heavy indoor 0.05



four GPS satellite signals at –147 dBm within 16 seconds with success rate of 95% or
better. Corresponding minimum performance specifications for other cellular tech-
nologies (CDMA, TDMA, GSM, AMPS, or WCDMA) have not yet been established
but are being pursued. The collection of various types of cell phone technologies are
sometimes referred to as “MA” because of the last two letters of CDMA and TDMA;
thus, each handset type can be referred to as being of an MA type. The standards
body for each cellular MA technology is addressing the custom requirements and
unique capabilities of each type to create its own minimum performance test. For
CDMA handsets, its precise time knowledge (to approximately 100 ns) provides an
advantage to minimizing the total number of code phase/Doppler search cells
because the projection of the 100-ns time error into the search space is less than
one-half of one GPS chip. Adherence to an MA’s minimum performance test does
not, in any way, guarantee that the particular handset meets the FCC mandate.

The FCC mandate is not the only driver for high-sensitivity GPS: Use of a cell
phone within a car as a navigation aid to drivers is an emerging application for GPS
embedded in cellular phones, as referenced in Section 9.3. A nonoptimal GPS
antenna design is expected, with losses ranging from 5 to 15 dB relative to conven-
tional, stand-alone GPS antennas; in addition, operation within the car is expected to
contribute an additional 3- to 5-dB attenuation. Thus, embedded handset applica-
tions alone requires that acquisition and tracking thresholds be extended roughly 10
dB relative to those for GPS operating in more conventional open-sky environments.

In Section 5.13, the benefits of extended coherent and noncoherent integration
in reducing signal acquisition thresholds have been addressed. In order to maximize
GPS coverage in an effort to satisfy the FCC mandate, maximizing the use of
extended integration is highly desirable. Ideally, use of the assistance information
will enable coverage of the search space with the number of correlators in the
receiver to permit parallel searching across satellites and stationarity with respect to
the correlator bin location during the extended integration interval. If sufficient
correlators are not available to cover the total uncertainty space in parallel, some
form of sequential processing is required.

9.4.3 Total Uncertainty Search Space

For a given scenario, one can compute the total Doppler-code phase uncertainty
space required to be searched and, consequently, the number of correlators required
to cover the entire search space in parallel. The initial parameters of position, time,
and frequency uncertainty, along with the particular orientation of the satellite con-
stellation at the time, can be used to compute the total uncertainty search space. Fig-
ure 9.41 depicts the two-dimensional search space for each satellite, the x-axis
representing the total Doppler uncertainty, and the y-axis showing the total code
phase uncertainty. For each satellite, the number of Doppler search bins (Ndopp) and
code phase search bins (Ncp) is computed.

The number of required correlators Nc to cover the search space in parallel is
given by:

N N Nc dopp cp
i

M

i i
= ×

=
∑

1

(9.40)
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For each satellite, the number of Doppler search bins Ndopp is dependent on the total
Doppler uncertainty (in hertz) for each satellite, and the coherent integration (PDI)
period in seconds, which is the same as the PDI period T discussed in Section 5.2.1.

( )
N

k
PDI

dopp
dopp

i

i=
σ

(9.41)

The parameter k is based on the desired overlap of the Doppler search bins and
can generally range between 0.5 and 1. The computation of total Doppler uncer-
tainty σ doppi

2 for each satellite is then dependent on the contributions of Doppler
uncertainty due to position uncertainty, time uncertainty, reference oscillator uncer-
tainty, and user motion (velocity) uncertainty. Thus, one can write a simple equation
for the total Doppler uncertainty per satellite as:

σ σ σ σ σdopp dopp time dopp pos dopp vel dopi i i i i

2 2 2 2= + + +_ _ _ p oscl_
2 (9.42)

The first term, the sensitivity of Doppler uncertainty to time uncertainty, can be
computed for each satellite [74], but as a general rule, it is no larger than 1 Hz per
second of time uncertainty. Likewise, the second term, the sensitivity of Doppler to
initial position error, is about 1 Hz/km worst case. In [74], equations are presented
for the precise computation of σ dopp posi_

2 for each individual satellite, which is gener-
ally much less than 1 Hz/km. The effects of user platform motion are accounted for
by the third term, which represents the Doppler error induced on the GPS signal due
to user motion. The term σ dopp veli_

2 is a maximum for low elevation angle satellites if
the user is heading directly at or away from the satellite, and it is very small for high
elevation angle satellites. Worst case, σ dopp veli_

2 contributes no more than 2.3 Hz/mph
of user motion and can be generally multiplied by the cosine of the elevation angle to
limit its effect.
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( )σ dopp veli_ ~ . cos2 23 × el Hz mph (9.43)

The first three terms of (9.42) are dependent on the satellite constellation, the
user position, and the user motion. The last term, σ dopp oscl_

2 , is dependent on the ref-
erence oscillator and thus is common mode with respect to all satellites. σ dopp oscl_

2 is
typically 1,575 Hz/ppm of reference oscillator frequency uncertainty and is by far
the most dominant element of (9.42).

To compute the total code phase dimension uncertainty (see Figure 9.41), the
two dominant terms are proportional to the position uncertainty and time uncer-
tainty. Thus,

( )σ σ φ σcp pos el cp time
2 2 2 24= +cos _ (9.44)

where the term σ cp time_ is in units of half-chips by multiplying the time uncertainty by
the conversion 2,046 half-chips per millisecond, and the first term of (9.44) is com-
puted as shown in Figure 9.42. Figure 9.42 shows the simple relationship of the
effect of position uncertainty and satellite elevation angle to transform to the dimen-
sion of code phase uncertainty in units of half-chips in the direction of the satellite
LOS vector (conversion factor: 1 half-chip ≅ 150m).

The other element of code phase uncertainty is common mode across all satel-
lites and directly proportional to time uncertainty. A 1-ms error in time transforms
into a 2,046 half-chip error in code phase. For the typical assisted case in which the
position uncertainty is relatively small (e.g., 6 km), the largest term of (9.42) is that
contributed by the time error.

For the time dimension, we first recognize that the GPS signals are all synchro-
nized in time, which means that, except for the relative drift between the satellite
clocks, the first PRN bit and the first navigation data message bit (subframe 1) are
transmitted from each satellite at precisely midnight Saturday in the GPS time coor-
dinate system. Each PRN bit and each navigation data message bit is then predict-
able in time in the following manner:
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The equations shown in (9.45) enable the user to precisely compute the Code_Phase,
Bit_Phase, Bit_Number, Word_Number, and Subframe_Number of the signal leav-
ing the satellite at precisely any time into the week based on a GPS_Time. Of course,
the user will observe this code phase on the ground later in time after it propagates
from the satellite to the user by the propagation time, Dtprop. Dtprop is easily com-
puted, as shown in (9.47), based on the geometric range between satellite and user
divided by the speed of light. In addition, the signal will be slipped forward or back-
ward in time an amount proportional to the satellite clock correction Tcorr to the
tune of a few milliseconds. Thus, the user will always be able to predict the code
phase to all satellites observed on the ground at any instantaneous GPS_Time by the
pseudocode:

( )Code_Phase_observed MOD GPS_Time+Tcorr Dtprop= × −2 046,( )× 1000 2 046, ,,

where:

( ) ( )Tcorr=a +a GPS_Time t a GPS_Time tf f oc f oc0 1 2

2× − + × − (9.46)

Dtprop SV_POS USER_POS SOL= − (9.47)

af0, af1, af2 are the zeroth through second-order satellite clock correction terms from
navigation data message subframe 1, and toc is the reference GPS time for the satellite
clock correction terms.

Likewise, all equations of (9.45) can be modified to include the user-observed
parameters as follows:
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in which the “_observed” described by (9.48) represents what a ground-based user
located at USER_POSITION on the Earth would observe at the instant of time
“GPS_Time.” Equations (9.48) ignore the small effects of Earth rotation rate as well
as tropospheric and ionospheric delay on the signal. But from a macro level, (9.48)
are useful in determining the most likely initial receiver state for the signal detection
function to initialize the starting code phase and bit phase. The computed code
phase uncertainty from (9.44) then defines the range of code phase to search over,
specifically

Code_ Phase_ Search_ range Code_ Phase_ Observed= + − σ pos c ( )os φel

Equation (9.40) can be used to determine the search time for a particular sce-
nario based on signal power, number of satellites, and the required PDI and
noncoherent integration dwell time required to positively detect the signal. Section
5.13 previously showed that as signals get weak, the integration dwell time required
to positively detect the signal increases substantially. For example, if the signal is
−130 dBm (typical clear view of the sky conditions), the signal can be positively
detected with a 1-ms PDI and a 2-ms noncoherent integration dwell time. As the sig-
nal gets weaker, the required PDI and noncoherent integration time increases sub-
stantially (e.g., if the signal is –150 dBm, then a PDI of 10–12 ms and a noncoherent
integration time of 1 or more seconds is required). Tables 9.7 through 9.9 illustrate
this effect.

Equation (9.33) describes Nc as the number of total Doppler/code phase search
bins for all satellites for a particular scenario. Given that the dwell time per bin is
indicated by Tdwell, and the number of available correlators for the search is given by
Ncorr, then the maximum total search time is approximately indicated by
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Table 9.8 Maximum Search Times

Signal
dBm

PDI
(seconds)

Tdwell per Bin
(seconds)

Ncp First SV
(half-chips)

Ndopp

First SV Nc for 8 SVs
Tsearch 12
(seconds)

Tsearch 32K
(seconds)

–130 0.001 0.002 2,046 2 6,240 1 0.002

–145 0.006 0.050 2,046 12 26,700 111 0.05

–150 0.012 1.0 2,046 25 53,300 1.23 hours 1.7

–155 0.020 5.0 2,046 42 90,230 10.4 hours 14

Time uncertainty = 1 ms; frequency uncertainty = 0.5 ppm; 8 satellites; position uncertainty = 30 km; taking advantage of
reduced code-phase and Doppler search range after finding a first satellite; number of code phase delays and Doppler bins is
reduced after finding first satellite by and reflected in total Nc.

Table 9.7 Maximum Search Times

Signal
dBm

PDI
(seconds)

Tdwell per Bin
(seconds)

Ncp per SV
(half-chips)

Ndopp

per SV Nc for 8 SVs
Tsearch 12
(seconds)

Tsearch 32K
(seconds)

−130 0.001 0.002 2,046 2 32,736 5.4 0.002

−145 0.006 0.050 2,046 12 196,416 818 0.3

−150 0.012 1.0 2,046 25 409,200 9.4 hours 13

−155 0.020 5.0 2,046 42 687,456 80 hours 107

Time uncertainty = 1 ms; frequency uncertainty = 0.5 ppm; 8 satellites; position uncertainty = 30 km; ignoring code-phase
and Doppler search range reductions after finding a first satellite.



( )T T N Nsearch dwell c corr= × (9.49)

For a particular scenario in which the time uncertainty is 1 ms or more, full code
phase search of 2,046 half-chips is required to find the first satellite. Given a condi-
tion of a 0.5-ppm oscillator, the number of Doppler bins is dominated by the oscilla-
tor uncertainty; thus, column Ndopp in Table 9.7 indicates the number of Doppler
bins per satellite and Ncp the number of code phase search bins. The initial conditions
of time, position, and frequency uncertainty are shown. Column Nc indicates the
number of Doppler-codephase search bins for an eight-satellite case in which the
receiver does not take advantage of the code phase learned from a first detected sat-
ellite to reduce the code phase search range on the remaining. Finally, two condi-
tions are highlighted—the total search time Tsearch using (9.49) for two cases: that of a
typical automotive-grade receiver containing 12 searchers, and a modern high-per-
formance flash correlator receiver that can search up to 32,000 bins simultaneously.

As described earlier, when a first satellite is detected, it’s possible to substan-
tially reduce the code phase and Doppler search range for the remaining Nsv – 1 satel-
lites. Table 9.8 illustrates the gain achieved as reflected in reduced Nc and Tsearch cases
by using the full code phase and Doppler search space to find the first satellite and
reducing the remaining seven satellite uncertainties to approximately 300 half-chips
in code phase and 100 Hz in Doppler.

Finally, Table 9.9 illustrates further reductions in the search space and search
time by changing the reference oscillator to 0.05 ppm (for example, taking advan-
tage of handset AFC tuning) and reducing the time uncertainty to 100 µs (such as
taking advantage of precise time transfer).

9.4.4 GPS Receiver Integration in Cellular Phones—Assistance Data from
Handsets

As shown in (9.42), much of the total code-Doppler uncertainty space for N satel-
lites is represented by common-mode error terms of time error and oscillator fre-
quency error. Typical low-cost reference oscillators are in the 0.5- to 1-ppm stability
range, and at this level, the oscillator frequency uncertainty is by far the largest ele-
ment of the total Doppler uncertainty search space. Likewise, a 1-ms or more time
uncertainty is common mode across all satellites and forces full code phase (2,046
half-chips) scan for each satellite, as time error is the largest of the possible contribu-
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Table 9.9 Maximum Search Times

Signal
dBm

PDI
(seconds)

Tdwell per bin
(seconds)

Ncp per SV
(half-chips)

Ndopp

per SV Nc for 8 SVs
Tsearch 12
(seconds)

Tsearch 32K
(seconds)

–130 0.001 0.002 ~300 1 1,636 0.27 0.002

–145 0.006 0.050 ~300 1 1,636 6.8 0.05

–150 0.012 1.0 ~300 2 1,841 153 1

–155 0.020 5.0 ~300 4 3,682 1,535 5

Time uncertainty = 100 µs; frequency uncertainty = 0.05 ppm; 8 satellites; position uncertainty = 30 km; taking advantage of
reduced code-phase and Doppler search range after finding a first satellite; number of code phase delays and Doppler bins is
reduced after finding first satellite and reflected in total Nc.



tors to code-phase uncertainty. There are methods to remedy this common-mode
frequency and time problem that are unique in a cellular handset.

Time. Some types of handsets, such as CDMA, have precise knowledge of GPS
time internally as long as the handset is monitoring at least one paging channel.
CDMA cell towers are synchronized in time using GPS receivers in each cell tower.
The handset uses the precise time information when handing over from one cell
tower to another so that it can align the cell signal spreading code phase and main-
tain seamless communication as the user moves from one cell to the next. By trans-
ferring the precise time information into the GPS function, it becomes possible to
substantially reduce the contribution of time error as it reflects into the code phase
uncertainty dimension, leaving (mostly) the contributions to position uncertainty as
shown in Figure 9.41.

Certain types of handsets, such as GSM, do not have precise time information
available internally. As such, methods have been devised by which precise time can
be delivered to a GSM handset via the network to handset messaging protocol so
that it too can be time synchronized as in CDMA.

The GSM over-the-air protocol is time-division multiplex—each handset is
assigned a timeslot in which it receives and transmits packets of data between itself
and the network. To accomplish precise time transfer in the asynchronous GSM
network, an additional hardware element is installed in the network called a loca-
tion measurement unit (LMU). The LMU contains a GPS receiver for time synchro-
nization. It also contains a GSM phone receiver that it uses to measure the absolute
timing of certain data packets that it receives from each cell tower it can “hear”—in
effect, time tagging the bits received with GPS time. The LMU measures the time
shift or time offset of each cell tower signal that it can hear and makes this time-shift
information available to the cell network for delivery to those handsets desiring pre-
cise time correction. The handset accepts parameters via a network-to-handset mes-
sage that allows it to instantiate a particular portion of the network-to-handset
message with a precise time tag. As such, when the handset receives the particular
portion of the network-to-handset message, it can associate the event of receiving
the bits with the precise time tag (derived from the LMU), thus providing a method
of time transfer that is much better than 1 ms, or 1 GPS PRN-code time period.

Installing LMUs into a GSM network is a rather expensive proposition, so not
all GSM networks will have LMUs. Network operators prefer a lower cost alterna-
tive—to deliver an approximate time estimate to the handset via a standard net-
work-to-handset message. Network latencies in delivering the message to the
handset establish the best possible accuracy of no more than ±2 seconds; thus,
approximate time is useful in computing satellite Doppler when satellite ephemeris
and approximate position is available, but it is generally useless in computing pre-
cise code phase estimates for each satellite so as to avoid searching the entire code
phase space.

All is not lost, however, because as described earlier, most receivers take advan-
tage of the common-mode nature of time uncertainty once one satellite is detected.
After detecting a first satellite generally using a full-code phase scan, the code phase
uncertainty region for the remaining satellites is reduced substantially because the
measured code phase from the detected satellite can be differenced with the pre-
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dicted code phase (computed using the 2-second error approximate time) to provide
a first estimate of the common-mode time error. This correction represents most of
the common-error time contribution to code phase in Figure 9.41; thus, the remain-
ing satellites can be searched for using constrained or limited code phase search
space, substantially reducing the size of the total Doppler/code phase uncertainty
search space.

Frequency. Figure 9.41 shows that the frequency uncertainty dimension of the
satellite search process is dominated by the reference oscillator uncertainty. The
other contributions are small, with position uncertainties of tens of kilometers
assumed. If one assumes a 0.5- to 1.0-ppm reference oscillator is used for GPS, it is
by far the largest contributor to Doppler uncertainty and is common mode across all
satellites.

A cellular handset also contains a reference oscillator for its communication
function, and sharing or reusing the oscillator for GPS offers a compelling cost
advantage. Sharing the oscillator also enables substantial reduction in the reference
oscillator frequency uncertainty because all modern cellular telephones employ a
method of an AFC control loop to correct the oscillator frequency. This is based on a
frequency error relative to the cellular BS-to-handset signal, as shown in Figure 9.43.
The frequency of the cellular BS-to-handset signal is precisely controlled by the net-
work to better than 0.05 ppm within each network tower. As such, the handset AFC
control loop adjusts the frequency of the reference oscillator (via VCO in Figure
9.43) until the frequency difference is zero. Thus, the AFC function calibrates the
reference VCO oscillator to the same accuracy as the network-to-handset signal, or
0.05 ppm. Reusing this high-accuracy clock for GPS purposes enables significant
reduction in the number of Doppler uncertainty search bins, contributing to lower
overall TTFF and minimizing the number of required correlators needed to meet a
minimum performance criteria.

Some handsets physically adjust the frequency of the reference oscillator as
shown in Figure 9.43. Other handsets do not do so; instead, they let the oscillator
free-run and then adjust the control registers on a fractional-N synthesizer to pro-
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duce an adjusted frequency inside the phone receiver. The control registers of the
fractional-N synthesizer are translatable into a known frequency of operation of the
handset reference oscillator. This frequency is known to better than 0.05 ppm,
achieving the same goal as long as the synthesizer tuning parameters are made avail-
able to the GPS function. The latter method offers significant advantages over the
former, as the discrete jumps in frequency attributed to manually adjusting the ref-
erence oscillator frequency can cause data demodulation and tracking problems to
the GPS function. The frequency jumps cause instantaneous phase rotation of the
received GPS biphase modulated signal. If large enough, the instantaneous phase
rotation due to the frequency jump cannot be discriminated from the ±180º phase
rotations due to signal PRN modulation or navigation data bit modulation, thus
confusing the data demodulation process and causing possible loss of lock.

As with time, using handset-based frequency aiding information is not abso-
lutely necessary in order to meet the acquisition time goals of cellular A-GPS. In all
cases, the battle can be won by having sufficient correlators available to search out
the uncertainty space in sufficient time. However, there is a cost and power con-
sumption penalty associated with a maximum correlator solution that is painful to
overcome, at least in the near term until IC technology evolves further. As with
time, one can take advantage of the common-mode nature of the reference fre-
quency uncertainty for applications by choosing to install a separate GPS reference
oscillator. In this case, most of the Doppler uncertainty is due to reference oscillator
uncertainty and can be solved for as soon as one satellite is detected. Thus, the total
uncertainty search space collapses significantly once a first satellite is detected and a
precise Doppler measurement to it is made.

9.4.5 Types of Network Assistance

The specifics of assistance information that are available from a cellular network
are governed by applicable standards that can vary with cellular telephone technol-
ogy type (e.g., AMPS, CDMA, TDMA, GSM, or WCDMA). Generally, the individ-
ual standards messaging protocols are similar across the MAs, with the possible
exception of the CDMA standard in which additional assist data types and location
methods are included. In order to simplify the discussion, we will focus on the GSM
cellular standard, since it is the most widely deployed standard.

The possible forms for acquisition assistance include the following:

• A list of visible satellites;
• Predicted GPS satellite Dopplers and Doppler rates;
• Azimuth and elevation angles for the visible satellites;
• Local oscillator offset information (through the handset AFC function);
• Approximate mobile location;
• GPS satellite ephemeris information;
• GPS almanac;
• Satellite clock correction terms;
• Approximate GPS time;
• Precise GPS time;
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• Predicted codephases;
• Predicted codephase search window;
• Navigation data bit timing information (bit number, fractional bit);
• Navigation data bits (sensitivity assistance).

This list is redundant, as a mobile receiver will only use a subset of this informa-
tion in attempting to acquire the requisite number of satellites for a fix (e.g., pre-
dicted Doppler and Doppler rate information is not needed if an ephemeris, coarse
location, and coarse GPS time are provided). For example, the MS-assisted handset
could use visible satellite list, predicted Doppler (and sometimes rate), and predicted
code phase. The MS-based handset could use approximate position, ephemeris, and
approximate time. Both can transform these parameters into corresponding Dopp-
ler and Doppler uncertainty and code phase and code phase uncertainty, as dis-
cussed earlier. The GPS receiver then conducts its satellite search algorithm over the
search region of interest in a parallel manner if sufficient correlators are available (or
sequentially if not).

The visible satellite list is generated within the cellular network by simply report-
ing the visible satellites at a GPS reference receiver within or in the vicinity of the cel-
lular network. The reference receiver should be positioned to ensure an unobstructed
view of the sky. Because of the relative proximity of the network and the mobile with
which it is communicating (i.e., a maximum separation of 20–30 km is expected), the
visible satellite list is virtually the same for the reference and mobile receiver, except
possibly for a satellite very close to the horizon (i.e., less than the separation distance
divided by the radius of the Earth, or roughly a 0.2º elevation for a 20-km separation)
and with an azimuth opposite to the LOS between the reference receiver and the
mobile. Knowledge of the satellites that are potentially visible permits the mobile
receiver to focus its search and avoid wasting time searching for satellites that are not
visible, thus reducing its time to acquire sufficient satellites for a fix.

Because the GPS satellite Doppler has such a large dynamic range relative to the
Doppler attributable to Earth-borne vehicle motion, providing this information to a
mobile receiver drastically reduces the required number of Doppler bins (and so
correlators) required to cover the search space. The magnitude of the satellite Dopp-
ler can approach 4.2 kHz in the worst case. Assuming that a coherent integration
time of 20 ms (the largest value generally possible without knowledge of the naviga-
tion data bits) is required to acquire a weak GPS signal, the Doppler bin size must be
restricted to 50 Hz due to the well-known Doppler error modulation through the
sinc function. This Doppler bin size thus implies a requirement for 100 Doppler bins
per code phase bin for acquiring this satellite. In contrast, given knowledge of the
satellite Doppler and Doppler rate, the Doppler range can be restricted to a level that
is consistent with maximum expected host velocity (i.e., 250 Hz, or only about 5
Doppler bins). Because satellite Doppler rate is relatively small compared to the
Doppler itself [74], it is generally not needed as part of the assistance data. Only for
very long noncoherent accumulations is the satellite Doppler rate potentially signifi-
cant (e.g., a total integration time of 20 seconds can produce a maximum Doppler
error of 20 Hz in the worst case).

Satellite azimuth and elevation angles can be used by a mobile receiver in its
assignment of search ranges. For example, in the previous paragraph, the number of
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Doppler bins assigned was computed solely as a function of the maximum expected
host velocity. This calculation ignores the fact that Earth-borne host velocities are
largest in the horizontal plane; a more realistic assignment of search range could
therefore have been made using the elevation angle of the to-be-acquired satellite, E,
as indicated in the following equation:

∆D v E v EH z= +max maxcos sin (9.50)

Since maximum vertical velocities (i.e., vzmax above) are expected to be small relative
to maximum horizontal velocities (i.e., vHmax above), smaller search ranges would
generally be assigned to higher elevation satellites using (9.50).

Providing the mobile receiver with an approximate location is most useful for
acquisition assistance when combined with either ephemeris or almanac data for
the satellites expected to be visible. The position provided by the network is gener-
ally either the location of the serving BS or the center of the service area; it is there-
fore expected to be within 20 km of the mobile’s actual location. Given this
position, and either an ephemeris or almanac representation for each satellite,
Doppler and Doppler rate information can be computed by the mobile with satis-
factory accuracy (the sensitivity of Doppler prediction error to position error is gen-
erally less than 1 Hz/km [74]), the value of which for acquisition assistance has
already been discussed.

As referenced in the preceding paragraph, satellite ephemeris or almanac infor-
mation enables accurate Doppler prediction, given relatively coarse position infor-
mation. In addition, if GPS time is known such that the satellite positions can be
accurately computed (a 1-second error in knowledge of GPS time translates to 1 km
of ranging error in the worst case), an accurate range to the GPS satellite can be
determined. If, additionally, the handset has been time-synchronized to GPS time
and the error of each satellite’s time relative to GPS time can be accurately predicted
(i.e., via the satellite clock correction polynomial coefficients that enable this, which
are also provided in the navigation model assistance data), prediction of the satellite
code phase can be made as described in (9.49) to substantially reduce the range of
code phases to search. For example, if the local oscillator has been synchronized to
GPS time, and GPS time-of-week is known to 1 second, the relative code phases can
be resolved to roughly 140 half-chips (i.e., 21 km of ranging error) after finding a
first satellite, representing a significant savings relative to a full code phase search of
2,046 half-chips.

The information, provided to assist acquisition, can also increase sensitivity
(i.e., enable acquisition of weaker signals). This is because the assistance informa-
tion is likely to reduce the search ranges in Doppler and code phase such that the
receiver has sufficient correlators to cover all cells in a parallel search and thus can
spend more time searching the remaining space.

Independent of the acquisition assistance types already discussed, the primary
form for actual sensitivity-increasing assistance data is the provision of navigation
data bits over the cellular network. Given that the navigation data bits can be syn-
chronized with the knowledge of the data bit edges for each satellite for which
acquisition is attempted, the PDI can be extended beyond one navigation data bit:
each doubling of the coherent integration time lowers the acquisition threshold by 3
dB. However, each doubling of the coherent integration period requires a corre-
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spondingly narrower Doppler size due to the sinc function, and so more Doppler
bins (and more correlators) will be required to cover the same uncertainty range.

The over-the-air protocols for A-GPS have provisioned methods of sending the
entire navigation data message to the handset so it has a priori knowledge of each bit
and can subsequently wipeoff the data if needed for additional signal processing
gain. The handset has to assemble the total bit sequence through a number of differ-
ent messages. For example, in the GSM protocol, most of the bits for each satellite
from subframes 1–3 (words 3 through 10) are delivered via the “Navigation Model”
assist data message. Most of the bits for subframes 4 and 5 (words 3 through 10) are
delivered via the “Almanac” assist data message. The bits contained in each word’s
6-bit parity field are not sent, as these are computable after the handset has the data
elements. Each subframe has a constant preamble that does not need to be sent, and
the 17-bit HOW word contained in each subframe (word 2) is predictable with time.
Thus, the remaining missing bits in the navigation message, primarily the TLM Mes-
sage (14 bits), the antispoof flag (1 bit), the alert flag (1 bit) and the TLM-reserved
bits (2 bits) have been accumulated into one additional garbage collection message
and appended at the end of the “Reference Time” network-to-handset message.

At least two alternatives exist to sending and receiving navigation data bits over
the network that achieve most of the benefit: predicting the navigation data bits, as
discussed earlier, and guessing the navigation data bits. Estimated bits [75] can sub-
stantially increase the required number of correlators for longer coherent integra-
tions. In guessing the navigation data bits, a hypothesis corresponding to each
possible bit transition is formulated, and parallel integrations are performed, with
the integration resulting in the largest signal correlation peak determined to be the
correct bit sequence. For a sequence of n data bits, 2n parallel integrations are
required, corresponding to each hypothesized bit sequence. This increases the num-
ber of correlators dedicated to each satellite for which bits are guessed by 2n. In [75],
a practical limit of 5 estimated bits is imposed, corresponding to 32 parallel integra-
tions.

Modernized future signals such as the L2C signal will offer a dataless compo-
nent to the signal, which allows for long coherent integration periods without regard
to data bit modulation interference, eliminating the need to transmit the bits to the
mobile user through a cellular network.

The possible forms for navigation assistance include the following:

• DGPS correction data;
• Approximate altitude of the mobile;
• Approximate mobile location;
• Real-time satellite integrity information;
• Fine GPS timing information;
• Satellite clock correction coefficients;
• GPS satellite ephemeris information.

Although the improvements derived through the application of DGPS correc-
tions to each measured pseudorange have diminished since the presidential directive
to deactivate SA, the benefit may still be worthy of consideration in the E-911 envi-
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ronment. Here, the solution geometry can be significantly degraded relative to
open-sky conditions. Hence, each meter of ranging error can be scaled by a large
multiplier related to the geometry (e.g., HDOP for the HPE), resulting in a signifi-
cant navigation error, which DGPS can reduce.

The approximate altitude of the mobile can be provided as either the altitude
(above the WGS-84 reference ellipsoid) of the serving cell or an average altitude
over the cellular network service area (e.g., the average of the altitudes of each BS in
the network). It is reasonably important that an accuracy measure be provided for
the altitude, generally represented as a 1-sigma error: the applicable standards allow
for this, as discussed in [76]. This error measure is then most readily incorporated
into a WLS solution for the mobile position (see Section 7.3.3 and Appendix A).
Thus, the altitude is added as an additional measurement to the m pseudorange
measurements, zm+1, with an error variance set to the square of the 1-sigma value
from the network:

( )x H R H H R z= − − −T T1 1 1 (9.51)

Note that bold letters denote vectors in (9.51)—the m + 1 dimensional measure-
ment vector, z, and the four-dimensional vector of state corrections, x. The mea-
surement gradient matrix H is of dimension m + 1 by 4, with its first m rows
corresponding to the m pseudorange measurements, and the last row corresponding
to the altitude, and R is the m + 1 dimensional diagonal measurement error variance
matrix, with each element representing an error variance assigned to the corre-
sponding measurement. The importance of assigning the error variance to the alti-
tude measurement can be illustrated by an example. Suppose the emergency call is
made from the tenth floor of a high-rise building, and the mean altitude of the cellu-
lar network coverage area is only slightly above mean sea level—in this case, the
altitude aiding information is grossly in error, and the only mechanism for inform-
ing the mobile is through the assignment of a large error variance to the altitude aid-
ing. Thus, the communicated network 1-sigma altitude error must reflect the
presence of high-rise buildings in the service area.

The approximate location that is communicated to the mobile can serve two
functions for the navigation solution. The first is simply to initialize the WLS solu-
tion, or provide a starting point for its iterations—the x value in (9.51)—which is
defined as a set of corrections relative to this initial supplied location. In order for
(9.51) to be valid, the approximate location must be sufficiently accurate such that
the pseudorange measurements are effectively linearized. A second function is to
add horizontal position domain constraints to the WLS solution, in the same way in
which the altitude constraint is added. The dimension of the measurement vector, z,
is then increased to m + 3, where m is the number of pseudorange measurements,
and the R matrix elements corresponding to the position constraints are assigned
error variances that reflect the accuracy of the approximate location. As referenced
in (9.41), error variances, perhaps in the form of an error ellipse, are communicated
with the approximate position. The error ellipse can be communicated (as an orien-
tation angle and 1-sigma errors in principal axes), as illustrated in Figure 9.44,
when the approximate position is determined from a coarse fix (e.g., based upon
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ranging off the cellular signals). In the figure, σ e
2 , σ n

2 , and σne denote the elements of
the covariance matrix corresponding to east and north position error. In the case of
an error ellipse, the east and north position error components will generally be cor-
related (i.e., a nondiagonal measurement error variance will be needed if the con-
straints are expressed directly in terms of east and north position error components).
Preferably, the measurement error variance matrix can remain diagonal if the mea-
surements are expressed in the principal axes. Adding the approximate location
information as measurements cannot be expected to improve the accuracy of the
resultant fix, but it can assist in the identification of failed pseudorange measure-
ments corresponding to false signal detections.

In a manner completely analogous to the addition of position constraints as
additional measurements in the WLS solution for location, a timing constraint can
be added to the clock offset solution, if fine timing information is available and suffi-
ciently accurate (i.e., submillisecond).

Finally, the mobile’s navigation solution can be aided by the transmission of sat-
ellite clock correction and ephemeris data, which may already be part of the acquisi-
tion assistance. However, for a handset-based solution in response to an emergency
call, both are generally required for an accurate solution, since time does not permit
decoding of the equivalent information from the navigation data bits.

9.4.5.1 Over-the-Air Location Protocol Standards

It is important to develop common over-the-air messaging standards to support
assisted GPS technology in a handset in order to guarantee interoperability among
various handset and location technology developers. As such, telecommunication
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standards organizations, location technology developers, handset manufacturers,
and carriers have been busy incorporating location technologies into their stan-
dards, whether it is GSM, TDMA, CDMA, CDMA2000, WCDMA/UMTS, or even
AMPS. The process to create a new over-the-air protocol to support a new technol-
ogy can take years (e.g., the process to develop the CDMA protocol IS-801 began in
late 1998 and completed with the first revision of the document in early 2000).
Work to upgrade the document to IS-801a status to include new features and capa-
bilities continued through 2003. The process of creating a new standard is contribu-
tion driven: interested parties contribute written descriptions of candidate features
to regular meetings. The contribution is discussed, merits of each idea are judged,
and the idea is voted upon for inclusion or exclusion. Needless to say, it’s a long pro-
cess to obtain agreement among all parties and to publish the final specification;
ideas that are initially accepted can be removed when better ideas are created before
final publication is achieved.

Many requirements are generally covered by a standard. First, the methods and
procedures must be technically sound and have no holes. Second, messaging effi-
ciency is important—transporting the maximum of useful information in the least
number of bits is highly valued by the cellular carriers to minimize the incremental
feature burden on the cellular infrastructure and support the most number of users
without consuming all of the available bandwidth. Sometimes, a carrier’s vote car-
ries more weight, as ultimately they are the final customer of the specification and
have to live with its ramifications as it impacts their cellular customer base.

Standards organizations involved are the Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP), 3GPP2, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI),
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA), and the T1P1 Committee. Listed
in Table 9.10 are technologies being standardized by these organizations.

As discussed earlier, there are two main types of A-GPS technology,
MS-assisted and MS-based. The GSM over-the-air protocol information elements
to support each will be discussed next.

MS-Assist Exchange
Referring to Figure 9.35, recall that the MS-assist method moves the position com-
putation element to the network-based position computation server, called a PDE in
a CDMA network or an serving mobile location center (SMLC) in a GSM network.
Information flows from the network to the handset to enable the handset-based
GPS receiver to acquire, detect, and measure pseudoranges to multiple satellites.
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Table 9.10 Standardized Location Technologies

Handset
Technology (MA) Organization Standards Documents

Location
Technology

Reference

AMPS TIA TR45.1 TIA/EIA/IS-817 A-GPS [77]

CDMA (IS-95) TIA TR45.5 IS-801/IS-801A A-GPS/AFLT [78]

CDMA-2000 3GPP2 IS-801/IS801A A-GPS/AFLT [78]

TDMA TIA TR45.3 TIA/EIA-136-740-C A-GPS [79]

GSM ETSI & T1P1.5 04.31 A-GPS/EOTD [76]

WCDMA/UMTS
3GPP GERAN/
3GPP RAN2

25.331 A-GPS [80]



The handset then returns measured code phases, Doppler, and signal power esti-
mates for each detected satellite.

In MS-assist mode, the GSM exchange begins when the handset requests an
“Acquisition Assistance” message from the GSM network. Tables 9.11 and 9.12
showcase the information content of the “Acquisition Assistance” message that is
promptly delivered from the network to the handset via a short digital message. The
data in Table 9.11 is sent once, while the data in Table 9.12 is sent for each visible
satellite data in the assist message set.

The parameters “Doppler uncertainty” and “code phase search window” corre-
spond to the network’s estimate of Doppler uncertainty and code phase uncertainty
depicted in Figures 9.3 through 9.7. The parameters “code phase,” “integer code
phase,” and “GPS bit number” correspond to “Code_Phase_observed,” “Inte-
ger_PN_Rolls_observed,” and “Bit_Number_observed” in (9.48); however, “GPS_
Bit_number” is truncated further to just two bits by a modulo function, such that
GPS_Bit_number = MOD(Bit_Number_observed, 4). In Table 9.11, the parameter
“GPS TOW” represents the time-tag corresponding to the data contained in Table
9.12 and is analogous to “GPS_Time” in (9.48). In Table 9.11, the parameters
“BCCH carrier,” “BSIC,” “frame number,” “timeslot number,” and “bit number”
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Table 9.11 GPS Acquisition Assist—Parameters Appearing Once Per Message

Parameter Range Bits Resolution Incl.

Number of Satellites 0–15 4 — M

Reference Time

GPS TOW 0–604,799.92 seconds 23 0.08 second M

BCCH Carrier 0–1,023 10 — O

BSIC 0–63 6 — O

Frame Number 0–2,097,151 21 — O

Timeslots Number 0–7 3 — O

Bit Number 0–156 8 — O

Source: [76].

Table 9.12 GPS Acquisition Assist—Parameters Appearing (Number of Satellites)
Times Per Message

Parameter Range Bits Resolution Incl.

SVID/PRNID 1–64 (0–63) 6 M

Doppler (zero-order term) −5,120 to 5,117.5 Hz 12 2.5 Hz M

Doppler (first-order term) −1–0.5 6 O

Doppler uncertainty
12.5 Hz – 200 Hz
[2−n(200) Hz, n = 0 – 4]

3 O

Code phase 0–1,022 chips 10 1 chip M

Integer code phase 0-19 5 1 C/A period M

GPS bit number 0–3 2 M

Code phase search window 1–192 chips 4 M

Azimuth 0–348.75º 5 11.25º O

Elevation 0–78.75º 3 11.25º O

Source: [76].



represent the LMU-generated parameters that link the asynchronous GSM cellular
messaging protocol state at an instant in time to the corresponding GPS-TOW time
tag (i.e., the cellular messaging protocol state defined by these parameters existed at
the precise GPS-TOW time tag that enables precise time transfer). The use of the
time transfer parameters are optional, (marked “O” in the table), which means the
handset does not necessarily need to use the data, and, in fact, the parameters may
be missing from certain cellular networks if the network operator does not want to
deploy LMUs. Those elements marked “M” are mandatory.

The parameters “azimuth” and “elevation” provide the MS-assisted handset
with the ability to compute approximate HDOP (see Chapter 7) as it acquires satel-
lites. Without some form of geometry quality indicator, the MS-assisted handset
does not know when it has detected sufficient satellites for a good fix. Thus, being
able to compute HDOP after each subsequent new satellite detection enables the
MS-assisted handset to know when it has detected sufficient satellites for a quality
fix and to deliver the pseudorange measurement response message to the network.

When the MS-assisted handset acquires sufficient satellites for a good fix, it
returns the measured pseudorange data to the network via a measurement informa-
tion element response message, depicted in Tables 9.13 and 9.14. As before, Table
9.13 data is sent one time and Table 9.14 data is sent N-SAT times. Table 9.14 rep-
resents the actual receiver measured range data that the network-based SLMC will
use to compute the position of the handset.

MS-Based Exchange
Referring to Figure 9.35, recall that the MS-based method provides the position
computation element in the handset, enabling local applications such as personal
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Table 9.13 GPS TOW Field Contents

Parameter
Number
of Bits Resolution Range Units

Reference frame 16 — 0–65,535 Frames

GPS TOW 24 1 ms 0–14,399,999 ms

N_SAT 4 — 1–16 —

Source: [76].

Table 9.14 Measurement Parameters Field Contents

Parameter
Number
of Bits Resolution Range Units

Satellite ID 6 — 0–63 —

C/N0 6 1 0–63 dB-Hz

Doppler 16 0.2 ±6,553.6 Hz

Whole chips 10 1 0–1022 chips

Fractional chips 10 2−10 0–(1–2−10) chips

Multipath indicator 2 4 levels —

Pseudorange RMS error 6 3-bit mantissa
3-bit exp

0.5–112 m

Source: [76].



navigation or mapping to operate within the handset. To do so, the handset will
need a fresh copy of satellite ephemeris data, as it needs to know precise satellite
positions in order to compute range residuals and update its local estimate of user
position. Thus, one of the data elements the MS-based handset will need from the
cellular network is the real-time (current) ephemeris data. The ephemeris is also use-
ful in computing local acquisition assist data, given that the handset also knows
approximate position and time. Two other data elements that are obtainable by the
handset include this additional data.

The MS-based handset has a number of things it can request from the cellular
network. Table 9.15 describes the suite of assistance data elements that can be
requested by the handset. The handset can individually select each or all data ele-
ments listed in the table in one uploaded request to the network, thus, the handset
that is cold (i.e., no time, position, ionosphere correction, or ephemeris data) can
request the entire load in one uploaded message and then accept each assist data ele-
ment as it is delivered from the network message.

Each data element is formatted into a unique data message before being sent to
the handset. For a detailed description of each data element message, refer to [76].
The handset uses the assist data, transforms it into Doppler, code phase estimates,
and uncertainties, as described in Figure 9.41 and (9.48). The signals are acquired
and position determined using the locally stored ephemeris and ionospheric correc-
tion constants. The handset then can return the position to the network via one of
five different digital messages [81]. The messages contain the user position data
along with optional uncertainty and altitude. The optional messages include:

• Ellipsoid point;
• Ellipsoid point with uncertainty circle;
• Ellipsoid point with uncertainty ellipse;
• Ellipsoid point with altitude;
• Ellipsoid point with altitude and uncertainty ellipse.

The most general option, ellipsoid point with altitude and uncertainty ellipse from
[80], is detailed in Table 9.16.
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Table 9.15 Fields in the GPS
Assistance Data Element

Parameter Presence

Reference time O

Reference location O

DGPS corrections O

Navigation model O

Ionospheric model O

UTC model O

Almanac O

Acquisition assistance O

Real-time integrity O

Source: [76].



One example of how the cellular over-the-air protocol can be used to solve a
particular handset application problem is demonstrated by the “Real-Time-Integ-
rity” acquisition assist data element. In Section 7.5, the importance of ensuring
integrity for GPS is discussed, since GPS satellite clocks can fail, resulting in signifi-
cant error in unprotected receiver solutions. A GPS receiver embedded in a cellular
handset cannot generally be expected to perform its own RAIM (e.g., see Section
7.5.3) function, since signal reception conditions may be poor and the luxury of
redundant measurements may not exist. For this reason, the cellular standards have
allowed for integrity information to be communicated to the handset, since a net-
work-based GPS receiver will certainly be able to perform the RAIM function and
identify which satellites are failed or failing. It should be noted that the historical
failure rate of GPS satellites or ephemeris uploads to those satellites has been very
low—approximately one event every 18 to 24 months. However, when GPS is used
for high-frequency E-911 emergency location function, it is certain that someone
will need the system at precisely the time a satellite fails. Consequently, a real-time
integrity function was added to the Radio Resources Location Services Protocol
(RRLP) to prevent such failures.

An MS-based handset can be particularly vulnerable to GPS satellite failures.
The handset can request real-time ephemeris data from the cellular network and
then subsequently use the data for several hours. One mode that may be used by the
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Table 9.16 Position Response Data Element

Information Element/
Group Name Type and Reference Semantics Description

Latitude sign Enumerated (north, south)

Degrees of latitude Integer (0...223−1) The IE value (N) is derived by this formula:
N ≤ 223 X /90 < N + 1
X is the latitude in degrees (0º…90º)

Degrees of longitude Integer (–223…223−1) The IE value (N) is derived by this formula:
N ≤ 224 X /360 < N + 1
X is the longitude in degrees (−180º…+180º)

Altitude direction Enumerated (height, depth)

Altitude Integer (0…215−1) The IE value (N) is derived by this formula:
N ≤ a < N + 1
a is the altitude in meters

Uncertainty semimajor Integer (0…127) The uncertainty r is derived from the uncertainty
code k by r = 10 × (1.1k−1)

Uncertainty semiminor Integer (0…127) The uncertainty r is derived from the uncertainty
code k by r = 10 × (1.1k−1)

Orientation of major axis Integer (0…89) The IE value (N) is derived by this formula:
2N ≤ a < 2(N + 1)
a being the orientation in degree (0º…179º)

Uncertainty altitude Integer (0…127) The uncertainty in altitude, h, expressed in
meters, is mapped from the IE value (K), with
the following formula: h = C((1 + x)K −1) with
C = 45 and x = 0.025.

Confidence Integer (0…100) In percentage

Source: [80].



handset is a periodic fix mode, in which the handset accepts the ephemeris assist
data and then computes position at some periodic rate (e.g., once per minute). The
handset only needs to get current ephemeris for each satellite at the start, as its useful
life is ±2 hours around the TOE time. In an assisted mode, the handset may never
observe the satellite-broadcast real-time integrity data that is available in the 50-bps
satellite navigation data message. Thus, if a particular satellite fails between the time
the handset accepts ephemeris and the time it wants to use it for a position solution,
the handset will not have knowledge of the failed state and could produce erroneous
position data.

To combat this potential problem, a short real-time integrity message was added
to the RRLP protocol to inform the handset when a particular satellite has failed.
The real-time-integrity message is requested at the start of each location attempt and
consumes only a few bits of the available bandwidth. The network-generated
real-time-integrity message is then sent to the handset. For the case of no failed satel-
lites, this message returns one zero bit. For the case of a failed satellite or group of
failed satellites, the satellite IDs of the failed satellite(s) are returned to the handset;
the handset excludes those failed satellites from any subsequent position solution.
As such, the MS-based handset needs to request real-time integrity information at
the start of each location attempt to ensure solution integrity.
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10.1 GALILEO Program Objectives

Satellite navigation, positioning, and timing have already found widespread appli-
cations in a large variety of fields. Recognizing the strategic importance of its appli-
cations, a European approach was developed in the early 1990s. It started with the
European contribution to the first generation of Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tems (GNSS-1), the EGNOS program, and continues with the future generation of
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS-2), the GALILEO program.

GNSS-1 provides Europe with early benefits but does not offer a sufficient level
of control over GNSS; nor does it offer signals with guaranteed availability and per-
formance, as it depends upon the GPS or GLONASS. This has led to the definition
of GALILEO, a satellite constellation providing worldwide coverage, which is pro-
posed as the European contribution to GNSS-2.

The combined use of GALILEO, EGNOS, and GPS/GLONASS will increase the
overall performance, robustness, and the inherent safety of the services achieved
from GNSS, and it will allow for worldwide acceptability of the exploitation and
use of satellite navigation for the benefit of all potential users.

10.2 GALILEO Services and Performance

The GALILEO system is being designed to meet a variety of user needs, out of which
a number of representative services has been identified to form the basis of the
design and to allow the definition of the main features of GALILEO. However, the
capabilities of the system will allow the realization of a larger number of services,
well beyond the scope of the ones defined here. In addition, the system architecture
is flexible and scalable so that evolution of user needs can be accommodated.
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This section focuses on GALILEO services: these services will be provided
worldwide and independently from other satellite navigation systems by using only
the signals broadcast by the GALILEO satellite constellation. Five reference services
are defined: open service (OS), safety of life (SOL), commercial service, public regu-
lated service (PRS), and the support for a search and rescue (SAR) service. Table
10.1 highlights the anticipated performances for these services derived from the
GALILEO Mission High Level Definition [1].

10.2.1 Open Service (OS)

The OS will provide positioning, velocity, and timing information that can be
accessed free of direct charge. This service is suitable for mass-market applications,
such as in-car navigation. This service is also particularly suitable with integration in
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Table 10.1 Performance for the GALILEO Services

GALILEO
Global Services OS

Commercial
Service SOL Service PRS

Coverage Global Global Global Global

Positioning accuracy
(Horizontal, 2
dRMS, 95%)
(Vertical, 95%)

15m or 24m H–35m V
(single  frequency)
4m H–8m V
(dual frequency)

4m H–8m V
(dual frequency)

15m or 24m H–35m V
(single frequency)
6.5m H–12m V
(dual frequency)

Timing
accuracy (95%)

30 ns 30 ns 30 ns 30 ns

Integrity1

Alert limit
Time to alert
Integrity risk

None None 12m H–20m V
6 seconds
3.5 × 10−7/150 seconds

20m H–35m V
10 seconds
3.5 × 10−7/150 seconds

Continuity risk2 1 × 10−5/15 seconds 1 × 10−5/15 seconds

Service availability3 99.5% 99.5% 99.5% 99.5%

Access control Free open access Controlled access
of ranging codes
and navigation
data message

Authentication of
integrity information
in the navigation data
message

Controlled access of
ranging codes and
navigation data
message

Certification and
service guarantees

None Guarantee of
service possible

Build for certification
and guarantee of
service

Build for certification
and guarantee of
service

Single frequency accuracy depends on the frequency used: 15-m horizontal accuracy when using the L1 signal or 24m when using the other fre-
quencies (E5a, E5b, E6).
1. Integrity is defined by the following parameters:

• Alert limit: the maximum allowable error in the user position solution before an alarm is to be raised within the specific time to alert;
• Time to alert: the time from when an alarm condition occurs until when the alarm is received at the user level (including the time to detect

the alarm condition);
• Integrity risk: the probability, during any continuous period of operation, that the computed vertical or horizontal positioning error

exceeds the corresponding alert limit and the user is not informed within the specified time to alert (note that the value reported in the
table includes the user contribution of 1.5 × 10−7/150 seconds).

2. Continuity risk is the probability that the specified performances (accuracy and integrity) are supported by the system over the time interval
applicable and within the coverage area, given that they are supported at the beginning of the operation and that they are predicted to be sup-
ported all along the operation duration (note that the value reported in the table includes the user contribution of 0.2 × 10−5/15 seconds).
3. Service availability represents the percentage of time averaged over the design lifetime (20 years) when the service is within the specified per-
formance (accuracy, integrity, and continuity) for any point within the service volume. It is derived from the availability of each operational
configuration (nominal, without failures, or nonnominal, with one or more failures), weighted by its probability of occurrence, averaged over
the design lifetime.



mobile telephones. In Table 10.1, service performance is defined for single- as well
as dual-frequency users. Three signals (E5a, E5b, and L1) will be broadcast for the
OS. These signals are shown in Figures 10.1 and 10.2. By using these three signals
with differential techniques based on carrier phase processing, a very high accuracy
can be achieved. This performance will be realizable by users at any point in the
world and at any time, provided the users are equipped with receivers that process
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all GALILEO satellite signals visible 10° above the horizon (i.e., 10° mask angle). In
contrast, single-frequency user performance represents the worst case.

10.2.2 Commercial Service (CS)

The commercial service will allow the development of professional applications by
supporting the dissemination of value-added data on a dedicated commercial service
signal that can be used for supporting high-accuracy positioning applications. The
GALILEO Operating Company, in charge of deploying, financing, and operating
the system, will determine the level of performance and guarantee of service it can
offer for each commercial service on the basis of the market potential of the applica-
tions. Contractual arrangements might exist, for instance, between the GALILEO
Operating Company and third party service providers for value-added services such
as weather alerts, accident warnings, traffic information, and map updates.

10.2.3 Safety of Life (SOL) Service

The SOL service is intended for safety-critical users (e.g., those involved in maritime,
aviation, and railway modes of transportation whose applications or operations
require stringent performance and safety levels). This service will be offered
unencrypted, and the system will have the capability to authenticate the included
signals to assure that the received signals are truly those broadcast by GALILEO.
This will allow the user to periodically verify in a cryptographic way that the infor-
mation broadcast by the spacecraft is genuine. In addition to signal authentication,
the SOL service will include integrity monitoring and notification (i.e., a timely
warning will be issued to the users when the safe use of the SOL signals cannot be
guaranteed according to specifications). All of these features, together with ade-
quate service guarantees, will facilitate the development and certification of SOL
applications. E5b and L1 are the frequencies used for SOL services. As with the OS,
the SOL specifications are given for a worst-case user anywhere in the world at any
time of the day. This critical service level performance has been one of the drivers for
the design of the system. This level can support critical operations, such as aviation
precision approach, with vertical guidance where stringent levels of safety are
demanded. In addition, it will also be possible for regional service providers to mon-
itor integrity of the GALILEO signals over their region. Regional integrity data can
be broadcast directly by regional service providers using up to five authorized integ-
rity uplink channels provided by the GALILEO satellites. Alternatively, regional
integrity data can also be transmitted by regional service providers to the GALILEO
Control Centers (GCC) for indirect uplink, together with the integrity data com-
puted centrally.

10.2.4 Public Regulated Service (PRS)

The PRS will be offered only to government-authorized users requiring a higher level
of protection (e.g., increased robustness against interference or jamming). The PRS
signals will be encrypted, and access to the service will be controlled through a gov-
ernment-approved secure key distribution mechanism.
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10.2.5 Support to Search and Rescue (SAR) Service

The GALILEO constellation of satellites will be equipped with transponders that
will allow the relay of alarms from distress beacons to SAR organizations. An inter-
face with those centers will also be implemented so that the system will be capable
of relaying back to the users an acknowledgment that the rescue operation is
engaged. This acknowledgment will be provided through the GALILEO navigation
signals themselves. This GALILEO SAR service will be integrated into the interna-
tional COSPAS/SARSAT cooperative effort on SAR activities.

10.3 GALILEO Frequency Plan and Signal Design

This section presents a summary description of the GALILEO frequency plan and
signal structure. The main considerations in the selection of the GALILEO signal
characteristics were [2–5]:

• Transmission of wide bandwidth signals in the L-band spectrum, enabling
precise and robust tracking performance and multipath mitigation capability;

• Minimization of interference from and to existing satellite navigation systems
(e.g., GPS, GLONASS) for the purpose of radio frequency compatibility;

• Selection of frequencies with good performance and small tracking errors in
the upper L-band frequencies for the purpose of ionospheric compensation in
dual-frequency receivers;

• Interoperability with GPS;
• Security aspects with respect to the military GPS M code and the GALILEO

PRS (i.e., the separation of military and specially protected services from civil
services).

The EU and the United States concluded an agreement on GALILEO and GPS at
the EU-U.S. Summit held in Ireland on June 26, 2004. The agreement on the promo-
tion, provision, and use of the two satellite-based navigation systems and related
applications was signed by EC Vice President Loyola de Palacio and U.S. Secretary
of State Colin Powell. The provisions of this agreement will allow each system to
work alongside the other without interfering with its counterpart’s signals, thus
providing interoperability between GPS and GALILEO.

10.3.1 Frequencies and Signals

GALILEO will provide six navigation signals with RHCP in the frequency ranges
1,164–1,215 MHz (E5 band), 1,260–1,300 MHz (E6 band), and 1,559–1,592
MHz (E2-L1-E1 band), which are each internationally allocated for radionaviga-
tion satellite services (RNSS). The GALILEO frequency plan is shown in Figure 10.1
(the frequency band E2-L1-E1 is sometimes denoted as L1 for convenience). All sat-
ellites will make use of the same carrier frequencies with different ranging codes
through CDMA transmission.
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The E5 and L1 bands have international coprimary allocations for ARNS,
so that transmitted GALILEO signals in those bands can be used for dedicated
aviation-related safety-critical applications. Moreover, Figure 10.1 highlights com-
mon frequencies with GPS (L1 and E5a), which are beneficial for interoperability at
the user equipment level.

Figure 10.2 illustrates the baseline GALILEO signal’s spectral characteristics as
well as modulation, chip rate, and data rate at the time of this writing. Some of those
parameters are still subject of further tradeoff analysis (L1F modulation, for
instance).

Each GALILEO satellite will transmit six navigation signals denoted as L1F,
L1P, E6C, E6P, E5a, and E5b signals.

• L1F signal: L1F is an open-access signal transmitted in the L1 band compris-
ing a data channel and a pilot (or dataless) channel. It has unencrypted ranging
codes and navigation data, which are accessible to all users. The L1F data
stream also contains integrity messages and encrypted commercial data. The
L1F data rate is 125 bps. The L1F signal will support the OS, commercial ser-
vice, and the SOL.

• L1P signal: L1P signal is a restricted-access signal transmitted in the L1 band.
Its ranging codes and data are encrypted using a governmental encryption
algorithm. The L1P signal will support the PRS.

• E6C signal: E6C is a commercial-access signal transmitted in the E6 band that
includes a data channel and a pilot (or dataless) channel. Its ranging codes and
data are encrypted using a commercial algorithm. A data rate of 500 bps will
allow the transmission of added-value commercial data. The E6C signal is a
dedicated signal for supporting the commercial service.

• E6P signal: E6P is a restricted-access signal transmitted in the E6 band. Its
ranging codes and data are encrypted using a governmental encryption algo-
rithm. The E6P signal will support the PRS.

• E5a signal: E5a signal is an open-access signal transmitted in the E5 band that
includes a data channel and a pilot (or dataless) channel. The E5a signal has
unencrypted ranging codes and navigation data, which are accessible by all
users. It transmits the basic data to support navigation and timing functions,
using a relatively low 25-bps data rate that enables more robust data demodu-
lation. The E5a signal will support the OS.

• E5b signal: E5b is an open-access signal transmitted in the E5 band that
includes a data channel and a pilot (or dataless) channel. It has unencrypted
ranging codes and navigation data accessible to all users. The E5b data stream
also contains integrity messages and encrypted commercial data. The data rate
is 125 bps. The E5b signal will support the OS, commercial service, and SOL
services.

The E5a and E5b signals are modulated onto a single E5 carrier using a tech-
nique known as AltBOC [4] (see description of alternative BOC modulation in Sec-
tion 10.3.2.3). The composite of the E5a and E5b signals is denoted as the E5 signal
and can be processed as a single large-bandwidth signal with an appropriate user
receiver implementation. A rate half convolutional coding scheme is used for all sig-
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nals before transmission of the message data onto their carriers so that the data sym-
bol rate on each signal in symbols per second (sps) is twice the data rate in bits per
second (bps). The data contained in the navigation message are summarized next.

• Navigation and timing data are generated by the GALILEO Ground Mission
Segment (GMS) and uploaded to all satellites for dissemination through all
signals data channels.

• Integrity data are also generated by the GALILEO GMS and uploaded to all
satellites for dissemination through the E5b and L1F signals data channels.

• Commercial data will be provided by external service providers that will
interface with the GALILEO Control Center (GCC) before dissemination
through all GALILEO satellites. The service providers will give access to the
data directly to the CS users through the E5b, E6C, and L1F signals data
channels.

• PRS data will be transmitted on the E6P and L1P signals.

Table 10.2 is a summary of the primary GALILEO navigation signal parame-
ters (see Section 4.2.3 for an overview of BPSK-R and BOC modulations).

10.3.2 Modulation Schemes

10.3.2.1 L1 Signal

The transmitted GALILEO L1 signal s tL
tx

1 ( ) consists of the multiplexing of three
components as follows:

• The L1F data channel (L1F-d): The modulation on this channel results from
the modulo-two addition of three components—the L1F navigation data
stream dL1F(t), the L1F-d channel PRN code sequence cL1F-d(t), and the L1F-d
subcarrier scL1F-d(t). The BOC subcarrier has sine phasing. The signal corre-
sponds to BOCs(1,1) modulation by the d-channel code sequence and the
d-channel data signal.
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Table 10.2 Primary GALILEO Navigation Signal Parameters

Frequency
Bands Channel

Modulation
Type

Chip Rate
(Mchip/s)

Symbol
Rate (sps)

User Minimum Received
Power Above 10º
Elevation (dBW)

E5 E5a data

AltBOC(15,10) 10.23

50
−155

E5a pilot N/A

E5b data 250
−155

E5b pilot N/A

E6 E6P BOCc (10,5) 5.115 To be decided −155

E6C data BPSK-R(5)
5.115

1,000
−155

E6C pilot N/A

E2-L1-E1 L1P BOCc (15,2.5) 2.5575 To be decided −157

L1F data
BOCs(1,1) 1.023

250
−157

L1F pilot N/A



• The L1F pilot channel (L1F-p): The modulation on this channel results from
the modulo-two addition of the L1F-p channel PRN code sequence cL1F-p(t)
with the L1F-p subcarrier scL1F-p(t). The BOC subcarrier has sine phasing. The
signal corresponds to BOCs(1,1) modulation by the p-channel code sequence.

• The L1P channel: The modulation on this channel results from the modulo-2
addition of three components—the L1P navigation data stream dL1P(t), the L1P
channel PRN code sequence cL1P(t), and the L1P subcarrier scL1P(t). The BOC
subcarrier has cosine phasing. The signal corresponds to BOCc(15,2.5) cosine
modulation by the code sequence and data signal.

The L1 signal components are multiplexed into the L1 carrier using the modified
hexaphase modulation [6]. The L1F signal is modulated onto the carrier in-phase
component while the L1P signal is modulated onto the quadrature component. The
composite signal may be expressed as:
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modified hexaphase modulation, which ensures the constant envelope
property of the transmitted carrier signal

The coefficients, αL1, βL1, and γL1, adjust the relative power of the four compo-
nents. The values determine the distribution of the total useful power among signal
channels. The power distribution, shown in Table 10.3, aims at an equal sharing
between L1P and L1F transmit power.

At reception, the L1 modulation scheme allows independent processing of the
L1F and L1P signals in a GALILEO receiver.

The L1F received signal can be written as:
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wherePL
rx
1 is the L1 total received power, τL1 is the transmission delay at L1, ∆fL1 is the

carrier frequency offset (including Doppler offset), and θL1 is the received phase.
Equivalently, the L1P received signal can be written as:
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10.3.2.2 E6 Signal

The transmitted GALILEO E6 signal S tE
tx

6 ( ) consists of three components:

• The E6C data channel (E6C-d): The modulating signal is the modulo-two
addition of the E6C navigation data stream dE6C(t) with the E6C-d channel
PRN code sequence cE6C-d(t). The resulting signal is binary phase shift keyed
onto the E6 carrier at 5.115 × 106 chip/s – BPSK-R(5).

• The E6C pilot channel (E6C-p): The modulating signal is the E6C-p channel
PRN code sequence cE6C-p(t). This is binary phase shift keyed onto the E6 car-
rier at 5.115 × 106 chip/s – BPSK-R(5).

• The E6P channel: The modulating signal is the modulo-two addition of the
E6P navigation data stream dE6P(t), the E6P channel PRN code sequence cE6P(t),
and the binary E6P subcarrier scE6P(t). This is binary phase shift keyed onto the
E6 carrier with a code chipping rate of 5.115 × 106 chips/s and a subcarrier of
10.23 MHz – BOCc(10,5).

E6 signal components are multiplexed onto the E6 carrier signal by means of a
modified hexaphase modulation [6]. E6C signal channels are modulated onto the
in-phase component and the E6P channels are modulated on to the quadrature com-
ponent of the E6 carrier signal.
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ensures the constant envelope property of the transmitted signal

The coefficients, αE6, βE6, and γE6, adjust the relative power of the four compo-
nents. The values determine the distribution of the total useful power among the sig-
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Table 10.3 Distribution
of L1 Useful Power Among
Channels

Channel
Relative Signal
Power

L1P 50%

L1F-d 25%

L1F-p 25%



nal channels. The distribution of the useful power, as shown in Table 10.4, aims at
an equal sharing between E6C and E6P.

At reception, the E6 signal multiplexing scheme allows the independent process-
ing of E6C and E6P signals.

The E6C received signal can be expressed as:
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wherePE
rx
6 is E6 total received power, τE6 is the delay between transmission and recep-

tion for E6, ∆fE6 is the carrier frequency offset, and θE6 is the received phase.
Also, the E6P received signal can be written as:
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10.3.2.3 E5 Signal

The transmitted GALILEO E5 signal S tE
tx

5 ( ) consists of the multiplexing of four com-
ponents:

• The E5a data channel: This is the modulo-two addition of the E5a navigation
data stream dE5a(t) with the E5a data channel PRN code sequence cE5a-d(t),
which has a chipping rate of 10.23 MHz.

• The E5a pilot channel: This is the E5a pilot channel PRN code sequence
cE5a-p(t), which has a chipping rate of 10.23 MHz.

• The E5b data channel: This is the modulo-two addition of the E5b navigation
data stream dE5b(t) with the E5b data channel PRN code sequence cE5b-d(t),
which has a chipping rate of 10.23 MHz.

• The E5b pilot channel: This is the E5b pilot channel PRN code sequence
cE5b-p(t), which has a chipping rate of 10.23 MHz.

The multiplexing of the four channels is achieved by means of the
AltBOC(15,10) modulation according to the baseband expression [6, 7]:
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Table 10.4 Distribution of
E6 Useful Power Among
Channels

Channel
Relative Signal
Power

E6P 50%

E6C-d 25%

E6C-p 25%
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where the useful signal components are:

s t d t c tE a d
t

E a E a d
x
5 5 5- -( ) ( ) ( )= ⋅ = the E5a-d signal component

s t c tE a p
t

E a p
x
5 5- -( ) ( )= = the E5a-p signal component

s t d t c tE b d
t

E b E b d
x
5 5 5- -( ) ( ) ( )= ⋅ = the E5b-d signal component

s t c tE b p
t

E b p
x
5 5- -( ) ( )= = the E5b-p signal component

The respective dashed signal components s tE a d
tx

5 - ( ), s tE a p
tx

5 - ( ), s tE b d
tx

5 - ( ), and
s tE b p

tx
5 - ( ), are product signals according to the following equations:
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The parameters sc tE d5- ( ) and sc tE p5- ( ) are the four-level subcarrier functions used
for the AltBOC modulation and represented in Figure 10.3:
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with Tsc E 5
being the E5 subcarrier period and coefficients ak and bk according to

Table 10.5.
The relative sharing of the total useful power in E5 among the four signal chan-

nels is as shown in Table 10.6.
At reception, the multiplexing adopted for the transmission of the E5a and E5b

signals allows three alternative receiver implementations and processing:
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1. E5a single sideband reception;
2. E5b single sideband reception;
3. E5 (or E5a + E5b) wideband reception.

As a matter of fact, the E5a signal can be received and processed in isolation
from the E5b signal, as if it was transmitted alone as a signal with in-phase and
quadrature components according to the following:
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Table 10.5 AltBOC Modulation Subcarrier Coefficients

k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 ⋅ a
k

2 1+ 1 −1 − −2 1 − −2 1 −1 1 2 1+

2 ⋅ b
k

− +2 1 1 −1 2 1− 2 1− −1 1 − +2 1

Alt-BOC sc (t)E5-d

Alt-BOC sc (t)E5-P

( 2+1)/2
1

1/2

0

−1/2

−1

0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1

t/TscE5

( 2−1)/2

−( 2−1)/2

−( 2+1)/2

Figure 10.3 Periodic AltBOC modulation subcarrier functions.

Table 10.6 Distribution
of E5 Useful Power Among
Channels

Channel
Relative
Signal Power

E5a-d 25%

E5a-p 25%

E5b-d 25%

E5b-p 25%



wherePE a
rx
5 is the E5a total received power, τE5a is the delay between transmission and

reception for L1, ∆fE5a is the carrier frequency offset, and θE5a is the received phase.
In the same way, the E5b signal can be received and processed in isolation from

the E5b signal, as if it was transmitted alone as a signal with in-phase and quadra-
ture components according to the following:
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wherePE b
rx
5 is the E5b total received power, τE5a is the delay between transmission and

reception for L1, ∆fE5a is the carrier frequency offset, and θE5a is the received phase.
Finally, and as said previously, the E5 signal can be processed as a single large

bandwidth signal into a receiver with an adequate processing that would generate a
local replica with an AltBOC modulation. The receiver then would perform a com-
plex correlation between the received signal and the local replica, using all four
codes of the E5a and E5b signals.

A simplified implementation technique for the generation of the local replica is
possible in the receiver, considering that the E5 AltBOC baseband signal S tE

tx
5 ( ) can

be also described as an 8-PSK signal with values [4]:
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5 4
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The relation of the 8-phase states to the 16 different possible states for the qua-
druples s tE a d
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5 - ( ), s tE b d

tx
5 - ( ), s tE b p

tx
5 - ( ) depends also on time. Therefore, time is

partitioned first in subcarrier intervals Tsc E 5
and further subdivided in eight equal

subperiods. The index iTs of the actual subperiod is given by:
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and determines which relation between input quadruple and phase states has to be
used.

The dependency of phase-states from input-quadruples and time is given in
Table 10.7.

This representation allows the implemention and generation of the E5 signal
using a look-up table according to the diagram shown in Figure 10.4.

GALILEO Spreading Codes
The PRN code sequences used for the GALILEO navigation signals determine
important properties of the system. Therefore, a careful selection of GALILEO code
design parameters was necessary. These parameters include the code length and its
relation to the data rate, as well as the auto- and cross-correlation properties of the
code sequences. The performance of the GALILEO codes is also given by the target
acquisition time.
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A first set of reference codes has been developed for GALILEO (referred to as
the reference spreading codes) that offer a good compromise between acquisition
time and protection against interference. These codes may be generated using lin-
ear feedback shift registers on-board the satellites and within GALILEO user
equipment.

The reference ranging codes are constructed tiered codes, consisting of a
short-duration primary code modulated by a long-duration secondary code (see Fig-
ure 10.5). As illustrated in Table 10.8, the resulting code then has an equivalent
duration equal to one of the long-duration secondary codes. The primary codes are
based on classical Gold codes, with register lengths up to 25. The secondary codes
are predefined with sequences of lengths up to 100 bits.

At the time of this writing, alternative codes were being investigated. A strong
consideration for the selection is flexibility of both spacecraft navigation payload
and user receiver implementation with, for instance, the capability for on-board
reconfiguration from ground.

The PRN code length for GALILEO channels carrying a navigation data mes-
sage shall fit within one symbol for avoiding code ambiguity. The resulting code
lengths are shown in Table 10.8.

For the dataless channels, the baseline approach is to consider long codes of
100-ms length. For the data channels, the overall code length is equivalent to one
data symbol duration.

The transmitted L1F, E6C, E5a, and E5b signals for a particular GALILEO sat-
ellite are coherently derived from the same on-board frequency standard. All digital
signals are clocked in synchronism with the PRN code chips and subcarrier transi-
tions. Symbol bit edges for data channels are aligned with primary and secondary
codes sequences, as illustrated in Figure 10.6.
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Table 10.7 Look-Up Table for AltBOC Phase States in Dependency of Input Quadruples and Time

Input Quadruple

s t
E a d
tx

5 -
( ) −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

s t
E b d
tx

5 -
( ) −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1 1 1

s tE a p
tx

5 - ( ) −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1

s t
E b p
tx

5 -
( ) −1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1 −1 1

′t = t modulo Tsc E 5 k according to S t jkE
tx

5 4( ) exp( / )= π
iTs ′t

0 [ 0, Tsc E 5
/8] 5 4 4 3 6 3 1 2 6 5 7 2 7 8 8 1

1 [Ts E, 5/8, 2 × Tsc E 5
/8] 5 4 8 3 2 3 1 2 6 5 7 6 7 4 8 1

2 [2 · Ts E, 5/8,3 × Tsc E 5
/8] 1 4 8 7 2 3 1 2 6 5 7 6 3 4 8 5

3 [3 · Ts E, 5/8, 4 × Tsc E 5
/8] 1 8 8 7 2 3 1 6 2 5 7 6 3 4 4 5

4 [4 · Ts E, 5/8, 5 × Tsc E 5
/8] 1 8 8 7 2 7 5 6 2 1 3 6 3 4 4 5

5 [5 · Ts E, 5 /8, 6 × Tsc E 5
/8] 1 8 4 7 6 7 5 6 2 1 3 2 3 8 4 5

6 [6 · Ts E, 5 /8, 7 × Tsc E 5
/8] 5 8 4 3 6 7 5 6 2 1 3 2 7 8 4 1

7 [7 · Ts E, 5 /8, Tsc E 5
] 5 4 4 3 6 7 5 2 6 1 3 2 7 8 8 1
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GALILEO Message Frame Structure
The complete navigation messages will be transmitted on each data channel as a
sequence of superframes. A superframe is composed of several frames, and a frame
is composed of several subframes. The subframe is the basic structure for building
the navigation message and contains the following fields:

• A synchronization word called unique word (UW);
• Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) bits for error detection;
• Tail bits for the FEC encoder, in a defined fixed state, containing all zeros.

All subframes are protected by rate half convolutional FEC encoding and block
interleaving. The resultant symbol sequence is then summed with the corresponding
PRN code and used to modulate the navigation signal component.

The GALILEO message frame structure is illustrated in Figure 10.7. The current
baseline is to use a fixed frame format that allows flexibility in allocation of the
subframes to a given message data content (integrity, almanac, ephemeris, clock cor-
rection data or ionospheric correction data). Parallel investigations are ongoing for
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Figure 10.5 Structure of tiered codes.

Table 10.8 Main Characteristics of Spreading Codes

Channel
Code Sequence
Duration (ms)

Primary Code
Length (chips)

Secondary Code
Length (bits)

E5a data 20 10,230 20

E5a pilot 100 10,230 100

E5b data 4 10,230 4

E5b pilot 100 10,230 100

E6P Not public Not public Not public

E6C data 1 5,115 N/A

E6C pilot 100 5,115 100

L1P Not public Not public Not public

L1F data 4 4,092 N/A

L1F pilot 100 4,092 25



the GALILEO frame structure, aiming at increasing the transmission rate efficiency
for the E5b and L1F signals in particular.

The subframe synchronization field is a fixed pattern (UW) that allows the
receiver to achieve synchronization to the data field boundaries. The synchroniza-
tion pattern is applied as uncoded data symbols at the transmitter.

The navigation message bit train, excluding the synchronization word, is rate
1/2 convolutional encoded with a FEC code. Therefore, the symbol rate is twice the
original data rate. The convolutional coding has constraint length 7 and is charac-
terized by polynomials G1 = 171 (octal) and G2 = 133 (octal), with a convolutional
logic arrangement as illustrated in Figure 10.8.

As shown in Figure 10.7, each subframe contains a CRC parity block consisting
of 24 bits covering the frame data field (excluding the synchronization pattern and
the tail bits). To compute the CRC, the subframe is written as a polynomial in x,
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Figure 10.6 On-board synchronization between code subcarrier waveforms, code chips, and
data symbols.



where the coefficient on XN is the first transmitted bit of the subframe header and the
coefficient of x12 is the last transmitted bit of the navigation data (N is the number of
bits in the frame, including the CRC). This polynomial is divided by the generator
polynomial G(x) using modulo-2 arithmetic. The remainder is a polynomial of
degree 11 in X. The first bit of the CRC is the coefficient of X11 in this polynomial,
and the last bit of the CRC is the coefficient of X0.

Finally, block interleaving is applied after convolutional encoding to all
subframes, excluding the synchronization pattern. The block interleaver uses block
sizes of n × k bits, where a n × k block interleaver takes n × k symbols and fills a
matrix having k rows and n columns column by column; symbols are then transmit-
ted row by row.

10.3.3 SAR Signal Plan

The SAR distress messages (from distress-emitting beacons to SAR operators) will
be detected by the GALILEO satellites in the 406–406.1-MHz band and then broad-
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cast to the dedicated receiving ground stations in the 1,544–1,545-MHz band,
called L6 (below the E2 navigation band and reserved for the emergency services).
The SAR data, from SAR operators to distress-emitting beacons, will be used for
alert acknowledgment and coordination of rescue teams, and it will be embedded in
the OS data of the signal transmitted in the E2-L1-E1 carrier frequency.

10.4 Interoperability Between GPS and GALILEO

Interoperability simply means combining information (e.g., pseudorange measure-
ments, navigation data) from both the GPS and GALILEO systems at the user
receiver to achieve better performance than employing either system separately.

The level of interoperability is a result of an optimization process. Factors con-
sidered in this process were radio frequency compatibility (RFC), complexity of the
user equipment (receiver design), market prospects, vulnerability (common mode of
failures), independence of the systems, and national security compatibility issues.

Looking closer to the interoperability of GPS and GALILEO, three topics are of
primary importance:

• Signal in space;
• Geodetic coordinate reference frame;
• Time reference frame.

10.4.1 Signal in Space

The software implementation of the navigation message data processing in a user
receiver allows de facto interoperability between GALILEO and GPS for the mes-
sage data layer, at reduced receiver implementation cost and complexity. However,
more consideration was needed for the physical layer for the choice of GALILEO
signals carrier frequencies with respect to the GPS signals carrier frequencies. Pro-
cessing two signals with different carrier frequencies requires increased receiver
front-end complexity, as two separate down-conversion channels would be
required. Furthermore, processing two signals with different carrier frequencies
may cause frequency biases in the navigation solution. In particular, the high-preci-
sion position solutions that use carrier phase data may be degraded in terms of accu-
racy. GALILEO/GPS interoperability will be realized by a partial frequency overlap
with sometimes different signal structures or different code sequences. At E5a and
E2-L1-E1, GALILEO and GPS signals will be broadcast using identical carrier fre-
quencies to L5 and L1, respectively. This will drastically simplify user receiver RF
front-end design.

This simplification in RF front-end design comes, however, at the cost of
intersystem interference between both systems due to the overlapping of signal spec-
trum accounting for their respective modulations. In the L1 band, the level of
intersystem interference between secured or restricted-access signals and
nonsecured or open-access signals has been limited by ensuring a sufficient spectral
separation between them. This will allow, for instance, the jamming of civil signals
without affecting GPS M code or the GALILEO PRS signal. By contrast, the choice
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for increased interoperability between GALILEO L1F and GPS modernized L1C
(GPS III) open-access signal in the L1 band has been made, for the time being, since a
common BOC(1,1) modulation was adopted out of the EU-U.S. negotiations on
GALILEO and GPS. Starting from this baseline assumption, a process that is
allowed by the EU-U.S. agreement is being put in place for further cooperation
between both parties for a joint or isolated optimization of their respective signals
modulation.

Another area of interest for interoperability at signal level is the selection of the
PRN code families. Currently, GALILEO E5a and L1F signals have the same modu-
lation and carrier frequency as the GPS L5 and modernized L1C signals (on GPS III),
respectively. Having common code families could bring some more benefit to the
user community.

10.4.2 Geodetic Coordinate Reference Frame

International civilian standards will be adopted for the GALILEO coordinate refer-
ence system. The realization of the GALILEO coordinate and time reference frame
will be based on stations and clocks different from those of GPS.

The GALILEO Terrestrial Reference Frame (GTRF) shall be an independent
realization of the International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS). The ITRS is
defined and monitored by the Central Bureau of the IERS.

The ITRF is based on a set of station coordinates and velocities derived from
observations of very long baseline interferometry, satellite laser ranging, lunar laser
ranging, GPS, and DORIS (the French Doppler system). A reduction of the individ-
ual station coordinates to a common reference epoch considering their station veloc-
ity models is performed using fixed plate motion models or estimated velocity fields.
WGS-84 is the coordinate reference frame for GPS. WGS-84 is also a realization of
the ITRS. Coordinates of both the GPS CS and NGA monitoring stations serve as a
reference for WGS-84. The differences between WGS-84 and the GTRF are
expected to be on the order of a few centimeters [8]. This implies that the WGS-84
and GTRF will be identical within the accuracy of both realizations (i.e., the coordi-
nate reference frames are compatible). This accuracy is sufficient for navigation and
most other user requirements. The remaining discrepancies are in the 2-cm level and
are only of interest for very special research in the geosciences.

Coordinate reference frames often include Earth gravity models. For example,
the WGS-84 uses a spherical harmonic expansion of the gravity potential up to the
order and degree 360 [9]. For GALILEO, a similar model must be considered. In
that context, the European satellite gravity missions Gravity Field and Steady-State
Ocean Circulation Explorer and Challenging Mini-Satellite Payload for Geo-Scien-
tific Research and Applications Program are of importance. The American Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment will also provide data. The findings from these
missions will serve as a basis for the GTRF Earth gravity model.

10.4.3 Time Reference Frame

GALILEO System Time (GST), modulo 1 second, is planned to be steered to a pre-
diction taken from a number of UTC laboratories obtained through an external
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GALILEO time service provider. GST is specified to be kept to within 50 ns (95%)
of TAI over any 1-year time interval. The offset between TAI and GST will be
known with a maximum uncertainty of 28 ns (2 sigma), assuming the estimation of
TAI six weeks in advance. Users equipped with a GALILEO timing receiver will be
able to predict UTC to 30 ns for 95% of any 24 hours of operation.

GPS System Time is the internal GPS navigation time scale, which is not
adjusted for leap seconds and which is steered to UTC (USNO) modulo 1 second.
GPS System Time is specified to be maintained to within one microsecond modulo
integral seconds, and for the past eight years it has been maintained to within
(+/−25 ns) of this goal. Once GALILEO is operational, it is anticipated by many
that most users will use a combined GPS and GALILEO positioning, navigation,
and timing service. There are two options for obtaining the GALILEO/GPS time
offset:

• The user is able to determine the GALILEO/GPS time offset in the position
and navigation processing at the cost of one additional satellite tracked (fifth
satellite when determining a three-dimensional position).

• The offset could be measured by traditional time transfer techniques (e.g., two
way, common view) or precisely estimated in near real time at the monitor
station of both systems using a combined GPS/GALILEO receiver.

The latter option was adopted as part of the EU-U.S. agreement on the
GALILEO/GPS interoperability. An interface control document (ICD) was jointly
developed that will allow precise estimation of the GALILEO/GPS time offset and
inclusion of it in each system’s navigation message. The accuracy of this time offset
modulo 1 second is specified to be less than 5 ns with 2-sigma confidence interval
over any 24-hour period [10].

10.5 System Architecture

The GALILEO system will comprise a number of segments as illustrated in Figure
10.9.

• The space segment will consist of 30 satellites distributed over three planes.
The design calls for nine satellites plus one (nonactive) spare satellite per
plane.

• The ground segment will comprise a network of sensor stations, the control
centers, and uplink stations. A global communication network will intercon-
nect the centers and the stations.

• The user segment will consist of the satellite navigation receivers, a variety
of which can be envisaged for exploiting the different types of GALILEO
services.

Each segment is described in detail in the following sections.
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10.5.1 Space Segment

The GALILEO space segment will comprise 27 operational satellites in a Walker
constellation (see Section 2.3.2.3) with three orbital planes, equally spaced and with
56º nominal inclination. Each plane will contain nine satellites, nominally 40º
apart. It is planned to keep a spare, nonoperational satellite in each orbit plane, so
that a failure in the constellation may be repaired quickly by moving the spare to
replace the failed satellite, which can be done in a matter of days, rather than wait-
ing for a new launch to be arranged, which could take many months.

The orbit altitude above Earth of 23,222 km has been chosen so that the constel-
lation has a repeat cycle of 10 orbits in 17 days. This is short enough to allow repeat-
ability of measured characteristics while being long enough to avoid gravitational
resonances; thus, after initial orbit optimization, station-keeping maneuvers will not
be needed during the lifetime of a satellite. The position constraints for individual sat-
ellites are set by the need to maintain a uniform constellation, for which it is specified
that each satellite should be within +/−2º of its nominal position relative to the adja-
cent satellites in the same orbit plane and should be within 2º of the orbit plane. The
in-plane accuracy is equivalent to a relative tolerance of over 1,000 km but requires
very careful adjustment of the satellite velocity to ensure that the orbit period of all of
the satellites is kept precisely the same. The across-track tolerance allows the inclina-
tion and RAAN of each satellite to be biased at launch so that natural drifts remain
within the tolerance without the need for orbit plane changes requiring major expense
of fuel [11]. Table 10.9 lists the primary constellation parameters.

10.5.1.1 Satellite Description

The GALILEO satellite is a 680-kg/1,500-W class satellite. The satellite dimensions
in launch configuration are shown in Figure 10.10.

The main drivers for the satellite design have been:

• Direct injection in MEO orbit;
• Optimization of the satellite size and mass for multiple launch;
• Modularity for assembly, integration, and verification (AIV) and series pro-

duction;
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Table 10.9 Primary Constellation Parameters

Constellation Parameters*

Constellation Walker 27/3/1 + 3 spare satellites

Orbit 10 day/17 orbits repeat cycle

Orbit parameter Semimajor axis a 29,600.318 km

Eccentricity e 0.002

Inclination i 56º

*For altitudes above 23,000 km, the minimum number of satellites to
achieve the required vertical accuracy is 24, with no major benefit
beyond 30 satellites. For this range of altitude and number of satellites,
three-plane constellations show the best performance. Furthermore, lim-
iting the number of planes allows lower deployment costs and easier
maintenance and replenishment strategies. The chosen inclination of 56º
ensures a good coverage at Northern Europe latitudes.



• Thermal stability for atomic clocks.

The satellite is based on modular elements in order to separate payload and plat-
form and to allow parallel assembly, integration, and test (AIT) activities. An artistic
picture of the satellite is shown in Figure 10.11.

The data handling and control is based on an integrated control and data unit
that performs the control of the platform and payload. The attitude and orbital con-
trol system (AOCS) strategy is based on the steering of the MEO spacecraft to main-
tain the solar panels oriented towards the Sun (yaw steering). The AOCS will
provide three-axis attitude control during all phases and maneuvers. Several opera-
tional modes are derived from the mission sequence of events.

• The normal mode is the nominal operational mode with full nadir pointing
performance. A yaw steering capability is included to optimize the use of the
solar panels and to support the thermal control of the satellite.

• An orbit change mode is provided for orbit acquisition, station-keeping
maneuvers, and end-of-life (EOL) decommissioning. In the current GALILEO
constellation design, very limited need for station-keeping maneuvers is
anticipated.

• Finally, there are also dedicated Earth and Sun acquisition modes to be used
during launch and early orbit phase (LEOP) as well as in contingency situa-
tions and safe modes for Earth reacquisition and survival mode.
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Figure 10.10 GALILEO satellite dimensions.



In normal mode, the AOCS sensor/actuator configuration is based on Earth and
Sun sensors for attitude sensing together with reaction wheels for control. The
angular momentum accumulated by the reaction wheels will be unloaded with mag-
neto-torquers. In all other modes, a single-axis gyro is used for additional rate sens-
ing, together with monopropellant thrusters for impulse and attitude control.
Several of the modes can also operate in redundant configurations.

The propulsion subsystem is based on monopropellant thrusters. The baseline
of direct injection means that no boost from a lower transfer orbit is needed. The
propulsion subsystem is equipped with a set of eight thrusters; each thruster pro-
vides, under beginning of life (BOL) conditions, a nominal thrust of 1N. The propel-
lant and pressurant masses are stored in a common tank. The tank is sized for up to
78 kg of usable monopropellant-grade hydrazine.

The power subsystem is responsible for the generation, storage, conditioning,
and distribution of relevant power to the satellite. A power subsystem classical regu-
lated 50-V bus architecture has been selected and it is composed of:

• A power conditioning and distribution unit;
• A single Li-Ion battery;
• Two solar array wings, each one composed of three panels (2,300 mm × 1,000

mm) equipped with silicon high-efficiency cells, providing 1,525W at 53V in
EOL conditions, including one string failure as required by the power budget.
Total solar array area is around 14 m2.

The TT&C subsystem will provide redundant command reception, telemetry
transmission, and turnaround ranging at S-band. The TT&C subsystem operates in
two modes:

• ESA standard TT&C mode to be used during LEOP;
• Spread-spectrum mode to be used for nominal operations.
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Figure 10.11 GALILEO satellite. (Courtesy of ESA.)



Furthermore, accurate range-rate (Doppler) measurements are possible when
the S-band transponder is operated in coherent mode. S-band TT&C operations will
be provided via two separate hemispherical-coverage helix antennas situated on
opposite sides of the satellite. Designed for orthogonal circular polarization,
together they will provide omnidirectional coverage for reception and transmission.
The S-band antennas are provided with RHCP and LHCP, respectively. Ranging
operation will be performed simultaneously with telemetry transmission.

Satellite Payload Description
The GALILEO satellite carries two payloads: a navigation payload and a SAR
payload.

The navigation payload will broadcast navigation data on four carrier frequen-
cies in the L-band, with each carrier modulated with the navigation data for a num-
ber of services. Refer to the navigation signal description in Section 10.3 for more
detailed information.

The navigation data are uploaded to the GALILEO satellite by means of a dedi-
cated CDMA C-band uplink. This enables uplinking several simultaneous signals.

The navigation payload features two different types of on-board clock technolo-
gies, a RAFS and a Passive Hydrogen Maser (PHM). Each type of technology has a
redundant unit. These are shown in Figures 10.12 and 10.13, respectively, along
with their measured stability in laboratory tests [12]. These tests indicated that both
clocks largely exceed their respective design specifications.

The SAR transponder on GALILEO satellites will detect the distress alert from
any COSPAS-SARSAT beacon emitting an alert in the 406–406.1-MHz band. The
SAR transponder will rebroadcast this information to dedicated ground stations in
the L-band (1,544 MHz). Particular emphasis is given to the SAR payload design to
avoid negative mutual effects with respect to the navigation payload.

Once the beacon information has been received by the dedicated ground seg-
ment, COSPAS-SARSAT mission control centers (MCCs) carry out the position
determination of the distress alert-emitting beacons. This is further discussed later in
this chapter.

10.5.1.2 Launch Vehicle Description

In order to enable a cost-optimized placing of the spacecraft into orbit, a launcher
family has been selected. This family is comprised of large launchers having the
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capability to carry up to six SVs per launch, and small launch vehicles to carry one
or two SVs.

The currently identified launch vehicle configurations are as follow:

• Ariane 5: six satellites;
• Proton: six satellites;
• Soyuz 2 ST: one or two satellites;
• Zenit: one or two satellites with the possibility to extend up to three or four.

10.5.2 Ground Segment

The GALILEO Ground Segment comprises two major ground systems, the Ground
Control Segment (GCS) and the Ground Mission Segment (GMS). It is implemented
through:

• A global network of GALILEO Sensor Stations (GSSs) used for one-way rang-
ing measurements and monitoring of the signal in space of the GALILEO sat-
ellites for orbit determination, time synchronization, integrity determination
and supervision of provided services;

• A global network of TT&C stations for control of the GALILEO satellites and
constellation;

• A global real-time oriented network of uplink stations (ULSs) for mission data
(navigation, integrity, SAR, and other navigation-related services);

• An interconnecting high-performance communication network;
• Two geographically redundant GCCs for all the centralized processing, moni-

toring, and control.

LEOP and in-orbit testing (IOT) activities will be supported through renting or
refurbishing of an existing infrastructure from LEOP and IOT service providers.
Figure 10.14 provides an illustration of the physical architecture concept.
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The GALILEO Ground Segment will be implementing a number of GALILEO
interfaces to external entities and to the other GALILEO segments as follows:

1. Interfaces to reference service providers:
• Geodetic reference service providers to support the maintenance of the

GTRF within the maximum offset to the ITRF and the independent
verification/calibration of the orbital products of GALILEO using
satellite laser ranging;

• Time service providers to support the maintenance of GST to provide
steering parameters for steering GST toward TAI and to validate GST.

2. Interfaces for service implementations of GALILEO:
• Interface to service centers implementing commercial navigation

service(s) of GALILEO;

• Interface to GALILEO security monitoring centers monitoring the
overall security functions and status of the GALILEO system to ensure
its compliance with EU security policy;

• Interface to external regional integrity service providers for using
GALILEO for centralized dissemination of independently determined
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integrity information of GALILEO through the GALILEO navigation
signals;

• Interface to COSPAS/SARSAT for dissemination of SAR return-link
messages through the GALILEO navigation signals.

3. Interfaces for satellite command and control:
• Interface to the satellite/payload manufacturers of GALILEO for

onboard software maintenance or support in contingency operations;

• Interface to external satellite control centers for support to LEOP/IOT
or contingency special operations.

10.5.2.1 GALILEO GCS

The GCS will perform all functions related to command and control of the satellite
constellation:

1. Constellation management, dealing with all aspects of populating,
maintaining, and replenishing the GALILEO satellite constellation, which
include:
• Long- and medium-term mission planning to ensure global coverage

and continuity of the GALILEO signal in space;

• Maintenance of the overall GALILEO satellite constellation;

• Implementation of an adequate satellite replenishment strategy;

• Recovery from contingencies and satellite failures minimizing the effects
on the service provision.

2. Satellite control, dealing with all aspects of monitoring and controlling
individual satellites for routine platform and payload operations or any
unplanned critical operations in a contingency case, which include:
• Satellite TT&C;

• Scheduling of TT&C, ranging, or contingency access to individual
satellites using the global network of TT&C stations;

• Planning and execution of individual orbit maneuvers, platform
maintenance, and payload commands;

• Support for onboard software maintenance.

A TT&C station network will service the GALILEO satellite constellation. The
TT&C network is composed of five ground stations with 13-m antennas working in
the S-band and providing global coverage of the GALILEO constellation.

The design of the GCS is determined by the requirements for routine contacts
with all satellites of the GALILEO constellation, the amount of telemetry data to be
downloaded, the required number and volume of telecommands, and the capacity
of the TT&C network to support nonroutine and contingency operations. Table
10.10 summarizes those drivers.
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10.5.2.2 GALILEO GMS

The GMS implements the functions for providing the main services of GALILEO.
A real-time worldwide-distributed network of sensors (GSSs) will permanently

monitor the GALILEO signal in space. The monitoring data obtained with these
sensor stations will be used for orbit determination, time synchronization, and
integrity monitoring.

The performance and sizing of such a network is driven by the SOL service
integrity requirements. At present, the proposed GALILEO sensor network will be
composed of approximately 40 worldwide-distributed stations.

The GSS network will collect one-way pseudorange raw measurements refer-
enced to a local atomic reference clock with navigation messages received from the
satellites. The GSS network provides this data with local meteorological and other
data (such as monitor and control information and navigation data message) to the
GCC.

Clock and Ephemeris Prediction
The GCC will host a centralized orbitography and synchronization processing facil-
ity (OSPF) that periodically computes the ephemeris data for each satellite and the
clock data for each onboard clock.

The allocated contribution of ephemeris and clock determination and models to
the UERE is predicted to be less than 65 cm (1σ). This results in the following main
drivers:

• The prediction of orbits resulting in ephemeris data for broadcast to users will
be valid for 12 hours and are, therefore, required to be uplinked to the satel-
lites once per orbit (approximately 12 hours).

• The prediction of the onboard clock behavior resulting in the onboard clock
correction data (OCCD) for broadcast to users depends on the stability of the
frequency standard used onboard. Both PHMs and RAFS will be installed
onboard the satellites. The use of the PHM is the current baseline. However,
RAFS are short-term stable and therefore drive the Ground Segment capability
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Table 10.10 Design Drivers for the GCS

Design Driver Value

Routine operations

• Telemetry data volume 1.5 MB/SV/orbit

• Telemetry downlink data rate 20 Kbps (information rate)

• Ground contact required 20–45 minutes/orbit (nominal);
60 minutes/orbit (worst case)

• Telecommand uplink data rate 1 Kbps (information rate)

Special Operations

• Number of simultaneous contact 4

• Maximum contact duration 4 hours/orbit

• Maximum visibility gap duration 2 hours

TTC masking angle 5º



to uplink the OCCD. That is, RAFS corrections are valid for 100 minutes and,
therefore, need to be uploaded to the satellites for dissemination to the users in
100-minute intervals.

Table 10.11 summarizes the navigation control drivers.
The GCC also hosts the precision timing facility (PTF), which represents an

ensemble of high-performance atomic clocks of different types (currently two active
hydrogen maser and four cesium) operated in a carefully controlled environment to
ensure maximum clock stability. GST is computed by the OSPF, based on averaging
of the different clock contributions (onboard and on the ground) with different
weights. The clocks of the PTF participate in the establishment of the GST with the
highest weight due to their high stability.

GALILEO time receivers are also installed with UTC(k) laboratories participat-
ing with the time service provider to determine the offset of GST with regard to their
representation of UTC for steering of GST to TAI.

GALILEO Integrity Determination
In addition to SIS authentication, integrity determination for GALILEO will be
achieved through the GSS network. The GSS network will monitor the navigation
signal transmissions from all GALILEO satellites. With the known positions of the
GSSs, the actual position of the SV can be determined. This SV position will enable
the maximum error on the range measurement—the signal-in-space error
(SISE)—to be estimated.

It is assumed that the prediction of the SISE distribution (which may not neces-
sarily be Gaussian) can be overbounded by a nonbiased Gaussian distribution with
the minimum standard deviation, called signal-in-space accuracy (SISA). With this
distribution, the difference between the actual four-dimensional position (orbit and
clock) of the SV and the predicted four-dimensional position on the navigation mes-
sage is described in Figure 10.15.

The estimation of the SISE is also a statistical process. The assumption made in
this case is that the distribution of the actual SISE around the value of the estimated
SISE can be described with a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation
called signal-in-space monitoring accuracy (SISMA). The determination of the
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Table 10.11 Design Drivers for Navigation Control

Design Driver Value

Measurement data acquisition

• Sampling frequency 30 seconds

• Minimum elevation angle 12.5°

• Number of receivers 1 nominal and 1 backup

• Number of carriers acquired All (E5a, E5b, E6, L1)

• Maximum number of receiver channels 15

Navigation message generation

• Clock and ephemeris contribution to UERE 65 cm

• Ephemeris prediction validity time 12 hours

• Clock prediction validity time 100 minutes (RAFS); 8.3 hours (PHM)



SISMA values is dependent of the geometry between the available GSSs and the SVs.
Thus, the difference between the true SISE and the estimated SISE can be described
with this Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation SISMA (see Figure
10.15) [13].

The dimensioning of the GSS network is related to the SISMA value—the design
goal is 70 cm with all GSS available and 1.3m in case of one GSS failing. At the
GCC, an integrity processing facility estimates the SISE using the measurements of
the GSSs to detect faulty satellites. If the estimated SISE for a satellite is larger than a
certain threshold, the satellite will be flagged “don’t use.”

The system navigation function provides the quality of the SIS broadcast by SVs
(i.e., SISA).

The system integrity function provides integrity information to the users
containing:

• Accuracy of the GSS monitoring of the SIS broadcast by the SVs (i.e., SISMA);
• SIS broadcast by SVs that should not be used (i.e., integrity flag).

From this information, the user can derive his or her individual integrity risk.
This integrity risk is always calculated for a given alert limit. The alert limit is the
maximum allowed position deviation for which no alert has to be raised. Whenever
the derived integrity risk at the alert limit is larger than the allowed integrity risk, the
user equipment will raise an alert.

The dissemination of integrity information to users is driven by the following
requirements:

• Three satellites in view of a user with a minimum elevation angle of 10º are
located at a so-called worst-user location, ensuring that with a failure of one
dissemination path, two independent paths are always maintained.

• Time to alarm (TTA) is less than 5.2 seconds from occurrence of the event
until detection and dissemination by the GALILEO system to any user.
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Table 10.12 summarizes control drivers for integrity determination and dissem-
ination.

The navigation and integrity data sets, which are included in the navigation
data message, are multiplexed and uplinked via the ULS network for dissemination
to users through selected satellites. The uplink of integrity data requires real-time
connectivity with the selected satellites for integrity dissemination.

The function of the ULS network is:

• To upload updated navigation data every 100 minutes (corresponding to the
worst-case clock prediction validity time);

• To uplink to a subconstellation of satellites for the dissemination of integrity
data in real time.

For this purpose, some nine stations fitted with five to six antennas1 will be
deployed worldwide in order to fulfill the global dissemination of integrity signals.
The mission ULS are 3m antennas transmitting spread-spectrum signals in the
C-band, without downlink implementation.

10.6 GALILEO SAR Architecture

GALILEO will contribute to the international SAR architecture and its associated
provided services. It is planned to provide a SAR payload on each GALILEO satel-
lite, which will be backward compatible with the present COSPAS/SARSAT system
and provide a rich set of additional capabilities. The GALILEO Ground Segment
will interface with Rescue Coordination Centers (RCCs) to allow for the dissemina-
tion of feedback messages to distress-emitting beacons. This architecture will fulfill
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Table 10.12 Design Drivers for the Integrity System

Design Driver Value

TTA 5.2 seconds

Integrity determination

• Sampling frequency 1 second

• SISA 85 cm

• SISMA 0.7m (nominal GSS network);
1.3m (one GSS failure)

Integrity dissemination

• Integrity flag update rate 1 Hz

• Integrity user masking angle 10º

• Minimum number of SVs in view
broadcasting integrity data (diversity)

2 (user requirement)

• Uplink station masking angle 5º

1. The total number of ULS antennas is a function of the subconstellation broadcasting integrity data: in the
case of a 15-satellite subconstellation, three to four antennas per ULS site are considered sufficient. The
quoted number of five to six is related to all satellites broadcasting integrity data.



the requirements and regulations of the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
and the ICAO for the detection of emergency beacons. It will be backward compati-
ble with the COSPAS-SARSAT system to efficiently contribute to this international
SAR effort.

GALILEO SAR services will provide enhanced service offerings with significant
improvements:

• Reduced detection, localization, and confirmation delay;
• Extended distress message with additional information to improve SAR oper-

ations;
• Multiple satellite coverage to avoid terrain blockage in severe conditions;
• Increased availability of the SAR space segment;
• New return-link service from RCC to the distress-emitting beacon;
• Forward link via stand-alone payload (with SAR-dedicated up/downlink

antenna);
• Return link integrated into navigation messages on L1 (up to six messages per

minute), uplinked by the GALILEO Ground Segment.

Figure 10.16 depicts the defined architecture and the sequence of steps from dis-
tress message emission by the emergency beacon up to transmission of acknowledg-
ment from the RCC.

10.7 GALILEO Development Plan

The GALILEO development has been structured according to the following phases:

• Overall development and validation phase (phases C/D/E1);
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• Full deployment and operations phase (phase E2).

The development and validation phase consists of the design, development, and
in-orbit validation (IOV) of the so-called IOV system configuration. This configura-
tion consists of a limited number of GALILEO satellites with the associated Ground
Segment and initial operations. Following successful completion of this phase, addi-
tional satellites and Ground Segment elements will be deployed to achieve the
so-called FOC system configuration leading to FOC.

The activities contained under phases C/D/E1 address the following:

• Overall system engineering, verification, and operations;
• Development and IOV of the Space Segment, including the launch of a proto-

type flight model satellite followed by three flight model satellites, IOT, and
initial operations;

• Development and validation of the GCS, including in particular S-band
TT&C stations, associated communications network, and satellite control
facilities within the GCC, including deployment and initial operations;

• Development and validation of the GMS, including in particular L-band GSS,
C-band ULS, associated communications network, processing, and mission
control facilities within the GCC such as deployment and initial operations;

• Development of test user equipment in support of system experimentation
and validation.

The configuration of the GALILEO system during IOV is scaled down from the
full-operational configuration. Figure 10.17 shows the configuration for the IOV
GALILEO system.
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The activities contained under phase E2 address full system deployment (lasting
around 24 months), long-term operations, and replenishment. It will consist of the
launch of all remaining satellites (up to 30) and deployment of the full operational
Ground Segment, including all required redundancies in order to comply with the
full mission requirements in terms of performance and service area. The operations
phase is planned to start during deployment of the full system, and it will consist of
routine operations as well as Ground Segment maintenance and replenishment of
the satellite constellation upon failure of one or more spacecraft. This phase is
planned to last over the design lifetime of the system, about 20 years.
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Other Satellite Navigation Systems
Scott Feairheller and Richard Clark
U.S. Air Force

11.1 The Russian GLONASS System

11.1.1 Introduction

GLONASS is the Russian counterpart to the U.S. GPS. Like GPS, the Russians
designed GLONASS to provide PVT information to suitably equipped civil and mil-
itary users. Unlike GPS, the Russians have been unable to sustain the satellite con-
stellation at full strength, and, therefore, users can only navigate with GLONASS
part of the time. The Russians are currently developing several new generations of
modernized GLONASS spacecraft to replenish the constellation. The Russians do
not expect to fully replenish the GLONASS constellation up to 24 satellites until
2011–2012.

As designed, the GLONASS space segment consists of 21 satellites plus 3 active
spares. The ground support segment consists of a number of sites scattered through-
out Russia that control, track, and upload ephemeris, timing information, and other
data to the satellites. Each satellite currently transmits two L-band navigation sig-
nals. At the time of this writing, the Russians were planning to add a third L-band
signal near the radio frequency of the new L5 signal planned for GPS, beginning in
2008. The Russians are developing a variety of user equipment for both civil and
military applications. Other parties outside of Russia are also developing
GLONASS civil user equipment.

11.1.2 Program Overview

The history of the GLONASS program is similar to GPS. Like GPS, the Soviet mili-
tary initiated the GLONASS program in the mid-1970s to support military require-
ments. Originally, GLONASS was funded to support naval demands for navigation
and time dissemination. Early system testing convincingly demonstrated that
GLONASS could also support civilian use while concurrently meeting Soviet
defense needs. Thus, the mission was broadened to include civilian users [1].

The Soviets launched the first GLONASS satellite on October 12, 1982. An ini-
tial test constellation of four satellites was deployed by January 1984. Normally,
three satellites are launched simultaneously on an SL-12 Proton launch vehicle from
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Kazakhstan. However, early in the program, the Soviets launched ballast payloads,
instead of real satellites, to save production costs while the system was under
development.

At a meeting of the Special Committee on Future Air Navigation Systems
(FANS) of the ICAO in 1988, the USSR offered the world community free use of
GLONASS navigation signals. A similar offer was made at the 35th Session of the
IMO Subcommittee of Navigation Safety in the same year [1].

After the demise of the Soviet Union (SU), in 1990–1991, the Russians estab-
lished a test constellation of 10 to 12 satellites. Extensive testing of the system fol-
lowed this. As a result, in September 1993, Russian President Boris Yeltsin officially
proclaimed GLONASS to be an operational system, part of the Russian Armory and
the basis for the Russian Radionavigation Plan [2].

During the development, it became clear that GLONASS signals interfered with
radio astronomy observations in the 1,610.6–1,613.8-MHz band. The international
scientific community protested, and the Russians agreed to modify the future
GLONASS frequency plan in November 1993. Under the plan, the Russians
quickly ceased transmitting directly in the band, doubling up on navigation signal
frequency-channel assignments, and they promised to gradually move the
GLONASS signals out of the radio astronomy band as they depleted the stock of
older satellites and replenished the constellation with new satellites. At the time of
this writing, the Russians were continuing to follow through on their commitments
to this plan [1, 3].

In April 1994, the Russians initiated the first of seven launches to complete the
constellation. In December 1995, the Russians successfully launched the last set of
three satellites to complete the 24-satellite constellation. In February 1996, these
satellites were declared operational, and the constellation was fully populated for
the first and only time. However, a number of older satellites soon thereafter failed,
and the constellation quickly degraded. From 1996 through 2001, the Russians only
launched two sets of three satellites. This was insufficient to maintain the constella-
tion. The constellation degraded to six to eight satellites in 2001. To date, the con-
stellation has not been restored to full operational strength.

During the buildup, the government of Russia issued Decree 237 on March 7,
1995, which opened the GLONASS C/A code signals up to the civil use and guaran-
teed it would be available free of charge, affirming the Soviet 1988 statement. (Sec-
tion 11.1.9 contains signal characteristic descriptions.) The Russians also published
and made publicly available an Interface Control Document, which detailed the
structure of the GLONASS signals [4, 5].

Later, on February 18, 1999, the Russian president issued a decree 38-RP,
which declared GLONASS a dual-use system. This was followed by a decree on
March 29, 1999, opening GLONASS up for international cooperation. This
allowed the Russians to negotiate with the EU for possible inclusion of GLONASS
in the GALILEO program [6, 7].

The Russian Space Agency attempted to broker a deal with the Europeans on
incorporating GALILEO into the GLONASS program. Separately the Russians con-
ducted talks with China to fund GLONASS; however, neither effort appears to have
succeeded.
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On August 20, 2001, the Russian government passed Decree Number 587 enti-
tled “Federal Dedicated Program (FTsP) Global Navigation System—2002–2011.”
This decree established a 10-year program to rebuild the GLONASS program. The
program has a dedicated funding line in the Russian budget and is subject to Rus-
sian Parliamentary oversight. GLONASS is one of approximately 50 Russian pro-
grams, and the only Russian space program that receives this level of attention
within the budgetary process. The GLONASS FTsP is a comprehensive program
designed to fund the space segment, ground segment, user segment, user equipment
manufacturing industry, transportation applications industry, and geodetic appli-
cations industry. Specifically, under the program, the GLONASS constellation will
be replenished with 10–12 modernized GLONASS-M spacecraft and 18–27 new
lightweight GLONASS-K spacecraft. The first visible fruits of this program came
with the successful launch of a GLONASS-M satellite in late 2003. However, the
long-term viability of GLONASS depends on successful transition to GLONASS-K
in the 2008 time frame [8–12].

As of mid-2005, there had been 31 successful launches (2 launch vehicle fail-
ures) in the program, placing in orbit a total of 81 GLONASS satellites, 2
GLONASS-M satellites, 2 Etalon passive geodetic satellites, and 8 ballast payloads.
(Ballast payloads are used to balance the payload if fewer than 3 satellites are
launched.)

11.1.3 Organizational Structure

At the time of this writing, the Russian Ministry of Defense and the Russian Space
Agency had jointly managed the GLONASS program since approximately 2002.
The Russians have established an organization called the Interagency GLONASS
Coordination Board (IGCB) to develop Russian national policy and facilitate inter-
national cooperation. The IGCB is similar in mission and structure to the U.S. Inter-
agency GPS Executive Board (IGEB) established from 1996 through 2005. As of
2005, the Russians have not responded with similar changes in GLONASS manage-
ment that correspond to U.S. government’s expansion of GPS management from the
IGEB to the GPS Executive Committee.

Prior to establishment of the IGCB, the Russian Ministry of Defense was both
the principal user and owner of GLONASS. Within the Ministry of Defense, respon-
sibility for GLONASS policy and operation fell under the Military Space Forces
(VKS). GLONASS responsibility was further delegated within the VKS to the State
Department of Space Means (GUKOS). GUKOS approved all GLONASS-related
policies prior to 1999. GUKOS had management responsibility in the following
areas: (1) system control center, (2) master system time clock, (3) command and
tracking stations, (4) laser tracking stations, and (5) GLONASS Coordinating
Scientific Information Center (CSIC) [1].

11.1.4 Constellation and Orbit

The GLONASS constellation will consist of 21 active satellites plus 3 active
on-orbit spares. A depiction of the constellation is provided in Figure 11.1. The 24
satellites will be uniformly located in three orbital planes 120° apart in right ascen-
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sion. A 21-satellite constellation provides continuous 4-satellite visibility over 97%
of the Earth’s surface, whereas a 24-satellite constellation provides continuous
observation of no fewer than 5 satellites simultaneously from more than 99% of
the Earth’s surface. Under the 21-satellite concept, the performance of all 24 satel-
lites will be determined by GLONASS controllers and the “best” 21 will be acti-
vated. The remaining three will be held for backup or in reserve. Periodically, the
mix will be evaluated and, if necessary, a new best set of 21 will be defined [1, 2, 13,
14].

Once the permanent system of 21 operational and 3 spare satellites is estab-
lished, a single satellite failure would not lower the system design probability of suc-
cessful fix determination below 94.7%. (Available reference material did not specify
whether the term “successful fix determination” is referring to a two-dimensional
and/or a three-dimensional fix.) When necessary to maintain system accuracy, new
satellites will be launched and used either to replace malfunctioning satellites or held
in reserve for future use [1].

Each GLONASS satellite is in a 19,100-km circular orbit referenced to the
Earth’s surface with an inclination of 64.8°. The orbital period is 11 hours and 15
minutes. The current orbital configuration and overall system design (including sat-
ellite nominal L-band antenna beamwidths of 35° to 40°) provide navigation service
to users up to 2,000 km above the Earth’s surface [1].
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11.1.5 Spacecraft Description

The Russians are currently populating the GLONASS constellation with two types
of spacecraft, the original GLONASS satellite-series design and the new
GLONASS-M satellite-series design. Within each series, there are different blocks
that denote subtle changes in the spacecraft payloads and electronics. These changes
were introduced to increase satellite lifetime [9–12].

11.1.5.1 GLONASS

From 1982 through 2005, the Russians planned to launch GLONASS series satel-
lites. This satellite is a traditional Russian design consisting of a pressurized, her-
metically sealed cylinder that is three-axis stabilized (i.e., oriented in all three axes
of motion, usually measured as in-track, cross-track, and radial from the satellite’s
point of view). Circulation of gas inside the pressurized vessel allows for cooling of
the satellite electronics. Attached to the bottom of the spacecraft is the payload
assembly. This assembly consists of the horizon sensor, laser retroreflectors, a
12-element navigation signal antenna, and various command and control antennas.
Attached to the sides of the pressurized cylinder are the solar panels, orbital correc-
tion engines, a portion of the attitude control system, and the thermal control
louvers [1]. A GLONASS satellite is shown in Figure 11.2.

Within the original GLONASS series, there have been two major block changes
(referred to as types I and II by the Russians) and three variants (referred to as a, b,
and c) within the second block. The main difference between the spacecraft blocks is
the design lifetime. Early satellites had design lifetimes of 1 to 2 years. At the time of
this writing, the Russians were launching GLONASS type IIc spacecraft with a
3-year design lifetime. A tabulation of the GLONASS satellites, their respective
orbital locations, and frequency assignments is contained in Table 11.1. Unlike
GPS, which transmits CDMA format, GLONASS employs frequency division mul-
tiple access (FDMA) [1]. (Details on this scheme are provided in Section 11.1.9.)
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The onboard navigation complex (OBNC) is the nucleus of the satellite. The
OBNC is composed of an information logical complex (ILC) unit, a set of three
spacecraft atomic clocks, a memory unit, a TT&C link receiver, and navigation sig-
nal transmitters. The complex operates in one of two modes: recording mode or
transmission mode. In recording mode, navigational information is uplinked to the
satellite and then stored in onboard memory. Under normal conditions, new navi-
gational data is uplinked to the satellite every orbit. In transmission mode, the
OBNC generates navigational signals on two carrier frequencies, one frequency
from each band: 1,246–1,257 MHz and 1,602–1,616 MHz. As in GPS, these navi-
gational signals supply the users with information such as satellite ephemeris data,
atomic clock corrections, and almanac data, and provide a satellite-to-user ranging
capability [1].

The ILC performs three primary functions [1]:

1. Recording of satellite ephemeris and system almanac data uplinked from the
ground stations;

2. Controlling of navigation signal formulation, including the navigation
frames, which are analogous to the GPS navigation message;

3. Performing of regular diagnosis of OBNC performance.

The onboard clock is the most critical element of the GLONASS satellite. It is
the long-term stability and predictability of modern atomic clocks that makes the
concept of navigation satellite systems possible. The current block IIc spacecraft
carry three “Gem” cesium-beam frequency standards, which are produced by the
Russian Institute of Navigation and Time. The standards have dimensions of 370 by
450 by 500 mm, weigh 39.6 kg, and have an operational lifetime of 17,500 hours.
Each standard has the following frequency stability (i.e., Allan variance) character-
istics for the following averaging times: 5 × 10−11 at 1 second, 1 × 10−11 at 100
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Table 11.1 GLONASS Constellation Status as of February 25, 2005

Spacecraft
Number

Cosmos
Number

Orbital
Plane/Slot

Frequency
Channel Launch Date

Introduction
Date Status

796 2413 1/01 02 Dec. 26, 2004 Feb. 6, 2005 Under test

794 2402 1/02 04 Dec. 10, 2003 Feb. 2, 2004 Operating

789 2381 1/03 12 Dec. 1, 2001 Jan. 4, 2002 Unusable

795 2403 1/04 06 Dec. 10, 2003 Jan. 30, 2004 Operating

711 2382 1/05 02 Dec. 1, 2001 Apr. 15, 2003 Operating

701 2404 1/06 10 Dec. 10, 2003 Dec. 10, 2004 Operating

712 — 1/07 — Dec. 26, 2004 — Under test

797 — 1/08 06 Dec. 26, 2004 Feb. 6, 2005 Operating

787 2375 3/17 05 Oct. 13, 2000 Nov. 4, 2000 Operating

783 2374 3/18 10 Oct. 13, 2000 Jan. 5, 2001 Operating

792 2395 3/21 05 Dec. 25, 2002 Jan. 31, 2003 Operating

791 2394 3/22 10 Dec. 25, 2002 Feb. 10, 2003 Operating

793 2396 3/23 11 Dec. 25, 2002 Jan. 31, 2003 Operating

788 2376 3/24 03 Oct. 13, 2000 Nov. 21, 2000 Operating



seconds, 2.5 × 10−12 at 1 hour, and 5 × 10−13 at 1 day [1, 15]. Appendix B contains
a detailed description of the Allan variance and its applicability to satellite
navigation.

11.1.5.2 GLONASS-M

In 2003, the Russians began launching the new GLONASS-M spacecraft, where
“M” stands for Modified. The GLONASS-M is a modernized version of the
GLONASS spacecraft using more modern electronics and supporting a number of
new features. Although the first launch occurred in 2003, GLONASS-M is an older
spacecraft design, first conceived in the early 1990s but not sufficiently funded until
2001. GLONASS-M continues the design practice of housing the satellite electron-
ics in a heavy pressurized gas-filled vessel, similar to the original GLONASS space-
craft design. The older design requires the continued use of the expensive Proton
launch vehicle to launch a set of three satellites into orbit. As a result, the Russians
plan only to build and launch a total of 10 to 12 GLONASS-M satellites over the
next several years to act as a gap-filler until they complete the design and produc-
tion of the next generation of satellites, GLONASS-K. The GLONASS-K spacecraft
is projected to be much smaller and half the weight, thus reducing program costs
significantly [9–12, 16–18]. The GLONASS-M has a number of new features. These
include:

1. Improved navigation performance. GLONASS-M carries a more accurate
satellite clock (Allan variance of 1 × 10−13 at 1 day), a better attitude control
system, and intersatellite navigation links (incorporated after the second
GLONASS-M satellite). These features will improve user PVT accuracy by
reducing errors in measurements of time and ephemeris calculation [9–12,
16–18].

2. Longer lifetime. GLONASS-M carries an increased propellant loading,
improved onboard batteries, and modernized spacecraft electronics. These
features support a longer design-lifetime of 7 years [9–12, 16–18].

3. Improved navigation signals. This feature will add a second civil modulation
on L2 signal and capability to shift the signals from channels −7 to +12. The
addition of a second civil frequency will allow civil users to make
ionospheric corrections, thus improving accuracy. The additional channels
will allow the Russians to fulfill international commitments to move the
navigation signals out of the radio astronomy frequency band. In addition,
the satellite will carry filters, which will remove out-of-band emissions in the
1,610.6–1,613.8-MHz and 1,660.0–1,670.0-MHz radio astronomy bands
[9–12, 16–18].

4. Improved navigation message. This feature will transmit corrections
between GPS and GLONASS time to facilitate joint use; navigation data
authentication information every 4 seconds; navigation age-of-data
information; and warnings about the future adjustment of the GLONASS
time scale with leap-second correction [9–12, 16–18].
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Like the original GLONASS spacecraft, the GLONASS-M spacecraft consists of
a pressurized, hermetically sealed cylinder that is three-axis stabilized. Figure 11.3 is
a depiction of the GLONASS-M spacecraft. By contrast, the solar panels are
attached to the top of the cylinder, and the payload assembly (attached on the bot-
tom of the spacecraft) is much larger in one dimension. The spacecraft mass will be
increased from the current satellite mass of approximately 1,300 kg to approxi-
mately 1,480 kg. This assembly consists of the horizon sensor, laser retroreflectors,
a 12-element navigation signal antenna, a cross-link antenna, and various command
and control antennas. The longer assembly allows the navigation payload and laser
retroreflector arrays to be mounted separately instead of interleaved. Attached to
the sides of the pressurized cylinder are the orbital correction engines, a portion of
the attitude control system, and the thermal control louvers [1, 9–12, 16–18].

11.1.6 Ground Support

The ground-based control complex (GBCC) is responsible for the following
functions [1]:

1. Measurement and prediction of individual satellite ephemeris;
2. Uploading of predicted ephemeris, clock corrections, and almanac

information into each GLONASS satellite for later incorporation into the
navigation message;

3. Synchronization of the satellite clocks with GLONASS system time;
4. Calculation of the offset between GLONASS system time and UTC (Soviet

Union);
5. Spacecraft command, control, housekeeping, and tracking.

The functions of the ground control segment had been performed by a number
of sites located within the former Soviet Union. With the demise of the USSR, the
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ground support segment has been reduced to sites within Russia, with the exception
of one laser tracking site as indicated in Table 11.2. Further changes may also occur
in the future, including the addition of other control sites within the VKS control
network [1–4].

11.1.6.1 SCC

The SCC is a military complex run by the Russian Space Forces and is located in
Golitsyno-2, about 70 km southwest of Moscow. The SCC schedules and coordi-
nates all system functions for GLONASS [1].

11.1.6.2 Central Synchronizer

The central synchronizer forms GLONASS system time. Signals from the central
synchronizer are relayed to the phase control system (PCS), which monitors satellite
clock time/phase as transmitted by the navigation signals. The PCS performs two
types of measurements to determine the satellite time/phase offsets. The PCS
directly measures the range to the satellites by use of radar techniques. The PCS also
simultaneously compares the satellite transmitted navigation signals to a reference
time/phase generated by a highly stable frequency standard (relative error approxi-
mately 10−13) at the ground site. These two measurements are then differenced to
determine the satellite clock time/phase offsets. The range of the satellite can only be
measured with an accuracy of 3m to 4m, which limits the accuracy of the time/
phase measurements. Measurements from the PCS are used to predict the satellite
clock time/phase corrections, which are uploaded by the ground station into the sat-
ellite. This comparison of each satellite’s time/phases errors is carried out on at least
a daily basis [1, 19].

11.1.6.3 Command and Tracking Stations

The command and tracking stations (CTSs) measure individual satellite trajectories
and uplink required control and payload information to the satellite’s onboard pro-
cessor. Trajectory tracking is carried out every 10 to 14 orbits. Tracking involves
between three and five measurement sessions, each lasting 10 to 15 minutes. Range
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Table 11.2 GLONASS Ground Control Support Network

Site Function Former USSR Network Current Russian Network

System control center (SCC) Golitsyno-2 Golitsyno-2

Central synchronizer Moscow Moscow

Phase control system Moscow Moscow

Command and tracking
stations

St. Petersburg, Yeniseisk,
Komsomolsk, Balkhash,
and Ternopol

St. Petersburg, Yeniseisk,
and Komsomolsk

Laser tracking stations Komsomolsk, Balkhash, Kitab,
Evpatoria, and Ternopol

Komsomolsk and Kitab

Navigational field control
equipment

Moscow, Komsomolsk,
and Ternopol

Moscow and Komsomolsk



of the satellite is measured by radar techniques with a maximum error of between
2m and 3m. These radio-frequency ranges are periodically calibrated using a laser
ranging device at the laser tracking stations. Each satellite carries laser
retroreflectors specifically for this purpose. Ephemeris is predicted 24 hours in
advance and uploaded once per day. The spacecraft clock correction parameters are
renewed twice a day. Therefore, timing errors of the satellites’ ranging signals can
lead to a pseudorange measurement error of at most 5m to 6m. Any interruption in
the normal operation of the ground segment interrupts the accuracy of GLONASS
signals. Tests have shown that the spacecraft clock can maintain acceptable accu-
racy (one part in 5 × 1013) for no more than two to three days of autonomous opera-
tions. Although the satellite’s central processor is capable of 30 days of autonomous
operations, this variability in the time standard is the limiting component for auton-
omous GLONASS operations [1].

11.1.6.4 Laser Tracking Stations

GLONASS is supported by the Etalon (Komsomolsk) and Maidanak (Kitab) laser
stations. These stations calibrate radio-frequency tracking measurements. These
systems may be third generation laser systems.

Etalon stations are able to measure the position of satellites visible in reflected
solar light down to stellar magnitudes of less than 13. Range errors based on a
15-second averaging interval are about 1.5–2 cm and between 2 and 3 arcsec in
angular position. Detailed specifications of these third generation military systems
remain classified [1].

GLONASS is supported by an experimental multifunctional optical and laser
complex located near Kitab in southern Uzbekistan on Mt. Maidanak. Cameras
located on Mt. Maidanak are capable of measuring ranges to an object up to an alti-
tude of 40,000 km and down to a visible stellar magnitude of 16. Maximum error of
satellite angular coordinate determination does not exceed 1–2 arcsec under normal
operating conditions and 0.5 arcsec under special experimental conditions. Maxi-
mum ranging error is not more than 1.5–1.8 cm, and the error of the fix to the
UTC(SU) scale is not more than +/−1 µs. GLONASS measurements are relayed via
secure radio link to the system control center once per hour. Mt. Maidanak provides
unique climatic characteristics with more than 220 clear days annually, thus making
it a reliable source of correction data to the system control center [1, 2].

11.1.6.5 Navigation Field Control Equipment

The navigation field control equipment stations monitor the GLONASS navigation
signals. If anomalies are observed, they are reported back to the SCC [1].

11.1.7 User Equipment

The Russian GLONASS user segment is small and concentrated primarily in
Russia. Russian industry has designed many different types of GLONASS and GPS-
GLONASS user equipment and listed these for sale on the Russian Internet. However,
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since the mid-1990s, the Russian press has carried numerous complaints about the
lack of development of the GLONASS user segment, indicated by a lack of users.
Outside of Russia, only a few types of GPS-GLONASS user equipment are manufac-
tured, primarily for high-end geodetic applications. As a result, the Russians plan to
invest in development of the GLONASS user equipment and in the GLONASS appli-
cations industry under the FTsP Global Navigation System—2002–2011. Under cur-
rent plans, the Russians project that the number of future GLONASS civil users will
grow but will remain significantly less than for GPS outside Russia.

11.1.8 Reference Systems

GLONASS provides position and time in Russian reference systems.

11.1.8.1 Geodetic References

Since August 1993, GLONASS has transmitted ephemeris data in the Earth Param-
eter System 1990 (PZ-90). Prior to that time, GLONASS provided data in the Soviet
Geodetic System 1985 (SGS-85). PZ-90 is similar in quality to the Earth model
employed in WGS-84 used by GPS [3].

The basic characteristics of PZ-90 are provided in Table 11.3 [3, 20, 21].
Details on the SGS-90 are provided in the Russian document “Parameters of the

General Earth Ellipsoid and Earth Gravity Field SGS-90” by the Military Topo-
graphic Department of the General Staff, Editorial Department, Moscow 1991. To
date, the Russians have not made this document publicly available. Although
GLONASS transmits ephemeris and almanac data using PZ-90, the output of most
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Table 11.3 PZ-90 Characteristics

Name and Designation of the Constant
Unit of
Measurement Value

Fundamental Geodetic Constants

Angular rate of rotation of Earth ( ) rad/s 7.292 115 × 10−5

Geocentric gravitational constant, including
atmosphere (GM)

m3/s2 398,600.44 × 109

Geocentric gravitational constant of
atmosphere (GMA)

m3/s2 0.35 × 109

Speed of light (c) m/s 299,792,458
Parameters of the Common Terrestrial Ellipsoid

Semimajor axis (ae) m 6,378,136

Denominator of compression (1/ ) Unit of denominator 298.25784

Acceleration of gravity at the equator ( ) mgal 978,032.8

Correction in the acceleration of gravity, , due
to the attraction of atmosphere at sea level ( )

mgal −0.9

Other Constants

Second harmonic coefficient (J0

2) — 1,082,625.7 × 10−9

Fourth harmonic coefficient (J0

4) — −2,370.9 × 10−9

Normal potential on the surface of the common
terrestrial ellipsoid (U0)

m2/s2 62,636,861



Russian-built receivers is in the Soviet Krasovskiy-1942 (SK-42) reference coordi-
nate system. SK-42 is used as the reference for Russian and former Soviet Bloc maps
in Eastern Europe and Asia [21].

The Russians have performed a limited number of measurements within western
Russia and determined a preliminary rotation matrix between PZ-90 and WGS-84.
Details of this rotation matrix are contained in [21].

The Russians believe that this matrix is good to within 5m to 10m, but caution
that measurements should be made in a number of locations throughout the world
in order to verify the rotation matrix and the magnitude of its error [21].

11.1.8.2 Time References

GLONASS provides time in both GLONASS system time, which is kept in Moscow,
and in UTC(SU), which is kept at the All Union Institute for Physical, Technical, and
Radio-Technical Measurements in Mendeleevo near Moscow [1, 7].

11.1.9 GLONASS Signal Characteristics

Unlike GPS, where each satellite transmits a unique PRN code pair—C/A and
P(Y)—on the same frequency in a CDMA format, each GLONASS satellite trans-
mits the same PRN code pair on a different frequency. This process, FDMA, is the
same method used by commercial radio and television stations. Each station is anal-
ogous to a GLONASS satellite, and the radio receivers are analogous to GLONASS
receivers. A GLONASS receiver “tunes in” a particular GLONASS satellite in the
same manner one would tune in their favorite radio station—by tuning in the fre-
quency allocated to the desired satellite.

The choice of FDMA over CDMA is one of the design tradeoffs. FDMA typi-
cally results in larger, more expensive receivers because of the extra front-end com-
ponents required to process multiple frequencies. By contrast, CDMA signals can be
processed with the same set of front-end components. FDMA does have some
redeeming qualities in terms of interference rejection. A narrowband interference
source that disrupts only one FDMA signal would disrupt all CDMA signals simul-
taneously. Furthermore, FDMA eliminates the need to consider the interference
effect between multiple signal codes (cross-correlation). Thus, GLONASS offers
more frequency-based interference rejection options than GPS and has a more sim-
plified code-selection criterion. Each GLONASS satellite transmits signals centered
on two discrete L-band carrier frequencies. Each carrier frequency is modulated by
the modulo-2 summation of either a 511-kHz or 5.11-MHz PRN ranging code
sequence and a 50-bps data signal. This 50-bps data signal contains the navigation
frames and is denoted as the navigation message. Figure 11.4 shows a simplified
block diagram of the signal generator. Details of the frequencies, modulation, PRN
code properties, and navigation message are covered next [1, 22, 23].

11.1.9.1 GLONASS Frequencies

Each GLONASS satellite is allocated a pair of carrier frequencies, referred to as L1
and L2, according to the following equation:
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where:

K = an integer value between −7 and +12

Z = 9 for L1, 7 for L2.

The spacing between adjacent frequencies on L1 is 0.5625 MHz and L2 is
0.4375 MHz. Originally, K was a unique integer for each satellite and varied from 0
to 24. But, due primarily to interference with radio astronomy measurements, the
Russians have proposed the following modifications to their frequency assignments
[24]:

• Through 1998: K = 0 to 12;
• From 1998–2005: K = −7 to 12;
• After 2005: K −7 to 4.

The end result is to move the frequencies away from the radio astronomy band.
Additionally, the final configuration will only use 12 values of K (K = −7 to 4) for
the 24 satellites. The plan is to have satellites on opposite sides of the Earth (antipo-
dal) share the same K number (i.e., broadcast on the same frequency). This center
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*BPF = Passband determined by satellite frequency assignment number.
Frequency synthesis is for k = 0 to 24; this will change for new satellites.

Frequency
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Figure 11.4 GLONASS signal generator.



frequency modification will have little effect on terrestrial users who cannot see
antipodal satellites simultaneously. Space-based receivers may require special dis-
criminating functions, such as Doppler checks, in order to track the proper satellite.
This ability to discriminate antipodal satellites is important, since the antenna beam-
widths on the GLONASS-M satellites are specifically designed to accommodate
space-based users [1, 25].

The values of K listed earlier are the proposed values for satellites operating
under normal conditions. Other values of K may be assigned for certain command
and control processing tasks or under “exceptional circumstances,” according to the
Russians [1].

11.1.9.2 Modulation

In a similar manner as GPS, each satellite modulates its L1 carrier frequency with two
PRN ranging sequences. (As shown in Figure 11.4, both sequences are modulo-2
added with navigation data before modulating the carrier.) One sequence, called the
P code, is reserved for military purposes. The other sequence, called the C/A code, is
for civil use and aids acquisition of the P code. Each satellite modulates its L2 carrier
frequency solely with the modulo-2 summation of P code and navigation data. The P
code and C/A code sequences are the same for all satellites [1, 22, 23].

11.1.9.3 Code Properties

Both GLONASS and GPS use pseudorandom codes that facilitate satellite-to-user
ranging and have inherent interference rejection. GLONASS C/A code and P code
sequences are described next [1, 22, 23].

GLONASS C/A Code
The GLONASS C/A code has the following characteristics:

• Code type: Maximal length 9-bit shift register;
• Code rate: 0.511 Mchips/s;
• Code length: 511 chips;
• Repeat rate: 1 ms.

A maximal-length code sequence exhibits predictable and desirable auto-corre-
lation properties (see Section 4.3). The 511-bit C/A code is clocked at 0.511
Mchips/s; thus, the code repeats every millisecond. This use of a relatively short code
clocked at a high rate produces undesirable frequency components at 1-kHz inter-
vals that can result in cross-correlation between interference sources, reducing the
interference rejection benefit of the spread frequency spectrum. On the plus side, the
FDMA nature of the GLONASS signal significantly reduces any cross-correlation
between satellite signals due to the frequency separation. The reason for the short
code is to allow quick acquisition, requiring a receiver to search a maximum of 511
code phase shifts. The fast code rate is necessary for range discrimination, with each
code phase representing approximately 587m.
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GLONASS P Code
The Russians have emphatically stated numerous times that the P code is strictly a
military signal. As such, there is very little Russian information available on the
GLONASS P code. Most P code information is derived from analysis of the code
performed by various independent individuals or organizations such as that pro-
vided in [23]. Based on [23], the P code characteristics are:

• Code type: Maximal length 25-bit shift register;
• Code rate: 5.11 Mchips/s;
• Code length: 33,554,432 chips;
• Repeat rate: 1 second (repeat rate is actually at 6.57-second intervals, but

chipped sequence is truncated such that it repeats every 1 second).

As with the C/A code, the maximal length code has exceptional, predictable
auto-correlation properties. The significant difference between the P code and the
C/A code is that the P code is much longer compared to its clock rate, thus repeating
only once every second. Although this produces undesirable frequency components
at 1-Hz intervals, the cross-correlation problem is not as severe as with the C/A
code. As with the C/A code, FDMA virtually eliminates any problems involving
cross-correlation between GLONASS satellite signals. While the P code gains in
terms of correlation properties, it sacrifices in terms of acquisition. The P code con-
tains 511 million code phase shift possibilities. Thus, a receiver typically acquires
C/A code first and then uses the C/A code to help narrow the number of P code
phase shifts to search. Each P code phase, clocked at 10 times the C/A code, repre-
sents 58.7m in range. A HOW like the one used in GPS to facilitate handover to
P(Y) code is not necessary. The GLONASS P code repeats once every second, mak-
ing it possible to use the timing of the C/A code sequence to assist in the handover
process. This is an example of one more design tradeoff between the desired security
and correlation properties of a long sequence and the desire for a faster acquisition
scheme. GPS employs the former implementation, while GLONASS employs the
latter [23].

Comparison of GLONASS Codes to GPS Codes
Because of the CDMA nature of GPS, the GPS design could not ignore the effect of
cross-correlation between satellite signals. The Gold codes used by GPS were specif-
ically chosen because of the ability to mathematically bound the auto-correlation
and cross-correlation properties of the C/A codes. Nonetheless, in most respects, the
GLONASS and GPS C/A codes are comparable in terms of correlation properties.
By contrast, the longer GPS P code means GPS has better correlation properties than
GLONASS P code. However, under certain configurations, the shorter GLONASS
P code may make it easier to directly acquire than the GPS P(Y) code.

11.1.9.4 Navigation Message

Unlike GPS, GLONASS has two types of navigation messages. The C/A code navi-
gation message is modulo-2 added to the C/A code at the satellite, whereas a P code
unique navigation message is modulo-2 added to the P code. Both navigation mes-
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sages are 50-bps data streams. The primary purpose of these messages is to provide
information on satellite ephemeris and channel allocations. The ephemeris informa-
tion allows the GLONASS receiver to accurately compute where each GLONASS
satellite is located at any point in time. Although ephemeris is the predominant navi-
gation information, there is an assortment of other items provided, such as:

• Epoch timing;
• Synchronization bits;
• Error correction bits;
• Satellite health;
• Age of data;
• Spare bits.

In addition, the Russians plan on providing data that will facilitate the combined
use of GPS and GLONASS, particularly differences between GLONASS system time
and GPS system time as well as differences between WGS-84 and PZ-90. An over-
view of the C/A code and P code navigation messages is provided next [22, 23].

C/A Navigation Message
Each GLONASS satellite broadcasts a C/A code navigation message that contains a
superframe consisting of five frames. Each frame contains 15 lines, with each line
containing 100 bits of information. Each frame takes 30 seconds to broadcast, so the
entire superframe is broadcast once every 2.5 minutes [22].

The first three lines of each frame contain the detailed ephemeris for the satellite
being tracked. Since each frame repeats every 30 seconds, a receiver will receive a
satellite’s ephemeris within 30 seconds once data reception begins [22].

The other lines of each frame consist primarily of approximate ephemeris (i.e.,
almanac) information for all of the other satellites in the constellation. Each frame
can hold the ephemeris for five satellites. Since the constellation will have 24 satel-
lites, all five frames must be read in order to get the approximate ephemeris for all
the satellites. This takes approximately 2.5 minutes [1, 22].

The approximate ephemeris information is not as accurate as the detailed
ephemeris and is not used for the actual ranging measurement. Nonetheless, the
approximate ephemeris is sufficient to allow the receiver to quickly align its code
phase and acquire the desired satellite. Once acquired, the satellite’s detailed
ephemeris is used for the ranging measurement. As with GPS, the ephemeris infor-
mation is often valid for hours. Therefore, a receiver does not need to continually
read the data message in order to compute accurate position.

P Code Navigation Message
The Russians have not publicly published any specifics on their P code. Nonetheless,
a number of independent organizations and individuals have investigated the P code
waveform and published their results [22]. The following information is extracted
from the published information. The important thing to remember is the Russians
publicly provided the detailed information on their C/A code data message and have
given certain guarantees regarding its continuity. No such information or guaran-
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tees exist regarding the P code data. Thus, the P code data structure described here
may change at any time without notice.

Each GLONASS satellite broadcasts a P code navigation message that contains
a superframe consisting of 72 frames. Each frame has five lines, with each line con-
taining 100 bits of information. Each frame takes 10 seconds to broadcast, so the
entire superframe is broadcast once every 12 minutes [22].

The first three lines of each frame contain the detailed ephemeris for the satellite
being tracked. Since each frame repeats every 10 seconds, a receiver will receive a
satellite’s ephemeris within 10 seconds once data reception occurs. The other lines
of each frame consist primarily of approximate ephemeris information for the other
satellites in the constellation. All 72 frames must be read to get all the ephemeris,
which takes 12 minutes [22].

The two most distinguishing differences between the data messages deal with
the length of time required to obtain ephemeris information. The time to obtain
detailed ephemeris is:

• P code: 10 seconds;
• C/A code: 30 seconds.

The time to obtain almanac (approximate ephemeris) for all satellites is:

• P code: 12 minutes;
• C/A code: 2.5 minutes.

11.1.10 System Accuracy

GLONASS provides two levels of accuracy similar to GPS. The high-accuracy ser-
vice is exclusively for Russian military use, while the lower accuracy service is for
civil use. The high-accuracy service has an antispoofing capability that is under the
control of the Russian Ministry of Defense. Based on Western observations, this fea-
ture is typically not activated, and the service is available for navigation. Observa-
tions by the University of Leeds in the United Kingdom and 3S Corporation during
the mid-1990s, when the constellation was almost fully populated, indicate that the
accuracy provided by the military service is similar to the specification for the GPS
PPS—approximately 20m (2 drms, 95% probability) in the horizontal plane and
34m (2 sigma), in the vertical dimension. However, according to the Russians, the
military accuracies for GLONASS remain classified [1, 22].

The specification for GLONASS civil accuracy is 100m (2 drms, 95% probabil-
ity) in the horizontal, 150m (2 sigma) in the vertical, and 15 cm/sec (2 sigma) in
velocity. A full GLONASS constellation (21 satellites plus 3 active spares) is
designed to have a 94.7% probability of providing civilian navigational informa-
tion to the previously mentioned design accuracy. The specification for derived
time is within 1m of GLONASS system time and within 5 ms of UTC (SU) [1].

In practice during the mid-1990s when the constellation was almost fully popu-
lated, GLONASS accuracy was much better than the specified values cited here.
Tests of the operational system have demonstrated civil accuracies of 26m (2 drms,
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95% probability) in the horizontal plane and 45m (95% probability) in the vertical
plane [26]. Velocity measurement accuracy is between 3 and 5 cm/sec [1, 27].

11.1.11 Future GLONASS Development

The Russians plan a number of changes to the GLONASS program in the future.
These changes include improvements to the ground support segment, the space seg-
ment, and augmentation to provide differential services and to support SAR [1].

11.1.11.1 Space Segment Enhancements

The Russians plan to introduce two new generations of spacecraft to the constella-
tion designated GLONASS-K and GLONASS-KM (sometimes referred to as the
GLONASS-NG). The GLONASS-K is in the late stages of design and development
with the first launched planned in 2007–2008. The GLONASS-KM is in a concep-
tual phase with the first launch planned in 2015. No other information is available
on the GLONASS-KM. The GLONASS-K is described in detail next [9–12, 16–18]:

GLONASS-K
In 2007 to 2008, the Russians plan to start launching the new GLONASS-K space-
craft series. Currently, the Russians plan to produce 18–27 satellites in this series.
The GLONASS-K represents a radical change in GLONASS spacecraft design,
adopting a Western-style nonpressured and modular spacecraft bus design. Figure
11.5 is a depiction of the GLONASS-K spacecraft. As a result, the GLONASS-K
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spacecraft, at the time of this writing, was projected to weigh 825 kg, half the
weight of the GLONASS-M spacecraft. The smaller mass will allow Russians to
launch GLONASS-K satellites six at a time on a single Proton launch vehicle, or two
at a time on a Soyuz launch vehicle. The satellites are also projected to have a design
lifetime of 10–12 years. The reduced mass and increased lifetime will reduce the
overall program launch and operating costs significantly [9–12, 16–19].

The navigation payload will be improved in several ways. The satellite atomic
clock is projected to provide improved stability on the order of 1 × 10−14. The satellite
will carry a third civil and military signal in the 1,190–1,212 MHz range, near GPS
L5. In addition to transmitting navigation-message data, the two new signals will
also transmit GLONASS integrity and GLONASS wide-area differential correction
information to enhance the accuracy and reliability of the navigation services.
GLONASS-K is also projected to carry an intersatellite link similar to the intersatellite
link planned for GLONASS-M (after the third satellite) [9–12, 16–18, 28].

The Russians also plan to add a new SAR payload to the GLONASS-K series.
The payload will relay the 406-MHz SAR beacon transmissions that are designed to
work with the currently deployed COSPAS-SARSAT system. This payload is simi-
lar in design and concept to the payload planned for the European GALILEO satel-
lite navigation system [9–12, 16–18].

11.1.11.2 Differential GLONASS Improvements

The Russians have developed several types of GLONASS differential services. They
have deployed a coastal differential service for GLONASS and GPS using maritime
radio beacons, similar to other services set throughout most of the world. The Rus-
sians actively participated in RTCM Special Committee SC-104, which developed
the series of standards that permit the seamless use of DGPS, differential
GLONASS, and differential GPS/GLONASS services [1].

A second scheme proposes to use the network of the existing Russian Military
Space Force’s Command and Control sites to double as differential reference sites.
At the time of this writing, the Russians had not provided any details on the status
or plans of the program. One advantage of this plan from the Russian perspective is
that it would use preexisting accurately surveyed sites as reference points. The plan
would also use the CSIC as a hub for computing differential corrections and extend-
ing the coverage over Asia, Europe, and Northern Africa. The differential radio
communications links to transmit the differential corrections currently have not
been selected or installed [5, 29].

A third scheme is comparable to the U.S. FAA plans for local-area differential
GPS for category II and III landing approaches. The Russians plan to use differential
GLONASS and differential GPS/GLONASS for categories I, II, and III, all catego-
ries of landing approach. At the time of this writing, the Russians indicated that they
were pursuing this concept but had not deployed ground equipment [3].

A fourth scheme proposes the use of the existing ground-based radionavigation
aid, Chaika, to transmit differential GLONASS corrections in addition to its navi-
gation service. Chaika is the Russian counterpart to Loran-C. This concept is simi-
lar to the Eurofix concept. The status of the Russian program is unclear, but is
discussed extensively in the 1994 CIS Federal Radionavigation Plan. The Russians
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will likely follow the European lead and deploy their system only if the Europeans
deploy Eurofix. Eurofix is a proposal by Delft University of Technology, in the
Netherlands, for upgrading Loran-C with integrated differential and communica-
tion services. Under the concept published on the Eurofix Web site, Loran-C or
Chaika could be upgraded to broadcast low-data-rate differential corrections. Delft
assigned eight possible channels: DGPS, DGLONASS, Differential Loran-C/Differ-
ential Chaika, navigation integrity messages, short-text message services, and three
channels reserved for future applications [10].

11.1.12 Other GLONASS Information Sources

In addition to the materials provided in this chapter, other resources are available on
the GLONASS program and signal structure. These include books [30, 31] pub-
lished by the Russians on GLONASS, the availability of the GLONASS Interface
Control Document (ICD), which is a living specification of the navigation signal,
and various information centers that provide information on GLONASS over the
Internet. The ICD and a number of information centers are presented in the follow-
ing sections.

11.1.12.1 GLONASS ICD

The specifications for the GLONASS signals are documented in the GLONASS ICD.
The ICD provides the specifications to build a properly functioning GLONASS user
set. To date, the Russians have published five versions of the GLONASS ICD; the
latest was published on September 30, 2002. The fifth version covers the GLONASS
civil signals on L1 and L2 corresponding to GLONASS and GLONASS-M satellites.
A new version is not expected until shortly before the first GLONASS-K launch
in the 2008 time frame. The current GLONASS ICD is available in English at [32].

11.1.12.2 GLONASS Information Centers

The Russians operate various information centers that provide information on
GLONASS on the Internet. Most of the Web sites provide information in English
and Russian. The maintenance of the Web sites, especially the English portions of
the Web sites, is intermittent. The four major information centers and associated
Web addresses are listed next.

CSIC of Russian Space Forces
The CSIC is the official public interface for GLONASS. The CSIC is operated by the
Russian Space Forces and was set up to be the Russian counterpart to the U.S. Coast
Guard’s GPS Information Center. The CSIC acts as the main interface between the
military operators of GLONASS and the Russian Department of Air Traffic and the
Ministry of Transport. The CSIC can provide assistance in the following areas [5, 33]:

• Provide consultations, information, and expertise to increase the effective use
of the GLONASS system;
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• Provide official representation of the GLONASS system and its users at con-
ferences, symposiums, and negotiations;

• Facilitate dialogue with domestic and foreign users of the GLONASS;
• Issue licenses for the use of the navigational services provide by the

GLONASS;
• Certify GLONASS and GPS/GLONASS user equipment;
• Provide official research on the utility of the GLONASS system;
• Promote combined use of the GLONASS and GPS systems.

Information Analytical Center of Coordinate-Time Support
The Information Analytical Center of Coordinate-Time Support is part of the Rus-
sian MCC located in Moscow and provides real-time and a posteriori analysis of the
accuracy and integrity of the GLONASS navigation signals independent of the
GLONASS ground control system [34].

Multifunctional Navigation-Information Center (MNIC) of Rosaviacosmos
The MNIC is part of the Russian Institute of Space Device Engineering (RISDE).
RISDE is the agency responsible for the design of the GLONASS satellite navigation
payload and ground command and control equipment. The MNIC appears to be
primarily tasked with developing the infrastructure for generating differential cor-
rections and integrity information for GNSS, including GLONASS. However, at the
time of this writing, the MNIC Web site was still under construction [35].

Intergovernmental Navigation Information Center (INIC)
The INIC is operated by the Intergovernmental Navigation Research Center and
was established to exchange navigation data between the departmental navigation
centers in Russia and foreign countries. The INIC is responsible for drafting the
Russian and CIS Federal Radio Navigation Plans and hosting international naviga-
tion symposiums. At the time of this writing, the INIC Web site was only hosted in
Russian and was not currently maintained [36].

11.2 The Chinese BeiDou Satellite Navigation System

11.2.1 Introduction

BeiDou is the Chinese name for the multistage satellite navigation program
designed to provide positioning, fleet-management, and precision-time dissemina-
tion to Chinese military and civil users. Currently, BeiDou is in a semioperational
phase, with three satellites deployed in geostationary orbit over China. The official
Chinese press has designated the constellation as the BeiDou Navigation Test Sys-
tem (BNTS). The BNTS supports two types of satellite navigation capabilities:
RDSS and SBAS. The RDSS capability is operational, and the status of SBAS is
unknown. The BNTS provides limited coverage and only supports users in and
around China. The BNTS should be operational by the end of the decade. In the
long term, the Chinese plan to deploy a regional or worldwide navigation constella-
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tion of 14–30 satellites under the BeiDou-2 Program. The Chinese did not plan to
finalize the design for BeiDou-2 until 2005.

11.2.3 Program History

The BeiDou program was first proposed by Chinese academic Chen Fangyun in
1983 to provide navigation support to Chinese marine vessels. The program was
originally named Double Star Positioning and Communications System. The Chi-
nese government, including the military, initially rejected the concept. The proposal
resurfaced in 1985 at a meeting where Chen was an invited speaker. The second pro-
posal attracted the interest of the Central Committee of the Peoples Liberation Army
Mapping Bureau. In March 1986, Chen and three other prominent Chinese scien-
tists authored a letter to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China,
suggesting ways to acquire Western technology to accelerate China’s science and
technology development, giving China time to develop its own technical industry.
Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping accepted the suggestion, which became the famous
Chinese “863 Program.” Chen’s involvement in suggesting the 863 Program very
likely secured and accelerated the development of BeiDou, due to his newly gained
prestige. The program entered the advance research phase in 1986. The first major
scientific paper on the proposal was published in the June 1987 issue of China Space
Science and Technology magazine. In September 1989, the Double Star concept was
demonstrated by using two DHF-2 geostationary communication satellites. The
success of the experiment was reported in the Chinese press. In 1993, the Double
Star Positioning System program officially entered the development phase in the
Chinese budgetary process in 1994 [37, 38].

At the same time as Chen developed the Double Star Positioning System, the
RDSS concept was patented by Professor Gerard O’Neill in November 1982.
O’Neill founded Geostar Corporation in 1983 to implement the RDSS concept.
Geostar envisioned seamless worldwide coverage and attempted to set up various
cooperative arrangements with other possible service providers, including China. By
1985, Geostar applied for patents on the specific RDSS implementation planned for
the Geostar in both the United States and China simultaneously. In May 1987, at the
first Global RDSS conference, the Chinese presentation touted the close working
relationship China had with Geostar and predicted an optimistic future for their
cooperation. In a July 25, 1988, interview, Martin Rothblatt, then Geostar’s chief
executive officer, told Aviation Week that Geostar Corporation planned to seek per-
mission from the U.S. government to enter into a formal agreement with the Chinese
Academy of Space Technology (CAST) after the terms of the agreement became
mature. Under the draft agreement, Geostar planned to supply U.S.-built RDSS pay-
loads for CAST to host on unspecified Chinese geostationary satellites. In 1991,
Geostar was declared bankrupt. In a 1993 conference paper, the Chinese mentioned
their plans to continue pursuing an RDSS constellation despite the bankruptcy of
Geostar Corporation. Further evidence on this can be found in Chinese papers,
theses, and journal articles from 1984 to 2000, which make numerous references to
Geostar [39–41].

The BeiDou program was established in 1994 under sponsorship of the General
Staff of the CCPLA Mapping Bureau after completion of the developmental phase of
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the Double Star Positioning System. The Chinese indicated the system would sup-
port mapping, aeronautics, aviation, navigation, mining, shipping, emergency
disaster relief applications, and national defense [37].

The first BeiDou satellite was launched in October 2000, and the second in
December 2000. The third BeiDou satellite was launched in May 2003. There are
some Chinese press references to a fourth spare satellite, but these are unconfirmed
[42].

After the launch in late 2000, the system went through an on-orbit validation.
In 2001, the Chinese government issued a series of contracts for development and
operation of the military fleet management service, the civil fleet management ser-
vice, the SBAS ground-monitoring network, and for various types of user equip-
ment. The RDSS system also went through a series of system validations from 2001
to 2002. In December 2001, the Chinese began advertising user equipment for the
BNTS. However, to date, there were only a few claims of sales of the user sets to the
Chinese military. The Chinese contractor completed the military service in late
2003. The civil service was declared operational in conjunction with the launch of
the third satellite in June 2003. As stated earlier, the status of Chinese SBAS is
unknown [43–45].

11.2.4 Organization Structure

The BeiDou system is owned and operated by the Chinese government as a dual-use
system. However, the Chinese have not provided specific details or an official point
of contact within the Chinese government for BeiDou. The Chinese identify two pri-
vate companies under contract from the government providing the BeiDou RDSS
positioning and fleet-management services. ChinaTopComm operates the civil
fleet-management services. BDStar operates the military fleet-management services.
BDStar has also expressed interest in developing commercial services in the future.
The operators of the BeiDou SBAS services have not been made known to the
international community [43, 44].

11.2.5 Constellation and Orbit

BNTS is composed of three satellites. The first two satellites, launched in October
and December 2000, were placed at 80ºE and 140ºE longitude on the geostationary
belt and carry a RDSS transponder payload. The RDSS transponders operate using
an L-band (1,610–1,626.5-MHz) uplink and S-band (2,483.5–2,500-MHz)
downlink. The third BeiDou-1 satellite was launched in May 2003 and placed at
110ºE longitude. It carries both an RDSS and SBAS transponder payload. The SBAS
payload operates in the GPS L1 and L2 radio frequency bands and is likely used to
augment both GPS and GLONASS [46, 47].

11.2.6 Spacecraft

The BNTS satellites use the Chinese standard DJS-1 spacecraft bus, which is also
used by Chinese DFH-3, CHINASAT, Zhongxing-20, and Zhongxing-22 commu-
nications satellites. The spacecraft uses a box-shaped bus with the dimensions of
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2.2m × 1.72m × 2.0m, and twin solararrays with a span of 18.1m. The twin solar
arrays are composed of three panels each and are designed to generate 2,049W of
power at the start of the mission and 1,688W EOL power. During periods of eclipse,
two 45-Ah nickel hydrogen (NiH2) batteries provide power. DJS-1 carries an apogee
kick motor for postlaunch orbit-transfer maneuvers. The spacecraft has an on-sta-
tion BOL mass of 1,145 kg and a dry mass of 745 kg. Thus, the mass of the fuel is
400 kg. The DJS-1 has a minimum design life of 8 years, but too few spacecraft have
been launched to independently determine the expected on-orbit lifetime [48–50].

The DJS-1 spacecraft bus carries an apogee kick motor for orbital transition and
station keeping for north/south station-keeping maneuvers. The motor is used ini-
tially during launch to finalize the spacecraft orbit. The thrust output is 490 N. The
propellant is monomethyl hydrazine and has a mass of 200 kg [49].

The DJS-1 spacecraft bus carries a three-axis attitude control system (ACS) com-
prised of Earth sensors, momentum wheels, and 14 ACS thrusters. During the
on-station operation, the ACS maintains the satellite pointing toward China with
both a northward and inward angle. The satellites are maintained to within 0.10°
beam pointing error [50].

During the preoperational mode, from launch vehicle separation through Earth
acquisition, the satellite is spin-stabilized. Data from the horizon and Sun sensors is
telemetered to the ground for determination of the satellite attitude. The satellite
transitions from spin-stabilized to three-axis stabilized with a dual-spin turn
maneuver [48].

In the normal mission mode, the satellite is in an off-nadir Earth-oriented atti-
tude with the momentum wheels. The satellite is three-axis stabilized, with an Earth
sensor providing the attitude reference, a momentum wheel providing the required
gyroscopic stiffness as well as momentum exchange for pitch control, and autono-
mous magnetic torquing providing roll and yaw control. Thrusters provide the
backup three-axis control during station-keeping maneuvers and momentum
unloading [49].

11.2.7 RDSS Service Infrastructure

The BNTS is designed to provide regional two-dimensional communications, posi-
tioning, and fleet management services over China and Taiwan using a RDSS tech-
nique. Under the RDSS concept, the Payload Operations Center (POC) sends out a
navigation or polling signal through one of the BeiDou satellites. Subsets of users
respond to this signal via both satellites. The travel time is measured as the naviga-
tion signals loop from POC to the satellite, to the receiver on the user platform, and
back around. With this time-lapse information, the known locations of the two sat-
ellites and an estimate of the user altitude, the user’s location can be determined by
the POC. Once calculated, the POC transmits the positioning information to the
user. Since the POC must calculate the positions for all subscribers to the system,
BeiDou can also be used for fleet management and communications [43, 44].

To support the RDSS positioning, the Chinese BNTS is composed of:

• A two or three geostationary satellite constellation;
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• The POC;
• Handheld, mobile, and integrated user transmission and reception sets;
• Fixed ground sites used to calibrate the navigation signals, called benchmarks;
• Fleet management centers connected by a wide-area communications net-

work or via BeiDou itself;
• Ground support and tracking system for spacecraft support [43, 44].

11.2.7.1 BNTS Constellation

As stated earlier, the BNTS is composed of two BeiDou satellites placed at 80ºE and
140ºE longitude. A spare third satellite is currently at 110ºE longitude. While in this
position, the spare satellite enhances the basic RDSS coverage in areas where one or
the other primary satellite is blocked by terrain or buildings (urban canyons). The
third satellite can allow testing of an experimental three-dimensional RDSS capabil-
ity and act as an on-orbit spare to replace either of the primary RDSS satellites if
either fail [43, 44].

11.2.7.2 POC

The tasks performed by the BNTS POC have been described in the introduction to
Section 11.2.7. Its location has not been identified by the Chinese.

11.2.7.3 BNTS User Equipment

The Chinese are developing and marketing handheld, mobile, and integrated user
sets for both Chinese military and civil applications. Originally, the Chinese issued a
set of industry standards for 11 types of user sets grouped into five classes. The five
classes are listed here and detailed in Table 11.4 [43, 44]:

• General mobile class for positioning, communications, and fleet management;
• Communication class for text messaging;
• Time synchronization class for one- and two-way time transfer;
• Fleet management class for low-volume fleet management that do not require

wide area network (WAN) connections;
• Multimode class, which is a combined use of BeiDou with GPS and

GLONASS [43, 44].

Currently, a number of companies are marketing various types of user
equipment.

11.2.7.4 BNTS Benchmarks

Benchmarks are a network of fixed ground sites used to calibrate the errors in the
RDSS signals. In a similar manner as DGPS, the POC uses data from the benchmark
sites to improve the user accuracy. The POC applies corrections to the calculated
position fixes and then transmits these to the mobile users near the benchmark.
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Table 11.4 BeiDou User Equipment Classes and Types

Class 1: General
User Terminals

Land vehicle terminal: The user equipment is designed to support all types of land vehi-
cles. The user equipment consists of an antenna and user terminal with liquid crystal
display (LCD) and built-in keypad. The terminal uses the vehicle’s power and has a data
port to interface with an onboard computer. The user equipment provides all-weather
rapid-positioning, real-time navigation, and bidirectional short-text-message communi-
cation capability.

Ship terminal: The user equipment is designed to support ships within the BeiDou cov-
erage area. The user equipment consists of an antenna and user terminal with LCD and
built-in keypad. The terminal uses the ship’s power and has a data port to interface
with an onboard computer. The user equipment provides all-weather rapid-positioning,
real-time navigation, and bidirectional short-text-message communication capability.

Handheld terminal: The user equipment is designed to support handheld applications.
The user equipment consists of the dual-mode antenna, the user terminal (with LCD),
PDA (or other handwriting device), and battery. The terminal has a data port to inter-
face with a remote computer. The terminal provides all-weather rapid-positioning,
real-time navigation, and bidirectional short-text-message communication capability.

Emergency reporting terminal: The user equipment is designed to make emergency
reports to police. The user equipment consists of the dual-mode antenna, the user termi-
nal (with LCD), PDA (or other handwriting device), and battery. The terminal provides
all-weather positioning, real-time navigation and bidirectional short-text message (up to
120 Chinese characters) communications capability.

Class 2: General
Communications
User Terminals

One-way communication user terminal: The user equipment is designed to receive mes-
sages over the BeiDou system. The user equipment consists of the receive-only antenna,
the user terminal (with LCD), PDA (or other handwriting device), and battery. The
terminal also has a data port to interface with an onboard computer. The terminal
can receive up to 120 Chinese characters and has a storage capacity of 4,800 Chinese-
character short-text messages.

Two-way correspondence user terminal: The user equipment is designed to send and
receive messages over the BeiDou system. The user equipment consists of the
send/receive antenna, the user terminal (with LCD), PDA (or other handwriting device),
and battery. The terminal also has a data port to interface with an onboard computer.
The terminal can send or receive short-text messages (up to 120 Chinese characters).
The user equipment can also provide all-weather positioning and real-time navigation.

Class 3: Time
Dissemination
Terminals

One-way time service user terminal: The user equipment is designed for time synchroni-
zation using the BeiDou system in a passive mode. The user equipment consists of the
receive-only antenna, the user terminal, and battery. The terminal provides time and
frequency synchronization with 100-ns time accuracy.

Two-way time service user terminal: The user equipment is designed for time synchroni-
zation using the BeiDou system in an active mode. The user equipment consists of the
send/receive antenna, the user terminal, and battery. The terminal provides time and the
frequency synchronization with 20-ns time accuracy.

Class 4: Central
Dispatcher User
Terminals

Dispatcher terminal: The dispatcher terminal is designed to communicate with and mon-
itor the locations of users of the BeiDou system. The equipment consists of an antenna
and user terminal with a port for special data network connections. The terminal sup-
ports fleet management, real-time navigation, and bidirectional short-text-message com-
munications, and can monitor BeiDou user equipment in the field in real time.

Class 5: Multimode
User Terminals

Multimode terminal: The multimode terminal is designed to use the BeiDou,
GLONASS, and GPS systems. The user equipment consists of the antenna and the user
terminal capable of working with BeiDou, GLONASS, and GPS. The terminal supports
both BeiDou-based and GLONASS/GPS-based fleet management, real-time navigation,
and bidirectional short-text-message communications.

Enhancement user terminal: The enhanced user terminal is designed to improve
GLONASS and GPS with differential corrections transmitted over the BeiDou system.
The user equipment consists of the antenna and the user terminal capable of working
with GPS, GLONASS, and BeiDou. The terminal supports all-weather rapid-position-
ing, real-time navigation, and bidirectional short-text-message communications.



Essentially, the benchmarks are a special class of user sets deployed in a network at
fixed sites with known presurveyed geodetic locations across China [43, 44].

11.2.7.5 BNTS Fleet Management Centers

The BNTS is designed to allow civil fleet managers to monitor, determine locations
of, and communicate with mobile users of the system. Currently, there are two net-
works, one for military users and a second for civil users. BDstar is developing the
military fleet management service under a contract signed in April 2002.
ChinaTopComm is developing a civil service as part of a joint venture initiated in
December 2001. Company literature indicates that BDstar may also enter the civil
fleet management market at a later date. Each company plans to provide two levels
of service for military and civil users: one targeted for high-volume fleet managers
and a second targeted for low-volume fleet managers. The main difference between
the two levels of service is the complexity of the fleet management center and the
communication links used to connect the fleet manager with the POC [43, 44].

• Low-volume service architecture. Both BDstar and ChinaTopComm are also
developing similar low-capacity fleet management services using the BeiDou
system to communicate between the POC and the individual fleet manage-
ment centers [43, 44].

• High-volume service architecture. Both BDstar and ChinaTopComm are
developing similar high-capacity fleet-management services. The high-volume
service uses traditional communications links (like very small aperture termi-
nals, terrestrial, microwave, fiber-optic, and landline) to establish wide-area
computer network connectivity between the POC and the individual fleet
management centers. The Chinese have provided limited details on the design
and capability of a fleet management center. The high-volume center consists
of several map displays and communications consoles [43, 44].

11.2.8 RDSS Navigation Services

The Chinese plan five basic positioning and communication services using the
BeiDou RDSS capability. The Chinese service providers indicate that these services
are currently operational. These are [43, 44]:

• RDSS positioning of mobile users for navigation and fleet management. The
BNTS provides about 20–100-m two-dimensional accuracy in areas where
the system is calibrated with benchmarks in a transmit and receive mode.
Because the positions are calculated at the POC, the system can also be used
for fleet management [43, 44].

• Broadcast of accuracy corrections and integrity information for use with the
GPS and GLONASS systems. The BNTS RDSS also provides accuracy correc-
tions for and information on the integrity of U.S. GPS and Russian GLONASS
so that the Chinese military and civil users can use these systems more reliably.
In this mode of operation, the users need only to passively receive the BNTS
(S-band) and GPS (L-band), or GLONASS (L-band) signals [43, 44].
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• Two-way text messaging. The BNTS RDSS also provides an on-demand
text-messaging capability for civil users in and around China. The BNTS
should be able to provide a text-messaging service similar to the
text-messaging service offered by Blackberry. The BNTS is designed to send or
receive short messages (up to 120 Chinese characters) in the text mode, or up
to 480 numeric characters in the data mode. The Chinese indicate that the
BNTS can encrypt the data for secure communications [43, 44].

• Dissemination of Chinese atomic time for synchronization. The BNTS RDSS
provides both passive-mode (users receive only) and active-mode (users trans-
mit and receive) time dissemination and synchronization for military and civil
users in China. The Chinese indicate that the BNTS provides 100-ns time
accuracy in the passive mode and 20-ns time accuracy in the active mode.
BNTS allows remote users to synchronize to Chinese atomic time for use by
communications networks, computer networks, and power grids. Typically,
the Chinese equipment also uses GPS and GLONASS as part of the time syn-
chronization ensemble [43, 44].

• Communication of GPS-derived mobile users’ positions for civil fleet manage-
ment. The Chinese indicate that BNTS RDSS is used to relay GPS- or
GLONASS-derived positions from the users to the fleet management center.
Typically, GPS and GLONASS provide positions to within 5–10m. The cur-
rent marketing strategy in China is to use cellular phone networks for local
fleet management communications and BeiDou for long-distance fleet man-
agement services [43, 44].

The basic performance for services is shown in Table 11.5 [43, 44]:

11.2.9 RDSS Navigation Signals

The BNTS satellite broadcasts to the users at 2,492 MHz (S-band). The user equip-
ment transmits a short-burst, spread-spectrum response at 1,616 MHz (L-band).
The signals are modulated with 4.08-Mbps spread-spectrum signals (8-MHz band-
width). At the time of this writing, there was no publicly available ICD or similar
document defining the BeiDou signal structure [43, 44].
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Table 11.5 BeiDou Service Performance

Function Advertised Performance

RDSS positioning accuracy 20–100m (two-dimensional)
within vicinity of benchmarks

GPS/GLONASS enhancement 2–5m (two-dimensional)

Text messaging 120 Chinese characters;
480 numeric characters

Chinese time dissemination 20 ns (two-way communications mode);
100 ns (one-way communications mode)

Communications for GPS-based
tracking and fleet management

5–10m (two-dimensional)



11.2.10 System Coverage and Accuracy

The BNTS RDSS service provides continuous, all-weather, day-night coverage in
the Northern Hemisphere, focused on China and the surrounding area for mid-
latitudes where the system provides optimal satellite geometry for a position fix.
The coverage footprints depend on type of service used. For navigation and posi-
tioning, two satellites are required to be in view in order to obtain a position fix,
thus limiting coverage to the overlapping footprints of the satellites. The Chinese
advertise the coverage as being between 5ºN and 55ºN latitude and 70ºE and 140ºE
longitude. In this area, the BNTS should provide approximately up to 20m. The
accuracy typically degrades as much as several factors of ten for southern latitudes
within BNTS coverage area or in rugged terrain. For text messaging and broadcast
of GPS and GLONASS corrections, only one of the satellites is required to be in
view in order to communicate, thus expanding the coverage to the composite of the
satellite footprints [43, 44].

The Chinese advertise the BeiDou RDSS accuracy ranging from 20m to 100m.
However, this level of performance can only be obtained in areas where calibration
sites called benchmarks are deployed. With other RDSS implementations, altitude is
determined at the master control station by using digital maps in the course of calcu-
lating the user’s location. Any errors in the altitude estimated would result in addi-
tional corresponding errors in the user’s position [43, 44].

11.2.11 Future Developments

11.2.11.1 BeiDou-1 SBAS Service

In addition to BNTS RDSS service, the Chinese are in the process of establishing an
indigenous SBAS using the L-band transponder carried on the third BeiDou-1 satel-
lite (110ºE longitude). At the time of writing, little information was available on the
service’s status or Chinese future plans. What is known is that the Chinese filed
radio frequency registrations with the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) for L1 (1,559–1,610 MHz) and L2 (1,215–1,260 MHz) in 1999 for an SBAS
service. Subsequent filings indicated that the Chinese planned for the SBAS payload
to be nadir pointing and provide coverage in both the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres. In addition, from 2000–2002, the Chinese purchased SBAS ground
monitoring equipment from Canadian company Novatel, the supplier of ground
equipment for the U.S. WAAS, the EGNOS, and Japanese MSAS. The SBAS service
will likely share the GPS monitoring structure currently transmitting corrections via
the S-band signals. Potentially, the SBAS will augment both GPS and GLONASS. At
the time of this writing, the Chinese had not released an ICD [51–59].

11.2.11.2 BeiDou-2

Beyond the current BeiDou-1 system, the Chinese are in the late stages of designing a
follow-on system designated BeiDou-2. The Chinese announced 2005 as the target
date to complete research and finalize the design. Based on the history of the BeiDou-1
program, the Chinese will likely take about 5 years to begin launching the BeiDou-2
satellites and will take 3 to 6 years to fully populate the full constellation [60].
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In an apparent competing initiative to BeiDou-2, the Chinese also joined the
GALILEO program in late 2003. However, it is clear from the Chinese perspective
that cooperation with the GALILEO program will not replace or hinder plans for
the Chinese to deploy their own indigenous system; these efforts are complemen-
tary, not competitive, options.

As part of the development of the BeiDou-2 program, the Chinese have filed for
radio frequency allocation by the ITU Radio Board under the “Chinasat” and
“Compass” designations. At the time of this writing, the Chinese had filed for a total
of 61 satellites, apparently in an effort to secure orbital slots and radio frequency
allocations for potential design options for BeiDou-2. Based on the information con-
tained in the request to the ITU and the Chinese press, there are apparently four
design options under consideration. These are outlined in Table 11.6 [61–64].

In 1997, the Chinese filed for a follow-on to BeiDou-1 under the Chinasat-34
and Chinasat-35 designators. The ITU filing indicated that they planned a constella-
tion of satellites similar to BeiDou-1c (Chinasat-33) supporting both an RDSS and
SBAS capabilities. However, in this case, they planned to place two or three satellites
in the two orbital slots currently occupied by BeiDou-1a (140ºE longitude) and
BeiDou-1b (80ºE longitude). No satellites were planned to fill the middle orbital
slot, currently occupied by BeiDou-1c (110ºE longitude). Although the Chinese have
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Table 11.6 Chinese Design Options for BeiDou-2

Design Option 1 Design Option 2 Design Option 3 Design Option 4

ITU
designators

Chinasat-34a and b
and Chinasat-35a, b,
and c

Compass-GEOs and
Compass-highly
elliptical orbit (HEO)

Compass-GEOs and
Compass-medium Earth
orbit (MEO)

Compass-MG

ITU filing
date

1997 with continued
coordination in Dec.
2003

2000 and amended
in Nov. 2003

2000 and amended in
Nov. 2003

Registered in 2003

Constellation
design

2 GEO + 2–3 GEO 4 GEO + 9 inclined
geosynchronous

4 GEO + 12 MEO 30 MEO

Orbit 80ºE and 140ºE
longitude

55ºE, 80ºE, 110ºE,
140ºE, and 160ºE
longitude

6 orbital planes at
50º inclination ×
36,000-km circular
orbits

55ºE, 80ºE, 110ºE,
140ºE, and 160ºE
longitude

6 orbital planes at 55º
inclination × 20,200-km
circular orbits

3 orbital planes at
56º inclination ×
21,363-km circular
orbits

Navigation
techniques

Two-dimensional
RDSS
GPS augmentation

Two-dimensional
active RDSS
GPS augmentation
Three-dimensional
passive navigation

Two-dimensional
active RDSS
GPS augmentation
Three-dimensional
passive navigation

Three-dimensional
active RDSS

Three-dimensional
passive navigation

Planned radio
frequencies

S-band and L-band
communication links
Two L-band naviga-
tion links

S-band and L-band
communication links
Four L-band
navigation links

S-band and L-band
communication links
Four L-band navigation
links

S-band and L-band
communication
links
Four L-band
navigation links

Service area Asian-Pacific region Asian-Pacific region Asian-Pacific region Worldwide



continued to file paperwork with the ITU in support of this option, Chinese publica-
tions on future plans for BeiDou-2 do not present this as an option [61].

In 2000, the Chinese filed for 25 new navigation satellites under the “Compass”
designator. Subsequent articles by Chinese experts indicated that they are consider-
ing deploying a hybrid constellation composed of either four geostationary and nine
inclined geosynchronous satellites, or four geostationary and 12 MEO satellites.
Both options are designed to provide regional navigation similar to GPS and carry
forward provisions for the legacy-RDSS service. In late 2003, the Chinese added a
fifth geostationary satellite to both constellation options [62].

Also in late 2003, the Chinese filed for an additional 30-satellite constellation
under the “Compass-MG” designator. The 30-satellite “Compass-MG” proposal is
more ambitious than previous 5-, 14-, or 17-satellite alternatives and is designed to
provide world navigation support like GPS, but also carries forward provisions for
the legacy-RDSS service. The Compass-MG design is very similar to the plan for the
European GALILEO, and it is likely that the Chinese hope to benefit from lessons
learned and cooperation with the European GALILEO program [64].

The Chinese were scheduled to likely complete their design decision around
2005 as planned, but it is unclear what impact, if any, GALILEO will have on the
fabrication and deployment schedule of BeiDou-2. However, as noted earlier, the
cooperation is not expected to replace or hinder plans for the Chinese to deploy
their own indigenous system. It is thus reasonable to assume that the cooperation
will help China to gain the experience to facilitate its own program.

11.3 The Japanese QZSS Program

11.3.1 Introduction

At the time of this writing, the Japanese were developing an indigenous satellite nav-
igation augmentation to the U.S. GPS under the QZSS program. The concept has
been under development in Japan for more than 6 years and is the result of several
independent government and industry initiatives. Under current plans, the QZSS
constellation will be designed to support both mobile communications and GPS
augmentation services, but the size and orbit remain incompletely defined. Specifi-
cally, the Japanese intend the navigation services to address shortfalls in GPS satel-
lite visibility in urban canyons and mountainous terrain, which the Japanese assess
to be a problem in 80% of the country. In addition, the Japanese have expressed the
need for an independent regional navigation capability in times of crisis in order to
protect the Japanese economy and its extensive use of GPS [65].

11.3.2 Program Overview

Originally, the QZSS was an initiative of a joint industry effort under the (then) Jap-
anese Communications Research Laboratory. A number of national and consor-
tium projects in Japan have developed concepts for a satellite-based augmentation
to GPS with a funding and marketing base broadened by providing both a naviga-
tion and a communications capability. The QZSS program appears to be the first
such program to be moving forward with both government and industry support.
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The intent is to bring the navigation service on line in coordination with GPS
upgrades. A U.S.-Japanese working group was established in October 2002 and is
working toward this goal. When the GPS-QZSS Technical Working Group met in
January 2004, problems related to interoperability were addressed through formal
documents on configuration management [66, 67].

11.3.3 Organizational Structure

Support from industry in the earliest stages of planning in the late 1990s was focused
on the goal of improving mobile communications in the rural areas as well as the
urban canyons of metropolitan areas. Joining this activity, the government devel-
oped a plan to provide through the public sector improvements to the satellite navi-
gation service available from GPS. A variety of commercial, economic, and political
influences have swayed the program during the course of development. The alloca-
tion of resources and responsibilities for spacecraft deployment as well as operation
of the constellation on a daily basis remains a topic of discussion. Progress in the
QZSS program is nearly assured, owing to the clear benefits it brings in stimulating
the national space technology industries. This progress may occur slowly, however,
as the various stakeholders sort out the opportunities it presents. A directive coming
from the Japanese Council on Science Technology Policy on September 9, 2004,
gave further structure. The four basic ministries involved, as well as the major indus-
tries comprising the Advanced Space Business Corporation hope to sort out the par-
ticulars. The QZSS program has been under development long enough to see both
the founding agency the Communications Research Laboratory (CRL) and Japan’s
National Aeronautics and Space Development Agency renamed and reorganized
into the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology and the
Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency, respectively [68, 69].

11.3.4 Constellation and Orbit

To meet the requirements for having a system with satellites operating predomi-
nantly over Japan, an inclined geosynchronous or semisynchronous orbit is being
planned. The inclination will give, for at least part of the orbit, the desired high
viewing altitude over the 2,500-km range stretch of Japanese islands running from
27ºN to 45ºN. The synchronous orbit will keep the satellites in the appropriate lon-
gitude so they are in view from Japan. In the case of GPS, the difficulty has been in
accessing four visible satellites in a geometry that is optimal for an accurate naviga-
tion fix, as seen from such terrain. Additionally, the QZSS concept will alleviate dif-
ficulties in using communications services provided by geostationary satellites,
which have low elevation of no higher than 45º when viewed from central Japan
[65, 70].1

The first concept for an indigenous Japanese constellation of geosynchronous sat-
ellites in inclined orbits producing the figure 8 pattern for regional access was pro-
moted by CRL for communications alone. In fact the plan in 1998 was for an
“EFSAT” (eight-figure satellite) system. Though there were several advantages, the
idea was to provide high-quality communications services to Japan and Australia
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using only three or four satellites. An initial design called for these to be placed in cir-
cular orbits at the full 35,800-km geosynchronous altitude with 45º inclination. This
design has carried over to the current QZSS concept for navigation services as well,
with the exception that the new design now calls for orbits with high eccentricity [71].

A number of possible constellation designs have been considered for placing
three satellites in HEO. The original plan for a 45º inclination and symmetrical fig-
ure 8 (circular orbit) was dropped due to the hazard of crossing the geostationary
belt (evidently not addressed in the original concept). The currently favored HEO
design will miss the belt by 400 km and remain near apogee for 12 hours a day,
above 70º elevation from central Japan. This design calls for three satellites, all trac-
ing the same elliptical orbit with timing to make the apparent intersection of the
resultant figure eight trace directly over Tokyo for hand-off of services from one
satellite to the next [72, 73].

At the time of this writing, the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency pre-
sented an updated concept for the QZSS constellation at an international confer-
ence. In an apparent reversal, the agency proposed a constellation of three distinct
and separate inclined HEO orbits, complemented by a return to as many as five
spacecraft at geostationary positions instead of the minimal three-satellite design.
This new design may conceivably rely on existing or new communications satellites
to host the additional navigation payloads [68].

11.3.5 Spacecraft Development

Specifications for the spacecraft and the letting of contracts were on hold at the time
of this writing, awaiting allocation of funding. The question of which governmental
element or industry consortium will assume the task of operating the QZSS system
once it is launched remains at an impasse. Monies expected from the private sector
in the amount of approximately $47 million needed in 2005 to start the spacecraft
design will likely be available when the question is settled as to who will fund and
administer operations. Success in this unstructured negotiation is doubly important
because it will establish guidelines for future public-private space projects. The gov-
ernment’s share of the overall program cost has been estimated at $814 million for
the overall program, anticipating a first launch sometime after 2008, but none of
four ministries seen as stakeholders in QZSS has stepped forward to submit the first
year’s increment in their budget proposal [69].

The spacecraft design itself has not been finalized but a 12-year lifetime is in the
current specification. This number and some additional technical requirements for
the spacecraft have emerged because they are implicit in the constellation design. As
with virtually all other space systems, the 12-year lifetime goal is challenged by the
demands of station keeping. Velocity increments required for satellite formation
phasing represent part of this challenge, which has already been considered [74, 75].

Not all QZSS concepts rely on having an atomic clock on board, but if one is
required, clock reliability and reliability in terms of mean time between failures
(MTBF) may be an issue. Parallel development of a hydrogen maser for the program
is proceeding under the High Accuracy Positioning Experiment project at the Japa-
nese National Institute of Information and Communications Technology. The abil-
ity to meet this lifetime specification will likely determine the choice of clock [76].
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Designs for the antenna and power amplifiers for both the communications and
navigation services must address the changes in gain and footprint associated
with significant eccentricity in the planned elliptical orbits. At the time of this writ-
ing, plans for the technical solution to these related problems were not available
in the public domain. With plans for mobile communications and audio/video
broadcast in S-band, data services and TT&C in the Ku-band, and navigation sig-
nals in L-band, each QZSS spacecraft will need to carry an impressive array of
antennas [77].

11.3.6 Ground Support

Ideas concerning the satellite signal-monitoring stations essential to GPS aug-
mentation service are three tiered and exceedingly complex. They will, where possi-
ble, draw on existing resources and on occasion serve dual or multiple functions.
Monitoring of the overall satellite navigation service in Japan will be provided by
1,200 stations with the capability to receive GPS, the augmentation signals from
QZSS, and any future independent ranging signal that may be provided by QZSS
satellites in the future. These sites already exist in part, in association with a network
of locations for tracking GPS carrier phase under Japan’s Geographical Survey
Institute [72].

11.3.7 User Equipment

Little or nothing has been said about development of user equipment capable of
addressing consumer demand for both the mobile (principally automotive) commu-
nications market as well as the augmented GPS service. With the whole force of the
Japanese consumer electronics industry at hand, however, it is highly unlikely that
either quality or manufacturing of user equipment will cause a stumble in the
program.

11.3.8 Reference Systems

The QZSS system plans to use the Japanese Geodetic Datum JGD-2000, based on
regional measurements taken in support of the ITRF.Much existing documentation
in Japan still relies on the Tokyo-1927 datum, requiring a corresponding transfor-
mation for these users where needed. Timing corrections and a match-up to
WGS-84 datum for complete GPS overlay and compatibility are planned.2

11.3.9 Navigation Services and Signals

Services provided by QZSS may actually emphasize communications, with S-band
for broadcast of audio and video, Ku-band for data and TT&C, and L-band for the
navigation signals. No explicit specification has been given yet for data bandwidth,
though filings with the ITU in 2002 set some limitation [72].

News about the status of QZSS in late 2004 suggested some decisions remain
unsettled about what services will be offered. An impasse between the Japanese gov-
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ernment and industry over who will assume responsibility for operation of the
deployed QZSS constellation and ground infrastructure has resulted in an
announcement by the government that the planned communications and broadcast-
ing features will be dropped, and only a positioning and navigation service will be
provided. With the potential for consumer market, it is doubtful that the govern-
ment will defend this new go-it-alone position without industry and without a com-
munication service. However, plans for an expanded constellation for
communications services as well as navigation under a follow-on project called the
Japanese Regional Advanced Navigation Satellite system, which looked well sup-
ported in mid-2003, may not be brought forward by the business sector [66, 78].
No signal design information or signal specifications have yet appeared.

11.3.10 System Coverage and Accuracy

Exactly what regions of the Far East beyond Japan will benefit from QZSS depends
critically on the choice of orbit inclination, eccentricity, and argument of perigee.
Sharing Japan’s longitude, it is nearly certain Australia will enjoy some coverage,
though the coverage will not be symmetric above and below the equator, and the
satellites in view will not linger at the zenith over any particular Australian city.
Ultimately, system performance in Australia, as well as Taiwan and the coastal
regions of China, will depend on the implementation of supporting ground infra-
structure in those areas. One recent compendium on QZSS shows notional sites for
tracking facilities as well as satellite signal monitoring in Bangkok, Hawaii,
Tsukuba (Tokyo), Okinawa, and Australia. These sites are under consideration in
simulations of system performance [72].

11.3.11 Future Development

It is not certain whether the QZSS satellites will provide an independent, GPS-like
ranging signal from the outset, but this has been a feature desired as a measure
enhancing the number of pseudoranging satellites available, as well as protection
against a feared but never occurring GPS outage. In addition to providing correc-
tions to GPS for accuracy, a likely next step that has been mentioned is to follow
developments under GPS III and provide similar corrections for the new signals. It is
likely that a similar service will be provided for current and future GLONASS sig-
nals, as well as GALILEO signals when the program comes into service around the
same time as QZSS itself (2008 and beyond).

After resolution of the impasse between government and industry on who will
become the operator of the deployed QZSS constellation, it is possible that interest
will be renewed in the Japanese Regional Advanced Navigation Satellite concept or
some measure like it. Details provided in public forum by the corporate interests
involved reflect careful consideration to one possible enhancement to QZSS, but
draw from proprietary research and development. These may change with ongoing
alterations in the final QZSS configuration and are outside the scope of this brief
review of the QZSS program.
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C H A P T E R 1 2

GNSS Markets and Applications
Len Jacobson
Global Systems and Marketing, Inc.

12.1 GNSS: A Complex Market Based on Enabling Technologies

The only thing more difficult than describing the GNSS market is predicting its
future growth. Until there is a deployed GALILEO satellite constellation late in this
decade, the GNSS market will consist largely of the GPS market and its space-based
and ground-based augmentations. Even more tenuous is the market potential for
China’s BeiDou and Russia’s GLONASS, despite a formal agreement between the
United States and Russia to foster cooperation in their respective national satellite
navigation systems. BeiDou is just getting started as a test program, and GLONASS
has largely been ignored by the world’s civil user community in favor of GPS. Thus,
these systems, along with the Japanese QZSS and the Indian GAGAN, are necessar-
ily excluded from any marketing considerations due to the uncertainty of their
schedules and viability. But if they are fielded, perhaps by the 2012–2015 time
frame, they could influence the overall market potential of GNSS beyond just GPS
and GALILEO.

Market definitions usually start by counting the sales of the goods and services
loosely associated with a technology. But how does one aggregate and quantify an
ensemble of goods such as GPS receivers that range from the $2 chips that are com-
ponents of a GPS receiver for use inside cell phones to large $300,000,
nuclear-hardened navigation sets inside a submarine? And how do you account for
all the value-added applications enabled by GPS? Are they part of the GNSS mar-
ket? A public presentation by THALES Research put the total world market for
GNSS equipment at $68 billion by 2010 [1]. At the time of this writing, the United
States enjoyed about a 50% share of the world GPS user equipment market, based
on reported sales of U.S. GPS companies, while the remaining 50% is primarily
European and Asian, split about 25% each. Canada has a small (less than 5%) mar-
ket share and is included in the U.S. total [2]. The U.S. share will likely decline as
GALILEO comes on line and more European competition enters the market.

GPS market forecasts and growth rates have varied significantly depending on
which segments or which geographic areas are included in the total. A 1991 study
predicted the total market to be $5.7 billion in 1996 [3]. That value could grow to
$68 billion by 2010, with just a 16.5% growth rate. The early forecast was signifi-
cantly wrong, as the actual total for the 1996 market was only about $2 billion, as
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shown in a study by ABI Research [4]. This is not surprising, as anytime one tries to
forecast 5 years ahead, a small change in assumed growth rate can lead to significant
differences five years out. At the time of the 1991 forecast, there was very little expe-
rience with GPS applications, the industry was infantile, and the future cost of GPS
receivers was almost impossible project. Additionally, SA was expected to remain in
place for the foreseeable future. Using a more likely growth rate of 20% as experi-
enced over the past several years, the 1996 figure of $2 billion could grow to $26 bil-
lion by 2010. The ABI Research study predicted global GPS equipment revenue of
$22 billion by 2008. Extrapolating the fairly constant growth rate in the data leads
to a $25 billion prediction for 2010. Beyond 2010, market predictions become even
more uncertain and dependent on GALILEO deployment. However, by 2018, ABI
Research expects a GNSS market of over $150 billion. Forecasts from European
organizations estimate 2018 product sales to be 150 billion Euros ($175 billion) and
the total sales of both products and services at 250 billion Euros ($290 billion). That
same publication predicts the GNSS market to approach 265 billion Euros ($310
billion) by 2020 with at least 3 billion chipsets in use [5, 6]. Another 2004 presenta-
tion at the International Satellite and Communications Conference (ISCe) in Long
Beach, California, predicted 2.5 billion GALILEO users by 2020. They also pre-
dicted that by 2012 users will opt for a GNSS receiver that will likely be a combined
GALILEO/GPS receiver [7]. What all this conflicting data indicates is that it is very
difficult to predict the GNSS market 5 years ahead with any confidence of certainty,
let alone to do it when GALILEO is included. The dollar/Euro conversion factor (1.2
used herein) itself could vary 20% or more. However, all forecasts agree that the
GNSS market will be both large and growing as the myriad of emerging
applications, with some still in a conceptual stage, come to fruition.

The likely future of GPS in the United States is fairly clear as the modernization
program is underway and the GPS III architecture is being defined. New GPS capa-
bilities such as L5 have been confidently factored into market projections, but how
much credence should one put into 2004 projections of a GALILEO market that
won’t even begin to emerge until at least 4 or 5 years from now? One way to
approach this is to understand just why GALILEO is being developed, when GPS
devoid of user charges is already so imbued in the world. First, it’s a question of
European sovereignty—GPS is developed and operated by the U.S. Department of
Defense with input from the U.S. Department of Transportation, whereas
GALILEO is run by a strictly civil organization. Second, GPS does not guarantee ser-
vice or take responsibility or liability for any damages, while GALILEO will provide
a certified service. Having their own system provides some political influence, espe-
cially in areas such as air transportation and potential military exploitation. And
probably the most important reason is that GALILEO will improve the level of
European space technology and enable European industry to be a more effective
competitor in the world GNSS marketplace.

Defining and quantifying a market segment for GNSS services is no less a chal-
lenge. Consider services such as developing receivers for the government, designing
filtering software in order to integrate GPS with other sensors in a commercial or
military aircraft, testing the products, installing and integrating them into vehicles
and aircraft, and services that rely on GPS information like surveying. Classic defini-
tions of the GPS market have first split the market into military and commercial (or
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civil, as these two terms will be used interchangeably) segments. Market studies are
usually performed by researchers versed in consumer electronics markets. Organi-
zations performing market studies can count users, rely on sales projections of simi-
lar products, draw upon earlier experiences with those products, use existing
modeling, and make educated guesses as to the potential for growth. In most cases,
these studies are weak in one or more areas (e.g., aviation and marine), but strong in
others like consumer products or mobile location services. This is not surprising, as
most of these research firms are likely to specialize more in some particular market
segments than in others. They do a great job in a micro sense with demographics,
historical data, focus groups, surveys, competitive analyses, and such. Their results
are used to decide on investments in new products and new ventures, but in a macro
sense they just cannot accurately describe, let alone forecast, the totality of some-
thing as multifaceted as the GPS market. It is doubtful that anyone could perform a
comprehensive forecast with high confidence. The attempt provided herein
provides a starting point for delving deeper into particular market segments.

Almost all previous studies have relegated the military market to a small frac-
tion of the civil market. While it is true that the total dollars expended in the mili-
tary market is small compared to the total for civil markets, it is nonetheless
significant (over $25 billion spent to date) [8]. It endures and provides seed money
for developments that often lead to new or enhanced civilian applications. Even
more importantly, the military value of GPS is the primary reason why it remains
funded, supported, and sustained, thus enabling the civil market. Because the civil
component has become so important, there is no doubt that civil GPS services will
be maintained even if the military eventually migrates to some new technology to
satisfy its navigation, positioning, and timing needs. Furthermore, the military is
planning on using GPS at least until 2030. While there are significant differences
between commercial and military markets, consider that in the commercial
marketplace:

• The market size varies smoothly.
• The seller bears the development risk.
• There are many buyers.
• There are many competitors for market share.
• There are many similar products.
• Prices are set by marginal utility.

While in the military market:

• We see erratic buying behavior due to changing requirements and budgets.
• The government usually bears any development risk.
• There are relatively few buyers.
• In most cases, there are few competitors for market share.
• Product requirements vary significantly among customers.
• Performance is more important than price.
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The most important difference is probably that in the military market there is a
substantial return on investment (ROI) because a company’s investment is relatively
low. Profitability is certainly also lower in military markets as the amount allowed is
usually limited by legislation but still the real ROI is much higher than in civil mar-
kets. In addition, the risk associated with the investment is much lower for the
military market.

Yet many military products and technologies eventually find their way into the
commercial market. These are called dual-use systems. After the Internet, GPS is
likely the second greatest modern dual-use DOD system in terms of impact on our
civilization.

In the first edition of this book in 1996, GPS was described as an enabling tech-
nology. It certainly is that but it is also a ubiquitous technology. With the hindsight
of recent history, one can see how GPS has not only enabled new applications here-
tofore unknown, but it has permeated almost all aspects of commerce, agriculture,
leisure, travel, and of course, warfare (e.g., GPS-equipped “smart bombs”). At the
2004 Institute of Navigation, GNSS Conference, Frank Kreuse, head of the Chicago
Transit System, said that “GPS is quietly permeating the infrastructure.” What he
meant is that GPS is becoming a critical piece of the U.S. and other nations’ struc-
tural underpinning as more and more people and functions depend upon it.

12.1.1 Market Scope, Segmentation, and Value

The definition of the GPS market that is used here is the dollar value of all the goods
(such as GPS receivers, antennas, and chipsets) and services (such as software devel-
opment, testing, integration, and location-based services) provided to users of GPS
or to applications that incorporate GPS receivers. We cannot logically include such
things as flight management systems or the total value of an integrated GPS/INS, but
the GPS receiver and integrating software is included. What is not included in any of
the forecasts for GPS or for GALILEO are the costs to develop, deploy, and maintain
the satellite constellations or the control segments. For example, GPS has cost about
$24 billion for the satellites and control segment through fiscal year 2004, with
another $8 billion to get to a modernized GPS and to the first GPSIII in fiscal year
2011 or fiscal year 2012 [8]. GALILEO will probably cost nearly $10 billion for
these elements by the time it is fielded [2]. These funds provided by governments are
also part of the overall GNSS market, as they will be mostly spent via contracts with
private industry. In the case of GALILEO, it is expected that a concessionaire will
fund part of the costs of the system in the hope of recouping that investment through
user fees for the regulated services. Whether that will come to pass remains to be
seen. Estimating this market segment is difficult, as it depends on future govern-
ments’ plans to maintain, improve, and operate GNSS. At least for GPS, there is a
high confidence of continued funding. In the case of GALILEO, we will have to wait
until it is deployed and operating. In any case, the companies that benefit from this
market segment generally are not the same companies that serve the market
segments that deal with equipment or services for users of GNSS.

The GPS component of the GNSS market is obviously global, since users are all
over the world, yet much of the potential for global GPS market growth is dependent
on U.S. government actions and policy, particularly export policy. While highly
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unlikely, the return of SA or possible imposition of fees for use of GPS would be a
deterrent to all civil market growth. Neither of these contingencies has been fac-
tored into any projections given herein, as the probabilities of occurrence are
extremely low. Expected deployments of new signals such as L5 for civilian users
could be delayed, as many government programs have been, and in turn delay mar-
ket growth in several civilian sectors. By contrast, policies such as the E-911 man-
date from the U.S. FCC that require cell phone operators to pinpoint their users who
call 911 has spurred growth of GPS chips for cell phones as one way to satisfy the
mandate. There were over 450 million cell phones in use in 2002, with an expecta-
tion of almost 700 million by 2007. In the same period, PDA quantities are expected
to rise from 48 million to 140 million [9].

The GPS user-oriented market as defined earlier has been growing at 18–20%
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) [2]. This is expected to continue for the next
several years until GALILEO signals are available. Then the CAGR for the com-
bined GPS and GALILEO GNSS market could increase to about 30%. Some aspects
will remain the same, notably that civil users will continue to outnumber military
users by more than 1,000 to 1, with that ratio increasing. The current ratio is over
100 to 1. About 80 of the world’s militaries use GPS in one way or another, but
approximately 50 of those countries must rely on ruggedized civil receivers. The
others have executed memoranda of understanding with the U.S. DOD and there-
fore have access to the GPS military signals.

Because of the vast difference in number of users, the civil market value will
always be greater than the military market value. However, as GALILEO deploys, it
will have to be left for a future prognosticator to determine the new ratio. This is
because the extent that the military will use GALILEO is yet to be determined.

12.1.2 Unique Aspects of GNSS Market

Markets can be thought of in a hierarchical way with the total market subsuming an
addressable market subsuming an achievable market. A company interested in
entering the market or concerned with forecasting possible sales will start with the
total market, which includes all of the goods and services described earlier. It
includes both military and civilian and as noted, is global in nature. From that is
derived an addressable market and within that an achievable, or an expected, mar-
ket. An example might be the market addressed by a civil GPS chip maker. This
addressable market would eliminate the military market but consider all civil
receiver manufacturers and chipset adapters as potential customers. Another
approach is to come at it from the number of possible users of the technology. This
is done by just counting the ships, aircraft, hikers, autos, trucks, laptops, cell
phones, and so forth. Afterwards, an educated guess is used to try and quantify
what portion of these users of these products will need a GPS or GNSS chipset. The
GNSS chipset can be thought of now as GPS + WAAS or GPS + EGNOS. In a few
years, that definition would be expanded to include GALILEO and any other civil
satellite navigation system or augmentation. With flexible software-based digital
signal processing, it is well within the state of the art to develop products that can
utilize any signals in view.
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Once the determination of the addressable market is firm, the sales and market-
ing people will agree on the achievable market. This is a very important goal because
it establishes the sales forecast from which all budgeting in a corporation begins.
Much activity, employment, and capital expenditures are driven by this forecast,
which in fact is really a guess as to how many sales can be made from a market defi-
nition that is fuzzy at best. Yet that is the best data from which to start. Fortunately,
there is history and competitive information that lends credence to such a forecast.

Forecasting in the military is much simpler, although not built up with any more
confidence. The data provided by government budgets provide a starting point that
in general is fairly accurate, at least in the short term. Budgets traditionally cover
five or more years so the military GPS equipment forecast is available to a potential
supplier. In the United States, Congress and defense priorities often change these
forecasts but usually not more often than annually. Projects and procurements span
several years, so there is a built-in inertia that keeps the forecast somewhat stable.

12.1.3 Market Limitations, Competitive Systems, and Policy

GNSS market growth is highly dependent on U.S. and EU government actions and
policy. Some possible changes are:

• The return of SA or possible fees for use of GPS. Both seem highly unlikely to
occur.

• Time to deploy new signals, including L2C and L5 for GPS and all of the
GALILEO signals. The overall schedules for both of these capabilities are
likely to slip to the right as most such endeavors usually do.

• Export rule changes and regulatory demands. While U.S. export limits on GPS
may never be any more stringent; the use of GALILEO receivers or hybrid
GPS/GALILEO receivers could be mandated for use in Europe. There could
also be charges in the form of tariffs or royalties imposed on these receivers,
thus limiting the market for them, although recent U.S. /EU agreements would
militate against that.

• E-911 mandate and its equivalent in Europe, which should actually increase
the market worldwide as it has done in the United States.

In late 2004, President Bush of the United States issued a new policy on
space-based positioning, navigation, and timing. It created a new National
Space-Based Position, Navigation, and Timing Executive Committee and dissolved
the existing IGEB created under the Clinton administration.

The policy stressed the military value of GPS to the United States by mentioning
the importance of navigation warfare training, testing, and exercises in several
places. However, it also maintained the commitment to discontinue the use of SA.

The GNSS market can only expand as nascent satellite navigation systems
mature. Besides GALILEO, there could be a GLONASS renaissance as well as the
fielding of GAGAN from India, BeiDou from China, and MTSAT from Japan.
While some of this added market potential will be related to SBAS applications,
there also could be new combined receiver products business for many of the
world’s chipmakers and receiver suppliers.
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Like any venture, there are always risks to success. The GNSS market looks
extremely promising, but there are concerns that any prudent entrepreneur should
be aware of. As GPS receivers embed themselves in our cars, cell phones, PDAs,
laptops, watches, and cameras, and they become wedded to wireless communica-
tions links therein, a potential backlash from consumers could limit market growth.
More and more we are becoming a society where privacy rights are being eroded by
fear of crime and terrorism abetted by technology that fosters the erosion.
Telematics, or the provision of services to mobile users, is one area where the line
between location awareness by the service provider can easily become location
awareness by unwelcome surveillers.

Governments have made use of covert tracking techniques for many years. GPS
with communications just makes it easier. As small, inexpensive wearable
GPS/communications devices become more prevalent, the opportunity to impinge
on privacy grows and, if abused, could lead to a backlash that could prompt legisla-
tion limiting the market [10].

12.2 Civil Navigation Applications of GNSS

Commercial use of GPS has its roots in the predecessor program, the Transit Satel-
lite Navigation System. It was fielded by the U.S. Navy in the early 1960s and used
by nuclear submarines to fix their positions in the open ocean. A satellite came into
view only every 90 minutes (approximately), so the system was not very useful to
aircraft. Just as Navy ships were the primary users, large commercial vessels also
became users as receiver prices dropped. This drop was spurred by new emerging
technology and by the oil crisis of 1973. By then, equipment prices were in the
$100,000 range and could actually be justified by large oil tankers as a cost offset to
wasted bunker fuel caused by inaccurate navigation. Then prices dropped even fur-
ther, and large fishing vessels became the growing market. This was accompanied
by markets in land and ocean survey.

When GPS concepts were being explored in the 1965–1973 time frame as a
solution for aircraft navigation, Congress demanded that in exchange for funding it,
there would be two conditions: the GPS had to be a joint service program, and it had
to have a civil signal. These roots of commercial GPS are shown in Figure 12.1.

As soon as there were GPS satellites in the sky, there was a commercial market.
The first satellites were launched in the late 1970s, and it became possible to find
one’s time very accurately knowing one’s location whenever a satellite was visible.
With three satellites in view, periods of two-dimensional positioning and velocity
determination were possible. With four satellites, this increased to three dimen-
sions. As more satellites were added, the daily periods of good navigation (i.e., low
GDOP) grew longer until full 24-hour coverage was achieved in the early 1990s. As
GPS use increased and technology marched forward, the prices of user equipment
came down, fueling even greater usage. The primary technological advances that
spurred this were large-scale integrated circuits, monolithic microwave integrated
circuits, dense memory chips, and microprocessors [2].

The first companies to offer commercial GPS products were the same ones
developing military equipment (e.g., Magnavox and Rockwell Collins). Magnavox
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developed the first GPS set to use only the L1 C/A signal. It was a sequencing receiver
and could handle low flight dynamics. It was tested by NASA and the FAA. Another
early civil GPS developer was Trimble Navigation. In Europe, THALES has a sub-
stantial GPS business that developed internally and from acquisitions that date back
many years.

The established, public, pure GPS commercial companies Trimble, NovAtel,
and GARMIN were joined on the stock market in 2004 by SiRF, which has been
developing GPS chipsets since 1995. SiRF described its current competition in its
Securities and Exchange Commission filing [9]: “For chip sets, the main competitors
include SiRF, Analog Devices, Motorola, Philips, QUALCOMM, Sony,
STMicroelectronics, Texas Instruments and Trimble, as well as some start-up com-
panies. For modules, the main competitors are Furuno, JRC, Motorola, Sony,
GARMIN, THALES and Trimble. For licensed intellectual property (IP) cores, com-
petitors include QUALCOMM and Trimble.”

12.2.1 Marine Navigation

While not the largest market segment, marine navigation was the first to embrace
satellite navigation. Today the market is maturing. Along with radios and radar, a
GPS receiver is a piece of standard equipment on any boat operating far from shore.
There are about 20 million boats in North America, and 50 million worldwide. Of
these, almost 98% are pleasure craft. Commercial coastal and inland vessels com-
prise about 1 million potential platforms for GPS, and there are more than 90,000
registered merchant vessels worldwide, most of which are involved in fishing.

The International Loran Association estimates that there are currently well over
one million Loran-C receivers installed in North America alone. Most of these are in
ships and boats, and all, shipborne or not, are candidates for replacement with GPS.

The U.S. Coast Guard’s system of differential correction broadcasts (discussed
in Section 12.6) has been widely accepted, and other countries have similar systems,
particularly in the North Sea and Scandinavian waters. These systems provide accu-
racy in the 1-m–3-m range within about 150 miles of a correction beacon, and they
yield speed over ground (SOG) accuracy of about one-tenth of a knot. This can be a
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benefit to commercial fishermen in providing the ability to monitor small changes in
speed caused by a dragged net’s snagging, allowing rapid response to prevent seri-
ous damage. There is also obvious application in sailboat and yacht racing for this
kind of speed accuracy. The combination of SOG with wind speed and speed
through the water gives information about set and drift and apparent wind speed
and direction. Accurate speed of advance is also available, aiding the yachting
tactician in finding the fastest route to the mark.

Figure 12.2 shows a marine navigator with database management capability
and graphical display of position and speed information. In this market, ease of use
and the ability to manage a large database of waypoints and sophisticated cartogra-
phy are key requirements.

Ferries and cruise lines are also prime candidates for accurate navigation sys-
tems. There are almost 1,000 ferries operating in North America and over 100
major cruise ships. On any major cruise ship you can usually visit the bridge and see
a plethora of GPS navigators, electronic chart displays, and other equally impressive
electronics. Since the grounding of the oil tanker Exxon Valdez in March 1989 and
the resulting oil-spill damage, there has been a time-tabled mandate to provide ADS
capabilities to all oil carriers using the Port of Valdez in Alaska. Similar require-
ments are found in other world harbors. These systems derive a ship’s position from
GPS and transmit it via a radio link to a control station on the shore. The ship’s
position can then be monitored by the Coast Guard or other agency, and dangerous
situations can be alarmed and rectified. Because of the critical nature of this radio
link, and the development of new long-range communications technologies, com-
munications carriers such as INMARSAT are heavily involved in ADS systems and
are the primary market for this positioning technology. Most of the world’s 6,000
oil tankers are now fitted with GPS/ADS equipment.
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Fisheries management is a worldwide mandate requiring swift action by govern-
ments when a sea boundary is intruded upon. Dwindling fish stocks have prompted
the establishment of strict guidelines for fishermen and the closure of entire grounds.
The situation is also making countries that share sea boundaries more and more sen-
sitive to foreign fishing in their waters. These tensions engender the need for accu-
rate position determination and recording to prove or disprove a boundary
violation. Many of the 40,000 North American–registered fishing vessels, and those
in most other countries, are subject to mandatory ADS. Even where not mandated,
the 45,000 vessels that fish near international boundaries find it prudent to carry
such gear for their own protection against false accusations.

GPS can aid in the berthing and docking of large vessels, by means of position,
attitude, and heading reference systems. These installations use multiple antennas
aboard the vessel to determine an accurate representation of the ship’s orientation.
Combined with appropriate reference cartography, this can be an immense aid in the
handling of large vessels in close quarters. The more than 80,000 seagoing merchant
vessels worldwide are candidates for this type of system. There is a market for
extremely accurate positioning for seismic survey and oil exploration activities, as
well as in dredging, buoy laying, and maintenance. There are about 2,500 dredges and
300 buoy tenders in operation around the world. Dredge operators are paid based on
the amount of material they remove from a harbor or shipping channel, so accurate
measurement of position can optimize the operation, reducing cost and wasted effort.

The availability of GPS and accurate DGPS has proven a boon to the develop-
ment of precise seismic maps and location of drill sites with respect to identified geo-
logic structure, especially in the offshore case, where exploration teams have paid
significant revenue per day for accurate satellite positioning services. The availabil-
ity of such accurate systems for navigation has enabled much resurveying of pub-
lished marine chart information. A good portion of the data currently represented
on marine charts are more than 50 years old, and hydrographic services are involved
in the production of digital databases to an agreed-upon international format
(DX90). This information is being used in a navigational aid known as an Electronic
Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS). A typical ECDIS can cost nearly
$100,000 per installation and provide almost autonomous operation of the vessel.
Simpler ECDIS installations costing from $4,000 to $10,000 are used primarily as
aids to situational awareness in conjunction with radar and visual references. A
third class of marine charting device is becoming very popular, due to very low unit
cost. Navigators with simple built-in or disc-updatable databases allow a vector
map of a selected area to be drawn on a screen. These systems are excellent for pro-
viding a degree of situational awareness to a recreational boater, but in general are
not certifiable for use on commercial vessels.

The rise of worldwide terrorism has spurred the development of means of track-
ing of large container ships as they ply the seas. GPS plays an important role in these
kinds of systems, which also rely on satellite communications and electronic
tagging.

Marine use of GPS has been widely accepted, and differential services are well
established. Recreational vessels make good use of basic GPS for navigation, and the
early acceptance of differential GPS bodes well for the health of that sector. The
huge number of vessels and the value of GPS in marine navigation, fishing, and
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waterway maintenance, coupled with strong economic activity, will allow steady
growth to a level of nearly $200 million annually by 2008. This segment, however,
has a fairly low growth rate due to the maturity of the market [11].

12.2.2 Air Navigation

There are essentially two kinds of markets and two regimes of operation to consider
in the airborne area. There are 224,000 GA aircraft registered in the United States
and Canada. The U.S.-based Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association asserts that
this represents 77% of the world GA aircraft population, so there would be an addi-
tional 67,000 in the rest of the world. These aircraft are privately owned by individ-
uals or companies for personal or corporate transportation, or recreational flying.
The second category is the air carrier industry, which employs just over 5,000 air-
craft in North America and a similar number worldwide. Both of these markets will
have a high demand for GPS as a long-range area navigation system, since phaseout
of current VOR and NDB navigation aids is slated to begin in 2010 [12].

Loran-C provides effective coverage over most of North America, and coverage
is growing in Northern Europe, the Middle East, and parts of Asia. Of course, none
of these land-based systems can provide contiguous coverage over uninhabited or
oceanic areas, as does GPS. For this regime of navigation, most transoceanic airlin-
ers currently rely on INS and GPS. GPS capability is routinely installed in all new
Boeing and Airbus aircraft.

In the GA aircraft market, Loran-C navigators used to dominate, but penetra-
tion by GPS into this market is phenomenal, especially as GPS-aided approach
capabilities become standard at most airfields. Figure 12.3 is representative of this
equipment.

GPS now provides commercial and GA airborne systems with sufficient integ-
rity to perform NPA. NPA is the most common type of instrument approach per-
formed by GA pilots. The FAA has instituted a program to implement NPA. This
so-called overlay program allows the use of a specially certified GPS navigator in
place of a VOR or NDB receiver to fly the conventional VOR or NDB approach.
New NPA overlays that define waypoints independent of ground-based facilities
and that simplify the procedures required to be flown are being put into service at
the rate of about 500 to 1,000 approaches per year and are almost complete at the
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5,000 public use airports in the United States. Other countries are implementing
such procedures, and there is almost universal acceptance of some sort of GPS
approach capability at most of the world’s major airports.

In the execution of an NPA, the pilot or autopilot is given direction to enable the
aircraft to be maneuvered into the appropriate position for a descent toward the
runway. The descent is made with reference to an approach plate, which dictates
minimum safe altitudes for each phase of the approach. Altitude information is pro-
vided by a separate instrument—a barometric altimeter. DGPS is required to pro-
vide the performance required for vertically guided approaches. Traditional
category I, II, and III approaches involve guidance to the runway threshold in all
three dimensions. Local area differential corrections, broadcast from an air-
port-based GBAS reference station (see Section 8.6.1.3), are anticipated to meet all
requirements for even the most demanding (category III) approaches.

In 2003, the FAA declared WAAS operational for instrument flight operations.
WAAS broadcasts on the GPS L1 frequency, so signals are accessible to GPS receiv-
ers without the need for a dedicated DGPS corrections communications link. The
performance of this system is sufficient for NPA and new types of vertically guided
approaches that are only slightly less stringent than category I.

The GA market is seeing a surge of activity after publication of GPS NPA at the
busiest airports and most of the others. As described in Chapter 8, other SBASs are
being fielded or considered to provide services equivalent to WAAS in other regions
of the world. Also, as GALILEO is deployed, the use of GNSS by aviation for
en-route, approach and landing is expected to become even more widespread.

12.2.3 Land Navigation

By far, the most promising navigation market for GNSS in terms of sheer size is for
land navigation products. At the 2003 Civil GPS Service Interface Committee meet-
ing, it was reported by the DOT that there are more than 420 million cars and 130
million trucks in the world, with 150 million cars and 40 million trucks in North
America. (Americans drive or ride a total of 11 billion miles per day.) Initial use of
GPS technology for land navigation was for fleet tracking applications, but its use
for individual vehicle navigation is growing rapidly. In 2004, there were approxi-
mately 8 million GPS receivers in automobiles in the United States. At that same
meeting, it was forecast that safety improvements made via the application of GNSS
technologies will reduce the national annual traffic death rate to below 1 per 100
million miles driven, or about a 30% reduction from current levels.

The value of current fleet information provided by GNSS is evident for delivery,
emergency vehicle, and scheduled service fleet dispatch and control. AVLS are being
developed or installed in many of North America’s 10.3 million trucking and emer-
gency fleets, currently involving about a million vehicles in North America.
Qualcomm Corp. is a pioneer of fleet tracking, with over 500,000 trucks and other
fleet vehicles tracked via its OmniTRACS System. Many of these are GPS equipped,
primarily outside of the United States and particularly in South America. Urban
transit buses are finding application of GPS for schedule maintenance and safety
enhancement. The drive toward increasing the capacity of the existing transporta-
tion infrastructure has spawned the emerging concept of intelligent transportation
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systems (ITS). These systems are meant to modify traffic flow according to demand
and other factors. One way to do this involves the monitoring of the progress of
vehicles that are transmitting their position to a central location. Traffic signals or
rerouting signs can then be used to respond to situations where a particular probe
vehicle is not progressing as it should under optimum conditions. Another aspect of
ITS involves the automatic collection of highway and other tolls and tariffs. This
eliminates the need for vehicles to stop at state lines or at toll booths on toll roads
and bridges if their position is being reported and appropriate accounting arrange-
ments are made between the tariff-collecting authority and the vehicle’s operator.
This is most appropriate for commercial operations, but it is not inconceivable that
private automobiles could be subject to the same kind of system. It would be possi-
ble in early implementation to provide a through lane at toll booths for appropri-
ately equipped vehicles. GPS is not central to this kind of technology. Since the
location of the required toll payment is always known, the vehicle’s passing of a
local code reader would initiate toll billing. Yet there are other potential tariff sys-
tems where total road usage could be tracked and taxed rather than just on given
roadways, as is done now. While the United States is unlikely to adopt such a reve-
nue collection system, the EU may be more apt to do so in order to raise revenue
from the use of GALILEO.

In the United States, the Americans with Disabilities Act requires that municipal
transport facilities announce and display location information to passengers with
sight and hearing disabilities. This requires that both audible and visual presenta-
tions be provided. Many transit systems do not fully comply with this requirement.
Systems to provide this information automatically are attractive and low cost. GPS
enables them.

Land navigation opportunities for GPS are enormous. The incorporation of
moving maps and databases into private passenger vehicles will generate more
demand for GPS products than all other vehicle markets combined. Early
land-based adapters of the technology, of course, are the fleet operators, who can
gain significant benefits from more efficient tracking and dispatch operations with
integrated navigation and communications facilities. One concept employed is
called geofencing, where a vehicle’s GPS is programmed with a fixed geographical
area and alerts the fleet operator whenever the vehicle violates the prescribed
“fence.”

The largest operator of a GPS-based land navigation service is OnStar, a Gen-
eral Motors subsidiary. In 2004, over 4 million vehicles were equipped with GPS
receivers that communicate with OnStar operators via cell phone to provide either
voice commands or map guidance to the driver.

12.3 GNSS in Surveying, Mapping, and Geographical Information
Systems

For several reasons, GPS receiver technology owes much to its early application in
the business of land surveying. The production of maps and charts and the
georeferencing of data using GPS are natural outgrowths of the accurate and reli-
able techniques developed for the land-survey market.
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12.3.1 Surveying

The huge economic advantage of using GPS in surveying applications drove the
development of very sophisticated GPS equipment and tools to predict GPS cover-
age and derive position with centimeter accuracy. Delays in the launch of GPS satel-
lites caused by the Challenger disaster in 1986 further strengthened the head start
that surveying applications got over navigational uses of the system, and significant
refinements in the use of carrier-phase, dual-frequency, postprocessed, differential
positions were made. Extreme accuracy is possible by applying information on satel-
lite positions available after the fact to the data obtained in the field. The value of the
technology in the surveying business stems from the availability of absolute posi-
tions with respect to a universal coordinate system (WGS-84) and from the fact that
they can be determined with a much smaller survey crew. A single surveyor can col-
lect data in the field, where it would take a two- or three-person crew to achieve the
same results using some conventional methods. Collected data can be processed to
the required accuracy using inexpensive computing facilities, and the GPS equip-
ment in the field can be used by the surveyor for rough surveys or the location of
benchmarks or other features. Differential and kinematic techniques can provide
accurate real-time information in the field and obviate the need for postprocessing
the data, further reducing the cost of surveying operations. A great deal of sophisti-
cation has been brought to products in this area, and to a large extent the market is
mature, with a handful of suppliers well entrenched. While the market for simple
surveying by GPS may well be saturated, the use of GPS as an aid for position-based
data collection for geographical information systems (GIS) continues to fuel growth
in the market for sophisticated receivers.

12.3.2 Mapping

A major early implementation of GPS was in the provision of ground truthing, or
orientation of aerial photogrammetry. Aircraft or spacecraft are used to photograph
large areas of the Earth’s surface. Index marks are often surveyed on the ground to
provide reference locations on these photographs, which can be used in determining
their scale and orientation. GPS can be used to survey these references. Further, the
use of these references can be eliminated altogether if the position of the camera can
be known accurately enough at the precise moment it took the picture. This technol-
ogy has been developed using GPS augmented by accurate INS. Inertial systems have
excellent short-term stability but tend to drift over time and require recalibration. By
contrast, GPS has its inherent absolute referencing capabilities and can provide
excellent augmentation for an INS. The two can be used together in this kind of
application; the INS to help resolve cycle ambiguities inherent in the kinematic
method of GPS use and to carry positioning duties over the short periods of GPS out-
age that may occur. The generation of road maps, or any other kind of feature map,
is now extremely easy, achieved simply by recording a series of positions as a
receiver is moved over the area to be mapped. Any degree of postprocessing neces-
sary to achieve desired accuracy is available. Specific locations recorded may be
annotated with location-specific information, such as street address, elevation, or
vegetation type. This type of data collection is particularly useful for the building of
data for GIS.
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12.3.3 GIS

Anyone charged with the responsibility of managing a distributed inventory, such
as might be the case with a utility, municipality, or steelyard, might appreciate the
ability to locate and identify this inventory quickly and accurately. This is the role
played by GPS in conjunction with GIS. The last decade has seen a proliferation of
GIS software packages and programs. Government agencies and utilities have been
eager to adopt this technology, but find that the initial input of data and timely
updating thereof is a huge task using conventional means of data collection. With
GPS, it is possible to capture position-referenced data in the field with a simple
handheld computer. The situation is best illustrated by the example of the manage-
ment of a municipality’s streetlights. There may be a mix of fluorescent, sodium,
mercury, and incandescent lights, with several varieties of each. The maintenance
engineer capable of recognizing the types can be dispatched with a GPS-based data
collector to log the location of each type of installation. This information can be
loaded into a central database, so that when maintenance is necessary, the appropri-
ate replacements can be ordered, stocked, and dispatched. Steel mills store large
quantities of product in huge yards, stacked in such a way as to prevent warping.
The stacks must be rotated periodically, on a set schedule. Further, there are differ-
ent types of products that are indistinguishable from one another, except for the
record of where each was put. The layout of these yards does not lend itself to physi-
cal marking, so accurate GPS can be used to locate each stack and reference its con-
tents to a central database. The management of other yard inventory items such as
shipping containers or lumber is similar, and GPS applications have been
investigated here also.

A rapidly growing and highly visible endeavor is the management of natural
resources. Environmental impact studies involve the collection of large amounts of
position-related data, and GIS is prevalent here, too. GPS is instrumental in collect-
ing data to provide input to animal population studies and the like.

Finally, a whole new discipline, referred to as precision farming, or farming by
the foot, has emerged. The application of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers is
becoming an increasingly exacting science. Many farm implement manufacturers
are producing variable-rate application equipment that is controlled by sophisti-
cated electronics coupled to a sort of GIS. It has been shown that material input
costs can be reduced by 40%, and yield enhancements of a similar magnitude can be
expected. Furthermore, the harmful effects of the runoff of unneeded fertilizers can
be mitigated. It is possible that the variable application of fertilizers might be legis-
lated for this reason. GPS of course is central to the soil mapping to determine
requirements and to the control of application vehicles.

Several firms offer products to guide airborne applicators of pesticides. These
systems involve customized mapping routines to direct the pilot of crop duster
swath by swath over a particular field. This allows the replacement of
the flagperson, who would direct the pilot from the ground (a job in a very hazard-
ous environment), with more accurate electronic guidance. This reduces the
amount of overspray and can significantly decrease the amount of time and material
used.
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12.4 Recreational Markets for GNSS-Based Products

Some obvious recreational applications of global positioning technology include
hiking and orienteering. SAR teams can also make good use of the technology. Some
applications are not so obvious, and it is here that the assertion that there are more
uses for GPS than we can imagine is put to the test. Several organizations are devel-
oping positioning systems for golfing applications. Differential corrections are
required, as accuracy of a few feet is needed. Course managers are attracted to the
idea as a method to speed up play and improve the utilization of an existing
resource. Receivers have been put on golf carts to display from a database the dis-
tance to the green, to the pin, and to any hazards that may be of interest from a given
location.

At outdoor parks, tourists can use a GPS device that will allow them to conduct
a self-guided tour without any external signs or references. At each designated spot,
vignettes can be automatically triggered by the GPS unit and direct tourists based on
their present position and knowledge of where they have been previously. Recently,
recreational and commercial users were able to display digital maps on their
GPS-equipped cell phones via a service provided by Cellular Telephone Industry
Association members.

GPS receivers are small enough to be worn on the wrist. This has opened up
applications for joggers to keep track of their location, speed, and distance, as well
as for keeping track of children and for blind people to navigate [13, 14].

12.5 GNSS Time Transfer

The fact that GPS is based on accurate time references implies that the signals can be
used for the synchronization of very accurate clocks and timing standards. Each sat-
ellite has multiple atomic clocks on board, and each is frequently updated to system
time. A prime application of this accurate timing capability is in the control of data
communications networks like the Internet, where data packets time-share the same
communications bandwidth. Receivers and transmitters can be synchronized,
reducing the data overhead required of the system. Other applications include syn-
chronized switching of power grids and timing of racecars. An example of this was
reported in August 2004 in Network World at the July 2004 NASCAR race at the
New Hampshire International Speedway. Over 90,000 fans watched as GPS was
used to time the racecars’ performances. Data from each car, including its speed,
position, time, braking, throttle position, and rpm, were sent five times per second
to a BS and thence over the Internet and pay-per-view TV. There are several manu-
facturers of equipment dedicated solely to the extraction of accurate time from the
GPS signal.

12.6 Differential Applications and Services

Perhaps the largest submarket involves the provision and use of differential
corrections.
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Stationary users can derive their own differential corrections and transmit them
to specific locations using almost any means of communications, from the Internet
to cellular to VLF-HF-microwave radios to satellite links. It makes better sense,
however, to share such a system with other users, and there are market opportuni-
ties in providing such signals. In addition to the freely provided satellite transmitted
corrections of the FAA’s WAAS, the U.S. Coast Guard provides correction signals,
broadcast over an existing network of nondirectional beacon transmitters around
the coast of the United States and in the Great Lakes. This NDGPS system is being
expanded to cover all of the U.S. landmass so it can be used by vessels in all inland
waterways and by railroads for positive train control. The latter application alone is
expected to accrue $3 billion/year in economic benefits for the railroad industry and
its customers. NDGPS has many U.S. government participants; notably, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers in conjunction with the Coast Guard provides similar cov-
erage for the Mississippi and Ohio River valleys, and other countries’ authorities
are implementing similar systems. These broadcasts are provided free of charge, but
require the purchase of specialized receivers and demodulators to decode the
correction signals, sent at 283–325 kHz.

12.6.1 Precision Approach Aircraft Landing Systems

Most instrument approaches carried out by commercial air carriers are precision
approaches.

Unlike NPA, these procedures give glideslope guidance to the aircraft on
approach. The lack of signal integrity precludes the use of unaided GPS for demand-
ing aviation applications. These applications require the use of either code differen-
tial or kinematic carrier-phase tracking techniques. Precision landing systems
require not only better integrity (warnings of system failure or inaccuracy within 6
seconds or less) but also better accuracy than is provided by the basic GPS service.
The FAA’s WAAS provides this warning, and sufficient accuracy to perform close to
category I precision landing requirements. This allows about 90% of the airline
approaches currently performed to use a GPS approach augmented in this way. Cat-
egory II and III approaches, involving lower weather minima, also require improved
accuracy and integrity warnings, which will be provided by airport-based differen-
tial stations broadcasting GPS corrections directly to the aircraft on approach (i.e.,
LAAS). It is expected that when GPS III and GALILEO are deployed, there will be
both an improvement in overall accuracy and additional integrity.

12.6.2 Other Differential Systems

Surveyors, cartographic and hydrographic agencies, as well as a host of other users
require accuracy better than that available from GPS’s SPS. These users can either
set up their own BSs and datalink facilities or purchase correction signals from a
supplier or cooperative of similar users. Many services are presently available from
which one can purchase or otherwise obtain differential corrections. Some of these
services operate in real time, broadcasting their signals to users, and some provide
time-tagged data with which one can correct field data after gathering it. This is
known as postprocessing and is common in surveying applications. State survey and
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geodetic organizations are using GPS to form active control networks that rely on
GPS to tie together positions rather than referencing them back to fixed monuments
by conventional surveying means. California has established an earthquake
monitoring system along these lines.

12.6.3 Attitude Determination Systems

While a limited market segment, GPS receivers have been proven to be useful in
determining the attitude of host vehicles. Examples include pointing a long artillery
gun barrel, finding an aircraft’s attitude, outputting ship’s heading, pitch, and roll,
and particularly determining spacecraft attitude. These applications go back to the
1980s with the military funding the research and development. In the mid-1990s, a
unit was introduced called the Trimble Advanced Navigation System Vector Atti-
tude Determination System, which many researchers applied to various attitude
determination problems, including NASA/Stanford’s Gravity Probe-B spacecraft.
All of these systems make use of either multiple antennas for three-dimensional solu-
tions or at least a linear array to determine a pointing vector. Honeywell obtained
one of the earliest patents (6088653) for a vehicle application, where a three-
antenna GPS receiver is integrated with a vehicle inertial sensor. Today, integrations
between GPS receivers and inertial sensors are a very high-tech market area requir-
ing software development that uses sophisticated Kalman filtering algorithms. In
2002, a similar integration was used for a typical space application of GPS attitude
determination aboard NASA’s Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere Energetics
and Dynamics (TIMED) spacecraft by Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory. The TIMED mission studied the influences of the Sun and humans on
the least explored and understood portion of Earth’s atmosphere—the mesosphere
and lower thermosphere/ionosphere.

12.7 GNSS and Telematics and LBS

A truly exciting and major growth area for GNSS equipment and services is in what
is euphemistically called transport telematics, or vehicle location-awareness ser-
vices. Driven mainly by service providers looking for steady income streams, these
services rely heavily on knowing where a user is located and being able to communi-
cate with that user. Estimates of this market segment range between $1 billion and
$11 billion by 2008. The uncertainty is due to the difficulty allocating the revenue to
the telecommunications companies and to the actual location awareness service pro-
vider. Nonetheless, as the world’s cell phone population approaches the half billion
mark and GPS chips proliferate, the technology is available to satisfy the basic ele-
ments of a telematics service. In its infancy now, there are the standard vehicle track-
ing services, most notably QUALCOMM’s OmniTRACS for commercial vehicles
and GM’s OnStar for consumers. They make use of OnStar’s primary service, which
is safety and stolen vehicle recovery. Typical OnStar services include contacting the
dispatcher of emergency vehicles in an accident and remotely unlocking the car of a
user who has lost his keys. This is besides the normal route guidance functions used
regularly by most customers.
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A major input to ITS is location awareness, and therefore many automatic toll
roads will be relying on GNSS for that basic information. A study by the Telematics
Research Group concluded that by 2010 there will be over 40 million
Telematics-enabled automobiles in the United States alone. There would be a simi-
lar number overseas. However in Europe, it is expected that drivers would be
encouraged to use a GALILEO-only or a combined GALILEO/GPS receiver.

Keeping track of vehicles’ whereabouts is a lucrative market. This GNSS appli-
cation area was pioneered by QUALCOMM with OmniTRACS (though at first
OmniTRACS did not use GPS—but it is now a standard component), and similar
systems are now prevalent throughout the world from many companies. At the time
of this writing, C. J. Driscoll and Associates, a noted GNSS market research firm,
predicted about 1.3 million automatic vehicle trackers installed in fleet vehicles.
Another research firm, ABI Research, examined the U.S.–non-U.S. market split for
this area and concluded that between 2003 and 2008, the U.S. share would drop
from 89% to 55%, while the European share would rise from 6% to 17%. Japan
and the rest of the world would carve the balance off the market [15].

Rental car companies have a strong incentive to offer navigation information to
their customers. Hertz relies on the NeverLost System, while AVIS chose to go with
a cellular solution whereby the customer can remove the phone from the vehicle and
continue to receive downloaded maps and guidance. A similar system has been
offered by NEXTEL to any driver with a NEXTEL phone through a company called
Telenavigation, Inc. Rental car companies have also been experimenting with sur-
reptitious vehicle tracking to help in recovering stolen vehicles and for enforcing
contract provisions against speeding or driving in areas prohibited by the rental
agreement. This has caused a backlash from privacy advocates and is expected to be
a major issue for LBS in the future until legislation is in place to protect consumers’
privacy rights [16]. Responding to these concerns, the state of California passed a
law in 2004 prohibiting rental car companies from using GPS to fine renters for
speeding or crossing state lines. About 25% of all rental cars have some sort of
tracking technology installed in them. Hertz had pioneered in the use of GPS in
rental cars with their NeverLost system, a product originally developed by
Rockwell-Collins over 20 years ago [17].

These location awareness applications can be generally classified into four
groups: convenience, safety and security, productivity, and mobile information
access. As quoted in [5]: “Personal safety and security can be enhanced through
the ability to locate and track lost persons using a specifically designed device with
GPS and wireless connectivity or a mobile telephone with GPS. An example of an
enterprise productivity improvement application is the use of location information
to more efficiently route work teams or assets between multiple job sites. Mobile
devices that can access wireless data can use location awareness capabilities to filter
information relevant to the user based on his or her location, such as the closest
gas station, or to share that information with a group of users for coordination
purposes.”

Personal GPS applications have unique design issues due to the limitations and
preferences for a human installation. Products in the “child tracking” business
include from Wherify Wireless, Inc., a GPS Locator for Kids, Digital Angel Personal
Safety and Location System, and the National Scientific Urban Tracker IIK [18].
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12.8 Creative Uses for GNSS

Location awareness is the ability to know where one is or where someone else is at a
given time. This knowledge can be applied in untold unique ways to provide service,
to understand the environment, to keep an eye on someone or something. The only
limitation is human ingenuity, which so far has proven to be unlimited when it
comes to GPS. Consider the following varied location awareness uses: tracking
sheep; guiding blind people; tracking the movement of ice floes; and geocaching,
which is a sport where people find hidden packages at given GPS coordinates and
then add something of their own to the package. Other creative uses include plowing
roads hidden by snow; tracking race cars; mapping the location of victims of disas-
ters, such as was the case on September 11, 2001; keeping track of children and teen-
age drivers and adults with dementia. As receivers shrink to the size of a single chip
with concomitant low-power wireless communications, location awareness is pro-
vided by wearable devices like watches, pocket PDAs, or cell phones. Many new
applications become feasible, like tracking toddlers in an amusement park,
Alzheimer’s patients, and teenage drivers [19, 20].

Another unique GNSS application involves the use of EGNOS and the Internet
[13]. Here, the GPS receiver takes corrections from EGNOS received via a wireless
Internet connection and combines them with the pseudorange measurements in
order to improve accuracy and availability. This is similar to assisted GPS, except
that SBAS data sent over the Internet is used to assist the GNSS receiver. Originally,
assisted GPS used the cellular network to provide acquisition and tracking aiding to
the GPS receiver. Qualcomm’s SnapTrack System is prototypical of this type of
operation.

At the time of this writing, achieving GPS usage indoors remained a challenge.
Because of its weak signal, most commercial GPS receivers a decade ago did not
function well when the antenna did not have a clear view of the sky. This limitation
is being addresses in a variety of ways (see Sections 5.13 and 9.3).

12.9 Government and Military Applications

GPS is first and foremost a military system. Since its inception in the late 1960s, GPS
was designed to satisfy military requirements for a worldwide positioning, naviga-
tion, and timing service. Only a satellite-based system could ensure global coverage.
The signals had to enable very accurate fixes yet be resistant to enemy jamming.
Thus, the military developed user receivers that relied on what was called the P code.
This code was later encrypted to be today’s Y code. Modernized GPS will transmit
the Y code for existing receivers and transmit the M code for new receivers. M code
is an even more robust signal whose dispersed spectrum properties allow for Allied
forces to jam in the band center to interfere with adversary receivers that are trying
to use C/A code signals, without disturbing their own use of M code.

Today, military use of other GNSS is limited primarily to the Russian
GLONASS. However, many of the world’s militaries are using the C/A code of GPS.
Authorized users such as NATO forces and other countries with agreed-to access are
using the GPS P(Y) code for their military activities. It is expected that there will also
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be military use of GALILEO signals. Though conceived as a civil system, GALILEO
contains an encrypted PRS that could be used militarily.

The first military applications were with man-operated receivers on ships and
other vehicles. As coverage increased with every new satellite launch, additional
applications emerged until GPS became not only a useful tool; it became an essential
capability for modern, network-centered warfare.

12.9.1 Military User Equipment—Aviation, Shipboard, and Land

The original development of GPS receivers was accomplished at the Magnavox
Research Laboratories (later acquired by Hughes Aircraft and subsequently by
Raytheon). Some typical receivers were produced for aircraft first in a standard avi-
onics package known as a 3/4 ATR size (Collins 3A) shrinking its width in half later
to a 3/8 ATR (Collins and Raytheon MAGR) and to man-portable units like the
Collins PLGR and finally to today’s DAGR, which approaches the size and weight
of a commercial handheld receiver. Figure 12.4 shows an airborne military receiver.
At the time of this writing, prototype M code receivers were under development by
these companies.

As many military aircraft already had inertial navigation systems installed,
work began to marry the long-term stability of GPS by virtue of its atomic timing to
the short-term stability of the inertial system to create integrated navigation systems
that could maintain very accurate solutions regardless of short outages to GPS
caused by signal interference, vehicle dynamics, or antenna shading. Similar but far
simpler integrations were performed for today’s car navigation systems using head-
ing sensors, wheel counters, and map matching. The integrations became even more
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symbiotic as technology allowed for faster processors, smaller receivers, and lower
cost, strapped-down inertial measurement units. The age of GPS guided missiles and
other smart weapons had dawned.

12.9.2 Autonomous Receivers—Smart Weapons

Modern warfare attempts to minimize civilian casualties while maximizing the
effectiveness of destroying intended targets. This requires pinpoint accuracy, on the
order of a few feet in some cases. A December 2004 test of a 155-mm artillery shell
guided by GPS landed 3m from its intended target. GPS is once again the enabling
technology. By combining GPS measurements with those of an on-board inertial
sensor, a weapon can provide the required probability of kill with a smaller warhead
than would otherwise be necessary. It is no longer a question of how many sorties
will be necessary to kill a target, as was the case in World War II. Today, military
planners speak in terms of how many targets can be killed in a single sortie using
GPS-equipped weapons. GPS receivers have found their way into ballistic missiles,
guided missiles like the Tomahawk, smart bombs like the Joint Attack Direct Muni-
tions (JDAM), artillery shells, and autonomous air, land, and sea vehicles. Recent
applications include guiding unmanned combat air vehicles and reconnaissance
drones. Use of GPS in combat, however, begs the question about jamming vulnera-
bility. For these applications, antijam techniques are employed, such as nulling
antennas and ultratight coupling of the GPS and the inertial sensors. In the future,
higher military signal power from the satellites will further mitigate the possibility of
disruption due to enemy jamming.

GPS-equipped precision guided munitions quantities will total over 300,000 in
the U.S. Air Force alone. JDAM accounts for about 80% of these [21]. The Army
and Navy will buy even more units as artillery and naval gun shells become
GPS-guided. Figure 12.5 shows a typical munitions GPS receiver with its SAASM.
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12.9.3 Space Applications

In the early 1980s, GPS receivers were flying on NASA’s LANDSAT. This marked
the beginning of the use of GPS in a spacecraft. Pictures from LANDSAT of the
Yucatan peninsula, coupled with a GPS-equipped airborne survey, enabled a
National Geographic expedition to find ruins of several heretofore unknown
Mayan cities. Space use of GPS expanded on the Shuttle and the Space Station and
on many other civilian and military low- to mid-orbital satellites. GPS receivers are
quite useful on spacecraft in orbit up to about 10,000 nmi, although some visibility
is still present at synchronous altitudes. Typically, GPS receivers are used in LEO
and MEO satellites, where attitude determination is required. Further discussion on
this topic is contained in [22].

12.9.4 Other Government Applications

Within the United States, many government agencies make use of GPS. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture funds some research in precision farming, and both the Depart-
ment of the Interior and the Bureau of Land Management routinely use GPS in our
national forests. NASA looks after civilian space applications. The Department of
Homeland Security uses GPS in its law enforcement role to covertly track the move-
ments of suspects and through the Coast Guard’s efforts to control our shores.

NGS and NOAA are heavy users of GPS reference stations’ data and compute
high-accuracy, postprocessed orbital data for use by GPS surveyors and others.
One major supplier/user of this data is IGS. A major IGS center is located at the JPL
in Pasadena, California, but IGS is international in scope with other centers in
Europe.

Numerous law enforcement agencies rely on GPS for tracking applications,
especially for surveillance on suspected criminals or for recovering GPS-equipped
stolen vehicles. More and more accident investigators from the National Transpor-
tation Safety Board are incorporating GPS data into their findings. Automobiles
and trucks are being equipped with “black box” recorders such as those required on
commercial aircraft in order to have information about all vehicle systems as well as
the speed and location at the time of an accident.

The Department of Transportation in Minnesota ran an experimental program
that showed that a DGPS-equipped snow remover could accurately plow roads
completely obscured by several feet of snow.

12.10 User Equipment Needs for Specific Markets

On a system level, civil GNSS users have different priorities than military users. The
civil community expects high accuracy, availability, coverage, integrity, and robust-
ness. The latter will be obtained from redundant signals and more power than in the
premodernized GPS. These same users have been the drivers to require second and
third civil signals in the modernized GPS and in GALILEO. For SOL applications,
they clamor for spectrum protection from other systems such as ultrawideband and
telecommunications that covet GNSS bandwidths.
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The military users desire many of the same system attributes but are more con-
cerned about improving the jamming resistance. While unlikely that they will be a
regular user of GALILEO, they understand its potential for military applications, as
many countries have done with the GPS C/A code. The military also wants shorter
TTFFs and direct signal acquisition without any reliance on civil signals.

With these user desires in mind, user equipment manufacturers have addressed
various segments of the market with products that are useful to the customers and
profitable to the companies involved. From the low-powered receiver chip or chipset
to complete stand-alone receivers, there is a product to fit all end users of the GNSS.
Some of the manufacturers offer both chipsets for others to incorporate into prod-
ucts and complete GNSS receivers for sale directly to end users. Some sample prod-
ucts are shown in Figure 12.6.

Note that most of these products have the ability to receive both GPS and
WAAS signals so they are truly GNSS receivers. Future models will include
GALILEO capability as well. NovAtel has already begun a GALILEO proof-of-
concept receiver development program under contract to the Canadian Space
Agency (see Figure 12.7).

Each market segment has unique requirements over and above various environ-
mental requirements and emission and safety standards set by regulatory bodies
such as the FCC and Underwriters Laboratory. GNSS chipsets for incorporation
into cell phones or PDAs must be very low power, low cost, and small. They also
must be able to make use of assisted-GPS signals delivered to them over the cellular
network itself. Handheld receivers must also have low power and low cost. Receiv-
ers that are part of car navigation systems operate off vehicle power, so they can
draw more current than the handheld units. However, these receivers are usually
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part of an integrated navigation system, so they may have very different interfaces
than the chipsets.

Receivers for the marine navigator have very different outputs than ones found
in aircraft. Typical marine outputs are used to guide ships over great circle, rhumb
line routes, and ocean sea lanes. Most marine receivers include the capability to pro-
cess corrections from the NDGPS system through a serial port connection or via an
internal low-frequency radio. Calculations of latitude and longitude, speed, and the
like are standard outputs for maritime equipment.

Aircraft outputs are typically those found in any flight management system,
such as range and bearing to the next VOR station. In addition, aircraft receivers
must meet very stringent hardware and software standards set down by the FAA.
They are designed to receive WAAS broadcasts and LAAS data.

Survey receivers are a different breed. They are sometimes known as RTK
receivers and rely on carrier-phase measurements, usually in some sort of a differen-
tial mode of operation. Here the most important requirements are for accuracy,
often subcentimeter and for very rapid reacquisition of signals whenever there is an
outage. Chapter 8 provides extensive details on RTK.

Still more rigorous requirements are found in military receivers. Manufacturers
in this segment tend to serve only this segment. Some commercial manufacturers,
notably Trimble Navigation and GARMIN also sell ruggedized units to the mili-
tary. However, their military offerings, for the most part, are derived from their SPS
equipment, with little special development for the military. Timble’s Y code cards
are an exception to that generalization.

Like all military equipment, GPS receivers must meet stringent environmental
specifications as well as high-accuracy, antijam, fast fix, security, and so on. Mili-
tary receivers operate on C/A and Y code on both the L1 and L2 frequencies. Future
versions will receive M code as well.

An important receiver component is the GPS antenna. Oftentimes it limits per-
formance of the receiver. Some installations, such as cell phones and handhelds,
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compromise coverage and gain for small size and low cost. Reference stations utilize
antennas designed especially to mitigate multipath, while some military systems pre-
scribe an antenna with adaptive, multijammer nulling and beam steering capabili-
ties. There is quite a range of antenna sizes, shapes, and capabilities associated with
the myriad of GPS applications.

12.11 Financial Projections for the GNSS Industry

GPS and soon GNSS companies that make up the industry enjoy a growing demand
for their products and services. These companies vary from chipset providers like
SiRF to receiver suppliers like GARMIN and Trimble, to multidivisional and mili-
tary suppliers like THALES, Collins, Raytheon, and L-3 Communications. The
industry also includes the military suppliers of satellites like Boeing and Lockheed
Martin, payload suppliers like ITT, and control segment software and user equip-
ment developers. There are many opportunities for all of them, as every market seg-
ment is growing. Financial results for most of these companies are freely available,
as they are public companies with openly traded stock. Most are enjoying good
profitability from sales of GNSS receivers and other GPS products and services. In
January 2004, GPS World’s receiver survey listed 77 companies offering GPS receiv-
ers [23]. Whether or not all can develop and deliver new products successfully will
depend on various factors, including their abilities to:

• Accurately predict market requirements and evolving industry standards for
the GNSS-based applications industry they are addressing;

• Anticipate changes in technology standards, such as wireless technologies;
• Develop and introduce new products that meet market needs in a timely

manner;
• Attract and retain engineering and marketing personnel and required capital

investment.

A major market determinate for all of these companies will be the deployment
schedules of modernized GPS and GALILEO. In the first instance, GPS IIR-M satel-
lites will transmit the new M code and L2C signals. Soon, the IIF satellites will add
L5. Sometime between 2007 and 2010, GALILEO signals should appear, opening
up still more possibilities for new products—but exactly when is still debatable.
These schedules are highly dependant on both continued, stable government fund-
ing and effective contractor performance to establish not only the spacecraft but also
the ground control environment that operates them. These are large, complicated
undertakings, so all projected schedules need be watched closely for signs of slip-
page. Companies jumping in too soon may find that their products cannot be sold,
as the signals they were designed to use are not yet available. In short, the next few
years are the critical ones that will determine just how accurate all the market
projections will turn out to be.

Currently, many companies are offering other GNSS products and services asso-
ciated with particular niches or application areas. A partial list includes accessories
such as car adapters, carrying cases, and earphones; antennas; antijam/interference
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suppression units; differential services; digital compasses; electronic charts/maps;
GLONASS receivers; integrated instrumentation with GPS; ionospheric calibrators;
photogrammetry/GPS; precise ephemeris information; receiver components; signal
simulators; and training [23]. These niche/application companies are all part of the
GNSS market. Taking all of their business into account in addition to the main user
receiver manufacturing market makes the GNSS market a fabulous growth area for
the foreseeable future.
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A P P E N D I X A

Least Squares and Weighted Least
Squares Estimates

Christopher J. Hegarty
The MITRE Corporation

Let x = [ ]x x x M
T

1 2 K be a column vector containing M unknown parameters that
are to be estimated and y = [ ]y y y N

T
1 2 K be a set of noisy measurements that are

linearly related to x as described by the expression:

y Hx n= + (A.1)

where n = [ ]n n n N
T

1 2 K is a vector describing the errors corrupting the N measure-
ments, and H is an N × M matrix describing the connection between the measure-
ments and x.

The maximum likelihood estimate of x, denoted as $x, is defined as (see, for
example, [1]):

( )$ arg maxx y x
x

= p (A.2)

where p(y/x) is the probability density function of the measurement y for a fixed
value of x.

If the measurement errors, {ni}, for i = 1, …, N, are identically Gaussian distrib-
uted with zero-mean and variance 2, and furthermore if errors for different mea-
surements are statistically independent, then (A.2) becomes:

( )
$ arg max

arg min

x

y Hx

x

y Hx

x

=

= −

− −1

2
2

1

2

2

2

2

πσ
σ

N
e

(A.3)

The solution to (A.3) can readily be found by first differentiating y Hx− $
2

with

respect to $x:

d
d

T T

$
$ $

x
y Hx H Hx H y− = −2

2 2 (A.4)
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and then setting this quantity equal to zero to obtain:

( )$x H H H y=
−T T1

(A.5)

where it is assumed that the matrix inverse involved exists (i.e., that HTH is not sin-
gular).

The estimate described by (A.5) is referred to as a least squares estimate, since,
as shown in (A.3), it results in the minimum square error between the measurement
vector y and Hx, where the latter is the expected measurement vector based upon the
estimate of x.

Next, consider the more general case where the measurement errors are still
Gaussian distributed with zero-mean but are not necessarily identically distributed
or independent of each other. In this case, the maximum likelihood estimate can be
expressed as

( )
( ) ( )

( )

$ arg max

arg min

x
R

y Hx R

x
n

y Hx R y Hx

x

n

=

= −

− − −−1

2
2 1 2

1

2
1

π
N

T

e
T

( )n y Hx− −1

(A.6)

where Rn is the covariance matrix associated with the measurement errors and |Rn| is
its determinant.

Proceeding as before, (A.6) can be solved to yield:

( )$x H R H H R yn n= − − −T T1 1 1 (A.7)

The estimate in (A.7) is referred to as a WLS solution.
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A P P E N D I X B

Stability Measures for Frequency Sources
Lawrence F. Wiederholt
The MITRE Corporation

B.1 Introduction

The principle of employing satellite navigation systems for position and time deter-
mination requires the satellite clocks to be in synchronism to a common timebase.

High-accuracy AFS are required to meet the stringent stability and drift rate
requirements so that the common time base can be maintained. Stability is also
important for the less accurate crystal-based oscillators that are typically employed
in user equipment.

Frequency sources are subject to systemic errors, such as frequency offsets, aging,
and random frequency errors. Random frequency errors are a primary concern, espe-
cially when characterizing the performance of an AFS. There are a number of impor-
tant random frequency noise processes (i.e., frequency fluctuations): random walk
frequency modulation, flicker frequency modulation, white frequency modulation,
flicker phase modulation, and white phase modulation, as described in [1].

B.2 Frequency Standard Stability

The stability of a frequency source can be described by starting with an oscillator
whose output voltage V(t), is given by:

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )V t V t t t= + +0 02ε πν φsin (B.1)

where V0 and ν0 are the nominal amplitude and frequency, respectively, with corre-
sponding errors ε(t) and ϕ(t).

The instantaneous phase is defined by

( ) ( )Φ t t t= +2 0πν φ (B.2)

and the instantaneous frequency is defined by

( ) ( )
ν ν

π

φ
t

d t

dt
= +0

1
2

(B.3)
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A common method used to measure oscillator stability is based on the instanta-
neous fractional frequency deviation from the nominal frequency 0 given by

( )y t =
&φ

πν2 0

The power-law spectral densities of the five random frequency noise processes
mentioned in Section B.1 can be represented in the frequency domain by the sum of
five independent noise processes as [1]:

( )S f h f f f

f f

y h

h

= < <

= ≥
=−

+

∑ α
α

α 2

2

0

0

for

for

where:

hα = constant

α = integer

fh = high-frequency cutoff of an infinitely sharp lowpass filter

This power spectral density is visually represented in Figure B.1 for the five ran-
dom frequency noise processes: random walk frequency, flicker frequency, white
frequency, flicker phase, and white phase.
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B.3 Measures of Stability

Two basic approaches can be taken to analyze the stability of an oscillator: a fre-
quency domain approach and a time domain approach. One can map from one to
the other. The time domain approach is more commonly used for stability analysis.

The interest in oscillators and the common measurement of their stability
became such an item of interest that the IEEE Standards Committee 14 developed a
standard in the 1980s. With this standard in place, oscillator stability evaluations
could be performed on a common basis using standard definitions and evaluation
techniques. The latest revision of this standard was published in 1999 [1].

B.3.1 Allan Variance

One common measure of oscillator stability based on the instantaneous fractional
frequency deviation is the Allan variance, σ τy

2 ( ), defined by

( ) ( )[ ]σ τy k kE y y2
1

21
2

= −+

where:

y
t tk k=

+ −φ( τ) φ(

πν τ

)

2 0

τ = sampling interval

E is the expected value operator. In theory, E is an infinite sum of elements, but
in practice the sum is limited to a large but finite number.

The square root of the Allan variance is referred to as the Allan deviation.

B.3.2 Hadamard Variance

The Allan variance works well for cesium-based AFS with no linear drift effects. It is
also often used to characterize the stability of quartz crystal oscillators. Rubidium-
based AFS have a significant linear drift above the random noise, which degrades
the fidelity of the Allan variance and thus does not provide an accurate measure of
stability. The linear drift can be removed by a separate processing step, but an alter-
nate measure of stability has been defined which overcomes this inherent limitation
of the Allan variance. This measure is referred to as the Hadamard variance, which
removes any linear drift and is thus not effected by linear drift. Thus, the Hadamard
variance is a good measure of stability for rubidium AFS.

The Hadamard variance, H yσ τ2 ( ), is defined by

( ) ( )[ ]H y k k kE y y yσ τ2
2 1

21
2

2= − ++ +

As in the Allan variance, E is the expected value operator. In theory, E is an infi-
nite sum of elements, but in practice the sum is limited to a large but finite number.
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Note that the Allan variance is a two-sample variance requiring two time sample
values for each point, while the Hadamard variance is a three-sample variance
requiring three time samples for each point. Thus, the Hadamard variance requires
more computations.

The GPS MCS uses the Hadamard variance and its variations to measure
oscillator stability [2–4]. This is appropriate considering that the constellation will
have a predominance of rubidium standards in the near future (Blocks IIR, IIR-M,
and IIF).
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A P P E N D I X C

Free-Space Propagation Loss
John W. Betz
The MITRE Corporation

C.1 Introduction

Calculating propagation loss is a fundamental tool in systems engineering for
GNSS, since this loss relates the power at a source (e.g., a satellite transmitter or an
interferer) to the power at a destination (e.g., a GNSS receiver). The propagation
loss typically depends on the distance between source and destination, as well other
factors.

The simplest common expression for propagation loss is called free-space prop-
agation loss, since it applies in free space (source and receiver are located in a vac-
uum or equivalent, with no other objects in the vicinity). Although this expression is
often employed, there are widespread misunderstandings of its applicability (under
what conditions does it apply?) and its technical characteristics (e.g., in what sense
is free-space propagation loss frequency dependent?).

Entire texts (e.g., [1]) are devoted to radio wave propagation—predicting, mea-
suring, and compensating for its effects. This appendix only touches on one simple
and common model for radio wave propagation—free-space propagation loss. It
also addresses a related topic—how to convert back and forth between power flux
densities (PFDs) and power spectral densities (PSDs).

C.2 Free-Space Propagation Loss

Propagation loss is defined as the ratio of the power transmitted in the direction of
the receive antenna to the power at the terminals of a receive antenna, for a
unity-gain receive antenna. If the receive antenna has gain other than unity, the
received power is divided by the receive antenna gain in taking this ratio. The trans-
mit antenna actually radiates PT watts, and has a gain of GT (dimensionless), pro-
ducing an EIRP of PTGT watts. The receive antenna has a gain of GR. The power at
the receive antenna terminals is denoted PR, so that the propagation loss is the
dimensionless quantity
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R

(C.1)

Since (C.1) is merely a definition, it could also be defined as the reciprocal of
what is shown. The particular definition was selected so that the numerator is typi-
cally greater than the denominator, making the propagation loss usually a quantity
greater than unity, or positive when expressed in decibels. This corresponds with
common usage (e.g., “a 180-dB propagation loss”).

It is often convenient to perform calculations for a receive antenna having unit
gain (GR = 1), calculating the received isotropic power (RIP).

The free-space propagation loss model described in this appendix applies when
the transmitting antenna and receiving antenna are located in free space (ideally, a
vacuum) where there are no other nearby conductive objects and no obstructions. In
practice at L-band at least, it is sufficient that the LOS path between transmitter and
receiver is not obstructed, that there are no obstructions even near the LOS path,
and that the transmitter to receiver LOS path is far from conducting surfaces, even
the Earth’s surface. If one of these conditions do occur, actual propagation loss may
be much greater than predicted using the free-space model.

Furthermore, the transmitting antenna and receiving antennas must be sepa-
rated by many wavelengths so that they are not within each other’s near fields. At
L-band, several meters of separation are adequate for antennas having modest gain.

Detailed criteria for quantifying the conditions under which free-space propaga-
tion applies and ways to predict propagation losses under conditions other than free
space can be found in [1] and are beyond the scope of this appendix. In many cases,
free-space propagation is a good first-order model for L-band propagation from
space to a terrestrial or airborne receiver, from an airborne transmitter to an air-
borne receiver, or from an airborne transmitter to the ground (or for these same
paths with transmitter and receiver exchanged). These situations are clearly of
interest to GNSS.

Consider a transmitter radiating an EIRP of PTGT. As the electromagnetic wave
propagates, its power spreads out in a spherical pattern, so that the same amount of
power remains in a given solid angle measured from the transmit antenna. The PFD,
however, which is the power per unit area in the surface of the sphere, diminishes as
the radius of the sphere increases with increasing distance from the transmitter.

Now assume that the solid angle is small and the radius of the sphere is large
enough that the solid angle can be approximated by a flat patch tangent to the
sphere and thus normal to the LOS between transmit antenna and receiver.

The effective area of an antenna, A, is given by

A
G= λ

π

2

4
(C.2)

where λ = c/f is the wavelength, with c the speed of propagation, f is the frequency,
and G is the antenna gain. When the receive antenna gain is GR, the effective area of
the receive antenna is
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Observe that the effective area of an antenna having a given gain is inversely
proportional to the square of the frequency. For the same antenna gain with increas-
ing frequency, the antenna’s area must become smaller.

Returning to the earlier discussion of an electromagnetic wave emanating out-
ward from a transmitter, the power spatial density (having units of W/m2) at a point
on a sphere with radius d from the transmit antenna is

Φ =
P G

d
T T

4 2π
(C.4)

The power spatial density is also known as the power flux density (PFD).
Observe that the PFD decreases with the square of the distance from the transmitter,
so that the PFD (the received power per unit area) is independent of frequency and
depends only on the distance from the transmitter.

The power at the receive antenna’s terminals is given by the product of the PFD
at the receive antenna and the effective area of the receive antenna

P AR R= Φ (C.5)

Substituting (C.3) and (C.4) into (C.5) yields
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Expression (C.6), often called the Friis equation [2], allows calculation of the
received power, given the EIRP (PTGT) and the receive antenna gain (GR). When
(C.6) is calculated for an isotropic receive antenna, for which GR = 1, the result is the
RIP.

Sometimes the free-space propagation model is generalized to account for an
excess propagation loss beyond the free-space loss. This excess propagation loss
could be caused by attenuation due to the atmosphere, foliage penetration, building
penetration, or polarization mismatch. The effect of this excess power loss is mod-
eled by a dimensionless multiplicative factor L that takes on values between unity
and infinity, with unity indicating no excess loss and infinity indicating complete
blockage. As in the definition of propagation loss, L is defined to match common
terminology (e.g., “an excess loss of 2 dB”). The resulting expression for received
power is

P
P G G

L dR
T T R= 





λ

π4

2

(C.7)
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Computation of the received power is commonly performed in decibels. Denot-
ing the quantities of units as subscripts allows (C.7) to be rewritten in decibels as

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

P P G G L
d

P

R dBW T dBW T dB R dB dB

T dBW

= + + − + 





= +

20
410log

λ

π

( ) ( )G G L
d

T dB R dB dB+ − − − 





2198 20 10. log
λ

(C.8)

The latter expression is particularly simple, using a constant and the separation
between transmitter and receiver expressed as the number of wavelengths.

Finally, the generalized free-space propagation loss (which includes excess loss)
is found from (C.1) and (C.7) to be

Λ = 





L
d4

2
π

λ
(C.9)

with

P
P G G

R
T T R=

Λ

and

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P P G GR dBW T dBW T dB R dB dB= + + − Λ

where

( )Λ ΛdB = 10 10log

While (C.9) is a very compact expression for free-space propagation loss, sim-
plistic interpretation of this expression leads to the faulty conclusion that, since
free-space propagation loss increases with frequency, there is a frequency-dependent
attenuation mechanism in free space. The correct interpretation is that the loss in
PFD (in W/m2) with distance from the transmitter does not depend on frequency, as
seen in (C.4). However, free-space propagation loss is defined to include the effects
of a receive antenna having a gain (often unity) that remains constant over fre-
quency. Since an antenna of given gain has smaller effective area at higher frequen-
cies, the fixed-gain antenna collects a smaller fraction of the PDF at higher
frequencies, resulting in lower received power at higher frequencies.

Since the antenna area contributes to the free-space propagation loss as com-
monly defined, free-space propagation loss increases with frequency. If free-space
propagation loss were instead defined for fixed effective area of the receive antenna
rather than fixed gain of the receive antenna, (C.5) shows that the free-space propa-
gation loss would then be independent of frequency (but the antenna would become
increasingly directive at higher frequencies, since it would remain the same physical
size).
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C.3 Conversion Between PSDs and PFDs

While PFDs arise often in documents involving spectrum protection and radio fre-
quency interference, most signal theory is written in terms of PSDs. This section
describes how to convert between the two quantities.

Recall that a PFD describes the power per unit area (often a square meter) nor-
mal to a propagating electromagnetic wave, while a PSD describes the power per
bandwidth (often 1 Hz, but sometime 1 kHz, 4 kHz, or 1 MHz) in a signal. These
are very different concepts and quantities, and conversion between them requires an
intermediate quantity—power—as well as definition of the receive antenna’s effec-
tive area and of the normalized (unit power) PSD for the unit-power signal, in units
of seconds (or reciprocal hertz).

To convert from PFD to PSD, first use (C.5) and the given effective area of the
receive antenna. Often, a unity-gain antenna is assumed. Note from (C.3) that at

frequencies greater than
c

4
84 3

π
≅ . MHz, the effective area of a unity-gain

antenna is less than unity, so for calculations involving GNSS, the effective area is
typically negative when expressed in decibels. The result is power, in units of watts.
Multiply the power by the normalized (unit area) PSD to obtain the actual PSD in
units of W/Hz. To find the PSD in a given bandwidth centered at a given center fre-
quency, merely integrate the actual PSD over that bandwidth at that frequency. In
many cases, the latter step can be approximated by evaluating the PSD at the center
frequency and then multiplying it by the bandwidth. As long as the actual PSD is
well approximated by a straight (not necessarily horizontal) line over the given
bandwidth, the result is valid.

To convert from PSD to PFD, integrate the PSD over all frequencies to deter-
mine the total power. Then, using (C.5), divide the total power by the effective area
of the receive antenna (for frequencies of typical interest in GNSS, this involves add-
ing a positive quantity in decibels) to obtain the PFD.
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